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ETAPS Foreword

Welcome to the 23rd ETAPS! This is the ﬁrst time that ETAPS took place in Ireland in
its beautiful capital Dublin.
ETAPS 2020 was the 23rd instance of the European Joint Conferences on Theory
and Practice of Software. ETAPS is an annual federated conference established in
1998, and consists of four conferences: ESOP, FASE, FoSSaCS, and TACAS. Each
conference has its own Program Committee (PC) and its own Steering Committee
(SC). The conferences cover various aspects of software systems, ranging from
theoretical computer science to foundations of programming language developments,
analysis tools, and formal approaches to software engineering. Organizing these
conferences in a coherent, highly synchronized conference program enables researchers
to participate in an exciting event, having the possibility to meet many colleagues
working in different directions in the ﬁeld, and to easily attend talks of different
conferences. On the weekend before the main conference, numerous satellite
workshops took place that attracted many researchers from all over the globe. Also, for
the second time, an ETAPS Mentoring Workshop was organized. This workshop is
intended to help students early in the program with advice on research, career, and life
in the ﬁelds of computing that are covered by the ETAPS conference.
ETAPS 2020 received 424 submissions in total, 129 of which were accepted,
yielding an overall acceptance rate of 30.4%. I thank all the authors for their interest in
ETAPS, all the reviewers for their reviewing efforts, the PC members for their
contributions, and in particular the PC (co-)chairs for their hard work in running this
entire intensive process. Last but not least, my congratulations to all authors of the
accepted papers!
ETAPS 2020 featured the unifying invited speakers Scott Smolka (Stony Brook
University) and Jane Hillston (University of Edinburgh) and the conference-speciﬁc
invited speakers (ESOP) Işıl Dillig (University of Texas at Austin) and (FASE) Willem
Visser (Stellenbosch University). Invited tutorials were provided by Erika Ábrahám
(RWTH Aachen University) on the analysis of hybrid systems and Madhusudan
Parthasarathy (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) on combining Machine
Learning and Formal Methods. On behalf of the ETAPS 2020 attendants, I thank all the
speakers for their inspiring and interesting talks!
ETAPS 2020 took place in Dublin, Ireland, and was organized by the University of
Limerick and Lero. ETAPS 2020 is further supported by the following associations and
societies: ETAPS e.V., EATCS (European Association for Theoretical Computer
Science), EAPLS (European Association for Programming Languages and Systems),
and EASST (European Association of Software Science and Technology). The local
organization team consisted of Tiziana Margaria (general chair, UL and Lero),
Vasileios Koutavas (Lero@UCD), Anila Mjeda (Lero@UL), Anthony Ventresque
(Lero@UCD), and Petros Stratis (Easy Conferences).
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ETAPS Foreword

The ETAPS Steering Committee (SC) consists of an Executive Board, and
representatives of the individual ETAPS conferences, as well as representatives of
EATCS, EAPLS, and EASST. The Executive Board consists of Holger Hermanns
(Saarbrücken), Marieke Huisman (chair, Twente), Joost-Pieter Katoen (Aachen and
Twente), Jan Kofron (Prague), Gerald Lüttgen (Bamberg), Tarmo Uustalu (Reykjavik
and Tallinn), Caterina Urban (Inria, Paris), and Lenore Zuck (Chicago).
Other members of the SC are: Armin Biere (Linz), Jordi Cabot (Barcelona), Jean
Goubault-Larrecq (Cachan), Jan-Friso Groote (Eindhoven), Esther Guerra (Madrid),
Jurriaan Hage (Utrecht), Reiko Heckel (Leicester), Panagiotis Katsaros (Thessaloniki),
Stefan Kiefer (Oxford), Barbara König (Duisburg), Fabrice Kordon (Paris), Jan
Kretinsky (Munich), Kim G. Larsen (Aalborg), Tiziana Margaria (Limerick), Peter
Müller (Zurich), Catuscia Palamidessi (Palaiseau), Dave Parker (Birmingham),
Andrew M. Pitts (Cambridge), Peter Ryan (Luxembourg), Don Sannella (Edinburgh),
Bernhard Steffen (Dortmund), Mariëlle Stoelinga (Twente), Gabriele Taentzer
(Marburg), Christine Tasson (Paris), Peter Thiemann (Freiburg), Jan Vitek (Prague),
Heike Wehrheim (Paderborn), Anton Wijs (Eindhoven), and Nobuko Yoshida
(London).
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all speakers, attendants, organizers
of the satellite workshops, and Springer for their support. I hope you all enjoyed
ETAPS 2020. Finally, a big thanks to Tiziana and her local organization team for all
their enormous efforts enabling a fantastic ETAPS in Dublin!
February 2020

Marieke Huisman
ETAPS SC Chair
ETAPS e.V. President

Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at the 23rd International Conference on
Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering (FASE 2020) held during
April 25–30, 2020, in Dublin, Ireland. FASE 2020 was organized as part of the annual
European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software (ETAPS 2020).
FASE is concerned with the foundations on which software engineering is built. The
papers submitted covered topics such as requirements engineering, software architectures, speciﬁcation, software quality, validation, veriﬁcation of functional and
non-functional properties, model-driven development and model transformation, software processes, security, and software evolution. In particular, the 2020 edition of
FASE saw an increased number of papers with empirical studies.
FASE 2020 had no separate abstract submission deadline and we received 81
submissions on the paper deadline with 5 tool papers, 4 empirical evaluation papers and
72 research papers. The submissions came from the following countries (in alphabetical
order): Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Colombia, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Iran, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Macedonia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Russia,
Singapore, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK, and the USA. Out
of these submissions, we accepted 23 papers (28% acceptance rate) after the review and
discussion phases with the Program Committee (PC) members plus 63 additional
external reviewers. FASE again used a double-blind reviewing process. We thank the
PC members and reviewers for doing an excellent job!
This volume also contains an invited paper by our keynote speaker Willem Visser. It
complements his talk on “The Magic of Analyzing Programs”.
For the ﬁrst time, FASE hosted the International Competition on Software Testing
(Test-Comp 2020), chaired and organized by Dirk Beyer. Test-Comp 2020 is the
second edition of an annual competition for testing tools providing a comparative
evaluation of different tools. This edition contained 10 participating tools, from academia and industry. These proceedings contain papers of six tools, having participated
in the competition, as well as a summary by the competition organizer Dirk Beyer. The
tool papers were reviewed and selected by a separate PC: the Test-Comp 2020 jury.
Each Test-Comp paper was assessed by at least three reviewers.
We thank the ETAPS 2020 organizers, in particular, Tiziana Margaria, the general
chair, and Vasileios Koutavas, Anila Mjeda, Anthony Ventresque, and Petros Stratis.
We also thank Marieke Huisman, the ETAPS Steering Committee (SC) chair, for
managing the whole process, and Gabriele Taentzer, the FASE SC chair, for swift
feedback on several questions.
We hope that you will enjoy reading this volume.
February 2020

Jordi Cabot
Heike Wehrheim
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Invited Talk

Improving symbolic automata learning
with concolic execution 
Donato Clun1 , Phillip van Heerden2 , Antonio Filieri1 , and Willem
Visser2
1
2

Imperial College London
Stellenbosch University

Abstract. Inferring the input grammar accepted by a program is central for a variety of software engineering problems, including parsers
veriﬁcation, grammar-based fuzzing, communication protocol inference,
and documentation. Sound and complete active learning techniques have
been developed for several classes of languages and the corresponding automaton representation, however there are outstanding challenges that
are limiting their eﬀective application to the inference of input grammars.
We focus on active learning techniques based on L∗ and propose two extensions of the Minimally Adequate Teacher framework that allow the
eﬃcient learning of the input language of a program in the form of symbolic automata, leveraging the additional information that can extracted
from concolic execution. Upon these extensions we develop two learning
algorithms that reduce signiﬁcantly the number of queries required to
converge to the correct hypothesis.

1

Introduction

Inferring the input grammar of a program from its implementation is central
for a variety of software engineering activities, including automated documentation, compiler analyses, and grammar-based fuzzing.
Several learning algorithms have been investigated for inferring a grammar
from examples of accepted and rejected input words, with active learning approaches achieving the highest data-eﬃciency and strong convergence guarantees. Active learning is a theoretical framework enabling a learner to gather
information about a target language by interacting with a teacher [1]. A minimally adequate teacher that can guarantee the convergence of an active language
learning procedure for regular language is an oracle that can answer membership
and equivalence queries. Membership queries check whether a word indicated by
the learner is accepted by the target language and equivalence queries can conﬁrm that a hypothesis language proposed by the learner is equivalent to the
target language, or provide a counterexample word otherwise.


This work has been partially supported by the EPSRC HiPEDS Centre for Doctoral Training (EP/L016796/1), the DSI-NRF Centre of Excellence in Mathematical
and Statistical Sciences (CoE-MaSS), and a Royal Society Newton Mobility Grant
(NMG\R2 \170142).
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However, when learning the input language accepted by a program from its
code implementation, it is unrealistic to assume the availability of a complete
equivalence oracle, because such an oracle would need to check the equivalence
between the hypothesis language and arbitrary software code.
In this paper, we explore the use of concolic execution to design active learning procedures for inferring the input grammar of a program in the form of a
symbolic ﬁnite automaton. In particular, we extend two state of the art active
learning frameworks for symbolic learning by enabling the teacher to 1) provide
more informative answers for membership queries by pairing the accept/reject
outcome with a path condition describing all the input words that would result in
the same execution as the word indicated by the learner, and 2) provide a partial
equivalence oracle that may produce counterexamples for the learner hypothesis. The partial equivalence oracle would rely on the exploration capabilities of
the concolic execution engine to identify input words for which the acceptance
outcome diﬀers between the target program and the learner’s hypothesis. To
guarantee the termination of the concolic execution for equivalence queries, we
set a bound on the length of the inputs the engine can generate during its exploration. While necessarily incomplete, such equivalence oracle may eﬀectively
guide the learning process and guarantee the correctness of the learned language
for inputs up to the set input bound. Finally, we propose a new class of symbolic
membership queries that build on the constraint solving capabilities of the concolic engine to directly infer complete information about the transitions between
states of the hypothesis language.
In our preliminary evaluation based on Java implementations of parsers for
regular languages from the Automatark benchmark suite, the new active learning
algorithms enabled by concolic execution learned the correct input language
for 76% of the subject, despite the lack of a complete equivalence oracle and
achieving a reduction of up to 96% of the number of membership and equivalence
queries produced by the learner.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
background concepts and deﬁnitions concerning symbolic ﬁnite state automata,
active learning, and concolic execution. Section 3 describes in details the data
structures and learning algorithms of two state of the art approaches – Λ∗ [11]
and MAT* [3] – that will be the base for active learning strategies based on
concolic execution formalized in Section 4. Section 5 will report on our preliminary experiments on the eﬀectiveness and query-eﬃciency capabilities of the
new strategies. Finally, Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 presents
our concluding remarks.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Symbolic ﬁnite state automata

Symbolic ﬁnite state automata (SFA) are an extension of ﬁnite state automata where a transitions can be labeled with a predicate identifying a subset
of the input alphabet [28]. The set of predicates allowed on SFA transitions
should constitute an eﬀective Boolean algebra [3], which guarantees closure with
respect to boolean operations according to the following deﬁnition:
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Deﬁnition 1. Eﬀective Boolean algebra [3]. An eﬀective Boolean algebra A is a
tuple (D, Ψ,  , ⊥, , ∨, ∧, ¬) where D is the set of domain elements; Ψ is the set
of predicates, including ⊥ and ;   : Ψ → 2D is a denotation function such that
⊥ = ∅,  = D, and for all φ, ψ ∈ Ψ , φ ∨ ψ = φ ∪ ψ, φ ∧ ψ = φ ∩ ψ,
and ¬φ = D \ φ.
Given an eﬀective Boolean algebra A, an SFA is formally deﬁned as:
Deﬁnition 2. Symbolic Finite Automaton (SFA) [3]. A symbolic ﬁnite automaton M is a tuple (A, Q, qinit , F, Δ) where A is an eﬀective Boolean algebra, called
the alphabet; Q is a ﬁnite set of states; qinit ∈ Q is the initial state; F ⊆ Q is
the set of ﬁnal states; and Δ ⊆ Q × ΨA × Q is the transition relation consisting
of a ﬁnite set of moves or transitions.
Given a linearly ordered ﬁnite alphabet Σ, through the rest of the paper we
will assume A to be the Boolean algebra over the union of intervals over Σ, with
the canonical interpretations of union, intersection, and negation operators. With
an abuse of notation, we will write ψ ∈ A to refer to a predicate ψ in the set Ψ of
A. A word is a ﬁnite sequence of alphabet symbols (characters) w = w0 w1 . . . wn
(wi ∈ Σ), whose length len(w) = n − 1. We indicate with w[: i] the preﬁx of
w up to the i element excluded, and with w[i :] the suﬃx of w starting from
element i. We will use the notation wi and w[i] interchangeably. The language
accepted by an SFA M will be indicated as LM , or only L when the SFA M can
be inferred by the context. For an SFA M and a word w, M(w) = true if M
accepts w; f alse otherwise.
Similarly to ﬁnite state automata, SFAs are closed under language intersection, union, and complement, and admit a minimal form [3]. Compared to
non-symbolic automata, SFAs can produce more compact representations over
large alphabets (e.g., Unicode), allowing a single transition predicate to account
for a possibly large set of characters, instead of explicitly enumerating all of
them.
2.2 Active learning and minimally adequate teachers
Active learning encompasses a set of techniques enabling a learning algorithm to gather information interacting with a suitable oracle, referred to as
teacher. Angluin [1] proposed an exact, active learning algorithm for a regular
language L named L∗ . In L∗ the learner can ask the oracle two types of queries,
namely membership and equivalence queries. In a membership query, the learner
selects a word w ∈ Σ ∗ and the oracle answers whether the w ∈ L (formally, the
membership oracle is a function Om : Σ ∗ → B, where B = {true, f alse}). In
an equivalence query, the learner selects an hypothesis ﬁnite state automaton
(FSA) H and asks the oracle whether LH ≡ L; if LH ≡ L, the oracle returns a
counterexample, i.e., a word w in which L diﬀers from LH (formally, the equivalence oracle is a function Oe : F SA → Σ ∗ ∪ {true}). A teacher providing both
Om and Oe , and able to produce a counter example as result from Oe is called
a minimally adequate teacher. Given a minimally adequate teacher, L∗ is guaranteed to learn the target language L with a number of queries polynomial in
the number of states of a minimal deterministic automaton accepting L and in
the size of the largest counterexample returned by the teacher [1].
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Discovering FSA states. Consider an FSA M. Given two words u and v such
that M(u) = M(v) (i.e., one accepted and one rejected), it can be concluded
that u and v reach diﬀerent states of M. Moreover, if u and v share a suﬃx
s (i.e., u = a.s and v = b.s with a, b, s ∈ Σ ∗ and the dot representing word
concatenation), a and b necessarily reach two diﬀerent states qa and qb of M. The
suﬃx s is a discriminator suﬃx for the two states because its parsing starting
from qa and qb leads to diﬀerence acceptance outcomes. The words a and b are
instead access words of qa and qb , respectively, because their parsing from the
initial state reaches qa and qb . This observation can be generalized to a set of
words by considering all the unordered pairs of words in the set. Because M is a
ﬁnite state automaton, there can be only a ﬁnite number of discriminable words
in Σ ∗ and, correspondingly, a ﬁnite number of distinct access string identifying
the automaton’s states.
State reached parsing a word. For a word w, consider a known discriminator
suﬃx s and access word a. If Om (w.s) = Om (a.s), the state reached parsing w
cannot be the one identiﬁed by a. Throughout the learning process, it is possible
that none of the already discovered access words identiﬁes the state reached by
w. In this case, w would be a suitable candidate for discovering a new FSA state
as described in the previous paragraph.
Discovering FSA transitions. For each access string a and symbol σ ∈ Σ, a
transition should exist between the states reached parsing a and a.σ, respectively.
2.3 Concolic execution
Concolic execution [14,27] combines concrete and symbolic execution of a
program, allowing to extract for a given concrete input a set of constraints on
the input space that uniquely characterize the corresponding execution path. To
this end, the target program is instrumented to pair each program input with a
symbolic input variable and to record along an execution path the constraints
on the symbolic inputs induced by the encountered conditional branches. The
conjunction of the constraints recorded during the execution of the instrumented
program on a concrete input is called path condition and characterize the equivalence class of all the inputs that would follow the same execution path (in this
paper, we focus on sequential program, whose execution is uniquely determined
by the program inputs).
Explored path conditions can be stored in a preﬁx tree (symbolic execution
tree), which captures all the paths already covered by at least one executed input. A concolic engine can traverse the symbolic execution tree to ﬁnd branches
not yet explored. The path condition corresponding to the selected unexplored
branch is then solved using a constraint solver (e.g., an SMT solver [26]) generating a concrete input that will cover the branch. The traversal order used to
ﬁnd the next branch to be covered is referred to as search strategy of the concolic
executor.
2.4 From path conditions to SFA
In this paper, we consider only terminating programs that can either accept
or reject a ﬁnite input word w ∈ Σ ∗ (e.g., either parsing it correctly or throwing
a parsing exception). Furthermore, we assume for a given input word w, the
resulting path condition to be expressible using a subset of the string constraint
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language deﬁned in [5]. This allows the translation of the resulting path condition
into a ﬁnite state automaton [5]. The adaptation of this translation procedure
to produce SFAs is straightforward. In particular, we will focus on constraints
F recursively deﬁned as:
F → C | ¬F | F ∧ F | F ∨ F
C → E O E | len(w) O E | w[n] O σ | w[len(w) − n] O σ
E →n | n+n | n−n
O→< | = | >
with n ∈ Z is an integer constant and σ ∈ Σ. Informally, the path condition
corresponding to processing a symbolic input word w should be reducible to a
combination of interval constraints on the linearly ordered alphabet Σ for each
of the symbols w[i] composing the input. Despite its restriction, this constraint
language is expressive enough to capture the path conditions obtained from the
concolic execution of a variety of programs that accept regular languages (which
will be described in the evaluation section). The extension to support the entire
string constraint language proposed in [5] is left as future work.

3

Active learning for SFA

Several active learning algorithms have been deﬁned for SFAs. In this section,
we recall and formalize the core routines of two extensions of L∗ proposed in [11]
and [3], named Λ∗ and M AT ∗ , respectively. We will then extend and adapt these
routines to improve their eﬃciency and resilience to incomplete oracles based on
partial concolic execution.
Running example. To demonstrate the functioning of the algorithms discussed
in this section and their extensions later one, we introduce here as running
example the SFA accepting the language corresponding to regular expression
.*\w[^\w]\d[^\d].*, where \w matches any letter, digit, or underscore (i.e.,
[a-zA-Z0-9_]), \d matches any digit, and .* matches any sequence of symbols.
The regular expression is evaluated over the 16bit unicode symbols. The corresponding SFA is represented in Figure 1, where transitions are labeled by the
union of disjoint intervals and each interval is represented as σi − σj , or σ if it
is composed by a single element; intervals are separated by a semicolon.

u0000-uffff
0-9; A-Z; _; a-z
u0000-/; :-@; 0-9; A-Z;
[-^; `; {-uffff
_; a-z
0

1
u0000-/; :-@;
[-^; `; {-uffff

0-9
u0000-/; :-@;
[-^; `; {-uffff
A-Z; _; a-z

0-9

3

u0000-/; :-uffff

4

2

Fig. 1. SFA accepting the language for the running example.

This example highlights the conciseness of symbolic automata. It was chosen
because the beneﬁts of the methodologies discussed in this paper increase as the
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transitions are labeled with predicates representing larger set of characters, and
the intervals used in this example are representative of commonly used ones.
3.1

Learning using observation tables
∗

Λ is an adaptation of L∗ for learning SFAs. In both algorithms, the learner
stores and process the information gathered by the oracle in an observation table
(we adapt here the notation deﬁned in [11]):
Deﬁnition 3. Observation table [11]. An observation table T for an SFA M is
a tuple (Σ, S, R, E, f ) where Σ is a potentially inﬁnite set called the alphabet;
S, R, E ⊂ Σ ∗ are ﬁnite subsets of words called, respectively, preﬁxes, boundary,
and suﬃxes. f : (S ∪ R) × E → {true, f alse} is a Boolean classiﬁcation function
such that for word w ∈ (S ∪ R) and e ∈ E, f (w.e) = true iﬀ M(w.e). Additionally, the following invariants hold: (i) S ∩ R = ∅, (ii) S ∪ R is preﬁx-closed, and
the empty word ∈ S, (iii) for all s ∈ S, there exists a character σ ∈ Σ such
that s.σ ∈ R, and (iv) ∈ E.
Figure 2a shows an example observation table (T) according to the notation
in [11]. The rows are indexed by elements of S ∪ R, with the elements of S
reported above the horizontal line and those of R below it. The columns instead
are indexed by elements of E. An element in s ∈ S represent the access word to a
state qs , i.e., the state that would be reached by parsing s from the initial state.
Elements in the boundary set R provide information about the SFA transitions.
The elements of e ∈ E are discrimination suﬃxes in that, if there exist si , sj ∈ S
and e ∈ E such that f (si .e) = f (sj .e), si and sj reach diﬀerent states of M. The
cell corresponding to a row index w ∈ S ∪ R and column index e ∈ E contains
the result of f (w.e), which, for compactness, is represented as + or − when the
f evaluates to true or f alse, respectively. For an element w ∈ S ∪ R, we use
row(w) to indicate the vector of +/− in the row of the table indexed by w.
An observation table is: closed if for each r ∈ R there exists s ∈ S such that
row(r) = row(s); reduced if for all si , sj ∈ S, si = sj ⇒ row(si ) = row(sj );
consistent if for all wi , wj ∈ S ∪ R and σ ∈ Σ, if wi .σ, wj .σ ∈ S ∪ R and
row(wi ) = row(wj ) then row(wi .σ) = row(wj .σ); evidence-closed if for all e ∈ E
and s ∈ S, s.e ∈ S ∪ R. An observation table is choesive if it is closed, reduced,
consistent, and evidence-closed. Informally, closed means that every element of
R corresponds to a state identiﬁed by an element of S; reduced, that every state
is identiﬁed by a unique access string in S; consistent, that if two words wi and
wj are equivalent according to f and E, then also wi .σ and wj .σ should be
equivalent for any symbol σ ∈ Σ.
Induced SFA. A cohesive observation table T induces an SFA that accepts
or reject words consistently with its classiﬁcation function f . Such induced SFA
MT = (A, Q, qinit , F, Δ), where A is assumed to be the eﬀective Boolean algebra
over the union of intervals of Σ, is constructed as follows. For each s ∈ S a
corresponding state qs ∈ Q is deﬁned, with the initial state qinit being q . The
ﬁnal states F are all the states qs such that f (s) = true. Since T is cohesive, a
function g : S ∪ R → S can be deﬁned such that g(w) = s iﬀ row(w) = row(s).
Given g, for w ∈ Σ ∗ and σ ∈ Σ, if w.σ ∈ S ∪ R then (qg(w) , σ, qg(w.σ) ) ∈ Δ.
However, this intuitive construction of the transition relation Δ would result in
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[u0000-uﬀﬀ]
T0 
A(a)

q0
(b)

Fig. 2. Example of a cohesive observation table and its induced automata.

the construction of a FSA, where each transition is labeled with a single element
σ ∈ Σ. To obtain an equivalent SFA, an additional step is required to learn the
transition predicates of the SFA MT .
Transition predicates. Given a Boolean algebra A with domain D = Σ, a
partition function can be deﬁned that generalizes the concrete evidence for a
transition of the induced automaton into a predicate of A. Intuitively, the resulting predicate for a transition from state qi to state qj should evaluate positively for all the elements σj ∈ Σ that would label a transition from qi to qj
according to the function g deﬁned in the previous paragraph, and negatively
for all the elements σk that would label a transition from qi to a state other than
qj . Because the function g is by construction a partial function (deﬁned only for
words w.σ ∈ S ∪ R), the partition function can arbitrarily assign the symbols σ
not classiﬁed by g. This produces a natural generalization of the induced SFA
from an observation table.
In this paper, we assume A to be the Boolean algebra over the union of
intervals over Σ, with Σ being a linearly ordered ﬁnite alphabet, such as the ascii
or unicode symbols. For this algebra, a partition function can be trivially deﬁned
by constructing for each transition an interval union predicate characterizing all
the concrete evidence symbols that would label the transition according to g.
Then, for a given state, the symbols for which g is not deﬁned can be arbitrarily
added to any of the predicates labeling an outgoing transition. A more eﬃcient
deﬁnition of a partition function for this algebra is beyond the scope of this
section. The interested reader is instead referred to [11].
The introduction of a partition function to abstract concrete transition symbols into predicates of a Boolean algebra is the key generalization of Λ∗ over L∗
that allow learning SFAs instead of FSA. Going back to the observation table
in Figure 2a, the induced SFA is shown in Figure 2b. The observation table
provides concrete evidence for labeling the transition from to itself with the
symbol A. The partition function generalized this concrete evidence into the
predicate [u0000-uﬀﬀ], which assigned all the elements of the unicode alphabet
to the sole outgoing transition from q0 .
Learning algorithm. Initially, the learner assumes an observation table corresponding to the empty language, with S = E = { } and R = {σ} for an
arbitrary σ ∈ Σ, like the one in Figure 2a. The corresponding induced SFA
MT is the hypothesis the learner proposes to the equivalence oracle Oe . If the
hypothesis does not correspond to the target language, the equivalence oracle
returns a counterexample c ∈ Σ ∗ . There are two possible reasons for a coun-
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terexample: either a new state should be added to the current hypothesis or one
of the predicates in the hypothesis SFA needs reﬁnement. Both cases will be
handled updating the observation table to include new evidence from the counterexample c, with the partition function automatically reﬁning the transition
predicates according to the new evidence in the table.
To update the observation table, ﬁrst all the preﬁxes of c (including c itself)
are added to R, except those already present in S. (We assume every time an
element is added to R, the corresponding row is ﬁlled by issuing membership
queries to determine the value of f (r.e), e ∈ E, for each cell.) If for a word
r ∈ R there is no word s ∈ S such that row(r) = row(s), the word r identiﬁes a
newly discovered state and it is therefore moved to S; a word r.σ for an arbitrary
σ ∈ Σ is then added to R to trigger the exploration of outgoing transitions from
the newly discovered state. To ensure the updated observation table is evidenceclosed, for all s ∈ S and e ∈ E s.e and all its preﬁxes are added to R, if not
already present. Finally, the observation table should be made consistent. To
this end, if there exist and element σ ∈ Σ such that wi , wj , wi .σ, wj .σ ∈ S ∪ R
with row(wi ) = row(wj ) but row(wi .σ) = row(wj .σ), then wi and wj should
lead to diﬀerent states. Since row(wi .σ) = row(wj .σ), there exist e ∈ E such
that f (wi .σ.e) = f (wj .σ.e). Therefore, a.e can discriminate between the states
reached parsing wi and wj and as such a.e should be added to E. The observation
table is now cohesive and its induced SFA can be checked against the equivalence
oracle, repeating this procedure until no counterexample can be found.
Running example. We demonstrate the ﬁrst three iterations of the Λ∗ learning
procedure invoked on the automaton in Figure 1. The initial table (Figure 2a) is
cohesive, so an SFA is induced (Figure 2b) and an equivalence query is issued.
The oracle returns the counter example A!0B. The counter example and its
preﬁxes are added to the table (Figure 3a), and the table becomes open. The
table is closed (Figure 3b), and becomes cohesive. An SFA is induced (Figure
3.1), and the equivalence query returns the counter example B. The counter
example is added to the evidence (Figure 3c), and the table becomes consistent
but open. The table is closed (Figure 3d), and becomes cohesive.

T1

A
A!0B
A!0
A!


+
-

T2

A!0B
A
A!0
A!

(a) Add A!0B to table.


+
-

(b) Close.

T3

A!0B
A
A!0
A!
B


+
-

B
+
+
-

(c) Add B to table
and evidence.

Fig. 3. Observation tables for two iterations of Λ∗ .

T4

A!0B
A!0
A
A!
B


+
-

B
+
+
-

(d) Close.
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[u0000-uﬀﬀ]

[u0000-u0041]

start

[u0042-uﬀﬀ]

q0

11

q1

(a) SFA for Table 3b
[u0000-u0029] ∪ [u0041-uﬀﬀ]

start

q0

[u0030-u0040]

[u0000-uﬀﬀ]

[u0000-u0041]

q1

[u0042-uﬀﬀ]

q2

(b) SFA for Table 3d
Fig. 4. Hypothesis automata for the learning iterations in Figure 3.

3.2

Learning using discrimination trees

A discrimination tree (DT) is a binary classiﬁcation tree used by the learner
to store the information gathered from the teacher. Introduced in [23], it is
the core data structure of several learning algorithms, including TTT [20] and
M AT ∗ [3]. We formalize its structure and main routines that will be the baseline
for extensions presented in the next section.
Recalling from Section 2.2, each state qa of an SFA M is identiﬁed by the
learner using a unique access word a ∈ Σ ∗ . Given two states qa and qb , s ∈ Σ ∗
is a discriminator suﬃx for qa and qb if parsing s starting from the two states
leads to diﬀerent outcomes (accept or reject). In terms of the state access words,
this is equivalent to stating M(a.s) = M(b.s). A discrimination tree stores the
access words and discriminator suﬃxes learned for an SFA as per the following
deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 4. Discrimination tree (adapted from [3]). A discrimination tree T
is a tuple (N, L, T ) where N is a set of nodes, L ⊆ N is a set of leaves, and
T ⊂ N × N × B is the transitions relation. Each leaf l ∈ L is associated with
a corresponding access word (aw(l)). Each internal node i ∈ N \L is associated
with a discriminator suﬃx d(i). For each element (p, n, b) ∈ T , p is the parent
node of n and if b = true (respectively b = f alse) we say that n is the accept
(respectively, reject) child of p.
For a leaf l ∈ L and inner node n ∈ N \L, if l is in the subtree of n rooted
in its accept child, then M(aw(l).d(n)) = true. Similarly, if l is in the reject
subtree of n, M(aw(l).d(n)) = f alse. In other words, the concatenation of aw(l)
with the discriminator suﬃx of any of its ancestor nodes is accepted iﬀ l is
in the accept subtree of the ancestor node. For any two leaves li , lj ∈ L let
ni,j be their lowest common ancestor in the DT. Then the discriminator suﬃx
d(ni,j ) allows to discriminate the two states corresponding to li and lj since
M(aw(li ).d(ni,j )) = M(aw(lj ).d(ni,j )), with aw(li ).d(ni,j ) being the accepted
word if li is in the accept subtree of ni,j , or the rejected word otherwise.
Learning algorithm. We will here refer to the functioning of M AT ∗ [3], although the main concepts apply to DT-based learning in general. To initialize
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the DT, the learner performs a membership query on the empty string . The
initial discrimination tree will be composed of two nodes: the root and a leaf
node, both labeled with . Depending on the outcome of the membership query,
the leaf will be either the accept or the reject child of the root.
Given a word w ∈ Σ ∗ , to identify the state reached by parsing it according to the DT, the learner performs an operation called sift. Sift traverses the
tree starting from its root r. For each internal node n it visits, it executes the
membership query Om (w.d(n)) to check whether w concatenated with the discriminator suﬃx of d is accepted by the target language. If it is accepted, sift
continues visiting the accept child of n, and the reject child otherwise. If a leaf is
reached, the learner concludes that parsing w the target SFA reaches the state
identiﬁed by the leaf’s access word. If instead the child node sift should traverse next does not exist, a new leaf is created in its place with access word w.
Membership queries of the form a.σ, where a is an access string in the DT and
σ ∈ Σ are then issued to discover transitions of the SFA, possibly leading to the
discovery of new states.
Induced SFA. A discrimination tree DT induces an SFA MDT = (A, Q, qinit ,
F, Δ). In this paper, we assume A to be the Boolean algebra over the union of
disjoint intervals over Σ. Q is populated with one state ql for each leaf l ∈ L of
DT. The state q is the initial state. If Om (aw(l)) = true, then ql ∈ F is a ﬁnal
state of MDT . To construct the transition relation Δ, sifts of the form aw(l).σ
for σ ∈ Σ are issued for the states ql and the concrete evidence for a transition
between two states qi and qj is summarized into a consistent predicate of A
using a partition function, as described for Λ∗ .
Counterexamples. The equivalence query Oe (MDT ) will either conﬁrm the
learner identiﬁed the target language or produce a counterexample c ∈ Σ ∗ . As
for Λ∗ , the existence of c implies that either a transition predicate is incorrect
or that there should be a new state. To determine the cause of c, the ﬁrst step
is to identify the longest preﬁx c[: i] before the behavior of the hypothesis SFA
diverged from the target language. To localize the divergence point, the learner
analyzes the preﬁxes c[: i] for i ∈ [0, len(c)]. Let ai be the access string of the
state of MDT reached parsing c[: i]. If Om (ai .w[i :]) = Om (c), i is the divergence
point, which implies that the transition taken from qai is incorrect. Let qj be
the state corresponding to the leaf reached when sifting ai .c[i :]. The predicate
guarding the transition between qai and qj is incorrect if c[i] does not satisfy
the corresponding transition predicate. This is possible because the partition
function assigns the symbols in Σ for which no concrete evidence is available
to any of the outgoing transitions of qai . In this case, the transition predicates
should be recomputed to account for the new evidence from c. If instead c[i]
satisﬁes the transition predicate between qai and qj , a new state should be added
such that parsing c[i] from qai reaches it. To add the new state, the leaf labeled
with ai is replaced by a subtree composed of three nodes: an internal node with
discriminator suﬃx c[i :] having as children the leaf ai and a new leaf labeled
by the access string j.c[i], where j is the access string of the state qj obtainened
by sifting ai .c[i :]. This procedure is called split (for more details, see, e.g., [3]).
The updated DT will then be the base for the next learning iteration.
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Running example. A DT corresponding to the running example introduced
in Section 3 is shown below. While the speciﬁc structure of the learned DT
depends on the order in which words are added to it, all the DT resulting from
the learning process induce the same classiﬁcation of the words w ∈ Σ ∗ , being
them consistent representations of the same target language.

Discriminator: 
Accept

Reject

State 4

Discriminator: "^4_"

Access string: "u^4%"

Accept
Discriminator: "_"
Accept

Reject

Reject
Discriminator: "4_"
Accept

Reject

State 3

State 1

State 2

State 0

Access string: "u^4"

Access string: "u"

Access string: "u^"

Access string: 

Fig. 5. Discrimination tree learned for the example of Section 3.

4

Active learning with concolic execution

The state-of-the-art active learning algorithms formalized in the previous
sections are of limited use when trying to infer (an approximation of) the input
language accepted by a program. Their main limitation is the reliance on a
complete equivalence oracle, which is unavailable in this case.
In this section, we will propose several extensions of the Λ∗ and M AT ∗ algorithms formalized in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 that make use of a concolic execution
engine to 1) gather enhanced information from membership queries thanks to
the path condition computed by the concolic engine, and 2) mitigate the lack of
an equivalence oracle using the concolic engine to ﬁnd counterexamples for a hypothesis. While it is usually unrealistic to assume a complete concolic execution
of a large program (which would per se be suﬃcient to characterize the accepted
input language), the ability of the concolic engine to execute each execution path
only once brings signiﬁcant beneﬁts in our preliminary evaluation. Additionally,
because the concolic engine can ask a constraints solver to produce inputs with
a bounded length, it can be used to prove bounded equivalence between the
learned input SFA and the target language. Finally, the availability of a partial
symbolic execution tree and a constraint solver enables the deﬁnition of more
eﬀective types of membership queries.
4.1

Concolic learning with symbolic observation tables

Given a program P its concolic execution on a word w ∈ Σ ∗ produces a
boolean outcome (accept/reject) and a path condition capturing the properties
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of w that led to that outcome. In particular, we assume the path condition to be
reducible to the constraint language deﬁned in Section 2.4, i.e., the conjunction
of interval predicates on the elements wi of w and its length len(w). Under this
assumption, the path condition is directly translatable to a word wΨ over the
predicates Ψ of the Boolean algebra A over the union of intervals over Σ. We
will therefore refer to the path condition produced by the concolic execution of
a word w ∈ Σ ∗ with the Ψ -predicate as wΨ , where len(w) = len(wΨ ).
Symbolic observation table. The surjective relation between concrete words
w and their predicates wΨ enables a straightforward extension of the observation
table used for Λ∗ , where the rows of the table can be indexed by words wΨ ∈ Ψ ∗
instead of concrete words from Σ ∗ , i.e., S ∪ R ⊂ Ψ ∗ . This allows for each row
index to account for the entire equivalence class of words w ∈ Σ ∗ that would
follow the same execution path (these words will also have the same length). We
describe as wΨ  a concrete representative of the class wΨ . The set of suﬃxes
E ⊂ Σ ∗ will instead contain concrete elements of the alphabet.
Membership queries. Executing a membership query of the form Om (wΨ .σ),
with σ ∈ Σ, will produce both the boolean outcome (accept/reject) and a word
over Ψ ∗ that can be added to R, if not already present. As a result, the transition
predicates of the induced SFA can be obtained directly from the symbolic observation table, avoiding the need for a partition function to synthesize Ψ -predicates
from the collected concrete evidence, as required in Λ∗ . The transition relation
is then completed by redirecting every σ ∈ Σ that does not satisfy any of the
discovered transition predicates to an artiﬁcial sink state. The induced SFA is
then used as hypothesis for the next equivalence query.
Equivalence queries. Because a complete equivalence oracle for the target
language is not available, we will use concolic execution to obtain a bounded
equivalence oracle comparing the hypothesis SFA induced by the symbolic observation table with the program under analysis. To this end, we translate the
hypothesis SFA into a function in the same programming language of the target program P that takes as argument a word w and returns true (respectively,
false) if the hypothesis SFA accepts (respectively, rejects) the word. We assume
P to be wrapped into an analogous boolean function. We then write a program
asserting that the result of the two functions is equal and use the concolic engine to ﬁnd an input word that violate the assertion. If such word can be found,
the counterexample is added to the symbolic observation table and the learner
starts another iteration. If the concolic execution terminates without ﬁnding
any assertion violation, it can be concluded that the hypothesis SFA represent
the input language of P. However, it is usually unrealistic to assume the termination of the concolic execution. Instead, we conﬁgure the solver to search for
counterexamples up to a ﬁxed length n. Assuming this input bounded concolic
execution terminates without ﬁnding a counterexample, it can be concluded that
the hypothesis is equivalent to P’s input language for every word up to length
n. Notably, this implies that if the target language is actually regular and the
corresponding minimal automata has at most n states, the hypothesis learned
the entire language.
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Running example. A symbolic observation table inducing the SFA for the
example introduced in Section 3 is shown in Figure 6. The use of Ψ predicates
to index its rows signiﬁcantly reduces the size of the table, since each row index
accounts for a possibly large number of concrete elements of Σ.

T

0-9; [-ˆ; 0-9; :-\uffff
0-9; [-ˆ; 0-9
0-9; [-ˆ
0-9
a-z; a-z
; ‘; {-\uffff
; [-ˆ
0-9; 0-9
a-z; :-@
; [-ˆ; [-ˆ
A-Z; A-Z
\u0000-/
[-ˆ
A-Z; ; {-\uffff; 0-9
0-9; :-@; 0-9; 0-9
A-Z; \u0000-/; :-@
0-9; [-ˆ; \u0000-/
A-Z; :-@
a-z
A-Z;
; ‘
0-9; :-@; 0-9
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Fig. 6. Symbolic observation table for the example of Section 3.

4.2

Concolic learning with a symbolic membership oracle

In the previous section, we used the concolic engine to extract the path conditions corresponding to the execution of membership queries produced by the
learner. This enabled reducing the number of queries – each query gathering
information about a set of words instead of a single one – and keeping the observation table more compact. In this section, we introduce an oracle that answers
a new class of symbolic membership queries (SMQs) using the constraint solving
capabilities of the concolic engine to directly compute predicates characterizing
all the accepted words of the form p.σ.s, where p, s ∈ Σ ∗ and σ ∈ Σ. This oracle will enable a more eﬃcient learning algorithm based on an extension of the
discrimination tree data structure.
Deﬁnition 5. Symbolic Membership Oracle (Os ). Given a Boolean algebra A
with predicate set Ψ , a symbolic membership oracle Os : Σ ∗ × Σ ∗ → Ψ takes as
input a pair (p, s) and returns a predicate ψ ∈ Ψ such that for a symbol σ ∈ Σ,
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the target program accepts p.σ.s iﬀ σ |= ψ. p and s are called preﬁx and suﬃx,
respectively.
An SMQ query can be solved by issuing a membership query for each σ ∈ Σ.
However, this operation would be costly for large alphabets, such as unicode.
On the other hand, the concolic execution of w = p.σ.s for a concrete symbol
σ returns via the path condition the entire set of symbols that wold follow
the same execution path, in turn leading to the same execution outcome. A
constraint solver can then be used to generate a new concrete input outside of
such set, which is guaranteed to cover a new execution path. This procedure
is summarized in Algorithm 1, where we use pathCondition[σ] to represent the
projection of the path condition on the element of the input string w = p.σ.s
corresponding to the position of σ.
Input: SMQ Q = (p, ψ, s); concolic : Σ ∗ →(accepted, pathCondition)
Result: ψ such that ∀σ ∈ Σ : p.σ.s is accepted iﬀ σ |= ψ
ψ ← ⊥;
unknown ← Σ;
while unknown = ∅ do
σ ← pickElementFrom(unknown);
accepted, pathCondition ← concolic(p.σ.s);
if accepted then
ψ ← ψ ∨ pathCondition[σ];
end
unknown ← unknown ∧ ¬ pathCondition[σ];
end
return ψ;

Algorithm 1: Answering SMQ queries.

Learning transition predicates with Os . Consider the learning algorithm
using discrimination tree introduced in Section 3.2, M AT ∗ . After each iteration,
the discrimination tree DT contains in its leaves all the discovered states (identiﬁed by the respective access words) and organized according to their discrimination suﬃxes (labeling the internal nodes of DT). To construct the transition
relation of the induced SFA, the algorithm executes for each leaf l and σ ∈ Σ a
sift operation to determine the state reached when parsing aw(l).σ. Each such
sift operation requires as many membership query as the depth of the reached
state to be determined. Therefore, the number of sift operations needed to construct the complete transition relation is proportional to the number of states
times the size of the input alphabet, with each sift operation issuing a number
of membership queries proportional to the depth of DT.
Using the symbolic membership oracle, we can instead deﬁne a procedure that
traversing DT directly synthesize the transition predicate between a source state
qs and a destination state qt of the induced SFA. This procedure is formalized
in Algorithm 2.
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Input: DT = (N, L, T ); Os : Σ ∗ → ψ; source state qs ; target state qt
Result: The transition predicate π between qs and qt
n ← root of DT;
π← ;
while n ∈ N \L do
ψ ← Os (aw(qs ), d(n));
if qt in the accept subtree of n then
π ← π ∧ ψ;
n ← acceptChild (n);
else
π ← π ∧ ¬ψ;
n ← rejectChild (n);
end
end
return π;

Algorithm 2: Learning transition predicates with Os .

Algorithm 2 allows to construct the induced SFA by computing for each
ordered pair of leaves of DT the transition predicate of the corresponding transition. This results in the direct construction of the complete transition relation
of the induced SFA. In practice, the implementation of Algorithm 2 can be
improved by observing that πi computed in the i-th iteration of the loop is by
construction a subset of πi−1 . The symbolic membership oracle Os can make use
of this observation to limit the search procedure for the construction of the predicate psi during the i-th iteration to only symbols that satisfy πi−1 , signiﬁcantly
improving its eﬃciency. Finally, for the same reason, the loop in Algorithm 2 can
terminate as soon as π = ⊥, which indicates that no transition exists between
the source and destination states.
Example. Referring to the discrimination tree in Figure 5 for the example introduced in Section 3, assume we want to learn transition predicate from State
2 to State 3. Initially, π0 = . The access string of State 2 is “uˆ”. The sufﬁx of the root node is . Invoking the symbolic membership oracle, we obtain
ψ = Os (“uˆ”, ) = ⊥ (no string of length 3 are accepted by the target language).
Because State 3 is in the reject subtree, π1 = π0 ∧ ¬⊥ =  and the execution
moves to the internal node labeled with the discriminator suﬃx “ˆ4 ”. The corresponding SMQ query returns ψ = Os (“uˆ”,“ˆ4 ”) = {0 . . . 9, A . . . Z, , a . . . z}.
Because State 3 is in the accept subtree of the current node, π2 = π1 ∧ ψ =
{0 . . . 9, A . . . Z, , a . . . z} and the execution moves to the internal node with discriminator preﬁx “ ”, where pi3 = [0 . . . 9] is ﬁnally computed as the transition
predicate from State 2 to State 3.
Decorated discrimination tree. For every leaf l and internal node n of a
discrimination tree DT, Algorithm 2 issues a SMQ query (aw(l), d(n)). The
corresponding intermediate value of the transition predicate π is intersected
with the result of the SMQ query or its negation depending on whether l is in
the accept or the reject subtree of n. Notably, the addition of a newly discovered
state to DT does not change the relative positioning of a leaf l with respect to an
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internal node n, i.e., if l is initially in the accept (respectively, reject) subtree of
n, it will remain in that subtree also after a new state is added. This observation
implies that the results of the SMQ queries performed through Algorithm 2
remain valid between diﬀerent executions of the algorithm. Therefore, when
a new state is discovered and added to the discrimination tree via the split
operation deﬁned in Section 3.2, only the membership queries involving the new
internal node and the new leaf added by split would require an actual execution
of the symbolic membership oracle.
To enable the reuse of previous SMQ queries issued through Algorithm 2,
we decorate the DT adding to each node a map from the set of leaves L to
the value of π computed when traversing the node. We refer to this map as
predicate map. Every predicate in the root node map is , as this is the initial
value of π in Algorithm 2. The maps in the children nodes are then computed
as follows. Let n be a parent node and na , nr its accept and reject children
respectively, m be a leaf of DT, and πnm , πnma , πnmr the predicates for m stored
in n, na , and nr , respectively. Then πnma = Os (aw(m), d(n)) ∧ πnm and πnr =
¬Os (aw(m), d(n)) ∧ πnm . Proceeding recursively a leaf l will be decorated with
a predicate map assigning to each leaf li in DT the predicate of the transition
going from qli to ql .
Figure 7 shows the decorated version of the discrimination tree of Figure 5,
constructed for the same example language introduced in Section 3.
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Fig. 7. Decorated version of the discrimination tree in Figure 5.
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Induced SFA and number of equivalence queries. Notice that, by construction, for every node n with accept child na and reject child nr , if πnl , πnl a ,
and πnl r are the predicates the three nodes associate with a leaf l, πnl a ∨ πnl r = πnl
and πnl a ∧ πnl r = ⊥. As a consequence, after all the maps decorating a node in
the discrimination tree are completed, the predicates in the leaves represent the
complete transition relation of the induced SFA. Further more, the maps grows
monotonically through the learning process, with entries computed in previous
iterations remaining valid throughout the entire process. Practically, after each
split operation resulting from the counterexample of an equivalence query (see
Section 3.2), we traverse the discrimination tree and incrementally update all
the predicate maps to include information about transitions to the new leaf, as
well as populating the maps of the new internal node and new leaf added by the
split.
Diﬀerently from the original algorithm M AT ∗ described in Section 3.2, a
counterexample for the induced SFA corresponding to a decorated discrimination tree can only be returned if a new state has been discovered. This bound
the number of equivalence query to be at most equal to the minimum number
of states needed to represent the target language as an SFA. In our settings, a
complete equivalence oracle is not available for the target program P. Equivalence queries are instead solved using a (input bounded) concolic execution
that compares the hypothesis SFA (induced by the discrimination tree) with the
original program. Because this execution is computationally expensive, reducing the number of necessary equivalence queries has a signiﬁcant impact on the
execution time (at the cost of keeping in memory the node predicate maps).

5
5.1

Experimental evaluation
Experimental Setup

In this section we evaluate a prototype implementation of our contributions,
built upon SVPAlib [9] (the symbolic automata and alphabet theory library
used by MAT*) and Coastal [12], a concolic execution engine for Java bytecode.
in Section 5.2 we consider our approach of using symbolic observations tables
from Section 4.1 (referred to as SymLearn in the following presentation) and
in Section 5.3 we evaluate the use of the symbolic membership queries from
Section 4.2 (referred to as MAT*++). All the experiments have been executed
on a server equipped with an AMD EPYC 7401P 24-Core CPU and 440Gb
of memory. Coastal was conﬁgured to use at most 3 threads using its default
generational exploration strategy [12] to ﬁnd counterexamples for equivalence
queries.
The experiments in this section are based on regular expressions taken from
the AutomatArk [8] benchmark suite. To ensure a uniform diﬃculty distribution
among the experiments, the regular expressions were converted to their automaton representation, sorted by the number of states, and 200 target automata
selected by a stratiﬁed sampling (maximum number of states in an automaton is
637 and average 33; maximum number of transitions 2, 495 and average 96). Each
automaton is then translated into a Java program accepting the same language
and compiled. The program analysis is performed on the resulting bytecode.
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In the ﬁrst experiment, we demonstrate the increase in query eﬃciency we
achieve, by comparing the number of queries, using a complete oracle that can
answer equivalence queries in a negligible amount of time. In this idealised setup
the learner halted when the correct automaton was identiﬁed, relying on the
fact that the oracle can conﬁrm the correctness of the hypothesis. Although this
setup does not represent a realistic scenario, it allowed us to reliably evaluate
the number of queries of each type that are required to converge to the correct automaton, and to measure the computational requirements of the learning
algorithm in isolation.
In the second experiment, we demonstrate the use of a concolic engine as
a symbolic oracle, and measure the impact on the execution time of the algorithms. Providing a meaningful evaluation of the cost of the equivalence queries
is diﬃcult, as it is essentially a software veriﬁcation problem over arbitrary Java
code, and in principle an equivalence query could never terminate. Instead, a
complete concolic analysis of each parser is performed, without using the perfect
oracle for any type of query, and enforcing a timeout of ten minutes for each
analysis, after which the learner yielded it’s latest hypothesis. The correctness of
that hypothesis is then conﬁrmed by comparison to the known target automata.
Note also that we use an input string length limit of 30 for the words to be
parsed during concolic execution.
5.2 Learning with symbolic observation tables
Evaluating the algorithm with a perfect oracle. We learn 78% of the target
languages within the ten minute timeout using a perfect oracle for equivalence.
We see a 54% reduction in the total number of membership queries, and a 88%
reduction in the total number of equivalence queries over MAT* (see Table 1).
Table 1. Number of queries and execution time with perfect oracle.
Algorithm Membership queries Equivalence queries Execution time (s)
MAT*
SymLearn

1, 545, 255
720, 658

25, 802
3, 124

38.60
1321.70

The SymLearn approach requires the path conditions to be stored in the
observation table, even when using a perfect oracle for equivalence. In order
to achieve this, concrete counter examples from the perfect oracle are resolved
to path conditions via the concolic engine. The slower execution time can be
attributed to the infrastructure overhead present in our implementation, and
the speed of the concolic engine when performing these resolutions.
Evaluating the algorithm with the concolic oracle. We now replace the
perfect equivalence oracle with a concolic execution engine, as described in Section 4.1. We learn 30% of the target automata within the ten minute timeout.
The execution time is orders of magnitude slower when compared MAT*, and in
our implementation 99% of the learner’s execution time is spent running symbolic
equivalence queries. While the increase in bandwidth due to the path conditions
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returned for each query does result in a signiﬁcant reduction of queries overall,
the execution time of the SymLearn approach is orders of magnitude slower
than MAT*, partly because SymLearn requires the actual (concolic) execution
of the program implementation, instead of performing queries on an SFA representation of the regular expression. There are however a number of optimizations
that can be made to improve the performance (some of which will be discussed
in the following section).
5.3 Learning with symbolic membership queries
Under the assumption that the language to be learned is regular, and that the
equivalence check will eventually ﬁnd a counterexample if there exists one, our
active learning approach guarantees that eventually the correct hypothesis will
be generated. The experimental evaluation was therefore aimed at understanding
what is achievable in a realistic setting, with constrained time, and how our
methodology improves the outcome.
Table 2. Number of queries and execution time with perfect oracle.

MAT*
MAT*++

Membership
queries

SMQ

Equivalence
queries

Learner
execution time

3,517,474
42,075

–
81,401

47,374
1,913

137.51 s
1.33 s

Table 2 shows the total number of queries3 necessary to learn the correct
automaton over the 200 test cases, along with the CPU time used by the learner
process alone, without considering the time required to answer the queries.
The decrease in the CPU time required by the learner process can be explained by the reduction in the number of counterexamples that the learner has
to process (recall that in MAT*++, a counterexample can be caused only by a
missing state in the hypothesis, while in MAT* it can be also be due to an incorrect transition predicate). To understand the balance between the beneﬁt due to
the sharp reduction in the number of membership and equivalence queries, and
the cost due to the introduction of the symbolic queries, the next section will
evaluate the cost of answering each type of query without the help of a perfect
oracle.
Evaluating the impact of SMQ. First, observe that the impact of membership queries are negligible since it is simply a check to see if an input is accepted.
However, measuring the complexity of the symbolic membership queries (SMQs)
is crucial to assess the eﬀectiveness of our approach. Answering a SMQ requires
the concolic execution of the program under analysis potentially multiple times,
and requires processing each resulting path condition to collect the information
needed to reﬁne the answer. In this experiment we measured the time and the
3

Note that all 200 automata are included in Table 2 whereas only the results for the
subset that ﬁnished before the timeout was shown in Table 1.
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number of concolic executions required to answer all the SMQs of table 2. The
total time required to answer the queries was 4,408s, with an average of 54.15
ms per query. The number of concolic executions per query was between 1 and
31, with an average of 3.45. Since the concolic execution requires the program
under analysis to be instrumented and a symbolic state to be maintained, it is
orders of magnitude slower than a standard concrete execution.
Evaluating the impact of equivalence queries. Each equivalence query is
answered in the same way as in the SymLearn approach (see Section 4.1), by
doing a concolic execution of the hypothesis and the program being analyzed
on the same symbolic input to see if they give a diﬀerent result; if so, we have
a counter-example, otherwise we simply know none could be found before the
timeout or within the input string length of 30. As a further optimization, we also
maintained two automata knownAccept and knownReject that were the union of
the automata translation of the path conditions of all the previously explored
accepted and rejected inputs respectively.
In this experiment 1,207 equivalence queries were issued, and on average it
took 56.92s to answer a query. 573 answers were generated in negligible time using the knownAccept and knownReject automata (demonstrating the usefulness
of this optimization), 93 cases Coastal could not ﬁnd a counter-example (within
the input size limit), 107 the timeout occurred and in the rest a counter-example
was found by Coastal. In 152 cases the correct automaton was learned (76%),
and interestingly in 62 of these cases Coastal timed-out (but the current hypothesis at the time was in fact correct). In 3 of the cases Coastal ﬁnished exploring
the complete state-space up to the 30 input before the timeout, but the correct
automaton was not learned. This happened because a counter-example requiring
more than 30 input characters exist.
Discussion of the results. The beneﬁt of the symbolic membership queries
is clear: it reduces the number of equivalence queries by 96%, and the latter
is by far the most expensive step in active learning without a perfect oracle.
Furthermore, simple engineering optimizations, for example a caching scheme
for the accepted and rejected path conditions, can have a signiﬁcant impact on
the execution time.

6

Related work

The problem of learning input grammars has been tackled using a variety of
techniques, and with various speciﬁc goals in mind.
6.1

Active learning

The active learning algorithms most closely related to our are Λ∗ [11] and
MAT* [3], which have been extensively discussed in Section 3.
Argyros et al. [4] used Angluin-style active learning of symbolic automata
for the analysis of ﬁnite state string sanitizers and ﬁlters. Being focused on
security, their goal was not to learn exactly the ﬁlter under analysis, but to verify
that it ﬁlters every potentially dangerous string. In the proposed approach each
equivalence query is approximated with a single membership query, which is a
string that is not ﬁltered by the current hypothesis, but belongs to the given
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language of “dangerous” strings. If no such string exists, the ﬁlter is considered
successfully validated. If the string exists but is successfully ﬁltered it provides
a counterexample with which the hypothesis is reﬁned, otherwise a vulnerability
in the ﬁlter has been found. This equivalence approximation is incomplete, but
greatly simpliﬁes the problem, considering the complexity of equivalence queries.
Multiple other approaches use diﬀerent active learning techniques not based
on L* that, compared to our solution, provide less theoretical guarantees and
often rely on a corpus of valid inputs. Glade [6] generates a context free grammar
starting from a set of seed inputs that the learner attempts to generalize, using
a membership oracle to check whether the generalization is correct. No other
information is derived from the execution of the program under analysis, and
therefore the set of seed inputs is of crucial importance. Reinam [29] further
extends Glade by using symbolic execution to automatically generate the seed
inputs, and adding a second probabilistic grammar reﬁnement phase in which
reinforcement learning is used to select the generalization rules to be applied.
The approach proposed by Höschele et al. [19] uses a corpus of valid inputs
and applies generalizations that are veriﬁed with a membership oracle. Dynamic
taint analysis is used to track the ﬂow of the various fragments of the input
during the execution, extracting additional information that aids in the creation
of the hypothesis and generates meaningful non-terminal symbol names. A similar approach is used by Gopinath et al. [16], with the addition of automatic
generation of the initial corpus.
6.2

Passive learning

Godefroid et al. [15] use recurrent neural networks and a corpus of sample
inputs to create a generative model of the input language. This approach does
not learn any information from the system under test, so the sample corpus is
important.
A completely diﬀerent approach is used by Lin et al. [24] to tackle a related
problem: reconstructing the syntax tree of arbitrary inputs. The technique is
based on the analysis of an execution trace generated by an instrumented version
of the program under analysis. This approach relies on the knowledge of the
internal mechanisms used by diﬀerent types of parsers to generate the syntax
tree.
Tupni [7] is a tool to reverse engineer input formats and protocols. Starting
from one or more seed inputs, it analyzes the parser execution trace together with
data ﬂow information generated using taint analysis, identiﬁes the structure of
the input format (how the data is segmented in ﬁelds of various types, aggregated
in records, and some constraints that must be satisﬁed), and generates a context
free grammar.

7

Conclusions

Most established active learning algorithms for (symbolic) ﬁnite state automata assume the availability of a minimal adequate teacher, which includes
a complete equivalence oracle to produce counterexample disproving an incorrect hypothesis of the learner. This assumption is unrealistic when learning the
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input grammar of a program from its implementation, as such a complete oracle would need to automatically check the equivalence of the hypothesis with
arbitrary software code. In this paper, we explored how the use of a concolic
execution engine can improve the information eﬃciency of membership queries,
provide a partial input-bounded oracle to check the equivalence of an hypothesis
against a program, and enable the deﬁnition of a new class of symbolic membership queries that allow the learner inferring the transition predicates of a
symbolic ﬁnite state automata representation of the target input language more
eﬃciently.
Preliminary experiments with the Autmatark [8] benchmark showed that
our implementations of SymLearn and MAT*++ achieve a signiﬁcant reduction (up to 96%) in the number of queries required to actively learn the input
language of a program in the form of a symbolic ﬁnite state automaton. Despite
bounding the total execution time to 10 minutes, using the concolic execution
engine as partial equivalence oracle, MAT*++ managed to learn the correct
input language in 76% of the cases.
This results demonstrate the suitability of concolic execution as enabling
tool for the deﬁnition of active learning algorithms for the input grammar of a
program. However, our current solutions learn the input grammar in the form
of a symbolic ﬁnite state automaton. This implies that only an approximation
of non-regular input languages can be constructed. Such approximation can at
best match the input language up to a ﬁnite length, but would fail in recognizing
more sophisticated language features that may require, for example, a context
free representation. Investigating how the learning strategies based on concolic
execution we explored in this paper can generalize to more expressive language
models is envisioned as a future direction for this research, as well as the use of
the inferred input languages to support parsers validation and grammar-based
fuzzing.
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Abstract. Alloy is a lightweight speciﬁcation language based on relational logic,
with an analysis engine that relies on SAT solvers to automate bounded veriﬁcation of speciﬁcations. In spite of its strengths, the reliance of the Alloy Analyzer
on computationally heavy solvers means that it can take a signiﬁcant amount of
time to verify software properties, even within limited bounds. This challenge
is exacerbated by the ever-evolving nature of complex software systems. This
paper presents P LATINUM, a technique for efﬁcient analysis of evolving Alloy
speciﬁcations, that recognizes opportunities for constraint reduction and reuse of
previously identiﬁed constraint solutions. The insight behind P LATINUM is that
formula constraints recur often during the analysis of a single speciﬁcation and
across its revisions, and constraint solutions can be reused over sequences of analyses performed on evolving speciﬁcations. Our empirical results show that P LATINUM substantially reduces (by 66.4% on average) the analysis time required on
speciﬁcations extracted from real-world software systems.

1

Introduction

The growing reliance of society on software and software-intensive systems drives
a continued demand for increased software dependability. Software veriﬁcation provides the highest degree of software assurance, with its strengths residing in the mathematical concepts that can be leveraged to prove correctness with respect to speciﬁc
properties. Most notably, bounded veriﬁcation techniques, such as Alloy [28], have
recently received a great deal of attention in the software engineering community
(e.g., [8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, 26, 34, 35, 38, 43, 46, 48, 52, 54, 55, 61, 63, 66]),
due to the strength of their automated, yet formally precise, analysis capabilities. The
basic idea behind these techniques is to construct a formula that encodes the behavior
of a system and examine it up to a user-speciﬁed bound. They thus enable analyses of
partial models that represent key aspects of a system.
Bounded veriﬁcation techniques often transform a software speciﬁcation to be analyzed into a satisﬁability problem, and delegate the task of solving this to a constraint solver. In the past decade, constraint solving technologies have made spectacular
progress (e.g., [19, 22, 42]). Despite these advances, however, constraint solving continues to be a bottleneck in analyses that rely on it [58]. This is because the magnitude
of formulas tends to increase exponentially with the size of the system being analyzed,
making it impractical to employ constraint solving on complex systems. Further, despite the many optimizations applied to constraint solvers, they are still unable to detect
many instances of subformula recurrence that are generated by Alloy.
c The Author(s) 2020
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The foregoing challenges are exacerbated when considering the ever-evolving nature of complex software systems and their corresponding speciﬁcations. Formal speciﬁcations are developed iteratively, and each iteration involves repeated runs of the analyzer for assessment of their semantics [31, 36]. In online analyses, where speciﬁcations
are kept in sync with the evolving software and analyses are performed at runtime, the
time required to verify the properties of software is of even greater signiﬁcance. This
calls for techniques that assist constraint solvers in dealing with large corpora of formulas, many of which contain tens of thousands of clauses.
In this paper, we introduce P LATINUM, an extension of the Alloy Analyzer that supports efﬁcient analysis of evolving Alloy speciﬁcations, by recognizing opportunities
for constraint reduction and reuse of previously identiﬁed constraint solutions. Unlike
the Alloy Analyzer and its other variants, e.g., Aluminum [45], that dispose of prior
results in response to changes in the system speciﬁcation, P LATINUM stores solved
constraints incrementally, and retrieves them when they are needed again within the
analysis of the revised speciﬁcation. P LATINUM further improves analysis efﬁciency by
omitting redundant constraints from a speciﬁcation before translating them into propositional formulas to be solved by expensive constraint solvers, thereby greatly reducing
the required computational effort. Although techniques for storing the results of satisﬁability checking and reusing them later have been considered in the context of symbolic
execution [6, 7, 29, 49, 62], these techniques cannot be directly applied to Alloy due
to the speciﬁcs of its core logic, which consolidates the quantiﬁers of ﬁrst-order logic
with the operators of the relational calculus [28]. (Section 5 provides details.)
We evaluate the performance of P LATINUM in several scenarios. First, we apply
P LATINUM to several pairs of speciﬁcations in which the second contains a small but
non-trivial set of changes relative to the ﬁrst. Second, we apply P LATINUM to several
sequences of speciﬁcations that model evolution scenarios. Our empirical results show
that P LATINUM is able to support reuse of constraint solutions both within a single
analysis run and across a sequence of analyses of evolving speciﬁcations, while achieving speed-up over the Alloy Analyzer. Third, we show that as the scope of the analysis
increases, P LATINUM achieves even greater improvements. Fourth, we show that the
overhead associated with P LATINUM is a fraction of that required by the Alloy Analyzer. Finally, we show that P LATINUM substantially reduces (by 66.4% on average)
the analysis time required on speciﬁcations extracted from real-world software systems.
This paper makes the following contributions:
– Efﬁcient analysis of evolving relational logic speciﬁcations. We present a novel approach to improve the bounded analysis of relational logic speciﬁcations by transforming constraints into more concise forms and enabling substantial reuse of solutions, which in turn substantially reduces analysis costs.
– Tool implementation. We implement P LATINUM as an extension to Alloy and its
underlying relational logic analyzer, Kodkod [57]. We make P LATINUM available
to the research and education community [5].
– Empirical evaluation. We evaluate P LATINUM in the context of Alloy speciﬁcations
found in prior work and speciﬁcations automatically extracted from real-world systems, corroborating P LATINUM’s ability to substantially outperform the Alloy Analyzer without sacriﬁcing soundness or completeness.
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Illustrative Example

To motivate this research and illustrate our approach, we provide a simple Alloy speciﬁcation and describe the analysis process followed by the Alloy Analyzer and P LATINUM .
Consider snippets of the Alloy speci- 1 // (a) a simple customer-order class diagram
2 one sig Customer extends Class {}{
ﬁcation for a simple customer-order class 3
a t t r S e t = customerID +customerName
i d =customerID
diagram, shown in Listing 1.1 (adapted 4
5
i s A b s t r a c t = No
from [15]). Each Alloy speciﬁcation con- 6 no p a r e n t
sists of data types and formulas that de- 7 }
8 one sig customerID extends I n t e g e r {}
ﬁne constraints over those data types. A 9 one sig customerName extends s t r i n g {}
signature (sig) paragraph introduces a ba- 10 one sig Order extends Class{}{
11
a t t r S e t = orderID + orderValue
sic data type and a set of its relations, 12
i d =orderID
i s A b s t r a c t = No
called ﬁelds, accompanied by the type 13
14
no p a r e n t
of each ﬁeld. The running example de- 15 }
ﬁnes seven signatures (Lines 2–21). The 16 one sig o r d e r I D extends I n t e g e r {}
17 one sig o r d e r V a l u e extends Real {}
Customer class (Lines 2–7) has two at- 18 one sig CustOrder extends A s s o c i a t i o n {}{
s r c = Customer
tributes, customerID and customerName, 19
20
d s t = Order
that are assigned to the attrSet ﬁeld of the 21 }
Customer class. The id ﬁeld speciﬁes that 22 f a c t a s s o c i a t i o n M u l t i p l i c i t y {
23
one CustOrder . s r c and some CustOrder . d s t
customerID is the identiﬁer of this class. 24 }
The last two lines of the Customer signa(b) new constructs added to the revised speciﬁcation
ture speciﬁcation indicate that Customer 12 //one
sig PreferredCustomer extends Class {}{
a t t r S e t = discount
is not an abstract class and that it has no 3
parent
parent. Similarly, the code in Lines 10– 45 one
p a r e n t i n Customer
i s A b s t r a c t = No
15 represents the Order signature spec- 6
iﬁcation, and CustOrder (Lines 18–21) 78 } i d =customerID
speciﬁes an association relationship be- 9 one sig d i s c o u n t extends I n t e g e r {}
tween Customer and Order.
Listing 1.1: (a) a speciﬁcation describing
Facts (fact) are formulas that take
a simple customer order class diagram;
no arguments, and deﬁne constraints that
(b) new constructs added to a revised
each instance of a speciﬁcation must satversion of that speciﬁcation.
isfy, restricting the speciﬁcation’s solution space. The formulas can be further structured using predicates (pred) and functions
(fun), which are parameterized formulas that can be invoked. The associationMultiplicity
fact paragraph (Lines 22–24) states multiplicities of source and destination classes in
the CustOrder association relationship.
To analyze such a relational 12 {C1 , O1}
speciﬁcation, both the Alloy An- 3 Customer : ( 1 , 1 ) ::[ { < C1>},{<C1>}]
:
( 1 , 1 ) ::[ { < O1>},{<O1>}]
alyzer and P LATINUM translate it 45 Order
parent :
(0 ,4) ::[{} ,
into a corresponding ﬁnite rela- 6
{<C1 , C1>,<C1 , O1>,<O1, C1>,<O1, O1>}]
tional model in a language called 78 ( no Customer . p a r e n t ) && ( no Order . p a r e n t ) . . .
Kodkod [56]. Listing 1.2 shows a
partial Kodkod translation of List- Listing 1.2: Kodkod representation of the Alloy
ing 1.1(a). A speciﬁcation in Kod- speciﬁcation of Listing 1.1 (partially elided for
kod’s relational logic is a triple space and readability).
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consisting of a universe of elements (a.k.a. atoms), a set of relation declarations including lower and upper bounds speciﬁed over the model’s universe, and a relational
formula in which the declared relations appear as free variables [56].
The ﬁrst line of Listing 1.2 declares a universe of two uninterpreted atoms. (Due to
space limitations, the listing omits some of the relations and atoms.) While in Kodkod
all relations are untyped, in the interest of readability we assume an interpretation of
atoms in which C1 represents a Customer element and O1 represents an Order element.
Lines 3–6 of Listing 1.2 declare relational variables. Similar to Alloy, formulas in
Kodkod are constraints deﬁned over relational variables. Whereas in Alloy these relational variables are separated into signatures that represent unary relations establishing
a type system, and ﬁelds that represent non-unary relations, in Kodkod all relations are
untyped, with no difference made between unary and non-unary variables.
Kodkod also allows scope to be 1 ( ! ( v1 | v2 ) ) & ( ! v2 | ! v1 ) & ( ! ( v3 | v4 ) ) & ( ! v4 | ! v3 )
speciﬁed from above and below each 2
3 Slices:
relational variable by two relational 4 ( ! ( v1 | v2 ) ) & ( ! v2 | ! v1 )
constants; these sets are called upper 5 ( ! ( v3 | v4 ) ) & ( ! v4 | ! v3 )
6
and lower bounds, respectively. In prin- 7 Canonical form:
ciple, a relational constant is a pre- 8 ( ! ( 1 | 2 ) & ( ! 2 | ! 1 ) )
speciﬁed set of tuples drawn from a Listing 1.3: Excerpt of the boolean
universe of atoms. Each relation in a encoding for the Kodkod speciﬁcation
speciﬁcation solution must contain all shown in Listing 1.2.
tuples that appear in the lower bound,
and no tuple that does not appear in the upper bound. That is, the upper bound represents the entire set of tuples that a relational variable may contain, and the lower bound
represents a partial solution for a speciﬁcation.
Consider the Customer declaration (Listing 1.2, Line 3). Both its upper and lower
bounds contain just one atom, C1, given that it is deﬁned as a singleton set in Listing 1.1. The upper bound for the variable parent ⊆ Class ×Class (Lines 5–6) is a product of the upper bound set for its corresponding domain and co-domain relations, here
(Customer ∪ Order) → (Customer ∪ Order), taking every combination of an element
from both and concatenating them.
To transform such a ﬁnite relational model into a boolean logic formula, Kodkod
renders each relation as a boolean matrix, in which any tuple in the upper bound of
the given relation that is not in the lower bound maps to a unique boolean variable [56]. Relational constraints are then captured as boolean constraints over the translated boolean variables.
To render this idea concrete, consider the parent relation along with the next constraint deﬁned over it (Listing 1.2, Lines 5–8). Each of the four tuples in the upper bound
of the parent relation is allocated a fresh boolean variable (v1 to v4) in the boolean encoding. The relational constraint (no Customer.parent) && (no Order.parent) is then
translated as a boolean constraint over those boolean variables, as shown in Listing 1.3, Line 1.
Expressions and constraints in relational speciﬁcations typically contain equivalent
slices in their boolean representations. P LATINUM detects such semantically redundant
slices by reﬁning the speciﬁcation in its boolean logic form into its essential, indepen-
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dently analyzable slices, and then rendering them in a canonical form. The boolean
encoding of the constraints deﬁned over the parent relation, for example, embodies two
slices with equivalent but syntactically distinct formulas (Listing 1.3, Lines 4–5). Line 8
represents the result of restructuring the slices into a canonical form, suggesting that the
two slices are in fact equivalent. The slicing technique we use to determine the sets of
clauses, the satisﬁability of which can be analyzed independent of other clauses in the
formula, is presented in Section 3.
P LATINUM prevents redundant slices from being propagated to the CNF formula to
be solved by the underlying SAT solver, substantially reducing computational effort. In
the case of our example speciﬁcation (Listing 1.1(a)), P LATINUM partitions the original
relational speciﬁcation into 30 slices, with only seven distinct canonical slices. As such,
P LATINUM is faster at ﬁnding a solution instance, requiring 19 ms to do so compared
to the 26 ms that the Alloy Analyzer requires to produce the ﬁrst solution instance. The
time required to compute the entire instance set also improves, from 6481 ms to 246
ms, in this simple example.
P LATINUM also reuses results produced for speciﬁcation slices to further improve
the analysis of evolving speciﬁcations. Consider Listing 1.1(b), for example, in which
two new signature paragraphs are added, stating that the PreferredCustomer class inherits from the Customer class. Given the updated speciﬁcation, P LATINUM reuses
the results from the prior run and solves a smaller problem. Speciﬁcally, after slicing
and canonicalizing the formula, the results for 29 slices, out of the total of 30 slices,
are already available. As a result, P LATINUM requires only one millisecond to ﬁnd
the ﬁrst solution for the revised speciﬁcation, whereas the Alloy Analyzer requires
27 milliseconds to produce the ﬁrst solution. P LATINUM also produces speed-ups in
computing the whole solution space. In the case of this particular example, P LATINUM reduces the time required to produce the entire solution set from 768 milliseconds to two milliseconds.

3

Approach

Fig. 1 provides an architectural overview that shows how P LATINUM ﬁts in with Alloy. As the ﬁgure shows (left), the Alloy Analyzer reads in an Alloy speciﬁcation and
translates it into a relational model, then passes that to Kodkod. Kodkod translates the
relational model into a boolean formula, then to CNF, and passes the CNF to off-theshelf SAT solvers to obtain a solution. Last, the Alloy interpreter translates the SAT
result into a solution instance.
P LATINUM is inserted between Kodkod and the Alloy interpreter, as shown in the
ﬁgure. At the highest level, P LATINUM takes in the boolean formula from Kodkod and
outputs SAT results to the Alloy interpreter. The box at right shows the steps P LATINUM
follows to do this. P LATINUM ﬁrst decomposes the boolean formula into independent
slices. Then, for each slice, P LATINUM canonicalizes it into a normalized format and
searches the storage for a previously existing equivalent slice. If such a slice exists, the
previous results will be reused. Otherwise, the slice is translated to CNF and assigned to
an independent SAT solver for processing. Both the slice and the results of processing it
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Fig. 1: Overview of Alloy and P LATINUM

are then stored. Finally, P LATINUM combines the results for each slice and passes them
to the Alloy interpreter.
Next, we describe each step taken by P LATINUM in detail.
3.1

Slicing

In P LATINUM, the slicing operation takes in the
Algorithm 1 Slicing
boolean formula generated from Kodkod and decomRequire: f : original Boolean Formula root
poses it into a set of independently analyzable sub- Ensure: Slices: Set of Independent Slices
formulas. Formally, given a boolean formula ϕ, slic- 1: procedure SLICE( f )
2:
Slices ← null
ing decomposes it into subformulas ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ..., ϕn , such 3: for each variable v ∈ f do
4:
parent[v] ← v
that the following equations hold:
5:
6:
7:
8:

rank[v] ← v
end for
DECOMPOSE( f )
end procedure

– ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ... ∧ ϕn = ϕ
– var(ϕ1 ) ∪ var(ϕ2 ) ∪ ... ∪ var(ϕn ) = var(ϕ)
/ for each ϕi and ϕ j where 9: procedure DECOMPOSE( f )
– var(ϕi ) ∩ var(ϕ j ) = 0,
10:
if f .operator = AND then
i= j
11:
for each subformula fi ∈ f do
/ f or i = 1, 2, ..., n
– var(ϕi ) = 0,
12:
DECOMPOSE( f i )
13:

end for

where var(ϕ) is the set of boolean variables of ϕ. 14: else
15:
U NION -F IND( f )
Subformulas ϕ1 to ϕn can be solved independently. 16: end if
Thus, ϕ is satisﬁable if and only if each slice ϕi is sat- 17: end procedure
isﬁable individually.
A boolean formula can be sliced either logically (based on semantics) or algebraically (based on syntax). In the interest of efﬁciency, P LATINUM applies a syntactic slicing algorithm. There are two types of boolean formulas in Alloy: a propositional formula that Kodkod translates from the relational model and the conjunctive
normal form generated from the propositional formula. P LATINUM applies slicing on
the propositional formula level for two reasons. First, translating a propositional formula to CNF introduces many auxiliary variables [21]. For example, when the CustomerOrder speciﬁcation in Section 2, with 81 variables in its propositional formula, is
translated to a CNF formula containing 352 variables, 271 auxiliary variables are introduced. The explosion in the number of variables affects the performance of slicing
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and canonicalization. Second, in certain cases, auxiliary variables connect two independent formulas together. Given the boolean formula v1 &v2 , its CNF translation is
(v1 |!o)&(v2 |!o)&(!v1 |!v2 |o), where o is the auxiliary variable. Even if v1 and v2 are
independent formulas, in the CNF, v1 and v2 are dependent on each other.
Slicing can be viewed as idenAlgorithm 2 Union-Find
tifying connected components in a
1: procedure U NION -F IND(f)
graph, where the vertices of the 2: represent ← null
graph are boolean variables and the 3: for each variable v ∈ f do
4:
if v has been visited then
edges of the graph represent two 5:
if UnMeetState then
represent ← F IND S LICE(v)
variables that appear within the same 6:
7:
add f to Slices[represent]
clause. Each slice is thus one con- 8:
change to MeetState
else
nected component in the graph. The 9:
10:
if F IND S LICE(v) != F IND S LICE(represent)
conventional way to proceed with
then
U NION S LICES(Slices[represent],Slices[v])
this is to ﬁrst build a graph for the 11:
12:
end if
entire boolean formula, and then run 13:
end if
else
a depth-ﬁrst-search (DFS) to iden- 14:
15:
U NION VARS(v, represent)
tify each connected component [62]. 16:
v.visited ← T RUE
end if
For large speciﬁcations this can be 17:
18:
end for
both time and memory intensive. 19: end procedure
To improve performance, our algo20: procedure U NION VARS(v,represent)
rithm applies a modiﬁed UNION- 21: if represent is null then
represent ← F IND S LICE(v)
FIND algorithm [17], that traverses 22:
23:
end if
the boolean formula only once to 24: Parent[represent] ← F IND S LICE(v)
25:
Rank[represent] ← Rank[represent] + 1
identify connected components.
26: end procedure
Algorithm 1 outlines the slicprocedure U NION S LICES(represent,v)
ing process. Given boolean formula 27:
28:
v ← FindSlice(v)
root, the algorithm ﬁrst initializes a 29:
if Rank[represent] ≤ Rank[v] then
Slices[v].add(Slices[represent])
data structure used by its subrou- 30:
31:
Parent[represent] ← v
tine (Lines 2–6). Each slice is iden- 32:
Rank[v] ← Rank[represent] + Rank[v]
else
tiﬁed by a representative, which is 33:
34:
Slices[represent].add(Slices[v])
one variable within the slice. Array 35:
Parent[v] ← represent
Rank[represent] ← Rank[represent] + Rank[v]
Parent is used to ﬁnd the represen- 36:
37:
end if
tative variable. Array Rank is used 38: end procedure
to construct a balanced parent ar- 39: procedure F IND S LICE(v)
ray. Array Slices maps a represen- 40: while v != Parent[v] do
v ← Parent[v]
tative variable to its corresponding 41:
42:
Parent[v] ← Parent[Parent[v]]
slice; its size equals the number of 43: end whilereturn v
slices. The algorithm then calls sub- 44: end procedure
routine DECOMPOSE to decompose
the root formula.
DECOMPOSE recursively partitions a boolean formula f into subformulas in such
a way that the conjunction of all subformulas equals f, and each subformula cannot be
decomposed into smaller subformulas.
The UNION-FIND procedure (Algorithm 2) takes a decomposed subformula and
ﬁnds a slice to which it belongs. The basic idea behind the algorithm is that each slice is
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represented by one variable. UNION-FIND has two basic operators: UNION and FIND.
If UNION operates on two slices, it joins them into one slice (Lines 27–38). If UNION
operates on two variables, it assigns one variable to be the parent of the other (Lines 20–
26). The FINDSLICE operation determines the representative variable for the slice – the
variable to which the input variable belongs. It does so by traversing the Parent array
until it ﬁnds one variable v p whose parent is itself, i.e., parent[v p ] = v p . All variables
along this path belong to the same slice and are represented by v p .
The input boolean formula has two states: UnMeetState, which indicates that f does
not belong to any slice yet, and MeetState, which indicates that f belongs to some slice
that is represented by represent. For each variable v of the input boolean formula f,
UnMeetState ﬁrst obtains the representative variable for v (which could be itself if v
does not belong to any slice yet). If v has not been visited, the algorithm unions v and
the representative variable of the subformula (Lines 20–26). Otherwise, if v has been
visited (i.e., it belongs to some slice), and if f is in UnMeetState, then the algorithm
adds f to the slice represented by represent. Finally, if f is in MeetState, this means that
f belongs to one slice and v belongs to another and these need to be joined together
(Lines 27–38).
3.2

Canonicalization

The time complexity of the UNION- Algorithm 3 Canonicalization
FIND algorithm is near linear [17]. With- Require: f : boolean formulas
out this improvement and using the con- Ensure: f : canonical boolean formula
1: procedure C ANONICALIZE(f)
ventional DFS-based approach taken by 2: varSet ← var o f f
Green [62] among others, in one case in 3: varSet ← sort(varSet)
4:
for i in 0 to varSet.length do
our empirical study, a few minutes were 5:
labelMap.add(varSet[i].label, i)
varSet[i].label ← i
required to produce independently ana- 6:
7:
end for
lyzable slices. Using our algorithm, this 8: L ← varSet.length
time was reduced to about 10 millisec- 9: for each subformula sf ∈ f do
10:
RENAME (sf)
onds – an order of magnitude speedup. 11: end for
f ←f
This speedup occurs for the following 12:
13: end procedure
reason. A graph is needed to start the
DFS. The graph contains information 14: procedure RENAME(f)
15:
for each subformula sf ∈ f do
about which variable belongs to which 16:
L ← RENAME(s f )
clause and which clause contains which 17: end for
18:
f .label ← + + L
variables, and a map-like data structure 19: returnL
is needed to store this information. When 20: end procedure
the number of variables becomes huge—
typically hundreds of thousands in formulas produced for Alloy speciﬁcations of realworld systems—it is time and memory consuming to obtain this information and store
it. It is also time consuming to retrieve the graph information during the DFS. Our
UNION-FIND based algorithm, in contrast, requires information only on the node’s
parents, and this can be placed in a static array that requires only linear time to store
and retrieve.
The slices produced by the prior step are passed to this step, which transforms each
slice into a canonical format in order to capture the syntactic equivalence between dif-
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ferent slices. For a slice ϕ, where ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ... ∧ ϕn , canonicalization generates one
boolean formula ϕ , such that ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ... ∧ ϕn , where ϕ is the canonical format of
ϕ. The canonical form of the formulas is constructed by renaming variables and formula
labels. Algorithm 3 outlines this transformation.
Canonicalization ﬁrst renames each boolean variable based on its weight (Lines 2–
7). For each variable v ∈ V , where V = var(ϕ1 ) ∪ var(ϕ2 ) ∪ ... ∪ var(ϕn ), the weight of
v is calculated as the sum of the number of its occurrences and the number of operators
applied on v in all of the subformulas. To improve the performance of this step, the
weight for each variable is collected during the slicing phase; then, V is sorted based
on variable weight. If two variables have the same weight, their original labels are
used to sort them. Each variable is then renamed to their index in the sorted array.
The mapping relations from canonical variables to original variables for each slice are
stored in labelMap for use in assembling the solution for the original boolean formula.
Next, the label for each formula is renamed (Lines 8–20). The purpose of this step is
to maintain consistency with variables when translating to CNF. The labels of formulas
are used as auxiliary variables when they are translated to CNF.
3.3

Storing and Reuse

After slicing and canonicalization have been completed, each boolean formula is decomposed into several independent formulas. For each canonicalized boolean formula,
P LATINUM checks its hash code in storage. If there is a hit, this boolean formula is
already solved, and the result will then be retrieved. If not, the boolean formula will be
translated into CNF and solved by the SAT solver independently. The result will then
be stored.
After solving all slices, using the labelMap (Algorithm 3) that maps canonical variables to original variables, P LATINUM obtains the solution for the original boolean
formula and passes it to Alloy to generate a solution instance.

4

Empirical Study

We empirically evaluated the performance of P LATINUM in relation to the following
research questions:
RQ1: How does the performance of P LATINUM compare to the performance of existing
approaches on speciﬁcations that have undergone relatively small amounts of change?
RQ2: How does the performance of P LATINUM compare to the performance of existing approaches on speciﬁcations that have gone through several successive rounds of
evolution?
RQ3: How does the performance of P LATINUM compare to the performance of existing
approaches on speciﬁcations that have run against higher scopes?
RQ4: What is the overhead of P LATINUM in restructuring a relational logic formula
into its canonical form?
RQ5: How does the performance of P LATINUM compare to the performance of Alloy
Analyzer in practice on speciﬁcations automatically extracted from real-world applications?
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4.1

Objects of Analysis

Our objects of analysis are speciﬁcations drawn from Table 1: Objects of Analysis
Speciﬁcation # Rels
a variety of sources and problem domains. These speciﬁcations vary widely in terms of size and complexity.
Ecommerce
70
Table 1 lists the speciﬁcations that we use, with statisDecider
47
tics on their size in terms of the numbers of relations in
CSOS
64
their underlying logic. Note that this number, in turn,
Wordpress
54
represents the sum of the numbers of signatures and
Andr. Bundle 1 665
ﬁelds, as both are indeed translated into relations in
Andr. Bundle 2 558
the underlying relational logic.
Andr. Bundle 3 485
Ecommerce is a model, adopted from Lau and
Andr. Bundle 4 569
Czarnecki [30], that represents a common architecture
Andr. Bundle 5 501
for open-source and commercial E-commerce sysAndr. Bundle 6 456
tems. Decider [15] is a model of a system to support
design space exploration. CSOS is a model of a cyber-social operating system meant
to help coordinate people and tasks. WordPress is an object model obtained by reverse
engineering an open-source blog system [3]. Finally, the last six rows of the table correspond to six large speciﬁcations intended for the analysis of security properties in
the context of the Android platform. Each consists of a bundle of Android applications
installed on a mobile device for detecting security vulnerabilities that may arise due to
inter-application communication, adopted from [12].
For the ﬁrst four objects of analysis, we do not have access to actual, modiﬁed versions of their Alloy speciﬁcations, and even if we did, there would not likely be enough
versions to provide data sufﬁcient to support quantitative analyses. Thus, instead, we
used a mutation-based approach to create modiﬁed versions of the speciﬁcations. We
used edit operations for Alloy speciﬁcations [10] and incorporated into the MuAlloy
mutation system [64] to derive a list of mutation operators. Table 2 provides a list of
these mutation operators, together with short descriptions.
To investigate RQ1 we
wished to apply our mutation
Table 2: Mutation Operators
operators to create 30 modiﬁed
Description
versions of each of our objects
ADS
Add a new signature
of study. Because prior work
DLS
Delete a signature without children
by Li et al. [31] showed that
CSM Change the signature multiplicity,3 i.e., to set,
users tend to modify Alloy
one, lone or some (one that is different from
speciﬁcations incrementally by
the multiplicity deﬁned in the original speciﬁsmall amounts, we chose to
cation)
create versions of our object ABS Make an abstract signature non-abstract or vice
speciﬁcations by mutating
versa
between one and 10% of the MOV Move a sub-signature to a new parent signature
relations in the speciﬁcations. ADF Add a new ﬁeld to a signature declaration
Given object speciﬁcation S, for DLF Delete a ﬁeld from a signature declaration
CFM Change a multiplicity constraint in a ﬁeld deceach modiﬁed speciﬁcation S
laration
of S to be created, we randomly
chose a number N in this range;
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N denotes the number of mutations to apply to S. We then began randomly choosing
relations L in S , then randomly choosing a mutation operator M applicable to L, and
applied M to S . We did not allow a given L to be utilized more than once in this
process. Following each operator application, we ran Alloy on the current version of
S to ensure that it is a valid speciﬁcation. We repeated this process until N mutations
had been inserted into S . Ultimately, this process produced 30 modiﬁed versions of
each object speciﬁcation, wherein each version contained a randomly selected number
of randomly selected mutations – a number no greater than 10% of the number of
relations in the original speciﬁcation.
To investigate RQ2 we used a similar process; however, in this case our goal was to
“evolve” each object speciﬁcation S iteratively. Given the original version S, we created
a successor version S1 by repeating the process of inserting a randomly selected number
of randomly selected mutations (again, a number no greater than 10% of the number of
relations in S). However, our next iteration applied this same process to S1 (which now
contains a number of mutations) to produce a version S2 that potentially contains more
mutations. Here, we say “potentially” because we did not place any restrictions on the
re-use of mutation operators or mutation locations in subsequent versions Sk of S; thus,
conceivably, a mutation could be “undone” in a subsequent version. We repeated this
process 30 times on each speciﬁcation, thereby obtaining a sequence of speciﬁcations
that have evolved iteratively.
It is common for users of bounded veriﬁcation techniques such as Alloy to increase
the scope of the analysis, in order to obtain greater conﬁdence in the validity of the
speciﬁcation. As the scope of analysis increases, the space of cases that must be examined expands dramatically. To investigate RQ3, we increased the scope of analysis on
each of our object speciﬁcations. Note that the only change in the speciﬁcation between
two successive runs of the analyzer in this case was the scope of analysis.
To investigate RQ4 we used the dataset created for RQ1. To investigate RQ5, we
created six different app bundles, each containing 20 Android apps drawn from public
app repositories such as Google Play [2]. We then used the C OVERT tool [1] to automatically extract Alloy speciﬁcations from the app bundles. Given an original bundle
B, we created a successor version B by adding a new app or removing an existing app
(randomly selected) to/from the given bundle. The speciﬁcations automatically derived
from app bundles tend to evolve as apps are added to, or removed from, the bundles.
The resulting app bundles thus provide us with an ideal suite of evolving speciﬁcations
that can be used for our evaluation. We repeated this process 30 times on each of the
app bundles to produce 30 modiﬁed versions of each bundle speciﬁcation.
4.2

Variables and Measures

Independent Variables As independent variables we wished to utilize P LATINUM, as
well as baseline techniques representing state of the art approaches capable of performing the same function as P LATINUM.
We consider the Alloy Analyzer (version 4.2) as a baseline technique to compare
against P LATINUM. The other potential baseline technique is Green [62], an optimization technique that, during symbolic execution, memoizes and reuses the results of satisﬁability checking. The current implementation of Green, however, has two fundamental
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problems in the context of this study. First, while Green supports the use of Integer and
Real variables in expressions, it does not support the use of boolean variables, which
are widely used in the context of Alloy’s relational logic. We were able to work around
this challenge, however, by modeling boolean variables as Green’s Integers and limiting their size to zero and one – an approach suggested by Green’s developers. A more
insidious problem, however, is that the Green framework does not currently support
constraints with the disjunction operator. Because Alloy speciﬁcations are in relational
logic, native support for the disjunction operator is essential to effectively analyze such
speciﬁcations. This issue has been reported to the Green repository [4], and we have
been in contact with the authors about it; however, to date, the issue has not been resolved and there are no workarounds for it. Thus, we were ultimately unable to use
Green as a baseline technique.
Additional independent variables used were (b) the size of speciﬁcations in terms
of relations in the relational logic, (c) the number of mutation operations, (d) the type
of mutation operations, and (e) the scope of the analysis.
Dependent Variables We measure several dependent variables. The ﬁrst variable, analysis time, tracks performance directly. Here, we measure the wall clock time required
to run (1) a complete Alloy analysis and (2) a complete P LATINUM analysis on each
speciﬁcation considered. The second variable is the number of unique, independently
analyzable slices produced by P LATINUM for each speciﬁcation under analysis. The
third variable is the number of slices for which solutions are already available for each
speciﬁcation under analysis. Finally, the fourth variable is the size of the generated CNF
formulas that must be solved by the underlying SAT solver. In the last case, we record
the number of CNF variables and clauses produced by each of the two techniques when
translating high-level Alloy speciﬁcations into SAT formulas.
4.3

Study Operation

For RQ1 and RQ3, for each of our speciﬁcation pairs, we applied the Alloy Analyzer
and P LATINUM, measuring the time required by each approach, and the number of
variables and clauses at the SAT level produced by each tool.
For RQ2, for each of our speciﬁcation sequences, we applied both the Alloy Analyzer and P LATINUM to each pair of successive speciﬁcations in the sequence, measuring, for each iteration, the time required by each approach, the size of the SAT formula
produced by each tool, and the number of slices reused across sequences.
For RQ4, for each of our speciﬁcation pairs, we applied P LATINUM, measuring the
time required for formula restructuring, including the slicing and canonicalization steps.
Finally, for RQ5, for each of the speciﬁcation pairs extracted from app bundles, we
applied both the Alloy Analyzer and P LATINUM, measuring the time required by each
approach.
All of our runs of the Alloy Analyzer and P LATINUM were conducted on an 8-core
2.0 GHz AMD Opteron 6128 system with 40 GB of memory. Both techniques leveraged
SAT4J as the SAT solver across the entire study to keep extraneous variables constant.
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Threats to Validity

External validity threats concern the generalization of our ﬁndings. We have studied
ten sets of Alloy speciﬁcations and cannot claim that they are representative of all
such speciﬁcations. Additionally, our modiﬁed speciﬁcations for the ﬁrst four objects
of analysis were created via a mutation approach, and while this allows us to obtain
large amounts of data, these objects may not directly represent modiﬁed speciﬁcations
that exist in practice. To reduce this threat and help determine whether our results may
generalize, we conducted additional studies using real-world software systems, where
both the Alloy speciﬁcations and their revisions are automatically extracted from evolving bundles of real Android apps. Finally, different versions of the Alloy Analyzer may
leverage different translation algorithms to CNF, and this may affect the execution time
of the analyzer. To reduce this threat we used the latest stable release of the Alloy Analyzer, Alloy Analyzer 4.2, for all runs collected in the study.
Construct validity threats concern our metrics and measures; we are aware of no
such threats in this case.
4.5

Results for RQ1 (Small Changes)

We ﬁrst assess the effective(a)
ness of P LATINUM with respect
to the incremental changes derived from our ﬁrst four object speciﬁcations. The boxplots
in Fig. 2 depict the size of
the generated CNF formulas,
given as the number of variables
(Fig. 2a) and clauses (Fig. 2b)
across mutations for each ob(b)
ject of study. The results show
that in comparison to the Alloy
Analyzer, P LATINUM’s translation of relational logic speciﬁcations results in much smaller
and simpler SAT formulas, and
the numbers of CNF variables
and clauses generated by P LATINUM were smaller than the
numbers generated by Alloy.
Speciﬁcally, in the analyses Fig. 2: Sizes of generated CNF formulas in terms of
of the CSOS, Decider, Ecom- the number of (a) variables and (b) clauses produced
merce, and Wordpress speciﬁca- by the Alloy Analyzer and P LATINUM across mutations, the numbers of variables tions for each object of study.
and the numbers of clauses in the formulas produced by P LATINUM on average were
4.5/2.6/5.1/3.5 and 2.1/1.4/2.0/1.7 times lower, respectively, than the numbers in the
formulas produced by the Alloy Analyzer. This is because already analyzed slices do
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not need to be translated into SAT formulas, thus reducing the sizes of the generated
CNF formulas.
Table 3 shows the results
Table 3: Performance Statistics
of a comparison of the averAlloy P LATINUM
age analysis times required by
Analysis Analysis
% Improvement
the Alloy Analyzer and P LATTime (S) Time (S)
INUM across the four objects of
Ecommerce 280.92
49.69
82.31%
CSOS
120.64
56.71
52.99%
study. On average, P LATINUM
Wordpress
57.19
47.57
16.82%
exhibited a 67.16% improveDecider
27.38
5.69
79.21%
ment over the Alloy Analyzer,
Average
121.53
39.91
67.16%
with the average improvement
across objects of study ranging
from 16.82% to 82.31%.
These results demonstrate the potential effectiveness of our optimization technique,
because in every case, the analysis time required by P LATINUM to ﬁnd solution instances of mutated speciﬁcations was less than that required by the state of the art
analysis techniques.
4.6

Results for RQ2
(Successive Changes)

To assess the effectiveness of P LATINUM in accelerating analysis in successive runs on evolving speciﬁcations we use two performance metrics: time ratio (TR) and variable
ratio (VR). We deﬁne the time ratio as ttPA , where tP is the analysis
time taken by P LATINUM and tA is
the analysis time taken by the Alloy Analyzer. Intuitively, lower values of TR imply greater speedup. A
TR of 0.5, for example, indicates that
P LATINUM is two times faster than
the Alloy analysis of the same speciﬁcation, whereas a TR of 0.1 indicates that P LATINUM is 10 times
faster. Similarly, we deﬁne the variP
able ratio as var
varA , where varP is the
number of variables in a SAT formula produced by P LATINUM and
varA is the number of variables in
a SAT formula produced by the Alloy Analyzer for the same speciﬁcation. Again, lower values of VR imply that there are fewer variables in a

Fig. 3: Speedup and reuse during successive mutation analyses across subject domains. The left
column represents scatter plots of time ratios
(Analysis time taken by P LATINUM / Analysis
time taken by Alloy), and the right column represents scatter plots of reuse ratios (#Variables
in the SAT formula transformed by P LATINUM
/ #Variables in the SAT formula transformed by
the Alloy Analyzer) across systems.
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formula generated by P LATINUM than in a formula generated by the Alloy Analyzer.
We started P LATINUM with an empty cache, and then analyzed each mutation in turn,
continually populating the cache.
Fig. 3 presents a pair of diagrams for each of the four object speciﬁcations, demonstrating speedup and reuse during successive mutation analyses. The left column represents scatter plots of time ratios across subject domains, and the right column represents
scatter plots of variable ratios. All four sets of experiments exhibit similar behavior: in
every case, and for every revision, the analysis time taken by P LATINUM is less than
that of using the Alloy Analyzer (values of TR are always less than 1), and the number of variables in formulas generated by P LATINUM is signiﬁcantly less than those
generated by the Alloy Analyzer. The speedup, however, varies for different mutations.
Variation across mutations is expected, given that the size and complexity of the mutations produced in successive runs differ greatly. In a few cases, the values for TR jump.
Investigation of the data shows that this occurred because the mutations present in those
cases contained several new slices not yet observed, which in turn reduced the amount
of reuse. Despite these few cases, the empirical results suggest that signiﬁcant speedup
was possible in all cases.
4.7

Results for RQ3 (Scope Changes)

Alloy’s analysis is exhaustive, yet bounded, up to a user-speciﬁed scope on the size
of the domains. In cases in which the analyzer fails to produce a solution that satisﬁes
speciﬁcation constraints within a given scope, a solution may be found in a larger scope.
In practice, Alloy users often conduct consecutive analysis runs of speciﬁcations, applying small increases in the analysis scope, in the hopes of gaining further conﬁdence
in their results. It has been shown that 17.6% of consecutive Alloy analyses differ only
in terms of their analysis scopes [31].
To examine how our optimization approach responds to increases in analysis scope,
for each speciﬁcation, we gradually increased the scope of the analysis. We set the
initial scope for the analysis of each speciﬁcation to the scope that had already been
speciﬁed by its original modeler, reasoning that whoever had developed and analyzed
the speciﬁcation is most likely the best judge of the scope that is needed. The initial
scopes for the CSOS, Decider, Ecommerce, and Wordpress speciﬁcations were 51, 27,
50, and 32, respectively. We started P LATINUM with an empty cache for the analysis of
each speciﬁcation, and gradually populated it as the analysis scope increased.
Table 4 shows the time ratios (TRs)
measured as the analysis scope increased Table 4: Analysis Time Improvements Over Infor each of the objects of study. Re- creasing Sizes of Analysis Scope
call that lower values for TR indicate
that greater acceleration was achieved Scope increase +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
by our optimization technique. The data CSOS
0.765 0.122 0.098 0.118 0.035
shows that overall as scope increased, TR Decider
0.393 0.036 0.038 0.023 0.034
tended to decrease. For example, for the Ecommerce
0.727 0.234 0.413 0.049 0.031
Ecommerce system, the lowest value for Wordpress
0.486 0.107 0.079 0.053 0.079
TR occurred when the scope increased to
ﬁve, resulting in a 1 / 0.031 = 32 fold analysis speed acceleration.
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Results for RQ4 (Overhead)

We next evaluate the performance of Table 5: Analysis Times With Respect to OverP LATINUM’s formula restructuring anal- head Incurred Due to Restructuring of Formulas
ysis. Table 5 shows the time required to
Slicing
Canon
%overhead
restructure relational logic formulas into
Time(ms) Time(ms)
their canonical forms. The ﬁrst column CSOS
7
268
0.36%
3
41
0.63%
represents the time spent decomposing Decider
Ecommerce
10
116
1.01%
formulas into independent slices, and the
Wordpress
5
138
2.44%
second column represents the time spent
Average
6.25
140.75
1.11%
canonicalizing them into normalized formats.
As the data shows, the analysis time overhead incurred by these two steps is 1.11%
on average, and no greater than 2.44% in any case. This is negligible, particularly when
compared to the analysis time overhead incurred by the Alloy Analyzer (cf. Table 3).
While the restructuring steps introduce little overhead, they substantially enable reuse
of slice solutions, which in turn greatly reduces analysis costs.

Fig. 4: Analysis times for the Alloy Analyzer and P LATINUM across speciﬁcations from realworld Android apps.

4.9

Results for RQ5 (Real-World Speciﬁcations)

Finally, to assess the improvements one could expect in practice using P LATINUM, we
used Alloy speciﬁcations that were automatically extracted from real-world software
systems and evolved versions thereof, as described in Section 4.1. Fig. 4 shows the results of a comparison of the analysis time required by each of the two techniques as
boxplots across the six bundle speciﬁcations. As the results show, P LATINUM exhibited
a 66.4% improvement, on average, over the Alloy Analyzer; the average improvement
across app bundles ranged from 44.2% to 78.4%, indicating relative stability across
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bundles. These results further conﬁrm those obtained through our mutation-based experiments, corroborating the effectiveness of P LATINUM in improving the analysis time
required by the Alloy Analyzer to ﬁnd solution instances of revised speciﬁcations.

5

Related Work

The literature contains a large body of research related to ours. Here, we provide an
overview of the most notable and closely related work and examine it in the light of our
research.
The widespread use of Alloy has prompted a number of extensions to the language
and its underlying automated analyzer [10, 23, 24, 25, 27, 32, 37, 39, 40, 41, 45, 53,
58, 59]. Among these, Titanium [10] presents an exploration space reduction strategy
that narrows the space of values to be explored by an underlying constraint solver. This
approach, however, requires an entire solution set to be produced for the original speciﬁcation, to determine tighter bounds for certain relations in the revised speciﬁcation.
Our work differs primarily in its emphasis on reducing constraints into a more concise
form at the level of relational logic abstractions, which in turn allows for substantial
reuse of analysis efforts in subsequent analyses. Research efforts on bound adjustment
and solution reuse are complementary in that, in spite of the adjustments made to the
analysis bounds, the solver still needs to solve for the shared constraints.
Uzuncaova and Khurshid [60] partition a speciﬁcation into base and derived slices,
in which a solution to the base slice can be extended to produce a solution for the
entire speciﬁcation. P LATINUM is fundamentally different from this work in that the
problem addressed by Uzuncaova and Khurshid assumes a ﬁxed speciﬁcation and does
not consider speciﬁcation evolution. Further, their approach does not eliminate the need
to solve shared, canonicalized constraints across analyses.
Rosner et al. [51] present a technique, Ranger, that leverages a linear ordering of
the solution space to support parallel analysis of ﬁrst-order logic speciﬁcations. While
the linear ordering enables partitioning of the solution space into ranges, there is no
clear way in which it can be extended with incremental analysis capabilities, which are
crucial for effective analysis of evolving speciﬁcations.
Several techniques attempt to explore speciﬁcation instances derived from Alloy’s
relational logic constraints [18, 33, 44, 45, 56]. Macedo et al. [33] examine scenario explorations in the context of relational logic. Aluminum [45] extends the Alloy Analyzer
to generate minimal speciﬁcation instances. Both of these efforts focus primarily on the
order in which solutions are produced, as opposed to facilitating analysis of evolving
speciﬁcations, which is our goal. Montaghami and Rayside [39] extend the Alloy language to explicitly support partial modeling. Their work, however, does not consider
evolving speciﬁcations. In fact, it is widely recognized that efﬁcient techniques for analyzing Alloy speciﬁcations are needed [58]. To the best of our knowledge, however, no
prior research has attempted to reduce the need to call a solver to improve the efﬁciency
of the analysis of evolving Alloy speciﬁcations.
The technique most closely related to ours is Green [62]; this technique has been
the subject of several more recent papers [6, 7, 29, 47, 49, 50, 65], that improve on its
algorithm. As noted in Section 1, Green and its offshoots also rely on back-end con-
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straint solving engines. In contrast to all of this prior work, the problem we address
in this paper involves supporting the evolutionary analysis of relational logic. Among
other things, this requires the development of both original slicing and canonicalization
approaches appropriate for models speciﬁed in Alloy’s relational logic. Moreover, neither Green’s slicer nor its canonicalizer take into account the disjunction operator [4].
While the lack of support for the disjunction operator might be allowable in the context of symbolic execution, that support is essential in the context of ﬁrst-order logic
to allow an approach to effectively recognize opportunities for constraint reduction and
reuse. Further, while most of the prior techniques use a classic lexicographic ordering of the variables before transforming each slice into a canonical format, P LATINUM
leverages a reverse shortlex order, in which the variables are ﬁrst sorted by their weight
and then sorted lexicographically. This choice improves the identiﬁcation of syntactic
equivalence between different slices. To the best of our knowledge, P LATINUM is the
ﬁrst technique for evolutionary analysis of relational logic speciﬁcation that operates
without requiring an entire solution set for the original speciﬁcation.

6

Conclusions

We have presented P LATINUM, a novel extension to the Alloy Analyzer that substantially improves the process of analyzing evolving Alloy speciﬁcations. Our approach
proceeds by storing solved constraints incrementally, and reusing them within subsequent analysis of a revised speciﬁcation. It also omits redundant constraints from speciﬁcations before translating them into formulas that will be sent to constraint solvers.
Our evaluation of P LATINUM shows that it is able to support substantial reuse of constraint solutions across analyses of evolving speciﬁcations. Our empirical results show
signiﬁcant speedup over the Alloy Analyzer in various scenarios. Our evaluation also
shows that as the scope of analysis increases, P LATINUM achieves even further improvements, and that the overhead associated with the approach is negligible. Finally,
our evaluation shows that P LATINUM continues to result in savings on speciﬁcations
extracted from real-world software systems.
Our future work involves extending the optimization ideas presented here to leverage domain-speciﬁc knowledge. Speciﬁcally, we intend to explore the possibility of
driving the automated discovery of domain-speciﬁc optimizations, wherein each system
of interest can have bounded veriﬁcation tailored to its speciﬁc characteristics. While
such optimizations historically have arisen from the insights of a few dozen experts in
software veriﬁcation, we envision a bounded speculative analysis to identify how operations permissible within a certain domain may impact the exploration space of bounded
analyses, thereby facilitating efﬁcient analysis of speciﬁcations in a given domain.
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Abstract. System development is not a linear, one-shot process. It proceeds through reﬁnements and revisions. To support assurance that the
system satisﬁes its requirements, it is desirable that continuous veriﬁcation can be performed after each reﬁnement or revision step. To achieve
practical adoption, formal veriﬁcation must accommodate continuous
veriﬁcation eﬃciently and eﬀectively. Model checking provides developers with information useful to improve their models only when a property
is not satisﬁed, i.e., when a counterexample is returned. However, it is
desirable to have some useful information also when a property is instead
satisﬁed. To address this problem we propose TOrPEDO, an approach
that supports veriﬁcation in two complementary forms: model checking
and proofs. While model checking is typically used to pinpoint model
behaviors that violate requirements, proofs can instead explain why requirements are satisﬁed. In our work, we introduce a speciﬁc notion of
proof, called Topological Proof. A topological proof produces a slice of
the original model that justiﬁes the property satisfaction. Because models can be incomplete, TOrPEDO supports reasoning on requirements
satisfaction, violation, and possible satisfaction (in the case where satisfaction depends on unknown parts of the model). Evaluation is performed
by checking how topological proofs support software development on 12
modeling scenarios and 15 diﬀerent properties obtained from 3 examples from literature. Results show that: (i) topological proofs are ≈60%
smaller than the original models; (ii) after a revision, in ≈78% of cases,
the property can be re-veriﬁed by relying on a simple syntactic check.
Keywords: Topological Proofs · Iterative Design · Model Checking ·
Theorem Proving · Unsatisﬁable Core.

1

Introduction

One of the goals of software engineering and formal methods is to provide automated veriﬁcation tools that support designers in producing models of an
envisioned system which follows a set of properties of interest. Designers beneﬁt
from automated support to understand why their system does not behave as
expected (e.g., counterexamples), but they might ﬁnd it also useful to retrieve
c The Author(s) 2020
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information when the system already follows the speciﬁed requirements. While
model checkers provide the former, theorem provers sustain the latter. Theorem
provers usually rely on some form of deductive mechanism that, given a set of
axioms, iteratively applies a set of rules until a theorem is proved. The proof
consists of the speciﬁc sequence of deductive rules applied to prove the theorem. In the literature, many approaches have dealt with an integration of model
checking and theorem proving at various levels (e.g., [48,60,53,36]). These approaches are oriented to produce certiﬁed model checking procedures rather than
tools that actually help the design process. Even when the idea is to provide a
practically useful framework [49,50], the output consists of deductive proofs that
are usually diﬃcult to understand and hardly connectable with the designer’s
modeling choices. Moreover, veriﬁcation techniques only take into account completely speciﬁed designs. This is a remarkable limitation in practical contexts,
where the designer may start by providing an initial, high-level version of the
model, which is iteratively narrowed down as design progresses and uncertainties are removed [13,42,8,19,65,43]. A recent work [4,5] considered cases in which
a partial knowledge of the system model is available. However, the presented
approach was mainly theoretical and lacked a practical implementation.
We formulate our problem on models that contain uncertain parts. We choose
Partial Kripke Structures (PKSs) as a formalism to represent general models for
the following reasons: (i) PKSs have been used in requirement elicitation to
reason about system behavior from diﬀerent points of view [19,8], and are a
common theoretical reference language used in the formal method community
for the speciﬁcation of uncertain models (e.g, [26,9,27,10]); (ii) other modeling formalisms commonly used in software development [23,64], such as Modal
Transition Systems [37] (MTSs), can be converted into PKSs through a simple
transformation [26] making our solution easily applicable to those models.
Kripke Structures (KSs) are particular instances of PKSs that represent complete models. Requirements on the model are expressed in Linear-time Temporal
Logic (LTL). As such, the approach presented in the following is generic: it can
be applied on models that contain uncertain parts (PKSs) or not (KSs), and can
be easily adapted to support MTSs.
Veriﬁcation techniques that consider PKSs return three alternative values:
true if the property holds in the partial model, false if it does not hold, and
maybe if the property possibly holds, i.e., its satisfaction depends on the parts
of the model that still need to be reﬁned. As models are revised, i.e., they are
modiﬁed during design iterations, designers need support to understand why
properties are satisﬁed, or possibly satisﬁed.
A comprehensive and integrated design framework able to support software
designers in understanding such motivation is still missing. We tackle this problem by presenting TOrPEDO (TOpological Proof drivEn Development framewOrk), a novel automated veriﬁcation framework, that:
(i) supports a modeling formalism which allows a partial speciﬁcation of the
system design;
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(ii) allows performing analysis and veriﬁcation in the context of systems in which
“incompleteness” represents a conceptual uncertainty;
(iii) provides guidance in producing model revisions through complementary outputs: counterexamples and proofs;
(iv) when the system is completely speciﬁed, allows understanding which changes
impact or not the satisfaction of certain properties.
TOrPEDO is based on the novel notion of topological proof (TP), which
tries to overcome the complexity of deductive proofs and is designed to make
proofs understandable on the original system design. A TP is a slice of the
original model that speciﬁes which part of it impacts the property satisfaction.
If the slice deﬁned by the TP is not preserved during a revision, there is no
assurance that the property holds (possibly holds) in the revised model. This
paper proposes an algorithm to compute topological proofs—which relies on the
notion of unsatisﬁable cores (UCs) [56]—and proves its correctness on PKSs. It
also proposes an algorithm that checks whether a TP is preserved in a model
revision. This simple syntactic check avoids (in many cases) the execution of the
model checking procedure. While architectural decomposition and composition
of components can be considered during the system development [42], in this
work we present our solution by assuming that the system is modeled as a single
PKS. However, our framework can be extended to consider the composition of
components, such as the parallel composition of PKSs or MTSs. This can be done
by extracting the portions of the TP that refer to the diﬀerent components.
TOrPEDO has been implemented on top of NuSMV [14] and PLTL-MUP [58].
The implementation has been exploited to evaluate TOrPEDO by considering
a set of examples coming from literature including both completely speciﬁed
and partially speciﬁed models. We considered 3 diﬀerent example models and 4
variations for each model that was presented in the literature [12,20]. We considered 15 properties, i.e., 5 for each example, leading to a total of 60 (3×4×5)
scenarios that require the evaluation of a property on a model. We evaluated
how our framework supports model design by comparing the size of the generated topological proofs against the size of the original models. Results show that
topological proofs are ≈60% smaller than the original models. Moreover, after
a revision, in ≈78% of cases, our syntactic check avoids the re-execution of the
model checker.
Organization. Section 2 describes TOrPEDO. Section 3 discusses the background. Sections 4 and 5 present the theoretical results and the algorithms that
support TOrPEDO. Section 6 evaluates the achieved results. Section 7 discusses
related work. Section 8 concludes.

2

TOrPEDO

TOrPEDO is a proof based development framework which allows verifying PKSs
and evaluating their revisions. To illustrate TOrPEDO, we use a simple model
describing the states of a vacuum-cleaner robot that has to satisfy the requirements in Fig. 2, speciﬁed through LTL formulae and English natural language.
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LTL formulae
OFF

IDLE

move = ⊥
suck = ⊥
on = ⊥
reached = ⊥

move = ⊥
suck = ⊥
on = 
reached =?

CLEANING

MOVING

move =?
suck = 
on = 
reached = 

move = 
suck =?
on = 
reached =?

Fig. 1: PKS of a vacuum-cleaner robot.

φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4

= G(suck → reached )
= G((¬move) W on)
= G(((¬move) ∧ on) → suck )
= ((¬suck ) W(move ∧ (¬suck )))

Textual requirements
φ1 : the robot is drawing dust (suck ) only if
it has reached the cleaning site.
φ2 : the robot must be turned on before it can
move.
φ3 : if the robot is on and stationary (¬move),
it must be drawing dust (suck ).
φ4 : the robot must move before it is allowed
to draw dust (suck ).

Fig. 2: Natural language and LTL formulation of the requirements of the
vacuum-cleaner robot.
G and W are the “globally” and “weak
until” LTL operators.

The TOrPEDO framework is illustrated in Fig. 3 and carries out veriﬁcation in
four phases: initial design, analysis, revision, and re-check.
Initial design ( 1 ). The model of the system is expressed using a PKS M
( 1 ), which can be generated from other languages, along with the property of
interest φ, in LTL ( 2 ).
Running example. The PKS presented in Fig. 1 is deﬁned over two atomic
propositions representing actions that a robot can perform: move, i.e., the agent
travels to the cleaning site; suck , i.e., the agent is drawing the dust, and two
atomic propositions representing conditions that can trigger actions: on, true
when the robot is turned on; reached , true when the robot has reached the
cleaning site. The state OFF represents the robot being shut down, IDLE the
robot being tuned on w.r.t. a cleaning call, MOVING the robot reaching the
cleaning site, and CLEANING the robot performing its duty. Each state is labeled with the actions move and suck and the conditions on and reached . Given
an action or condition α and a state s, we use the notation: α =  to indicate
that α occurs when the robot is in state s; α = ⊥ to indicate that α does not
occur when the robot is in state s; α =? to indicate that there is uncertainty on
whether α occurs when the robot is in state s.
Analysis ( 2 ). TOrPEDO provides automated analysis support, which includes the following elements:
(i) Information about what is wrong in the current design. This information includes a deﬁnitive-counterexample, which indicates a behavior that depends
on already performed design choices and violates the properties of interest.
The deﬁnitive-counterexample ( 3 ⊥-CE) can be used to produce a revised
version M  of M that satisﬁes or possibly satisﬁes the property of interest.
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TOrPEDO

1

7

M: PKS

1

Initial
design

2
Analysis

!: LTL

2

⊥

3

5

Def-CE
Def-CE
⊥-CE

?
??

Poss-CE
Poss-CE
?-CE
Poss-TP
Poss-TP
?-TP

⊤
⊤⊤

Def-TP
Def-TP
⊤-TP

6
4

9
inspire

7

4

3
M’: PKS

1

8

Revision

True,M’
Re-check

11
13

Correct
Correct
Correct
design
design
design

False,M

inspire

The image part with relationship ID
rId3 was not found in the file.

9
10

11
12

10
10

Fig. 3: TOrPEDO structure. Continuous arrows represent inputs and outputs to
phases. Numbers are used to reference the image in the text.

(ii) Information about what is correct in the current design. This information
includes deﬁnitive-topological proofs ( 4 -TP) that indicate a portion of
the design that ensures satisfaction of the property.
(iii) Information about what could be wrong/correct in the current design, depending on how uncertainty is removed. This information includes: a possiblecounterexample ( 5 ?-CE), indicating a behavior (which depends on uncertain actions and conditions) that violates the properties of interest, and a
possible-topological proof ( 6 ?-TP), indicating a portion of the design that
ensures the possible satisfaction of the property of interest.
In the following we will use the notation x-topological proofs or x-TP to indicate arbitrarily deﬁnitive-topological or possible-topological proofs. The results
returned by TORPEDO for the diﬀerent properties in our motivating example
are presented in Table 1. Property φ2 is satisﬁed, φ3 is not. In those cases TORPEDO returns respectively a deﬁnitive-proof and a deﬁnitive-counterexample.
Since φ1 and φ4 are possibly satisﬁed, in both cases a possible-counterexample
and a possible-topological proof are returned.
Running example. For φ1 the possible-counterexample shows a run that
may violate the property of interest. The possible-topological proof in Table 1
shows that if OFF remains the only initial state (TPI), reached still holds in
CLEANING, and suck does not hold in OFF and IDLE , while unknown in
MOVING (TPP), property φ1 remains possibly satisﬁed. In addition, all transitions must be preserved (TPT).3 Note that the proof highlights portions of the
model that inﬂuence the property satisfaction. For example, by inspecting the
proof, the designer understands that she can change the value of the proposition
reached in all the states of the PKS, with the exception of the state CLEANING,
without making the property violated.
3

The precise formal descriptions of x-topological proofs, TPI, TPT and TPT are
presented in Section 4.
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Table 1: Results provided by TOrPEDO for properties φ1 , φ2 , φ3 and φ4 . , ⊥
and ? indicate that the property is satisﬁed, violated and possibly satisﬁed.
?-CE OFF , IDLE , (MOVING)ω .

φ1 ?

TPP: CLEANING, reached ,  OFF , suck , ⊥, IDLE , suck , ⊥, MOVING, suck , ? 
TPT: OFF , {OFF , IDLE }, IDLE , {OFF , IDLE , MOVING},
?-TP
MOVING, {MOVING, CLEANING}, CLEANING, {CLEANING, IDLE }
TPI: {OFF }

φ2  -TP

TPP: MOVING, on, , CLEANING, on, , OFF , move, ⊥ , IDLE , move, ⊥
TPT: OFF , {OFF , IDLE }, IDLE , {OFF , IDLE , MOVING},
MOVING, {MOVING, CLEANING}, CLEANING, {CLEANING, IDLE }
TPI: {OFF }

φ3 ⊥ ⊥-CE OFF , IDLE ω
φ4 ?

?-CE OFF , (IDLE , MOVING, CLEANING, IDLE , OFF )ω
TPP: OFF , suck , ⊥, IDLE , suck , ⊥, MOVING, suck , ? , MOVING, move, 
?-TP TPT: OFF , {OFF , IDLE }, IDLE , {OFF , IDLE , MOVING}
TPI: {OFF }

Revision ( 3 ).

Revisions ( 8 ) can be obtained by changing some parts of
the model: adding/removing states and transitions or by changing propositions
labelling inside states, and are deﬁned by considering the TP ( 9 ).
Running example. The designer may want to propose a revision that still
does not violate properties φ1 , φ2 , and φ4 . Thus, she changes the values of
some atomic propositions: move becomes  in state CLEANING and reached
becomes ⊥ in state IDLE . Since φ1 , φ2 , and φ4 were previously not violated,
TOrPEDO performs the re-check phase for each property.
The automated veriﬁcation tool provided by TOrPEDO
checks whether all the changes in the current model revision are compliant with
the x-TPs ( 10 ), i.e., changes applied to the revised model do not include parts
that had to be preserved according to the x-topological proof. If a property of interest is (possibly) satisﬁed in a previous model, and the revision of the model is
compliant with the property x-TP, the designer has the guarantee that the property is (possibly) satisﬁed in the revision. Thus, she can perform another model
revision round ( 7 ) or approve the current design ( 11 ). Otherwise, TOrPEDO
re-executes the analysis ( 12 ).
Running example. In the vacuum-cleaner case, the revision passes the recheck and the designer proceeds to a new revision phase.

Re-check ( 4 ).

3

Background

We present background notions by relying on standard notations for the selected
formalisms (see for example [26,9,10,30]).
Partial Kripke Structures ( 1 ) are state machines that can be adopted
when the value of some propositions is uncertain on selected states.
Deﬁnition 1 ([9],[35]). A Partial Kripke Structure (PKS) M is a tuple S, R,
S0 , AP, L, where: S is a set of states; R ⊆ S × S is a left-total transition
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relation on S; S0 is a set of initial states; AP is a set of atomic propositions;
L : S × AP → {, ?, ⊥} is a function that, for each state in S, associates a truth
value to every atomic proposition in AP . A Kripke Structure (KS) M is a PKS
S, R, S0 , AP, L, where L : S × AP → {, ⊥}.
A PKS represents a system as a set of states and transitions between these states.
Uncertainty on the AP is represented through the value ?. The model in Fig. 1
is a PKS where propositions in AP are used to model actions and conditions.
LTL properties ( 2 ). For KSs we consider the classical LTL semantics [M |= φ]
over inﬁnite words that associates to a model M and a formula φ a truth value
in the set {⊥, }. The interested reader may refer, for example, to [3]. Let M
be a KS and φ be an LTL property. We assume that the function Check, such
that res, c = Check(M , φ), returns a tuple res, c, where res is the model
checking result in {, ⊥} and c is the counterexample if res = ⊥, else an empty
set.
The three-valued LTL semantics [9] [M |= φ] associates to a model M and
a formula φ a truth value in the set {⊥, ?, } and is deﬁned based on the information ordering  > ? > ⊥. The three-valued LTL semantics is deﬁned by
considering paths of the model M . A path π is an inﬁnite sequence of states
s0 , s1 , . . . such that, for all i ≥ 0, (si , si+1 ) ∈ R. We use the symbol π i to indicate the inﬁnite sub-sequence of π that starts at position i, and P ath(s) to
indicate all the paths that start in the state s.
Deﬁnition 2 ([9]). Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a PKS, π = s0 , s1 , . . . be a
path, and φ be an LTL formula. Then, the three-valued semantics [(M, π) |= φ]
is deﬁned inductively as follows:
[(M, π) |= p]

=

L(s0 , p)

[(M, π) |= ¬φ]
[(M, π) |= φ1 ∧ φ2 ]

=

comp([(M, π) |= φ])

=

min([(M, π) |= φ1 ], [(M, π) |= φ2 ])

[(M, π) |= X φ]

=

[(M, π 1 ) |= φ]

[(M, π) |= φ1 U φ2 ]

=

max(min({[(M, π i ) |= φ1 ]|i < j} ∪ {[(M, π j ) |= φ2 ]}))
j≥0

Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a PKS, and φ be an LTL formula. Then [M |=
φ] = min({[(M, π) |= φ] | π ∈ P ath(s) and s ∈ S0 }).
The conjunction (resp. disjunction) is deﬁned as the minimum (resp. maximum) of its arguments, following the order ⊥ < ? < . These functions are
extended to sets with min(∅)= and max(∅)=⊥. The comp operator maps 
to ⊥, ⊥ to , and ? to ?. The semantics of the G (“globally”) and W (“weak
until”) operators is deﬁned as usual [28].
Model Checking. Checking KSs with respect to LTL properties can be done
by using classical model checking procedures. For example, the model checking
problem of property φ on a KS M can be reduced to the satisﬁability problem
of the LTL formula ΦM ∧ ¬φ, where ΦM represents the behaviors of model M .
If ΦM ∧ ¬φ is satisﬁable, then [M |= φ] = ⊥, otherwise [M |= φ] = .
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Checking a PKS M with respect to an LTL property φ considering the threevalued semantics is done by performing twice the classical model checking procedure for KSs [10], one considering an optimistic approximation Mopt and one
considering a pessimistic approximation Mpes . These two procedures consider the
LTL formula φ = F(φ), where F transforms φ with the following steps: (i) negate
φ; (ii) convert ¬φ in negation normal form; (iii) replace every subformula ¬α,
where α is an atomic proposition, with a new proposition α.
To create the optimistic and pessimistic approximations Mopt and Mpes ,
the PKS M = S, R, S0 , AP, L is ﬁrst converted into its complement-closed
version Mc = S, R, S0 , APc , Lc  where the set of atomic propositions APc =
AP ∪AP is such that AP = {α | α ∈ AP }. Atomic propositions in AP are called
complement-closed propositions. Function Lc is such that, for all s ∈ S and α ∈
AP , Lc (s, α) = L(s, α) and, for all s ∈ S and α ∈ AP , Lc (s, p) = comp(L(s, p)).
The complement-closed PKS of the vacuum-cleaner agent in Fig. 1 presents eight
propositional assignments in the state IDLE: move = ⊥, move = , suck = ⊥,
suck = , on = , on = ⊥, reached =?, and reached =?.
The two model checking runs for a PKS M = S, R, S0 , AP, L are based
respectively on an optimistic (Mopt = S, R, S0 , APc , Lopt ) and a pessimistic
(Mpes = S, R, S0 , APc , Lpes ) approximation of M ’s related complement-closed
Mc = S, R, S0 , APc , Lc . Function Lpes (resp. Lopt ) is such that, for all s ∈ S,
α ∈ APc , and Lc (s, α) ∈ {, ⊥}, then Lpes (s, α) = Lc (s, α) (resp. Lopt (s, α) =
Lc (s, α)), and, for all s ∈ S, α ∈ APc , and Lc (s, α) =?, then Lpes (s, α) = ⊥
(resp. Lopt (s, α) = ).
Let A be a KS and φ be an LTL formula, A |=∗ φ is true if no path that
satisﬁes the formula F(φ) is present in A.
Theorem 1 ([9]). Let φ be an LTL formula, let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a
PKS, and let Mpes and Mopt be the pessimistic and optimistic approximations
of M ’s relative complement-closed Mc . Then
⎧
⎪
if Mpes |=∗ φ
⎨
def
[M |= φ] = ⊥
(1)
if Mopt |=∗ φ
⎪
⎩
?
otherwise
We call Check∗ the function that computes the result of operator |=∗ . It
takes as input either Mpes or Mopt and the property F(φ), and returns a tuple
res, c, where res is the model checking result in {, ⊥}, and c can be an empty
set (when M satisﬁes φ), a deﬁnitive-counterexample ( 3 , when M violates φ),
or a possible-counterexample ( 5 , when M possibly-satisﬁes φ).

4

Revising models

We deﬁne how models can be revised and the notion of topological proof, that is
used to describe why a property φ is (possibly) satisﬁed in a PKS M .
Initial design and revisions ( 1 , 3 ). In the initial design a preliminary PKS
is manually deﬁned or automatically obtained from other modeling formalisms.
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During a revision, a designer can add and remove states and transitions and/or
change the labeling of the atomic propositions in the states of the PKS. Let
M = S, R, S0 , AP, L and M  = S  , R , S0 , AP  , L  be two PKSs. Then
M  is a revision of M if and only if AP ⊆ AP  . Informally, the only constraint
the designer has to respect during a revision is not to remove propositions from
the set of atomic propositions. This condition is necessary to ensure that any
property that can be evaluated on M can also be evaluated on M  , i.e., every
atomic proposition has a value in each of the states of the automaton. The
deactivation of a proposition can instead be simulated by associating its value
to ⊥ in all the states of M  .
Topological proofs ( 4 , 6 ). The pursued proof is made of a set of clauses
specifying certain topological properties of M , which ensure that the property
is (possibly) satisﬁed.
Deﬁnition 3. Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a PKS. A Topological Proof clause
(TP-clause) γ for M is either:
– a Topological Proof Propositional clause (TPP-clause), i.e., a triad s, α, v
where s ∈ S, α ∈ AP , and v ∈ {, ?, ⊥};
– a Topological Proof Transitions-from-state clause (TPT-clause), i.e., a pair
s, T , such that s ∈ S, T ⊆ S;
– a Topological Proof Initial-states clause (TPI-clause), i.e., an element S0 .
These clauses indicate topological properties of a PKS M . Informally, TPPclauses constrain how states are labeled (L), TPT-clauses constrain how states
are connected (R), and TPI-clauses constrain from which states the runs on the
model begin (S0 ). For example, in Table 1, for property φ1 , CLEANING, reached ,
 is a TPP-clause that constrains the atomic proposition reached to be labeled
as true () in the state CLEANING; OFF , {OFF , IDLE } is a TPT-clause
that constrains the transition from OFF to OFF and from OFF to IDLE to
not be removed; and {OFF } is a TPI-clause that constrains the state OFF to
remain the initial state of the system.
A state s is constrained: by a TPP-clause s, α, v if s = s , by a TPT-clause
s, T  if s = s or s ∈ T , and by a TPI-clause S0  if s ∈ S0 .
Deﬁnition 4. Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a PKS and let Ω be a set of TPclauses for M . Then a PKS Ω-related to M is a PKS M  = S  , R , S0 , AP  , L ,
such that the following conditions hold:
–
–
–
–

AP ⊆ AP  ;
for every TPP-clause s, α, v ∈ Ω, s ∈ S  , v = L (s, α);
for every TPT-clause s, T  ∈ Ω, s ∈ S  , T ⊆ S  , T = {s ∈ S  |(s, s ) ∈ R };
for every TPI-clause S0  ∈ Ω, S0 = S0 .

Intuitively, a PKS Ω-related to M is a PKS obtained from M by changing
any topological aspect that does not impact on the set of TP-clauses Ω. Any
transition whose source state is not the source state of a transition included in
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the TPT-clauses can be added or removed from the PKS and any value of a
proposition that is not constrained by a TPP-clause can be changed. States can
be always added and they can be removed if they are not constrained by any
TPT-, TPP-, or TPI-clause. Initial states cannot be changed if Ω contains a
TPI-clause.
Deﬁnition 5. Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a PKS, let φ be an LTL property,
let Ω be a set of TP-clauses, and let x be a truth value in {, ?}. A set of TPclauses Ω is an x-topological proof (or x-TP) for φ in M if: (i) [M |= φ] = x;
and (ii) every PKS M  Ω-related to M is such that [M  |= φ] ≥ x.
Intuitively, an x-topological proof is a set of TP-clauses Ω such that every PKS M  that satisﬁes the conditions speciﬁed in Deﬁnition 4 is such that
[M  |= φ] ≥ x. We call -TP a deﬁnitive-topological proof and ?-TP a possibletopological proof. In Deﬁnition 5, the operator ≥ assumes that values , ?, ⊥ are
ordered considering the classical information ordering  > ? > ⊥ among the
truth values [9].
Regarding the PKS in Fig. 1, Table 1 shows two ?-TPs for properties φ1 and
φ4 , and one -TP for property φ2 .
Deﬁnition 6. Let M and M  be two PKSs, let φ be an LTL property, and let
Ω be an x-TP. Then M  is an Ωx -revision of M if M  is Ω-related to M .
Intuitively, since the Ωx -revision M  of M is such that M  is Ω-related to M ,
it is obtained by changing the model M while preserving the statements that
are speciﬁed in the x-TP. A revision M  of M is compliant with the x-TP for a
property φ in M if it is an Ωx -revision of M .
Theorem 2. Let M be a PKS, let φ be an LTL property such that [M |= φ] = ,
and let Ω be a -TP. Then every Ω -revision M  is such that [M  |= φ] = .
Let M be a PKS, let φ be an LTL property such that [M |= φ] =?, and let Ω be
an ?-TP. Then every Ω? -revision M  is such that [M  |= φ] ∈ {, ?}.
Proof Sketch. We prove the ﬁrst statement of the Theorem; the proof of the
second statement is obtained by following the same steps.
If Ω is a -TP, it is a -TP for φ in M  , since M  is an Ω -revision of M (by
Deﬁnition 6). Furthermore, since Ω is a -TP for φ in M  , then [M  |= φ] ≥ 
(by Deﬁnition 5).



5

TOrPEDO automated support

This section describes the algorithms that support the analysis and re-check
phases of TOrPEDO.
To analyze a PKS M = S, R, S0 , AP, L ( 1 ), TOrPEDO
uses the three-valued model checking framework based on Theorem 1. The model
checking result is provided as output by the analysis phase of TOrPEDO, whose
behavior is described in Algorithm 1.

Analysis ( 2 ).
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1: function Analyze(M , φ)
1: function Ctp KS(M , A, ψ)
2: res, c = Check∗ (Mopt , φ)
2: η(CA ∪ {ψ}) = Sys2LTL(A, ψ)

3: if res == ⊥ then return ⊥, {c} 3: η(CA
∪ {ψ}) = GetUC(η(CA ∪ {ψ}))

4: else
4: T P = GetTP(M, η(CA
∪ {ψ}))
 
∗
5:
res , c  = Check (Mpes , φ)
5: return T P
6:
if res ==  then return
6: end function
7:
, {Ctp KS(M, Mpes , F(φ))} Algorithm 2: Compute Topological Proofs.
8:
else
9:
return
10:
?, {c , Ctp KS(M, Mopt , F(φ))}
11:
end if
12: end if
13: end function

Algorithm 1: The analysis algorithm.

The algorithm returns a tuple x, y, where x is the veriﬁcation result and y
is a set containing the counterexample, the topological proof or both of them.
The algorithm ﬁrst checks whether the optimistic approximation Mopt of the
PKS M satisﬁes property φ ( 2 , Line 2). If this is not the case, the property is
violated by the PKS and the deﬁnitive-counterexample c ( 3 , ⊥-CE) is returned
(Line 3). Then, it checks whether the pessimistic approximation Mpes of the PKS
M satisﬁes property φ (Line 5). If this is the case, the property is satisﬁed and
the value  is returned along with the deﬁnitive-topological proof ( 4 , -TP)
computed by the Ctp KS procedure applied on the pessimistic approximation
Mpes and the property F(φ) (Line 7).
If this is not the case, the property is possibly satisﬁed and the value ? is
returned along with the possible-counterexample c ( 5 , ?-CE) and the possibletopological proof ( 6 , ?-TP) computed by the Ctp KS procedure applied to
Mopt and F(φ) (Line 10).
The procedure Ctp KS (Compute Topological Proofs) to compute x-TPs is
described in Algorithm 2. It takes as input a PKS M , its optimistic/pessimistic
approximation, i.e., denoted generically as the KS A, and an LTL formula ψ—
satisﬁed in A— corresponding to the transformed property F(φ) (see Section 3).
The three steps of the algorithm are described in the following.
Sys2LTL. Encoding of the KS A and the LTL formula ψ into an LTL formula
η(CA ∪ {ψ}). The KS A = S, R, S0 , APc , LA  (where LA is the optimistic or
pessimistic function, Lopt or Lpes , as deﬁned in Section 3) and the LTL formula
ψ are used to generate an LTL formula
η(CA ∪ {ψ}) =


c∈(CA ∪{ψ})

c
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ci =


s∈S0

Table 2: Rules to transform the KS in LTL formulae.
p(s)

The KS is initially in one of its initial states.

CR = {G(¬p(s) ∨ X (
p(s ))) | s ∈ S}
(s,s )∈R

If the KS is in state s in the current instant, in the next instant it is in one of the successors s of s.
CL,A = {G(¬p(s) ∨ α) | s ∈ S, α ∈ APc , LA (s, α) = }
If the KS is in state s s.t. LA (s, α) = , the atomic proposition α is true.
CL⊥,A = {G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬α) | s ∈ S, α ∈ APc , LA (s, α) = ⊥}.
If the KS is in state s s.t. LA (s, α) = ⊥, the atomic proposition α is false.
CREG = {G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬p(s )) | s, s ∈ S and s = s }
The KS is in at most one state at any time.

where CA are sets of LTL clauses obtained from the KS A.4 The set of clauses
that encodes the KS is CA = CKS ∪ CREG , where CKS = {ci } ∪ CR ∪ CL,A ∪
CL⊥,A and ci , CR, CL,A and CL⊥,A are deﬁned as speciﬁed in Table 2. Note
that the clauses in CA are deﬁned on the set of atomic propositions APS = APc ∪
{p(s)|s ∈ S}, i.e., APS includes an additional atomic proposition p(s) for each
state s, which is true when the KS is in state s. The size of the encoding depends
on the cardinality of CA i.e., in the worst case, 1 + |S| + |S| × |APc | + |S| × |S|.

∪{ψ}) of η(CA ∪
GetUC. Computation of the Unsatisﬁable Core (UC) η(CA
{ψ}). Since the property ψ is satisﬁed on A, η(CA ∪ {ψ}) is unsatisﬁable and the
computation of its UC core is performed by using the PLTLMUP approach
 [58].
ϕ is
Let C = {ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕn } be a set of LTL formulae, such that η(C) =
ϕ∈C

unsatisﬁable, then
η(C  ) = GetUC(η(C)) returns an unsatisﬁable
 the function

ϕ of
ϕ. In our case, since the property holds on the KS
core η(C  ) =
ϕ∈C 

ϕ∈C



A, GetUC(η(CA ∪ {ψ})) returns a subset of clauses η(CA
∪ {ψ}), where CA
=




∪ CREG
such that CKS
⊆ CKS and CREG
⊆ CREG .
CKS

Lemma 1. Let A be a KS and let ψ be an LTL property. Let also η(CA ∪ {ψ})
be the LTL formula computed in the step Sys2LTL of the algorithm. Then, any


∪ {ψ}) of η(CA ∪ {ψ}) is such that CA
⊆ CA .
unsatisﬁable core η(CA
Proof Sketch. As the property φ is satisﬁed by M , the LTL formula η(CA ∪{ψ}),
where ψ = F(φ) must be unsatisﬁable as discussed in the Section 3. Indeed, F(φ)
simply perform some proposition
renaming on the negation of the formula ψ.

c is satisﬁed. As such, the unsatisﬁability is caused
As CA encodes a KS,
c∈CA

by the contradiction of some of the clauses in CA and the property ψ, and as a
consequence ψ must be a part of the UC.


GetTP. Analysis of CA
and extraction of the topological proof. The set CA
,





where CA = CKS ∪ CREG , contains clauses regarding the KS (CKS and CREG )
4

Note that this formula is equivalent to φM ∧ ¬φ used in Section 3 as φM is generated
by the clauses in CA and ¬φ from ψ.
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Table 3: Rules to extract the TP-clauses from the UC LTL formula.
LTL clause

ci =
p(s)

TP clause
S0 

Type
TPI

LTL clause
G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬α)

TP clause
Type
s, α, comp(L(s, α)) TPP

G(¬p(s)∨

X(
p(s )))

s, T  where
T = {s |(s, s ) ∈ R}

TPT

G(¬p(s) ∨ α)

s, α, comp(L(s, α)) TPP

G(¬p(s) ∨ α)

s, α, L(s, α)

TPP

G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬α)

s, α, L(s, α)

s∈S0

(s,s )∈R

TPP


and the property of interest (ψ) that made the formula η(CA
∪{ψ}) unsatisﬁable.
Since we are interested in clauses related to the KS that caused unsatisﬁability,
we extract the topological proof Ω, whose topological proof clauses are obtained

as speciﬁed in Table 3. Since the set of atomic proposifrom the clauses in CKS
tions of A is APc = AP ∪ AP , in the table we use α for propositions in AP and
α for propositions in AP .

are not considered in the TP computation as, given
The elements in CREG
an LTL clause G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬p(s )), either state s or s is constrained by other
TP-clauses that will be preserved in the model revisions.

Lemma 2. Let A be a KS and let ψ be an LTL property. Let also η(CA ∪ {ψ})
be the LTL formula computed in the step Sys2LTL of the algorithm, where


∪ {ψ}) be an unsatisﬁable core, where CA
=
CA = CREG ∪ CKS , and let η(CA



∪ CKS
. Then, if G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬p(s )) ∈ CREG
, either:
CREG

(i) there exists an LTL clause in CKS
that constrains state s (or state s ); or




∪ {ψ}).
(ii) η(CA ∪ {ψ}), s.t. CA = CA \ {G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬p(s ))}, is an UC of η(CA

Proof Sketch. We indicate G(¬p(s) ∨ ¬p(s )) as τ (s, s ). Assume per absurdum

constrains
that conditions (i) and (ii) are violated, i.e., no LTL clause in CKS


∪ {ψ}) is not an unsatisﬁable core of η(CA
∪ {ψ}).
state s or s and η(CA



∪ {ψ}) is not an unsatisﬁable core of η(CA
∪ {ψ}), η(CA
∪ {ψ})
Since η(CA




⊂ CA
. Since η(CA
∪ {ψ}) is satisﬁable, η(CA
∪ {ψ}) s.t.
is satisﬁable, as CA


= CA
∪ {τ (s, s )} must also be satisﬁable. Indeed, it does not exist any
CA
LTL clause that constrains state s (or state s ) and, in order to generate a
contradiction, the added LTL clause must generate it using the LTL clauses
obtained from the LTL property ψ. This is a contradiction. Thus, conditions (i)
and (ii) must be satisﬁed.


The Analyze procedure in Algorithm 1 obtains a TP ( 4 , 6 ) for a PKS by
ﬁrst computing the related optimistic or pessimistic approximation (i.e., a KS)
and then exploiting the computation of the TP for such KS.
Theorem 3. Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a PKS, let φ be an LTL property,
and let x ∈ {, ?} be an element such that [M |= φ] = x. If the procedure
Analyze, applied to the PKS M and the LTL property φ, returns a TP Ω, this
is an x-TP for φ in M .
Proof Sketch. Assume that the Analyze procedure returns the value  and
a -TP. We show that every Ω-related PKS M  is such that [M  |= φ] ≥ x
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(Deﬁnition 5). If Analyze returns the value , it must be that Mpes |=∗ φ by
Lines 5 and 7 of Algorithm 1. Furthermore, by Line 7, ψ = F(φ) and A = Mpes .
Let N = SN , RN , S0,N , APN , LN  be a PKS Ω-related to M . Let η(CA ∪
{ψ}) be the LTL formula associated with A and ψ and let η(CB ∪ {ψ}) be the

LTL formula associated with B = Npes and ψ. Let us consider an UC η(CA
∪{ψ})





of η(CA ∪ {ψ}), where CA = CKS ∪ CREG , CKS ⊆ CKS and CREG ⊆ CREG . We

⊆ CB , i.e., the UC is also an UC for the LTL formula associated
show that CA
with the approximation B of the PKS N .



⊆ CB , i.e., (CKS
∪ CREG
) ⊆ CB . By Lemma 2 we can avoid considering
– CA


CREG . By construction (see Line 2 of Algorithm 2) any clause c ∈ CKS
belongs to one rule among CR, CLpes, , CLpes,⊥ or c = ci :
• if c = ci then, by the rules in Table 3, there is a TPI-clause {S0 } ∈ Ω.
By Deﬁnition 4, S0 = S0 . Thus, ci ∈ CB since N is Ω-related to M .
• if c ∈ CR then, by rules in Table 3, there is a TPT-clause s, T  ∈ Ω
where s ∈ S and T ⊆ R. By Deﬁnition 4, T = {s ∈ S  |(s, s ) ∈ R }.
Thus, c ∈ CB since N is Ω-related to M .
• if c ∈ CLA, or c ∈ CLA,⊥ , by rules in Table 3, there is a TPP-clause
s, α, L(s, α) ∈ Ω where s ∈ S and α ∈ AP . By Deﬁnition 4, L (s, α) =
L(s, α). Thus, c ∈ CB since N is Ω-related to M .

∪{ψ})
Since N is Ω-related to M , it has preserved the elements of Ω. Thus η(CA
is also an UC of CB . It follows that [N |= φ] = .

The proof from the case in which Analyze procedure returns the value ?
and a ?-TP can be derived from the ﬁrst case.



Re-check ( 4 ).

Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L be a PKS. The re-check algorithm veriﬁes whether a revision M  of M is an Ω-revision. Let Ω be an x-TP
( 10 ) for φ in M , and let M  = S  , R , S0 , AP  , L  be a revision of M ( 8 ).
The re-check algorithm returns true if and only if the following holds:
–
–
–
–

AP ⊆ AP  ;
for every TPP-clause s, α, v ∈ Ω, s ∈ S  , v = L (s, α);
for every TPT-clause s, T  ∈ Ω, s ∈ S  , T ⊆ S  , T = {s ∈ S  |(s, s ) ∈ R };
for every TPI-clause S0  ∈ Ω, S0 = S0 .

These conditions can be veriﬁed by a simple syntactic check on the PKS.
Lemma 3. Let M = S, R, S0 , AP, L and M  = S  , R , S0 , AP  , L  be two
PKSs and let Ω be an x-TP. The re-check algorithm returns true if and only
if M  is Ω-related to M .
Proof Sketch. Since M  is Ω-related to M , the conditions of Deﬁnition 4 hold.
Each of these conditions is a condition of the re-check algorithm. Thus, if
M  is Ω-related to M , the re-check returns true. Conversely, if re-check
returns true, each condition of the algorithm is satisﬁed and, since each of these

conditions corresponds to a condition of Deﬁnition 4, M  is Ω-related to M . 
This Lemma allows us to prove the following Theorem.
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Table 4: Properties considered in the evaluation
φ1 :
φ2 :
φ3 :
φ4 :
φ5

G(¬OFFHOOK ) ∨ (¬OFFHOOK U CONNECTED)
¬OFFHOOK W (¬OFFHOOK ∧ CONNECTED)
G(CONNECTED → ACTIVE )
G(OFFHOOK ∧ ACTIVE ∧ ¬CONNECTED → X (ACTIVE ))
G(CONNECTED → X (ACTIVE ))

ψ1 :
ψ2 :
ψ3 :
ψ4 :
ψ5 :

G(CONNECTED → ACTIVE )
G(CONNECTED → X (ACTIVE ))
G(CONNECTED) ∨ (CONNECTED U ¬OFFHOOK )
¬CONNECTED W (¬CONNECTED ∧ OFFHOOK )
G(CALLEE SEL → OFFHOOK )

η1 :
η2 :
η3 :
η4 :
η5 :

G((OFFHOOK ∧ CONNECTED) → X (OFFHOOK ∨ ¬CONNECTED))
G(CONNECTED) ∨ (CONNECTED W ¬OFFHOOK )
¬CONNECTED W (¬CONNECTED ∧ OFFHOOK )
G(CALLEE FREE ∨ LINE SEL)
G(X (OFFHOOK ) ∧ ¬CONNECTED)

Theorem 4. Let M be a PKS, let φ be a property, let Ω be an x-TP for φ in
M where x ∈ {, ?}, and let M  be a revision of M . The re-check algorithm
returns true if and only if M  is an Ω-revision of M .
Proof Sketch. By applying Lemma 3, the re-check algorithm returns true if
and only if M  is Ω-related to M . By Deﬁnition 6, since Ω is an x-TP, the re

check algorithm returns true if and only if M  is an Ω-revision of M .
The analysis and re-check algorithms assume that the three-valued LTL
semantics is considered. While the thorough LTL semantics [10] has been shown
to provide an evaluation of formulae that better reﬂects the natural intuition,
the two semantics coincide in the case of self-minimizing LTL formulae. In this
case, our results are correct also w.r.t. the thorough semantics. Note that, as
shown in [24], most practically useful LTL formulae are self-minimizing. Future
work will consider how to extend the analysis and re-check to completely
support the thorough LTL semantics.

6

Evaluation

We implemented TOrPEDO as a Scala stand alone application and made it
available online [62]. We evaluated how the analysis helps in creating models
revisions and how frequently running the re-check algorithm allows the user
to avoid the re-execution of the analysis algorithm from scratch.
We considered a set of example PKSs proposed in the literature to evaluate
the χChek [20] model checker and deﬁned a set of properties (see Table 4)
inspired by the original properties and based on the LTL property patterns [18].5
analysis support ( 2 ). We checked how the size of the proofs compares w.r.t.
the size of the original models. Intuitively, since the proofs represent constraints
5

The original properties used in the examples were speciﬁed in Computation Tree
Logic (CTL), which is currently not supported by TOrPEDO.
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Table 5: Cardinalities |S|, |R|, |AP |, |?|, and |M | are those of the evaluated
model M . |Ωp |x is the size of proof Ωp for a property p; x indicates if Ωp is a
-TP or a ?-TP.
analysis
Model
callee-1
callee-2
callee-3
callee-4
Model
caller-1
caller-2
caller-3
caller-4
Model
caller-callee-1
caller-callee-2
caller-callee-3
caller-callee-4

re-check

|S| |R| |AP | |?| |M | |Ωφ1 | |Ωφ2 | |Ωφ3 | |Ωφ4 | |Ωφ5 | φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5
5
5
5
5

15
15
15
15

3
3
3
3

7
4
2
0

31
31
31
31

7?
7?
7?
×

9?
9?
9?
×

21?
21?
21?
23

23?
22
23
21

23?
×
×
×


















-

|S| |R| |AP | |?| |M | |Ωψ1 | |Ωψ2 | |Ωψ3 | |Ωψ4 | |Ωψ5 | ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 ψ5
6
7
6
6

21
22
19
21

5
5
5
5

4
4
1
0

52 28?
58 30?
50 26
52 28

×
×
28
×

2
2
2
2

9?
9?
11
9

28? - - 30?  - 
26  - 
28   









|S| |R| |AP | |?| |M | |Ωη1 | |Ωη2 | |Ωη3 | |Ωη4 | |Ωη5 | η1 η2 η3 η4 η5
6
7
7
6

30
35
45
12

6
6
6
4

30
36
38
0

61
78
88
42

37?
43?
53?
×

2
2
2
×

15?
18?
53?
×

37?
43?
53?
19

×
×
53?
×



















that, if satisﬁed, ensure that the property is not violated (or possible violated),
the smaller are the proofs the more ﬂexibility the designer has, as more elements
can be changed during the revision. The size of a PKS M = S, R, S0 , AP, L
was deﬁned
 as |M | = |AP | ∗ |S| + |R| + |S0 |. The size of a proof Ω was deﬁned as
|c| where: |c| = 1 if c = s, α, v; |c| = |T | if c = s, T , and |c| = |S0 |
|Ω| =
c∈Ω

if c = S0 . Table 5 summarizes the obtained results (columns under the label
analysis). We show the cardinalities |S|, |R| and |AP | of the sets of states,
transitions, and atomic propositions of each considered PKS M , the number |?|
of couples of a state s with an atomic proposition α such that L(s, α) =?, the
total size |M | of the model, and the size |Ωp |x of the proofs, where p indicates
the considered LTL property and x indicates whether p is satisﬁed (x = ) or
possibly satisﬁed (x =?). Proofs are ≈ 60% smaller than their respective initial
models. Thus, we conclude that the proofs are signiﬁcantly coincise w.r.t. the
original model enabling a ﬂexible design.
re-check support ( 3 ). We checked how the results output by the re-check
algorithm were useful in producing PKSs revisions. To evaluate the usefulness
we assumed that, for each category of examples, the designer produced revisions
following the order speciﬁed in Table 5. The columns under the label re-check
contain the diﬀerent properties that have been analyzed for each category. A
cell contains  if the re-check was passed by the considered revised model,
i.e., a true value was returned by the re-check algorithm,  otherwise. The
dash symbol - is used when the model of the corresponding line is not a revision (i.e., the ﬁrst model of each category) or when the observed property was
false in the previous model, i.e., an x-TP was not produced. We inspected the
results produced by the re-check algorithm to evaluate their beneﬁt in verifying if revisions were violating the proofs. Table 5 shows that, in ≈ 32% of the
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cases, the TOrPEDO re-check notiﬁed the designer that the proposed revision violated some of the clauses contained in the Ω-proof, while in ≈ 78% the
re-check allowed designers to avoid re-runnning the analysis (and thus the
model checker).
Scalability. The analysis phase of TOrPEDO combines three-valued model
checking and UCs computation, therefore its scalability improves as the performance of frameworks enhances. Three-valued model checking is as expensive as
classical model checking [9], i.e., it is linear in the size of the model and exponential in the size of the property. UCs computation is FPSPACE complete [55].
In our cases running TOrPEDO required on average 8.1s and for the callee examples, 8.2s for the caller examples, and 7.15s for the caller-callee examples.6
However, while model checking is currently supported by very eﬃcient techniques, UCs computation of LTL formulae is still far from being applicable in
complex scenarios. For example, we manually designed an additional PKS with
10 states and 5 atomic propositions and 26 transitions and deﬁned a property
satisﬁed by the PKS and with a -TP proof that requires every state of the
PKS to be constrained by a TPP-clause. We run TOrPEDO and measure the
time required to compute this proof. Computing the proof required 1m33s. This
results show that TOrPEDO has a limited scalability due to the low eﬃciency
of the procedure that extracts the unsatisﬁable core. For an analysis of the scalability of the extraction of the unsatisﬁable core the interested reader can refer
to [58]. We believe that reporting the current lack of FM techniques to support
the proposed framework (that, as just discussed, is eﬀective in our preliminary
evaluation), is a further contribution of this paper.

7

Related work

Partial knowledge has been considered in requirement analysis and elicitation [46,45,38,13], in novel robotic planners [40,41,43], software models [66,65,22,1], and testing [15,63,67]. Several researchers analyzed the model
checking problem for partially speciﬁed systems [44,12], considering both threevalued [37,25,9,10,28] and multi-valued [30,11] semantics. Other works apply
model checking to incremental program development [33,6]. However, all these
model checking approaches do not provide an explanation on why a property is
satisﬁed, by means of a certiﬁcate or proof. Although several works have tackled
this problem [4,60,50,49,29,16], diﬀerently from this work, they mostly aim to
automate proof reproducibility.
Tao and Li [61] propose a theoretical solution to model repair: the problem
of ﬁnding the minimum set of states in a KS which makes a formula satisﬁable. However, the problem is diﬀerent from the one addressed in this paper.
Furthermore, the framework is only theoretical and based on complete systems.
Approaches were proposed in the literature to provide explanations by using
diﬀerent artifacts. For example, some works proposed using witnesses. A witness
6

Processor: 2,7 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7, Memory: 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3.
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is a path of the model that satisﬁes a formula of interest [7,34,48]. Other works
(e.g., [31,59]) studied how to enrich counterexamples with additional information in a way that allows better understanding the property violation. Work has
also been done to generate abstractions of the counterexamples that are easier
to understand (e.g., [21]). Alur et al. [2] analyzed the problem of synthesizing a
controller that satisﬁes a given speciﬁcation. When the speciﬁcation is not realizable, a counter-strategy is returned as a witness. Pencolé et al. [51] analyzed
model consistency, i.e., the problem of checking whether the system run-time behaviour is consistent with a formal speciﬁcation. Bernasconi et al. [4] proposed an
approach that combines model checking and deductive proofs in a multi-valued
context. The notion of topological proof proposed in this work is substantially
diﬀerent from the notion of deductive proof.
Some works (e.g., [52,54]) considered how to understand why a property is
unsatisﬁable. This problem is diﬀerent from the one considered in this paper.
Approaches that detect unsatisﬁable cores of propositional formulae were proposed in the literature [47,39,17,32,57]. Understanding whether these approaches
can be re-used to develop more eﬃcient techniques to detect the unsatisﬁable
cores of LTL formulae is deﬁnitely an interesting future work direction, which
deserves to be considered in a separate work since it is far from trivial.

8

Conclusions

We have proposed TOrPEDO, an integrated framework that supports the iterative creation of model revisions. The framework provides a guide for the designer
who wishes to preserve slices of her model that contribute to satisfy fundamental
requirements while other parts of the model are modiﬁed. For these purposes,
the notion of topological proof has been formally and algorithmically described.
This corresponds to a set of constraints that, if kept when changing the proposed
model, ensure that the behavior of the model w.r.t. the property of interest is preserved. Our Lemmas and Theorems prove the soundness of our framework, i.e.,
how it preserves correctness in the case of PKS and LTL. The proposed framework can be used as baseline for other FM frameworks, and can be extended by
considering other modeling formalisms that can be mapped onto PKSs.
TOrPEDO was evaluated by showing the eﬀectiveness of the analysis and
re-check algorithms included in the framework. Results showed that proofs are
smaller than the original models, and can be veriﬁed in most of the cases using
a simple syntactic check, paving the way for an extensive evaluation on real case
scenarios. However, the scalability of existing tools, upon which TOrPEDO is
based, is not suﬃcient to eﬃciently support the proposed framework when bigger
models are considered.
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Abstract. Smart contracts can be regarded as one of the most popular
blockchain-based applications. The decentralized nature of the blockchain
introduces vulnerabilities absent in other programs. Furthermore, it is
very diﬃcult, if not impossible, to patch a smart contract after it has
been deployed. Therefore, smart contracts must be formally veriﬁed before they are deployed on the blockchain to avoid attacks exploiting these
vulnerabilities. There is a recent surge of interest in analyzing and verifying smart contracts. While most of the existing works either focus on
EVM bytecode or translate Solidity contracts into programs in intermediate languages for analysis and veriﬁcation, we believe that a direct
executable formal semantics of the high-level programming language of
smart contracts is necessary to guarantee the validity of the veriﬁcation.
In this work, we propose a generalized formal semantic framework based
on a general semantic model of smart contracts. Furthermore, this framework can directly handle smart contracts written in diﬀerent high-level
programming languages through semantic extensions and facilitates the
formal veriﬁcation of security properties with the generated semantics.
Keywords: Blockchain · Smart contracts · Generalized semantics

1

Introduction

Blockchain [17] technologies have been studied extensively recently. Smart contracts [16] can be regarded as one of the most popular blockchain-based applications. Due to the very nature of the blockchain, credible and traceable transactions are allowed through smart contracts without relying on an external trusted
authority to achieve consensus. However, the unique features of the blockchain
introduce vulnerabilities [10] absent in other programs.
Smart contracts must be veriﬁed for multiple reasons. Firstly, due to the decentralized nature of the blockchain, smart contracts are diﬀerent from programs
written in other programming languages (e.g., C/Java). For instance, the storage
of each contract instance is at a permanent address on the blockchain. In this
way, each instance is a particular execution context and context switches are
possible through external calls. Particularly, in Solidity, delegatecall executes
c The Author(s) 2020
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programs in the context of the caller rather than the recipient, making it possible
to modify the state of the caller. Programmers must be aware of the execution
context of each statement to guarantee the programming correctness. Therefore,
programming smart contracts is error-prone without a proper understanding of
the underlying semantic model. Secondly, a smart contract can be deployed on
the blockchain by any user in the network. Vulnerabilities in deployed contracts
can be exploited to launch attacks that lead to huge ﬁnancial loss. Verifying
smart contracts against such vulnerabilities is crucial for protecting digital assets. One famous attack on smart contracts is the DAO attack [41] in which the
attacker exploited the reentrancy vulnerability and managed to take 60 million
dollars under his control. Thirdly, it is very diﬃcult, if not impossible, to patch
a smart contract once it is deployed due to the very nature of the blockchain.
Related Works. There is a surge of interest in analyzing and verifying smart
contracts [32,12,24,28,26,9,25,31,21,44,20,22,38,36,4,34,43,19,30,35,29,23,46,14].
Some of the existing works focus on EVM [2,47] (Ethereum Virtual Machine).
For instance, a symbolic execution engine called Oyente is proposed in [32] to
analyze Solidity smart contracts by translating them into EVM bytecode. In addition, a complete formal executable semantics of EVM [24] is developed in the
K-framework to facilitate the formal veriﬁcation of smart contracts at bytecode
level. A set of test oracles is deﬁned in [26,45] to detect security vulnerabilities
on EVM bytecode. In [21], a semantic framework is proposed to analyze smart
contracts at EVM level. Securify [44] translates EVM bytecode into a stackless
representation in static-single assignment form for analyzing smart contracts.
In other works, Solidity smart contracts are translated into programs in intermediate languages for analysis and veriﬁcation. Speciﬁcally speaking, Solidity
programs are formalized with an abstract language and then translated into
LLVM bitcode in Zeus [28]. Similarly, Boogie is used to verify smart contracts
as an intermediate language in the proposed veriﬁers in [31,23]. In addition, the
formalization in F* [12] is an intermediate-level language for the equivalence
checking of Solidity programs and EVM bytecode. In [22], a simple imperative
object-based programming language, called SMAC, is used to facilitate the online detection of Eﬀectively Callback Free (ECF) objects in smart contracts. To
conclude, most of the existing approaches either focus on EVM bytecode, or
translate Solidity smart contracts into programs in intermediate languages that
are suitable for verifying smart contracts or detecting potential issues in associated veriﬁers or checkers. Furthermore, none of the existing works can directly
handle smart contracts written in diﬀerent high-level programming languages
without translating them into EVM bytecode or intermediate languages.
Motivations. A direct executable formal semantics of the high-level smart
contract programming language is a must for both understanding and verifying
smart contracts. Firstly, programmers write and reason about smart contracts
at the level of source code without the semantics of which they are required to
understand how Solidity programs are compiled into EVM bytecode in order to
understand these contracts, which is far from trivial. In addition, there may be semantic gaps between high-level smart contract programming languages and low-
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level bytecode. Therefore, both high-level [27,48,49,15,11] and low-level [24,21]
semantics deﬁnitions are necessary to conduct equivalence checking to guarantee
that security properties are preserved at both levels and reason about compiler
bugs. Secondly, even though smart contracts can be transformed into programs
in intermediate languages to be analyzed and veriﬁed in existing model checkers
and veriﬁers, the equivalence checking of the high-level smart contract programming language and the intermediate language considered is crucial to the validity
of the veriﬁcation. For instance, most of the false positives reported in Zeus [28]
are caused by the semantic inconsistency of the abstract language and Solidity.
As domain-speciﬁc languages, high-level smart contract programming languages, such as Solidity, Vyper, Bamboo, etc, intend to implement the correct
or desired semantics of smart contracts although they may not actually achieve
this. This means that these languages are semantically similar in order to interpret the same high-level semantics of smart contracts. For instance, Vyper is
quite similar to Solidity in spite of syntax diﬀerences and the semantics interpreted by Bamboo is consistent with that of Solidity (cf. Section 2.1 for details).
Considering this fact, we propose a generalized formal semantic framework based
on a general semantic model of smart contracts. Diﬀerent from previous works
which either analyze and verify smart contracts on EVM semantics or interpret
Solidity semantics with the semantics of intermediate languages, the proposed
framework aims to generate a direct executable formal semantics of a particular
high-level smart contract programming language to facilitate the high-level veriﬁcation of contracts and reason about compiler bugs. Furthermore, this framework
provides a uniform formal speciﬁcation of smart contracts, making it possible to
apply veriﬁcation techniques to contracts written in diﬀerent languages.
Challenges. The challenges of developing a generalized formal semantic
framework mainly lie in the construction of a general semantic model of smart
contracts. Firstly, diﬀerent high-level smart contract programming languages differ in syntax which limits state transitions. Compared with Solidity, Vyper [8]
and Bamboo [1] have more syntax limits to exclude some vulnerabilities reported
in Solidity. For instance, Vyper eliminates gasless send by blocking recursive
calls and inﬁnite loops, and reentrancy attacks by excluding the possibility
of state changes after external calls [40]. In addition, there are no state variables
in Bamboo and each contract represents a particular execution state, making
it possible to limit operations to certain states to prevent attacks. Therefore,
we need to take into account the syntax diﬀerences when constructing a general semantic model for smart contracts. Secondly, semantics developed with the
general semantic model must be direct to guarantee the validity of the veriﬁcation. For instance, as discussed above, even though intermediate languages
may be a good solution to construct a general semantic model, they introduce
semantic-level equivalence checking issues due to pure syntax translations.
Contributions. In this work, we develop a generalized formal semantic
framework for smart contracts. The contributions of this work lie in three aspects. Firstly, our work is the ﬁrst approach, to our knowledge, to a generalized
formal semantic framework for smart contracts which can directly handle con-
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tracts written in diﬀerent high-level programming languages. Secondly, a general semantic model of smart contracts is constructed with rewriting logic in the
K-framework. With the general semantic model, a direct executable formal semantics of a particular high-level smart contract programming language can be
constructed as long as its core features fall into the ones deﬁned in this model.
The general semantic model is validated with its interpretation in Solidity using
the Solidity compiler test set [6] and evaluation results show that it is complete
and correct. Lastly, the generated semantics facilitates the formal veriﬁcation
of smart contracts written in a particular high-level programming language as
a formal speciﬁcation of the corresponding language. Together with low-level
speciﬁcations [24,21], it allows us to conduct equivalence checking on high-level
programs and low-level bytecode to reason about compiler bugs and guarantee
that security properties are preserved at both levels.
Outline. The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce smart contracts and the K-framework. The general semantic
model of smart contracts is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we take Solidity
as an example to illustrate how to generate a direct executable formal semantics
of a particular high-level smart contract programming language based on the
general semantic model. Section 5 shows the evaluation results of the proposed
framework. Section 6 concludes this work.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we brieﬂy introduce smart contracts and the K-framework.
2.1

Smart Contracts

Solidity Smart Contracts. Ethereum [2,47], proposed in late 2013 by Vitalik Buterin, is a blockchain-based distributed computing platform supporting
the functionality of smart contracts. It provides a decentralized international
network where each participant node equipped with EVM can execute smart
contracts. It also provides a cryptocurrency called “ether” (ETH) which can be
transferred between diﬀerent accounts and used to compensate participant nodes
for their computations on smart contracts.
Solidity is one of the high-level programming languages to implement smart
contracts on Ethereum. A smart contract written in Solidity can be compiled
into EVM bytecode and executed by any participant node equipped with EVM.
A Solidity smart contract is a collection of code (its functions) and data (its
state) that resides at a speciﬁc address on the Ethereum blockchain [7]. Fig. 1
shows an example of Solidity smart contracts, named Coin, implementing a
very simple cryptocurrency. In line 2, the public state variable minter of type
address is declared to store the address of the minter of the cryptocurrency, i.e.,
the owner of the smart contract. The constructor, denoted by constructor(),
is deﬁned in lines 5–7. Once the smart contract is created and deployed3 , its
3

How to create and deploy a smart contract is out of scope and can be found in:
https://solidity.readthedocs.io
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contract Coin {
address public minter ;
mapping ( address = > uint ) public balances ;

4
5

constructor () public {
minter = msg . sender ;
}

6
7
8
9

function mint ( address receiver , uint amount ) public {
if ( msg . sender != minter ) return ;
balances [ receiver ] += amount ;
}

10
11
12
13
14

function send ( address receiver , uint amount ) public {
if ( balances [ msg . sender ] < amount ) return ;
balances [ msg . sender ] -= amount ;
balances [ receiver ] += amount ;
}

15
16
17
18
19

}

Fig. 1. Solidity Smart Contract Example

constructor is invoked automatically, and minter is set to be the address of
its creator (owner), represented by the built-in keyword msg.sender. In line 3,
the public state variable balances is declared to store the balances of users.
It is of type mapping, which can be considered as a hash-table mapping from
keys to values. In this example, balances maps from a user (represented as an
address) to his/her balance (represented as an unsigned integer value). The mint
function, deﬁned in lines 9–12, is supposed to be invoked only by its owner to
mint coins, the number of which is speciﬁed by amount, for the user located
at the receiver address. If mint is called by anyone except the owner of the
contract, nothing will happen because of the guarding if statement in line 10.
The send function, deﬁned in lines 14–18, can be invoked by any user to transfer
coins, the number of which is speciﬁed by amount, to another user located at the
receiver address. If the balance is not suﬃcient, nothing will happen because
of the guarding if statement in line 15; otherwise, the balances of both sides
will be updated accordingly.
A blockchain is actually a globally-shared transactional database or ledger.
If one wants to make any state change on the blockchain, he or she has to create a so-called transaction which has to be accepted and validated by all other
participant nodes. Furthermore, once a transaction is applied to the blockchain,
no other transactions can alter it. For example, deploying the Coin smart contract generates a transaction because the state of the blockchain is going to be
changed, i.e., one more smart contract instance will be included. Similarly, any
invocation of the function mint or send also generates a transaction because
the state of the contract instance, which is a part of the whole blockchain, is
going to be changed. Transactions have to be selected and added into blocks to
be appended to the blockchain. This procedure is the so-called mining, and the
participant nodes are called miners.
Vyper Smart Contracts. Vyper is a high-level programming language for
smart contracts running on EVM. As an alternative to Solidity, Vyper is con-
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1
2

minter : public ( address )
balances : map ( address , wei_value )

3
4
5
6

@public
def __init__ ():
self . minter = msg . sender

7
8
9
10
11

@public
def mint ( receiver : address , amount : wei_value ):
if ( msg . sender != self . minter ): return
self . balances [ receiver ] += amount

12
13
14
15
16
17

@public
def send ( receiver : address , amount : wei_value ):
if ( self . balances [ msg . sender ] < amount ): return
self . balances [ msg . sender ] -= amount
self . balances [ receiver ] += amount

Fig. 2. Vyper Smart Contract Example

sidered to be more secure by blocking recursive calls and inﬁnite loops to avoid
gasless send, and excluding the possibility of state changes after external calls
to prevent reentrancy attacks [40]. Thus, it is more diﬃcult to write vulnerable code in Vyper. In addition, it supports bounds and overﬂow checking,
and strong typing. Particularly, timing features such as block timestamps are
supported as types, making it possible to detect the vulnerability of timestamp
dependence [32] on Vyper semantics. This is not possible on Solidity semantics
since Solidity does not support timing features. Apart from security, simplicity
is another goal of Vyper. It aims to provide a more human-readable language,
and a simpler compiler implementation. An example Vyper smart contract corresponding to the Solidity smart contract illustrated in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.
Bamboo Smart Contracts. Bamboo is another high-level programming
language for Ethereum smart contracts. In Bamboo, state variables are eliminated and each contract represents a particular execution state, making state
transitions explicit to avoid reentrancy attacks by default. This is because
operations in functions are limited to certain states. An example Bamboo smart
contract which is equivalent to the Solidity smart contract illustrated in Fig. 1 is
shown in Fig. 3. In this example, explicit state transitions are applied to strictly
limit operations in the constructor to a certain state. To be speciﬁc, the default
part in the contract PreCoin which is equivalent to the constructor in Fig. 1 can
only be invoked once, after which the state is always Coin. This is consistent
with the fact that the constructor of a Solidity smart contract is only invoked
once when a new contract instance is created.
Comparison. As introduced above, Vyper smart contracts are similar to Solidity smart contracts regardless of the diﬀerences in syntax formats. Compared
with Solidity, Vyper simply excludes the vulnerabilities reported in Solidity at
syntax level. Apart from the syntax diﬀerences, explicit state transitions are applied in Bamboo to prevent potential attacks. Despite the limits in syntax and
state transitions, high-level smart contract programming languages have a lot in
common in semantics due to the fact that they have to be functionally the same.
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contract PreCoin ( address = > uint balances ){
default {
return then become Coin ( sender ( msg ) , balances );
}
}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

contract Coin ( address minter , address = > uint balances ){
case ( void mint ( address receiver , uint amount )){
if ( sender ( msg ) != minter )
return then become Coin ( minter , balances );
balances [ receiver ] = balances [ receiver ] + amount ;
return then become Coin ( minter , balances );
}
case ( void send ( address receiver , uint amount )){
if ( balances [ sender ( msg )] < amount )
return then become Coin ( minter , balances );
balances [ sender ( msg )] = balances [ sender ( msg )] - amount ;
balances [ receiver ] = balances [ receiver ] + amount ;
return then become Coin ( minter , balances );
}
}

Fig. 3. Bamboo Smart Contract Example

2.2

The K-framework

The K-framework (K) [39] is a rewriting logic [33] based formal executable semantics deﬁnition framework. The semantics deﬁnitions of various programming
languages have been developed using K, such as Java [13], C [18], etc. Particularly, an executable semantics of EVM [24], the bytecode language of smart
contracts, has been constructed in the K-framework. K backends, like the Isabelle theory generator, the model checker, and the deductive veriﬁer, can be
utilized to prove properties on the semantics and construct veriﬁcation tools [42].
A language semantics deﬁnition in the K-framework consists of three main
parts, namely the language syntax, the conﬁguration speciﬁed by the developer
and a set of rules constructed based on the syntax and the conﬁguration. Given
a semantics deﬁnition and some source programs, the K-framework executes
the source programs based on the semantics deﬁnition. In addition, speciﬁed
properties can be veriﬁed by the formal analysis tools in K backends. We take
IMP [37], a simple imperative language, as an example to show how to deﬁne a
language semantics in the K-framework.
The conﬁguration of the IMP language is shown in Fig. 4. There are only
two cells, namely k and state, in the whole conﬁguration cell T. The cells in
the conﬁguration are used to store some information related to the program
execution. For instance, the cell k stores the program for execution Pgm, and in
the cell state a map is used to store the variable state.

<<

$PGM:Pgm

> < .Map >
k

state

Fig. 4. IMP Conﬁguration

>

T

Here, we introduce some basic rules in the K-IMP semantics. These rules are
allocate, read and write. The syntax of IMP is also given in Fig. 5.
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Pgm ::= " int " Ids ";" Stmt Ids ::= List { Id , " ,"}
AExp ::= Int | Id | " -" Int | AExp "/" AExp > AExp "+" AExp | "(" AExp ")"
BExp ::= Bool | AExp " <=" AExp | "!" BExp > BExp "&&" BExp | "(" BExp ")"
Block ::= "{" "}" | "{" Stmt "}"
Stmt ::= Block | Id "=" AExp ";" | " if " "(" BExp ")" Block " else " Block |
" while " "(" BExp ")" Block > Stmt Stmt

Fig. 5. Syntax of IMP

<

><

RULE Allocate

int X,Xs;S
Rho:Map
... k
int Xs;S
Rho (X |-> 0)
requires notBool (X in keys(Rho))

<

>

RULE Read
X:Id
...
I

k

>

<

<

int .Ids;S
...
S

RULE Write

<

. . . X |-> I . . .

>

state

>

RULE Finish-Allocate
state

X = I:Int;
...
.

><
k

...

k

X |->
...
X |-> I

>

state

Let us start with the rule of memory allocations in IMP shown in Allocate.
When Pgm, interpreted as int X,Xs;S, is encountered, we need to store a list of
variables (X,Xs) starting from X in the cell state with a list of mappings. Here
state can be regarded as a physical memory or storage, and Xs is also a list of
variables which can be empty. X is popped out of the cell k and a new mapping
from X to 0 is created in the cell state, which means that a memory slot has
been allocated for X to store its initial value 0. No duplicate names are allowed
in state, which is guaranteed by the require condition. Then we go like this until
Xs becomes empty, which means that all the variables have already been stored
in state. At this point, the execution of the ﬁrst part of Pgm has been ﬁnished
and we proceed to the execution of the statement S. This can be summarized
in Finish-Allocate where .Ids is an empty list of identiﬁers, which means
that the variable list is empty. Please note that . means an empty set in the
K-framework. If a rule ends with ., it means that nothing will be executed.
Then we come to the rules of read and write for variables. As shown in
Read, if we want to look up the value of the variable X, we need to search
it in the cell state by mapping the variable name X to its value I. So the
evaluation of this expression X is its value I. If we cannot ﬁnd a mapping for X,
the program execution will stop at this point. Particularly, ... means there can
be something in the corresponding position. For instance, the mapping of X can
be in any position in the cell state. However, for rules in the cell k, ... can only
be at the end since the program which is stored in k is executed sequentially.
As illustrated in Write, if we want to assign the integer I to the variable X,
similarly we need to search it in state by mapping the variable name. We also
need to rewrite the value of X, denoted by “ ” which is a placeholder, to I.
Rewriting logic facilitates the construction of a general semantic model for
smart contracts. This is because a rewriting logic style semantics consists of a set
of rewriting steps from the language syntax to its evaluations. In spite of syntax
diﬀerences, diﬀerent smart contract languages have a lot in common in logical
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<
<<

><

RULE Allocate-General
#allocate(X, I)
Rho:Map
... k
.
Rho (X |-> I)
requires notBool (X in keys(Rho))

>>

RULE Read-General

<

#read(X)
...
I

<

state

><

RULE Write-General

k

. . . X |-> I . . .

>

state

>

RULE Allocate-IMP
int X,Xs;S
#allocate(X, 0) . . .
 int Xs;S

k

<
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#write(X, I)
...
.

>

k

...

<

X |->
...
X |-> I

>

state

>

RULE Read-IMP

RULE Write-IMP

X:Id
...
#read(X)

X = I:Int;
...
#write(X, I)

k

k

M e moryOperations ::= # read ( Id ) | # write ( Id , Int ) | # allocate ( Id , Int )

Fig. 6. Syntax of General Memory Operations

aspects to achieve the equivalent functionality. Rewriting logic makes it possible
to separate the language syntax from the common logical aspects based on which
the general semantic model is constructed. The semantics rules introduced above
can be general and not speciﬁc to IMP. We show the general rules for read,
write and allocate in Read-General, Write-General and AllocateGeneral, respectively. In these rules, #read, #write and #allocate represent
the functions to read, write and allocate memory slots for variables with speciﬁed
parameters and their syntax is shown in Fig. 6. The semantics rules for memory
operations in IMP can be obtained by rewriting the corresponding IMP syntax
to the general memory operations deﬁned above, namely #read, #write and
#allocate, which form a general semantic model. The semantics rules for read,
write and allocate in IMP based on the general semantic model are shown in
Read-IMP, Write-IMP and Allocate-IMP, respectively. Particularly, the
symbol  means “followed by”. The semantics rules interpreted with the internal
semantics of the general memory operations deﬁned in Fig. 6 are equivalent to
those developed from scratch, namely Read, Write and Allocate. Rather
than pure syntax translations to intermediate languages, a general semantic
model enables semantic-level mappings to commonly shared high-level features.

3

A General Semantic Model

Diﬀerent high-level smart contract programming languages vary in syntax but
have a lot in common semantically to achieve the equivalent functionality. Considering this fact, we construct a general semantic model for smart contracts
based on the commonly shared high-level semantic features that are independent of any speciﬁc language or platform. The semantics of a high-level smart
contract programming language can be summarized into three aspects in terms
of its functionality, namely memory operations, new contract instance creations
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and function calls. Particularly, new contract instance creations and function
calls are the two kinds of transactions on the blockchain. In this section, we
present an overview of the desired semantics of these three core features.
3.1

Syntax

The syntax of the general semantic model is deﬁned in the K-framework and
shown in Fig. 7. Due to limit of space, we only present the syntax of rewriting
steps related to memory operations, new contract instance creations and function
calls with MemOp, NewInstanceCreation and InstanceStateUpdate, respectively. Particularly, ExpressionList is a list of Expressions. TypeName consists
of ElementaryTypeName which takes one memory slot, ComplexTypeName which
is composed of a set of ElementaryTypeNames, and ReferenceTypeName which
refers to a pre-deﬁned instance. For Solidity, ElementaryTypeName consists of
all the elementary types deﬁned in the oﬃcial documentation [7] except Byte.
ComplexTypeName refers to mappings, arrays and Byte. ReferenceTypeName involves user-deﬁned types and function types. Id stands for identiﬁers. Int and
Bool represent integers and Boolean values, respectively. Values, a subset of
ExpressionList, is a list of Value types which can be integers (Int) or Boolean
types (Bool). Msg is the type of transaction information. VarInfo stores variable
information. MemberAccess deals with expressions in member access formats.
R e w r i t i n g S t e p s ::= MemOp | N e w I n s t a n c e C r e a t i o n | I n s t a n c e S t a t e U p d a t e
MemOp ::= read ( Expression ) | readAddress ( Int , Id ) | write ( Expression , Value )
| writeAddress ( Int , Id , Value ) | allocate ( Int , VarInfo )
| a llocateAddress ( Int , Int , Id , Value )
N e w I n s t a n c e C r e a t i o n ::= c r e a t e N e w I n s t a n c e ( Id , E x p r e s s i o n L i s t )
| updateState ( Id ) | allocateStorage ( Id )
| initInstance ( Id , ExpressionList )
InstanceStateUpdate ::= functionCall ( Expression ; Expression ; Id ;
ExpressionList ; Msg ) | functionCall ( Id ; ExpressionList )
| switchContext ( Int , Int , Id , Msg ) | returnContext ( Int )
| exception () | u pdateExceptionState () | revertState ()
Expression ::= Id | Value | Msg | VarInfo | MemberAccess
ExpressionList ::= List { Expression , " ,"} | Values
Value ::= Int | Bool Values ::= List { Value , " ,"}
Msg ::= # msgInfo ( Int , Int , Int , Int )
VarInfo ::= # varInfo ( Id , TypeName , Id , Value )
MemberAccess ::= # memberAccess ( Expression , Id )
TypeName ::= E l e m e n t a r y T y p e N a m e | C o m p l e x T y p e N a m e | Re f e r e n c e T y p e N a m e

Fig. 7. Syntax of the General Semantic Model

3.2

Conﬁguration

The runtime conﬁguration indicates program states at each execution step, making detailed runtime features available. The runtime conﬁguration of the general
semantic model is illustrated in Fig. 8. Due to limit of space, only a part of the
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cells is presented here. In this conﬁguration, there are six main cells in the whole
conﬁguration cell T and they are k, controlStacks, contracts, functions,
contractInstances and transactions. The value of each cell is initialized in
the conﬁguration with its type speciﬁed. A dot followed by any type represents
an empty set of this type. For instance, .List is an empty list. Particularly, K is
the most general type which can be any speciﬁc type deﬁned in the K-framework.

<

< $PGM:SourceUnit
>
.List >
< ListItem(-1)
>
<
< .List > 0:Int < .List >
< >
< .List > 0:Int < false >
< < .K >
< > .K
< 0:Int > .K < .K >
< >.K
< > .K
< >
< >
< 0:Int.K>
(-1):Int
<
> .Map
< >
< .Map.Map
>
< .Map >
...
< .Map >
< .Map>
< 0:Int
>
< 0:Int>
< >
< >
"Main" >
< 1:Int > .K < 0 |->
< > < .List >

<

<
<< <
<

contractStack

k

f unctionStack

newStack

blockStack

cntContractDef s

cN ame

stateV ars

Constructor

...

cntF unctions

f Id

inputP arameters

f N ame

returnP arameters

Body

f unQuantif iers

cntContracts
ctN ame

ctId

ctContext

globalContext

ctT ype

ctLocation

ctStorage

M emory

slotN um

Balance

cntT rans

M sg

>

>

...

>

>

>

controlStacks

>

contract∗

>

contracts

f unction∗ f unctions

T

contractInstance∗ contractInstances

tranComputation

msgStack

>

transactions

Fig. 8. Runtime Conﬁguration of the General Semantic Model

In k, source programs, called SourceUnit, are stored for execution. If the
programs stored in k terminate in a proper way, there will be a dot in this cell,
indicating that this cell is empty and there are no more programs to execute.
controlStacks consists of contractStack, functionStack, newStack and
blockStack. To be speciﬁc, contractStack keeps track of the current contract
instance. functionStack stores a list of function calls. newStack records a list
of new contract instance creations. blockStack stores a list of variable contexts
to look up and assign values to variables in diﬀerent scopes.
In contracts, a set of contract deﬁnitions is stored. Each cell contract
represents a contract deﬁnition. The number of distinct contracts is counted in
cntContractDefs. In contract, the contract name is stored in cName. State
variable information is stored in stateVars. In addition, Constructor indicates
whether the contract has a constructor or not and its initial value is false.
Similarly, functions stores a set of function deﬁnitions. Each cell function
represents a function deﬁnition. The total number of function deﬁnitions is stored
in cntFunctions. For each function deﬁnition, the function Id and the function
name are stored in fId and fName, respectively. In addtion, function parameters,
including input parameters and return parameters, are recorded in the corre-
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sponding cells. We also store the function body in the cell Body and the function
quantiﬁers which can be modiﬁers or speciﬁers in the cell funQuantifiers.
In contractInstances, there is a set of contract instances. Each cell contractInstance represents a contract instance. The number of contract instances is
counted in cntContracts. We store the contract instance Id and the name of
its associated contract in the cells ctId and ctName, respectively. Four diﬀerent
mappings are applied to keep track of more information of a variable. Speciﬁcally speaking, ctContext, ctType, ctLocation and ctStorage/Memory record
the mappings from a variable name to its logical address in the storage or memory, a variable name to its type, a variable name to its location information,
namely “global” or “local”, and the logical address of a variable in the storage
or memory to its value, respectively. globalContext keeps track of the state
variable context. The number of memory slots taken by variables is calculated
in slotNum. The cell Balance records the balance of each contract instance.
In the cell transactions, we keep track of the number of transactions in
cntTrans, every transaction in tranComputation and also “msg” information
in Msg and msgStack. “msg” is a keyword in smart contracts to represent transaction information. For instance, “msg.sender” is the caller of the function and
“msg.value” speciﬁes the amount of ether to be transferred in Solidity. The cell
msgStack stores a list of transaction information tuples while Msg records the
current one. We simulate transactions of smart contracts with a “Main” contract
which is similar to the main function in C. In the “Main” contract, new contract
instances can be created and external function calls to these instances are available. The Id of the “Main” contract is “-1”, since other contract instances start
from 0. Therefore, the initialized content in contractStack is ListItem(-1),
and cntTrans is counted from 1, which means that the creation of the “Main”
contract is the ﬁrst transaction recorded in tranComputation.
3.3

Semantics of the Core Features

We introduce the semantics rules for the core features in smart contracts. Due to
limit of space, the implementation details (cf. [3]) of the sub-steps are omitted.
Memory Operations. We present an overview of the semantics rules for
memory operations on elementary types, such as int, uint and address in Solidity, each of which takes only one memory slot. Complex types, such as arrays,
mappings, etc, are compositions of elementary types. A memory operation on a
complex type can be regarded as a set of recursive memory operations on elementary types. For instance, the memory allocation for a one-dimensional ﬁxed-size
array is equivalent to allocating an elementary type for each index of this array.
Reading and writing a particular index involve recursive steps to retrieve the
logical address of this index from the base address of the array. Mappings are
similar to dynamic arrays. For a mapping from address to uint, the memory
allocation for this mapping is equivalent to allocating an unsigned integer type
at each address involved. Reference types which refer to pre-deﬁned instances
can be simply implemented as mappings in the K-framework.
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<

RULE Read

<
<
<

>

< ListItem(N:Int) . . .>
Addr . . .>
< N > . . . <.X. .|->X |->
L . . .>
...
<
<. . . X |-> T:ElementaryTypeName . . .>

read(X:Id)
...
readAddress(Addr, L)
ctId

k

ctContext

ctLocation

ctT ype

RULE Write

<

write(X:Id, V:Value)
...
writeAddress(Addr, L, V)

<

< N>

...

> ><
k

ctContext

ctLocation

>

...
ctT ype

RULE Allocate

<<
<
<

contractStack

contractInstance

ListItem(N:Int) . . .

<. . . X |-> Addr . . .
. . . X |-> L . . .>
<
X |-> T:ElementaryTypeName . . .
ctId

>
>
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>

contractStack

contractInstance

>

allocate(N:Int, #varInfo(X:Id, T:ElementaryTypeName, L:Id, V:Value))
...
allocateAddress(N, Addr, L, V)

< N>

<

>

<

>

Addr
TYPE:Map
ctT ype
slotN um
Addr +Int 1
TYPE (X |-> T)
...
CON:Map
LOC:Map
ctContext
ctLocation
CON (X |-> Addr)
LOC (X |-> L)
ctId

>

<

RULE New-Contract-Instance-Creation

>

createNewInstance(X:Id, E:ExpressionList)
...
updateState(X)  allocateStorage(X)  initInstance(X, E)

RULE Function-Call

>

k

contractInstance

>

k

functionCall(C:Int; R:Int; F:Id; Es:Values; M:Msg)
...
switchContext(C, R, F, M)  functionCall(F; Es)  returnContext(R)

>

k

Let us start with the read operation on elementary types shown in Read.
Here, we consider the object X as a variable which is an Id type. The ﬁrst thing
to do is to get the current execution context. This is achieved by retrieving the
current contract instance Id N in contractStack and mapping the corresponding
contract instance with N in the cell ctId. After that, we retrieve the logical
address of X, denoted by Addr, in ctContext and the location information of
X, denoted by L, in ctLocation. With these two parameters, we can obtain the
evaluation of X through readAddress which retrieves the value located at Addr
in the associated cell speciﬁed by L. To be speciﬁc, if L speciﬁes this variable
as a global one, the search space is ctStorage. Otherwise, the value is retrieved
in Memory. write is similar to read. After retrieving the logical address of X,
denoted by Addr, and the location information of X, denoted by L, we rewrite
the value at Addr to the value V in the cell speciﬁed by L through writeAddress.
Then we come to the allocation for elementary types shown in Allocate.
The ﬁrst input parameter N indicates the object contract instance Id. The variable information including the name X, the type T, the location information L
and the initial value V, is stored in #varInfo. First, we retrieve the corresponding instance by mapping the Id N in ctId. Then the number of memory slots is
increased by 1 in slotNum. After that, the variable information is recorded in the
associated cells. To be speciﬁc, we record the logical address Addr, the type T, and
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the location information L in ctContext, ctType and ctLocation, respectively.
Finally, a memory slot is allocated for this variable through allocateAddress.
New Contract Instance Creations. As illustrated in New-ContractInstance-Creation, the contract name X and the arguments in the constructor E are taken as input parameters to create a new instance of X. There
are altogether three sub-steps for this transaction and they are updateState,
allocateStorage and initInstance. To be speciﬁc, updateState updates the
blockchain states, including the states of contract instances and transactions,
and the stack information to indicate the new contract instance creation. In addition, allocateStorage allocates state variables and initInstance deals with
initialization issues, such as calling the constructor, in the new instance.
Function Calls. In order to make the semantics of function calls general
for all kinds of calls and extensible for diﬀerent smart contract languages, a
uniform format is applied to generalize the semantics. The uniform format is
functionCall(Id of Caller; Id of Recipient; Function Name; Arguments;
Msg Info). Particularly, Msg Info represents the transaction information, including the Ids of the caller and the recipient instances, the value of digital
assets to be transferred and the transaction fees to be consumed. The semantics
rule for function calls based on this format is shown in Function-Call.
In the rule Function-Call, the caller of this function is C and the recipient
is R. F is the function name and Es speciﬁes the function call arguments. M is the
“msg” information to keep track of transactions. In particular, the types of these
parameters have been speciﬁed. The semantics of function calls is designed from
a general point of view. Each external function call is regarded as an extension
of an internal function call. Whenever there is an external function call, we ﬁrst
switch to the recipient instance and then call the function in this instance as an
internal call. Finally, we switch back to the caller instance. In this way, external
function calls can be achieved through internal function calls and switches of
contract instances. This mechanism also applies to internal function calls where
the caller is the same as the recipient. There are three sub-steps in FunctionCall. The ﬁrst one is to switch to the recipient instance from the caller through
switchContext. The second is an internal function call functionCall. The last
one is to return to the caller instance through returnContext.
Particularly, the semantics of function calls is equipped with exception handling features. If an exception is encountered, it will be propagated to the transactional function call to revert the whole transaction. The propagation of exceptions is a sub-step in returnContext. The exception handling mechanism is also
general, making it possible to deal with all kinds of exception handling features
in smart contracts, such as revert and assert in Solidity, in a similar way.

<<

>>

RULE Exception-Propagation
exception()
...
updateExceptionState()

ListItem(R)ListItem(C) . . .
requires C >=Int 0

k
contractStack

<

>

RULE Transaction-Reversion
exception()
updateExceptionState() . . .
 revertState()

< ListItem(R)ListItem(-1) >

k

contractStack
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There are two stages in handling exceptions. The ﬁrst one is the propagation of exceptions to the transactional function call as shown in ExceptionPropagation, and the second is the reversion of the transaction as shown in
Transaction-Reversion. The ﬁrst stage is present in nested calls to propagate exceptions to the transactional function call, while the second stage is only
present in the transactional function call stemming from the “Main” contract.
In the stage of propagating exceptions, the exception state is updated through
updateExceptionState() to indicate that an exception has been encountered.
Particularly, the Id of the caller instance should be larger than or equal to 0 since
the caller cannot be the “Main” contract. And in the stage of reverting transactions, the caller is the “Main” contract whose Id is “-1”. In addition to updating
the exception state, the whole transaction is reverted through revertState().

4

Direct Semantics Generation

A direct semantics of a high-level smart contract programming language can be
developed based on the general semantic model introduced above. From the perspective of rewriting logic, a language semantics is a set of rewriting steps from
the language syntax to its evaluations. Each of these rewriting steps implements
a function to move the syntax a step further to its ﬁnal evaluations. The general
semantic model which consists of a set of internal rewriting steps and deﬁnes the
desired semantics of smart contracts can be regarded as a logical intermediate
language. A direct semantics of a high-level smart contract programming language can be constructed by rewriting its syntax to the features in the general
semantic model with several functional steps. This also indicates the process of
smart contract language design. We take Solidity as an example to illustrate how
to generate the semantics based on the general semantic model. The semantics
rules presented below are based on the Solidity syntax deﬁned in [7].
Let us start with the look-up operation in Solidity. As shown in Look-Up,
the object is considered to be a variable X. X is evaluated with read in the general
semantic model. We simply rewrite the corresponding Solidity syntax to read.
assignment is similar to look-up. As shown in Assignment, we simply rewrite
the assignment syntax in Solidity to write in the general semantic model.

<

> <

RULE Look-Up RULE Assignment
X:Id
...
read(X)

k

X:Id = V:Value
...
write(X, V)

> <

RULE New-Instance-Solidity

k

new X:Id (E:ExpressionList)
...
createNewInstance(X, E)

>

k

Both state and local variable allocations are achieved through allocate in
the general semantic model. State variables are allocated when new contract
instances are created, while local variables are allocated right after declarations.
In New-Instance-Solidity, the syntax of new contract instance creations
in Solidity is rewritten to createNewInstance in the general semantic model.
Function calls in Solidity are written in a format similar to member access.
For instance, target.deposit.value(2)() is a typical function call in Solidity.
To be speciﬁc, target speciﬁes the recipient instance and deposit is the function
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RULE Function-Call-Solidity

<
<

#memberAccess(R:Int, F:Id)  Es:Values  MsgValue:Int  MsgGas:Int
...
functionCall(C; R; F; Es; #msgInfo(C, R, MsgValue, MsgGas))
ListItem(C:Int) . . .

>

contractStack

RULE Revert

RULE Require
require(true);
...
.

><

RULE Assert

revert(.ExpressionList);
...
exception()

><
k

k

assert(true);
...
.

require(false);
...
exception()

>

><
k

>

assert(false);
...
exception()

k

>

k

k

to be called in that instance. value speciﬁes msg.value as 2. In addition, we
can specify other parameters, such as msg.gas, function arguments, etc. When
it comes to the semantics of function calls in Solidity, the ﬁrst thing to do
is to decompose the member access like format and transform it into the one
in the general semantic model. As shown in Function-Call-Solidity, each
decomposed part in Solidity calls is reorganized in functionCall. Speciﬁcally
speaking, #memberAccess(R:Int, F:Id) speciﬁes the recipient instance R and
the function to be called in this instance F. Es speciﬁes the function arguments.
MsgValue and MsgGas represent msg.value and msg.gas, respectively.
The semantics rules for function calls apply to all kinds of function calls in
Solidity, including high-level and low-level calls, constructors and fallback functions. For instance, if there is no function name speciﬁed in a function call or
the speciﬁed function name does not match any existing function in the recipient instance, the ﬁrst decomposed part in Function-Call-Solidity will be
#memberAccess(R:Int, String2Id("fallback")) where R is the Id of the recipient instance and “fallback” refers to the fallback function in that instance.
In this case, the fallback function in R will be invoked. In addition, in the case
of delegatecall, the recipient instance R is the same as the caller instance C
since the execution takes place in the caller’s context.
Exception handling features in Solidity can be interpreted with the semantics
of exception() in the general semantic model. The semantics rules for revert,
assert and require are shown in Revert, Assert and Require, respectively.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed generalized formal semantic framework for smart contracts by showing that the generated semantics, an interpretation of the general
semantic model with a particular language, is consistent with the semantics
interpreted by the corresponding oﬃcial compiler on benchmarks. The testing
language makes no diﬀerence to the evaluation since it aims to validate the
semantics of the commonly shared high-level features deﬁned in the general semantic model. We take Solidity as an object for the evaluation since there are
suﬃcient Solidity smart contracts available for testing the generated Solidity
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Table 1. Coverage of the Generated Solidity Semantics
Features

Coverage Features

Types(Core)
Elementary Types
address
bool
string
Int
Uint
Byte
Fixed
Ufixed
User-deﬁned Types
Mappings
Array Types
Function Types
address payable

FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
N
N
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC

Functions(Core)
Function Deﬁnitions
Constructors
Normal Functions
Fallback Functions
Modifiers
Function Calls
Internal Function Calls
External Function Calls

FC
FC
FC
FC

Using For
Event

FC
FC

FC
FC

Coverage

Statements(Core)
If Statement
While Statement
For Statement
Block
Inline Assembly
Statement
Do While Statement
Place Holder Statement
Continue
Break
Return
Throw,Revert,Assert,Require
Simple Statement
Emit Statement

FC
FC
FC
FC
N
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC

Expressions(Core)
Bitwise Operations
Arithmetic Operations
Logical Operations
Comparison Operations
Assignment
Look Up
New Expression
Other Expressions

FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC
FC

Inheritance

FC

FC: Fully Covered and Consistent with Solidity IDE

N: Not Covered

semantics. The Solidity semantics developed with the proposed framework is
publicly available at https://github.com/kframework/solidity-semantics.
The generated Solidity semantics is evaluated from two perspectives: the
ﬁrst one is its coverage (i.e., completeness), and the second is its correctness
(i.e., consistency with Solidity compilers). Evaluation results show that the Solidity semantics developed with the proposed framework completely covers the
supported high-level core language features speciﬁed by the oﬃcial Solidity documentation [7] and is consistent with the oﬃcial Solidity compiler Remix [5].
We evaluate and test the Solidity semantics developed with the proposed
framework with the Solidity compiler test set [6]. This test set is regarded as
a standard test set or benchmarks for evaluating Solidity semantics since the
test programs are written in a standard or correct way deﬁned by the language
developers and cover all the features in Solidity. There are altogether 482 tests
in the Solidity compiler test set. The evaluation is done by manually comparing
the execution behaviours of the generated Solidity semantics with the ones of
the Remix compiler on the test programs. We consider the generated Solidity
semantics is correct if the execution behaviours indicated in the conﬁguration
are consistent with the ones of the Remix compiler. A feature is considered to
be fully covered if all the compiler tests involving this feature are passed. We list
the coverage of the generated Solidity semantics in Table 1 from the perspective
of each feature speciﬁed by the oﬃcial documentation.
From Table 1, we can observe that the generated Solidity semantics completely covers the supported high-level core features of Solidity. As for types, the
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generated Solidity semantics covers the following elementary types: address,
bool, string, Int, Uint and Byte. Fixed and Ufixed are not covered because
they are not fully supported by Solidity yet [7]. User-deﬁned types, including
struct, contract types and enum, are covered. Mappings, arrays, function types
and address payable are also covered. In addition, the semantics associated
with functions, such as function deﬁnitions and function calls, is fully covered. The semantics of statements is completely covered except that of inline
assembly statements which are considered to be low-level features accessing
EVM (i.e., this part of semantics can be integrated with KEVM [24]). All kinds
of expressions in Solidity are covered. Lastly, the semantics of event is also covered and the parts of semantics for using for and inheritance are covered
with rewriting. For all the parts of covered semantics, they are considered to be
correct since the execution behaviours involved are consistent with the ones of
Remix. Therefore, the generated Solidity semantics can be considered to be complete and correct in terms of the supported high-level core features of Solidity,
indicating the completeness and correctness of the general semantic model.
Threats to Validity. We validate the general semantic model with its interpretation in Solidity. The validity of the proposed framework holds for any
particular high-level smart contract programming language as long as its core
features fall into or can be properly rewritten to the ones deﬁned in the general semantic model. The proposed framework may not work if the core features
cannot be interpreted with the ones deﬁned in the general semantic model. However, this is unlikely due to the nature of smart contract executions. For instance,
transactions in existing instances are implemented with or can be transformed
into function calls regardless of the platforms of smart contract programs.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a generalized formal semantic framework for smart contracts. This framework can directly handle smart contracts written in diﬀerent
high-level programming languages, such as Solidity, Vyper, Bamboo, etc, without
translating them into EVM bytecode or intermediate languages. In this framework, a direct executable formal semantics of a particular high-level smart contract programming language is constructed based on a general semantic model
with rewriting logic. The general semantic model is validated with its interpretation in Solidity and evaluation results show that it is complete and correct.
Furthermore, the proposed framework provides a formal speciﬁcation of smart
contracts written in diﬀerent languages.
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Abstract. Streaming APIs allow for big data processing of native data
structures by providing MapReduce-like operations over these structures.
However, unlike traditional big data systems, these data structures typically reside in shared memory accessed by multiple cores. Although popular, this emerging hybrid paradigm opens the door to possibly detrimental
behavior, such as thread contention and bugs related to non-execution
and non-determinism. This study explores the use and misuse of a popular
streaming API, namely, Java 8 Streams. The focus is on how developers
decide whether or not to run these operations sequentially or in parallel
and bugs both speciﬁc and tangential to this paradigm. Our study involved analyzing 34 Java projects and 5.53 million lines of code, along
with 719 manually examined code patches. Various automated, including
interprocedural static analysis, and manual methodologies were employed.
The results indicate that streams are pervasive, parallelization is not
widely used, and performance is a crosscutting concern that accounted
for the majority of ﬁxes. We also present coincidences that both conﬁrm
and contradict the results of related studies. The study advances our
understanding of streams, as well as beneﬁts practitioners, programming
language and API designers, tool developers, and educators alike.
Keywords: empirical studies · functional programming · Java 8 · streams
· multi-paradigm programming · static analysis.

1

Introduction

Streaming APIs are widely-available in today’s mainstream Object-Oriented
programming (MOOP) languages and platforms [5], including Scala [14], JavaScript [44], C# [33], F# [47], Java [39], and Android [27]. These APIs allow for
“big data”-style processing of native data structures by incorporating MapReducelike [10] operations. A “sum of even squares” example in Java, where a stream of
numbers is derived from a list, filtered for evens, mapped to its squared, and
summed [5] is: list.stream().filter(x -> x % 2 == 0).map(x -> x * x).sum().
c The Author(s) 2020
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Traditional big data systems, for which MapReduce is a popular backbone [3],
minimize the complexity of writing massively distributed programs by facilitating
processing on multiple nodes using succinct functional-like constructs. This makes
writing parallel code easier, as writing such code can be diﬃcult due to possible
data races, thread interference, and contention [1,4,28]. The code above, e.g., can
execute in parallel simply by replacing stream() with parallelStream().
However, unlike traditional big data systems, data structures processed by
streaming APIs like Java 8 Streams typically reside in shared memory accessed
by multiple cores. Therefore, issues may arise from the close intimacy between
shared memory and the operations being performed, especially for developers not
previously familiar with functional programming. Streams are not just an API
but rather an emerging, hybrid paradigm. To obtain the expressiveness, speed,
and parallelism that streams have to oﬀer, developers must adopt the paradigm
as well as the API [6, Ch. 7]. This requires determining whether running stream
code in parallel yields an eﬃcient yet interference-free program [24] and ensuring
that no operations on diﬀerent threads interleave [42].
Despite the beneﬁts [53, Ch. 1], misusing streams may result in detrimental
behavior, and the ∼4K questions related to streams on Stack Overﬂow [48], of
which ∼5% remain unanswered, suggest that there is ample confusion surrounding
the topic. Bugs related to thread contention (due to λ-expressions, i.e., units of
computation, side-eﬀects, buﬀering), non-execution (due to deferred execution),
non-determinism (due to non-deterministic operations), operation sequencing
(ordering of stream operations), and data ordering (ordering of stream data) can
lead to programs that undermine concurrency, underperform, are incorrect, and
are ineﬃcient. Worse yet, these problems may increase over time as streams rise
in popularity, with Mazinanian et al. [32] ﬁnding a two-fold increasing trend in
the adoption of λ-expressions, an essential part of streams.
This study explores the use and misuse of a popular and representative
streaming API, namely, Java 8 Streams. We set out to understand the usage and
bug patterns involving streams in real software. Particularly, we are interested
in discovering (i) how developers decide whether to run streams sequentially or
in parallel, (ii) common stream operations, (iii) common stream attributes and
whether they are amenable to safe and eﬃcient parallelization, (iv) bugs both
speciﬁc and tangential to streams, (v) how often incorrect stream APIs were
used, and (vi) how often stream APIs were misused and in which ways?
Knowing the kinds of bugs typically associated with streams can, e.g., help
improve (automated) bug detection. Being aware of the typical usage patterns
of streams can, e.g., improve code completion in IDEs. In general, the results
(i) advance our understanding of this emerging hybrid paradigm, (ii) provide
feedback to language and API designers for future API versions, (iii) help tool
designers comprehend the struggles developers have with streams, (iv) propose
preliminary best practices and anti-patterns for practitioners to use streaming
APIs eﬀectively, (v) and assist educators in teaching streaming APIs.
We analyzed 34 Java projects and 5.53 million lines of source code (SLOC),
along with 140,446 code patches (git commits), of which 719 were manually
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Listing 1 Snippet of Widget collection processing using Java 8 streams [24,39].
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Collection<Widget> unorderedWidgets = new HashSet<>(); // populate ...
Collection<Widget> orderedWidgets = new ArrayList<>(); // populate ...
List<Widget> sortedWidgets = unorderedWidgets.stream()
.sorted(Comparator.comparing(Widget::getWeight)).collect(Collectors.toList());
// collect weights over 43.2 into a set in parallel.
Set<Double> heavyWidgetWeightSet = orderedWidgets.parallelStream().map(Widget::getWeight)
.filter(w -> w > 43.2).collect(Collectors.toSet());
// sequentially collect into a list, skipping first 1000.
List<Widget> skippedWidgetList = orderedWidgets.stream().skip(1000)
.collect(Collectors.toList());

examined. The methodologies varied depending on the research questions and
encompassed both automated, including interprocedural static analysis, and
manual processes aided by automated software repository mining. Our study
indicates that (i) streams have become widely used since their inception in 2014,
(ii) developers tend to reduce streams back to iterative-style collections, favor
simplistic, linear reductions, and prefer deterministic operations, (iii) stream
parallelization is not widely used, yet streams tend not to have side-eﬀects,
(iv) performance is the largest category of stream bugs and is crosscutting.
This work makes the following contributions:
Stream usages patterns A large-scale analysis of stream and collector method
calls and an interprocedural static analysis on 1.65 million lines source code
is performed, reporting on attributes essential to eﬃcient parallel execution.
Stream bug hierarchical taxonomy From the 719 git patches from 22 projects
manually examined using 140 identifying keywords, we build a rich hierarchical, crosscutting taxonomy of common stream bugs and ﬁxes.
Best practices and anti-patterns We propose preliminary best practices and
anti-patterns of using streams in particular contexts from our statistical results
as well as an in-depth analysis of ﬁrst-hand conversations with developers.

2

Motivating Example and Conceptual Background

Lst. 1 portrays code that uses the Java 8 Stream API to process collections
of Widgets (class not shown) with colors and weights. A Collection of Widgets
is declared (line 1) that does not maintain element ordering as HashSet does not
support it [38]. Note that ordering is dependent on the run time type.
A stream (a view representing element sequences supporting MapReduce-style
operations) of unorderedWidgets is created on line 3. It is sequential, i.e., its
operations will execute serially. Streams may also have an encounter order that
may depend on its source. Here, it is unordered since HashSets are unordered.
On line 4, the stream is sorted by the corresponding intermediate operation, the result of which is a stream with the encounter order rearranged.
Widget::getWeight is a method reference denoting the comparison scheme. Intermediate operations are deferred until a terminal operation is executed like
collect() (line 4). The collect() operation is a (mutable) reduction that aggregates results of prior intermediate operations into a given Collector. In this case,
it is one that yields a List. The result is a Widget List sorted by weight.
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To potentially improve performance, this stream’s “pipeline” (sequence of
operations) may be executed in parallel. Note, however, that had the stream
been ordered, running the pipeline in parallel may result in worse performance
due to the multiple passes or data buﬀering required by stateful intermediate
operations (SIOs) like sorted(). Because the stream is unordered, the reduction
can be done more eﬃciently as the run time can use divide-and-conquer [39].
In contrast, line 2 instantiates an ArrayList, which maintains element ordering.
Furthermore, a parallel stream is derived from this collection (line 6), with each
Widget mapped to its weight, each weighted ﬁltered (line 7), and the results
collected into a Set. Unlike the previous example, however, no optimizations are
available here as an SIO is not included in the pipeline and, as such, the parallel
computation does not incur possible performance degradation.
Lines 9–10 create a list of Widgets gathered by (sequentially) skipping the ﬁrst
thousand from orderedWidgets. Like sorted(), skip() is also an SIO. Unlike the
previous example, executing this pipeline in parallel could be counterproductive
because the stream is ordered. It may be possible to unorder the stream (via
unordered()) so that its pipeline would be more amenable to parallelization. In
this situation, however, unordering could alter semantics as the data is assembled
into a structure maintaining ordering. As such, the stream correctly executes
sequentially as element ordering must be preserved.
This simpliﬁed example demonstrates that using streams eﬀectively is not
always straight-forward and can require complex (and interprocedural due to
aliasing) analysis. It necessitates a thorough understanding of API intricacies, a
problem that can be compounded in more extensive programs. As streaming APIs
become more pervasive, it would be extremely valuable to MOOP developers not
familiar with functional programming if statistical insight can be given on how
best to use streams eﬃciently and how to avoid common bugs.

3

Study Subjects

At the core of our study is 34 open source Java projects that use streams. They
vary widely in their domain and application, as well as size and popularity.
All the subjects have their sources publicly available on GitHub and include
popular libraries, frameworks, and applications. Many subjects were selected from
previous studies [20,21,22,24], others because they contained relatively diverse
stream operations and exhibited non-trivial metrics, including stars, forks, and
number of collaborators. It was necessary to use diﬀerent subjects for diﬀerent
parts of the study due to the computationally intensive nature of some of the
experiments. For such experiments, subjects were chosen so that the analysis
could be completed in a reasonable time period with reasonable resources.

4

Stream Characteristics

We explore the typical usage patterns of streams, including the frequency of
parallel vs. sequential streams and amenability to safe and eﬃcient parallelism,
by examining stream characteristics. This has important implications for understanding the use of this incredibly expressive and powerful language feature. It
also oﬀers insight into developers’ perceived risks concerning parallel streams.
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Table 1. Stream characteristics.
subject

KLOC

age

eps

k str

seq

para ord unord se SIO

bootique
cryptomator
dari
elasticsearch
htm.java
JabRef
JacpFX
jdp*
jdk8-exp*
jetty
JetUML
jOOQ
koral
monads
retrolambda
spring*
streamql
threeten*

4.91
7.99
64.86
585.71
41.14
138.83
23.79
19.96
3.43
354.48
20.95
154.01
7.13
1.01
5.14
188.46
4.01
27.53

4.18
6.05
5.43
10.03
4.53
16.36
4.71
5.53
6.35
10.93
5.09
8.58
3.47
0.01
6.52
11.62
0.01
7.01

362
148
3
78
21
3,064
195
25
34
106
660
43
51
47
1
5,981
92
36

4
3
2
6
4
2
4
4
4
4
2
4
3
2
4
4
2
2

14
12
18
210
188
290
12
38
49
57
7
23
8
3
11
61
22
2

0
0
0
0
2
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total

1,653.35 116.40 11,047 6 1,038 1,025 13

*

4.1

14
12
18
210
190
301
12
38
49
57
7
23
8
3
11
61
22
2

11
11
15
165
189
239
9
35
47
47
4
22
8
3
8
60
22
2

3
1
3
45
1
62
3
3
2
10
3
1
0
0
3
1
0
0

897 141

4
2
0
10
22
9
1
11
5
8
0
2
0
0
0
21
2
0

0
0
0
0
5
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
0
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jdp is java-design-patterns, jdk8-exp is jdk8-experiments, spring is a
portion of spring-framework, and threeten is threeten-extra.

Methodology

For this part of the study, we examined 18 projects that use streams,5 spanning
∼1.65 million lines of Java source code. The subjects are depicted in tab. 1.
Column KLOC corresponds to thousands of source lines of code, which ranges
from ∼1K for monads to ∼586K for elasticsearch. Column age is the age of the
subject project in years, averaging 6.47 years per subject. Column str is the
total number of streams analyzed. The remaining columns are discussed in § 4.2.
Stream Pipeline Tracking Several factors contribute to determining stream
attributes. First, streams are typically derived from a source (e.g., a collection)
and take on its characteristics (e.g., ordering), as seen in lst. 1. There are
several ways to create streams, including being derived from Collections, being
created from arrays (e.g., Arrays.stream()), and via static factory methods (e.g.,
IntStream.range()). Second, stream attributes can change by the invocation of
various intermediate operations in the building of the stream pipeline. Such
attributes must be tracked, as it is possible to have arbitrary assignments of
stream references to variables, as well as be data-dependent.
Our study involved tracking streams and their attributes (i.e., state) using
a series of labeled transition systems (LTSs). The LTSs are fed into the static
analysis portion of a refactoring tool [23] based on typestate analysis [16,49].
Stream pipelines are tracked and stream state when a terminal operation is issued
is determined by the tool. Typestate analysis is a program analysis that augments
the type system with “state” information and has been traditionally used for
prevention of program errors such as those related to resource usage. It works
by assigning each variable an initial (⊥) state. Then, method calls transition
the object’s state. States are represented by a lattice and possible transitions
5

Recall from § 3 that it was necessary to use diﬀerent subjects for diﬀerent parts of
the study due to the computationally intensive nature of some of the experiments.
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are represented by LTSs. If each method call sequence on the receiver does not
eventually transition the object back to the ⊥ state, the object may be left in a
nonsensical state, indicating the potential presence of a bug.
The LTSs for execution mode and ordering work as follows. The state ⊥ is
a phantom initial state immediately before stream creation. Diﬀerent stream
creation methods may transition the newly created stream to one that is either
sequential or parallel or ordered or unordered. The transition continues for each
invoked intermediate operation and ends with a terminal operation.
Since the analysis is focused on client-side analysis of stream APIs, the call
graph is constructed using a k-CFA, where k is the call string length. It is an
analysis parameter, with k = 2 being the default, as it is the minimum k needed
to consider client-code, for methods returning streams and k = 1 elsewhere. The
refactoring tool includes heuristics for determining suﬃcient and tractable k.
Counting Streams Since stream attributes are control ﬂow sensitive, the
streams studied must be in the control ﬂow of entry points. For non-library
subjects, all main methods were chosen, otherwise, all unit tests were chosen.
Streams are counted as follows. First, every syntactic stream is counted, i.e.,
every allocation site. Streams in the control ﬂow of the program starting from an
entry point transition according to the LTSs. If a stream is not in the control
ﬂow, it is still counted but it remains at the state following ⊥. This way, more
information about various stream attributes is available for the study as we do
not need control ﬂow to determine the state following ⊥.
Side-eﬀects and Stateful Intermediate Operations Stream side-eﬀects
are determined using a ModRef analysis on stream operation parameters (λexpressions) using WALA [52]. SIOs are obtained from the documentation [39].
4.2

Results

Tab. 1 illustrates our ﬁndings on stream characteristics. Column eps is the
number of entry points. Column k is the maximum k value used (see § 4.1).
Columns seq and para correspond to the number of sequential and parallel
streams, respectively. Column ord is the number of streams that are ordered,
i.e., those whose operations must maintain an encounter order, which can be
detrimental to eﬃcient parallel performance, while column unord is the number
unordered streams. Column se is the number of stream pipelines that include sideeﬀects, which may induce race conditions. Finally, column SIO is the number
of pipelines that include stateful intermediate operations, which may also be
detrimental to eﬃcient parallel performance.
4.3

Discussion

Parallel streams are not popular (1.25%) despite their ease-of-use. Although Nielebock et al. [36] did not consider λ-expressions in stream contexts, this conﬁrms
that their ﬁndings extend into stream contexts. It may also coincide with the
ﬁnding of Lu et al. [28], i.e., that developers tend to “think” sequentially.
Finding 1 : Stream parallelization is not widely used.
When considering using parallel streams, it may also be important to consider
the context. For example, many server applications deal with thread pools that
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span the JVM, and developers may be leery of the interactions of such pools
with the underlying stream parallelization run time system. We found this to be
the case with several pull requests [15,45] that were issued by Khatchadourian
et al. [24] as part of their refactoring evaluation to introduce parallel streams into
existing projects. It may also be the case that the locations where streams operate
are already fast enough or do not process signiﬁcant amounts of data [7,30]. In
fact, Naftalin [35, Ch. 6] found that there is a particular threshold in data size
that must be reached to compensate for overhead incurred by parallel stream
processing. Lastly, developers pointed us to several blog articles [54,59] expressing
that parallel streams could be problematic under certain conditions.
There were, however, two projects that use parallel streams. Particularly,
JabRef used the most parallel streams at 11. We conjecture that JabRef’s use
of parallel streams may stem from its status as a desktop application. Such
applications typically are not managed by application containers and thus may
not utilize global thread pools as in more traditional server applications.
Many streams are ordered (86.42%), which can prevent optimal performance
of parallel streams under certain conditions [24,35,40]. Thus, even if streams were
run in parallel, they may not reap all of the beneﬁts. This extends the ﬁndings
of Nielebock et al. [36] that λ-expressions do not appear in contexts amenable to
parallelization to streams for the case of ordering. Streams may still be amenable
to parallelization, as § 5.2 shows that many streams are traversed using API that
ignores ordering (e.g., forEach() vs. forEachOrdered()).
Finding 2 : Streams are largely ordered, possibly hindering parallelism.
That only ∼10% of streams have side-eﬀects and only 2.31% have SIOs
contradict the ﬁndings of Nielebock et al. [36] in the context of streams. This
suggests that streams may run eﬃciently in parallel as, although they are largely
ordered, they include minimal side-eﬀects and SIOs. streamql had the most
streams with SIOs (18/22), which may be due to its querying features using
aggregate operations that are manifested as SIOs in the Java 8 Streaming API
(e.g., distinct()).
Finding 3 : Streams tend not to have side-eﬀects.

5

Stream Usage

We discover the common operations on streams and the underlying reasons by
examining stream method calls. This has important implications in understanding
how streams are used, and studying language feature usage has been shown to
be beneﬁcial [11,43]. It provides valuable insight to programming language API
designers and tool-support engineers on where to focus their evaluation eﬀorts.
We may also comprehend contexts where developers struggle with using streams.
5.1

Methodology

We examined 34 projects that use streams, spanning ∼5.53 million lines of source
code. To ﬁnd method calls, we parsed ASTs with source-symbol bindings using
the Eclipse Java Developer Tools (JDT) [12]. Then, method invocation nodes
were extracted whose compile-time targets are declared in types residing in the
java.util.stream package. This includes types such as Streams and Collectors.
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While stream creation is interesting and a topic for future work, our focus is
on operations on streams as our scope is stream usage. We also combined methods
with similar functionalities, e.g., mapToLong() with map() but not forEach() and
forEachOrdered(). Additionally, only the method name is presented, resulting in
a comparison of methods from both streams and collectors. The type is clear from
the method name (e.g., map() is for Streams, while groupingBy() is for Collectors).
We then proceeded to count the number of method calls in each project.
5.2

Results

Fig. 1 depicts the result of our analysis.6 A full table is available in our dataset [25].
The horizontal axis lists the method name, and the legend depicts projects
analyzed. The chart is sorted by the total number of calls in descending order.
Calls per project range from 4 for threeten-extra to 4,635 for cyclops. Calls per
method range from 2 for characteristics(), which returns stream attributes
such as whether it is ordered or parallel, and 3,161 for toList().
5.3

Discussion

The number of method calls in ﬁg. 1 is substantial. There are 14,536 calls to
methods operating on streams in 34 projects. This is impressive considering that
Android, which uses the Java syntax, did not adopt streams immediately.
It is not surprising that the four most used stream methods are toList(),
collect(), map(), and filter(), as these are the core MapReduce data transformation operations. collect() is a specialized reduction that reduces to a non-scalar
type (e.g., a map) as opposed to the traditional scalar type. The toList() method
is a static method of Collectors, which are pre-made reductions, in this case, to
an ArrayList. This informs the collect() operation of the non-scalar type to use.
It is peculiar that there are more calls to toList() than collect(). This is due
to cyclops. We conjecture that it has some unorthodox usages of Collectors as it
is a platform for writing functional-style programs in Java ≥ 8 [2].
That collect() and toList(), along with other terminal operations such
as forEach(), iterator(), toSet(), and toArray(), appear towards the top to
the list suggest that, although developers are writing functional-style code to
process data in a “big data” processing style, they are not staying there. Instead,
they are “bridging” back to imperative-style code, either by collecting data into
imperative-style collections or processing the data further iteratively.
There can be various reasons for this, such as unfamiliarity with functional
programming, the need to introduce side-eﬀects, or the need to interoperate with
legacy code. Further investigation is necessary, yet, Nielebock et al. [36] mention
that developers tend to introduce side-eﬀects into λ-expressions, which is related.
Finding 4 : Although stream usage is high, developers tend to reduce
streams back to iterative-style collections.
We infer that developers tend to favor more simplistic (linear) rather than more
specialized (higher-dimensionality) non-scalar reductions. It is surprising that
more of the advanced reductions, such as those that return maps (e.g., toMap(),
6

Similar conclusions hold when normalizing with subject KLOC.
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groupingBy()) are not used more frequently as these are highly expressive opera-

tions that can save substantial amounts of imperative-style code. For example, one
may group Widgets by their Color as Map<Color, List<Widget>> widgetsByColor =
widgets.stream().collect(Collectors.groupingBy(Widget::getColor)). Although
these advanced reductions are powerful and expressive, developers may be leery
of using them, perhaps due to unfamiliarity or risk adversement. This motivates
future tools that refactor to uses of advanced reductions to save developers time
and eﬀort while possibly mitigating errors.
Finding 5 : Developers favor simplistic, linear reductions.
Another powerful stream feature is its non-determinism. For instance, findAny()
returns any stream element. However, this operation has only 62 calls, while its
deterministic counterpart, findFirst(), has 270, suggesting that developers tend
to favor determinism. Yet, in contrast, developers overwhelmingly favor the nondeterministic forEach() operation (552) over the deterministic forEachOrdered()
(32). We conjecture that although forEach() does not guarantee a particular
ordering [41], in practice, since developers are inclined to use sequential over
parallel streams, as suggested by § 4 and mirrored by Nielebock et al. [36] in
terms of λ-expressions, the diﬀerence does not play out.
It could also be that traversal order is largely unimportant for many streams.
This is curious because, as demonstrated in § 4, the majority of streams are
ordered, an attribute detrimental to eﬃcient parallelism [24,35,40]. As such, there
may exist opportunities to alleviate the burden of stream ordering maintenance
to make parallel streams more eﬃcient. It may also entice developers to use more
parallel streams as the performance gains may be signiﬁcant.
Finding 6 : Developers prefer deterministic operations.
Lastly, there is a minimal amount of calls to parallel stream APIs. Of particular
concern is that there are only 4 calls to groupingByConcurrent() in contrast to
the 87 calls to groupingBy(). This suggests that either advanced reductions to
maps are not being used on parallel streams or that they are not used safely
as the concurrent version provides synchronization [37]. Furthermore, not using
groupingByConcurrent() on a parallel stream may produce ineﬃcient results [40].

6

Stream Misuses

This section is focused on discovering stream bug patterns. We are interested
in bugs both speciﬁc and tangential to streams, i.e., bugs that occur in stream
contexts. Understanding this can, e.g., help improve (automated) bug detection
and other tool-support for writing optimal stream code. We may also begin to
understand the kinds of errors developers make with streams, which may positively
inﬂuence how future API and language feature versions are implemented.
6.1

Methodology

Here, we explore 22 projects that use streams, comprising ∼4.68 million lines
of source code and 140,446 git commits.7 Tab. 2 summarizes the subjects used.
7

Recall from § 3 that it was necessary to use diﬀerent subjects for diﬀerent parts of
the study due to the computationally intensive nature of some of the experiments.
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Table 2. Studied subjects.
subject

KLOC

studied periods

binnavi
blueocean-plugin
bootique
che
cryptomator
dari
eclipse.jdt.core
eclipse.jdt.ui
error-prone
guava
htm.java
JacpFX
jdk8-experiments
java-design-patterns
jetty
jOOQ
qbit
retrolambda
selenium
streamql
threeten-extra
WALA

328.28
49.70
15.47
189.24
9.83
72.46
1,527.89
712.91
165.85
393.47
41.63
24.06
3.47
33.52
400.26
184.25
52.27
5.10
234.12
4.26
31.26
203.84

2015-08-19
2016-01-23
2015-12-10
2016-02-11
2014-02-01
2012-09-26
2001-06-05
2001-05-02
2011-09-14
2009-06-18
2014-08-09
2013-08-12
2013-08-03
2014-08-09
2009-03-16
2011-07-24
2014-08-25
2013-07-20
2004-11-03
2014-04-27
2012-11-17
2006-11-22

Total

4,683.12

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

2019-07-17
2019-07-24
2019-08-08
2019-08-19
2019-08-08
2018-03-02
2019-08-07
2019-08-09
2019-08-15
2019-08-15
2019-02-19
2018-04-27
2018-03-10
2019-07-31
2019-08-02
2019-07-31
2018-01-18
2018-11-30
2019-08-09
2014-04-29
2019-07-14
2019-07-24

cmts
286
4,043
1,106
8,093
1,443
2,466
24,085
28,136
3,893
5,031
1,507
365
8
2,192
17,051
7,508
1,717
522
24,145
27
559
6,263

kws exe
4
118
5
75
50
18
234
149
71
36
40
37
1
37
835
94
65
17
114
2
28
52

4
25
5
75
10
6
106
32
71
36
1
14
1
12
219
4
9
4
57
2
2
24

140,446 2,082 719

To ﬁnd changesets (patches) corresponding to stream ﬁxes, we compiled 140
keywords from the API documentation [39] that match stream operations and
related method names from the java.util.stream package. We then randomly
selected a subset of these commits whose changesets included these keywords
and were likely to be bug ﬁxes to manually examine.
Commit Mining To discover commits that had changesets including stream
API keywords, we used gitcproc [9], a tool for processing and classifying git
commits, which has been used in previous work [17,50]. Due to the keyword-based
search used, not all of the examined commits pertained to streams (e.g., “map”
has a broad range of applications outside of streams). To mitigate this, we focused
more on keywords that were speciﬁc to stream contexts, e.g., “Collector.” Also
to reduce false positives, we only considered commits after the Java 8 release
date of March 18, 2014, which is when streams were introduced.
Finding Bug Fixes We used a feature of gitcproc that uses heuristics based
on commit log messages to identify commits that are bug ﬁxes. Natural language
processing (NLP) is used to determine which commits fall in this category. This
helps us to focus on the likely bug-ﬁx commits for further manual examination.
Next, the authors manually examine these commits to determine if the commits were indeed related to stream-related bugs. Three of the authors are software
engineering and programming language professors with extensive expertise in
streaming and parallel systems, concurrent systems, and empirical software engineering. The authors also have several years of industrial experience working as
software engineers. As the authors did not always have expertise in the subject
domains, only changes where a bug ﬁx was extremely likely were marked as
such. The authors also used commit comments and referenced bug databases to
ascertain whether a change was a bug ﬁx. This is a common practice [8,26,28].
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Table 3. Stream bug/patch category legend.
name

description

acronym

Bounds
Exceptions
Other
Perf
Concur
Stream Source
Intermediate Operations
Data Ordering
Operation Sequencing
Filter Operations
Map Operations
Terminal Operations
Reduction Operations
Collector Operations
Incorrect Action

Incorrect/Missing Bounds Check
Incorrect/Missing Exception Handling
Other change (e.g., syntax, refactoring)
Poor Performance
Concurrency Issue
Incorrect/Missing Stream Source
Incorrect/Missing Intermediate Operations
Incorrect Data Ordering
Incorrect Operation Sequencing
Incorrect/Missing Filter Operations
Incorrect/Missing Map Operations
Incorrect/Missing Terminal Operations
Incorrect Reduction Operations
Incorrect/Missing Collector Operations
Incorrect Action (e.g., λ-expression)

BC
EH
Other
PP
CI
SS
IO
DO
OS
FO
MO
TO
RO
CO
IA

Classifying Bug Fixes Once bug ﬁxes were identiﬁed, the authors studied the
code changes to determine the category of bug ﬁxes and whether the category
relates to streams. Fortunately, we found that many commits reference bug
reports or provide more details about the ﬁx. Such information proved highly
valuable in understanding the ﬁxes. When in doubt, we also sent emails to
developers for clariﬁcation purposes as git commits include email addresses.
6.2

Results

Quantitative Column kws of tab. 2 is the number of commits where occurrences
of keywords were found and correspond to possible stream bug ﬁxes. Column exe
depicts the number of commits manually examined. From these 719 commits, we
found 61 stream client code bug ﬁxes. This is depicted in column total of tab. 4.
Finding these bugs and understanding their relevance required a signiﬁcant
amount of manual labor that may not be feasible in more larger-scale, automated
studies. Nevertheless, as streams become more popular (they were only introduced
in 2014), we expect the usage and number of bugs related to streams to grow.
From the manual changes, we devised a set of common problem categories.
Fixes were then grouped into these categories as shown in ﬁg. 2 and tab. 4. A
category legend appears in tab. 3, where column name is the “short” name of
the bug category and is used in ﬁg. 2. Column description is the categories
extended name and column acronym is used in tab. 4.
Fig. 2 presents a hierarchical categorization of the 61 stream-related bug ﬁxes.
Bugs are represented by their category name (column name in tab. 3) and their
bug counts. Categories with no count are abstract, i.e., those grouping categories.
Bugs are separated into two top-level categories, namely, bugs speciﬁcally
related to stream API usage (stream-speciﬁc) and those tangentially related,
i.e., bugs appearing in stream contexts but not speciﬁcally having to do with
streams (generic). Generic bugs were further categorized into related to exception
handling (EH), bounds checking (BC), poor performance (PP), and “other.”
Generic exception handling bugs (6) include those where, e.g., λ-expressions
passed to stream operations threw exceptions that were not handled properly.
Generic bounds checking bugs (2) included those where λ-expressions missed
traversal boundary checks, and generic performance bugs (2) were those involving,
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Fig. 2. Studied stream bugs and patches (hierarchical).

e.g., local variables holding stream computation results. The “other” category (3)
is aligned with a similar one used by Tian and Ray [50] and involved syntactic
corrections, e.g., incorrect types, and refactorings. Generally, “other” bugs can
either be stream-speciﬁc or generic.
Stream-speciﬁc bugs are further divided into several categories corresponding
to whether they involved intermediate operations (IO), terminal operations
(TO), the stream source (SS), concurrency (CI), and performance and exception
handling bugs speciﬁc to streams. IO-speciﬁc bugs (2) are related to intermediate
operations other than ﬁlter operations (FO, 7) and map operations (MO, 6), e.g.,
distinct(). IO bugs are additionally partitioned into those involving incorrect
operation sequencing (OS, 2), e.g., map() before filter(), data ordering (DO, 2),
e.g., operating on a stream that should have been sorted, and performance bugs
appearing in intermediate operations other than map() and filter() (1).
Terminal operations are split into two categories, namely, reduction operations (RO), e.g., collect(), reduce(), and side-eﬀect producing operations,
e.g., forEach(), iterator(). RO-speciﬁc bugs (3) were those related to scalar
reductions, e.g., anyMatch(), allMatch(). RO-speciﬁc bugs related to collector
operations (CO, 3), on the other hand, involve non-scalar reductions, e.g., a
collector malfunction. RO-speciﬁc data ordering bugs (DO, 2) correspond to
ordering of data related to scalar reductions, e.g., using findAny() instead of
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Table 4. Studied stream bugs and patches (nonhierarchical).
subject

BC CI CO DO EH FO IA IO MO OS PP RO SS Other Total

binnavi
blueocean-plugin
bootique
che
cryptomator
1
dari
eclipse.jdt.core
eclipse.jdt.ui
error-prone
guava
JacpFX
jdp
jetty
jOOQ
selenium
threeten-extra
1
Total

2

1
1
1

1

1

1
2

1

2

1

1

1
1

1

3

1

1
1

2

2

1

2

5

1

2

3

4

7

7

2

2

1

1
2

1
1

2
1
3

1
1
2
6

2
2
1

2

1
9

3

1
3

10

1
1
1
4
6
2
1
1
12
1
4
1
7
1
17
1
61

findFirst(). RO-speciﬁc incorrect actions (IA, 1) is where there is a problematic
λ in a scalar reduction, e.g., an incorrect predicate in noneMatch(). Side-eﬀect

producing operation bugs also include incorrect actions (IA, 1), e.g., a problematic
λ in forEach(). Such operations can also exhibit poor performance (PO, 1).
Some bug categories are crosscutting, appearing under multiple categories.
An example is performance. For this reason, tab. 4 portrays a nonhierarchical
view of ﬁg. 2, which is also broken down by subject, including a column for each
bug category regardless of its parent category (acronyms correspond to tab. 3).
Finding 7 : Bugs, e.g., performance, crosscut concerns, aﬀecting multiple
categories, both speciﬁcally and tangentially, associated with streams.
Performance issues dominate the functional (excluding “other”) bugs depicted
in tab. 4, making up the categories “Performance/API misuse” and “Performance,”
accounting for 14.75% (9/61) of the bugs found. While some of these ﬁxes were
more cleaning-based (e.g., superﬂuous operations), others aﬀected central parts
of the system and were found during performance regression testing [56].
Finding 8 : Although streams feature performance improving parallelism,
developers tend to struggle with using streams eﬃciently.
Despite widespread performance issues, concurrency issues (CI), on the other
hand, were not prevalent (1.64%). The one concurrency bug was where a stream
operation involved non-atomic variable access, which resulted in improper initialization [34]. Given that such a variable is accessed in a stream operation,
however, it does indicate a possible side-eﬀect and a need to consider refactoring
such accesses to remove side-eﬀects. This would make streams more amenable to
eﬃcient parallelization and perhaps promote more usage of parallel streams.
Finding 9 : Concurrency issues were the least common streams bugs. However, concurrent variable access can cause thread contention, motivating
future refactoring approaches that may promote more parallel streams.
The subjects selenium and error-prone had the most stream bugs with 27.87%
and 19.67%, respectively. We hypothesize that this is due to the relatively large
size of these projects, as well as their high usage of streams. Speciﬁcally, they fell
into the top ten in terms of KLOC and stream method calls in tab. 2 and ﬁg. 1,
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respectively, with ∼400 combined KLOC and 1,414 combined calls. Naturally,
projects that use streams more are likely to have more bugs involving streams.
Qualitative We highlight several of the most common bug categories with
examples, summarize common ﬁxes, and propose preliminary best practices (BP)
and anti-patterns (AP). Due to space limitations, only a single example of each
BP/AP is shown; a complete set is available in our dataset [25]. Although some
APs may seem applicable beyond streams, e.g., avoiding superﬂuous operations,
we conjecture that streams are more prone to such patterns, e.g., due to the ease
in which operations can be chained and the deferred execution they oﬀer.
SS→PP Performance issues dominated the number of stream bugs found and also
crosscut multiple categories. Consider the following performance regression [56]:
Project: jetty
Commit ID: 70311fe98787ffb8a74ad296c9dd2ba9ac431c9c
Log: Issue #3681
1
2
3

- List<HttpField> cookies = preserveCookies ? _fields.stream().filter(f ->
f.getHeader() == HttpHeader.SET_COOKIE).collect(Collectors.toList()) : null;
+ List<HttpField> cookies = preserveCookies?_fields.getFields(HttpHeader.SET_COOKIE):null;

The stream ﬁeld is replaced with getFields(), which performs an iterative traversal, eﬀectively replacing streams with iteration. The developer found that using
iteration was faster than using streams [57] and wanted more “JIT-friendly” code.
The developer further admitted that using streams can make code more easy to
read but can also be associated with “allocation/complexity cost [55].”
BP1 : Use performance regression testing to verify that streams in critical
code paths perform eﬃciently.
In the following, a pair of superﬂuous operations are removed:
Project: JacpFX
Commit ID: 4f0d62d3a0987e47a4cbdf8e056bdf89713e6aac
Log: fixed class scanning
1
2
3
4
5

+

final Stream<String> componentIds = CommonUtil
.getStringStreamFromArray(annotation.perspectives());
final Stream<Injectable> perspectiveHandlerList =
componentIds.parallel().sequential().map(this::mapToInjectable);
componentIds.map(this::mapToInjectable);

getStringStreaFromArray() returns a sequential stream, which is then converted
to parallel and then to sequential. The superﬂuous operations are then removed.

AP1 : Avoid superﬂuous intermediate operations.
Fix: Generally, ﬁxes for performance problems varied widely. They ranged
from replacing stream code with iterative code, as seen above, to removing
operations, to changing the stream source representations. Depending on context,
the bugs’ eﬀect can be either innocuous and cause server performance degradation.
SS→TO→RO→CO The stream API provides several ready-made Collectors
for convenience. However, the API does not guarantee a speciﬁc non-scalar used
during the reduction. On one hand, this is convenient as developers may not need
a speciﬁc collection type; on the other hand, however, developers must be careful
to ensure that the speciﬁc subclass returned by the API meets their needs.
In the following, the developer does not realize, until an incorrect program
output, that the Map returned by Collectors.toMap() does not support nulls:
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Project: selenium
Commit ID: 91eb004d230d8d78ec97180e66bcc7055b16130f
Log: Fix wrapping of maps with null values. Fixes #3380
1
2
3
4
5

if (result instanceof Map) {
- return ((Map<String, Object>) result).entrySet().stream().collect(Collectors.toMap(
e -> e.getKey(), e -> wrapResult(e.getValue())));
+ return ((Map<String, Object>) result).entrySet().stream().collect(HashMap::new,
+
(m, e) -> m.put(e.getKey(), e.getValue()), Map::putAll);

The ready-made collector (line 2) is replaced with a direct call to collect() with
a particular Map implementation speciﬁed (line 4), i.e., HashMap.
BP2 : Use collectors only if client code is agnostic to particular container
implementations. Otherwise, use the direct form of collect().
Fix: Collector-related bugs are typically corrected by not using a Collector
(as above), changing the Collector used, or altering the Collector arguments.
They often adversely aﬀect program behavior but are also caught by unit tests.
SS→IO In the ensuing commit, distinct() is called on a concatenated stream
to ensure that no duplicates are created as a result of the concatenation:
Project: selenium
Commit ID: eb7d9bf9cea19b8bc1759c4de1eb495829489cbe
Log: Fix tests failing because of ProtocolHandshake
1
2

+

return Stream.concat(fromOss, fromW3c);
return Stream.concat(fromOss, fromW3c).distinct();

BP3 : Ensure concatenated streams have distinct elements.
Fix : SS→IO bugs tend to be ﬁxed by adding additional operations.
SS→IO→Other Developers “bridged” back to an imperative-style performed an
operation, then switched back to streams to continue a more functional-style:
Project: jetty
Commit ID: 91e9e7b76a08b776be21560d7ba20f9bfd943f04
Log: Issue #984 Improve module listing
1
2
3
4
5

+

List<String> ordered = _modules.stream()
.map(m->{return m.getName();}).collect(Collectors.toList());
Collections.sort(ordered);
ordered.stream().map(n->{return get(n);}).forEach(module->
_modules.stream().filter(m->...).sorted().forEach(module->

Each module is mapped to its name and collected into a list. Then, ordered
is sorted via a non-stream Collections API. Another stream is then derived
from ordered to perform further operations. However, on line 5, the bridge to
a collection and subsequent sort operation is removed, and the computation
remains within the stream API. It is now more amenable to parallelization.
AP2 : Avoid “bridging” between stream API and legacy collection APIs.
Using a long λ-expression in a single map() operation may make stream code
less “functional,” more diﬃcult to read [29], and less amenable to parallelism.
Consider the abbreviated commit below that returns the occupied drive letters
on Windows systems by collecting the ﬁrst uppercase character of the path:
Project: cryptomator
Commit ID: b691e374eb2dad0284e13927e7c3fc1fdccae9bf
Log: fixes #74
1
2
3
4

- return rootDirs.stream().map(path -> path.toString().toUpperCase()
.charAt(0)).collect(toSet());
+ return rootDirs.stream().map(Path::toString).map(CharUtils::toChar)
+
.map(Character::toUpperCase).collect(toSet());

The λ-expression has been replaced with method references, however, there
are more subtle yet import changes. Firstly, as CharUtils.toChar() returns the
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ﬁrst character of a String, there is a small performance improvement as the
entire string is no longer turned to uppercase but rather only the ﬁrst character.
Also, the new version is written in more of a functional-style by replacing the
single λ-expression passed to map() with multiple map() operations. How data is
transformed in the pipeline is easily visible, and future data transformations can
be easily integrated by simply adding operations.
AP3 : Avoid too many operations within a single map() operation.
Fix : “Other” non-type correcting ﬁxes, e.g., refactorings, included introducing streams, sometimes from formerly iterative code (3), replacing map() with
mapToInt() [20], and dividing “larger” operations into smaller ones.

7

Threats to Validity

Subjects may not be representative. To mitigate this, subjects were chosen
from diverse domains and sizes. They have also been used in previous studies
(e.g., [20,22]). Although java-design-patterns is artiﬁcial, it is a reference implementation similar to that of JHotDraw, which has been studied extensively
(e.g., [31]). Also, as streams are relatively new, we expect a larger selection of
subjects as they grow in popularity.
Entry points may not be correct, which could aﬀect how stream attributes are
calculated. Since standard entry points were chosen, these represent a superset
of practically true entry points. Furthermore, there may be custom streams or
collectors outside the standard API that we are not considered. As we aim to
understand stream usage and misuse in the large, we hypothesize that the vast
majority of projects using streams use ones from the standard libraries.
Our study involved many hours of manual validation, which can be subject
to bias. However, we investigated referenced bug reports and other comments
from developers to help us understand changes more fully. We also reached out to
several developers via email correspondence when in doubt. All but one returned
the correspondence. The NLP features of gitcproc may have missed changesets
that were indeed bug ﬁxes. Nevertheless, we were still able to ﬁnd 61 bugs
that contributed to a rich bug categorization, best practices, and anti-patterns.
Furthermore, gitcproc has been used previously in other studies.

8

Related Work

Previous studies [29,32,36,46,51] have focused speciﬁcally on λ-expressions. While
λ-expressions are used as arguments to stream operations, our focus is on stream
operations themselves. Such operations transition streams to diﬀerent states,
which can be detrimental to parallel performance [24,35]. Also, since streams
can be aliased, we use a tool [24] based on typestate analysis to obtain stream
attributes more reliably than AST-based approaches. We also study bugs related
to stream usage and present developer feedback—ﬁxing bugs related to streams
may not involve changing λ-expressions; bugs can be caused by, e.g., an incorrect
sequence of stream operations. Lastly, although Nielebock et al. [36] consider
λ-expressions in “concurrency contexts,” such contexts do not include streams,
where λ-expressions can easily execute in parallel with minimal syntactical eﬀort.
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Khatchadourian et al. [24] report on some stream characteristics as part of
their refactoring evaluation but do so on a much smaller-scale, as their focus
was on the refactoring algorithm. The work presented here goes signiﬁcantly
above in beyond by reporting on a richer set of stream characteristics (e.g.,
execution mode, ordering), with a noteworthy larger and updated corpus. We
also include a comprehensive categorization of stream-related bug ﬁxes, with 719
commits manually analyzed. Preliminary best practices and anti-patterns are
also proposed.
Zhou et al. [60] conduct an empirical study on 210 service quality issues of a
big data platform at Microsoft to understand their common symptoms, causes,
and mitigations. They identify hardware faults, systems, and customer side eﬀects
as major causes of quality issues. There are also empirical studies on data-parallel
programs. Kavulya et al. [19] study failures in MapReduce programs. Jin et al.
[18] study performance slowdowns caused by system side ineﬃciencies. Xiao
et al. [58] conduct a study on commutativity, nondeterminism, and correctness
of data-parallel programs, revealing that non-commutative reductions lead to
bugs. Though related, our work speciﬁcally focuses on stream APIs as a language
feature and programming paradigm, which pose special considerations due to its
shared memory model, i.e., interactions between the operations and local memory.
Bloch [6, Ch. 7] also puts-forth stream best practices and anti-patterns. However,
ours are based on a statistical analysis of real-world software and ﬁrst-hand
interactions with real-world developers.
Others also study language features. Parnin et al. [43] study the adoption of
Java generics. Dyer et al. [11] build an expansive infrastructure for studying the
use of language features over time. Khatchadourian and Masuhara [22] employ a
proactive approach in empirically assessing new language features and present
a case study on default methods. There are also many studies regarding bug
analysis. For example, Engler et al. [13] present a general approach to inferring
errors in systems code, and Tian and Ray [50] study error handling bugs in C.

9

Conclusion & Future Work

This study advances our understanding of stream usage and bug patterns. We
have surveyed common stream operations, attributes, and bugs speciﬁc and
tangentially related to streams. A hierarchical taxonomy of stream bugs was
devised, preliminary best practices and anti-patterns were proposed, and ﬁrsthand developer interactions were detailed. In the future, we will explore stream
creation, use our ﬁndings to devise automated error checkers, and explore topics
that interest stream developers. Lastly, we will investigate applicability to other
streaming frameworks and languages.
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Abstract. Nowadays, software developers typically search online for
reusable solutions to common programming problems. However, forming the question appropriately, and locating and integrating the best
solution back to the code can be tricky and time consuming. As a result, several mining systems have been proposed to aid developers in
the task of locating reusable snippets and integrating them into their
source code. Most of these systems, however, do not model the semantics of the snippets in the context of source code provided. In this work,
we propose a snippet mining system, named StackSearch, that extracts
semantic information from Stack Overlow posts and recommends useful and in-context snippets to the developer. Using a hybrid language
model that combines Tf-Idf and fastText, our system eﬀectively understands the meaning of the given query and retrieves semantically similar
posts. Moreover, the results are accompanied with useful metadata using
a named entity recognition technique. Upon evaluating our system in a
set of common programming queries, in a dataset based on post links,
and against a similar tool, we argue that our approach can be useful for
recommending ready-to-use snippets to the developer.
Keywords: Code Search · Snippet Mining · Code Semantic Analysis ·
Question-Answering Systems.

1

Introduction

Lately, the widespread use of the Internet and the introduction of the opensource development initiative have given rise to a new way of developing software. Developers nowadays rely more than ever on online services in order to
solve common problems arising during development, including e.g. developing a
component, integrating an API, or even ﬁxing a bug. This new reuse paradigm
has been greatly supported by search engines, code hosting facilities, programming forums, and question-answering communities, such as Stack Overﬂow 1 .
One could even argue that software today is built using reusable components,
which are found in software libraries and are exposed via APIs.
1

https://stackoverﬂow.com/

c The Author(s) 2020
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As a result, the challenge lies in properly integrating these APIs/components
in order to support the required functionality. This process is typically performed
via snippets, i.e. small code fragments that usually perform clearly deﬁned tasks
(e.g. reading a CSV ﬁle, connecting to a database, etc.). Given the vastness of
data in the services outlined in the previous paragraph (e.g. Stack Oveﬂow alone
has more than 18 million question posts2 ), locating the most suitable snippet to
perform a task and integrating it to one’s own source code can be hard. In this
context, developers often have to leave the IDE, form a query in an online tool
and navigate through several solutions before ﬁnding the most suitable one.
To this end, several systems have been proposed. Some of these systems focus
on the API usage mining problem [5,9,13,14,17,18,27,30] and extract examples
for speciﬁc library APIs, while others oﬀer more generic snippet mining solutions
[3, 6, 28, 29] and further allow queries for common programming problems (e.g.
how to read a ﬁle in Java). Both types of systems usually employ an indexing
mechanism that allows developers to form a query and retrieve relevant snippets.
These systems, however, have important limitations. First of all, several of
them do not allow queries in natural language and may require the developer
to spend time in order to form a query in some specialized format. Secondly,
most systems index only information extracted from source code, without accounting for the semantics that can be extracted from comments or even from
the surrounding text in the context (web location) that each snippet is found.
Furthermore, most tools employ some type of lexical (term frequency) indexing,
thus not exploiting the beneﬁts of embeddings that can lead to semantic-aware
retrieval. Finally, the format and the presentation of the results is most of the
time far from optimal. There are systems that return call sequences as opposed
to ready-to-use snippets, while, even when snippets are retrieved, they are sometimes provided as-is without any additional information concerning their APIs.
In this paper, we design and develop StackSearch, a system that receives
queries in natural language and employs an indexing mechanism on Stack Overﬂow data in order to retrieve useful snippets. The indexing mechanism takes advantage of all possible information about a snippet by extracting semantics from
both the textual (title, tags, body) and the source code part of Stack Overﬂow
posts. The information is extracted using lexical matching as well as embeddings
in order to produce a hybrid model and retrieve the most useful results, even
when taking into account the possible ambiguities of natural language. Finally,
the snippets retrieved by StackSearch are accompanied by relevant labels that
provide an interpretation of the semantics of the posts and the employed APIs.

2

Related Work

As already mentioned, we focus on snippet mining systems that recommend
solutions to typical programming problems. Some of the ﬁrst systems proposed
in this area were Prospector [16] and PARSEWeb [25]. These systems focus on
2

Source: https://data.stackexchange.com/
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recommending snippets that form a path between a source object to a target
object. For Prospector, these paths are called jungloids and the program ﬂow is a
jungloid graph. Though interesting, the system has a local database, which limits
its applicability. PARSEWeb, on the other hand, uses the Google search engine
and produces better results in most scenarios [25]). However, both systems have
important limitations; they require the developer to know which API calls to use
and further receive queries in a specialized format, and not in natural language.
Another popular category of systems in current research involves those focusing on the challenge of API usage mining, such as MAPO [30], UP-Miner [27]
or PAM [9]. The problem is typically deﬁned as extracting common usage patterns from client source code, i.e. source code that uses the relevant API. To
do so, MAPO employs frequent sequence mining, while UP-Miner uses graphs
and mines frequent closed API call paths. PAM, on the other hand, employs
probabilistic machine learning to extract sequences that exhibit higher coverage
of the API under analysis and are more diverse [9]. Though quite eﬀective, these
systems are actually limited to the API under analysis and cannot support more
generic queries. Furthermore, they too do not accept queries in natural language,
while their output is in the form of sequences, instead of ready-to-use snippets.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for API mining systems that output snippets. For example, APIMiner [17] performs code slicing in order to generate
common API usage examples, while eXoaDocs [14] further performs semantic
clustering (using the DECKARD code clone detection algorithm [11]) to group
them according to their functionality. CLAMS [13] also clusters the snippets and
further generates the most representative (medoid) snippet of each cluster using slicing and code summarization techniques. Another interesting approach is
MUSE [18], which employs a novel ranking scheme for the recommended snippets
based on metrics such as the ease of reuse, a metric computed by determining
whether a snippet has custom object types, and thus requires external dependencies. As with the previous approaches, these systems are eﬀective for mining
API usage examples, however they do not generalize to the problem of receiving
natural language queries and retrieving API-agnostic reusable solutions.
This more generic snippet mining scenario is supported by several contemporary systems. One such system is SnipMatch [29], which employs pattern-based
code search to retrieve useful snippets. SnipMatch, however, relies on a local
index that has to be updated from the developer. More advanced systems in
this aspect usually connect to online search engines and process their results to
extract and recommend snippets. For example, Blueprint [3] and CodeCatch [6]
employ the Google search engine, while Bing Code Search [28] employs Bing.
Due to the integration with strong engines, these systems tend to oﬀer eﬀective
natural language understanding features and their results are adequate even in
less common queries. However, the text surrounding the code is not parsed for semantic information, so the quality of the retrieved snippets is bound only to the
semantics introduced by the search engines. Moreover, the agnostic web search
that these systems perform may often be suboptimal compared to issuing the
queries to a better focused question-answering service.
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These limitations have led to more specialized tools that employ Stack Overﬂow in order to recommend snippets that are proposed by the community and
are accompanied by useful metadata. One of the ﬁrst such systems is Example
Overﬂow [35], an online code search engine that uses Tf-Idf as a scoring mechanism and retrieves snippets relevant to the jQuery framework. Two other systems
in this area, which are built as plugins of the Eclipse IDE, are Prompter [22] and
Seahawk [21]. Prompter employs a sophisticated ranking mechanism based not
only on the code of each snippet, but also on metadata, such as the score of the
post or reputation of the user that posted it on Stack Overﬂow. Seahawk also
uses similar metadata upon building a local index using Apache Solr3 . The main
limitation of the systems in this category is their reliance on term occurrence;
the lack of more powerful semantics restricts the retrieved results to cases where
the query terms appear as-is within the Stack Overﬂow posts.
Finally, there are certain research eﬀorts towards semantic-aware snippet retrieval. SWIM [23], for instance, which is proposed by the research team behind
Bing Code Search [28], uses a natural language to API mapper that computes
the probability P r(t|Q) that an API t appears as a result to a query Q. The system retrieves the most probable snippets and synthesizes them to produce valid
and human-readable snippets. A limitation of SWIM, which was highlighted by
Gu et al. [10], is that it follows the bag-of-words assumption, therefore it cannot
distinguish among certain queries (e.g. “convert number to string” and “convert
string to number). The authors instead propose DeepAPI [10], a system that deﬁnes snippet recommendation as a machine translation problem, where natural
language is the source language and source code is the target language. DeepAPI
employs a model with three recurrent neural networks (one for the text of the
query as-is, one for the same text reversed, and one to combine them) that retrieves the most relevant API call sequence given a query. The system, however,
is largely based on code comments, so its performance depends on whether there
is suﬃcient documentation in the snippets of its index. A similar approach is
followed by T2API [20], another Ecliple plugin that uses a graph-based translation approach to translate query text into API usages. This system, however,
is also largely based on synthesizing API calls and does not focus on semantic
retrieval. Finally, an even more recent system is CROKAGE [24], which employs
embeddings and further expands the query with relevant API classes from Stack
Overﬂow. The ﬁnal results are ranked according to multiple factors, including
their lexical and semantic similarity with the query and their similar API usage.
In conclusion, the systems analyzed in the above paragraphs have the limitations that were discussed also in the introduction of this work. Several of them
are focused only on APIs without generalizing to common programming problems. And while there are certain systems that allow queries in natural language,
most of them rely on term frequency indexing and do not incorporate semantics
extracted by the context of the snippets. In this work, we design a hybrid system
that employs both a lexical (term frequency) and a word embeddings model on
Stack Overﬂow posts’ data. Note that, compared to source code comments that
3

https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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may be incomplete or sometimes even non-existent, the text of Stack Overﬂow
posts is a more complete source of information as it is the outcome of the explanation eﬀorts of diﬀerent members of the community [7]. As a result, our system
can extract the semantic meaning of natural language queries and retrieve useful
snippets, which are accompanied by semantic-aware labels.

3

StackSearch: A Semantic-aware Snippet Recommender

3.1

Overview

The architecture of StackSearch is shown in Figure 1. The left part of the ﬁgure
refers to building the index while the right one refers to answering user queries.

Fig. 1. Architecture of StackSearch

At ﬁrst, our system retrieves information from Stack Overﬂow4 and builds
an SQLite5 database of all Java posts. Note that our methodology is mostly
language agnostic, however we use Java here as a proof of concept6 . We created
four tables in order to store question posts, answer posts, comments, and post
links (to be used for evaluation, see subsection 4.2). For each of these tables we
kept all information, i.e. title, tags, body, score, etc., as well as all connections
of the data dump as foreign keys (e.g. any answer has a foreign key towards the
corresponding question), so that we fully take into account the post context.
Upon storing the data in a suitable format, the Preprocessor receives as
input all question posts, answer posts, and comments and extracts a corpus of
texts. The corpus is then given to the Word Model Builder, which trains diﬀerent
models to transform the text to vector form. Finally, the system includes a vector
index, where each set of vectors corresponds to to the title, tags, and body of
one question post, the produced word models, and certain metadata for each
question, which are extracted by the Metadata Extractor.
4
5
6

We used the latest oﬃcial data dump provided by Stack Overﬂow, which is available
at https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
https://www.sqlite.org/
Applying our methodology to a diﬀerent language requires only providing a preprocessor in order to extract the relevant source code elements from the post snippets.
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When the developer issues a query, the Querying Engine initially extracts
a vector for the query given the stored vector models, and then computes the
similarity between the query vector and each vector in the vector index. The
engine then ranks the results and presents them to the user along with their
metadata. The steps required to build the index as well as the issuing of queries
are discussed in detail in the following subsections.
3.2

Preprocessor

Upon creating our database, the next step is to preprocess the data in order
to build the corpus that will be used to train our models. We extract the text
and the code of each post by parsing the <pre> and <code> tags. We further
remove all html tags from text and then perform a series of preprocessing steps.
At ﬁrst, the code is parsed to extract its semantic information. The posts are
then ﬁltered to remove the ones that introduce noise to the dataset and, ﬁnally,
the texts are tokenized. These steps are outlined in the following paragraphs.
Extracting Semantics from Source Code Upon extracting the code from
each question post, we parse it using an extension of the parser described in [8].
The parser checks if the snippets are compilable and also drops any snippets that
are not written in Java. Upon making these checks, our parser extracts the AST
of each snippet and takes two passes over it, one to extract type declarations,
and one to extract method invocations (i.e. API calls). For example, in the
snippet of Figure 2, the parser initially extracts the declarations is: InputStream,
br: BuﬀeredReader, and sb: StringBuilder (strings and exceptions are excluded).
After that, it extracts the relevant API calls, which are highlighted in Figure 2.

// initialize an InputStream
InputStream is = new ByteArrayInputStream (”sample”.getBytes());
// convert InputStream to String
BuﬀeredReader br = null;
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder ();
String line;
try {
br = new BuﬀeredReader (new InputStreamReader (is));
while ((line = br. readLine ()) != null) { sb. append (line); }
} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
} ﬁnally {
if (br != null) {
try { br. close (); } catch (IOException e) { e.printStackTrace(); }
}
}
Fig. 2. Example snippet for “How to read a ﬁle line by line” (API calls highlighted)
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Finally, the calling object of each API call is replaced by its type and the
text of comments is also retrieved to produce the sequence shown in Figure 3.

initialize an InputStream, InputStream, ByteArrayInputStream, convert InputStream to
String, BuﬀeredReader, StringBuilder, StringBuilder, BuﬀeredReader, InputStreamReader,
BuﬀeredReader.readLine, StringBuilder.append, BuﬀeredReader.close
Fig. 3. Extracted sequence for the snippet of Figure 2

Filtering the Posts Filtering is performed using a classiﬁer that rules out any
posts that are considered by our system as noise. We used the regional CNNLSTM model of Wang et al. [26], a model shown in Figure 4 that combines the
CNN and LSTM architectures and achieves in capturing the characteristics of
text considering also its order. Our classiﬁer is binary; it receives as input the
data of each post and its output determines whether a post is useful or noisy.

Fig. 4. Architecture of Regional CNN-LSTM model by Wang et al. [26]

The input embedding layer receives a one-hot encoding that corresponds to
the concatenation of the title, body and tags of each post. Tokenization and onehot encoding are performed before the text is given as input so no rules are given
other than splitting on spaces and punctuation (this tokenization process is only
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used here on-the-ﬂy to ﬁlter the posts, while we fully tokenize the text afterwards
as described in the next paragraph). Punctuation marks are also kept as each of
them is actually a token. After that, the classiﬁer includes a CNN layer, which
extracts and ampliﬁes the terms (including punctuation) that cause noise. The
CNN layer is followed by a max pooling layer that is used to reduce the number
of parameters that have to be optimized by the model. Finally, the next layer
is the LSTM that captures semantic information from nearby terms, which is
ﬁnally given to the output to provide the binary decision.
To train our classiﬁer, we have annotated a set of 2500 posts. For each post,
we consider it noisy if it has error logs, debug logs or stack traces. Though
useful in other contexts, in our case these posts would skew our models, as they
contain a lot of generic data. Furthermore we deem noisy any posts with large
amounts of numeric data (usually in tables) and any posts with code snippets
in languages other than Java. The training was performed with accuracy as
the metric to optimize, while we also used dropout to avoid overﬁtting. Upon
experimenting with diﬀerent parameter values, we ended up using the Adagrad
optimizer, while the dropout and recurrent dropout parameters were set to 0.6
and 0.05 respectively. Setting the embedding length to 35 and the number of
epochs to 5 proved adequate, as our classiﬁer achieved accuracy equal to 0.94.
Text Tokenization Upon ﬁltering, we now have a set of texts that must be
tokenized before they are given as input to the models. Since tokenization might
split Java terms (e.g. method invocations), we excluded these from tokenizing using regular expressions. After that, we removed all URLs and all non-alphabetical
characters (i.e. numbers and special symbols) and tokenized the text.
3.3

Word Model Builder

We build two models for capturing the semantics of posts, a Tf-Idf model and
a FastText embedding. These models are indicative of lexical matching and semantic matching, respectively. They will serve as baselines and at the same time
be used to build a more powerful hybrid model (see subsection 3.5). Both models
are executed three times, one for the titles of the question posts, one for their
bodies, and one for their tags. As already mentioned the code snippets are replaced by their corresponding text sequences, so they now are textual parts of
the bodies. The two models are analyzed in the following paragraphs.
Tf-Idf Model We employ a vector space model to represent the texts (titles
or bodies or tags) as documents and the words/terms as dimensions. The vector
representation for each document is extracted using Tf-Idf vectorizer. According
to Tf-Idf, the weight (vector value) of each term t in a document d is deﬁned as:
tf idf (t, d, D) = tf (t, d) · idf (t, D)

(1)

where tf (t, d) is the term frequency of term t in document d and refers to the
number of occurrences of the term t in the document (title, body or tag). Also,
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idf (t, D) is the inverse document frequency of term t in the set of all documents
D, and is used as a normalizing factor to indicate how common the term is in
the corpus. In our implementation (we used scikit-learn), idf (t, D) is equal to
1 + log((1 + |D|)/(1 + dt )), where |dt | is the number of documents containing the
term t, i.e. the number of titles, bodies or tags that include the relevant term.
Intuitively, very common terms (e.g. “Java” or “Exception”) may act as noise
for our dataset, as they could appear to semantically diﬀerent posts.
FastText Model FastText is a neural language model proposed by Facebook’s
AI Research (FAIR) lab [2, 12]. Practically, fastText is a shallow neural network
that is trained in order to reconstruct linguistic contexts of words. In our case,
we transform the terms of the documents in one-hot encoding format and give
the documents as input to the network during the training step. The result, i.e.
the output of the hidden layer, is actually a set of word vectors. So, in this case,
the resulting model is one where terms are represented as vectors. Given proper
parameters, these vectors should incorporate semantic information, so that our
model will have learned from the context.
We used the oﬃcial implementation of fastText7 , selected the skip-gram variation of the model and we also set it up to use n-grams of size 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Upon experimenting with the parameters of the model, we ended up building a
model with 300 dimensions and training it for 25 epochs. We used the negative
sampling cost function (with number of negative samples equal to 10) and set
the learning rate to 0.025 and the window size (i.e. number of terms that are
within the context of a word) to 10. Also, the sampling threshold was set to
10−6 , while we also dropped any words with fewer than 5 occurrences. Upon
extracting all word vectors, we create the vector of each document level (title,
body or tags) by averaging over its word vectors.
Finally, the output of either of our two models is a set of vectors, one for the
title, one for the body and one for the tags of each post. In the case of Tf-Idf
the dimensions of the vector are equal to the total number of words, while in the
case of fastText there are 300 dimensions. In both cases, the vectors are stored
in a vector index, which also contains ids that point to the original posts.
3.4

Metadata Extractor

As metadata, we extract the named entities of each post, i.e. useful terms that
may help the developer understand the semantics behind each post. To do so, we
build a Conditional Random Fields (CRF) classiﬁer [15], which performs named
entity recognition based on features extracted from the terms themselves and
from their context (neighboring terms). The goal is to estimate the probability
that a term belongs to one of the available categories. To create a feature set for
each term, we initially use two models.
At ﬁrst, we employ the Brown hierarchical clustering algorithm [4] to generate
a binary representation of all terms in the corpus. The algorithm clusters all
7

https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
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terms in a binary tree structure. An example fragment of such a tree is shown
in Figure 5. The leaf nodes of the tree are all the terms, so by traversing the
tree from the root to a leaf we are given a binary representation known as
bitstring for the corresponding term. Semantically similar terms are expected
to share more similar tree paths. For instance, in the fragment of Figure 5, the
terms ‘array’ and ‘table’ have binary representations 00100000 and 00100001
respectively, which are quite similar, as is their semantic meaning. The terms
‘collection’ and ‘list’ are also similar, yet somewhat less, as their representations
(001000010 and 001001 respectively) diﬀer more.

Fig. 5. Example Fragment of Binary Tree generated by the Brown Algorithm

Secondly, we use the fastText model of subsection 3.3. As already mentioned,
our model extracts vector representations of terms so that semantically similar
terms have vectors that are closer to each other (where proximity is computed
using cosine similarity, see section 3.5). To reduce the size of these vectors (and
thus avoid the curse of dimensionality), we further employ K-Means to cluster
them into 5 conﬁgurations with diﬀerent number of clusters (500, 1000, 1500,
2000, and 3000), an idea originating from similar natural language approaches
[33, 34]. Thus, instead of using the term vector, we use 5 features for each term,
each one corresponding to the id of the cluster that the feature is assigned.
Upon applying the two models, we ﬁnally build the feature set for the CRF
classiﬁer. Given each term ti , its preceding term ti−1 its following term ti+1 , we
deﬁne their Brown bitstrings as bi , bi−1 , and bi+1 respectively, and we also deﬁne
their K-Means cluster assignments as ki , ki−1 , and ki+1 respectively. Note that
the ki includes all 5 cluster conﬁgurations used, thus producing on its own ﬁve
features. Using these deﬁnitions, we build the following feature set:
– the term itself (ti ), and its combination with the preceding term (ti−1 ti ),
and the following term (ti ti+1 );
– the ids of the cluster assigned by K-Means to the term (ki ), the preceding
term (ki−1 ), and the following term (ki+1 );
– the bigram of the ids of K-Means clusters for the three terms (ki−1 ki ki+1 );
– the bitstrings of the term (bi ), the preceding term (bi−1 ), and the following
term (bi+1 );
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– the bigram of the three bitstrings (bi−1 bi bi+1 );
– the preﬁxes with length 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 of each one of the three bitstrings
(e.g. for a bitstring 100100 the preﬁxes are 10, 1001, and 100100).
Finally, our features are augmented by employing the dataset proposed by
Ye et al. [31, 32]. The dataset comprises annotated entities extracted from Stack
Overﬂow that lie in ﬁve categories: API calls, programming languages, platforms
(e.g. Android), tools-frameworks (e.g. Maven), and standards (e.g. TCP). For
each of these categories, we check whether the term is found in the corresponding
dataset ﬁle and produce a true/false decision that is added as one more feature
in our feature set. After that, we apply the CRF classiﬁer for all terms and build
a metadata index. Using this index we can produce a list of semantically rich
named entities for each post in the dataset.
3.5

Querying Engine

As already mentioned in subsection 3.3, the vector index comprises a set of
vectors, three for each question post, corresponding to the title, the body and the
tags of the post. When a developer issues a new query, it is initially preprocessed
and tokenized, and then it is vectorized using either of our models. After that,
we now have to produce a similarity score between each question post p and the
query q of the developer. To do so, we use the following equation:
csim(vq , vtitle(p) ) + csim(vq , vbody(p) ) + csim(vq , vtags(p) )
(2)
3
where vq is the vector of the query and vtitle(p) , vbody(p) , and vtags(p) are the
vectors of the title, the body, and the tags of the question post respectively.
Finally, csim is the cosine similarity, which is computed for two vectors v1 and
v2 as follows:
v1 · v2
(3)
csim(v1 , v2 ) =
|v1 | · |v2 |
Apart from the two models described so far, we also created a hybrid model
by taking the average between the two scores computed by our models:
simmodel (q, p) =

simT f −Idf (q, p) + simf astT ext (q, p)
(4)
2
This hybrid model incorporates the advantages of fastText, while giving more
weight than only fastText to well-formed queries (i.e. with expected terms).
Finally, the user is presented with a list of possible results to the query,
ranked according to their score. Each result contains information extracted by
a question post and the corresponding answer posts. In speciﬁc, we include the
title of the question post, the snippets extracted by the answer posts, the links to
the question and answer posts (should the developer want to examine them), the
Stack Overﬂow score of the answer posts, and the 8 most frequent named entities
among all answer posts of the relevant question post. For example, assuming our
system receives the query “How to read from text ﬁle?”, an example result is
shown in Table 1. The developer can obviously select to check the second most
relevant snippet of this question post, or even check another question post.
simhybrid (q, p) =
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Table 1. Example StackSearch Response to Query “How to read from text ﬁle?”
Type

Data

Post title
Reading a plain text ﬁle in Java
Question post link https://stackoverﬂow.com/questions/4716503
Top 8 labels
FileReader, BuﬀeredReader, FileInputStream, InputStreamReader,
Scanner.hasNext, Files.readAllBytes, FileUtils.readLines, Scanner
Scanner in = new Scanner(new FileReader(“ﬁle.txt”));
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
while(in.hasNext()) {
sb.append(in.next());
Snippet 1
}
in.close();
outString = sb.toString();
Answer post link https://stackoverﬂow.com/questions/4716556
Answer post score 117

4

Evaluation

To fully evaluate StackSearch, we perform three experiments. The ﬁrst experiment involved annotating the results of common programming problems and
is expected to illustrate the usefulness of our system. The second experiment
relies on post links and is used to provide proof that our system is eﬀective
(and minimize possible threats to validity). Finally, for our third experiment,
we compare StackSearch to the tool CROKAGE [24], which is quite similar to
our system. Comparing StackSearch with other approaches was not possible,
since several systems are not maintained and/or they are not publicly available (to facilitate researchers with similar challenges, we uploaded our code at
https://github.com/AuthEceSoftEng/StackSearch).
4.1

Evaluation using Programming Queries

We initially evaluate StackSearch using a set of common programming queries
shown in Table 2. The dataset includes certain queries that are semantically very
similar, which are marked as belonging to the same group, to determine whether
our method captures the semantic features of the dataset. Queries in the same
group call for the same solutions, i.e. their only diﬀerence is in the phrasing.
We evaluate all three implementations of our system, the Tf-Idf model, the
fastText model, and the hybrid model. For each implementation, upon giving the
queries as input, we retrieve the ﬁrst 20 results and annotate them as relevant or
non-relevant. A result is marked as relevant if its snippet covers the functionality
that is described by the query. We gathered the results of all three algorithms
together and randomly permuted them, so the annotation was performed without
any prior knowledge about which result corresponds to each model, in order to
be as objective as possible.
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Table 2. Dataset used for Semantically Evaluating StackSearch
ID Query
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Group
read a comma separated ﬁle?
read a CSV ﬁle?
read a delimited ﬁle?
read input from console?
read input from terminal?
read input from command prompt?
play an mp3 ﬁle?
play an audio ﬁle?
compare dates?
compare time strings?
dynamically load a class?
load a jar/class at runtime?
calculate checksums for ﬁles?
calculate MD5 checksum for ﬁles?
iterate through a hashmap?
loop over a hashmap?
split a string?
handle an exception?

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
9

For each query, we evaluate each implementation by computing the average
precision of the results. Given a ranked list of results, the average precision is
computed by the following equation:
n
k=1 (P (k) · rel(k))
(5)
AveP =
number of relevant results
where P (k) is the precision at k and corresponds to the percentage of relevant
results in the ﬁrst k, and rel(k) denotes if the result in the position k is relevant.
We also use the mean average precision, deﬁned us the mean of the average
precision values of all queries.
We calculated the average precision at 10 and 20 results. The values for each
query are shown in Figure 6. As shown in these graphs, the fastText and the
hybrid models clearly outperform the Tf-Idf model, which is expected as they
incorporate semantic information. We also note that the hybrid implementation
is even more eﬀective than fastText for most queries. Interestingly, there are
certain queries in which Tf-Idf outperforms one or both of the other implementations. Consider, for example, query 17; this is a very speciﬁc query with clear
terms (i.e. developers would rarely form such a query without using the term
‘string’) so there is not really any use for semantics. For most queries, however,
better results are proposed by fastText or by our hybrid model.
We note, especially, what is the case with queries in the same group (divided
by gray lines in the graphs of Figure 6). Given, for instance, the second group,
query 4, which refers to input from the console, returns multiple useful results
using any of the three models. The results, however are quite diﬀerent for queries
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Average Precision for the three Implementations (a) at 10, and (b) at 20 Results

5 and 6, which are similar albeit for the replacement of the term ‘console’ with
‘terminal’ and with ‘command prompt’ respectively. This indicates that our word
embedding successfully captures the semantics of the text and considers the
aforementioned terms as synonyms. This advantage of our system is also clear
in group 1 (comma-separated vs CSV vs delimited ﬁle), group 4 (dates vs time
strings), etc., and even in more diﬃcult semantic relationships, such as the one
of group 5 (i.e. loading dynamically vs at runtime).
Finally, we calculated the mean average precision for the same conﬁgurations
as before. The values for the three implementations are shown in Figure 7a, where
it is clear once again that the word embeddings outperform the Tf-Idf model,
while our hybrid model is the most eﬀective of the three models.
To further outline the diﬀerences among the models we also computed the
mean search length. The search length is a very useful metric since it intuitively
simulates the process used when searching for relevant results. The metric is
deﬁned as the number of non-relevant results that one must examine in order to
ﬁnd a number of relevant results. We computed the search length for all queries
for ﬁnding from 1 up to 10 relevant results.
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(b)

Fig. 7. Results depicting (a) the Mean Average Precision, and (b) the Mean Search
Length, for the three Implementations

Averaging over all queries provides the mean search length, of which the results are shown in Figure 7b. The results are again encouraging for our proposed
models. Indicatively, to ﬁnd the ﬁrst useful result, the developer has to examine less than 0.1 irrelevant results on average for fastText and for the hybrid
model, whereas using Tf-Idf requires examining 1.5 irrelevant results. Furthermore, when the developer skims over the results of fastText, he/she will only
need to view 2.11 irrelevant snippets on average, before ﬁnding the ﬁrst 5 relevant. Using the hybrid model, he/she will only need to see 1.22. Tf-Idf is clearly
outperformed in this case, providing on average almost 7 irrelevant results, along
with the ﬁrst 5 relevant. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the ﬁrst 10 relevant
results. In this case, the developer would need to examine around 17.5, 7.5, and
5.5 results on average, for Tf-Idf, fastText, and our hybrid model, respectively.
4.2

Evaluation using Post Links

The main goal of the previous subsection was to illustrate the potential of our
word embedding models. The results, especially for the groups of queries, have
shown that our models indeed capture the semantics of text. As already mentioned, the annotation process was performed in such a way to limit any threats
to validity. Nevertheless, to further strengthen the objectivity of the results, we
perform one more experiment, which is described in this subsection.
In the lack of a third-party annotated Stack Overﬂow dataset, what we decided to do is evaluate our models using the post links provided by Stack Overﬂow, an idea found in [8]. In Stack Overﬂow, the presence of a link between two
questions is an indicator that the two questions are similar. Note, of course, that
the opposite assumption, i.e. that any two questions that are not linked are not
similar to each other, is not necessarily correct. There are many questions that
are asked and perhaps not linked to similar ones. In our evaluation, however, we
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formulate the problem as a search/retrieval scenario, so we only use post links
to determine whether our models can retrieve objectively relevant results.
To create our link evaluation dataset, we ﬁrst extracted all post links of
Java question posts. After that, for performance reasons, we dropped any posts
without snippets and any posts with Stack Overﬂow score lower or equal to -3, as
these are not within the scenario of a system that retrieves useful snippets. These
criteria reduced the number of question posts to roughly 200000 (as opposed to
the original dataset that had approximately 1.3 million question posts). These
question posts have approximately 37000 links, reinforcing our assumption that
non-linked questions are not necessarily dissimilar.
We execute StackSearch with all three models giving as queries the titles of all
question posts of the dataset. For each query, we retrieve the ﬁrst 20 results (as
we may assume this is the maximum a developer would normally examine). We
determine how many of these 20 results are linked to the speciﬁc question post,
and compute the percentage of relevant results compared to the total number of
relevant post links of the question post. By averaging over all queries (i.e. titles
of question posts of the dataset), we compute the percentage of relevant links
retrieved on average for each model. The results are shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Percentage of Relevant Results (compared to the number of Links of each
Question Post) in the ﬁrst 20 Results for the three Implementations

At ﬁrst, one may note that the results for all models are below 30%, a rather
low number, which is however expected, given the shortcomings of our dataset.
Many retrieved results are actually relevant, however they are not linked to the
question posts of the queries. In any case, we are given an objective relative
comparison of the three models. And this comparison provides some interesting
insights. An interesting observation is that Tf-Idf outperforms fastText. This is
not totally unexpected, if we consider that the post links of Stack Overﬂow are
created by the community, therefore it is possible that posts with similar meanings but diﬀerent key terms are not linked. As a result, fastText may discover
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several posts that should be linked, yet they are not. On the other hand, Tf-Idf
focuses on identical terms which are rather easier to discover using the Stack
Overﬂow service. In any case, however, our hybrid model outperforms Tf-Idf
and fastText, as it combines the advantages of Tf-Idf and fastText.
4.3

Comparative Evaluation

Upon demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of StackSearch in the previous subsections,
we now proceed to compare it with a similar system, the tool CROKAGE. To
do so, we have employed the dataset proposed by CROKAGE [24]. The dataset
involves 48 programming queries, similar to those introduced in subsection 4.1.
The queries include diverse tasks, such as comparing dates, resizing images,
pausing the current thread, etc.
Given that our dataset comprises Stack Overﬂow posts, it can be used to
assess both tools. Thus, we issued the queries at both StackSearch and CROKAGE. The results of the queries had been originally annotated by two annotators
(of which the results were merged) in Stack Overﬂow posts, marking any post
as relevant if it addresses the query with a feasible amount of changes [24]. So
we have used these annotations and only had to update a small part of them in
order to make sure that they are on par with our dataset, which includes the
latest data dump of Stack Overﬂow. As before, for each query we have calculated
the average precision at 5 and 10 results as well as the search length for ﬁnding
1 up to 10 relevant results. The mean average precision and the mean search
length results for the two tools are shown in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively
(results per query are omitted due to space limitations).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Results depicting (a) the Mean Average Precision, and (b) the Mean Search
Length, for StackSearch and CROKAGE

Both tools seem to be eﬀective on the provided dataset. Concerning mean
average precision, StackSearch outperforms CROKAGE both at 5 and at 10
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results, indicating that it retrieves more useful results on average. Moreover, it
seems that their diﬀerence is more noticeable when a fewer number of results is
required, indicating that StackSearch provides a better ranking.
This diﬀerence is also illustrated by the mean search length for the two
approaches. Indicatively, using StackSearch, the developer will need to examine
only 0.66 irrelevant snippets on average, before ﬁnding the ﬁrst relevant one (the
corresponding value for CROKAGE is 1.42). Our tool also performs better for
ﬁnding the second and third relevant results, while the two tools perform equally
well for ﬁnding ﬁve or more results.

5

Conclusion

Although several API usage and snippet mining solutions have been proposed,
most of them do not account for the semantics of the source code and the surrounding text. Furthermore, most contemporary systems do not employ word
embeddings to enable semantic-aware retrieval of snippets, and are limited either by the format of their input, which is not natural language, or by their
output, which is not ready-to-use snippets. In this work, we have created a novel
snippet mining system that extracts snippets from Stack Overﬂow and employs
word embeddings to model code and as well as contextual information. Given
our evaluation, we conclude that the hybrid model of StackSearch eﬀectively
extracts the semantics of the data and outperforms both our baselines (Tf-Idf
and fastText) as well as the snippet mining tool CROKAGE. Finally, our system accompanies the retrieved snippets with useful metadata that convey the
meaning of each post.
Future work lies in several directions. At ﬁrst, we may employ a more sophisticated ranking scheme using more information from Stack Overﬂow (e.g. the
Stack Overﬂow score of the snippet’s answer post) or even from other sources
(e.g. the reuse rate of Stack Overﬂow snippets in GitHub [1]) and assess the inﬂuence of that information on the eﬀectiveness of the scheme. Furthermore, we
could employ diﬀerent word embedding techniques or even variations of fastText,
such as the combination of the In-Out vectors of fastText [19]. We could also
further investigate our hybrid solution, implementing a more complex scheme
other than averaging the scores of the two models. Finally, we could further assess StackSearch using a survey to ask developers whether the system actually
retrieves useful snippets and whether it reduces the eﬀort required for ﬁnding
and integrating reusable snippets.
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Abstract. Non-determinism in a concurrent or distributed setting may
lead to many diﬀerent runs or executions of a program. This paper
presents a method to reproduce a speciﬁc run for non-deterministic actor or active object systems. The method is based on recording traces
of events reﬂecting local transitions at so-called stable states during execution; i.e., states in which local execution depends on interaction with
the environment. The paper formalizes trace recording and replay for a
basic active object language, to show that such local traces suﬃce to
obtain global reproducibility of runs; during replay diﬀerent objects may
operate fairly independently of each other and in parallel, yet a program
under replay has guaranteed deterministic outcome. We then show that
the method extends to the other forms of non-determinism as found in
richer active object languages. Following the proposed method, we have
implemented a tool to record and replay runs, and to visualize the communication and scheduling decisions of a recorded run, for Real-Time
ABS, a formally deﬁned, rich active object language for modeling timed,
resource-aware behavior in distributed systems.

1

Introduction

Non-determinism in a concurrent or distributed setting leads to many diﬀerent
possible runs or executions of a given program. The ability to reproduce and
visualize a particular run can be very useful for the developer of such programs.
For example, reproducing a speciﬁc run representing negative (or unexpected)
behavior can be beneﬁcial to eliminate bugs which occur only in a few out
of many possible runs (so-called Heisenbugs). Conversely, reproducing a run
representing positive (and expected) behavior can be useful for regression testing
for new versions of a system.
Deterministic replay is an emerging technique to provide deterministic executions of programs in the presence of diﬀerent non-deterministic factors [1].
In a ﬁrst phase, the technique consists of recording suﬃcient information in a
trace during a run to reproduce the same run during a replay in a second phase.
Approaches to reproduce runs of non-deterministic systems can be classiﬁed as
either content-based or ordering-based replay. Content-based replay records the
results of all non-deterministic operations whereas ordering-based replay records
the ordering of non-deterministic events.
c The Author(s) 2020
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This paper considers deterministic replay for non-deterministic runs of Active Object languages [2], which combine the asynchronous message passing of
Actors with object-oriented abstractions. Compared to standard OO languages,
these languages decouple communication and synchronization by communicating
through asynchronous method calls without transfer of control and by synchronizing via futures. We develop a method to reproduce the runs of active objects.
The method is ordering-based, as we represent the parallel execution of active
objects as traces of events. We show that locally recording events at so-called
stable states suﬃce to obtain deterministic replay. In these states, local execution needs to interact with the environment, e.g., to make a scheduling decision
or to send or receive a message. We formalize execution with record and replay
for a basic active object language, and show that its executions enjoy conﬂuence
properties which can be described using such traces. These conﬂuence properties
justify the recording and replay of local traces to reproduce global behavior.
Active object languages may also contain more advanced features [2], such as
cooperative scheduling [3, 4], concurrent object groups [3, 5] and timed, resourceaware behavior [6]. With cooperative scheduling, an object may suspend its
current task while waiting for the result of a method call and instead schedule
a diﬀerent task. With concurrent object groups, several objects share an actor’s
lock abstraction. With timed, resource-aware behavior, local execution requires
resources from resource-centers (e.g., virtual machines) to progress. These features introduce additional non-determinism in the active object systems, in addition to the non-determinism caused by asynchronous calls. We show that the
proposed method extends to handle these additional sources of non-determinism.
The proposed method to deterministically replay runs has been realized for
Real-Time ABS [6], a modeling language with these advanced features, which has
been used to analyze, e.g., industrial scale cloud-deployed software [7], railway
networks [8], and complex low-level multicore systems [9, 10]. Whereas the language supports various formal analysis techniques, most validation of complex
models (at least in an early stage of model development) is based on simulation.
The tracing capabilities have a small enough performance impact to be enabled
by default in the simulator. The simulator itself is implemented as a distributed
system in Erlang [11]. The low performance overhead comes from only recording
local events in each actor, which does not impose any additional communication
or synchronization, which are typically bottlenecks in a distributed system.
Contributions. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
– we propose a method to reproduce runs for active object systems based on
recording events reﬂecting local transitions from stable object states;
– we provide a formal justiﬁcation for the method in terms of conﬂuence and
progress properties for ordering-based record & replay for a basic actor language with asynchronous communication and synchronization via futures;
– we show that the method extends to address additional sources of nondeterminism as found in richer active object languages; and
– we provide an implementation of the proposed method to record, replay and
visualize runs for the active object modeling language Real-Time ABS.
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class C {
Int n = 1;
Unit m1 () { n = n - 1; }
Unit m2 () { n = n * 3; }
}
// Main block
{
C o = new C ();
o ! m1 ();
o ! m2 ();
}

Fig. 1: A simple program, with
two possible results

Fig. 2: The executions leading to the two
diﬀerent results for the simple program.

Paper overview Section 2 provides a motivating example, Section 3 considers the
problem of reproducibility for a formalization of a basic active object language
and Section 4 formalizes record and replay over the operational semantics of the
basic language. Section 5 considers reproducibility for extensions to the basic
language. Section 6 presents our implementation of the method for Real-Time
ABS. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Motivating Example

Consider the program in Fig. 1. It consists of a class C, with a single integer
ﬁeld, initialized to 1 and two methods m1 and m2. The main block of the program creates an active object o as an instance of the class, and performs two
asynchronous calls on o, o!m1() and o!m2() respectively. Since the calls are
asynchronous, the caller can proceed to make the second call immediately, without waiting for the ﬁrst call to complete. The two calls are placed in the queue
of o and scheduled in some order for execution by o. (We here assume method
execution is atomic, but this assumption will be relaxed in Section 5.)
Thus, even the execution of this very simple program can lead to two diﬀerent results, depending on whether o!m1() is scheduled before o!m2(), and conversely, o!m2() is scheduled before o!m1(). In the ﬁrst case, the ﬁeld n (which
is initially 1) will ﬁrst be decremented by 1 and then be multiplied with 3, resulting in a ﬁnal state in which the ﬁeld n has the value 0. In the second case,
the ﬁeld n is ﬁrst multiplied by 3, then decremented by 1, resulting in a ﬁnal
state in which the ﬁeld n has the value 2. Fig. 2 depicts the two cases (using
the visualization support in our tool, described in Section 6.3). Note that this
problem still occurs for languages with ordered message passing between two
actors (e.g., Erlang [11]) when the two calls are made by diﬀerent callers.
The selection of run to execute is decided by the runtime system and is
thus non-deterministic for the given source program. In general, there can be
much more than two possible runs for a parallel active object system. If only
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a few of the possible runs exhibit a particular behavior (e.g., a bug), it can be
very interesting to be able to reproduce a particular run of the given program.
We propose a method to instrument active objects systems which allows global
reproducibility of runs through local control for each active object.

3

A Formal Model of Reproducibility

To formalize the problem of global reproducibility through local control for active object systems, we consider a basic active object language in which nondeterminism stems from the order in which method calls are selected from the
queue of the active objects.
3.1

A Basic Active Object Language

Consider a basic active object language with
P ::“ CL tT x; s u
asynchronous method calls and synchroniza- CL ::“ class C t T x; M u
M ::“ T m pT xq tT x; s u
tion via futures. The language has a Javas ::“ s; s | skip | x “ rhs
like syntax, given in Fig. 3. Let T , C and m
| if e t s u else t s u
range over type, class and method names, re| while e t s u | return e
spectively, and let e range over side-eﬀect free
rhs ::“ e | new C peq | e!mpeq | x.get
expressions. Overlined terms denote possibly
empty lists over the corresponding syntactic Fig. 3: BNF for the basic active
object language.
categories (e.g., e and x).
A program P consists of a list CL of class declarations and a main block
tT x; su, with variables x of type T and a statement s. A class C declares ﬁelds
(both with types T ) and contains a list M of methods. A method m has a return
type, a list of typed formal parameters and a method body which contains local
variable declarations and a statement s. Statements are standard; assignments
x “ rhs allow expressions with side-eﬀects on the right-hand side rhs.
Asynchronous method calls decouple invocation from synchronization. The
execution of a call f = o!m(args) corresponds to sending a message m(args)
asynchronously to the callee object o and initializes a future, referenced by f,
where the return value will be stored. The statement x = f.get retrieves the
value stored in the future f. This operation synchronizes with the method return;
i.e., the execution of this statement blocks the active object until the future f has
received a value. Messages are not assumed to arrive in the same order as they
are sent. The selection of messages in an object gives rise to non-determinism in
the execution. An example of a program in this language was given in Section 2.
3.2

An Operational Semantics for the Basic Language

We present the semantics of the basic active object language as a transition
relation between conﬁgurations cn. In the runtime syntax (Fig. 4), a conﬁguration cn can be empty (), or a set of objects, futures, and invocation messages.
We let o and f be dynamically created names from a set of object and future
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cn
future
object
process
invoc

::“
::“
::“
::“
::“

 | object | future | invoc | cn cn
futpf, valq
obpo, a, p, qq
ta | su
invpo, f, m, vq

q
val
a
p
v

::“
::“
::“
::“
::“

 | process | q q
v|K
x Ñ v | a, a
process | idle
o | f | true | false | t

Fig. 4: Runtime syntax; here, o and f are object and future identiﬁers.
identiﬁers, denoted Identiﬁers. An active object obpo, a, p, qq has an identiﬁer o,
attributes a, an active process p (that may be idle) and an unordered process
pool q. A future futpf, valq has an identiﬁer f and a value val (which is K if the
future is not resolved). An invocation invpo, f, m, vq is a message to object o to
activate method m with actual parameters v and send the return value to the
future f . Attributes bind program variables x to values v. A process ta | su has
local variables a and a statement list s to execute. Values are object identiﬁers
o, future identiﬁers f , Boolean values true and false, and other literal values t (e.g., natural numbers). The initial state of a program consists of a single
active objects obpomain , a, p, Hq, where the active process p corresponds to the
main block of the program. Let namespcnq denote the set of object and future
identiﬁers occurring in a conﬁguration cn.
Figure 5 presents the main rules of the transition relation cn Ñ cn1 . A run
is a ﬁnite sequence of conﬁgurations cn0 , cn1 , . . . , cnn such that cni Ñ cni`1 for
0 ď i ă n. We assume conﬁgurations to be associative and commutative (so
˚
we can reorder conﬁgurations to match rules), where Ý
Ñ denotes the reﬂexive
and transitive closure of Ñ. Let bind pm, v, f, Cq denote method lookup in the
class table, returning the process corresponding to method m in class C with
actual parameters v and with future f as the return address of the call. Thus,
every process has a local variable destiny which denotes the return address of the
process (i.e., the future that the process will resolve upon completion), similar
to the self-reference this for objects. We omit explanations for the standard rules
for assignment to ﬁelds and local variables, conditionals, while and skip.
Rule Activate formalizes the scheduling of a process p from the unordered
queue q when an active object is idle. In Async-Call, an asynchronous method
call creates a message to a target object o1 and an unresolved future with a fresh
name f . Object creation in New-Actor creates a new active object with a fresh
identiﬁer o1 , and initializes its attributes with initAttributespC, o1 q, including
reference to itself (this). These are the only rules that introduce new names for
identiﬁers; let a predicate freshpoq denote that o is a fresh name in the global
conﬁguration (abstracting from how this is implemented). Rule Load puts the
process corresponding to an invocation message in called object’s queue. Rule
Return resolves the future associated with a process with return value v, and
Read-Fut fetches the value v of a future f into a variable. With rule Context,
parallel execution in diﬀerent active objects has an interleaving semantics.
Deﬁnition 1 (Stable conﬁgurations). A conﬁguration cn is stable if, for all
objects in cn, the execution is blocked or the object needs to make a scheduling
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(Activate)

v “ rresspa˝lq

pPq
obpo, a, idle, qq
Ñ obpo, a, p, qztpuq
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(Assign2)

x P domplq

obpo, a, tl | x “ e; su, qq
Ñ obpo, a, tlrx Ñ vs | su, qq

v “ rresspa˝lq

x R domplq

obpo, a, tl | x “ e; su, qq
Ñ obpo, arx Ñ vs, tl | su, qq

(Cond1)

(Cond2)

true “ rresspa˝lq

false “ rresspa˝lq

obpo, a, tl | if e ts1 u else ts2 u; su, qq
Ñ obpo, a, tl | s1 ; su, qq

obpo, a, tl | if e ts1 u else ts2 u; su, qq
Ñ obpo, a, tl | s2 ; su, qq
(Skip1)

(While)

obpo, a, tl | skip; su, qq
Ñ obpo, a, tl | su, qq

s11 “ s1 ; while e ts1 u
obpo, a, tl | while e ts1 u; s2 u, qq
Ñ obpo, a, tl | if e ts11 u else tskipu; s2 u, qq

(Skip2)

obpo, a, tl | skipu, qq
Ñ obpo, a, idle, qq

(New-Actor)

a1 “ initAttributespC, o1 q

freshpo1 q

(Context)

obpo, a, tl | x “ new Cpq; su, qq
Ñ obpo, a, tl | x “ o1 ; su, qq obpo1 , a1 , idle, Hq

cn1 Ñ cn11

cn1 cn2 Ñ cn11 cn2

(Async-Call)

o1 “ rresspa˝lq

v “ rresspa˝lq

(Load)

freshpf q

p1 “ bindpm, v, f, classOfpoqq
invpo, f, m, vq obpo, a, p, qq
Ñ obpo, a, p, q Y tp1 uq

obpo, a, tl | x “ e!mpeq; su, qq
Ñ obpo, a, tl | x “ f ; su, qq invpo1 , f, m, vq futpf, Kq
(Return)

v “ rresspa˝lq

lpdestinyq “ f

obpo, a, tl | return eu, qq futpf, Kq
Ñ obpo, a, idle, qq futpf, vq

(Read-Fut)

v‰K

f “ rresspa˝lq

obpo, a, tl | x “ e.get; su, qq futpf, vq
Ñ obpo, a, tl | x “ v; su, qq futpf, vq

Fig. 5: Semantics of the basic active object language.

decision. An object is blocked if it needs to execute a get-statement. An object
needs to make a scheduling decision if its active process is idle.
Let G denote a stable conﬁguration. We say that two stable conﬁgurations
˚
˚
Ñ G2 if, for all cn such that G1 Ý
Ñ cn
G1 and G2 are consecutive in a run G1 Ý
˚
and cn Ý
Ñ G2 , if cn ‰ G1 and cn ‰ G2 then cn is not a stable conﬁguration.
Lemma 1 (Reordering of atomic sections). Let G1 and G2 be stable con˚
ﬁgurations. If G1 Ý
Ñ G2 , then there exists a run between G1 and G2 in which
only a single object executes between any two consecutive stable conﬁgurations.
Proof (sketch). Observe that the notion of stability captures any state of an
object in which it needs input from its environment. The proof then follows
from the fact that the state spaces of diﬀerent objects are disjoint and that
message passing is unordered. This allows consecutive independent execution
steps from diﬀerent objects to be reordered.
\
[
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(Local-Assign1)

v “ rresspa˝lq

(Local-Assign2)

x P domplq

v “ rresspa˝lq

a, tl | x “ e; su  a, tlrx Ñ vs | su

x R domplq

a, tl | x “ e; su  arx Ñ vs, tl | su

(Local-While)

s11 “ s1 ; while e ts1 u
a, tl | while e ts1 u; s2 u  a, tl | if e

ts11 u

(Local-Skip1)

a, tl | skip; su  a, tl | su

else tskipu; s2 u

(Local-Cond1)

(Local-Cond2)

true “ rresspa˝lq

false “ rresspa˝lq

a, tl | if e ts1 u else ts2 u; su
 a, tl | s1 ; su

a, tl | if e ts1 u else ts2 u; su
 a, tl | s2 ; su

(Local-Skip2)

a, tl | skipu  a, idle

(Global-Activate)
!

p P q a, p  a1 , p1 p “ tl | su
lpdestinyq “ f q 1 “ qztpu
obpo, a, idle, qq

(Global-Context)

(Global-Return)

v “ rresspa˝lq

ev?

lpdestinyq “ f

cn1 ÝÝÑ cn11

obpo, a, tl | return eu, qq futpf, Kq

cn1 cn2

futWr xo,f y

sched xo,f y

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ obpo, a1 , p1 , q 1 q

ev?

ÝÝÑ cn11 cn2

Ý
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
Ñ obpo, a, idle, qq futpf, vq

(Global-Read-Fut)

(Global-New-Actor)

v‰K

a2 “ initAttributespC, o1 q
freshpo1 q a, tl | x “ o1 ; su  a1 , p1

f “ rresspa˝lq
!

a, tl | x “ v; su  a1 , p

obpo, a, tl | x “ new Cpq; su, qq

obpo, a, tl | x “ e.get; su, qq futpf, vq

Ý
ÝÝÝÝÝÝ
Ñ obpo, a1 , p1 , qq obpo1 , a2 , idle, Hq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ obpo, a1 , p, qq futpf, vq

new xo,o1 y

futRe xo,f y

(Global-Async-Call)

o1 “ rresspa˝lq
freshpf q
inv xo,f y

v “ rresspa˝lq
!

a, tl | x “ f ; su 

a1 , p

obpo, a, tl | x “ e!mpeq; su, qq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ obpo, a1 , p, qq invpo1 , f, m, vq futpf, Kq

(Global-Load)

p1 “ bindpm, v, f, classOfpoqq
invpo, f, m, vq obpo, a, p, qq
Ñ obpo, a, p, q Y tp1 uq

Fig. 6: Coarse-grained, labelled semantics of the basic active object language.

3.3

A Labelled Operational Semantics for the Basic Language

Based on Lemma 1, we can deﬁne a semantics of the basic active object language
with a more coarse-grained model of interleaving which is equivalent to the
semantics presented in Fig. 5. We let this coarse-grained semantics be labeled
by events to record the interaction between an active object and its environment.
The events are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2 (Events). Let o,f P Identiﬁers. The set E of events ev is given by
ev ::“ new xo, oy | inv xo, f y | sched xo, f y | futWr xo, f y | futRe xo, f y.
In the coarse-grained semantics, a transition relation a, p  a1 , p1 captures
local execution in an active object with attributes a. These rules are given in
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Fig. 6 (top) and correspond to the rules Assign1, Assign2, While, Cond1, Cond2,
Skip1 and Skip2 of Fig. 5. These rules are deterministic as there is at most one
˚
possible reduction for any given pair a, p. Let  denote the reﬂexive, transitive
|
denote that there is no transition from
closure of , let the unary relation 
!
a given pair a, p, and let the relation  denote the reduction to normal form
according to ; i.e.,
!

˚

|
a, p  a1 , p1 ðñ a, p  a1 , p1 ^ a1 , p1 

In the remaining rules, given in Fig. 6 (bottom), a labelled transition relation
ev
cn ÝÑ cn1 captures transitions in which the local execution of an active object
interacts with its environment through scheduling, object creation, method invocation, or interaction with futures. These rules also correspond to the similar
rules in Fig. 5, with two diﬀerences:
1. The rules are labelled with an event reﬂecting the particular action taken in
the transition, and
2. the rules perform a local deterministic reduction to normal form according
to the  relation in each step.
Remark that rule Global-Load is identical to Load of Fig. 5; although we do not
need to add an explicit label the rule is kept at the global level since it involves
both an object and a message. Rule Global-Context is labeled by ev? to capture that the label is optional (i.e., the rule also combines with Global-Load).
We henceforth consider runs for the basic active object language based on this
labelled semantics.

3.4

Execution Traces and their Reordering

This section looks at traces reﬂecting the runs of programs in the basic active
object language according to the semantics of Section 3.3, and their reordering.
We consider traces over events in E. Let  denote the empty trace, and τ1 ¨ τ2 the
concatenation of traces τ1 and τ2 . For an event ev and a trace τ , we denote by
ev P τ that ev occurs somewhere in τ and by τ ew ev that τ ends with ev (i.e.,
Dτ 1 .τ “ τ 1 ¨ev). Deﬁne τ {o and τ {f as the projection of a trace τ to the alphabet of
an object o and a future f , by their ﬁrst or second argument respectively (where
an alphabet is the set of events involving that name). Finally, let namespτ q
denote the inductively deﬁned function returning the set of identiﬁers that occur
in a trace τ (e.g., namespinv xo, f yq “ to, f u). We assume that every initial
conﬁguration has a main object and process, and let namespq “ tomain , fmain u.
ev

ev

τ

0
n
Given a run cn0 ÝÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÑ
cnn`1 , we denote cn0 ñ
ù cnn`1 that a trace τ
is the trace of the run if τ “ ev0 ¨ ¨ ¨ evn (where τ ignores the unlabeled transition
steps of the run). Well-formed traces can be deﬁned as follows, based on [12]:
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Deﬁnition 3 (Well-formed Traces). Given o, o1 , f P Identiﬁers. Let wfpτ q
denote that τ is well-formed, deﬁned inductively:
wfpq ðñ True
wfpτ ¨ new xo, o1 yq ðñ wfpτ q ^ o P namespτ q ^ o1 R namespτ q
wfpτ ¨ inv xo, f yq ðñ wfpτ q ^ o P namespτ q ^ f R namespτ q
wfpτ ¨ sched xo, f yq ðñ wfpτ q ^ o P namespτ q ^ τ {f “ inv xo1 , f y
wfpτ ¨ futWr xo, f yq ðñ wfpτ q ^ τ {f ew sched xo, f y
wfpτ ¨ futRe xo, f yq ðñ wfpτ q ^ futWr xo1 , f y P τ
Wellformedness thus captures a happens-before relation over events while
ensuring that certain identiﬁers are new at given points in the trace. Din and
Owe have shown that the trace of any run of the semantics of an active object
language similar to ours is well-formed [12]. For example, no process can be
scheduled unless it has been invoked (which again requires the Global-Load
rule to apply in between Global-Async-Call and Global-Activate). Given
a trace τ , we can now deﬁne the equivalence class rτ s of traces which preserve
the local ordering and the wellformedness of τ , as follows:
Deﬁnition 4 (Global trace set). Let τ be a trace and deﬁne
rτ s “ tτ 1 | τ 1 {o “ τ {o for all object identiﬁers o P namespτ q ^ wfpτ 1 qu.
Remark that this construction is closely related to equivalence classes in
Mazurkiewics trace theory [13], with wellformedness as the dependency relation
of the equivalence classes.
Example 1. The program from Fig. 1 (Section 2) has the following traces:
τ1 “ new xomain , oy ¨ inv xomain , fm1 y ¨ inv xomain , fm2 y ¨ sched xo, fm1 y ¨ sched xo, fm2 y
τ2 “ new xomain , oy ¨ inv xomain , fm1 y ¨ sched xo, fm1 y ¨ inv xomain , fm2 y ¨ sched xo, fm2 y
τ3 “ new xomain , oy ¨ inv xomain , fm1 y ¨ inv xomain , fm2 y ¨ sched xo, fm2 y ¨ sched xo, fm1 y
Observe that traces τ1 and τ2 belong to the same global trace set (i.e. rτ1 s “ rτ2 s),
and will produce the same ﬁnal state.
o:f

Let G ùñ G1 denote a run between consecutive stable conﬁgurations which
executes the process identiﬁed by f on object o in the stable conﬁguration G
o:f

until the next stable conﬁguration G1 . If sched xo, f y ¨ τ is the trace of G ùñ G1 ,
then τ is a trace over the event set tinv xo, f 1 y, new xo, o1 y, futWr xo, f y | o1 , f 1 P
Identiﬁersu. This observation provides an intuition for the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (Local conﬂuence). Let G1 , G2 , G3 be stable conﬁgurations, o, o1
o1 :f 1

o:f

object and f, f 1 future identiﬁers, with o ‰ o1 , f ‰ f 1 . If G1 ùñ G2 and G1 ùùñ
o1 :f 1

o:f

G3 , then there is a stable conﬁguration G4 such that G2 ùùñ G4 and G3 ùñ G4 .
Proof (sketch). The proof follows from the fact that execution in an object does
not inhibit a process to run in another object.
\
[
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The following theorem shows that local conﬂuence implies global conﬂuence
for executions in the same global trace set (which means that the two executions
agree on the local trace projections).
Theorem 1 (Global conﬂuence). Let G1 , G2 , G3 be stable conﬁgurations and
τ1
τ2
τ1 , τ2 traces such that G1 ù
ñ G2 and G1 ù
ñ G3 . If τ2 P rτ1 s then G2 “ G3 .
Proof (sketch). Observe that runs with traces in the same global trace set must
agree on the naming of objects and futures. The result then follows by induction
τ1
ñ G2 from local conﬂuence (Lemma 2).
\
[
over the length of G1 ù

4

Global Reproducibility with Local Traces

The global conﬂuence of executions with traces in the same global trace set
provides a formal justiﬁcation for a method to obtain global reproducibility for
distributed active object systems which exhibit non-deterministic behavior. The
method is based on enforcing the local trace projection from the global trace
set on each active object. For the basic active object language, the method is
based on recording the events from the set E during an execution. This set of
events, which includes events capturing the scheduling decisions of the runtime
system as well as the choice of dynamically created names during a particular
execution, is suﬃcient to establish the wellformedness of the recorded trace and
identify the global trace set of the recorded run. Furthermore, if we record local
traces for each active object, these will correspond to the local trace projections
of the global trace set. In fact, any composition of local traces recorded during
a run will result in the same global trace set. Similarly, any composition of local
trace projections enforced during a replay will result in a trace in the same
global trace set. Thus, Theorem 1 guarantees that local recording and replay of
diﬀerent traces from the same global trace set will result in the same ﬁnal state.
It remains to show that for any such trace in the global trace set corresponding to
a recorded run, the execution during replay will not get stuck. For this purpose,
we now formalize record and replay as extensions to the semantics of the basic
active object language.
We extend the operational semantics of Fig. 6 to record and replay traces.
Let τ Ź cn denote an extended runtime conﬁguration, where τ is a witness for
cn, playing dual roles for recording and replaying. A recorded run starts from an
initial conﬁguration  Ź cn, where cn is the initial conﬁguration of the run to be
‚
recorded. The reduction system for recording a trace is given as a relation ÝÑ by
the rules in Fig. 7; the two rules correspond to the unlabeled (just Global-Load)
and labeled transitions of the semantics, respectively. A replay starts from an
initial conﬁguration τ Ź cn, where τ is a trace and cn the initial conﬁguration
of the run to be replayed. The reduction system for replaying a trace is given as
§
a relation ÝÑ by the rules in Fig. 8, the two rules are symmetric to those for
recording a run. The rules in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 formalize the obvious relation
between the recording and replaying of a trace and a run in the semantics of the
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(Unlabeled-Record)

(Unlabeled-Replay)

cn Ñ cn1

cn Ñ cn1

‚

τ Ź cn ÝÑ τ Ź cn

§

1

τ Ź cn ÝÑ τ Ź cn1

(Labeled-Record)

(Labeled-Replay)

ev

cn ÝÑ cn1

ev

τ Ź cn ÝÑ τ ¨ ev Ź cn1

ev ¨ τ Ź cn ÝÑ τ Ź cn1

Fig. 7: Semantics of Record

Fig. 8: Semantics of Replay

cn ÝÑ cn1
‚

§

‚

§

basic active object language. Let ùñ and ùñ denote the reﬂexive, transitive
‚
§
closures of ÝÑ and ÝÑ, respectively.
‚

Lemma 3 (Freshness of names). For any recording  Ź cn ùñ τ Ź cn1 or
§
replay τ ¨ τ 1 Ź cn ùñ τ 1 Ź cn1 , we have that namespτ q “ namespcn1 q.
‚

Proof (sketch). Follows by induction over the length of  Ź cn ùñ τ Ź cn1 and
§
\
[
τ ¨ τ 1 Ź cn ùñ τ 1 Ź cn1 , respectively.
It follows from Lemma 3 that given an identiﬁer x P Identiﬁers and a run
‚
 Ź cn ùñ τ Ź cn1 , if x R namespτ q, then x R namespcn1 q and consequently,
the predicate freshpxq will hold as a premise for any rule in the semantics that
one may want to apply to cn1 . Consequently, fresh-predicates in the premises of
the transition rules of the basic active language will accept the identiﬁer names
chosen from the recorded trace when replaying a run.
Lemma 4 (Progress for replay by global trace). Let G, G1 be stable con‚
§
ﬁgurations. If  Ź G ùñ τ Ź G1 then τ Ź G ùñ  Ź G1 .
‚

Proof. The proof is by induction over the length of the run ŹG ùñ τ ŹG1 . The
‚
§
base case is obvious. We assume (IH) that if ŹG ùñ τ Źcn then τ ŹG ùñ Źcn
‚
§
and show that if  Ź G ÝÑ τ ¨ ev Ź cn1 then τ ¨ ev Ź G ÝÑ τ Ź cn1 . By the IH,
‚
§
1
this amounts to showing that if  Ź cn ÝÑ  ¨ ev Ź cn then ev ¨  Ź cn ÝÑ  Ź cn1 .
The proof proceeds by cases over the transition rules of the basic active object
language (cf. Fig. 5). The interesting cases are the rules which need new names.
Lemma 3 ensures that the predicate freshpoq will hold for a new name o in ev
(and similarly for f ), and the corresponding rules can be applied.
\
[
It follows from Theorem 1 that if we can replay a run which is equivalent to
a recorded run τ , the ﬁnal state of the replayed run will be the same as for the
recorded run. It remains to show that any run in the equivalence class rτ s can
in fact be replayed.
Theorem 2 (Progress for replay by local control). Let G, G1 be stable
‚
§
conﬁgurations, τ, τ 1 traces. If ŹG ùñ τ ŹG1 and τ 1 P rτ s, then τ 1 ŹG ùñ ŹG1 .
‚

Proof (sketch). We show by induction over the length of trace τ that if ŹG ùñ
§
τ Ź cn and τ 1 P rτ s, then τ 1 Ź G ùñ  Ź cn1 . It then follows from Theorem 1 that
cn “ cn1 .
\
[
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Extensions for Richer Active Object Languages

The method for global reproducibility of executions for a basic active object
language based on record & replay of local traces, may be extended to include
features introducing other sources of non-determinism in richer active object
languages [2]. We here brieﬂy review some such features and how the method
may be extended to cover them.
Cooperative scheduling. In cooperatively scheduled languages (e.g., [3–5, 14]),
methods may explicitly release control, allowing other pending method invocations be scheduled. The criteria for being rescheduled may be that some boolean
condition is met, or a future being resolved. Note that methods still execute until
it cooperatively releases control; i.e., a method will not be interrupted because
the condition of another method is satisﬁed. With cooperative scheduling, the
same task may be scheduled several times, which means that the same scheduling event may occur multiple times in a trace. In the method for reproducibility,
this extension can be covered by an additional suspension-event reﬂecting the
processor release and an adjustment of the wellformedness condition to reﬂect
that a scheduling event either comes after a invocation event (as for the basic
language) or after a suspension event on the same future.
Concurrent object groups. In language with concurrent object groups (e.g., [3,5]),
a group of concurrent objects (or cog) share a common scheduler, which becomes the unit of distribution; this gives an interleaved semantics between objects within the same cog, while separate cogs are truly concurrent. For record
& replay, the events of a trace need to capture the cog, rather than the object,
in which an event originated. Recording the names of cogs is suﬃcient for reproducibility without controlling the naming of objects. For the reproducibility
method, the proofs in Section 4 would use an equivalence relation between conﬁgurations that only diﬀer in the choice of object names inside the cogs and the
global trace set (Def. 4) would project on cogs rather than objects.
Resource-aware behavior. Active objects may reside in a resource center with
limited resources, e.g. CPU or memory restrictions, with regards to time (e.g.,
[6, 15]). Statements may have some associated cost which requires available resources in order to execute. If there are insuﬃcient resources, then execution is
blocked in that object until time advances. Here, object compete for resources, in
the same sense that tasks compete for processing time. Following our method for
deterministic replay, the traces can be extended with events for resource request
in a similar manner as method invocations in the basic active objects language,
and resource provision with events similar to the task scheduling events.
External non-determinism and random numbers. Active object languages may
also feature external factors that may inﬂuence an execution, such as input from a
user, fetching data from a database or receiving input from a socket, or random
number generation. Here, a purely ordering-based method is insuﬃcient. Our
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replay method needs to be extended with events which include the data received
from the external source and the replay would need to fetch data from the trace
rather than from the external source, similar to the reuse of object and future
identiﬁers from the trace in the previous section. Random number generation
can be seen as a special case of external non-determinism; for pseudo-random
number generators it would be suﬃcient to only record the initial seed for reuse
during replay.

6

Implementing Record & Replay for Real-Time ABS

We report on our implementation1 of record & replay, based on the formalization
in Section 4. The implementation was done for Real-Time ABS [6, 16], an active object modeling language which includes the following features discussed in
Section 5: cooperative scheduling, concurrent object groups, and timed, resourceaware behavior, all of which are handled by our implementation. The simulator
for Real-Time ABS models, written in Erlang, supports interaction with a model
during execution via the Model API [17] in order to, e.g. fetch the current state
of an object, advance the simulated clock or visualize the resource consumption
of a running model. In addition, we have implemented a visualizer for recorded
traces. In this section, we discuss the following aspects of the implementation:
the recording of traces in a distributed setting, the handling of names, the visualization of traces, and performance characteristics for the implementation of
record & replay.
6.1

Recording Traces in a Distributed Setting

For simulation, ABS models are transpiled to Erlang code by representing most
entities as Erlang actors, e.g., concurrent object groups (or cogs), resource centers, futures and ABS-level processes. Thus, execution is concurrent and may
be distributed over multiple machines. This leads to two important diﬀerences
from the formalization in Section 4:
– True concurrency: The formalization is based on an interleaved concurrency
model, which yields a total order of events. In the simulator, cogs are implemented as Erlang actors and may operate in true parallel, where two events
may happen simultaneously, which corresponds to a partial order of events.
– Distributed state: Because the state of the model is distributed over many
independent actors, we cannot easily synchronize over the state of diﬀerent
actors. In the implementation, such synchronization in the formalization
must be realized by asynchronous message passing protocols.
1

The Real-Time ABS simulator is available at
https://github.com/abstools/abstools
The accompanying visualization tool is available at
https://github.com/larstvei/ABS-traces
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These diﬀerences pose challenges for recording and replaying global traces in the
implementation. When recording a run, it is not trivial to obtain a global trace. If
all cogs and resource centers were to report their recorded events to a single actor
maintaining the global trace, races could occur between diﬀerent asynchronous
messages. For example, if an object o invokes a method on another object o1 , then
the corresponding invocation and scheduling events could arrive in any order.
Such races could be resolved by, e.g., introducing additional synchronization or
using Lamport timestamps [18, 19]. Similarly, precisely replaying a global trace
would require some synchronization protocol with the actor holding the global
trace, severely increasing the level of synchronization during execution.
We address these challenges by only considering the local projections of the
global trace for each cog and resource center. The information needed to construct local traces does not require any additional synchronization. During replay, only the local execution of an actor is controlled, which is suﬃcient to
obtain a run with a trace in the same global trace set.
6.2

Names in the Erlang Simulator

The formalization allows recorded names to be reused when replaying a run.
In contrast, in the Erlang system cogs, resource centers and futures are implemented as actors (i.e. Erlang actors) and identiﬁed by a process identiﬁer (pid)
determined by Erlang. To ensure that names in the events of the recorded trace
are easily identiﬁable in a replay without modifying the naming scheme of Erlang, we construct additional names that are associated with the given pid. The
constructed names follow a deterministic naming scheme, which guarantees that
names are globally unique without depending on knowledge of names generated
in other actors (in contrast to the fresh-predicate in the semantics).
Cogs, resource centers and futures can be named locally following a naming
scheme based on existing actors already having such unique, associated names.
The name xAid , i ` 1y of a new actor can be determined by the actor Aid in
which it is created, together with a local counter denoting the number i of
actors previously created in Aid . Thus, the name of the actor corresponds to its
place in the topology and is guaranteed to be fresh.
6.3

Visualization of Recorded Traces

The trace recorded during a simulation can give the user insight into that execution of a model, since it captures the model’s communication structure. The
recorded trace may be extracted from a running simulation via the Model API
or written to ﬁle on termination. However, the terse format of the traces makes
it hard for users to quickly get an intuitive idea of what is happening in the
model. Complementing the replay facility, we have developed a tool to visualize recorded traces, which conveys information from traces in a more intuitive
format. To facilitate visualization, the events in our implementation are slightly
richer than those in Deﬁnition 2; e.g., they include the name of the method
corresponding to the future in the event.
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The visualization reconstructs a global trace τ from its local projections.
Since the local ordering of events is already preserved by the recorded traces,
we only need to compose local traces in a way that preserves wellformedness.
We derive a happens-before relation ă from wellformedness (Deﬁnition 3), and
denote its transitive closure by Î.
The happens-before relation Î gives a partial order of events. In the visualization of the trace τ , all events are depicted by a colored dot. For any two
events e1 , e2 , e1 is drawn above e2 if e1 Î e2 ; the events are drawn in the same
column only if they reside in the same cog or resource center. An arrow is drawn
between any two events e1 , e2 if e1 ă e2 . Events that are independent (i.e., neither e1 Î e2 nor e2 Î e1 ) may be drawn in the same row. Events with the
same future as argument are drawn with the same color. The tool additionally
supports simple navigation in the trace, gives visual indicators of simulated time
steps, and supports time advancement in a running model through the model
API, making it easy to step forward in time. Fig. 2 illustrates the visualization
for two runs of the motivating example.
6.4

Example

Consider a Real-Time ABS model of an image rendering service which can process either still photos or video. The service is modeled as a class Service with
two methods photo_request and video_request. The model captures resourcesensitive behavior in terms of cost annotations associated with the execution of
skip-statements inside the two methods and in terms of deadlines provided to
each method call. The processing cost for rendering an image is constant (here,
the cost is given by the ﬁeld image_cost), but the processing cost of rendering
a video depends on the number of frames (captured by a parameter n to the
method video_request). The success of each method call depends on whether
it succeeded in processing its job, as speciﬁed by the cost annotation, before
its deadline passes; this is captured by the expression in the return statement
return (Duration(0) < deadline()). Remark that deadline() is a predeﬁned read-only variable in Real-Time ABS processes. Its value is given by the
caller.
In the main block, a server is created on which the service can run. This
server is a resource-center with limited processing capacity (called a deployment
component in Real-Time ABS [6]), restricting the amount of computation that
can happen on the server per time interval in the execution of the model. The
service is then deployed on the server (by an annotation [DC: server] to newstatement. We let a class Client (omitted here) model a given number of processing requests to the image rendering service in terms of asynchronously calling
the two methods a given number of times (e.g., the call to video_request takes
the form [Deadline: Duration(10)] f = s!video_request(n), pushing the
associated futures f to a list, and then counting the number of successful requests when the corresponding futures have been resolved. It is easy to see that
the success of calls to the video_request method which requires more resources,
may depend on whether it is scheduled before or after calls to photo_request,
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class Service {
Int image_cost = 1;
Bool photo_request () {
[ Cost : image_cost ] skip ;
return ( Duration (0)
< deadline ());
}
Bool video_request ( Int n ) {
[ Cost : n * image_cost ] skip ;
return ( Duration (0)
< deadline ());
}
}
// Main block
{
DC server
= new DC ( " Server " , 2);
[ DC : server ] Service s1
= new Service ();
new Client ( s1 , 1 , 100);
}

Fig. 9: Real-Time ABS code for
the photo rendering service.

Fig. 10: Visualization of a run of the
photo rendering service.

depending on the provided deadlines. Thus, the model exhibits both scheduling non-determinism for asynchronous calls and resource-aware behavior. The
image in Fig. 10 depicts a trace from a simulation of the model, showing interactions between a deployment component (left), the service (middle) and the
client (right).
6.5

Performance Characteristics of the Implementation

We give a brief evaluation of the performance characteristics of record & replay
for Real Time ABS. The size of the traces is proportional to the number of
objects, method invocations and resource provisions. Because we do not impose
additional synchronization, we are able to achieve a constant-time overhead. To
investigate how record & replay scales, we created a micro-benchmark performing method invocations on an active object, and recorded execution times for
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Fig. 11: Record and replay: example (left) and process microbenchmark (right)
102 , 103 , . . . , 106 method calls. We also ran the example of Section 6.4, recording execution times for 102 , 103 and 104 Client iterations. These are worst-case
scenarios for record & replay, as the invoked methods do not perform any computation that does not result in creating an event.
Fig. 11 shows the results of the two programs with replay enabled, with record
enabled and the last release of Real-Time ABS which does not feature record &
replay. Note that we only measure simulation time and do not include the time
reading and writing trace ﬁles. We can see that the results of Fig. 11 (left) are
slightly improved and the overhead observed in Fig. 11 (right) is about a factor
of 1.8. We note that supporting record & replay in Real-Time ABS required
extensive modiﬁcations to the Real-Time ABS simulators implementation.

7

Related Work

This work complements other analysis techniques for Real-Time ABS models,
such as simulation [17], deductive veriﬁcation [9], and parallel cost analysis [20]
and testing [21]. We here discuss related work on deterministic replay. Deterministic replay is an emerging technique to reproduce executions of computer
programs in the presence of diﬀerent non-deterministic factors [1]. It enables
cyclic debugging [22] in non-deterministic execution environments. Our focus is
on software-level reproducibility in the context of actor-systems. Approaches to
reproduce speciﬁc runs of non-deterministic systems can be either content-based
or ordering based [23].
Content-based methods trace the values read from a shared memory location.
These are particularly suitable when there is a lot of external non-determinism
(typically I/O operations, like user input). Content-based replay for actor systems typically record messages, including the sender, receiver and message content, (see, e.g., [24–26]). This technique is typically used for rich debuggers like
Actoverse [24] for Scala’s Akka library, which provides visualization support similar to ours. However, content-based approaches do not scale well [27], because
the traces can become very large for message-intensive applications.
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Ordering-based (or control-based) methods trace a system’s control-ﬂow. Our
work ﬁts within this category. Without external non-determinism, replaying the
control-ﬂow will reproduce the data of the recorded run. Ordering-based methods exist for asynchronous message passing using the message passing interface
(MPI) [19,28]. MPI assumes that messages from the same source are received in
order, this does not generally hold for actor systems. Aumayr et al. in [27] study
ordering-based replay for actor systems with a memory-eﬃcient representation
of the generated traces. Netzer et al. [29] propose an interesting method to only
trace events directly related to races, rather than all events (removing up to 99%
of the events). This line of work is complementary to our focus on formal correctness and low runtime-overhead during record and replay. We believe we could
beneﬁt from their work to obtain more eﬃcient trace representations. Lanese
et al. recently proposed a notion of causal-consistent replay based on reversible
debugging [30], which enables replay to a state by only replaying its causal dependencies. Similar to our work, they also formalize record & replay for an actor
language. In contrast to our work, their approach is based on a centralized actor
for tracing, and can only be used in combination with a debugger [31].

8

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has introduced a method for global reproducibility for runs of distributed Active Object systems, based on local control. The proposed method
is order-based and decentralized in that local traces are recorded and replayed
without incurring any additional synchronization at the global level. The method
is formalized as an operational semantics for a basic active object language, with
trace recording and replay. This system exhibits non-determinism through the
scheduling of asynchronous method calls and synchronization using ﬁrst-class
futures. Based on this formalization, we justify in terms of properties of trace
equivalence classes that local control suﬃces to reproduce runs with a ﬁnal state
which is equivalent to the ﬁnal state of a recorded run. We then discuss how other
features of active object languages which introduce additional non-determinism
can be supported by our method, including cooperative concurrency, concurrent
object groups and resource-aware behavior.
The proposed method has been implemented for Real-Time ABS, an Active
Object modeling language which includes most of the above-mentioned features
and which has a simulator written in Erlang. The implementation only records
local ordering information, which allows the overhead of both the record and
replay phases to be kept low compared to deterministic replay systems which
reproduce an exact global run.
In future work, we plan to build on the proposed record & replay tool for
systematic model exploration, by modifying traces between the record and replay
phase to explore diﬀerent runs. This can be done by means of DPOR-algorithms
for actor-based systems [32–34]. Combining DPOR with our proposed tool for
record & replay would result in a stateless model checker [35] for Active Object
systems.
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Abstract. Modelling is an essential activity in software engineering processes. It
typically involves two meta-levels: one includes meta-models that describe modelling languages, and the other contains models built by instantiating those metamodels. Multi-level modelling generalizes this approach by allowing models to
span an arbitrary number of meta-levels.
A scenario that proﬁts from multi-level modelling is the deﬁnition of language
families that become specialized by successive reﬁnements at subsequent metalevels, hence promoting language reuse. This enables an open set of variability
options for the possible specializations of a given language. However, multi-level
modelling lacks the ability to express closed variability regarding the supported
language primitives and their realizations. This limits the reuse opportunities of
a language family. To improve this situation, we propose a novel combination of
product lines with multi-level modelling to cover both open and closed variability.
Our proposal is backed by a formal theory that guarantees correctness, and is
implemented atop the M ETA D EPTH multi-level modelling tool.
Keywords: Meta-modelling, Multi-level modelling, Product lines, Domain-speciﬁc
languages, M ETA D EPTH

1

Introduction

Modelling is intrinsic to most engineering disciplines. Within software engineering, it
plays a pivotal role in model-driven engineering (MDE) [43]. This is a software construction paradigm where models are actively used to describe, analyse, validate, verify,
generate code and maintain the application to be built, among other activities.
Models are built using modelling languages, which can be either general-purpose,
like the UML [46], or domain-speciﬁc languages (DSLs) tailored to a speciﬁc concern [25]. In MDE, the abstract syntax of modelling languages is deﬁned through a
meta-model that describes the primitives that models can use one meta-level below.
This modelling approach, which is the standard nowadays, constrains engineers to conﬁne their models within one meta-level (the “model” level).
Some researchers have observed that domain modelling can beneﬁt from the use
of more than one meta-level [6, 14, 17, 19, 29]. This way of modelling – called multilevel modelling [4] or deep meta-modelling [12] – results in simpler models in scenarios that involve the type-object pattern [6, 14, 30]. Moreover, it permits deﬁning language families (e.g., for process modelling), which can be specialized to speciﬁc domains (e.g., software process modelling, industrial process modelling) via instantiation
c The Author(s) 2020
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Fig. 1. (a) Open variability through instantiation. (b) Closed variability through product lines.

at lower meta-levels [15]. Instantiation is an open variability mechanism that permits
the language customization by specializing the language primitives for a domain, or
adding new ones via linguistic extensions [12]. Fig. 1(a) shows a tiny process modelling
language that deﬁnes the primitive TaskType, which is customized by instantiation in
the lower meta-level for the software process modelling domain (Coding and Design).
However, multi-level modelling lacks support for expressing optionality of language
primitives or alternative primitive realizations. This prevents wider language reuse and
customization possibilities.
Software product lines (SPLs) encompass methods, tools and techniques to engineer collections of similar software systems using a common means of production [32,
35]. SPLs support closed variability, where a concrete software product is obtained
by selecting among a ﬁnite set of available features (i.e., by setting a conﬁguration).
SPL techniques have been applied to language engineering to deﬁne product lines of
languages representing a close set of predeﬁned language variants [20, 34, 47]. As an
example, Fig. 1(b) shows a process modelling language product line with two conﬁgurable features: actors and initial tasks. Selecting a conﬁguration of features (in the
ﬁgure, initial tasks but no actors) yields a language variant. Languages so deﬁned can
be conﬁgured with respect to the primitives they offer and their realization, but cannot
be specialized for speciﬁc domains as this requires from open variability mechanisms.
To improve current language reuse techniques, we propose combining multi-level
modelling and product lines. This allows the deﬁnition of highly conﬁgurable language
families that proﬁt from both open variability (as given by instantiation) and closed
variability (as given by conﬁguration). This way, this paper makes the following contributions: (i) a novel notion of multi-level model product line; (ii) a theory that guarantees the correctness of (certain) interleavings of instantiation and conﬁguration steps;
and (iii) an implementation of these ideas on top of the M ETA D EPTH tool [12].
Paper organization. Section 2 introduces multi-level modelling and identiﬁes the challenges tackled in this paper. Section 3 provides a light formalization of multi-level modelling, which is extended with product line techniques in Section 4. Section 5 describes
tool support. Section 6 discusses related research, and Section 7 ends with the conclusions and future work. An appendix includes the proofs of the theorems in the paper.

2

Multi-level modelling: intuition and challenges

In this section, we introduce the main concepts of multi-level modelling by example
(Section 2.1), and then discuss the challenges that we aim to tackle (Section 2.2).
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Fig. 2. Commerce example using (a) standard modelling and (b) multi-level modelling.

2.1

Multi-level modelling, by example

Multi-level modelling permits the deﬁnition of models using multiple meta-levels [6,
14]. To understand its rationale, assume we would like to create a language to deﬁne
commerce information systems (a standard example often used in the multi-level modelling literature [6, 14]). This language should allow deﬁning product types (like books
or food) which have a tax, as well as products of the deﬁned types (like Othello or banana) which have a price. Moreover, some product types may need to deﬁne speciﬁc
properties, like the number of pages in books.
Fig. 2(a) shows a solution using two meta-levels. In this solution, the meta-model
of the language uses the type-object pattern [30] to emulate the typing relation between
Product and ProductType. In addition, classes Attribute and Slot permit deﬁning properties in ProductTypes and assigning them a value in Products (called dynamic features
pattern in [14]). The model in the bottom meta-level represents an information system
for Kiosks, and deﬁnes the product types Book and Food. The model also deﬁnes the
products sold by a particular kiosk: the Othello book and Bananas.
On reﬂection, one can realize that this solution emulates two meta-levels within one,
as we convey with the dashed line in Fig. 2(a). Therefore, Fig. 2(b) shows an alternative multi-level solution using three meta-levels. The top level deﬁnes just ProductType,
which is instantiated at the next level to create Book and Food product types, which
in turn are instantiated at the bottom level to create speciﬁc products. Hence, elements
in this approach are called clabjects [2] (from the contraction of the words class and
object), as they are types for the elements in the level below, and instances of the elements in the level above (see for instance Book).
The multi-level solution leads to a simpler model (with fewer elements) as it requires just a clabject to represent both ProductType and Product. However, one needs
to control the properties of instances beyond the next meta-level. In the example, we
need to control that the direct instances of ProductType have a tax, and the instances of
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Fig. 3. Multi-level model for process modelling, and application to software process modelling.

its instances have a price. For this purpose, we use a deep characterization mechanism
called potency [2, 4]. This is a natural number, or zero, which governs the instantiation
depth of elements. Fig. 2(b) depicts the potency after the “@” symbol, and the elements
that do not declare potency take the potency from their container (e.g., attribute price
takes its potency from ProductType, and this from the Commerce model). When an element is instantiated, the instance gets the potency of the element minus 1. Elements
with potency 0 are pure instances and cannot be instantiated. This way, attribute ProductType.tax is instantiated into Book.tax and Food.tax, which therefore have potency 0
and can receive values. As model Commerce has potency 2, it can be instantiated at the
two subsequent meta-levels. The potency of a model is often called its level [6].
Sometimes, it is not possible to foresee every possible property required by clabject instances several meta-levels below, like the number of pages in books. To handle
those cases, multi-level modelling supports linguistic extensions. These are clabjects
or features with no ontological type, but with a linguistic type which corresponds to
the meta-modelling primitive used to create it (see Orthogonal Classiﬁcation Architecture in [5] for more details). As an example, Book.numPages is a linguistic extension
modelling a property speciﬁc to Book but not to other product types. Instead, in the twolevel solution in Fig. 2(a), the properties of speciﬁc ProductTypes need to be explicitly
modelled by classes Attribute and Slot, leading to more complexity.
2.2

Improving reuse in multi-level modelling: some challenges

Multi-level modelling enables language reuse by supporting the deﬁnition of language
families. For example, Fig. 3 shows at the top a generic process modelling language
that can be used to deﬁne process modelling languages for different domains, like education, software engineering, or production engineering. The language is designed to
consider three levels. Level 2 contains the language deﬁnition, consisting of primitives
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Fig. 4. Examples of variability needs: (a) optional attributes, (b) optional primitives, (c) alternative primitive realizations.

to deﬁne task and gateway types. Level 1 contains language specializations for speciﬁc
domains. The ﬁgure shows the case for the software engineering domain, which deﬁnes
the task types Requirements and Design, and two gateway types: ReqDep to transition
from requirement tasks to either design or requirement tasks, and DesignDep to declare
dependencies between design tasks. Finally, level 0 contains domain-speciﬁc processes.
The one in the ﬁgure declares three tasks and one gateway.
This example shows how instantiation permits customizing the language primitives
offered at the top level for particular domains, and how linguistic extensions (e.g., attribute Design.style at level 1 in Fig. 3) allow adding domain-speciﬁc primitives to language specializations. However, the following scenarios require further facilities that
enable a better ﬁt for particular domains and increase language reuse.
– Alternative realizations. A language primitive may be realised in different ways,
each more adequate than the others depending on the domain. For example, in
Fig. 3, dependencies between task types are modelled by GatewayType. However,
in domains that do not require distinguishing gateway types, a simpler representation of dependencies as a reference between TaskTypes is enough (see Fig. 4(c)).
Unfortunately, multi-level modelling does not support this kind of variability.
– Primitive excess. Some offered language primitives may be unnecessary in simple
domains. This can be controlled by not instantiating the primitive, but still, withdrawing the needless primitives to simplify the language usage may be a better
option. Moreover, there are problematic situations. First, if the primitive is an attribute (like initial in Fig. 4(a)), then it becomes instantiated by force, polluting the
model with unnecessary information. Second, some mandatory primitives may not
be needed in certain domains. For example, in Fig. 4(b), the language designer assumes that any TaskType (e.g., Requirements) will be performed by one ActorKind
(e.g., Analyst or DomainExpert). However, there may be domains that do not involve actors (e.g., if tasks are automated), but the mandatory relation perfBy forces
having instances of ActorKind associated to instances of TaskType.
– Deferred variability resolution and exploratory modelling. The decision about
the inclusion or not of a primitive may not be clear when the language is instantiated for a domain, but this is determined later at lower meta-levels. For example,
in Fig. 4(a), an engineer might hesitate whether, in addition to the expected task
duration (attribute duration), s/he may want to store the real task duration (attribute
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rDuration with potency 2), in which case, s/he may prefer deferring the decision to

levels 1 or 0. In general, resolving all variability in a language family at the top
level may be hasty in some cases, as the suitability of a primitive may become
evident only when a language has reached certain speciﬁcity (i.e., at lower metalevels). Moreover, enabling modelling before resolving the variability may be good
for exploratory purposes.
To tackle these challenges, we incorporate variability into multi-level models taking
ideas from SPLs. As a ﬁrst step, next we formalize multi-level models.

3

A formal foundation for multi-level modelling

We start deﬁning the structure of models equipped with deep characterization, which
we call deep models. We represent models at different meta-levels in a uniform way, in
order to cope with an arbitrary number of meta-levels. For simplicity of presentation,
we omit inheritance, cardinalities and integrity constraints in our formalization.
Def. 1 (Deep model) A deep model is a tuple M = p, C, S, R, src, tar, pot, where:
–
–
–
–
–

p ∈ N0 is called the model potency, or level.
C, S and R are disjoint sets of clabjects, slots and references, respectively.
src : S ∪ R → C is a function assigning slots and references to clabjects.
tar : R → C is a function assigning the target clabject to references.
pot : C ∪ S ∪ R → N0 is a function assigning a potency to each element, s.t.:
1. ∀e ∈ C ∪ S ∪ R • pot(e) ≤ p
2. ∀s ∈ S ∪ R • pot(s) ≤ pot(src(s))
3. ∀r ∈ R • pot(r) ≤ pot(tar(r))

In the previous deﬁnition, we assign a level p to deep models. Elements in a deep
model have a potency via function pot, which must satisfy three conditions: (1) the
potency of an element should not be larger than the model level, (2) the potency of slots
and references should not be larger than the one of their container clabject, and (3) the
potency of references should not be larger than the one of the clabjects they point to.
Next, we deﬁne a general notion of mapping (a morphism) between deep models
as a tuple of three (total) functions between the sets of clabjects, slots and references.
Each morphism has a depth (an integer or 0) controlling the distance between the levels
of the involved models. We use two particular types of mappings to represent the type
relation between deep models at adjacent meta-levels (when the morphism depth is 1),
and extensions of a deep model to add linguistic extensions (when the depth is 0).
Def. 2 (D-morphism, type and extension) Given two deep models Mi = pi , Ci , Si , Ri ,
srci , tari , poti  for i = {0, 1}, a deep model morphism (D-morphism in short) m =
d, mC , mS , mR  : M0 → M1 is a tuple made of a number d ∈ N0 called depth, and
three functions mC : C0 → C1 , mS : S0 → S1 and mR : R0 → R1 s.t.:

1. p0 + d = p1
2. ∀e ∈ X0 • pot0 (e) + d = pot1 (mX (e)) (for X = {C, S, R})
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Fig. 5. Commutativity conditions for D-morphisms.

3. Each function mC , mS , mR commutes with functions srci and tari (see Fig. 5)
D-morphism tp = d, tpC , tpS , tpR  : M0 → M1 is called type if d = 1, and is called
indirect type if d > 1. M1 is called the (indirect) model type of M0 .
D-morphism ex = d, exC , exS , exR  : M0 → M1 is called level-preserving if d = 0.
A level-preserving D-morphism ex is called extension if each exX (for X = {C, S, R})
is an inclusion. An extension is called identity if each exX is surjective.
In the previous deﬁnition, condition 1 ensures that the D-morphism connects models
of suitable levels, condition 2 checks that the potency decreases according to the depth
of the D-morphism, and condition 3 ensures that the D-morphism is coherent with the
source and target of slots and references (just like in standard graph morphisms [16]).
We use total functions to represent the type, which ensures that each element in a deep
model has a type. Linguistic extensions are not typed, but they are modelled as an extension D-morphism of a (typed) deep model into a larger model. This avoids resorting to
partial functions to represent the type, which would complicate the formalization [38].
Identity extensions map isomorphic deep models. D-morphisms can be composed by
composing the three mappings and adding their depths.
A multi-level model is made of a root deep model, and a sequence of instantiations and extensions. The length of this sequence is equal to the root model level. The
extensions are allowed to be identity extensions.
tpi+1

Def. 3 (Multi-level model) A multi-level model M LM = M0 , M L = (Mi ←−
exi+1

Mi+1 −→ Mi+1
)i=0..p0 −1  is made of a deep model M0 called the root and a sequence M L (of length p0 , the level of M0 ) of spans of D-morphisms, where the left
D-morphism is a type and the right D-morphism a (possibly identity) extension.
Example. Fig. 6 shows a multi-level model (an excerpt of the one in Fig. 3) according
to Def. 3. Slots are represented as rounded nodes, instead of inside the owner clabject
box. In Fig. 3, we do not show slots with potency bigger than 0 that are typed, like
Design.duration at level 1, which is omitted. However, such instances do exist, and are
explicitly shown in Fig. 6 (see slot duration’@1 in models M1 and M’1 ). If a model
does not include linguistic extensions (like M2 ), then we use the identity extension Dmorphism. Finally, it would be possible to derive the (indirect) type of M2 w.r.t. M’0 by
deﬁning a construction akin to a pullback that yields the part of M2 typed by M1 [28].

4

Multi-level model product lines

In order to solve the challenges identiﬁed in Section 2.2, we extend deep models with
closed variability options by borrowing concepts from product lines. We use feature
models [24] to represent the allowed variability.
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Fig. 7. Feature model for the example. (a) Feature diagram notation. (b) Using Def. 4.

Def. 4 (Feature model) A feature model F M = F, Φ is a tuple made of a set F of
features and a propositional formula Φ specifying the valid feature conﬁgurations.
Example. Fig. 7 shows the feature model for the running example using both the feature diagram notation (a), and our deﬁnition (b). The feature model permits choosing if
the process modelling language will have primitives to deﬁne actors (feature actors, cf.
Fig. 4(b)), initial tasks and their enactment at level 0 (features initial and enactment, cf.
Fig. 4(a)), as well as selecting whether gateways are to be represented either as references or objects (features simple and object, cf. Fig. 4(c)). The feature model includes
the mandatory features ProcessLanguage, Gateways and Tasks as syntactic sugar to
obtain a tree representation, but they are not needed in our formalization.
The selection of one option within the variability space offered by a feature model
is done through a conﬁguration. This assigns true to the selected features, and false to
the discarded ones. To enhance ﬂexibility of use, we also support partial conﬁgurations,
where some features are not given any value. This will be used to allow deferring the
resolution of some variability options to lower meta-levels.
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Def. 5 (Conﬁguration) Given a feature model F M = F, Φ, a conﬁguration of F M
is a tuple C = F + , F −  made of two disjoint sets F + ⊆ F and F − ⊆ F , s.t.
Φ[F + /true, F − /f alse]  f alse. C is total if F = F + ∪ F − , otherwise it is partial.
In the previous deﬁnition, F + contains the selected features (i.e., given the value
true), F − the discarded features (i.e., given the value false), and F \ (F + ∪ F − ) is
the set of features whose value has not been set. A conﬁguration must be compatible
with the feature model formula, so the deﬁnition demands that the formula Φ once we
substitute F + by true and F − by false is not false. If the conﬁguration is total, then the
condition entails that Φ must evaluate to true.
Next, we assign a level to feature models, and potencies to features, in order to
restrict the level at which features can be assigned a value.
Def. 6 (Deep feature model) A deep feature model DF M = l, F M = F, Φ, pot
is made of a level l ∈ N0 , a feature model F M , and a function pot : F → N0 assigning
a potency to each feature, s.t. ∀f ∈ F • pot(f ) ≤ l.
Next, we deﬁne a mapping between deep feature models, called F-morphism. Similar to D-morphisms (cf. Def. 2), F-morphisms have a depth which can be positive or 0.
In addition, they include a conﬁguration, and a mapping for the features excluded from
the conﬁguration. There are two special kinds of F-morphisms: one representing a type
relationship between feature models (where the morphism depth is 1 and the conﬁguration empty), and the other expressing a specialization relationship between two feature
models via a total or partial conﬁguration (where the morphism depth is 0).
Def. 7 (F-morphism, type and specialization) Given two deep feature models DF Mi =
li , F Mi , poti  (for i = {0, 1}), a deep feature model morphism (F-morphism in short)
m = d, mF , C : DF M0 → DF M1 is made of:
– a depth d ∈ N0 s.t. l0 + d = l1
– an injective set morphism mF : F0 → F1 s.t. ∀f ∈ F0 • pot0 (f )+d = pot1 (mF (f ))
– a conﬁguration C = F1+ , F1−  of F M1 s.t.:
1. mF (F0 ) = F1 \ (F1+ ∪ F1− )
2. Φ1 [F1+ /true, F1− /f alse] ∼
= Φ0 [F0 /mF (F0 )]
F-morphism tp is a type morphism if d = 1 and C = ∅, ∅, and it is an indirect type
morphism if d > 1 and C = ∅, ∅. F-morphism sp is a specialization if d = 0.
The deﬁnition requires that the F-morphism depth ﬁlls the gap between the feature
model levels, and between the potencies of the mapped features. F M0 may have fewer
features than F M1 , in case the conﬁguration C assigns a value to features of F M1 . In
particular, the injectivity condition of mF and requiring mF (F0 ) = F1 \ (F1+ ∪ F1− )
ensures that only the features left undeﬁned by C are mapped from F M0 . Moreover,
when the conﬁguration C assigns a value to some feature, we require that the formula
Φ1 , once we substitute the features in C by their value true or false, be equivalent to
Φ0 , once we substitute the features in F0 by their mapping in F1 . This corresponds to a
(partial) evaluation of the formula Φ1 as a result of a feature model specialization.
As a remark, F-morphisms so deﬁned are composable by adding their depths and
making the union of the positive (resp. negative) features in the conﬁgurations.
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Fig. 8. Examples of F-morphisms.

Example. Fig. 8 shows two F-morphisms, with tp a type and sp a specialization. Fmorphism tp : F M1 → F M2 relates two deep feature models F M1 and F M2 , where
the level and potencies of F M1 are one less than those in F M2 , and the formulae
are the same modulo feature renaming. Specialization sp : F M0 → F M1 has depth 0
and partial conﬁguration C = F + = {object}, F − = {simple}. Hence, the levels
and potencies are maintained, but the feature set F0 is decreased by removing from F1
the features that appear in C. According to condition 1 in Def. 7, {Gwys} = {Gwys,
simple, object} \ ({simple} ∪ {object}). According to condition 2 in the deﬁnition, the
formula Φ0 is equivalent to replacing object by true and simple by false in Φ1 . If we
compose sp with tp, the resulting F-morphism tp ◦ sp has depth 1 and conﬁguration
C = F + = {object}, F − = {simple}, which is neither a type nor a specialization.
Finally, we are ready to characterize deep model product lines (PLs) as a deep
model, a deep feature model with the same level as the deep model, and a mapping
of presence conditions (PCs) to deep model elements.
Def. 8 (Deep model PL) A deep model PL DM = M, DF M, φ is made of:
– A deep model M and a deep feature model DF M with the same level (p = l).
– A function φ : C ∪ S ∪ R → B(F ) mapping each element in M to a (non-false)
propositional formula over the features in F , called presence condition (PC), s.t.:
1. ∀s ∈ S ∪ R • φ(s) =⇒ φ(src(s))
2. ∀r ∈ R • φ(r) =⇒ φ(tar(r))
3. ∀e ∈ C ∪ S ∪ R, ∀v ∈ V ar(φ(e)) • pot(v) ≤ pot(e)
Intuitively, given a conﬁguration, we can derive a product (a deep model) of the
PL by deleting the model elements whose PC evaluates to false. To avoid dangling
references and slots, Def. 8 requires their PC not to be weaker than that of their owning
clabject (condition 1), and the PC of references not to be weaker than the one of their
target clabject (condition 2). In addition, the variability of an element must be resolved
in a level that contains the element. To this aim, condition 3 ensures that the potency of
the variables in the PC of an element is not higher than the element’s potency (we use
function Var to return all variables within a propositional formula).
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Fig. 9. Deep model PL example.

Example. Fig. 9 shows a deep model PL for process modelling languages. The left
compartment shows the deep feature model, and the one to the right the deep model
with its elements annotated with their PC between square brackets. If an element does
not show a PC (like TaskType), then its PC is true. The deep model PL permits selecting between two alternative realizations for gateways, either as the reference next or
the clabject GatewayType. This variability needs to be resolved before instantiating the
language for a speciﬁc domain, as features simple and object have potency 0. The PL
also offers the choice to add or not the primitive ActorKind to the language, but this decision can be taken before specializing the language or at level 1 to enable exploratory
modelling. Finally, the PL allows selecting whether tasks can be initial and whether they
hold enactment information. Feature initial in the feature model cannot have potency
2 because the feature is used in the PC of attribute TaskType.initial, which has potency
1. The feature model shows features ProcessLanguage, Gateways and Tasks in colour
and without a potency; this is so as these features are mandatory (i.e., their value is true
in any valid conﬁguration), and while they enable a hierarchical representation of the
feature model, the formalization of the example does not include them.
Next, we introduce mappings between deep model PLs (called PL-morphisms) as a
tuple of morphisms between their constituent deep models and deep feature models. As
in the previous cases, we are interested in type morphisms, linguistic extensions, and
specializations of deep model PLs via a (partial) conﬁguration.
Def. 9 (PL-morphism, type, extension, specialization) Given two deep model PLs
DMi = Mi , DF Mi , φi  (for i = {0, 1}), a PL-morphism m = mD , mF  is made
of a D-morphism mD : M0 → M1 and an F-morphism mF : DF M0 → DF M1 with
conﬁguration C = F + , F − , s.t. ∀e ∈ C0 ∪ S0 ∪ R0 • φ1 (e)[F1+ /true, F1− /f alse]
∼
= φ0 (e)[F0 /mF
F (F0 )].
PL-morphism tp = tpD , tpF  is a type if both tpD and tpF are types.
PL-morphism ex = exD , idF  is an extension if exD is an extension and idF is an
identity.
PL-morphism sp = mD , spF  is a specialization if spF is a specialization and mD
is injective, level-preserving, and the elements e ∈ C1 ∪ S1 ∪ R1 s.t. φ1 (e)[F1+ /true,
F1− /f alse]  f alse are in its co-domain.
Remark. No condition on the equality of depths of mD and mF is required, since the
levels of M0 and DF M0 are the same (and similar for the levels of M1 and DF M1 ).
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Fig. 10. Examples of PL-morphisms and deferred conﬁguration.

The condition for PL-morphisms demands that the PCs in the deep model M0 are modiﬁed according to the selection of features in conﬁguration C of mF . In addition, in
specialization PL-morphisms, M0 should contain just the elements whose PC is not
false after substituting the features in F + by true, and the ones in F − by false. Therefore, in case of a specialization, the deﬁnition requires that, when the conﬁguration C is
considered, exactly the elements in M1 whose PC is not false receive a mapping from
M0 , while the mapping needs to be injective. Moreover, by Def. 8 of deep model PL,
no element in M0 can have a PC that is false.
Other kinds of PL-morphisms are possible, for example, adding features to a feature model in lower meta-levels to increase its variability. While this is an interesting
possibility to increase language reuse, we leave its formalization to future work.
Example. Fig. 10 shows four valid PL-morphisms (tp, tp , sp, sp ) and an invalid one
(ex). Both tp and tp are types: they relate models at adjacent levels, where one is an
instance of the other. Types always use the empty conﬁguration C = ∅, ∅ (cf. Def. 7),
and therefore, a model element and its instances have the same PC (see, e.g., ActorKind
and its instance SoftEng). Both sp and sp are specialization PL-morphisms. This is
so as they preserve level and potencies, and the deep models only contain elements
with non-false PC. As the conﬁguration C of both PL-morphisms is total, the PC of
the elements in DM3 and DM2 evaluates to true, and hence, these models do not have
more closed variability options to conﬁgure (i.e., they are ﬁnal products of the PL).
The ﬁgure also shows an attempt to extend DM1 by a linguistic extension made of the
clabject Skill connected to SoftEng through reference exp. However, the result is not a
valid deep model PL as the PC of SoftEng (actors) is stronger than the PC of exp (true).
This could be solved by adding actors as PC of exp (and Skill).
When the conﬁguration C of a specialization PL-morphism sp is total, DM0 is a
product of DM1 with no variability, being equivalent to a deep model (cf. Def. 1). However, the question remains whether for any valid conﬁguration C of a deep model PL
DM , we can ﬁnd a deep model PL DM  and a specialization PL-morphism sp : DM  →
DM that uses C. This requires showing that any choice of F + and F − results in a valid
deep model PL DM  as given by Def. 8. Theorem 1 captures this result.
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Theorem 1 (Derivation through specialization morphisms). Given a deep model PL
DM = M, DF M, φ and any conﬁguration C of DF M , there is one deep model PL
DM  and a specialization morphism sp : DM  → DM with conﬁguration C.
Proof. In appendix.
Next, we look into the soundness of deferring the conﬁguration of an element after
it is instantiated. The question is whether, in any situation that allows conﬁguring an
element after its instantiation, we obtain the same result by resolving the element variability ﬁrst and then instantiating. This result is important as, regardless of the order
in which conﬁgurations and instantiation are performed, we can calculate the language
that results of applying the conﬁgurations as the ﬁrst step, by advancing the conﬁguration steps over the instantiations.
The next theorem captures the fact that if we can instantiate and then conﬁgure, then
we obtain the same result if we conﬁgure and then instantiate.
Theorem 2 (Specialization can be advanced to instantiation). Given three deep model
PLs DMi = Mi , DF Mi , φi  (for i = {0, 1, 2}), a type PL-morphism tp : DM1 →
DM0 and a specialization PL-morphism sp : DM2 → DM1 , there is a unique deep
model PL DM3 , a unique type PL-morphism tp : DM2 → DM3 and a unique specialization PL-morphism sp : DM3 → DM0 s.t. the diagram in Fig. 11 commutes.

o
DM
O 0

sp

DM
O 3

tp

=

tp

DM1 o

sp

DM2

Fig. 11. Deferred conﬁguration: specialization can be advanced to instantiation.

Proof. In appendix.
Remark. Note that the converse is not true in general, that is, instantiation cannot be
advanced to specialization. The reason is that a type morphism is not allowed from
features with potency 0, meaning that they must be conﬁgured ﬁrst.
Example. Fig. 10 shows a deferred conﬁguration. Deep model PL DM0 is instantiated
into DM1 , and then conﬁgured using C = F + = {}, F − = {actors} to yield DM2 .
Instead, we obtain the same result by ﬁrst conﬁguring DM0 to yield DM3 , and then
instantiating DM3 into DM2 . Deep model PL DM3 is relevant as it corresponds to the
fully-conﬁgured language (i.e., with no variability) employed to build DM2 .

5

Tool support

We have implemented the notions presented so far atop M ETA D EPTH [12]. This is a textual multi-level modelling tool which supports an arbitrary number of meta-levels and
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Listing 1. Deep model with PCs.

Fig. 12. Internal representation of deep model PL.

deep characterization through potency. It integrates the Epsilon family of languages for
model management [33], which permits deﬁning code generators and model transformations for multi-level models.
M ETA D EPTH was used to deﬁne language families via multi-level modelling in [15],
but it did not support the deﬁnition of closed sets of variability options by means of
PLs. For this work, we have extended the tool to allow creating deep feature models
and multi-level models with PCs, and specializing deep model PLs via conﬁgurations.
The extended tool is available at http://metadepth.org/pls.
Listing 1 speciﬁes the deep model in the right part of Fig. 9, using M ETA D EPTH’s
syntax. First, line 1 states the name of the deep feature model (deﬁned in Listing 2) associated to the deep model. Then, line 2 declares the deep model, named ProcessModel,
with level 2. This contains three clabjects: TaskType (lines 3–13), ActorKind (lines 15–
16) and GatewayType (lines 18–22). PCs are speciﬁed as annotations. This is possible
as, similar to Java [10], M ETA D EPTH permits deﬁning annotation types by providing
their syntax, parameters, and kind of elements they can annotate (i.e., models, clabjects
or ﬁelds) [40]. This deﬁnition is a meta-model, and so, when annotations are parsed,
they are transformed into an annotation model that refers to the annotated model. Regarding the PC of ﬁelds, for usability reasons, our implementation internally conjoins
the PC of ﬁelds with the PC of their owner clabject. For example, the PC of reference
GatewayType.src is object because the PC of GatewayType is object.
Listing 2 shows the M ETA D EPTH deﬁnition of the deep feature model in Fig. 9.
This conforms to a meta-model that we have created to represent deep feature models,
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and to which we have assigned a concrete syntax similar to the FAMILIAR tool [1].
Line 1 declares a feature model called ProcessOptions with level 2. Line 2 declares the
root feature ProcessLanguage, and its children features Gateways, Tasks and actors.
Children features can specify a potency after the “@” symbol, and be declared optional
using the “?” symbol. Line 3 declares the children of Gateways, which are alternative as
speciﬁed by the keyword alt. Line 4 declares the children of Tasks, which are optional.
Fig. 12 shows the internal representation of a deep model PL in M ETA D EPTH. The
PC annotations are automatically converted into an annotation model, which is also
linked to the deep feature model (ProcessOptions).
Annotations in M ETA D EPTH can attach actions to be triggered upon certain modelling events, like instantiation or value assignment. These actions are deﬁned via a
meta-object protocol (MOP) [26, 40]. This way, we have deﬁned a MOP with actions
for the PC annotations, to help instantiating deep model PLs. Speciﬁcally, when an element of a model with variability is instantiated (like ProcessModel in Listing 1), its PC
is copied to the instance. Moreover, a constraint forbids instantiating a deep model PL
if the associated deep feature model has features with potency 0.
Finally, we have created a command called conﬁg to specialize a deep model PL
via a conﬁguration (see Listing 3). When the command is applied, the PCs attached to
model elements are evaluated (partially if the conﬁguration is partial), and then removed
if their value is false. The applied conﬁguration (i.e., the boolean values assigned to the
features) is stored in the deep feature model itself (cf. model ProcessOptions in Fig. 12).
Overall, this simple example language already admits 16 total conﬁgurations, which can
be succinctly represented as a PL, increasing its reuse possibilities.

6

Related work

Next, we review related research coming from language PLs; variability in multi-level
modelling; and SPLs.
Language PLs. Some researchers have proposed increasing the reusability of modelling languages by incorporating SPL techniques. For example, in [47], DSL metamodels can be conﬁgured using a feature model. In [34], the authors propose featured
model types: meta-models whose elements have PCs, and with operations that are offered depending of the chosen variant. In [20], meta-models can have variability, and
their instantiability is analysed at the PL level. However, all these works only consider
closed variability, while our work also supports open variability through instantiation.
Variability in multi-level modelling. A plethora of multi-level modelling approaches
and tools have emerged recently, like DeepTelos [22], FMMLx [18], Melanee [3], MultEcore [29], MLT [17] and OMLM [21]. Some of them are based on deep characterization through potency [3, 18, 21, 29], while others rely on powertypes [17] or mostgeneral instances [22]. None of them support variability based on feature models as we
describe here. However, there have been some attempts to improve multi-level modelling with SPL techniques, which we describe next.
Reinhartz-Berger and collaborators [37] present a preliminary proposal to support
the conﬁguration of classes with optional attributes. It is based on a kernel language
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which supports multiple meta-levels but not deep characterization. The proposal is incipient as it is neither formalized nor implemented. In [9], the authors analyse the limitations of feature models alone to describe a set of assets, and propose using multi-level
models instead. As multi-level models have limitations to express variability – as described in Section 2.2 – we propose to combine feature models and multi-level models.
Nesic and collaborators [31] explore the use of MLT [17] to reverse engineer sets of
related legacy assets into PLs. MLT is a multi-level modelling approach based on powertypes and ﬁrst order logic. In their work, the authors represent variability concepts like
PCs and product groups within MLT models. This embedding may result in complex
models where elements can represent either variability concepts or domain concepts.
Instead, we separate PCs and feature models to avoid cluttering the multi-level model.
Our goal is to deﬁne highly reusable language families, for which we provide feature
models to describe variability options, and offer the possibility to defer conﬁgurations;
instead, the approach in [31] lacks an explicit representation of feature models. Finally,
we provide both a theory and a working implementation.
Other formalizations of potency-based multi-level modelling exist, like [38]. That
theory does not account for variability, but it could be extended with feature models, in
a similar way as we do.
SPLs. Our deferred conﬁgurations can be seen as a particular case of staged conﬁgurations [11]. These permit selecting a member of the PL in stages, where each
stage removes some choices. In our approach, the potency controls the level where
the variability can be resolved. Staged conﬁgurations are also useful in software design
reuse. In this setting, Kienzle and collaborators [27] propose Concern-Oriented Reuse,
a paradigm where reusable modules (called concerns) deﬁne variability interfaces as
feature models. The variability of a reused concern can be resolved partially, in which
case, the undeﬁned features are re-exposed in the interface of the resulting concern.
We also support deferring the variability resolution, but composing deep model PLs is
future work.
Taentzer and collaborators [45] formalized model-based SPLs using category theory. Different from ours, their formalization does not capture typing (it is within a single
meta-level), while their morphisms can expand the feature model but cannot be used to
model partial conﬁgurations. Borba and collaborators [8] have studied PL reﬁnements
to add new products maintaining the behaviour of existing ones. In our case, we do
not increase variability, but it would be interesting to consider mechanisms to do so
combined with instantiation.
To cope with large variability spaces, partitioning techniques can be applied to feature models to yield so-called multi-level feature models [11, 36]. However, the term
multi-level does not refer to multiple levels of classiﬁcation (as in our case), but to
multiple partitions of a feature model.
Other modelling notations support variability. For example, Clafer [23] is an approach that uniﬁes feature and class modelling. It supports both class and (partial) object models, feature models, (partial) conﬁgurations and logic constraints. However,
it does not support multi-level modelling or deep characterization. Similar to deltaoriented programming [42], Δ-modelling [41] permits deﬁning a set of products as a
core model plus a set of modiﬁcation deltas to the core model according to given ap-
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plication conditions. The approach has been combined with MDE, showing that model
conﬁguration and reﬁnement (e.g., a component being reﬁned by a set of classes) commute. This is in line with our Theorem 2, but we are interested in instantiation (instead
of reﬁnement), and need to incorporate potency for deep characterization. Hence, in our
case, instantiation and specialization (conﬁguration) do not commute, but the latter can
be advanced to former.
In the programming world, Batory [7, 44] proposes mixin layers, a composition
mechanism to add features to sets of base classes (so called two-level designs). Higherlevel designs can be obtained by applying the same techniques. In [7], these higher-level
designs are called multi-level models. Again, the use of the term multi-level is different
from ours, which refers to models related by classiﬁcation relations.
Overall, our proposal is the ﬁrst one adding variability to multi-level models with
support for deep characterization.

7

Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have proposed a new notion of multi-level model PL to improve current
reuse techniques for modelling languages. This is so as it permits both open variability
(by successive instantiations leading to language reﬁnements for speciﬁc domains), and
closed variability (by selecting among a set of variants). We have presented a theory,
with results ensuring the proper interleave of instantiation and conﬁguration steps. The
ideas have implemented on top of the multi-level modelling tool M ETA D EPTH.
In the future, we plan to provide a categorical formalization of the theory which
brings operations like intersection via common parts (pullbacks) and merging (pushouts)
of deep model PLs. We also want to offer the possibility of extending a deep model PL
with new features (i.e., extra variability) and move this variability to the top model
whenever possible. We would like to develop analysis techniques for multi-level model
PLs, e.g., to check instantiability properties in the line of [20]. Finally, our goal is
to make multi-level model PLs ready for MDE. This would entail the ability to deﬁne MDE services like transformations and code generators on multi-level model PLs.
Technically, our plan is to use the Epsilon languages supported by M ETA D EPTH, and
follow ideas from existing works on PLs of transformations [13], and transformation of
PLs [39].
Acknowledgments. Work funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science (project MASSIVE, RTI2018-095255-B-I00) and the R&D programme of Madrid (project FORTE,
P2018/TCS-4314). We thank the anonymous referees for their useful comments.

Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1: Given a deep model PL DM and a conﬁguration C = F + , F − ,
we build DM  = M  , DF M  , φ  as follows:
– M  has the same level as M , and contains the elements e of M s.t. φ(e)[F + /true,
F − / f alse]  f alse. Functions src , tar and pot are restrictions of src, tar and
pot to the elements in M  .
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– DF M  = l, F M  = F  , Φ , pot , where F  = F \(F + ∪F − ), Φ = Φ[F + /true,
F − /f alse], and pot is the restriction of pot to F  .
– ∀e ∈ C  ∪ S  ∪ R • φ (e) = φ(e)[F + /true, F − /f alse].
Now we show that M  is a valid deep model according to Def. 1:
– To check that src is well formed, we show that ∀s ∈ S  ∪R , src(s ) is deﬁned. By
condition 1 in Def. 8, φ(s) =⇒ φ(src (s)). This precludes the source of any s ∈
S  ∪ R to be absent from C  , since if φ(src (s))[F + /true, F − /f alse] = f alse,
then φ (s)[F + /true, F − /f alse] = f alse.
– The well-formedness of tar is shown like in the previous case.
– Function pot satisﬁes conditions 1–3 of Def. 1, since pot satisﬁes them, and pot
is just a restriction of pot.
Now we show that DM  is a valid deep model PL according to Def. 8:
– M  and DF M  have the same level (l).
– The three conditions over φ and pot hold, since they hold for φ and pot.
Finally, we build a specialization PL-morphism sp = mM , spF  : DM  → DM
as follows:
incM
X

M
M

– mM = 0, incM
−−→ X (for X = {C, S, R}) are
C , incS , incR , where X −
inclusion set morphisms,
incF

– spM = 0, incF , C, where F  −−−→ F is an inclusion morphism.
We need to show that: (i) mF (F  ) = F  = F \(F + ∪F − ), which holds since F  was
deﬁned above as F \(F + ∪F − ); and (ii) Φ[F + /true, F − /f alse] ≡ Φ [F  /incF (F  )],
which holds since Φ was deﬁned above as Φ[F + /true, F − /f alse]. 
Proof of Theorem 2: Let C = F + , F −  be the conﬁguration of the specialization PLmorphism sp : DM2 → DM1 . From DM0 and C, we construct a deep model DM3
and a specialization PL-morphism sp : DM3 → DM0 as described in the proof of
Theorem 1. Then, we build a type PL-morphism tp = tpD , tpF  : DM2 → DM3 as
follows:
D
D
D
D
– tpD = 1, tpD
C |C2 , tpS |S2 , tpR |R2 , with tpX |X2 the restriction of tpX to set X2
in DM2 (for X = {C, S, R}).
F
F
– tpF = 1, tpF
F |F2 , C with tpF |F2 the restriction of tpF to set F2 .
D
D-morphism tpD is well deﬁned because ∀c ∈ C2 , ∃c ∈ C3 s.t. tpD
C (spC (c)) =
D
+
−
This is so as φ1 (spC (e))[F /true, F /f alse]  f alse due to Def. 9 of
specialization PL-morphism. And now, since the conﬁguration of tp is empty, we have
D
+
−
φ0 (tpD
C (spC (e))[F /true, F /f alse]  f alse. This means that, according to Def. 9,
D
this element is in the co-domain of spD
C , and is assigned to c by tpC . The same reaF
soning applies to sets S2 and F2 . Function tpF |F2 is also well formed, since the same
conﬁguration C was used to derive DM2 and DM3 .
This reasoning also shows that tp ◦ sp = sp ◦ tp , as Theorem 2 demands. 

spD
C (c ).
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Abstract. The goal of probabilistic static analysis is to quantify the
probability that a given program satisﬁes/violates a required property
(assertion). In this work, we use a static analysis by abstract interpretation
and model counting to construct probabilistic analysis of deterministic
programs with uncertain input data, which can be used for estimating
the probabilities of assertions (program reliability).
In particular, we automatically infer necessary preconditions in order a
given assertion to be satisﬁed/violated at run-time using a combination of
forward and backward static analyses. The focus is on numeric properties
of variables and numeric abstract domains, such as polyhedra. The obtained preconditions in the form of linear constraints are then analyzed to
quantify how likely is an input to satisfy them. Model counting techniques
are employed to count the number of solutions that satisfy given linear
constraints. These counts are then used to assess the probability that the
target assertion is satisﬁed/violated. We also present how to extend our
approach to analyze non-deterministic programs by inferring suﬃcient
preconditions. We built a prototype implementation and evaluate it on
several interesting examples.

1

Introduction

Program veriﬁcation is often concerned by only determining whether one assertion
always holds at a given program point. However, there are many applications
where we need to know a more ﬁne-grained information about how likely a target
assertion (event) is to be satisﬁed/violated. Examples of other target events
include the invocation of a certain method, the access to conﬁdential information,
etc. In those cases, we want to distinguish between what is possible event (even
with extremely low probability) and what is likely event (possible with higher
probability). In this work, we show how to calculate the reliability of programs
by using combination of static analysis by abstract interpretation and model
counting. In particular, we are interested to learn how the presence of uncertainty
in the inputs can aﬀect the probability of assertions at the exit of the program.
c The Author(s) 2020
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This is an important problem to consider, since uncertainty is a common aspect of
many real-world software systems today (e.g., medicine and aerospatial domains).
Abstract interpretation [6,7,8] is a general theory for approximating the
semantics of programs. It provides safe (all answers are correct) and eﬃcient
(with a good trade-oﬀ between precision and cost) static analyses of run-time
properties of real programs. It is based on the idea of approximations between
concrete and abstract domains of program properties. Its practical success is
mainly enabled by the design of numerical abstract domains, which reason on
numerical properties of variables. For example, the interval domain [6], which
is non-relational, infers the information about the possible values of individual
variables; the octagon domain [25], which is weakly relational, infers unit binary
linear constraints between program variables; and the polyhedra domain [10],
which is fully relational, infers the linear constraints between all program variables.
Abstract interpretation is a powerful technique for deriving approximate, albeit
computable analyses, by using fully automatic algorithms. These abstract analyses
pay the price for ﬁnite computability (always terminate) by an inevitable loss of
precision. We use abstract analyses for automatic inference of (over-approximated)
invariants by forward analysis, and (over-approximated) necessary preconditions
by backward analysis. These two abstract analyses can be combined such that the
results of the ﬁrst analysis reﬁne the results of the second one. In this work, we use
a combination of forward and backward analyses to automatically generate the
necessary preconditions on input variables that lead to the satisfaction/violation
of a given assertion. If obtained preconditions are satisﬁed by some concrete values
for input variables, then they represent input values that will allow the given
assertion to be deﬁnitely satisﬁed/violated by all program executions branching
from them. In fact, we run two backward analyses: the ﬁrst one determines
necessary preconditions for the given assertion to be satisﬁed, while the second
one determines necessary preconditions for the given assertion to be violated.
Model counting is the problem of determining the number of solutions of
a given constraint (formula). The LattE tool [1] implements state-of-the-art
algorithms for computing volumes, both real and integral, of convex polytopes as
well as integrating functions over those polytopes. More speciﬁcally, we use the
LattE tool to estimate algorithmically the exact number of points of a bounded
(possibly very large) discrete domain that satisfy given linear constraints.
In this paper, we describe a method which uses abstract interpretation-based
static analysis and model counting to perform a speciﬁc type of quantitative
analysis of deterministic programs, that is the calculation of program reliability.
Calculating the program reliability involves counting the number of solutions to
preconditions, which are given in the form of linear constraints between variables,
i.e. elements from the polyhedra domain, that ensure satisfaction/violation of a
given assertion by using model counting, and dividing it by the total space of
values of the inputs. We assume that the input values are uniformly distributed
within their ﬁnite discrete domain. Since the set of generated preconditions
represents an over-approximation, we compute the reliability of programs as
upper and lower bounds of exact probabilities that a given assertion is satisﬁed
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or violated. The reported uncertainty is due to the approximation inherent in
abstract interpretation, which is introduced in order to obtain a scalable and
fully automatic analysis.
The focus here is on programs whose input values range over ﬁnite discrete
domains. Thus, we obtain a ﬁnite input domain and so we can use model counting
algorithms to compute the required probabilities. We also restrict ourselves to
the domain of linear integer arithmetic, since this is supported by LattE and
the polyhedra numeric domain we use.
We also consider an extension of our approach to non-deterministic programs.
For non-deterministic programs, suﬃcient and necessary preconditions no more
coincide [26]. Suﬃcient preconditions ensure that the target invariant holds for
all sequences of non-deterministic choices made at each execution step, whereas
necessary preconditions ensure that the target invariant holds for at least one
sequence of non-deterministic choices made at each execution step. In eﬀect,
increasing the non-determinism will reduce the set of suﬃcient preconditions and
enlarge the set of necessary preconditions. Hence, for non-deterministic programs
we construct backward analyses for inferring (under-approximated) suﬃcient
preconditions that lead to the satisfaction/violation of a given assertion. The
calculation of reliability is then similar to the one for deterministic programs.
We have developed a prototype probabilistic static analyzer which uses the
APRON library [21] to implement numeric property domains and the LattE
tool [1] to implement model counting algorithms. APRON provides a common
high-level API to the most common numerical property domains, such as intervals,
octagons, and polyhedra. We have implemented a combination of forward and
backward analyses of deterministic (resp., non-deterministic) C programs for the
automatic inference of invariants and necessary (resp. suﬃcient) preconditions
in all program points. Our static analyzer has two components: (1) it computes
the required preconditions in the input program point for a given assertion to be
satisﬁed/violated, and (2) it then calls LattE to count the number of solutions
of those preconditions and calculates the program reliability.
The main contributions of this work are:
– We demonstrate how to calculate the program reliability of deterministic and
non-deterministic programs using static analysis by abstract interpretation
and model counting.
– We develop a probabilistic static analyzer, which uses numerical property
domains from the APRON library and the LattE model counting tool.
– Finally, we evaluate our method for probabilistic static analysis of C programs
and show how to handle a set of small but compelling benchmarks.

2

Motivating Examples

Consider the program P1 in Fig. 1. Suppose that the initial value of i ranges over
the integer domain [0, 19], and the initial value is independently and uniformly
distributed across this range. When (i ≥ 10) the variable k is assigned to 12,
otherwise k is assigned to 50. A forward invariant analysis will ﬁnd the invariant
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void
1 :

2 :

3 :

lfinal :

main() {
int i:=[0, 19]; linput :
int k:=0;
if (i ≥ 10) k:=12; else k:=50;
assert (k ≤ 30);
}

Fig. 1: The program P1

void
1 :

2 :

3 :

4 :

5 :

lfinal :
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main() {
int j:=[0, 9]; linput :
int i:=0;
while (i < 100) {
i:=i+1;
j:=j+1; }
assert (j ≤ 105);
}

Fig. 2: The program P2

k = 12 ∨ k = 50 at point lfinal . Therefore, the assertion (k ≤ 30) can be satisﬁed
(when k = 12) and can be violated (when k = 50). We are interested in inferring
necessary preconditions on the input state at control point linput , when the
assertion is satisﬁed and when the assertion is violated. We back-propagate
necessary conditions of satisfaction and violation of the assertion from point lfinal
to linput . A backward necessary condition analysis will infer the precondition
i ≥ 10 at point linput assuming that the assertion is satisﬁed, and the precondition
i < 10 at point linput assuming that the assertion is violated. The size of the
input domain is 20, since i ∈ [0, 19]. By calling LattE to count the number of
solutions to the above preconditions, we can calculate that the probability for the
assertion to be satisﬁed (success probability) is: 10
20 = 50%, and the probability
for the assertion to be violated (failure probability) is: 10
20 = 50%.
Consider the program P2 in Fig. 2. A forward invariant analysis will ﬁnd the
invariant 100 ≤ j ≤ 109 at point lfinal , so the corresponding assertion can be
satisﬁed (when 100 ≤ j ≤ 105) and can be violated (when 105 < j ≤ 109). A
backward necessary condition analysis will infer the precondition 0 ≤ j ≤ 5 at
point linput for the assertion to be satisﬁed, and the precondition 5 < j ≤ 9 at
point linput for the assertion to be violated. Therefore, we can calculate that the
6
4
success probability is: 10
= 60%, and the failure probability is: 10
= 40%.

3

Forward-Backward Precondition Analyses

We describe the combination of forward and backward analyses in the framework
of abstract interpretation for inferring necessary preconditions that a given
assertion is satisﬁed/violated. The principle of the combination is to use the
result of the forward invariant analysis in the subsequent backward necessary
condition analysis in order to get more precise results which are still sound.
Syntax. We consider a simple deterministic programming language that is a
subset of C, which will be used to exemplify our work. The control point (location)
before each statement and at the end of each block is associated to a unique label
l ∈ L. The syntax of the language is given by:
s ::=skip | x:=e | x:=[n, n ] | s;s | if (e) then s else s | while (e) do s | assert(e)
e ::= n | x | e ⊕ e
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where n ranges over integers, [n, n ] ranges over integer intervals, x ranges over
variable names Var, and ⊕ over arithmetic-logic operators. Non-deterministic
interval assignment x:=[n, n ] represents an input statement which assigns to the
input variable x a uniformly distributed random value from the interval [n, n ].
This interval assignment can occur only in the input section of the program,
and is used to model input uncertainties. The set of all generated statements s
is denoted by Stm, whereas the set of all expressions e is denoted by Exp. We
assume linput is the location after the input statements (i.e. it denotes the end of
the input section) and lfinal is the location at the end of the program, where an
assertion assert(ef ) is posed. Without loss of generality, a program is a sequence
of statements followed by a single assertion.
Concrete semantics. A program state is given by a control location in L and
an environment in E : Var → Z mapping each variable to its value (integer
number). We write Σ = L × E to denote the set of all possible program states.
Programs are modelled as transition systems (Σ, −→), where Σ is a set of states
and −→⊆ Σ × Σ is a transition relation modelling atomic execution steps. The
relation −→ is deﬁned by local rules, such as the following:
assignment l0 : x:=e; l1 :: (l0 , ρ) −→ (l1 , ρ[x → [[e]](ρ)]), where [[e]](ρ) ∈ Z is
the result of the evaluation of e in the environment ρ, and ρ[x → n] denotes
the environment that updates ρ at variable x with the value n.
input l0 : x:=[n, n ]; l1 :: (l0 , ρ) −→ (l1 , ρ[x → n ]), where n ∈ [n, n ].
conditional l0 : if (e) then {l0t : s; l1t } else {l0f : s ; l1f }; l1 :: (l0 , ρ) −→ (l0t , ρ)
if [[e]](ρ) = 0 3 , (l0 , ρ) −→ (l0f , ρ) if [[e]](ρ) = 0, (l1t , ρ) −→ (l1 , ρ), and
(l1f , ρ) −→ (l1 , ρ).
loop l0 : while (e) do {l0t : s; l1t }; l1 :: (l0 , ρ) −→ (l0t , ρ) if [[e]](ρ) = 0, (l0 , ρ) −→
(l1 , ρ) if [[e]](ρ) = 0, and (l1t , ρ) −→ (l0 , ρ). 4
Let E ⊆ E be the set of input environments obtained after executing the
input statements. The set of input states is I = {(linput , ρ) | ρ ∈ E}. The
invariant inference (reachability) problem consists of ﬁnding out the possible
environments (values of all variables) that may arise at each control location.
The concrete semantic domain is the complete lattice of the powerset of states
(P(Σ), ⊆, ∪, ∩, ∅, Σ), and the concrete semantics in the form of invariant states
encountered branching from I, denoted inv(I), is:
inv(I) = lfpI λX.X ∪ post(X)
where post(X) = {σ ∈ Σ | ∃σ  ∈ X.σ  −→ σ} and lfpI f is the least ﬁxed point
of the function f greater than I.
In this work, we consider the problem of inferring necessary preconditions.
Assume that a program exits with lfinal : assert(ef ). We want to distinguish
3
4

Following the convention popularized by C, we model Boolean values as integers,
with zero interpreted as false and everything else as true.
Note that control moves from the ﬁnal label l1t of s to the initial label l0 of while.
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between program termination that leads to the satisfaction of the ﬁnal assertion
at lfinal from the one that leads to the violation of the ﬁnal assertion at lfinal .
Let Fsat = {(l, ρ) ∈ inv(I) | l = lfinal =⇒ [[ef ]](ρ) = 0} and Fviol = {(l, ρ) ∈
inv(I) | l = lfinal =⇒ [[ef ]](ρ) = 0} be the invariant sets which enforce the
assertion at the point lfinal to be satisﬁed and violated, respectively, and coincide
with inv(I) everywhere else. In the following, F may represent either Fsat or
Fviol . Given an invariant set F to obey, we want to infer the set of input states
cond(F) that guarantee that all program executions stay in F:
cond(F) = gfpF λX.X ∩ pre(X)
where pre(X) = {σ ∈ Σ | ∃σ  ∈ X.σ −→ σ  } is the set of predecessors of X, and
gfpF f is the greatest ﬁxed point of the function f smaller than F. The above
two ﬁxed points (lfp and gfp) exist according to Tarski, as the corresponding
functions are monotone and continuous in the complete lattice of state sets.
Given a set of input environments E ⊆ E, we can compute the subsets Esat
and Eviol of input environments that lead to satisfaction and violation of the
ﬁnal assertion as:
Esat = E ∩ {ρ | (linput , ρ) ∈ cond(Fsat )}, Eviol = E ∩ {ρ | (linput , ρ) ∈ cond(Fviol )}
Abstract semantics. Transition systems can become large or inﬁnite for real
programs, so that neither inv(I) nor cond(F) can be computed at all. Therefore,
we seek for sound approximations. The actual computable abstract analyses can
be deﬁned as over-approximations of the concrete semantics. A static analyzer will
infer over-approximated necessary preconditions so that all program executions
that lead to satisfaction (resp., violation) of the ﬁnal assertion are taken into
account, thus computing an over-approximation of Esat (resp., Eviol ).
We consider an abstract domain (D, D ), such that there exist a Galois
γD
−−
−− D, D . We assume that the abstract domain
connection 5 P(E), ⊆ ←
−−
αD→
D is equipped with sound operators for ordering D , least upper bound (join)
D , greatest lower bound (meet) D , bottom ⊥D , top D , widening D , and
−−−−→
narrowing D , as well as sound transfer functions for assignments assignD :
−−−−→
Var × Exp × D → D, tests filterD : Exp × D → D, and backward assignments
←−−−−−−
b-assignD : Var × Exp × D × D → D. We let lfp# (resp., gfp# ) denote an
abstract post-ﬁxpoint (resp., pre-ﬁxpoint) operator, derived using widening D
and narrowing D , that over-approximates the concrete lfp (resp., gfp) [8].
Finally, the concrete domain on which concrete semantics is deﬁned (P(Σ), ⊆) is
γ
˙ where α(R) =
−−
−− L → D, 
abstracted using a Galois connection P(Σ), ⊆ ←
−−
α→
λl ∈ L. D {d ∈ D | (l, ρ) ∈ R, αD (ρ) = d}. Hence, each control point l ∈ L is
associated with an element d ∈ D in the abstract semantics.
5

γ

−−
−− M, ≤M  is a Galois connection between complete lattices L and M
L, ≤L  ←
−−
α→
iﬀ α and γ are total functions that satisfy: α(l) ≤M m ⇐⇒ l ≤L γ(m) for all
l ∈ L, m ∈ M . Here L and M are the pre-order relations for L and M , respectively.
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→
−
We deﬁne a family of forward transfer functions δ l,l : D → D that compute
→
−
the eﬀect of any concrete transition at the abstract level. The deﬁnition of δ l,l
for some statements is:
→
−
−−−−→
assignment l0 : x:=e; l1 :: δ l0 ,l1 (d) = assignD (x, e, d)).
→
−
conditional l0 : if (e) then {l0t : s; l1t } else {l0f : s ; l1f }; l1 :: δ l0 ,l0t (d) =
→
−
→
−
→
−
−−→
−−−−→
filterD (e, d), δ l0 ,lf (d) = ﬁlterD (¬e, d), δ l1t ,l1 (d) = d, δ lf ,l1 (d) = d.
0
1
→
−
→
−
−−−−→
loop l0 : while (e) do {l0t : s; l1t }; l1 :: δ l0 ,l0t (d) = filterD (e, d), δ l0 ,l1 (d) =
→
−
−−→
ﬁlterD (¬e, d), and δ l1t ,l0 (d) = d.
→
−
The soundness of { δ l,l | l, l ∈ L} is written as: ∀d ∈ D, ∀ρ ∈ γD (d), (l, ρ) −→
→
−
(l , ρ ) =⇒ ρ ∈ γD ( δ l,l (d)).
Suppose that the abstract element αD (E) = dinput ∈ D is at the input control
point linput . We can collect the abstractions of possible environments at each
program control point using the following forward interpreter:
→
−
→
−#
F = λI.λ(l ∈ L). D { δ l ,l (I(l )) | l ∈ L}
→
−
→
−#
such that the result of the forward analyzer is I # = lfp#
I0 F , where I0 (linput ) =
−−→
→
−#
sat
dinput . Assume that lfp#
I0 F (lfinal ) = dfinal . Let dfinal = ﬁlterD (e, dfinal ) and
−−→
dviol
final = ﬁlterD (¬e, dfinal ). We want to design two backward abstract interpreters
that propagate backwards the invariants ensuring that the ﬁnal assertion is
viol
satisﬁed dsat
final and violated dfinal , respectively. The backward interpreters reﬁne
→
−#
the invariants found by F . Thus, they take two elements of D as inputs: an
invariant to reﬁne and an invariant to propagate backwards. They are based
←
−
on a family of backward transfer functions δ l,l : D × D → D, which map
a precondition to reﬁne and a postcondition into a reﬁned precondition. The
←
−
deﬁnition of δ l,l for some statements is:
←
−
←−−−−−−
assignment l0 : x:=e; l1 :: δ l0 ,l1 (d, d ) = b-assignD (x, e, d, d ).
←
−
conditional l0 : if (e) then {l0t : s; l1t } else {l0f : s ; l1f }; l1 :: δ l0 ,l0t (d, d ) = dd ,
←
−
←
−
←
−
δ l0 ,lf (d, d ) = d  d , δ l1t ,l1 (d, d ) = d  d , δ lf ,l1 (d, d ) = d  d .
0
1
←
−
←
−
loop l0 : while (e) do {l0t : s; l1t }; l1 :: δ l0 ,l0t (d, d ) = dd , δ l0 ,l1 (d, d ) = dd ,
←
−
and δ l1t ,l0 (d, d ) = d  d .
←
−
The soundness of { δ l,l | l, l ∈ L} is written as: ∀d, d ∈ D, ∀ρ ∈ γD (d), ρ ∈
←
−
γD (d ), (l, ρ) −→ (l , ρ ) =⇒ ρ ∈ γD ( δ l,l (d, d )). That is, d is reﬁned into a
stronger precondition by taking into account the postcondition d .
viol
viol
sat
Suppose that FDsat (lfinal ) = dsat
final , FD (lfinal ) = dfinal , and FD (l) =
→
−#
viol
FD (l) = I (l) for l = lfinal . The backward interpreters are deﬁned as:
←
−
←
−
F # = λ(I, F ).λ(l ∈ L). D { δ l,l (I(l), F (l )) | l ∈ L}
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←
−
←
−#
#
such that the results of the two backward analyzers are: C #
− # sat F
sat = gfp(→
I ,FD )
←
−
←
−#
#
and C #
− # viol F . The necessary preconditions that the ﬁnal asserviol = gfp(→
I ,FD )
←
−#
←
−#
viol
tion is satisﬁed and violated are dsat
input = C sat (linput ) and dinput = C viol (linput ),
#
respectively. We can now compute the over-approximated sets E#
sat and Eviol of
input environments Esat and Eviol that lead to satisfaction and violation of the
ﬁnal assertion as:
sat
E#
sat = E∩γD (dinput ),

viol
E#
viol = E∩γD (dinput )

#
such that E#
sat ⊇ Esat and Eviol ⊇ Eviol .

Polyhedra numeric abstract domain. Although, the abstract domain D can be
instantiated with diﬀerent property domains, in the following, we will use the
polyhedra numerical abstract domain for D. This is due to the fact that only for
the polyhedra domain all necessary abstract operations and transfer functions,
−−−−→ ←−−−−−− ←−−−−−−−−−−−−
such as assignD , b-assignD , b-assign-underD (see Section 5), are implemented
in the APRON library. The Polyhedra domain [10], denoted as P, P , is a fully
relational numerical property domain, which allows manipulating conjunctions
of linear inequalities of the form α1 x1 + . . . + αn xn ≥ β, where x1 , . . ., xn are
program variables and αi , β ∈ R (reals). The abstract operations of the Polyhedra
domain are deﬁned in [10]. Polyhedra analysis is expensive but also very precise.
A property element is represented as a conjunction of linear constraints given
in the matrix form A, b that consists of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n and a vector
b ∈ Rm , where n is the number of variables and m is the number of constraints.
This is called the constraint representation of polyhedra elements, and there is
another so-called generator representation. One representation can be converted
to the other one using the Chernikova’s algorithm [5]. Some domain operations
can be performed more eﬃciently using the generator representation only, others
based on the constraint representation, and some making use of both. We now
present some operations that can be deﬁned using the constraint representation.
n
The concretization function is: γP (A, b)
{v
b1∈ R | A · v ≥ b}. The meet
A=
1
P is deﬁned as: A1 , b1  P A2 , b2  =  A2 , b2 . We also need widening
since the polyhedra domain has inﬁnite strictly increasing chains.
A1 , b1 P A2 , b2  = {c ∈ A1 , b1  | A2 , b2  P {c}}

−−−−→
where c represents one constraint from A1 , b1 . The transfer function filterP
abstracts aﬃne inequality expressions by adding them to the input polyhedra.

  
A
b
−−−−→ 
filterP (
αi xi ≥ β, A, b) = 
,

α1 . . . αn
β
i
Example 1. Consider the program P1 from Fig. 1. Assume that D is the polyhedra
domain. The input abstract element is dinput = (0 ≤ i ≤ 19). Using the forward
→
−
analyzer F # , we obtain dfinal = (k = 12 ∨ k = 50), and so dsat
final = (k = 12) and
←
−#
viol
dfinal = (k = 50). Using backward analyzers F , we obtain dsat
input = (i ≥ 10)
and dviol
=
(i
<
10).


input
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Computing Success and Failure Probabilities

The overall goal of our approach is to answer questions about the probability
of assertions at the exit of a deterministic program P . We deﬁne the success
probability as the probability that a program terminates successfully with the
target assertion being satisﬁed. The failure probability is the probability that a
program hits a failure caused by the target assertion being violated.
The combination of forward and two backward analyses infers the necessary
←
−#
←
−#
viol
preconditions, denoted dsat
input = C sat (linput ) and dinput = C viol (linput ), that the
target assertion is satisﬁed and violated, respectively. Calculating the likelihood of
satisfying/violating the given assertion involves counting the number of solutions
viol
to dsat
input /dinput and dividing it by the total space of possible values in its input
domain E. In particular, we use model counting techniques and LattE tool [1] to
estimate algorithmically the exact number of points of a bounded (possibly very
viol
large) discrete domain E that satisfy the (linear) constraints dsat
input and dinput .
We restrict our attention on programs that have ﬁnite input domains E and on
numeric abstract elements from the polyhedra domain expressed as linear integer
arithmetic (LIA) constraints over program variables whose values are uniformly
distributed over their input domain.
We use the LattE tool to compute the number of elements of E that satisfy
viol
sat
viol
dsat
input and dinput , denoted #(dinput ) and #(dinput ). The size of E, denoted #(E),
is the product
of
domain’s
sizes
of
all
input
variables
in program P . Thus, we have:

#(E) = x:= [n,n ]∈P |n −n+1|. Note that the exact sets of input states that lead
to satisfaction and violation of the given assertion are Esat and Eviol , and their
sizes are denoted #(Esat ) and #(Eviol ). Since the found necessary preconditions
viol
dsat
input and dinput are over-approximations of Esat and Eviol respectively, we have
viol
#(Esat ) ≤ #(dsat
input ) and #(Eviol ) ≤ #(dinput ). Moreover, the input environments
sat
which are not in γD (dinput ), that is they are in E\γD (dsat
input ), deﬁnitely lead to
the violation of the assertion. Therefore, we have #(E) − #(dsat
input ) ≤ #(Eviol ) ≤
#(dviol
).
By
similar
reasoning
as
above,
we
can
also
establish
that: #(E) −
input
sat
#(dviol
)
≤
#(E
)
≤
#(d
).
Finally,
we
calculate
the
success
and failure
sat
input
input
probability of a program P as follows:
#(E)−#(dviol
input )
#(E)
#(E)−#(dsat
input )
#(E)

≤ Prs (P) =
≤ Prf (P) =

#(dsat
#(Esat )
input )
#(E) ≤
#(E)
#(dviol
#(Eviol )
input )
#(E) ≤
#(E)

(1)

Note that P rs (P ) + P rf (P ) = 1.
Example 2. Consider the program P1 from Fig. 1. We have E = {[i → n] |
n ∈ [0, 19]}, and so #(E) = 20. Using forward and two backward analyses, we
viol
sat
obtain dsat
input = (i ≥ 10) and dinput = (i < 10), and so #(dinput ) = 10 and
#(dviol
input ) = 10. Thus, the success and failure probabilities are:
P rs (P1 ) =

10
10
(50%), and P rf (P1 ) =
(50%)
20
20
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We use model counting and the LattE tool [1] to determine the number of
solutions of a given constraint. LattE accepts LIA constraints expressed as a
system of linear inequalities each of which deﬁnes a hyperplane encoded as the
matrix inequality: Ax ≤ B, where A is an m × n matrix of coeﬃcients and B is an
m × 1 column vector of constants. Most LIA constraints can easily be converted
into the form: a1 x1 + . . . + an xn ≤ b. For example, ≥ and > can be ﬂipped
by multiplying both sides by −1, and strict inequalities < can be converted by
decrementing the constant b. In LattE, equalities = can be expressed directly. If
we have disequalities =, they can be handled by counting a set of constraints that
encode all possible solutions. For example, the constraint α ∧ (x1 = x2 ) is handled
by ﬁnding the sum of solutions for α ∧ (x1 ≤ x2 − 1) and α ∧ (x1 ≥ x2 + 1). For a
system Ax ≤ B, where A is an m × n matrix and B is an m × 1 column vector,
the input LattE ﬁle is:
m n+1
B −A
where the ﬁrst line indicates the matrix size: the number of inequalities m by
the number of variables n plus one. The following lines encode all inequalities.

5

Extension to non-deterministic programs

Let us reconsider the program P2 from Fig. 2, where the assignment in point
5 is now replaced with: j:=j+[0,1]. That is, the variable j is incremented by

a uniformly distributed random integer between 0 and 1 at each iteration. We
denote this non-deterministic program as P3 (taken from [26]), given below:
void
1 :

2 :

3 :

4 :

5 :

lfinal :

main() {
int j:=[0, 9]; linput :
int i:=0;
while (i < 100) {
i:=i+1;
j:=j+[0,1]; }
assert (j ≤ 105); }

A forward invariant analysis will ﬁnd that at lfinal holds: 0 ≤ j ≤ 109, and so
the assertion (j ≤ 105) can be both satisﬁed and violated. A backward necessary
condition analysis for assertion satisfaction will infer the precondition 0 ≤ j ≤ 9
at linput , since for any value j ∈ [0, 9] there exists an program execution satisfying
the assertion (e.g., consider the executions where the random integer from [0, 1]
always evaluates to 0 in the body of while). However, a backward suﬃcient
condition analysis for assertion satisfaction computes the set of input states such
that all program executions branching from them satisfy the assertion. In this
case, the suﬃcient condition analysis will infer the precondition 0 ≤ j ≤ 5 at
linput , since even if the random integer from [0, 1] always evaluates to 1 in the
body of while, the assertion will always hold. As a result of this, we can conclude
6
that the success probability is greater or equal to: 10
= 60%.
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We can see that necessary and suﬃcient preconditions are diﬀerent in the
presence of non-determinism [26]. Note that, if the non-determinism is increased
in a program, then the set of suﬃcient preconditions will be reduced, while the set
of necessary preconditions will be enlarged. For non-deterministic programs, Esat
and Eviol are subsets of input environments E that deﬁnitely lead to satisfaction
and violation of the ﬁnal assertion for all possible non-deterministic choices,
respectively. We deﬁne the success probability P rs (P ) as the probability that
a program terminates successfully with the target assertion being satisﬁed for
all possible non-deterministic choices taken at each step. The failure probability
P rf (P ) is the probability that a program hits a failure caused by the target
assertion being violated for all possible non-deterministic choices taken at each
step. We now show how to compute the success and failure probabilities for
non-deterministic programs using suﬃcient conditions.
Remark. Note that in case of deterministic programs, Esat and Eviol form a
partition of the set of input environments E (Esat ∪ Eviol = E), thus we have
P rs (P ) + P rf (P ) = 1 for any deterministic program P . However, for nondeterministic programs this is not true anymore. That is, Esat ∪ Eviol ⊆ E and
P rs (P ) + P rf (P ) ≤ 1 for any non-deterministic program P . This means that
there exist input environments for which it is possible the target assertion to be
both satisﬁed and violated depending on non-deterministic choices made at each
step of the given execution. For example, in the above program P3 , for input
environments that satisfy 6 ≤ j ≤ 9, the target assertion is satisﬁed (when [0, 1]
in the body of while always evaluates to 0) and violated (when [0, 1] in the
body of while always evaluates to 1), so those input environments are neither
in Esat nor in Eviol . We have, Esat = {ρ | 0 ≤ [[j]]ρ ≤ 5} and Eviol = ∅, thus
P rs (P3 ) = 60% and P rf (P3 ) = 0%.
Syntax. The extended non-deterministic programming language includes the
same expression and statement productions as previously (see Section 3), but we
add a support for non-deterministic expressions by using integer intervals [n, n ]:
e ::= . . . | [n, n ]
The integer interval [n, n ] denotes a uniformly distributed random integer from
the interval [n, n ] (non-deterministic choice of an integer). Note that the interval
assignment x:=[n, n ] can now be freely used everywhere in programs, not only
in the input section as in deterministic programs.
Concrete semantics. We now consider the problem of backward suﬃcient condition inference. Given an invariant set F to obey, we want to infer the set of
input states cond(F) that guarantee that all program executions branching from
them for all possible non-deterministic choices taken at each step stay in F:
re(X)
cond(F) = gfpF λX.X ∩ p
where p
re(X) = {σ ∈ Σ | ∀σ  ∈ Σ.σ −→ σ  =⇒ σ  ∈ X} is the set of states
which represent predecessors only of states in X. Note that the function p
re(X)
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diﬀers from the function pre(X) used in Section 3, that is p
re(X) = pre(X), if
the transition system is non-deterministic (i.e. some states have several successors
re(X) ensures that the invariant set F holds for all sequences of
or none). Using p
non-deterministic choices made at each execution step, while pre(X) ensures that
the invariant set F holds for at least one sequence of non-deterministic choices.
Note that p
re(X) = pre(X) for deterministic programs, since |post({σ})| = 1
for every state σ ∈ Σ in this case.
Abstract semantics. In order to compute an under-approximating set of suﬃcient
preconditions, we require an abstract domain D with the following backward
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
abstract operators: meet under
, backward assignment b-assign-underD : Var ×
D
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
Exp × D × D → D, backward tests b-filter-underD : Exp × D × D → D,
and a lower widening D [26]. The above abstract operators represent a sound
under-approximation of the corresponding concrete operators. We let gfp#under
denote an abstract pre-ﬁxpoint operator, derived using lower widening D , that
under-approximates the concrete gfp.
We design two backward suﬃcient condition abstract interpreters that propagate backwards the invariants ensuring that the ﬁnal assertion is satisﬁed dsat
final
and violated dviol
final , respectively. They are based on a family of backward transfer
←
−
functions δ under
: D × D → D, which for some statements are deﬁned as:
l,l
←
−
←−−−−−−−−−−−−


– assignment l0 : x:=e; l1 : δ under
l0 ,l1 (d, d ) = b-assign-underD (x, e, d, d )
←
−
f
f
– if statement l0 : if (e) then {l0t : s; l1t } else {l0 : s ; l1 }; l1 : δ l0 ,l0t (d, d ) =
←
−
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
b-filter-underD (e, d, d ), δ l0 ,lf (d, d ) = b-filter-underD (¬e, d, d ), and
0
←
−
←
−
δ l1t ,l1 (d, d ) = d  d , δ lf ,l1 (d, d ) = d  d
1
←
−
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
– l0 : while (e) do {l0t : s; l1t }; l1 : δ l0 ,l0t (d, d ) = b-filter-underD (e, d, d ),
←
−
←
−
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
δ l0 ,l1 (d, d ) = b-filter-underD (¬e, d, d ), and δ l1t ,l0 (d, d ) = d  d .
←
−
The soundness of { δ under
| l, l ∈ L} is written as: ∀d, d ∈ D, ∀ρ ∈ γD (d), ρ ∈
l,l
←
−
γD (d ), ρ ∈ γD ( δ l,l (d, d )) =⇒ (l, ρ) −→ (l , ρ ).
The backward suﬃcient condition interpreters are deﬁned as:
←
−
←
−


{ δ under
F #under = λ(I, F ).λ(l ∈ L). under
D
l,l (I(l), F (l )) | l ∈ L}
←
−
←
−
such that results of backward analyzers are: C #under
= gfp#under
F #under
→
−
sat
( I # ,FDsat )
←
−
←
−
F #under . The suﬃcient preconditions that the ﬁnal
and C #under
= gfp#under
→
−
viol
( I # ,FDviol )
←
−
assertion is satisﬁed and violated are dsat,under
= C #under
(linput ) and dviol,under
=
sat
input
input
←
−#under
C viol (linput ), respectively. We can now compute the under-approximated sets
E#under
and E#under
of input environments Esat and Eviol that deﬁnitely lead to
sat
viol
satisfaction and violation of the ﬁnal assertion as:
= E∩γD (dsat,under
),
E#under
sat
input

E#under
= E∩γD (dviol,under
)
input
viol

⊆ Esat and E#under
⊆ Eviol .
such that E#under
sat
viol
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Computing success and failure probabilities. As before, we instantiate D with
the polyhedra numeric abstract domain, since all under-approximating sound
backward operators for it have been implemented in the APRON library [26]. The
and dviol,under
are under-approximations of Esat
suﬃcient preconditions dsat,under
input
input
sat,under
and Eviol respectively, so #(dinput ) ≤ #(Esat ) and #(dviol,under
) ≤ #(Eviol ).
input
Moreover, the input environments which are not in γD (dsat,under
),
that
is they are
input
sat,under
in E\γD (dinput ), may lead to the violation of the assertion. Therefore, we have
#(dviol,under
) ≤ #(Eviol ) ≤ #(E) − #(dsat,under
). By similar reasoning, we can
input
input
also establish that: #(dsat,under
)
≤
#(E
)
≤
#(E)
− #(dviol,under
). We calculate
sat
input
input
the success and failure probability of a program P as follows:
#(dsat,under
)
#(E)−#(dviol,under
)
#(Esat )
input
input
s
≤
Pr
(P)
=
≤
#(E)
#(E)
#(E)
)
#(E)−#(dsat,under
)
#(dviol,under
input
input
viol )
≤ Prf (P) = #(E
#(E)
#(E) ≤
#(E)

(2)

Example 3. Consider the program P3 from the beginning of this section. Using
two backward suﬃcient condition analyses, we obtain dsat,under
= (0 ≤ j ≤ 5)
input
viol,under
sat,under
viol,under
and dinput
= (⊥D ), and so #(dinput ) = 6 and #(dinput
) = 0. Thus, the
success and failure probabilities are:
(60%)

6

6
4
≤ P rs (P3 ) ≤ 1 (100%) and (0%) 0 ≤ P rf (P1 ) ≤
(40%)
10
10




Implementation

We now describe the implementation and evaluation of the ideas presented so
far. The evaluation aims to show the following objectives:
O1: The probabilistic analysis can be used to analyze the behaviour of various
interesting programs;
O2: The probabilistic analysis gives exact results (with no precision loss) in many
cases, especially for deterministic programs;
O3: The performance time of probabilistic analysis is largely insensitive to domain
sizes of input variables;
O4: We can ﬁnd practical application scenarios of using our probabilistic analysis
to eﬃciently analyze C programs.

Implementation. We have implemented a prototype probabilistic static analyzer
that accepts programs written in a subset of C. It does not support struct and
union types, and provides only a limited support of arrays and pointers. The only
basic data types considered are integers. As output, the tool reports the upper
and lower bounds of probabilities that the target assertion is satisﬁed or violated.
The prototype tool is written in OCaml. As the abstract analysis domain D for
encoding program properties, we use the polyhedra numeric abstract domain [10].
All abstract operators and sound transfer functions for the polyhedra domain
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are provided by the APRON library [21,26]. The tool performs one forward
reachability analysis and two backward necessary/suﬃcient condition analyses
(one for satisfaction and one for violation of the assertion). The tool calls a
model counter, LattE [1], to determine the number of solutions to discovered
preconditions for satisfaction or violation of the assertion. Note that if an input
state satisﬁes the discovered precondition for satisfaction (resp., violation) of
the assertion, then all program executions branching from that state will satisfy
(resp., violate) the given assertion. The analysis proceeds by structural induction
on the program syntax, iterating while-s until a ﬁxed point is reached. They
compute the unique solution which to every program point assigns an element
from the abstract domain D.
Experimental setup and benchmarks. All experiments are executed on a 64bit Intel CoreT M i5 CPU, Lubuntu VM, with 8 GB memory. The reported
times represent the average runtime of ﬁve independent executions. We report
Timean to perform all static analyses tasks (one forward plus two backward static
analyses), Timepr to compute the needed probability bounds (call to LattE
plus additional calculations), and Time to complete the overall probabilistic
analysis task. The implementation, benchmarks, and all results obtained are
available from: https://aleksdimovski.github.io/probab-analysis.html (or, https:
//github.com/aleksdimovski/probab analyzer).
For our experiment, we use a dozen of C programs taken from several
folders (categories) of the 8th International Competition on Software Veriﬁcation
(SV-COMP 2019) 6 , as well as from the abstract interpretation community
[26,30]. The folders from SV-COMP 2019 we consider are: loops, loop-lit,
termination-crafted (which is denoted ter-crafted for short), as well as
termination-restricted-15 (which is denoted ter-restricted for short). We
have selected some numeric programs with integers that our tool can handle.
We have manually added input sections, and in some of the programs we have
also deﬁned target assertions. Then, we have analyzed those programs using
our prototype static analyzer. Table 1 summarizes relevant characteristics for
each benchmark: the folder (source) where it is taken from, the number of lines
of code (LOC), and the number of integer variables (#var). There are two
classes of benchmarks in Table 1 separated by a double horizontal line. The
ﬁrst (upper) class of benchmarks consists of deterministic programs for which
backward necessary condition analysis is performed, while the second (lower)
class of benchmarks are non-deterministic programs for which backward suﬃcient
condition analysis is performed.
Performances Table 1 shows the performance of our technique on a set of small
and compelling examples (addresses Objective (O1)). We can note that for most
of our deterministic benchmarks, the technique gives exact results without any
approximation (which are marked with  in the Exact column of Table 1).
This means that the lower and upper bounds for success and failure probabilities
6

https://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2019/
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coincide. This is due to the fact that we use the expressive and very precise
polyhedra abstract domain (addresses Objective (O2)). For the remaining cases,
the technique gives approximate results (which are marked with ≈ in the Exact
column of Table 1), since the abstraction was too coarse to calculate exact results.
We can also see that the time for static analysis Timean dominates in the overall
probabilistic analysis time Time, whereas the probability computation time
Timepr is a smaller fraction of the total time. The small probability computation
times indicate that preconditions obtained from our analyses are relatively simple,
and so LattE can handle them very eﬃciently. We have also experimented with
diﬀerent domain sizes n of input variables (for n = 10 and n = 1000). Thus, n
denotes the number of possible values per input variable. We observe that we
obtain similar time performance results for n = 10 and n = 1000, which means
that the performance is not aﬀected by the fact that inputs come from a bigger
pool of possible values. This is mostly due to the fact that LattE and APRON
are largely insensitive to those values in terms of time (addresses Objective (O3)).
In general, the obtained probability bounds provide non-trivial information about
the behaviour of these programs and are quite hard to estimate by hand even if
the programs in question are small.
Application scenarios. Consider the following program (called Waldkirch.c from
termination-crafted folder of SV-COMP 2019):
1 : int x:=[−5, 4]; l

input :
2 : while (x ≥ 0) {

3 :

x:=x-1; }
lfinal : assert (x ≥ −1);

We want to prove this assertion, since, for example, later on in the program there
are references to an array using the index x+1 (e.g. a[x+1]:=0). In this way, we
want to verify that there are no array-out-of-bounds references. The tool will ﬁnd
that the necessary precondition for assertion satisfaction is: −1 ≤ x ≤ 4, thus
computing the success probability of 60%. The found necessary precondition for
assertion violation is: −5 ≤ x ≤ −2, so the failure probability is 40% (addresses
Objective (O4)).
Approximate results We now give an example where we obtain a precision loss in
practice due to the approximation inherent in abstract analyses. Consider the
following program (taken from [30]):
1 : int x:=[0, 9], y:=[0, 9]; l

input :
2 : int s:=x-y;

3 : if (s ≥ 2) y:=y+2;

lfinal : assert (y > 3);

The forward analysis will infer that the program can both satisfy and violate the
assertion. The backward necessary condition analysis for assertion satisfaction
will discover the constraint: x + 2y ≥ 8 ∧ 0 ≤ x ≤ 9 ∧ 2 ≤ y ≤ 9, thus we
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Table 1: Experimental evaluation for probabilistic static analyses of C programs.
This table contains the following columns: (1) benchmark - the name of the
analyzed program; (2) source - the source (folder) where the benchmark is taken
from; (3) LOC - the number of lines of code; (4) #var - the number of integer
variables; (5) Time10
an - the static analysis time in seconds for input domains of size
10; (6) Time10
pr - the probability computation time in seconds for input domains
of size 10; (7-8) Time10 and Time1000 - the overall times in seconds required
to completely analyze a benchmark which has input domain of size 10 and size
1000, respectively; (9) Exact - the preciseness of the reported result ( - result is
exact, ≈ - result is approximate). Benchmarks above the double horizontal line
are deterministic programs, while those below are non-deterministic programs.
Bench.

source

count up down*.c

loops

hhk2008.c
gsv2008.c
Log.c
Mono3-1.c
Waldkirch.c
bwd-loop1a.c
bwd-loop2.c
example1a.c
example7a.c

loop-lit
loop-lit
ter-restricted
loops-crafted-1

for-bounded*.c
bwd-loop7.c
bwd-loop10.c
example7b.c

ter-crafted
[26]
[26]
[30]
[30]
loops
[26]
[26]
[30]

10
10
LOC#var Time10
Time1000 Exact
an Timepr Time

20
20
20
30
15
20
15
15
10
15

3
4
2
4
2
1
1
2
1
2

0.043
0.103
0.027
0.194
0.044
0.010
0.008
0.020
0.008
0.023

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.001

0.004
0.104
0.028
0.195
0.045
0.011
0.009
0.022
0.009
0.024

0.049
0.113
0.030
0.197
0.046
0.012
0.010
0.022
0.008
0.026




≈
≈






30
15
20
15

4
2
2
2

0.049
0.027
0.046
0.039

0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.051
0.029
0.047
0.040

0.053
0.030
0.048
0.048

≈
≈
≈
≈

ﬁnd that the upper bound probability for assertion satisfaction is 74%. The
backward necessary condition analysis for assertion violation will discover the
constraint: x + 5y ≤ 23 ∧ 0 ≤ x ≤ 9 ∧ 0 ≤ y ≤ 3, thus we ﬁnd that the upper
bound probability for assertion violation is 32%. In this way, we conclude that
the success probability is between 68% and 74%, while the failure probability is
between 26% and 32%. On the other hand, we can calculate by hand that the
success probability is exactly 71%, while the failure probability is exactly 29%.

7

Related work

Probabilistic analysis of imperative programs based on symbolic execution has
been introduced before [18,17,3,29]. They calculate path probabilities by counting
the number of solutions to a path condition, which represents a constraint on
inputs. The analyses in [18,17] address programs with integer domains and
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linear constraints, whereas the analyses in [3] address programs with linear and
complex ﬂoating-point computations. While the previous analyses are restricted
to discrete, uniform random variables that take on a ﬁnite set of values, the
probabilistic analysis in [29] can also handle non-uniform distributions over the
reals and integers using a branch-and-bound technique over polyhedra. However,
in presence of loops all above analyses based on symbolic execution lose precision,
since they cannot enumerate all program paths. The solution is to consider
bounded exploration of loops and only a ﬁnite number of feasible program paths.
Thus, they also deﬁne a measure of conﬁdence on the obtained probabilistic
estimations in order to take into account the contribution from the unexplored
feasible paths. For example, if we set the exploration bound of the loop of program
P2 in Fig. 2 to any number less than 100, both success and failure probabilities
will be 0% and the conﬁdence will be also 0. This is due to the fact that the
while loop in Fig. 2 has to be unrolled at least 100 times in order to obtain a
feasible path on which it can be decided whether the assertion at point lfinal is
satisﬁed or violated. In this work, instead of symbolic execution we use abstract
interpretation to analyze programs and infer preconditions for success and failure.
Thus, our approach for computing program reliability represents one of the
pioneering works that provides a complete and fast treatment of while loops. In
particular, the strength of our approach is being an abstract interpretation of
a complete semantics for computing program reliability. This is stronger than
ﬁxing a priori an incomplete reasoning approach that can miss some feasible
program paths (executions). The work [13] performs a probabilistic analysis of
open programs using symbolic game semantics [12] and model counting. It uses
game semantics to model open programs with undeﬁned identiﬁers (e.g. calls to
library functions), such that the model takes into account all possible contexts
in which those programs can be placed. In the presence of loops and undeﬁned
functions, bounded exploration in the model is also used to obtain a feasible
analysis. Probabilistic model checking [2] is yet another approach to perform
probabilistic analysis on a high-level design of software. However, such high-level
models are diﬃcult to maintain and may abstract important details that impact
the chance of property satisfaction. So the goal is to do probabilistic analysis
directly on source code as here, not on high-level models.
Backward precondition analyses by abstract interpretation have also been
used in practice for a long time [4,9,26,28]. Suﬃcient preconditions have been
ﬁrst introduced by Bourdoncle [4] in his work on abstract debugging of deterministic programs. He uses a combination of forward-backward analyses to ﬁnd
preconditions for invariant and intermittent assertions to always hold. Cousot et.
al. [9] propose a method for automatically inferring contract preconditions for intermittent assertions. The preconditions extracted by their method are necessary
preconditions, i.e. they do not exclude unsafe executions. Mine [26] presents a
method for automatically inferring suﬃcient preconditions of non-deterministic
programs by using a polyhedral backward analysis. The under-approximating
sound abstract operators for this backward analysis are implemented as part of
the APRON library. Rival [28] uses forward-backward analysis to inspect more
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closely reported alarms by ASTREE, which are then classiﬁed as true errors (bugs)
or false alarms. Urban and Mine [30] use forward-backward analysis for the automatic inference of suﬃcient preconditions for program termination. The elements
of the analysis domain are decision trees, where decision nodes are labeled with
linear numerical constraints and leaf nodes are aﬃne ranking functions for proving
program termination. Forward-backward analysis schemes have been used in [20]
for the inference of safety properties of declarative synchronous programs. In this
work, for the ﬁrst time we employ forward-backward precondition analysis for
estimating program reliability.
Static analysis of probabilistic programs by abstract interpretation has also
been a topic of research [27,11]. Monniaux [27] proposes a probabilistic analysis
that annotates abstract domains with upper bounds on the probability measure
associated with abstract objects. However, the measure bound is associated
with the entire abstract object, without tracking how it is distributed amongst
the individual states present in the concretization. This restriction makes the
analysis quite conservative. Cousot and Monerau [11] provide a general framework
that encompasses a variety of probabilistic interpretation schemes. However, no
concrete implementation of the above probabilistic abstract interpretations is
provided yet. A backward abstract interpretation for probabilistic programs
[23] uses expectations that are real-valued functions of the program state and
quantitative loop invariants. The automatic inference of such quantitative loop
invariants was proposed in the recent work of Katoen et al [22].

8

Conclusion

We have presented a new static, abstract interpretation-based approach for computing program reliability, which allows to calculate upper and lower bounds of
probabilities that a given assertion is satisﬁed or violated. We construct a combination of forward-backward abstract analyses, in order to ﬁnd an approximation
of a set of input states which lead to deﬁnite satisfaction (resp., violation) of
the given assertion. Our approach to calculating program reliability is semanticsbased and approximate in a provably sound way. Still, it often yields very precise
results, especially for deterministic programs.
We currently support only uniform distribution of input values within their
ﬁnite discrete domains. In future, we plan to model imprecision in the input
by diﬀerent non-uniform distributions, such as Binomial, Poisson, etc [29]. The
current implementation of LattE is limited in handling non-uniform distributions,
so we will explore the use of statistical sampling techniques in those cases. Our
focus here is on estimating probability for safety properties. We also plan to
consider liveness properties (such as termination) and expectation queries [30]. An
interesting direction for future work would also be to consider general probabilistic
programs [19], as well as program families implemented with #ifdef-s from the
C-preprocessor where we can use lifted static analyses to eﬃciently analyze all
variants of the family simultaneously at once [14,24,15,16].
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Abstract. Cyber-physical systems are ubiquitous nowadays. However,
as automation increases, modeling and verifying them becomes increasingly diﬃcult due to the inherently complex physical environment. Skill
graphs are a means to model complex cyber-physical systems (e.g., vehicle automation systems) by distributing complex behaviors among skills
with interfaces between them. We identiﬁed that skill graphs have a high
potential to be amenable to scalable veriﬁcation approaches in the early
software development process. In this work, we suggest combining skill
graphs with hybrid programs. Hybrid programs constitute a program notation for hybrid systems enabling the veriﬁcation of cyber-physical systems. We provide the ﬁrst formalization of skill graphs including a notion of compositionality and propose S k e d i t o r, an integrated framework for modeling and verifying them. S k e d i t o r is coupled with the
theorem prover K e Y m a e r a X, which is specialized in the veriﬁcation
of hybrid programs. In an experiment exhibiting the follow mode of a vehicle, we evaluate our skill-based methodology with respect to savings in
veriﬁcation eﬀort and potential to ﬁnd modeling defects at design time.
Compared to non-compositional veriﬁcation, the initial veriﬁcation eﬀort
needed is reduced by more than 53%.
Keywords: Deductive veriﬁcation, design by contract, formal methods,
theorem proving, K e Y m a e r a X, hybrid systems, automated reasoning,
cyber-physical systems

1

Introduction

Cyber-physical systems combine digital computations and physical processes by
tightly integrating discrete and continuous dynamics [6]. The last decade has witnessed an increase in the degree of automation in safety-critical cyber-physical
systems (e.g., such as self-driving cars and transportation in general). Furthermore, the complexity of formally modeling and verifying such systems (e.g., by
means of hybrid systems models [11, 19, 30]) to reason about safety increased
simultaneously. Although there is a clear desire for an early identiﬁcation and
c The Author(s) 2020
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Fig. 1: Excerpt of a skill graph representing an operation to keep distance to a
leading vehicle. We illustrate informal safety guarantees for the three skills s1 ,
s6 , and s9 .
elimination of severe mistakes [9], there is still a remarkable lack of formal methods integrated in the software development cycle [16, 17]. The challenge is to
derive modeling and veriﬁcation approaches that are applicable in the early development stages (e.g., requirements analysis and design time). To address this
challenge, we present a model-based veriﬁcation framework unifying the decomposition and modeling of cyber-physical systems by means of skill graphs [33]
and a formal verifcation of these models by means of hybrid systems [2, 3, 5, 25].
A skill is a simple capability (e.g., acceleration in the context of a vehicle)
explicitly provided by a cyber-physical system. Skills exhibit speciﬁc behaviors
(i.e., control algorithms) by a mapping to some implementation unit (e.g., source
code or interacting software components). Skills are assigned to a speciﬁc category (e.g., actuator, sensor, or observable behavior ) with a deﬁned hierarchy to
prevent modeling mistakes. This categorization follows the design principle of
separation of concerns [27], which ensures that skills only have single well-deﬁned
responsibilities. Separation of concerns is known to have a positive eﬀect on modeling complexity, comprehensibility, functional reusability, fault localization, and
artifact traceability [15, 36]. Skills can be annotated with safety guarantees obtained from a preceding requirements analysis, which enables the application of
veriﬁcation techniques.
Skill graphs, informally introduced by Reschka et al. [32, 33], are a promising
means to model complex actions of cyber-physical systems from an architectural
point of view. A skill graph [26, 32, 33, 37] is a directed acyclic graph comprising
a set of skills (i.e., nodes) and dependencies between them (i.e., edges). To
describe the properties we want to verify in a skill graph, we illustrate a skill
graph representing a driving task in Figure 1. The task exhibits that a vehicle
autonomously tries to keep a distance of at least 10 m to a leading vehicle. On the
top level, skill Keep distance to leading vehicle (s1 ) depends on two other
skills, namely (1) the planning skill Select target object (s2 ) and (2) the action
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skill Control the longitudinal dynamics (s6 ). Whereas sensor-dependent
skills are typically realized by software algorithms only (e.g., deep learning for
detecting an obstacle), actuator-dependent skills (highlighted with a dashed
border) also need to incorporate control theory, as the physical environment has
to be taken into account. Skills are annotated with safety requirements (e.g.,
maximum acceleration or minimum distance to other vehicles). Together with the
skill’s realization and its dependencies to other skills, this requirement expresses
the property we want to verify at design time. Successfully verifying all skills in
the context of a skill graph ensures that the represented task complies to the
complete set of safety requirements.
Conceptually, skill graphs as applied in this work are used for designing
and organizing the architecture of a cyber-physical system. First, they facilitate the modeling of complex maneuvers built from simpler skills, which interact through explicit interfaces. Second, they advocate the systematic reuse of
ready-to-integrate skills for multiple skill graphs, which reduces maintenance
costs and increases software quality in general. Third, skill graphs are intuitive
and therefore accommodate good potential for communicating with stakeholders and non-experts. Typically, skill graphs are supplied with performance measurements with the goal to enforce safety requirements at run-time. We are the
ﬁrst to exploit skill graphs to formally reason about the satisﬁability of safety
requirements at design time. Both areas of application complement each other,
as they cover the full range from static analysis in the design phase to run-time
veriﬁcation and monitoring during operation.
As the foundation for our model-based veriﬁcation approach, we propose to
realize skills that interact with the physical environment by means of hybrid
systems based on the diﬀerential dynamic logic dL [28, 29, 31]. Hybrid systems
represent complex physical systems, typically modeled as automata, where states
are deﬁned by continuous variables based on diﬀerential equations and transitions
between states are discrete. Diﬀerential dynamic logic enables the deductive
veriﬁcation of hybrid systems, and as such is suitable for reasoning automatically
about the correctness of hybrid systems. The key step of our approach is to
decompose complex tasks of a cyber-physical system into skills connected by
means of a skill graph and to provide a translation of skills to hybrid systems.
The combination of skill graphs and hybrid systems allows the identiﬁcation of
severe mistakes during early design phases and also – in case of success – to
generate correctness proofs, which increases trust that the system under design
behaves as intended. Moreover, we propose a notion of compositionality for skill
graphs, which is crucial to manage scalability during the veriﬁcation phase. While
skill graphs may only model simple functional aspects, they can be assembled to
exhibit more complex behaviors, and veriﬁcation results of skills can be reused.
We have implemented a prototype for modeling and verifying skill graphs
called S k e d i t o r. S k e d i t o r supports the graphical modeling of skill graphs,
allows to specify safety guarantees, and enables formal veriﬁcation through a
mapping to hybrid programs [30] (i.e., a program notation for hybrid systems as
required by the theorem prover K e Y m a e r a X [14]). In a case study exhibiting
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|x − xl | > D
|x − xl | = D

s2 (Accel)
ẋ = v
v̇ = a
|x − xl | ≥ D

s1 (Cruise)
ẋ = v
|x − xl | = D
|x − xl | < D

|x − xl | = D

|x − xl | = D

|x − xl | > D
|x − xl | < D

s3 (Brake)
ẋ = v
v̇ = a, v ≥ 0
|x − xl | ≤ D

Fig. 2: Simpliﬁed hybrid system of a vehicle with automatic headway control.
the follow mode of an automated vehicle, we evaluate S k e d i t o r with respect
to its potential to ﬁnd modeling defects. In particular, S k e d i t o r allowed us
to ﬁnd conceptual defects of control algorithms early on in the design phase of
our case study. To summarize, the contribution of this work is threefold.
– Framework: We are the ﬁrst to formalize skill graphs and propose skillbased veriﬁcation, a model-based veriﬁcation technique allowing us to identify
poorly deﬁned safety requirements in early design phases by combining skill
graphs with hybrid programs.
– Tool support: We implemented skill-based veriﬁcation in a prototypical
open-source tool called S k e d i t o r, which paves the way for users to model
and verify cyber-physical systems based on skill graphs.
– Evaluation: We demonstrate our approach on a realistic case study examining the follow mode of an automated vehicle. We show that skill-based veriﬁcation decreases eﬀort compared to monolithic modeling.

2

Background on Hybrid-System Modeling

A prominent mathematical foundation for cyber-physical systems is constituted
by hybrid systems [2, 11, 19, 30], which enable a mixed modeling of continuous
dynamics (expressed by diﬀerential equations) and discrete dynamics (expressed
by automata). The states change on the basis of ﬂow conditions.
Example 1 Consider the example of an automatic headway control of a vehicle depicted in Figure 2. Four variables exist: the host’s current position (x), the
current position of the leading vehicle (xl ), the current velocity (v), and the current acceleration (a). The headway control exhibits three states: (s1 ) the vehicle
is in cruise mode when the current distance to the leading vehicle is equal to a
deﬁned constant D, (s2 ) the vehicle accelerates when the distance is greater than
D, and (s3 ) the vehicle decelerates when the distance is less than D, but only
until the vehicle comes to a full stop. The headway control ensures that the distance to the leading vehicle is approximately equal to D.
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Hybrid programs deﬁne an imperative-like program notation for hybrid systems [28], which support the deﬁnition of variables that evolve along a diﬀerential equation and are interpreted by tools such as K e Y m a e r a X [14]. The
syntax of hybrid programs is as follows.
α ::= α; β | α ∪ β | α∗ | x := Θ | x := ∗ | x = Θ & H | ?H

(1)

α; β represents the sequential composition of two hybrid programs. α∪β expresses
the non-deterministic choice between two hybrid programs. α∗ expresses that the
execution of α may be repeated zero or more times. The discrete assignment to
x is either a term Θ (possibly over x) or an arbitrary value represented by the
wildcard ∗. The continuous evolution of a variable x along a diﬀerential equation
is described by x = Θ & H, where H is an optional evolution domain. Finally,
?H describes a testable condition that aborts the evolution if H is false. For
˙ := ∗; a := ∗; ?(−ab ≤ a ≤ 0); {v  = a & v ≥ 0}) sets
instance, the program α=(v
velocity v to an arbitrary value and acceleration a to a value between −ab (i.e.,
maximum braking force) and zero. The execution stops nondeterministically at
any time but at the latest before velocity v reaches a negative value.
Semantics of hybrid programs are based on diﬀerential dynamic logic dL [28,
29, 31] to specify and verify properties of hybrid programs associated with a
skill in a skill graph. Models speciﬁed in dL can be veriﬁed with K e Y m a e r a
X, a matured open-source theorem prover for hybrid programs. The following
grammar describes all valid formulas of dL. Symbol ∼ is a placeholder for a
comparison operator (i.e., ∼ ∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =, =}) between two terms Θ1 and
Θ2 . Terms are polynomials with rational coeﬃcients over the set of continuous
variables.
Φ ::= Θ1 ∼ Θ2 | ¬Φ | Φ ∧ Ψ | Φ ∨ Ψ | Φ → Ψ | ∀x Φ | ∃x Φ | [α]Φ

(2)

The semantics of the logical connectives is deﬁned as in ﬁrst-order logic. Additionally, the modal formula [α]Φ holds if all runs of the hybrid program α end
in a state that satisﬁes the given condition Φ. Following the idea of Hoare-style
speciﬁcation in classical deductive reasoning [1, 7, 10, 18, 34], we are particularly
interested to prove validity of the condition Ψ → [α]Φ with Ψ expressing assumptions we have and Φ expressing guarantees to meet by the hybrid program α.

3

A Formalization for Skill-Based Modeling

In this section, we propose the ﬁrst formalization of modeling cyber-physical
systems based on skill graphs. First, we deﬁne the essence of a skill. Second,
we continue with the deﬁnition of a skill graph and what makes it well-formed.
Third, we deﬁne how to compose skill graphs to exhibit more complex behaviors.
3.1

Formalizing Skills

In the context of cyber-physical systems, skills describe ﬁne-grained executable
activities inspired by human behaviors [32, 33]. For instance, a skill may represent longitudinal driving (i.e., driving with constant velocity) or even a more
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complex combination of longitudinal and lateral maneuvers (i.e., following the
lane). To ensure that such maneuvers are executed safely, skills are associated
with so-called safety guarantees, which they must fulﬁll to be considered safe.
For example, a skill exhibiting the following of a leading vehicle should keep a
minimum distance of a speciﬁed constant D (cf. Fig. 2). Informal safety guarantees are typically formulated by experts who identify numerous hazardous scenarios with respect to a maneuver and resolutions to prevent them.
The implementation of skills was only vaguely speciﬁed before. Typically,
skills are implemented by software components [33]. However, our goal of early
veriﬁcation at design time requires to also consider a model of the physical environment. Therefore, we propose to implement skills by hybrid programs [28],
which already incorporate assumptions about the physical environment and enable the veriﬁcation of implementation against safety guarantees at design time.
To separate concerns, a skill has an associated type. We deﬁne the set Type
= {observable behavior, action, perception, planning, sensor, actuator},
which categorizes the purpose of a skill. Moreover, a skill has dependencyrelationships with other skills. Informally, the idea is that a hybrid program of
a skill may introduce a set of continuous state variables, their computation, and
their valid domains (e.g., velocity v ∈ [0, 60] with v  = a), but may also require
the presence of variables and their domains deﬁned by other skills (e.g., acceleration a ∈ [0, 4]). In the following, we formally deﬁne a skill. Let X denote the universe of continuous variables. The syntactic domain of a skill is deﬁned as follows.


Deﬁnition 1 (Skill). A skill is a 5-tuple Xdef , Xreq , α, τ, Φ , where
• Xdef ⊆ X is a ﬁnite set of variables deﬁned in the hybrid program α,
• Xreq ⊆ X is a ﬁnite set of variables required by the hybrid program α,
• α is the (possibly empty) hybrid program (cf. Eq. 1) over variables in Xdef ∪
Xreq ,
• τ ∈ Type is the associated type,
• Φ = {φ1 , . . . , φm } is a ﬁnite set of safety guarantees in ﬁrst-order logic over
variables in Xdef ∪ Xreq (cf. Eq. 2).
To be well-formed, we require that the sets of deﬁned and required variables of
a skill are disjoint (i.e., Xdef ∩ Xreq = ∅). To access a skill’s attribute, we use
the ’.’ (dot) operator (e.g., s.τ expresses the type of skill s).
3.2

Formalizing Skill Graphs

We formalize skill graphs as directed acyclic graphs comprising a set of skills
(i.e., nodes), which are connected through directed edges representing their dependencies. We denote by S the universe of all skills and deﬁne the syntactic
domain of skill graphs as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 (Skill Graph). A skill graph is given by G =
ˆ S, r, E, where
• S ⊂ S is a ﬁnite set of skills,
• r ∈ S is the root skill,
• E ⊆ S × S is set of directed edges between skills. We denote (sc , sp ) ∈ E as
sc ≺ sp meaning that sc is a child of sp .
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planning
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-
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sensor
-

-

Table 1: Valid types of a child skill t for a skill s (i.e., t ≺ s).
A skill graph is an acyclic directed graph with exactly one root skill r. To
guarantee that skill graphs are well-formed, we impose speciﬁc constraints. We
formally introduce the path between two skills as follows.
Deﬁnition 3 (Path). Let E be a set of edges and s1 , . . . , sl ∈ S skills of a skill
graph. A path of length l − 1 is a (possibly empty) sequence of l − 1 edges (s1 , s2 ),
(s2 , s3 ), . . . , (sl−1 , sl ) ∈ E denoted by πs1 →sl = [(s1 , s2 ), (s2 , s3 ), . . . , (sl−1 , sl )].
We say that a path between skills s, s ∈ S exists if πs→s is non-empty, and does
not exists otherwise.
As mentioned before, each skill has an assigned type. Based on our deﬁnition of
a well-formed graph, we enforce that only skills with particular types can form
valid parent-child relationships (cf. Table 1). For instance, for two skills s, s ∈ S,
if s ≺ s holds and skill s is of type perception, then skill s is only allowed to
have type sensor or perception.
Deﬁnition 4 (Well-Formed Skill Graph). Let G = S, r, E be a skill graph.
G is well-formed if and only if
• each skill s ∈ S \ {r} in a skill graph has at least one parent skill s ∈ S
(i.e., {s ∈ S | s ≺ s } =
 ∅) and there exists at least one path from skill s to
root skill r,
• for each edge (s, s ) ∈ E, skills s, s satisfy the typing restriction depicted in
Table 1,
• for each skill s ∈ S and variable x ∈ s.Xreq there exists a path πs →s from
a skill s ∈ S that introduces variable x (i.e., x ∈ s .Xdef ),
• for each pair of skills s, s ∈ S, the sets of deﬁned variables are disjoint (i.e.,
s.Xdef ∩ s .Xdef = ∅).

• for each skill s in G, formula φ∈s .Φ∧s ≺s φ must be satisﬁable.
Remark. Unlike behavioral models, skill graphs as deﬁned here do not suggest an
execution order of skills on the same level (i.e., child skills). The reason is twofold.
First, the information needed for the scheduling may be incomplete at design
time (i.e., concrete hardware and scheduling parameters). Second, the intent of
skill graphs is to abstract away from implementation details, while providing
guarantees about the correctness of deﬁned safety requirements. In Section 4.2,
we illustrate how to assemble the decomposed hybrid programs of a skill graph
to a complete hybrid program, while being safe with respect to our chosen level
of abstraction.
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A
πC→A

B
C

A
◦

D

A
=

B

D

C

C

E

E

Fig. 3: Example of a composition of two skill graphs.
3.3

Composition of Skill Graphs

From the perspective of software engineering practices, an advantage of skill
graphs is their modular nature. Multiple skill graphs can be designed in isolation,
but may also share the same skills. To model and verify more complex skill graphs
and to prevent unnecessary redundancy, the idea is to adequately reuse previously
designed skill graphs and subsequently compose them together. This method
further supports the identiﬁcation and location of design mistakes, maintenance
of skill graphs in general, and also enables the distribution of modeling tasks in
multi-team software development.
Our composition technique of skill graphs is inspired by superimposition [8],
a simple process that composes two graphs recursively together by merging their
substructures. Starting from the root skill of one of the skill graphs, skills at
the same level fulﬁlling deﬁned criteria can then be composed to form a new
resulting skill. Starting from a joint root skill of two diﬀerent skill graphs G1 =
S1 , r, E1  and G2 = S2 , r, E2 , two skills s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2 are composed to
a new skill s if:
– both paths, πs1 →s1 and πs2 →s2 , exist and s1 , s2 are already composed,
– s1 and s2 have an equal type and equal sets of deﬁned and required variables,
– and either any of the two hybrid programs is empty or both are identical.
For illustration, Fig. 3 depicts an abstraction of the composition of two skill
graphs. Both skill graphs share the identical skills A and C. First, the root skill
A of both skill graphs is superimposed, and second, skill C is superimposed after
identifying that in both skill graphs there exists a path to a skill already subject to
composition (i.e., A). In the following, we call two skills from diﬀerent skill graphs
composable if they are subject to the composition as explained here. The resulting
skill s receives all the properties (i.e., variables, type, and hybrid program) from
the composable skills and additionally the union of their safety guarantees:
Deﬁnition 5 (Composition of Skills). Let s1 ∈ S1 and s2 ∈ S2 be two
composable skills. The binary composition of s1 and s2 then produces the skill


s1 ⊕ s2 = s1 .Xdef , s1 .Xreq , s1 .α, s1 .τ, s1 .Φ ∪ s2 .Φ .

(3)

The binary composition of two skill graphs is then formally deﬁned as follows,
where M = {(s1 , s2 ) ∈ S1 × S2 | s1 and s2 are composable} is the set of composable skills and f is a function that maps every skill in (S1 ∪ S2 ) \ {s1 , s2 ∈
S1 ∪ S2 | (s1 , s2 ) ∈ M } to itself and maps all skills s1 , s2 with (s1 , s2 ) ∈ M to a
new skill s = s1 ⊕ s2 .
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Deﬁnition 6 (Composition of Skill Graphs). Let G1 = S1 , r1 , E1  and G2
= S2 , r2 , E2  be two well-formed skill graphs with r2 ∈ S1 . The composition of
G1 and G2 then produces the skill graph
G1 ◦ G2 = S, f (r1 ), E

(4)

where
– S = {f (s) | s ∈ S1 ∪ S2 },
– for every s, s ∈ (S1 ∪ S2 ), there exists an edge (f (s), f (s )) ∈ E if and only
if there exists an edge (s, s ) ∈ (E1 ∪ E2 ).
A mathematical convenience of our deﬁnition of composition is that it requires
the root skill of one skill graph to be present in the second skill graph. This is
not a severe limitation, as it is always possible to add an artiﬁcial root to one
skill graph (or both) with respect to well-formedness.

4

Compositional Veriﬁcation of Skill Graphs

In this section, we formalize the generation of veriﬁcation conditions to check
correctness of skills in the context of a skill graph, show how correctness results
transfer to the composition of skill graphs, and discuss how this methodology
can be integrated into the development process for cyber-physical systems.
4.1

Veriﬁcation Condition Generation

Our veriﬁcation procedure relies on assume-guarantee reasoning. Thus, to verify
whether a skill s in the context of a skill graph adheres to its safety guarantees
s.Φ, we have to construct two logical conditions: (1) necessary assumptions on
a skill’s behavior denoted by assumes and (2) the overall safety condition in the
context of the skill graph denoted by safes . For instance, assumes for leaf skills
valuates trivially to true, but child skills impose constraints on their parent skills
through their safety guarantees. Both conditions can be computed automatically
based on the skill’s dependencies and by the manually deﬁned safety guarantees
s.Φ. The overall veriﬁcation condition then becomes assumes → [s.α]safes (cf.
Sec. 2). In the following, we describe how both conditions are constructed.
In the context of a skill graph, a particularity to deal with is that a skill
may require variables introduced in a distant skill (i.e., path length greater than
one), possibly with numerous updates along the path. These variables may be
unknown in direct children, so it is not possible to only deﬁne the assumption (i.e.,
assume
 s ) of a skill s as the conjunction of the safety guarantees of all children
(i.e., safes with s ≺ s). In Fig. 4, we illustrate this problem and its solution
on a simple skill graph comprising three skills.
Skill #1 introduces variables A and B including safety guarantees on them
in φ1 . Typical for assume-guarantee reasoning, φ1 becomes the assumption for
all parent skills (i.e., Skill #2 in this case). However, the safety guarantee of
Skill #2 (i.e., φ2 ) states only a modiﬁcation of variable A and not B, but Skill
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assume3 ≡ A ≥ 0 ∧ A ≤ 4 ∧ B ≤ 4

Skill #3

assume2 ≡ A ≥ 0 ∧ B ≤ 4

Skill #2

assume1 ≡ true

Skill #1

safe3 ≡ C = 7 ∧ B ≥ 5 ∧A ≥ 0∧ ≤ 4



φ3

safe2 ≡ A ≥ 0 ∧ A ≤ 4 ∧B ≤ 4



φ2

safe1 ≡ A ≥ 0 ∧ B ≤ 4



φ1

Fig. 4: Computation of assumet and safet .
#3 may indeed need the information of the current domain of variable B to be
veriﬁable. To keep assume-guarantee propagation intact, we resolve this issue by
additionally encoding all safety guarantees that remain valid for a skill in its
safety guarantee safes (highlighted in blue). In the following, we introduce our
formalization.
The deﬁnitions of both formulas, assumes and safes , are mutually recursive.
The logical formula assumes for a skill s results from the conjunction of the
overall safety guarantees safes of all children s ≺ s. The assumption for skills
with no children valuates trivially to true.

assumes ≡
safes
(5)
s ≺s

To compute the overall safety guarantee safes , we exploit that assumes exhibits
an overapproximation on the current state of the required variables for a skill s
prior to executing the hybrid program s.α. As the behavior of a skill may change
the initial state, we discard all clauses in assumes sharing a variable with one of
the user provided safety guarantees in s.Φ. The remaining clauses become part
of safes . For instance, in Fig. 4, Skill #3 guarantees a change of variable B in
φ1 . Thus, only clauses of assume3 without mentioning B transfer to safe3 . For
mathematical convenience, we denotethe conjunction of all safety guarantees
of a skill by the logical formula φs ≡ φ∈s.Φ φ and the set of assumptions of a
skill in a skill graph by the set As = {ψ1 , . . . , ψn | assumes ≡ ψ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ψn }.
Furthermore, set var(·) denotes the set of variables of a logical formula. The
overall safety guarantee of a skill is then computed as follows.

safes ≡ φs ∧ (
ψ)
(6)
ψ∈As ∧
var(φs )∩var(ψ)=∅

We can now deﬁne the validity of a skill graph as follows.
Deﬁnition 7 (Valid Skill Graph). Let G = S, r, E be a well-formed skill
graph. We say that skill graph G is valid if and only if ∀s ∈ S formula assumes
is satisﬁable and formula assumes → [s.α]safes is valid. We denote by s |=G s.Φ
the validity of a skill s in a skill graph G with respect to its safety guarantees
and by |= G the validity of the entire skill graph (i.e., |= G ≡ ∀s ∈ S, s |=G s.Φ).
The upcoming important theorem states that the individual validity of two
skill graphs also transfers to the validity of their composition. However, based on
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Def. 6, composition may also lead to an invalid skill graph if the assumption of
a skill in the new skill graph is not satisﬁable (e.g., possible in case of diamond
structures). Therefore, we require satisﬁability checks for the computed assumptions and deﬁne the compatibility between two skill graphs as follows.
Deﬁnition 8 (Compatible Skill Graphs). Let G1 and G2 be two well-formed
skill graphs. We say that G1 and G2 are compatible if the following holds.
– G1 ◦ G2 is a well-formed skill graph,
– for each skill s in G1 ◦ G2 , formula assumes is satisﬁable.
Theorem 1 (Composition of Skill Graphs Retains Validity). Let G1 and
G2 be two compatible skill graphs and G = G1 ◦ G2 their composition. Then, G
is valid if G1 and G2 are valid (i.e., |= G if |= G1 and |= G2 ).
Proof. Let s1 and s2 be two composed skills and s = s1 ⊕ s2 their composition.
Following Def. 6, the veriﬁcation condition for s becomes
(assumes1 ∧ assumes2 ) → [s.α](safes1 ∧ safes2 ).

Based on the semantics of dL [31], condition Ψ → [α]Φ1 ∧ Ψ → [α]Φ2 ↔ Ψ →
[α](Φ1 ∧ Φ2 ) holds. As the hybrid programs of s1 and s2 are identical (or at least
one of them is empty), the resulting two conditions to check are the following:
(1)

(assumes1 ∧ assumes2 ) → [s1 .α](safes1 )

(2)

(assumes1 ∧ assumes2 ) → [s2 .α](safes2 )

Satisﬁability of (assumes1 ∧ assumes2 ) follows from Def. 8. Then, validity of both
conditions follow from Def. 7 and, consequently, |= G holds.


4.2

Assembling Hybrid Programs in a Skill graph

Skill graphs decompose the system into smaller parts. Likewise, the hybrid program that represents the complete behavior is also distributed over the skill graph.
Now that we have deﬁned the structure and behavior of single skills in the context
of a skill graph, we deﬁne how we can construct the complete behavior of a skill
as a single monolithic hybrid program. The resulting hybrid program is then a
complete representation of the skill’s behavior while also retaining all safety guarantees without the need of re-verifying skills or even entire skill graphs. We start
by giving a deﬁnition on how hybrid programs of skills are assembled together.
Deﬁnition 9 (Hybrid Program Assembly). Let G = S, r, E be a skill
graph, HP the set of all hybrid programs, and let s ∈ S denote an arbitrary
skill of G. A hybrid program assembly of s is a function ρ : S → HP , which is
recursively deﬁned as follows.

s.α
if s has no children (i.e., ¬∃s ∈ S : s ≺ s)
ρ(s) = 

( s ≺s ρ(s )); s.α otherwise
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The motivation is that such assemblies are safe to be used in other contexts,
such as code generation for the validation of prototypes or monitor generation.
Assuming a valid skill graph G, the following theorem guarantees that any hybrid
program assembly over skills in G retains the respective safety guarantees.
Theorem 2 (Safety Compliance of Hybrid Program Assemblies). Let
G = S, r, E be a valid skill graph and let s ∈ S denote an arbitrary skill of G.
Then, formula [ρ(s)]safes is valid.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the skills of skill graph G. For the basis
step, we assume that s has no children (i.e., ¬∃s ∈ S : s ≺ s). Because
[ρ(s)]safes ≡ [s.α]safes and G is a valid skill graph, it follows from Def. 7
that formula [ρ(s)]safes is valid. From now on, we assume that s has children.
Our induction hypothesis is that if for each skill s ≺ s program assembly ρ(s )
satisﬁes safes , then hybrid program assembly ρ(s) satisﬁes safes :
(IH)

(


s ≺s

(1)

↔

(



s ≺s

(2)

↔

(



s ≺s

(3)

↔

(



s ≺s

(4)

↔

(



s ≺s

(5)

↔



[ρ(s )]safes ) → [ρ(s)]safes


[ρ(s )]safes ) → [


[ρ(s )]safes ) → [


[ρ(s )]safes ) →





ρ(s ); s.α]safes

s ≺s





ρ(s )][s.α]safes

s ≺s





[ρ(s )][s.α]safes

s ≺s

safes ) → [s.α]safes

assumes → [s.α]safes

Transformation step (1) follows from substituting ρ(s) with its deﬁnition given
in Def. 9. Steps (2)–(4) are again based on the semantics of dL [31]. Step (2)
follows from the sequential composition axiom [a; b]P ↔ [a][b]P , step (3) from
the nondeterministic choice axiom [a ∪ b]P ↔ [a]P ∧ [b]P , and step (4) from
monotonicity. Because G is a valid skill graph, validity of assumes → [s.α]safes
follows again from Def. 7. Consequently, [ρ(s)]safes is valid.


4.3

Integration into the Software Development Process

In Figure 5, we summarize the methodology for modeling and verifying skill
graphs. The main idea is that the safety veriﬁcation of skill graphs modeled in
isolation transfers to the composition of compatible skill graphs. This (a) eases
the modeling process, as smaller models tend to be less complex and easier to
repair, (b) fosters reusability, which is known to be cost-eﬀective and less errorprone, and (c) is promising for scaling the veriﬁcation to large skill graphs.
In particular, the methodology consists of ﬁve major parts. In the ﬁrst
part (1 ), practitioners deﬁne and model skills together with their hybrid programs and relevant safety guarantees in isolation and subsequently connect them
to form well-formed skill graphs (if possible). In the second part (2 ), for each
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(1) Identify safety guarantees
and model skill graphs G1 , . . . , Gn
(2) For each skill s in G,
identify the pair assumes , safes 
(3) For each skill s in G, verify validity of
assumes → [s.α]safes to establish |= G
and ∀s, |= ρ(s)safes
(4) To verify that Gj ◦ Gk is valid,
check compatibility of Gj and Gk
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Re-modeling
(6) Identify and
localize design ﬂaws
G is invalid
Gj and Gk are
incompatible

(5) Gj ◦ Gk is valid if
Gj and Gk are both valid

Fig. 5: Methodology of modeling and verifying skill graphs.
skill s in a skill graph, the assumption assumes and safety guarantee safes are
computed by evaluating the context of the skill in the skill graph. The third part
(3 ) uses the identiﬁed assumptions and the safety guarantee to validate each skill
in a skill graph individually. If each skill is proven valid (cf. Theorem 1), the complete skill graph is proven valid and can be put into a repository to be reused.
Following Theorem 2, all program assemblies over skills in this skill graph retain
the respective safety guarantees. The fourth part (4 ) becomes relevant, if two
skill graphs are composed together to represent a more complex task of a cyberphysical system. In this case, compatibility of the skill graphs is checked and, if
successful, the validity of the composed skill graph is established (5 ). The ﬁnal
part (6 ) is relevant in the presence of unsuccessful proof attempts. If validity of
a skill graph or the composition of multiple skill graphs cannot be established,
practitioners need to identify and ﬁx mistakes in their models. Typically, the
complexity of localizing design mistakes is reduced with our methodology, as it
is explicitly known which exact skills in a skill graph with respect to their safety
guarantees could not be veriﬁed.

5

Evaluation and Discussion

We evaluate our skill-based veriﬁcation approach on a case study to answer the
following two research questions.
RQ-1 How does the skill-based methodology compare to monolithic modeling and
veriﬁcation?
RQ-2 To what extent can skill-based compositional veriﬁcation reduce the veriﬁcation eﬀort?
5.1

Open-Source Implementation

We implemented skill-based veriﬁcation in a tool with the name S k e d i t o r.
The implementation is written in J ava as an Eclipse plug-in based on Graphiti [13],
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root:
Follow mode
Obs.

Obs.

s1 :
Keep distance
to leading
vehicle

s13 :
Follow hard
shoulder
Action

Plan.

s2 :
Select target
object
s3 :
Perceive
movable
objects

Perc.

s6 :
Control
longitudinal
dynamics
Plan.
s15 :
Estimate
angle &
distance
to marking
Perc.

s16 :
Perceive
hard shoulder
marking
s4 :
Radar

Sensor

s5 :
Camera

Sensor

s11 :
Estimate
motion

Perc.

Sensor

s12 :
Intertial
sensors

Action

s7 :
Decelerate

Actua.

s8 :
Brake system

Action

s14 :
Control
lateral
dynamics

Action

s9 :
Accelerate

Actua.

s10 :
Powertrain

s17 :
Yaw

Action

s18 : Actua.
Steering
system

Fig. 6: Complete skill graph expressing an automated vehicle follow mode.
a framework for developing diagram editors in the context of model-driven development. The prototype allows practitioners to model and annotate well-formed
skill graphs with safety guarantees as described in Section 3.
Thereupon, we implemented our compositional veriﬁcation approach as described in Section 4. S k e d i t o r allows to synthesize hybrid programs of speciﬁc skills with respect to their dependencies in the skill graph. Compliance
checks of the provided safety guarantees are performed by employing the deductive theorem prover K e Y m a e r a X [14] in version 4.7.3. S k e d i t o r and all
experimental results can be found online.3 We use the S k e d i t o r to answer
research questions RQ-1 and RQ-2.
5.2

Case Study: Vehicle Follow Mode

To illustrate the practicality of our approach, we model and verify the vehicle follow mode of an automated protective vehicle as adopted from Nolte et al. [26] and
depicted in Figure 6. The aim of was to develop an unmanned protective vehicle
which is able to drive on the hard shoulder autonomously (i.e., without any human interaction). On the lowest level, the skill graph consists of three sensors (i.e.,
Radar , Camera, and Inertial sensor ) to perceive information from the environment. Additionally, three actuators (i.e., Brake system, Powertrain, and
Steering system) represent concrete technical aspects. These skills propagate information about typical properties of a concrete model of a vehicle (e.g., the maximal deceleration). As highlighted with two shades of gray, this skill graph is dividable into two separate skill graphs, which we refer to as G1 and G2 . G1 has Keep
distance to leading vehicle as the root skill, which is responsible for ensuring
a minimum distance to a leading vehicle. G2 has Follow hard shoulder as root
skill, which is responsible for ensuring the vehicle’s position inside the lane markings on a road. Skills shared by both skill graphs are highlighted with both shades.
3

https://github.com/TUBS-ISF/Skeditor
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Skill

Requirement

Follow hard shoulder

Vehicle deviates from the center of the lane by at most
half the lane width

Control lateral dynamics

Lateral controller must guarantee overshoot of less than
25 cm

Yaw

Vehicle yaw rate must not exceed 0.3 rad s−1

Control longitudinal dynamics

Vehicle speed must not exceed 2.7 m s−1

Accelerate

Acceleration must not exceed 4 m s−2

Decelerate

Vehicle must at least provide a deceleration of 5 m s−2

Keep distance to leading vehicle

Vehicle must keep a minimum distance of 10 m to leading
vehicle

Select target object

Object recognition must always select an object of lateral
position of x > 10 m

Perceive movable objects

Object recognition must track vehicles of relative speeds
between 0 and 60 m s−1

Estimate angle and distance to marking

Angle to lanemarking must be extracted with maximum
error of ±0.5 degrees and distance to lanemarking must
be extracted with maximum error of ±3 cm

Perceive hard shoulder

Image processing must extract right edge of shoulder
marking with a maximum error of 20 cm

Estimate motion

Vehicle velocity must be estimated with a maximal error
of ±0.03 m s−1

Table 2: Speciﬁed safety requirements for the vehicle follow mode as adopted
from Nolte et al. [26].
The overall procedure Follow mode (i.e., the composition G1 ◦ G2 ) requires
a combination of autonomously following a leading vehicle (i.e., skill s1 ) and
following the lane marking (i.e., skill s13 ). The informal safety guarantees for the
skill graph of our case study are adopted from Nolte et al. [26] and illustrated in
Table 2. Requirements are typically given informally, which is why we translated
them to their formal counterpart. For our case study, we focus on four particular
skills, as these are the only non-trivial skills in our case study that comprise both,
the vehicle’s dynamics and a control algorithm. Namely, these skills are Control
longitudinal dynamics (s6 ), Control lateral dynamics (s14 ), Follow hard
shoulder (s13 ), and Keep distance to leading vehicle (s1 ).

Example 2 Consider skill Control longitudinal dynamics (s6 ) in the context of the overall skill graph. Skill s6 comprises the dynamic system for the longitudinal motion of the vehicle while depending on skills Accelerate and Decelerate as well as the perception skill Estimate motion. The control algorithm
of this skill as part of the hybrid program complies with the safety requirements
as given in Table 2 (e.g., velocity (vs ) must not exceed 2.7 m s−1 ). Preconditions
for this skill are propagated from skills Estimate motion, Accelerate, and
Decelerate, and guarantee that the vehicle provides a maximal deceleration of
5 m s−2 (B) and a maximal acceleration of 4 m s−2 (A). Table 3 summarizes all
attributes of skill s6 .
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Xdef = {x, v, vmax }
Xreq = {a, A, B, ep, t}
⎧
⎪
⎪init → [(ctrl; dyn)∗](guar)
⎪
⎪
init ≡ v ≥ 0 ∧ v ≤ vmax ∧ A > 0 ∧ A ≤ 4 ∧ B ≥ 5 ∧ vmax = 2.7
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ctrl ≡ (?vmax − v ≤ margin); a = ∗; −B ≤ a ≤ 0;
⎨
∪?vmax − v ≥ margin); a = ∗; −B ≤ a ≤ A; )
α ::=
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪margin ≡ ep ∗ A
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ dyn ≡ t := 0; x = v, v  = a, t = 1&v ≥ 0 ∧ t ≤ ep
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
guar ≡ v ≤ vmax
τ = action
Φ = {vs ≤ vmax (2.7 m s−1 )}

Table 3: Attributes for skill Control longitudinal dynamics (s6 ).
5.3

Results

All measurements were conducted on an Intel i7-6600U CPU @ 2.60GHz with
12 GB RAM and Z3 [12] in version 4.6.0 was used as the underlying solver for
K e Y m a e r a X in version 4.7.3.
RQ-1: How does the skill-based methodology compare to monolithic
modeling and veriﬁcation? We modeled the overall behavior of G1 ◦ G2 as a
monolithic model (i.e., following the hard shoulder and following a leading vehicle
in concert) as described in Section 4.2. As mentioned before, the skill-based
approach has a high reuse potential. Each skill needs to be veriﬁed only once,
and the veriﬁcation results can be reused in other skill graphs (cf. Theorem 1).
While in case of a change of parameters or an update of control algorithms
the monolithic model has to be re-modeled and re-veriﬁed completely, a change
impact analysis identifying only aﬀected skills may reduce the re-veriﬁcation
eﬀort even further for the compositional approach. Importantly, skill s13 and
the monolithic model could only be veriﬁed interactively, whereas skills s1 , s14 ,
and s6 were veriﬁed fully automatically with the automatic proof search of
K e Y m a e r a X. Chances of an automatic re-veriﬁcation are thus higher with
the skill-based methodology.
An important hypothesis of ours is that skill-based veriﬁcation is more effective in discovering modeling defects compared to a monolithic model. To get
some insights into this hypothesis, we developed three initial experiments to render the veriﬁcation attempt invalid. We (1) changed the safety guarantee of skills,
(2) changed the control algorithm of skills, and (3) did a combination of both
and compared these results to the same changes performed in the monolithic
model. Following our methodology helped to trace and resolve defects eﬀectively
with respect to this case study, whereas identifying multiple modeling defects
in the monolithic model became quickly intractable. During the resolution of
Scenario 3, re-veriﬁcation had to be performed several times for the monolithic
model (i.e., resolving one conﬂict at a time), which emphasizes the advantage of
our compositional approach over the monolithic modeling. However, we do not
want to overclaim the importance of our insights, as more complex experiments
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Veriﬁed Skill
s1

s6
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Proof steps
s13

G1

s14

s1

s6

4,746

3,769

G2
G1 ◦ G2
Σtotal

4,746

s13

s14

3,769

16,924

7,223

3,769

16,924

7,223

Σ

Σreuse

8,515

8,515

27,916

24,147

32,662

0*

69,093

32,662

*No re-veriﬁcation of skills with Theorem 1

Table 4: Comparison of the veriﬁcation eﬀort for skill-based compositional veriﬁcation.
and a larger evaluation have to be conducted to adequately test whether our hypothesis is signiﬁcant.
RQ-2: To what extent can skill-based compositional veriﬁcation reduce
the veriﬁcation eﬀort? To answer RQ-2, we measured the veriﬁcation eﬀort
in proof steps for each of the three skills mentioned before per skill graph. In
Table 4, we summarize the results. Column Veriﬁed Skill describes which skill is
part of which skill graph and column Proof steps compares the number of proof
steps needed for each skill individually. A common scenario is to model and
verify each maneuver individually (i.e., each skill graph). The total veriﬁcation
eﬀort Σtotal would then cumulate to 69,093 proof steps. Instead, our skill-based
approach allows to reuse veriﬁcation results for skill s6 in skill graph G2 and per
Theorem 1 even the veriﬁcation results for all skills in skill graph G1 ◦G2 . Entries
highlighted in gray indicate that the respective skill could be reused instead of
re-veriﬁcation. The compositional approach needs approximately 53% less proof
steps in our case study.

6

Related Work

Skill Graphs. Maurer [23] pioneered the concept of skills by introducing socalled abilities in vehicle guidance systems. Abilities are similar to skills, as they
concisely describe the capabilites of a vehicle, and are intended to be permanently monitored at run-time to enforce safety mechanics. Reschka et al. [32, 33]
introduced skill graphs informally in their work giving deﬁnitions for skills and
abilities in relation to autonomous vehicles. Nolte et al. [26] built upon this approach by employing the informal concept of skill graphs for the development of
self-aware automated road vehicles. We adopted their case study to evaluate our
skill-based veriﬁcation approach.
Hybrid Systems and Veriﬁcation of Cyber-Physical Systems. Hybrid
systems [3] are a generalization of timed automata [4] and well-suited for modeling and verifying cyber-physical systems. Krishna et al. [20] show that using
hybrid automata to model and verify cyber-physical systems is, in principle, feasible. Typically, hybrid systems are veriﬁed employing reachability analyses and
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model checking [2, 21, 22, 35]. However, these technqiues are not compositional
in general (i.e., modular veriﬁcation of individual parts to establish correctness
of the entire systems is not possible). It is also not intended to generate and
reuse proofs to increase trust in the system’s correctness, as, for instance, possible with theorem proving. To address this issue, we built our methodology upon
the notion of hybrid programs [30] and the theorem prover K e Y m a e r a X [14],
which helped us to also satisfy the important property of compositionality in the
modeling and formal veriﬁcation of hybrid systems. We further extend this concept with skill graphs by modularizing the veriﬁcation of complex driving tasks,
such that the veriﬁcation of the entire behavior is reduced to simpler sub-tasks
and compatibility checks.
Finally, there exists a seamless connection to the work conducted by Müller
et al. [24], who present a compositional component-based approach for the veriﬁcation of hybrid systems based on hybrid programs. Skill graphs provide an
abstract and organized view of the system and are applied (1) in the veriﬁcation and validation phase of the requirements analysis and (2) the early stages
of the design phase. Subsequently, a skill may be implemented by a set of multiple interacting components to take more necessary speciﬁcs into account, such
as communication protocols and resource consumption. To conclude, the process
of reﬁning skill graphs including their safety requirements to formally speciﬁed
component-based systems exhibits a high level of quality assurance at the level
of both, requirement engineers and software architects.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we proposed skill-based veriﬁcation of cyber-physical systems with
the notion of skill graphs that (1) encourages the modular development of small
and reusable actions in isolation, and (2) enables the identiﬁcation of poorly
deﬁned requirements in early software development processes by considering
formal veriﬁcation of hybrid systems. We provide the ﬁrst formalization of skill
graphs, showed how skill graphs and hybrid programs can be combined, and also
introduced a proved notion of compositionality for skills. The investigated case
study on a vehicle follow mode showcases that the compositionality property of
skill graphs is important for scaling, as the veriﬁcation eﬀort is reduced by more
than 53%. Compositionality is particularly important for model and software
evolution, as costly re-veriﬁcation of a skill’s requirement can be minimized.
For the future, we want to enable the composition of skills with dissimilar
hybrid programs, for which the theoretical groundwork partially exists. Moreover,
our current focus is on the integration of skill graphs into software engineering
practices for cyber-physical systems to amplify the utilization of formal methods
from the start of new software projects.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Enis Belli and Arne Windeler for
their help with the implementation of S k e d i t o r. This work was supported by
the DFG (German Research Foundation) under the Researcher Unit FOR1800:
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Abstract. There is a growing need for the automated generation of instance models to evaluate model-driven engineering techniques. Depending on a chosen application scenario, a model generator has to fulﬁll
diﬀerent requirements: As a modeling language is usually deﬁned by a
meta-model, all generated models are expected to conform to their metamodels. For performance tests of model-driven engineering techniques,
the eﬃcient generation of large models should be supported. When generating several models, the resulting set of models should show some
diversity. Interactive model generation may help in producing relevant
models. In this paper, we present a rule-based, conﬁgurable approach
to automate model generation which addresses the stated requirements.
Our model generator produces valid instance models of meta-models with
multiplicities conforming to the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). An
evaluation of the model generator shows that large EMF models (with up
to half a million elements) can be produced. Since the model generation
is rule-based, it can be conﬁgured beforehand or during the generation
process to produce sets of models that are diverse to a certain extent.
Keywords: Model generation · Model transformation · Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)

1

Introduction

The need for the automated generation of instance models grows with the steady
increase of domains and topics to which model-driven engineering (MDE) is
applied. In particular, there is a growing need for large instances of a given
meta-model [14,26]. As most of the available MDE tools are based on the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [34], instances should be conformant to EMF.
Depending on the chosen application scenario, a model generator has to fulﬁll diﬀerent requirements: As a modeling language is usually deﬁned by a metamodel, all generated models are expected to conform to their meta-models. For
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performance tests of model-driven engineering techniques, the eﬃcient generation of large models should be supported. When several models are generated,
they should show some diversity. Interactive model generation may help in producing relevant models. While there are several tools and approaches to instance
model generation in the literature, e.g. [15,16,30,32,36], we are not aware of any
tool satisfying all the requirements stated above. Two extreme approaches are
the following: The approach in [16] is very fast but does not address any modeling framework and provides very few guarantees concerning the properties of
the generated output models. As EMF has developed to the de-facto standard
for modeling in MDE, respecting the EMF constraints is crucial to guarantee
the usability of the resulting models in practice for processing them by other
tools, e.g., for opening them in standard editors. On the contrary, solver-based
approaches such as [15,32,36] provide high guarantees by generating instance
models that even conform to additional well-formedness constraints (expressed
in, e.g., OCL [20]), but they suﬀer from severe scalability issues.
We suggest ﬁnding a good trade-oﬀ between having a scalable generation
process for models and generating well-formed models. In this paper, we propose a rule-based approach to the generation of models which has the following
distinguishing features: (i) To guarantee interchangeability, generated models
conform to the standards of EMF. In particular, this means that the containment structure of a generated model forms a tree. (ii) Generated models exhibit
a basic consistency in the sense that they conform to the structure and the multiplicities speciﬁed by the meta-model. (iii) The generation of models can be
conﬁgured to obtain models that are diverse to a certain extent. (iv) The implementation is eﬃcient in the sense that instance models with several hundred
thousand elements can be generated. (v) The approach is meta-model agnostic
and customizable to a given domain-speciﬁc modeling language (DSML) in a
fully automated way. (vi) It is possible to generate models in a batch mode or
interactively to somewhat guide the generation process towards relevant models. User interaction includes the setting of seed models as well as interactively
choosing between alternative generation strategies.
Our rule-based approach to model generation consists of two main tasks:
(1) The meta-model of a given modeling language is translated into a rulebased model transformation system (MTS) containing rules for model generation. (2) These rules are consecutively applied to generate instance models. This
generation process may be further conﬁgured by the user. Especially, a potentially inconsistent model may be used as a seed for generating valid models.
Our approach is implemented in two Eclipse plug-ins: A meta-tool, called
Meta2GR, automatically derives the MTS from a given meta-model. A second
plug-in, called EMF Model Generator, is automatically conﬁgured with the resulting MTS. A modeler uses the conﬁgured model generator, which takes additional user speciﬁcations and an optional seed EMF model as inputs and generates a valid EMF model. We argue for the soundness of our approach and
evaluate its scalability by generating large, valid EMF models (up to half a mil-
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lion elements). Furthermore, we show how to generate a set of models that are
diverse to some extent.

2

Related Work

In our discussion of related work, we focus on generic approaches and discern
between solver-based, tableaux-based and rule-based generic approaches. We omit
language- and application-speciﬁc approaches (like, e.g. [7,10]).
2.1

Solver-Based Approaches

Solver-based approaches generate models by (i) translating a meta-model into
a logical formula, (ii) using an oﬀ-the-shelf solver to ﬁnd possible solutions,
and (iii) translating back the found solutions into instances of the meta-model.
In most cases, solver-based approaches are capable of generating models that
respect well-formedness constraints such as OCL constraints since these can be
translated into the logical formula as well. The approaches presented in [15,32,36]
use Alloy [12] for this purpose. Although we do not see any general limitation for
them to be applied to arbitrary meta-models, the translations to Alloy presented
in [15,36] target dedicated domain-speciﬁc languages. The language-independent
translation presented by Sen et al. [32] is not fully automated. Performed evaluations show that the scalability of using an oﬀ-the-shelf solver is limited to pretty
small models.
2.2

A Tableaux-Based Approach

Schneider et al. [27] present an automated approach for the generation of symbolic attributed typed graphs fulﬁlling a given set of ﬁrst-order constraints. The
approach is based on a tableaux calculus for graph constraints. It produces minimal symbolic models encoding (inﬁnitely) many instances that fulﬁll the set of
constraints. While this is highly desirable to get an overview of possible instance
structures, retrieving large graphs from symbolic instances is not directly supported. Moreover, the work does not aim at EMF; it is also not possible to add
the EMF constraints as not all of them are ﬁrst-order. The authors extend their
work in [28] to be able to also repair given instances. This model repair can be
used to support the generation of instances from a given seed model. The applied
repair strategy does not incorporate any deletions of model elements.
2.3

Rule-Based Approaches

Ehrig et al. [9] present an approach for converting type graphs with restricted
multiplicity constraints into instance-generating graph grammars. Taentzer generalizes that approach in [37] to arbitrary multiplicity constraints. Both approaches are presented for typed graphs, which means that containment edge
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types and other EMF constraints are not considered. Moreover, there is no implementation of these approaches.
Radke et al. [24] present a translation of OCL constraints to graph constraints
which can be integrated as application conditions into a given set of transformation rules [17]. The resulting rules guarantee validity w.r.t. these constraints but
might be rendered inapplicable. The work is motivated by instance generation;
however, no dedicated algorithm is presented.
Another grammar-based approach is presented by Mougenot et al. [16]. By
reducing models to their containment structure, a tree grammar is derived from
that meta-model projection. For a given size (representing the number of nodes),
the method is capable of uniformly generating all tree structures of that size.
Similarly, the tool EMF random instantiator [11] considers containment edges
only. While both approaches are highly eﬃcient, reducing models to their containment structure is a severe oversimpliﬁcation in practice.
The frameworks RandomEMF presented by Scheidgen [26] and EMG presented by Popoola et al. [23] aid users to manually specify a generator that
automatically generates models. These frameworks do not oﬀer any help, however, to ensure that the generated models conform to the meta-model and that
the generated models satisfy the required constraints.
The SiDiﬀ model generator (SMG) has been proposed by Pietsch et al. [22].
It takes an existing model as input and manipulates it by applying model editing
operations, conﬁgured by a stochastic controller. On the meta-level, the SMG was
integrated into the approach and tool presented by Kehrer et al. [13,25], which
generates a complete set of consistency-preserving edit operations for a given
meta-model. It supports meta-models with somewhat restricted multiplicities,
however. Generated edit operations can be applied to valid models only. Its
stochastic controller has been designed to generate sequences of models that
mimic realistic model histories [38]. The generated models are, on purpose, very
similar to each other, i.e. they lack diversity.
2.4

A Hybrid Approach

A hybrid approach is implemented within the VIATRA Solver [29,30]: Rules
are used to generate an instance model from scratch or a seed model. A solver
is used to guarantee validity concerning additional well-formedness constraints.
During the generation process, a partial model is extended using rules. This
partial model is continuously evaluated w.r.t. the validity of these constraints
using a 3-valued logic [31]. By under-approximation, the search space is pruned
as soon as the partial model cannot be reﬁned into a valid model. The evaluation
of constraints is performed with a speciﬁcally developed solver or an oﬀ-the-shelf
one. All resulting instance models fulﬁll the additional constraints and conform
to EMF. Moreover, the VIATRA Solver has been investigated successfully for
generating diverse and realistic models. While experimental results indicate that
the approach is 1–2 orders of magnitude better than existing approaches using
Alloy, the authors also mention that the scalability of their approach is not yet
suﬃcient [30,29].
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Table 1. Summary of selected generic approaches to model generation w.r.t. important
characteristics we aim at in this paper.
Input
Category

Approach

Solver

Sen et al. [32]

Tableaux

Schneider et al. [27,28]

Output

Algorithm

impl. ex. seed EMF

wf

+

−

◦

+++

−

−

−

+

◦

−

+++

−

−

?

Rule-based Taentzer [37]
Mougenot et al. [16]
Pietsch et al. [22]

−
◦
+

−
−
◦

−
◦
+

++
+
+

◦
◦
+

+
−
+

?
+
◦

Hybrid

+

◦

+

+++

+

−

◦

+

+

+

++

+

+

+

Semeráth et al. [30]

Rule-based Our approach

2.5

conﬁg. interact. scal.

Need for Further Research

We summarize the related work through selected approaches from all categories
in Table 1 w.r.t. important characteristics. First, we indicate whether the approach is implemented in a tool (column 1). Second, we are interested in manipulating an existing seed model (column 2), e.g., for the sake of generating
model evolution scenarios. Here, ◦ indicates that only special kinds of seeds are
possible. Third, concerning the consistency level of generated output models, we
are interested in the conformance with EMF (column 3) and additional wellformedness constraints, including multiplicities (column 4). Here, + indicates
partly and ++ full support of multiplicity constraints, whereas + + + means
support of more general well-formedness constraints. Fourth, we are interested
in the properties of the generation algorithm itself, which should be conﬁgurable
(column 5), oﬀer interaction possibilities (column 6), and be scalable (column 7)
in order to support the generation of diverse and large instances, respectively.
None of the generic approaches to model generation fully meets all criteria.
Given a meta-model with multiplicities as the only well-formedness constraints,
we are heading towards a model generator that supports all quality attributes.

3

Running Example and Preliminaries

This section presents our running example and preliminaries. After introducing
the running example, we recall the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), rulebased model transformation and a rule-based approach to model repair that we
utilize for our approach to instance generation.
3.1

Running Example

As running example we use an excerpt of the GraphML meta-model [3] as shown
in Fig. 1. GraphML [6] is a ﬁle format for diﬀerent kinds of graphs; it separates
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Fig. 1. Excerpt of the GraphML meta-model

the graph structure from additional data. We use this example to illustrate how
our rule-based approach generates instances from a given meta-model.
3.2

The Eclipse Modeling Framework

The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [34] has evolved into a de-facto standard technology for deﬁning models and modeling languages. In EMF, metamodels are deﬁned using Ecore, an implementation of the OMG’s EMOF standard [21]. Meta-models in Ecore prescribe the structures that instance models of
the modeled domain should exhibit. Concepts known from UML class diagrams
are used, namely the classiﬁcation of objects and their attributes, references to
objects, and constraints on object structures. References may be opposite to each
other and constrained by multiplicities. A speciﬁc kind of references are containments. The conformance of an instance model to a meta-model can formally be
expressed using typed attributed graphs with inheritance [4]. EMF models have
to fulﬁll the following constraints:
– At-most-one-container: Each object must not have more than one container.
– No-containment-cycles: Cycles of containments must not occur.
– No-parallel-edges: There are no two references of the same type from the same
source to the same target object.
– All-opposite-edges: If reference types t1 and t2 are opposite to each other: For
each reference of type t1, there has to be a reference of type t2 linking the
same objects in the opposite direction.
– Rootedness (optional): There is an object, called root object, that contains all
other objects of a model directly or transitively.
In the sequel, we use the terms EMF model and instance model interchangeably.
Each model conforming to its meta-model and fulﬁlling the EMF constraints
listed above is called EMF model. If the meta-model’s multiplicities are fulﬁlled
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in addition, the model is called valid. Since we use a graph-based approach to
model transformation in the following, objects are often also called nodes and
object references are called edges.
3.3

Transformation Rules and Transformation Units

Our model generation approach is based on the application of transformation
rules to EMF models as implemented in the Eclipse plug-in Henshin [1,35]. This
approach is formally underpinned by typed attributed graph transformation as
presented in [4].
A (non-deleting) transformation rule consists of two model patterns, namely
a left-hand side L and a right-hand side R where L is a sub-pattern of R; we
denote such a rule by L ⇒ R. All elements in R \ L shall be created. A rule can
be equipped with negative application conditions (NACs) [8]. Each NAC N is an
additional pattern that includes L. All elements in N \ L are forbidden to exist.
An application of a transformation rule to a model M amounts to ﬁnding the
pattern L in M and, if such a match is found, creating a copy of R \ L there. A
rule is applicable at a match only if this match cannot be extended to a match
for any of the NACs.
In Henshin, rules are speciﬁed in an integrated form where elements are annotated and colored according to their roles. While a created element is depicted
in green, a forbidden element is shown in blue. Besides, it may be equipped with
the name of the NAC it belongs to for distinguishing several NACs. For example,
the rule insert additionalEdge targetport in Fig. 7 matches nodes of types Edge
and Port and inserts an edge of type targetport between them but only if such
an edge does not already exist and the selected Edge does not already refer to
another Port.
To construct more complex transformations in Henshin, rules may be composed in (transformation) units. Units may have parameters that can be passed
to contained units or rules. A ‘?’ indicates that the parameter may be randomly
chosen. We sketch the semantics of those units which we use in the following.
Note that each rule is already considered as a unit.
– An independent unit comprises an arbitrary number of sub-units that are
checked for applicability in a non-deterministic order. One applicable unit is
executed.
– A loop unit comprises one sub-unit and executes it as often as possible.
– A conditional unit comprises either two or three sub-units specifying the if-unit,
the then-unit, and optionally, the else-unit. If the if-unit is executed successfully,
the then-unit is executed. Otherwise, if deﬁned, the else-unit is executed.
– A sequential unit comprises an arbitrary number of sub-units that are executed
in the given order. If a sub-unit is not applicable, it is skipped and the
execution continues with the next sub-unit.
– A priority unit comprises an arbitrary number of sub-units that are checked
for applicability in the deﬁned order. If a sub-unit is executed successfully,
the check and execution of the following sub-units are skipped.
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EMF Repair

Our generation process of instance models uses the repair process for EMF instance models presented in [19]. The basic approach is to derive repair rules from
a given meta-model. The derived rules allow to ﬁrst trim the model such that
no upper bound is violated any longer. Subsequently, it completes the model by
adding nodes and edges until no lower bound is violated. The rules are designed
such that, during the completion phase, no upper bound violation is introduced
and that both phases terminate only if no violation of multiplicities occurs any
longer. We formally proved these properties in [18]. While this process does not
necessarily terminate, its termination has been proven for instance models of
fully ﬁnitely instantiable meta-models. A meta-model is called fully ﬁnitely instantiable (f.f.i.) if, for every given ﬁnite EMF-model M that instantiates it and
respects upper bounds but may violate lower bounds, there exists a ﬁnite and
valid EMF-model M  such that M is a submodel of M  .

4

Rule-Based Instance Generation

We start this section with an overview of our approach to the generation of
valid EMF models. Thereafter, we present the kinds of generation rules that
are derived from a given meta-model, introduce four parametrization strategies
for generation processes, and show possibilities of user-interaction. Finally, we
discuss the limitations of our generation approach and the formal guarantees
that have been shown.

4.1

Overall Approach

Our overall approach to instance generation is depicted in Fig. 2. The fundamental idea behind our approach is to base model generation as far as possible
on rule-based model repair using the tool EMF Repair [19]. All rules needed
to perform model generation steps are automatically derived from the given
meta-model by the meta-tool Meta2GR. If a non-empty seed model is given,
the model generation process starts with checking it for upper bound violations
and potentially trimming it using EMF Repair (model trimming). Thereafter,
the EMF model is extended with object nodes and references without violating
upper bounds using the rules derived by Meta2GR (model increase). The resulting model shall meet user speciﬁcations w.r.t. its size which will be discussed in
more detail in Sect. 4.3 below. In the next step, the EMF model is completed to
a valid EMF model, again using EMF Repair (model completion). As this repair
process adds elements only, the user speciﬁcations are still met by the resulting
model. Moreover, the result is guaranteed to be a valid EMF model [18]. EMF
Repair is also used to set attribute values, either randomly or using user input
which is provided in a JSON-ﬁle.
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Fig. 2. Rule-based EMF Model Generator

4.2

Generated Rules for Model Generation

Given a meta-model, diﬀerent kinds of rules are derived for generating EMF
models. They are listed in Table 2. The derived rules are needed to perform the
following tasks: (i) creation of nodes, (ii) insertion of non-containment edges,
and (iii) checking for the existence of source or target nodes for an edge of a
certain type. All rules that create model elements (i.e., the rules of kinds (i) and
(ii)) are generated with NACs to not introduce upper bound violations during
generation. Moreover, they all are consistent transformation rules in the sense
of [4]. This means that they preserve consistency w.r.t. the EMF constraints
including rootedness (compare [4, Theorems 1 and 2]). For example, our rules
cannot introduce containment cycles or parallel edges by design.

Table 2. Overview of rule kinds used for model generation
Role

Kind

Semantics

Create
node

Additional-node-creation
rules
Transitive-node-creation
rules

Create a node of a certain type and insert it into
one of its direct containers
Create a node of a certain type and insert it into
one of its transitive containers

Create
edge

Additional-edge-creation Create an edge of non-containment type berules
tween two nodes

Check
edge

Additional-edge-checking Check if possible source and target nodes exist
rules
for an edge of a certain type
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Fig. 3. Rule schema for transitive-node-creation rules (of length 2)

Node creation (i) is performed by two sets of rules, additional-node-creation
rules and transitive-node-creation rules. The latter ones are described as follows:
For every concrete node type in the meta-model, every possible incoming path
over containment edges is computed such that each containment type occurs
maximally once. For each such path, a rule is derived that matches the node
where this path starts and creates the rest of this path. Each rule is equipped
with a NAC ensuring that no upper bound violation can be introduced. An example schema of length 2 for this kind of rule is depicted in Fig. 3. The lower part
of Fig. 6 depicts all transitive-node-creation rules that are derived for the type
port. Only one rule is equipped with a NAC as the edge type subgraph is the only
one with an upper bound (of 1). In EMF, if a containment edge has an opposite
edge, the upper bound of the opposite edge must be 1. If a containment edge is
created, the opposite edge is created automatically. Therefore, we do not represent it here. Additional-node-creation rules are transitive-node-creation rules of
length 1. We derive both kinds of rules for diﬀerent parametrizations of our generation algorithm which are introduced in Sect. 4.3. The rule add in Node a Port
in Fig. 6 is an example derived for the containment edge type ports. It does not
have a NAC since the upper bound of ports is unlimited.
To create non-containment edges (ii), additional-edge-creation rules are generated. The general schema for these kinds of rules is depicted in Fig. 4. For each
non-containment edge type, a rule is derived that matches the source and the
target nodes suitable to this edge type and creates an edge of the corresponding
type. Again, a NAC prevents that an upper bound is violated (NACn). A second
NAC prevents that parallel edges are introduced (NACp). If the given edge type
has an opposite edge type, the opposite edge is created as well and its upper
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Fig. 4. Rule schema for additional-edge-creation rules

bound is considered accordingly (NACl). A concrete example for the edge type
targetport is the rule insert additionalEdge targetport as depicted in Fig. 7.
As non-containment edges may be added optionally according to user speciﬁcations ( in Sect. 4.3), it is necessary to check if nodes of certain types exist
and can serve as source or target nodes of an additional edge without violating the upper bounds of the respective edge type (iii). This check is performed
with additional-edge-checking rules which are derived for non-containment edge
types. The general schema is depicted in Fig. 5. Such a rule is applicable if and
only if there exists a source node where the upper bound of the edge type is not
yet reached. The same kind of rule is derived for the target node type as well.
The rule check proper sourceNode for targetport in Fig. 7 is a concrete example
for the edge type targetport.

Fig. 5. Rule schema for additional-edge-checking rules

4.3

Generation Strategies: Parameterization

Since we use a rule-based approach, the model generator can be parameterized
w.r.t. a given user speciﬁcation. In the following, we present four strategies for
generating models w.r.t. user speciﬁcations; they serve to specify the model
increase phase of the generation process. The models resulting from this phase
conform to EMF and meet the user speciﬁcation but may violate lower bounds.
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Fig. 6. Independent unit for randomly creating a containment tree containing a ﬁxed
number of nodes of type Port

They are used as input for the model repair algorithm of EMF repair to obtain
a valid EMF model. The user may (1) specify the number of elements that is to
be created minimally, (2) specify a node type and the number of nodes of this
type that is to be created minimally, (3) specify an edge type and the number
of edges of this type that is to be created minimally, or (4) combine the abovementioned strategies sequentially in arbitrary order. If the user has not speciﬁed
any model as a seed, the generation is initialized by creating a root node.
Adding elements of arbitrary types. In this strategy, the user speciﬁes the
minimum of model elements (i.e., nodes and edges) to be created. The idea
behind this strategy is to randomly execute a set of rules for adding nodes
and edges of arbitrary types without violating the corresponding upper bounds
and the EMF constraints. Hence, all rules of kinds additional-node-creation and
additional-edge-insertion are collected into an independent unit which is applied
as often as the user speciﬁcation requires. While the independent unit is implemented in Henshin using a uniform distribution, this strategy may also be performed using other distributions by, e.g., leveraging a stochastic controller [38].
Adding nodes of a speciﬁc type. In this strategy, the user speciﬁes a node
type and the minimum number of nodes of this type that shall be created. This
strategy is implemented as an independent unit containing all transitive-nodecreation rules for the speciﬁed node type being applied as often as the user has
speciﬁed. An example unit for the node type Port is given in Fig. 6.
Adding edges of a speciﬁc type. In this strategy, the user speciﬁes a (noncontainment) edge type and the minimum number of edges that shall be created
of this type. This strategy is similar to the previous one, thus its basis is a unit
that contains the additional-edge creation rule for the speciﬁed type. If this rule
is not applicable, however, a source or a target node (or both) for an additional
edge of that type is missing. The additional-edge-checking rules for this edge type
are used to detect such situations. Then, corresponding transitive-node-creation
rules for the type of the missing node are used to create the missing source
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Fig. 7. Units for inserting a ﬁxed number of edges of type targetport

and/or target node(s). This strategy is implemented as a priority unit where the
ﬁrst contained unit is the additional-edge-insertion rule. Its second contained
unit is a sequential one with two conditional units checking for missing source
or target nodes, respectively, and creating corresponding nodes if needed.
Figure 7 presents a priority unit using this strategy at the example of
the targetport-edge. The ﬁrst level contains the rule insert additionalEdge. . . .
The second level is the sequential unit add proper source target Node. . . :
The conditional unit check add proper sourceNode. . . uses the rule
check proper sourceNode. . . in the if-statement. The then-statement is set to true
whereas the else-statement is conﬁgured with a priority unit add treeNode Edge
which adds an Edge-node respecting upper bounds and the EMF constraints.
The conditional unit adding a missing target node is deﬁned analogously.
Sequential combination of strategies. As our approach allows for an arbitrary seed model as input, the result of applying one strategy can be used as
input for applying the second one. This allows for arbitrary sequential combinations of strategies.
4.4

User Interaction

Since our approach is rule-based, it is also possible to allow for user interaction.
Instead of random rule applications at random matches, the available rules and
matches can be presented to the user for selecting at which match a rule has
to be applied and how many times. That is promising for generating diﬀerent
tree structures of various weights. While it may not desirable to completely
generate large models in such a way, a hybrid strategy can be applied to utilize
the selection process, e.g., by employing heuristic data. EMF Repair already
supports this kind of user interaction.
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Limitations and Formal Guarantees

Limitations. A user may only specify the minimum number of desired elements;
the speciﬁcation of a maximum number is not yet supported within our approach. Although the generation process applies the respective rules exactly as
often as speciﬁed during the model increase phase, some of the rules create more
than one element and additional model elements may be created to repair violations of lower bounds during the consecutive model repair. Moreover, we cannot
guarantee that the user speciﬁcation is fully met since necessary rules may not
be applicable as often as speciﬁed and backtracking is not used. Even if the
speciﬁcation could be met in principle, it may happen that the speciﬁc selection,
order, and matches of rules do not succeed as they are randomly chosen in the
current version of the approach. By counting created elements, it can always
be decided whether a user speciﬁcation has been met, and thus, the user can
be informed. In our experiments (in Sect. 6), every generated output meets the
selected speciﬁcations. Thus, while more research is needed to precisely evaluate
the severity of our limitations, the performed experiments are positive evidence
that these limitations are rather small even for reasonably complex meta-models.
Formal guarantees. In case of termination, our approach guarantees a valid EMF
model as output: All generation rules conform to a design that is proven to
preserve EMF constraints in [4]. Moreover, applications of these rules cannot
introduce violations of upper bounds as they are equipped with corresponding
NACs. So each strategy mentioned above is guaranteed to result in an instance
model that conforms to EMF and does not violate any upper bounds. Moreover,
it is ensured by the ﬁnite number of rule calls speciﬁed in each strategy that the
increase phase terminates. Thus, suitable input for the model completion process
of EMF Repair [19] is ensured after ﬁnitely many steps. For model completion,
termination was proven in the case of f.f.i. meta-models while correctness was
proven in all cases in [18]. If the user speciﬁcation is met after a model has been
increased, it is met after model completion as well since no deletion takes place
during model completion. Even an increased model that does not meet the user
speciﬁcation is an EMF model and hence a suitable input for EMF Repair. Thus,
it can be completed and returned to the user as a valid EMF model. The given
user speciﬁcation, however, is only partly satisﬁed in this case.

5

Tooling

We have developed two Eclipse plug-ins that are available for download.3 The
ﬁrst plug-in is a meta-tool, called Meta2GR. It takes a domain meta-model as
input and derives an MTS in Henshin. This is achieved by applying the metapatterns that are depicted in Figs. 3 to 5 to the given domain meta-model. These
meta-patterns are speciﬁed as rules typed over the Ecore meta-metamodel. Based
on their matches, domain-speciﬁc model generation rules of diﬀerent kinds are
3

https://github.com/RuleBasedApproach/EMFModelGenerator/wiki
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created. For a given meta-model, the MTS has to be generated only once. The
second Eclipse plug-in, called EMF Model Generator, is a modeling tool that
uses the derived MTS to generate instance models. Given a user speciﬁcation
and, optionally, one or more seed EMF models, this model generator creates
valid EMF models in batch mode or incrementally.

6

Evaluation

Next to the formal guarantees which are provided by construction, we empirically
evaluate our approach w.r.t. the following research questions:
RQ 1: How fast can instance models of varying sizes be generated?
RQ 2: Does the use of parametrization help to increase the diversity?
All experiments were performed on a desktop PC, Intel Core i7, 16 GB RAM,
Windows 7 x64 using Eclipse Oxygen. Our Eclipse-based tool was conﬁgured
to use the default settings, e.g., the heap size was limited to 1 GB. All the
evaluation artifacts are available for download.3
6.1

Scalability Experiments

To answer RQ 1, we conducted two scalability experiments. We used 8 metamodels taken from the literature and projects, namely the Statechart meta-model
of Magicdraw [13], Web model [5], Car Rental and Class model [2], Bugzilla,
Latex, Warehouse, and GraphML (GML) [3]. The average size of the metamodels is 44 elements (16 nodes, 17 edges, 11 attributes) and the number of
multiplicity bounds is 24 on average. The overhead for generating the needed
transformation rules and units was, on average, less than 5 seconds, and we will
thus focus on the run-time of the model generation in the sequel.
Experiment 1. In the ﬁrst experiment, we randomly generated valid EMF models
of varying sizes up to 10 000 elements (counting nodes and edges) for each metamodel using Strategy (1) (in Sect. 4.3). For each size category, we generated
10 valid EMF models and calculated the average run-time. Table 3 presents the
results of this experiment. Considering all the meta-models and generated models
of varying sizes, our tool always generates a valid EMF model with at least
10 000 elements. Generation times were fastest for the Bugzilla meta-model and
slowest for the GraphML one. To assess how robust the times are, we measured
the time for generating a seed and for the subsequent repair separately. For each
one, we also computed the corrected standard deviation (which is presented
for model size 10 000 only). Generating the seed is generally faster than the
subsequent repair, except for the StateChart and Warehouse meta-models. If
the standard deviation is rather high, this tends to be the case for both, the
seed generation and the repair (as for GraphML, Web Model, and Class Model).
A closer inspection of the meta-models shows that higher run-times, as well as
higher deviations of run-times, are caused by larger meta-model sizes (and hence
larger sizes of derived MTSs) and higher numbers of interrelated multiplicity
constraints.
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Table 3. Average run-time (in seconds) for generating valid EMF models of varying
sizes for 8 meta-models (MM) using Strategy (1); for size 10 000, run-time is split into
the generation of seed and subsequent repair where the corrected standard deviation
is added in brackets, respectively.
MM\Model Size
Bugzilla
Car Rental
Class Model
CoreWarehouse
GraphML
Latex
StateChart
Web Model

1 000

3 000

5 000

8 000

10 000

0.05
0.27
0.16
0.81
0.4
1.27
0.55
0.16

0.1
5
1.7
4.5
2.6
1.3
1.7
1.4

0.1
17.9
9.4
18.9
16.7
1.3
5.5
5.1

0.1
72.3
61.5
67.9
79.2
1.5
18.7
14.6

0.08 (0.006) + 0.04 (0.01)
65.5 (7.2) + 78.1 (4)
13.2 (14.2) + 85 (113.8)
0.4 (0.02) + 131 (10.9)
39.3 (56) + 168.1 (119.6)
0.7 (0.01) + 0.8 (0.03)
35.8 (3.9) + 1 (0.3)
18.7 (18.8) + 6.2 (2.6)

Table 4. Average run-time and standard deviation (in minutes) for generating valid
EMF models of varying huge sizes for the GraphML meta-model using Strategy (3).
The standard deviations are presented in brackets.
Model Size
Average Time (Min.)

200 000

300 000

400 000

half a million

6 (1.4)

11.4 (2.6)

23.3 (5.7)

32.5 (6.5)

Experiment 2. The second experiment is dedicated to generating huge models for
a complex meta-model which would lead to complex model repair processes. The
meta-model GraphML is right for this purpose as its number of lower bounds
being non-zero is above the average. Fulﬁlling these bounds renders model repair
into a complex process. We expect the generation of models to become faster
when using Strategy (3), i.e., when specifying a minimal number of edge occurrences of a certain type. In this case, nodes are introduced together with incident
edges; this generation behavior should reduce the number of repairs needed to
take place for ﬁxing lower bound violations. Models of an average size of between
200 000 and 500 000 elements are generated in 6 to 32.5 minutes on average. Each
generation process was repeated ﬁve times. The standard deviation was between
1.4 to 6.5 minutes, i.e., the run-times for the generation of these huge models
are pretty stable. Table 4 presents the experiment results. Moreover, to give an
impression of the tool performance for simple meta-models, we applied it to the
Bugzilla meta-model. It is considered as simple since it consists of unrestricted
containment edges only. The tool needed 1.2 minutes only to generate a valid
EMF model with a minimum of 500 000 elements.
6.2

Diversity Experiment

To test if the parametrization of our algorithm has some eﬀect on the diversity of generated models, we conducted the following experiment. We took the
GraphML meta-model and chose Strategy (1) to randomly create 10 instance
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Table 5. Diversity of randomly generated instance models parametrized by node types
of the GraphML meta-model (EL = Element, K = Key, etc.; compare Fig. 1)
Str. 1)

Str. 2)

Speciﬁed Type

All

EL.

K.

G.

E.

H.E.

N.

P.

E.P.

D.

Shannon Index

3

2.12

0.82

0.76

0.94

0.92

0.99

1.57

1.48

2.06

models containing about 2 000 elements. For each node type as parameter, we
created 10 instance models containing about 2 000 elements according to Strategy (2) which speciﬁes that this node type has to occur at least 500 times. For
each of the resulting sets of model instances we calculated the Shannon index [33],
 9 ni
ni
i=1 N · lg N , an established diversity measure. Here, N is the total number
of nodes in the given set, i ranges over the 9 non-abstract node types in the
GraphML meta-model, and ni is the number of nodes of that type in the given
set. The resulting indices are presented in Table 5. Considering Strategy (1), the
types of occurring elements show nearly uniform distribution as the maximal
possible Shannon index is lg 9 ≈ 3.17. The indices for Strategy (2) show that
the distribution of elements signiﬁcantly diﬀers, depending on the selected node
type.
To assess that even the sets with similar Shannon indexes diﬀer from one
another, we checked for the types actually occurring in each set and compared
them. The results are depicted in Fig. 8. For example, 66 % of the nodes are of
type HyperEdge if HyperEdge (H.E.) is chosen as type parameter, and 68 % of the
nodes are of type Edge if Edge (E.) is chosen as parameter, even though both sets
of models exhibit almost the same Shannon index.

Data
EndPoint

EL.
K.
G.
E.
H.E.
N.
P.
E.P.
D.

48.73

Port
Node

Parameters

40.36

36.71

27.09

HyperEdge

42.55

20.74

66.31

Edge

32.85

68.31

Graph

36.2

Key

57.45

25.93

33.69

79.26

52.3

18.23

31.42

28.89

74.07

Element
0%

100%

200%

300%

Fig. 8. Relative number of occurrences (x-axis) of node types (y-axis) in all the instance
models generated using Strategy (2); results obtained for diﬀerent parameter settings
are encoded in colors and each color indicates one instance model. For example, 79.26%
nodes of type Graph and 20.74% nodes of type Node are created in an instance model
for parameter Graph (G.).
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To answer RQ 2, choosing diﬀerent node types as parameter leads to significantly diﬀerent distributions of the node types of occurring elements. Hence,
Strategy (2) can be used to introduce a certain diversity.
6.3

Threats to Validity

In our evaluation, we selected 8 meta-models. Evaluation results might diﬀer
when choosing others. We are conﬁdent, however, that our results are representative as we selected meta-models from diverse backgrounds, with reasonable
sizes, and with varying numbers and forms of multiplicities. The used metric
to measure diversity completely abstracts from details of the underlying graph
structures of generated instance models. On the one hand, abstracting from such
details typically underrates diversity rather than overrating it. On the other
hand, we have to acknowledge that the form of diversity we show in our experiments is limited to the distribution of types.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We developed a rule-based approach for generating valid models w.r.t. arbitrary
multiplicities and EMF constraints. Since we use a rule-based approach, our
generator is conﬁgurable to support user speciﬁcations and to allow user interaction. Several parameterization strategies are presented to generate diﬀerent
sets of valid EMF models. Two Eclipse plug-ins have been developed: Meta2GR
automatically translates the meta-model of a given DSML to an MTS and the
EMF Model Generator uses the derived MTS to generate valid EMF models.
We evaluated the scalability of our approach by generating large instances of
several meta-models of diﬀerent domains and showed that models with 10 000
elements can be generated in about a minute on average. Furthermore, our tool
can generate valid EMF models of 500 000 elements in less than 2 minutes for
a meta-model with largely unrelated multiplicity constraints and in about 30
minutes for a meta-model with closely interrelated ones. Moreover, we showed
that a certain form of diversity between the generated models can be achieved
by conﬁguration. As future work, we intend to support meta-models with OCL
constraints, at least partly: Integrating the constraints as application conditions
into rules [17,24] is a promising basis to extend our approach in this direction.
Besides, we want to support further conﬁguration facilities which allow us to
generate realistic models by leveraging a stochastic controller [38].
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Abstract. Family-based SPL model checking concerns the simultaneous
veriﬁcation of multiple product models, aiming to improve on enumerative product-based veriﬁcation, by capitalising on the common features
and behaviour of products in a software product line (SPL), typically
modelled as a featured transition system (FTS). We propose eﬃcient
family-based SPL model checking of modal μ-calculus formulae on FTSs
based on variability parity games, which extend parity games with conditional edges labelled with feature conﬁgurations, by reducing the SPL
model checking problem for the modal μ-calculus on FTSs to the variability parity game solving problem, based on an encoding of FTSs as
variability parity games. We validate our contribution by experiments on
SPL benchmark models, which demonstrate that a novel family-based
algorithm to collectively solve variability parity games, using symbolic
representations of the conﬁguration sets, outperforms the product-based
method of solving the standard parity games obtained by projection with
classical algorithms.

1

Introduction

Software product line engineering (SPLE) is a software engineering method for
cost-eﬀective and time-eﬃcient development of a family of software-intensive
conﬁgurable systems, according to which individual products (system variants)
can be distinguished by the features they provide, where a feature is typically
understood as some user-aware (diﬀerence in) functionality [1, 2]. The intrinsic
variability of SPLs challenges formal methods and analysis tools, because the
number of possible products may be exponential in the number of features and
each product may moreover exhibit a large behavioural state space.
The SPL model checking problem, ﬁrst recognised in the seminal paper [3],
generalises the classical model checking problem in the following way: given a
formula, determine for each product whether it satisﬁes the formula (and, ideally,
provide a counterexample for each product that does not satisfy the formula). A
straightforward way to solve this problem is to provide a model for each product
and apply classical model checking. This enumerative, product-based method has
several drawbacks. Most importantly, the state-space explosion problem –typical
of model checking– is ampliﬁed with the number of products, while products of a
product line usually have a large amount of features and behaviour in common.
c The Author(s) 2020
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Therefore, Classen et al. have extended labelled transition systems (LTSs)
with features to concisely describe and analyse the combined behaviour of a family of models [3–5]. Concretely, transitions in the resulting featured transition
systems (FTSs) are labelled with actions and feature expressions. Given a product, a transition can be executed if the product fulﬁlls the feature expression.
Hence, an FTS incorporates all eligible product behaviour, and each individual
product’s behaviour can be obtained as an LTS. Moreover, FTSs cater for the simultaneous veriﬁcation of multiple products, known as family-based analysis [6].
Properties of behavioural models for SPLs such as FTSs can be veriﬁed with
dedicated SPL model checkers like SNIP [7], ProVeLines [8], VMC [9], ProFeat [10,11], or QFLan [12,13], or with classical model checkers like NuSMV [14,
15], SPIN [16], Maude [17], or mCRL2 [18, 19]. The advantage of using established oﬀ-the-shelf model checkers for SPL analysis is obvious: it lifts the burden
of maintaining dedicated model checkers in favour of highly optimised tools with
a broad user base. In [19], it was shown how to perform family-based SPL model
checking with mCRL2 [20, 21] of properties of FTSs expressed in a featureoriented variant of the modal μ-calculus to deal with transitions labelled with
feature expressions [22]. However, this approach is based on a decision procedure
for the binary partitioning of the product space into products that do and those
that do not satisfy a given formula, and it is underlined that computing suitable
partitionings for the conducted experiments is a largely manual activity.
In this paper, we present eﬃcient family-based SPL model checking of modal
μ-calculus formulae on FTSs based on parity games with variability. Years after
its introduction [3, 14], family-based model checking of SPLs or program families is still a popular topic [10, 16, 19, 23–26], including a few game-theoretic
approaches based on solving (3-valued) model checking games on featured symbolic automata and on modal transition systems. A parity game is a 2-player
turn-based graph game. It is well known that the model checking problem for
modal μ-calculus formulae on LTSs is equivalent to parity game solving, for which
Zielonka deﬁned a recursive algorithm that performs well in practice [27–29].
Here we introduce variability parity games as a generalisation of parity games
with conditional edges labelled with feature conﬁgurations. We then show how
the SPL model checking problem for modal μ-calculus formulae on FTSs can be
reduced to the variability parity game solving problem based on an encoding of
FTSs as variability parity games. Finally, we show the results of implementing
two diﬀerent methods, product-based and family-based, to solve variability parity games and of experimenting with them on two well-known SPL case studies,
the minepump and the elevator. The product-based method simply projects a
variability parity game to the diﬀerent conﬁgurations and independently solves
all resulting parity games with existing algorithms. The family-based method, instead, is based on a novel algorithm to collectively solve variability parity games,
using symbolic representations of sets of conﬁgurations. The experiments clearly
show that the family-based method outperforms the product-based method.
Outline. After deﬁning some preliminary notions in Section 2, we introduce
SPL model checking in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce variability parity
games and show how they can be used to solve the SPL model checking problem.
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In Section 5, we present a family-based, collective strategy for recursively solving
variability parity games, which we experiment with on two SPL case studies in
Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper and provides directions for future work.
Relevant related work other than the above is mentioned throughout the paper.

2

Preliminaries

We give a brief overview of labelled transition systems and the modal μ-calculus.
Deﬁnition 1. A labelled transition system or LTS L over a non-empty set of
actions Act is a triple L = (S, →, s0 ), where S is the set of states with s0 ∈ S
and → ⊆ S × Act × S is the transition relation.
The modal μ-calculus is an expressive logic, subsuming LTL and CTL, for reasoning about the behaviours of LTSs, among others.
Deﬁnition 2. Formulae in the modal μ-calculus are given by the following (minimal) grammar.
φ ::= true | false | X | φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ | aφ | [a]φ | μX.φ | νX.φ
where a ∈ Act is an action and X ∈ X is some propositional variable taken from
a suﬃciently large set of variables X .
Next to the Boolean constants and the propositional connectives, the modal μcalculus contains the existential diamond operator   and its dual universal box
operator [ ] of modal logic as well as the least and greatest ﬁxed point operators
μ and ν that provide recursion used for ‘ﬁnite’ and ‘inﬁnite’ looping, respectively.
Given a formula φ, an occurrence of a variable X in φ is said to be bound
iﬀ this occurrence is within a formula ψ, where μX.ψ or νX.ψ is a subformula
of φ; an occurrence of a variable is free otherwise. A formula φ is closed iﬀ all
variables occurring in φ are bound; here we only consider closed formulae. For
simplicity, we assume that the formulae that we consider are well-named, i.e.,
formulae do not contain two ﬁxed point subformulae binding the same variable.
Given an LTS, the semantics of a μ-calculus formula is the set of states of
the LTS that satisfy the formula. Since we focus on games in this paper, we
introduce two auxiliary concepts, viz. the Fischer-Ladner closure of a formula
and the alternation depth of a formula. The Fischer-Ladner closure FL(φ) of a
formula φ is the smallest set of formulae satisfying
– φ ∈ FL(φ);
– if φ1 ∧ φ2 ∈ FL(φ) or φ1 ∨ φ2 ∈ FL(φ) then φ1 , φ2 ∈ FL(φ);
– if aφ1 ∈ FL(φ) or [a]φ1 ∈ FL(φ) then φ1 ∈ FL(φ);
– if σX.φ1 ∈ FL(φ) then φ1 [X := σX.φ1 ] ∈ FL(φ).
Note that for a closed formula φ, the set FL(φ) contains no variables.
The complexity of a μ-calculus formula is given by its alternation depth; the
larger the alternation depth, the harder the formula is to solve (and, incidentally,
also to understand). The alternation depth of a formula φ is deﬁned as the largest
alternation depth of the bound propositional variables in φ, deﬁned as follows.
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Deﬁnition 3. The dependency order on bound variables of a formula φ is the
smallest partial order ≤φ satisfying X ≤φ Y if X occurs free in σY.ψ. The alternation depth of a μ-variable X in φ, denoted AD φ (X), is the maximal length of a
chain X1 ≤φ · · · ≤φ Xn , where X1 = X, variables X1 , X3 , . . . are μ-variables and
X2 , X4 , . . . are ν-variables. Analogously for the alternation depth of a ν-variable.
Deﬁnition 4. A parity game is a tuple G = (V, E, p, (V0 , V1 )) where
– V is a ﬁnite set of vertices, partitioned into a set V0 of vertices owned by
player 0 and a set V1 of vertices owned by player 1;
– E ⊆ V × V is the edge relation;
– p : V → N is the priority function.
We depict parity games as graphs in which diamond-shaped vertices represent
vertices owned by player 0 and box-shaped vertices represent vertices owned by
player 1. Edges are annotated with conﬁgurations while priorities are typically
written inside vertices.
We write v → w instead of (v, w) ∈ E and let α range over the set of players,
i.e. α ∈ {0, 1}. For a given vertex v, we write vE to denote the set {w ∈ V |
v → w} of successors of v. Likewise, Ev denotes the set {w ∈ V | w → v} of
predecessors of v. A sequence of vertices v1 · · · vn is a path if for all 1  m < n
we have vm+1 ∈ vm E. Inﬁnite paths are deﬁned in a similar way. We write πn to
denote the n-th vertex in a path π and π n to indicate the preﬁx π1 · · · πn of π.
A play, starting in a vertex v ∈ V , starts by placing a token on that vertex.
Players then move the token according to a single simple rule: if a token is on
a vertex u ∈ Vα and uE = ∅, player α pushes it to some successor vertex w ∈
uE. The ﬁnite and inﬁnite paths thus constructed are referred to as plays. For
an inﬁnite play, and the inﬁnite sequence of priorities it induces, the parity of
the highest priority that occurs inﬁnitely often on that play deﬁnes its winner :
player 0 wins if this priority is even; player 1 wins otherwise. A ﬁnite play is won
by the player that does not own the vertex on which the token is stuck.
The moves of players 0 and 1 are determined by their respective strategies.
Informally, a strategy for a player α determines, for a vertex πi ∈ Vα the next
vertex πi+1 that will be visited if a token is on πi , provided πi has successors.
In general, a strategy is a partial function σ : V ∗ Vα → V which, for a given
history of vertices of the locations of the token and a vertex on which the token
currently resides, determines the next vertex by selecting an edge to that vertex.
A ﬁnite or inﬁnite path π conforms to a given strategy σ if for all preﬁxes π i
for which σ is deﬁned, we have πi+1 = σ(π i ).
A strategy σ for player α is winning from a vertex v iﬀ α is the winner
of every play starting in v that conforms to σ. Parity games are known to be
positionally determined [30]. This means that a vertex is won by player α iﬀ α
has a winning strategy that does not depend on the history of vertices visited by
the token. Such strategies can be represented by partial functions σ : Vα → V .
Note that every vertex in a parity game is won by one of the two players.
Closed modal μ-calculus formulae can be interpreted by associating a game
semantics to these formulae. The deﬁnition we provide below is adopted from [30].
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Table 1. The game semantics for a closed modal μ-calculus formula φ: vertex v (1st
column), its owner α (2nd column), its successors (if any) w ∈ vE (3rd column),
and priority p(v) (4th column). Vertices of the form (s, aψ) and (s, [a]ψ) have no
successors when s has no a-successors.
Vertex
(s, true)
(s, false)
(s, ψ1 ∧ ψ2 )
(s, ψ1 ∨ ψ2 )
(s, [a]ψ)
(s, aψ)
(s, νX.ψ)
(s, μX.ψ)

Owner
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1

Successor(s)

(s, ψ1 ) and (s, ψ2 )
(s, ψ1 ) and (s, ψ2 )
a
(t, ψ) for every s −
→t
a
(t, ψ) for every s −
→t
(s, ψ[X := νX.ψ])
(s, ψ[X := μX.ψ])

Priority
0
0
0
0
0
0
2AD φ (X)/2
2AD φ (X)/2 + 1

Deﬁnition 5. Let L = (S, →, s0 ) be an LTS and φ be a closed modal μ-calculus
formula. A state s ∈ S satisﬁes formula φ, denoted by L, s |= φ, iﬀ vertex (s, φ)
is won by player 0 in the game GL,φ = (V, E, p, (V0 , V1 )), where V = S × FL(φ),
and the sets E, V0 , and V1 and priority function p are given by Table 1.
If the context is such that no confusion can arise, we write s |= φ for L, s |= φ.
For a more in-depth treatment of the modal μ-calculus, we refer to [30].
Here, we ﬁnish by illustrating the game semantics on a small example, drawing
inspiration from an example in [19].
Example 1. Consider the LTS L depicted in the bottom-left corner of Fig. 1,
modelling a coﬀee machine that after inserting one or two units of some currency
(indicated by action ins) can dispense a standard regular coﬀee (indicated by
action std) or an extra large coﬀee (indicted by action xxl), respectively.
The LTL-type formula φ, depicted in the top-left corner of Fig. 1, asserts that
on all inﬁnite runs of the coﬀee machine, it inﬁnitely often dispenses a regular
coﬀee. (Note, nothing is required to hold on ﬁnite runs.) The parity game that
can answer whether s0 |= φ holds is depicted on the right in Fig. 1. Each node
is annotated with a pair consisting of a state of the LTS and a (sub)formula
of φ. Note that the references to φ1 , φ2 , and φ3 are meant as an indication and
not to be interpreted exactly, since they lack the substitution that needs to be
carried out. We remark that the parity game is solitair : only one player can make
decisions. Vertex (s0 , φ) is won by player 1 by enforcing a 1-dominated inﬁnite
play, bypassing the vertex with priority 2 on the loop. Consequently, s0 |= φ.

3

Software Product Lines Model Checking

Software products with variability can be modelled eﬀectively using so-called
featured transition systems or FTSs [3]. Fix a ﬁnite non-empty set F of features,
with f as typical element. Let B[F ] denote the set of Boolean expressions over F.
Elements χ and γ of B[F ] are referred to as feature expressions. A product P is
a set of features, P denotes the set of products, thus P ⊆ 2F.
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(s0 , [std]φ) 0



φ2




νX. μY. ( [ins]Y ∧ [xxl]Y ∧[std]X )



φ3





(s0 , φ1 )
1



φ1

0
(s0 , φ2 )

0 (s0 , [xxl]φ1 )

0
(s0 , φ3 )

(s0 , [ins]φ1 )
0

1 (s1 , φ1 )

2
(s0 , φ)
L

0 (s2 , [xxl]φ1 )

std
s0

ins

s1

ins

s2

(s2 , φ2 )
0

(s2 , φ3 ) 0

(s2 , φ1 )
1

xxl
(s2 , [ins]φ1 ) 0

0 (s2 , [std]φ)

0
(s1 , [std]φ)

0 (s1 , φ2 )

0
(s1 , [ins]φ1 )

0 (s1 , φ3 )

(s1 , [xxl]φ1 ) 0

Fig. 1. Parity game encoding the model checking problem s0 |= φ

A feature expression γ, as Boolean expression over F, can be interpreted as
a set of products Pγ , viz. all products P for which the induced truth assignment
(true for f ∈ P, false for f ∈
/ P) validates γ. Reversely, for each family P ⊆ P we
ﬁx a feature expression γP to represent it. The constant  denotes the feature
expression that is always true. We now recall FTSs from [4] as a model for
software product lines, using the notation of [19, 22].
Deﬁnition 6. An FTS F over Act and F is a triple F = (S, θ, s0 ), where S
is the set of states with s0 ∈ S and θ : S × Act × S → B[F ] is the transition
constraint function.
a|γ

For states s, t ∈ S, we write s −−→F t if θ(s, a, t) = γ and γ = ⊥. The projection
of F onto a product P ∈ P is the LTS F |P = (S, →F |P , s0 ) over Act with
a|γ
a
s →F |P t iﬀ P ∈ Pγ for a transition s −−→F t of F .
Example 2. Assume that the coﬀee machine from Example 1 is to model a family
of coﬀee machines for diﬀerent countries, depending on whether a coﬀee machine
accepts the insertion of dollars or euros, or both. Let P be a product line of coﬀee
machines, with the independent features $ and e, representing the presence of a
coin slot accepting dollars or euros, respectively, leading to a set of four products:
{∅, {$}, {e}, {$, e}}. The FTS F below models the family behaviour of P .
F

F |P1

std|e
s0

ins|

s1
xxl|

ins| $

s2

s0

F |P2
ins

s1
xxl

ins

s2

s0

std
ins

s1

s2

xxl

The idea is that extra large coﬀee is exclusively available for 2 dollars, whereas
1 euro or dollar suﬃces for a standard regular coﬀee. The behaviour of products
P1 = {$} and P2 = {e} is modelled by the LTSs F |P1 and F |P2 depicted above.
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Note that coﬀee machine F |P1 accepting only dollars lacks the transition from
s1 to s0 requiring feature e, while coﬀee machine F |P2 accepting only euros lacks
the one from s1 to s2 requiring feature $. The behaviour of product P3 = {$, e}
is modelled by the LTS L = F |{$, e} depicted in Fig. 1. Finally, the product
without any features is not depicted, but it deadlocks at state s1 .
Deﬁnition 7. The SPL model checking problem is to compute, for a given
FTS F = (S, θ, s0 ) and closed modal μ-calculus formula φ, the largest subsets P +
and P − of P such that F |P, s0 |= φ for all P ∈ P + and F |P, s0 |= φ for all P ∈ P −.
Sets P + and P − partition P: a formula either does or does not hold in a state.
Example 3. It is not diﬃcult to see that the formula φ from Example 1 does
not hold for all products. In fact, P + = {∅, {e}} and P − = {{$}, {$, e}}. For
products with feature $, there is an inﬁnite run that avoids action std altogether,
whereas for products not containing feature $, either all runs are ﬁnite, or all
inﬁnite runs contain an inﬁnite number of std actions.

4

Variability Parity Games and SPL Model Checking

In practice, the model checking problem for LTSs, yielding a yes/no answer,
can eﬃciently be decided using parity game solving algorithms [27,30]. The SPL
model checking problem can be solved in a similar fashion by constructing parity
games associated with the formula and with each individual product separately.
Such an approach, however, does not take full advantage of the eﬃcient, compact
representation of the variation points in the individual product LTSs represented
by an FTS. The variability parity games we introduce in Section 4.1, exploit
constructs similar to those in FTSs to compactly encode variation points in
the parity games they represent. We show in Section 4.2 that the SPL model
checking problem can be solved by solving such variability parity games.
4.1

Variability Parity Games

A variability parity game is a generalisation of a parity game. It is a two-player
game, again played by players odd, denoted by 1, and even, denoted by 0, on a
ﬁnite directed graph. Contrary to parity games, an edge in a variability parity
game is associated with a set of conﬁgurations.
Deﬁnition 8 (Variability Parity Game). A variability parity game G is a
sextuple G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )), where
– V is a ﬁnite set of vertices, partitioned into sets V0 and V1 of vertices owned
by player 0 and player 1, respectively;
– E ⊆ V × V is the edge relation;
– C is a ﬁnite set of conﬁgurations;
– p : V → N is the priority function that assigns priorities to vertices;
– θ : E → 2C \ {∅} is the conﬁguration mapping.
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In line with our depiction of parity games, we visualise variability parity games
as graphs with diamond-shaped and box-shaped vertices, and directed edges
connecting vertices. Moreover, edges are annotated with conﬁgurations. A variability parity
 game G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )) is called total if, for all u ∈ V , it
holds that { θ(u, v) | v ∈ V, (u, v) ∈ E } = C.
As before, we write v → w for (v, w) ∈ E, and we use α to range over {0, 1}.
c
We use v →
− w to denote v → w and c ∈ θ(v, w) and say that the edge between v
and w is compatible with c. The notions of a ﬁnite and inﬁnite path from parity
games carry over to variability parity games, and we use similar notation to
denote the preﬁxes of a path and the vertices along a path. A ﬁnite path v1 · · · vn
is admitted for a conﬁguration c ∈ C iﬀ for all m < n, c ∈ θ(vm , vm+1 ). In a
similar vein, an inﬁnite path can be said to be admitted for a given conﬁguration.
A play starts by placing a conﬁgured token c ∈ C on vertex v ∈ V . The
players move conﬁgured token c in the game according to the following rule: if
token c ∈ C is on some vertex v ∈ Vα , player α pushes c, if possible, to some
adjacent vertex w along an edge compatible with c, i.e. c ∈ θ(v, w). The ﬁnite
and inﬁnite paths thus constructed are admitted by c, and are again referred to
as plays; the conditions for players 0 and 1 for winning such plays are identical
to those for parity games.
For a conﬁguration c ∈ C, a strategy is a partial function σc : V ∗ Vα → V
which, when deﬁned for π i , yields a vertex πi+1 that is reachable from πi via an
edge that is compatible with c. A path π, admitted by conﬁguration c, conforms
to a given strategy σc iﬀ for all preﬁxes π i for which σ is deﬁned, we have
πi+1 = σc (π i ). Strategy σc for player α and conﬁguration c is winning from a
vertex v iﬀ α is the winner of every play starting in v that conforms to σc .
Deﬁnition 9. The variability parity game solving problem for a vertex v is the
problem of computing the largest set of conﬁgurations C0 , C1 ⊆ C such that:
– player 0 has a winning strategy for v for each c ∈ C0 ;
– player 1 has a winning strategy for v for each c ∈ C1 .
For a given variability parity game G and a conﬁguration c ∈ C, we deﬁne the
projection of G onto c, denoted G|c as the parity game obtained by retaining only
those edges from G that are compatible with c. We note that it follows rather immediately that variability parity games are also positionally determined : player 0
(player 1, respectively) has a winning strategy σc for vertex v for conﬁguration c
iﬀ she has a winning strategy for v in the projection of the variability parity
game onto conﬁguration c. Since parity games are positionally determined, so
are variability parity games. Consequently, the variability parity game solving
problem asks for the computation of a partition of the set of conﬁgurations C.
4.2

Solving SPL Model Checking Using Variability Parity Games

If we ignore the representation of the sets of conﬁgurations decorating the edges,
a variability parity game is a compact representation of a set of parity games. The
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Table 2. Transformation of the SPL model checking problem to the variability parity
game solving problem. For a given vertex v (1st column), its owner α (2nd column),
successors w ∈ vE (3rd column) and conﬁguration mapping θ(v, w) (3rd column), and
priority p(v) (4th column) are given.
Vertex
(s, true)
(s, false)
(s, ψ1 ∧ ψ2 )
(s, ψ1 ∨ ψ2 )

Owner
1
0
1
0

(s, [a]ψ)

1

(s, aψ)
(s, νX.ψ)
(s, μX.ψ)

0
1
1

Successor(s) | Conﬁgurations

(s, ψ1 ) | P and (s, ψ2 ) | P
(s, ψ1 ) | P and (s, ψ2 ) | P
a|γ
(t, ψ) | Pγ for every s −
−−
→F t
a|γ
(t, ψ) | Pγ for every s −
−−
→F t
(s, ψ[X := νX.ψ]) | P
(s, ψ[X := μX.ψ]) | P

Priority
0
0
0
0
0
0
2AD φ (X)/2
2AD φ (X)/2 + 1

next deﬁnition shows how to exploit these conﬁgurations to eﬃciently encode the
SPL model checking problem as a variability parity game solving problem, based
on the game-based semantics of the modal μ-calculus we presented in Section 2.
Deﬁnition 10. Let F = (S, θF , s0 ) be an FTS, let P be the set of all products,
and let φ be a closed modal μ-calculus formula. The variability parity game Fφ =
(V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )) associated with F and φ, with V = S × FL(φ) and C = P,
is deﬁned by the rules given in Table 2.
Note that the size of the graph underlying variability parity game Fφ , measured
in terms of |V | + |E|, is linear in the size of formula φ and the FTS F , measured
in terms of |S| + |{(s, a, t) ∈ S × Act × S | θ(s, a, t) = ⊥}|. Hence, the structural
information in an FTS is compactly reﬂected in the variability parity game which
encodes the SPL model checking problem for the FTS. The correctness of the
encoding is expressed by the Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. For a given FTS F , a closed modal μ-calculus formula φ, and a
product P, we have F |P, s |= φ iﬀ player 0 wins the vertex (s, φ) for conﬁguration P in the variability parity game Fφ associated to F and φ.
Proof (sketch). Fix an FTS F and a closed modal μ-calculus formula φ. Let P
be a product. It is not hard to show that the parity game we obtain by encoding
the model checking problem F |P, s |= φ (cf. Deﬁnition 5) is isomorphic to the
projection of Fφ onto P, viz. Fφ |P.
We revisit the SPL model checking problem of Example 3, illustrating the encoding of Deﬁnition 10. By abuse of notation, we write feature expressions instead
of sets of conﬁgurations in variability parity games associated to SPL model
checking problems.
Example 4. Consider the FTS F of Example 2 and the modal μ-calculus formula φ of Example 1, both for convenience repeated in Fig. 2. The variability
parity game Fφ encoding the SPL model checking problem for F and φ is depicted on the right in Fig. 2 (ignoring all dashed self loops for now). We omitted
most state annotations to yield a more readable ﬁgure.
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νX. μY. ( [ins]Y ∧ [xxl]Y ∧[std]X )



φ3





1
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0
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2
(s0 , φ)
F

0 (s2 , [xxl]φ1 )

std|e
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s1

ins| $
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0

0

xxl|

1

$

0
(s1 , [ins]φ1 )

1

0

0

0

Fig. 2. Variability parity game encoding the SPL model checking problem for F and φ.

Observe that the graph structure of the variability parity game Fφ is the same
as that of the parity game of Example 1 in Fig. 1. The construction leading to
the variability parity game only diﬀers in the construction of the parity game
with respect to the edge annotations. Furthermore, note that vertex (s0 , φ) is
won by player 0 for the set of conﬁgurations ¬$, whereas player 1 wins the
set of conﬁgurations $: for conﬁgurations containing the feature $, player 1 can
essentially reuse the strategy of Example 1, avoiding the vertex with priority 2.
For conﬁgurations not containing the feature $, this option is not available, since
the vertex (s1 , [ins]φ1 ) is a sink. For products with feature e but not $, the only
inﬁnite play inﬁnitely often visits vertex (s0 , φ). For products without features
e and $ all plays starting in (s0 , φ) are ﬁnite. Hence, by Theorem 1, the solution
to the SPL model checking problem is the pair (¬$, $), as expected.

5

Recursively Solving Variability Parity Games

Given a variability parity game G and a vertex v of G, a straightforward way
of solving the variability parity game problem for v is by simply solving the
standard parity game problem G|c for every c ∈ C. In doing so, however, we ignore
that players can potentially use (parts of) a single strategy for possibly many
diﬀerent conﬁgurations. As opposed to the above solving strategy, to which we
refer as the individual solving strategy, we investigate an alternative for variability
parity games, called the collective solving strategy.
We provide an algorithm, Algorithm 1, for solving variability parity games
inspired by the classical recursive algorithm for solving parity games [27]. The
recursive algorithm is, despite its unappealing theoretical worst-case complexity,
in practice one of the most eﬀective algorithms for solving parity games [28, 29].
It is a divide-and-conquer algorithm that relies on two building blocks, viz. the
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concept of a subgame computation and of an attractor computation. We generalise
and adapt these concepts to the setting of variability parity games.
Fix a variability parity game G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )). For simplicity we
assume that G is total. This is not a limitation; any variability parity game can
be turned into a total one. The auxiliary notion of a restriction is a mapping
: V → 2C which, for a variability parity game G, indicates which conﬁgurations
are under consideration for a vertex. Given such a restriction , we say that a
vertex v for conﬁguration c ∈ C is won by player α in the game G restricted to
iﬀ c ∈ (v) and the winning strategy for α only passes through vertices v for
which c ∈ (v ). We say that G is total with respect to iﬀ for all v ∈ V and all
c ∈ (v), there is a vertex w such that w ∈ vE and c ∈ θ(v, w) ∩ (w).
Let U, U : V → 2C be arbitrary mappings. The union of U and U , denoted
U ∪ U , is deﬁned point-wise, i.e. (U ∪ U )(v) = U (v) ∪ U (v ). We say that
mapping U is a sub-mapping of iﬀ for all v ∈ V we have U (v) ⊆ (v). The
reduction of with respect to a sub-mapping U , denoted \U , is a new restriction
deﬁned as ( \U )(v) = (v)\U (v).
For a given sub-mapping U : V → 2C of a restriction , the α-attractor
towards U is a sub-mapping of which assigns those conﬁgurations to a vertex
for which player α can force the play to reach some vertex v for which that
conﬁguration belongs to U(v). Formally, we deﬁne Attrα (U ), in the context of
and G, as Attrα (U )(v) = i≥0 Attrαi (U )(v), where
Attrα0 (U )(v) = U (v)
Attrαi+1 (U )(v) = Attrαi (U )(v) ∪
{ c ∈ (v) | v ∈ Vα ∧ ∃w ∈ vE : c ∈ θ(v, w) ∩ (w) ∩ Attrαi (U )(w) } ∪
{ c ∈ (v) | v ∈ Vᾱ ∧ ∀w ∈ vE : c ∈ (C\(θ(v, w) ∩ (w))) ∪ Attrαi (U )(w) }
Thus, in case v ∈ Vα and c ∈ (v), conﬁguration c is in Attrαi+1 (U )(v) if for a
move by player α to some vertex w allowed for conﬁguration c, the sub-attractor
Attrαi (U )(w) can be reached. In case v ∈ Vᾱ and c ∈ (v), conﬁguration c is in
Attrαi+1 (U )(v) if all moves for player ᾱ are not allowed for conﬁguration c or lead
to a vertex w in the sub-attractor Attrαi (U )(w) for player α for A.
Example 5. Reconsider the variability parity game of Example 4. First, observe
that it is not total. In this case, the variability parity game can be made total
without changing the solution by taking into account also the dashed self loops.
Let (v) = C and deﬁne U (s0 , φ) = C and U (v) = ∅ for all v = (s0 , φ).
For vertex (s0 , φ) we have Attr0 (U )(s0 , φ) = {∅, {$}, {e}, {$, e}}. All vertices v
on the (single) path starting in (s0 , [ins]φ1 ) and ending in (s1 , [std]φ) satisfy
Attr0 (U )(v ) = {{$, e}}. The remaining vertices v satisfy Attr0 (U )(v ) = ∅.
Note that for no conﬁguration the immediate predecessor of (s0 , [ins]φ1 ) is attracted to U because of the escape to the sink that player 1 can use.
We have the following result, which
 can be proven by induction on i following
the deﬁnition of Attrα (U )(v) = i≥0 Attrαi (U )(v).
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Algorithm 1 Recursive Algorithm for a ﬁxed variability parity game G =
(V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )). Given a restriction : V → 2C , the algorithm returns
a pair of functions (W0 , W1 ) where W0 , W1 : V → 2C denote, for each vertex,
which set of conﬁgurations is won by player 0 (player 1, respectively).
1: function Solve()
2:
if  = λv ∈ V. ∅ then
3:
(W0 , W1 ) ← (λv ∈ V. ∅, λv ∈ V. ∅)
4:
else
5:
m ← max{ p(v) | v ∈ V ∧ (v) = ∅ }
6:
α ← m mod 2
7:
U ← λv ∈ V. {(v) | p(v) = m}
8:
A ← Attrα (U )
9:
(W0 , W1 ) = Solve(\A)
10:
if Wᾱ = λv ∈ V. ∅ then
11:
Wα ← Wα ∪ A
12:
Wᾱ ← Wᾱ
13:
else
14:
B ← Attrᾱ (Wᾱ )
15:
(W0 , W1 ) = Solve(\B)
16:
Wα ← Wα
17:
Wᾱ ← Wᾱ ∪ B
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
return (W0 , W1 )
21: end function

Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )) be a variability parity game, let :
V → 2C a restriction, and let α be an arbitrary player. Then for all submappings U of , also Attrα (U ) is a sub-mapping of .
Totality of a game is preserved for the complements of attractors of sub-mappings.
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )) be a variability parity game and let
: V → 2C be a restriction such that G is total with respect to . Then G is total
with respect to \Attrα (U ) for all sub-mappings U of and each player α.
Proof. Let G and be as stated. Consider an arbitrary mapping U : V → 2C , and
let A = Attrα (U ) be the α-attractor towards U . By Lemma 1, A is a sub-mapping
of . Towards a contradiction, assume that G is not total with respect to \A.
Then there is some vertex v ∈ V and some conﬁguration c ∈ ( \A)(v) such
that for all w ∈ vE, if c ∈ θ(v, w) then c ∈
/ ( \A)(w). Pick such a vertex v and
conﬁguration c. Since G is total with respect to , we know that there is at least
one w ∈ vE with c ∈ θ(v, w) and c ∈ (w). Let w ∈ vE be such that c ∈ θ(v, w)
and c ∈ (w). It then follows that c ∈
/ ( \A)(w), and, hence, c ∈ A(w). So, for
all w ∈ vE for which c ∈ θ(v, w) and c ∈ (w) we have c ∈ A(w). But then, by
deﬁnition of α-attractor, also c ∈ A(v). Contradiction, since c ∈ ( \A)(v).
We proceed with the following result regarding the propagation of winning with
respect to a sub-mapping along an attractor.
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Lemma 3. Let G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )) be a variability parity game and let
: V → 2C be a restriction. Let α be an arbitrary player and suppose U is a
sub-mapping of . If for all v ∈ V , player α wins vertex v for all conﬁgurations
c ∈ U (v), then α wins vertex v for all conﬁgurations c ∈ Attrα (U )(v).
Proof. Let , α and U be as stated. We proceed by induction on i with respect
to the deﬁnition of Attrαi (U ).
Base case (i = 0): Follows by assumption. Induction step (i > 0): Suppose
player α wins vertex v for all conﬁgurations c ∈ Attrαi (U )(v). Pick an arbitrary
vertex v and conﬁguration c ∈ Attrαi+1 (U )(v ). Since c ∈ Attrαi+1 (U )(v ), we
have c ∈ (v). If c ∈ Attrαi (U )(v ), the result follows instantly by induction. If
/ Attrαi (U )(v ), then we distinguish two cases.
c ∈
Case v ∈ Vα : Then there must be some w ∈ v E such that c ∈ θ(v , w) and
c ∈ Attrαi (U )(w). Let w be such. Then player α can play a c -conﬁgured token
from v to w and, by induction, win vertex w for conﬁguration c . But then she
also wins vertex v for conﬁguration c .
Case v ∈ Vᾱ . Then, for all w ∈ v E such that c ∈ θ(v , w), also c ∈
Attrαi (U )(w). Since regardless of how player ᾱ moves the c -conﬁgured token
from v along an edge admitting c , she will end up in a vertex that, by induction,
is won by α for conﬁguration c .
The next theorem captures the correctness of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )) be a variability parity game and
let : V → 2C be a restriction such that G is total with respect to . Then
Solve( ) returns the mappings W0 , W1 : V → 2C such that for all v ∈ V ,
W0 (v) ∪ W1 (v) = C and both for player 0 and 1, for each c ∈ Wα (v), player α
wins vertex v for conﬁguration c.
Proof. Fix a total variability parity game G = (V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )). We prove a
slightly stronger property, viz. for all restrictions : V → 2C such that G is total
with respect to , procedure Solve( ) returns mappings W0 , W1 : V → 2C that
are sub-mappings of such that for all v ∈ V it holds that W0 (v) ∪ W1 (v) = (v)
and player
α wins vertex v for each conﬁguration c ∈ Wα (v). Let us deﬁne

| | = v∈V | (v)|. The proof will proceed by induction on | | and closely follows
the standard proofs of correctness for parity games.
Base case: We have (v) = ∅ for all v ∈ V . Consequently, the algorithm
returns the functions W0 and W1 satisfying W0 (v) = W1 (v) = ∅ for all v ∈ V .
Trivially W0 and W1 satisfy the statement.
Induction step: Let be a restriction such that G is total with respect to .
As our induction hypothesis, assume that the statement holds for all such that
| | < | |. Let m be the maximal priority among those vertices in G for which
yields a non-empty set of conﬁgurations, and let α be m mod 2. Let U be the
sub-mapping of for which U (v) = (v) if p(v) = m, and U (v) = ∅ otherwise,
and let A be the sub-mapping Attrα (U ). By Lemma 2, G is total with respect
to \A, and hence, by induction, the functions W0 , W1 returned by Solve( \A)
satisfy the statement. Next, we distinguish two cases.
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Case Wᾱ (v) = ∅ for all v. Then, by our induction hypothesis, player α wins all
vertices v for conﬁgurations c ∈ Wα (v) in the game restricted to \A. Regarding
the remaining vertices, note that for vertices v ∈ Vᾱ and conﬁgurations c ∈ Wα (v)
with an edge to a vertex w with c ∈ A(w), player ᾱ may escape to such vertices.
However, then α can force the play to visit a vertex with priority m. Remaining
in vertices with priority m means losing for ᾱ. Playing to any vertex other than
those in U leads to a play that remains either in Wα or inﬁnitely often revisits U .
In either case, α wins such plays. For vertices v ∈ Vα and conﬁgurations c ∈ (v),
player α either follows the winning strategy in Wα or the attractor strategy for A
towards a vertex in U . Consequently, α wins all vertices v for all conﬁgurations
c ∈ (v), which is consistent with Wα and Wᾱ as returned by Solve.
Case Wᾱ (v) = ∅ for some v. Since player ᾱ wins any vertex v for conﬁguration
c ∈ Wᾱ (v) in the game restricted to \A, and player α cannot force the play
to a vertex w for which c ∈ A(w), player ᾱ also wins all such vertices and
conﬁgurations in G restricted to . By Lemma 3, ᾱ thus also wins all vertices v
for conﬁgurations c ∈ B = Attrᾱ (Wᾱ )(v). By Lemma 2, G is total with respect
to \B, and hence, by induction, the functions W0 , W1 returned by the call
Solve( \B) satisfy the statement. It then follows that player α wins all vertices v
for conﬁgurations c ∈ Wα (v) and player ᾱ wins all vertices v for conﬁgurations
c ∈ (Wᾱ ∪ B)(v) as set by Solve.
Algorithm 1 requires that the attractor Attrα (U ) for a sub-mapping U can be
computed (cf. line 8 of the algorithm). To cater for this, the attractor computation for sub-mappings can be implemented following the pseudo-code of
Algorithm 2, the correctness of which is claimed by Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. For a restriction : V → 2C , a sub-mapping U : V → 2C of and
a player α, Attr(α, U ) terminates and returns a sub-mapping A of satisfying
A = Attrα (U ).
Algorithm 2 is actually a straightforward implementation of the deﬁnition of
the attractor set computation following the high-level structure of the attractor
computation for standard parity games. We forego a detailed proof of Lemma 4,
which, for soundness, uses an invariant stating that the computed sub-mapping
A under-approximates Attrα (U ) and for completeness uses an invariant that
asserts for all conﬁgurations c ∈ Attrα (U )(v) either c ∈ A(v) or there is a vertex
v ∈ Q and attractor strategy underlying Attrα (U )(v) inducing a play for c,
starting in v, visiting v and not visiting vertices v with c ∈ A(v ) in between.
Instead, we brieﬂy explain the underlying intuition. It conducts a typical
backwards reachability analysis, maintaining a queue Q of vertices that are at
the frontier of the search for at least some conﬁgurations. For each vertex w in
this frontier, its predecessors v ∈ Ew are inspected in a for-loop. Either such a
predecessor is owned by player α, in which case all conﬁgurations that can reach
w in one step are added to the attractor set for v, or such a predecessor is owned
by player ᾱ, in which case all v’s successors must be inspected, and only those
conﬁgurations c of v for which all their successor options are to move to some
vertex w already satisfying c ∈ A(w ) are added to its attractor.
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Algorithm 2 Attractor computation. Given a variability parity game G =
: V → 2C and a sub-mapping U of ,
(V, E, C, p, θ, (V0 , V1 )), a restriction
the algorithm computes the α-attractor towards U .
1: function Attr(α, U )
2:
Queue Q ← { v ∈ V | U (v) = ∅ }
3:
A←U
4:
while Q is not empty do
5:
w ← Q.pop()
6:
for every v ∈ Ew such that (v) ∩ θ(v, w) ∩ A(w) = ∅ do
7:
if v ∈ Vα then
8:
a ← (v) ∩ θ(v, w) ∩ A(w)
9:
else
10:
a ← (v)
11:
for w ∈ vE such that (v) ∩ θ(v, w ) ∩ (w ) = ∅ do
12:
a ← a ∩ (C \ (θ(v, w ) ∩ (w )) ∪ A(w ))
13:
end for
14:
end if
15:
if a \ A(v) =
 ∅ then
16:
A(v) ← A(v) ∪ a
17:
if v ∈
/ Q then Q.push(v)
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
end while
21:
return A
22: end function

6

Implementation and Experiments

As an initial validation of our approach we experimented with two SPL examples,
viz. the well-known minepump and elevator case studies ﬁrst recognised as SPLs
in [3, 14], modelled for the mCRL2 toolset [20, 21].
A prototype for solving variability parity games connecting to the mCRL2
toolset was implemented in C++ using the BuDDy package [31, 32] for BDD
operations. The prototype uses BDDs to represent product families; parity games
are represented as graphs with adjacency lists for incoming and outgoing edges.
For the recursive algorithm, bit vectors are used to represent sets of vertices
sorted by parity then by priority. All experiments were run on a standard Linux
desktop with Intel i5-4570 3.20Hz processor and 8GB DDR3 internal memory. 3
6.1

Minepump Case Study

The minepump example of [33], in the SPL variant of [4], describes a conﬁgurable
software system coordinating the sensors and actuators of a pump for mine
drainage. The purpose of the system is to keep a mine shaft free from water.
3

Solvers and experiments: https://github.com/SjefvanLoo/VariabilityParityGames
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A controller operates a pump that may not start nor continue running in the
presence of dangerously high levels of methane gas. To this end, it needs to
communicate with sensors that measure the water and methane levels. The SPL
model has 11 features and 128 products; the resulting FTS consists of 582 states
and 1376 transitions. The mCRL2 code of this model, developed for [19], closely
follows the fPROMELA code of [4] (also used in [16]) that is distributed with [8].
We veriﬁed nine properties, ϕ1 to ϕ9 , for the minepump case study, examined
also elsewhere in the SPL literature (cf., e.g. [3, 4, 7, 16, 19, 24, 34–36]). These
induce variability parity games consisting of approximately 3000 to 9200 vertices
and 2 to 4 diﬀerent priorities. Speciﬁcally, for properties ϕ1 , ϕ4 , and ϕ7 , we used
the following formulae, expressed in the mCRL2 variant of the modal μ-calculus,
which allows to mix ﬁxed points, regular expressions, and ﬁrst-order constructs.
Property ϕ1 . Absence of deadlock: [true*] <true> true
Property ϕ4 . The pump cannot be switched on inﬁnitely often:
( mu X. nu Y. ([pumpStart] [!pumpStop*] [pumpStop] X &&
[!pumpStart] Y )) && ( [true*] [pumpStart] mu Z. [!pumpStop] Z )

Property ϕ7 . The controller can always eventually receive/read a message, i.e.
return to its initial state from any state: [true*] <true*> <receiveMsg> true
While ϕ4 is a common LTL-type formula, ϕ7 is typical for CTL. Table 3 provides
the running times for veriﬁcation of properties ϕ1 to ϕ9 via variability parity
games, and the sizes of classes (P + , P − ) partitioning P. The results show that
the collective solving strategy for family-based SPL model checking outperforms
the individual solving strategy for product-based SPL model checking.
While a full baseline comparison with other SPL model checking algorithms
was not performed, our approach promises to be at least as eﬃcient as related
approaches. This conjecture is based on the running times reported for properties
ϕ1 , ϕ4 , and ϕ6 in [4, 16, 19] (all veriﬁed with standard computers of that time).
Table 3. Running times (in ms) for experiments for the product-based and familybased SPL model checking of the minepump and elevator case studies using recursive
algorithm for variability parity games.
Property
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕ3
ϕ4
ϕ5
ϕ6
ϕ7
ϕ8
ϕ9

Minepump SPL
product
family
28.88
54.79
184.7
145.0
144.5
242.9
134.3
17.44
110.0

3.92
6.76
24.70
37.46
12.19
42.79
11.71
1.058
6.853

|P + | / |P − |

Property

128/0
0/128
0/128
96/32
96/32
112/16
128/0
128/0
0/128

ψ1
ψ2
ψ3
ψ4
ψ5
ψ6
ψ7

Elevator SPL
product
family
14335
14988
16045
16865
8954
4252
4171

5409
5744
5020
5272
3013
772
765

|P + | / |P − |
2/30
4/28
4/28
4/28
16/16
32/0
32/0
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Elevator Case Study

The other conﬁgurable system we considered is the elevator example of [37] of a
lift travelling between ﬁve ﬂoors. A product in the elevator system may or may
not provide the features of parking, load and overload detection, cancelling on
emptiness, and priority for speciﬁc ﬂoors. Absence or presence of speciﬁc features
in a system conﬁguration generally leads to diﬀerent behaviour. The behaviour of
the lift itself is governed by the so-called single button collective control strategy,
deciding which ﬂoor is visited next. Roughly speaking, and dependent on the
speciﬁc feature setting, the lift operates in sweeps, only changing direction if
there are no outstanding calls in the current direction. The FTS implementation
in mCRL2 underlying the experiments is derived from the 120 lines of SMV code
presented in [37]. Although the number of features in this SPL example is small,
viz. only 5 independent features resulting in 32 diﬀerent conﬁgurations, the FTS
consists of 95591 states and 622265 transitions.
The seven properties, ψ1 to ψ7 for the elevator case study, also examined
elsewhere in the literature (cf., e.g. [10–12, 14, 15, 25, 26, 35, 38]), which we experimented with were adapted from [37]. These induce variability parity games
consisting of approximately 440000 to 18500000 vertices with 2 to 3 diﬀerent
priorities. The properties cover a proper handling of requests, correct behaviour
with respect to the control strategy, proper behaviour when idling, and the possibility to stop at ﬂoors while passing. By way of illustration, properties ψ2 , ψ3 ,
and ψ5 are expressed as follows in the mCRL2 variant of the modal μ-calculus.
Property ψ2 . Invariantly, if a lift button is pressed for a ﬂoor, the lift will eventually open its doors on this ﬂoor:
[true*] forall i:Floor. [liftButton(i)]
( mu X. ( [!open(i)] X && <true> true ) )

Property ψ3 . Invariantly, if the lift is travelling up while there are calls above
the lift will not change direction:
[true*] ( ([ direction(up).
(!(direction(down) || exists k:Floor. open(k)))* ]
forall i:Floor. val(1 <= i && i <= 5) =>
[ open(i) ] forall j:Floor. val(i < j && j <= 5) =>
[ liftButton(j) ] mu Y. ( [!open(j)] Y &&
[direction(down)] false && < true > true ) ) )

Property ψ5 . Invariantly, if the lift is idling, it does not change ﬂoors:
( forall i:Floor. val(1 <= i && i <= 5) =>
<true*.idling(i)> true ) &&
( [true*] forall i:Floor. val(1 <= i && i <= 5) =>
[ idling(i) ] nu Y. <idling(i)> Y )
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It is noted, in particular with regard to property ψ5 , that unlike the original SMV
elevator system, our lift idles with its doors open, to prevent the situation where
someone in the lift inﬁnitely often presses the landing button for the current
ﬂoor, keeping the process busy without the lift making any movement.
Also in the case of the elevator system we notice a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
performance when doing product-based model checking calling the individual
solving strategy or family-based model checking calling the collective solving
strategy. The diﬀerence is, however, not that striking compared to the minepump
case study, which, we believe, is due to the small number of diﬀerent features.
As said, a full baseline comparison with other SPL model checking algorithms
was not performed. For one, the eﬃciency of our approach with respect to related
approaches is not easily measured with the elevator case study. While properties
ψ2 and ψ5 were veriﬁed also in [14, 15, 25, 26, 35, 38], not much can be concluded
from the reported running times. First, our model’s mCRL2 code was developed
from scratch, following the SMV code from [37], and not the fPROMELA code
of [14, 15, 25, 26, 35, 38]. Moreover, the number of ﬂoors in these models ranges
from 4 to 6. In [10–12], ﬁnally, the models are probabilistic, the number of ﬂoors
ranges from 2 to 40, and diﬀerent (probabilistic) properties were veriﬁed.

7

Conclusions

We have introduced variability parity games as a generalisation of parity games,
reﬂecting the generalisation by FTSs of LTSs, and have deﬁned the SPL model
checking problem of modal μ-calculus formulae on FTSs as a variability parity
game solving problem, for which we have provided a recursive algorithm based
on a collective, family-based solving strategy. To illustrate the eﬃciency of the
approach, we have applied it to two classical examples from the SPL literature,
viz. the minepump and the elevator case studies. The experiments show that the
collective, family-based strategy of solving variability parity games typically outperforms the individual, product-based strategy of solving the standard parity
games obtained by projection from the variability parity games
Further experiments are needed to measure and pinpoint the diﬀerences in
eﬃciency. One direction for future work is to generate a suﬃcient number of
random variability parity games to this aim. In particular, the conﬁguration sets
that label the edges of the variability parity games for the minepump and elevator
case studies obey a very speciﬁc distribution, typically admitting either 100%
or 50% of the conﬁgurations. It would be interesting to see how our approach
behaves in case of SPLs with more complexly structured feature diagrams.
There is a wealth of diﬀerent algorithms available for parity games, of which
the recursive algorithm that we have here lifted to variability parity games is one
of the most competitive ones in practice. Nevertheless, we think it pays to study
other algorithms and lift these to variability parity games, too. Finally, we believe
that variability parity games have applications beyond SPL model checking; e.g.
in (parameter) synthesis problems. We leave these topics for future research.
Acknowledgements Work partially supported by the MIUR PRIN 2017FTXR7S
project IT MaTTerS (Methods and Tools for Trustworthy Smart Systems).
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Abstract. In the context of software model-driven development, artifacts are
speciﬁed by several models describing different aspects, e.g., different views,
dynamic behavior, structure, distributed information, etc. Then, maintaining and
repairing consistency of the whole speciﬁcation are crucial issues if the models
can be separately developed and updated. Model Synchronization is the process
of restoring consistency after the update of one or several of the models. In the
present work, we approach the case when conﬂicts may arise due to concurrently
updating different models. Speciﬁcally, based on the Triple Graph Grammar approach, we propose an incremental algorithm CSynch for solving conﬂicts and
repairing consistency. In addition, we identify and formalize when a synchronizing solution can be considered adequate and show that our procedure CSynch is
sound and complete.

1

Introduction

In the context of model-driven development, artifacts are speciﬁed by several models
describing different aspects, e.g., different views, dynamic behaviour, structure, interactions, etc. Moreover, a given set of models is said to be consistent if they describe some
software artifact. Along the process of designing and implementing an artifact, and also
after the artifact is implemented, it is common to modify or update some aspects of a
given model, or of several models. These changes may cause inconsistencies between
the given set of models. To restore consistency, we have to propagate these modiﬁcations to the rest of the models. This process is called model synchronization. If at each
time, we just propagate the updates on one model, synchronization is said sequential,
but if we propagate simultaneously updates on several models, synchronization is called
concurrent. Most existing work on model synchronization deals with the sequential
case, which is simpler than the concurrent one, since in the latter case we have to deal
with possible inconsistencies between the modiﬁcations applied to different models,
implying that in the synchronization process we may need to backtrack some updates.
Moreover, the existing approaches to concurrent synchronization [37,38,14,11,34,35]
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are based on sequentializing the process, i.e., on combining in some way propagation
procedures deﬁned in sequential synchronization. For this reason, these approaches are
called propagation-based in [24], where it is shown that they have important limitations.
When the given concurrent updates are inconsistent among themselves, the synchronization procedure must backtrack some of these updates to restore consistency.
However, in this case, not all synchronizing solutions are adequate. For instance, a possible inadequate solution could be backtracking all updates. None of the approaches
considering conﬂict resolution [14,11,34,35] deﬁne any form of adequacy, other than
consistency of the given result. Moreover, these approaches return only one possible
solution, which may not coincide with the user wishes.
A simple but powerful way of describing a class of consistent (synchronized) models is by using a Triple Graph Grammar (TGG) [27,28], since this approach provides
techniques and tools that allow the general formulation and resolution of problems associated with synchronization. In these years these techniques have had considerable
success, producing a large number of contributions of proven utility.
In [10], it is claimed that synchronization procedures should be incremental, meaning that their execution cost should not depend on the size of the models, but on the
size of the update, so that the ﬁnal consistent models must not be rebuilt from scratch.
Other approaches that propose incremental sequential synchronization procedures are
[22,12,25]. In contrast, none of the existing approaches to concurrent synchronization
is incremental.
The main contributions of this paper are:
– The deﬁnition of properties, other than consistency, to ensure the adequacy of concurrent synchronization solutions.
– The deﬁnition of a non-deterministic incremental algorithm for concurrent synchronization, that is not propagation-based, whose solutions satisfy our adequacy
properties. The algorithm is nondeterministic to consider the possible choices of
conﬂict resolution. In particular, the algorithm is shown to be complete, in the sense
that it ﬁnds all adequate solutions to the synchronization problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we summarize the basic and
preliminary notions and terminology required in the rest of the paper, and we introduce
a running example. In Sect. 3 we introduce and formalize the properties that should be
satisﬁed by the synchronizing solutions in order to be considered adequate. In Sect. 4,
we propose our synchronizing algorithm which is proven to ﬁnd all solutions that satisfy
the properties mentioned above. Finally, in Sections 5 and 6 we present related work,
conclude and describe future work.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we describe some basic notions and terminology concerning model
transformation and model synchronization by Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs). Moreover, we introduce the example that we will use in the paper.
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Triple Graph Grammars

TGGs are a formalism developed by Schürr ([27]) to specify and implement model
transformations. They are based on three main ideas:
– Models can be represented by some kind of graphs.
– Instead of representing a consistent pair of models by two graphs, it is better to do
it by a triple graph ([27]) which, in addition, includes the correspondence between
the elements of the two models.
– To specify the class of consistent triple graphs we use a (triple graph) grammar, i.e.,
a triple graph is consistent if it can be generated from a given start graph (typically,
the empty graph) using the production rules of the grammar.
s

t

G
G
GC →
GT ) consists of a source graph
More precisely, a triple graph G = (GS ←
GS and a target graph GT , which are related via the correspondence graph GC and two
mappings (graph morphisms) sG :GC →GS and tG :GC →GT specifying how source elements correspond to target elements3 . For simplicity, we use the notation GS , GT  whenever the explicit correspondence graph can be omitted.

Then, a TGG G consists of a start triple graph4 , SG, and a set
/R
L
of production rules of the form r : L → R, where L and R are triple
∗
m
m
graphs and L ⊆ R. Then, L (G ) = {G | SG ⇒ G} is called the class
 

∗
of consistent models and D (G ) = {SG ⇒ G} is the set of deriva/ G2
G1 
∗
tions deﬁned by G , where ⇒ is the reﬂexive and transitive closure
of the one step transformation relation ⇒ deﬁned as follows: G1 ⇒ G2 if there is a production rule r : L → R in G and a matching monomorphism m : L → G1 such that G2
can be obtained by replacing (the image of) L in G1 by (a corresponding image of) R.
Formally, this means that the diagram above on the right is a pushout in the category of
r,m
triple graphs. In this case, we write G1 ⇒ G2 , or just G1 ⇒G2 if r and m are implicit.
For instance, in Fig.1 we depict the graph grammar that we use as a running example
to illustrate our techniques. It is a simpliﬁed, and slightly modiﬁed, version of the wellknown transformation between class diagrams and relational schemas.
The graphs considered in this example are typed, which means that a type graph
describes the different classes of nodes and edges of our triple graphs, in a similar way
as a metamodel describes the kinds of elements that we have in a model. In particular,
the type graph of our example is depicted on the left of Fig.1. Source models, whose
type graph is depicted on the left, consist of three kinds of nodes: classes, attributes and
sub-attributes5 , and three kinds of edges: A (thick) edge between two classes represents
a subclass relationship between them; attributes are bound to their associated classes
and sub-attributes to their associated attribute, respectively, by the second and third kind
of (thin) edges. Similarly, the type graph of target models is depicted on the right of the

3

4
5

In the context of this paper, it does not make too much sense to speak about source and target
models. Nevertheless, we have kept this terminology to simplify the notation for referring to
each of the two models involved.
As said above, without loss of generality, we consider that SG is always the empty triple graph.
It is not necessary to associate any semantics to sub-attributes and sub-columns since we just
use them to introduce a bit more complexity to the example.
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Fig. 1. Type graph, four rules for class-to-table transformations

type triple graph, consisting of tables, columns and sub-columns, together with edges
between them. Finally, in the middle, there is the type graph of the correspondence
models, consisting of three kinds of nodes: square nodes to bind classes with their
associated tables, round nodes to bind attributes with their associated columns, and
triangle nodes to bind sub-attributes with their associated sub-columns.
The rules of the TGG deﬁning the consistent transformations between class diagrams and relational schemas are depicted on the right of Fig. 1. Rule r1 , Class2Table,
creates a new class and its corresponding table, together with the correspondence element that relates the class and the table. Rule r2 , Attribute2Column, given a class and a
corresponding table, creates an attribute of that class, a related column of the table, and
their associated correspondence element. Rule r3 , Subclass2Table, given a class and a
corresponding table, creates a new subclass. In this case, the subclass is related to the table through a new correspondence element. Finally, rule r4 , SubAttribute2SubColumn,
creates a new sub-attribute together with its corresponding sub-column.
On the left of Fig. 2 we depict a triple graph generated by this grammar. For instance, it could have been created from the empty graph, ﬁrstly, applying twice rule
Class2Table to create classes c1 and c2 together with their associated tables t1 and t2 and
correspondence elements; next, applying rule Subclass2Table, to create c3 as a subclass
of c2 , together with a correspondence element that speciﬁes that t2 is the table associated
to c3 ; ﬁnally, applying three times the rule Attribute2Column, to create attributes a1 , a2
and a3 , together with their associated columns, the associated edges binding attributes
and columns to their classes and tables, and their correspondence elements.
2.2

Model Update and Model Synchronization

For different reasons, given a consistent model G, we may perform some modiﬁcations

or updates in it producing a model G that is not consistent anymore. Then the synchronization problem consists of repairing that model, so that it becomes consistent.
For instance, in our running example, we assume given the consistent model on the
left of Fig. 2, and that two updates are deﬁned on that consistent model: removing the
subclass relation between c2 and c3 in the source model, and adding a new sub-column
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sco3 to the column co3 in the target model. In the middle of the ﬁgure some elements of
the triple graph have been marked. These marks ({+, x, !, ?}) represent possible actions
to be taken on the elements (adding, deleting or keeping them) as the result of the
analysis performed in our algorithm, which we describe in the paper. Some elements
have several marks that are contradictory. This tells us that some conﬂicting situations
may arise when deﬁning a repair. Finally, on the right of the ﬁgure, there is one possible
repair of the marked triple graph that avoids conﬂicts and restores consistency. As we
will see, this repair can be made incrementally, acting only on some elements (grey
area) without having to rebuild the whole triple graph.

Fig. 2. Concurrent update, marked affected area with conﬂict and possible repair

Formally, an update or modiﬁcation [8] u on a graph G is a span of inclusions
u : G ← K → G for some graph K. Intuitively, the elements in G that are not in K are the
elements deleted by u, and the elements in G that are not in K are the elements added
by u. So, K consists of all the elements in G that remain invariant after the modiﬁcation.
When K may remain implicit we will denote the update u : G ← K → G by u : G =⇒ G .
/X o
/H
Updates can be composed and deGo
K1 `
> K2
composed [24]. Given two updates v :
(1)
G ← K1 → X and w : X ← K2 → H, the
composition of v and w is the update u =
K
w ◦ v : G ← K → H such that, roughly, K
is the intersection of K1 and K2 , i.e. K includes all the elements of G that are neither
deleted by v nor by w. In addition, we say that u decomposes into v and w if u = w ◦ v
and moreover no element added by v is deleted by w. Roughly this means that X is the
union of K1 and K2 with respect to the common part K. If u decomposes into v and w,
we also say that v is a subupdate of u, which we denote by v u, since in this case, v
adds and deletes less elements than u.
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In the non-concurrent case, given a triple graph G and an update wS : GS =⇒ H S on
the source graph, the synchronization problem [16] is to ﬁnd an update wT :GT =⇒ H T ,
such that H is consistent. In this case, we say that wT is the propagation of wS .
In contrast, in the concurrent case, given updates
+3 H
G
;C
w
uS :GS =⇒ H0S and uT :GT =⇒ H0T , or equivalently the
S
T
triple graph update u , id, u  : G =⇒ H 0 , also called
v
u
a concurrent update, the concurrent synchronization
#
problem is to ﬁnd a concurrent update w : G =⇒ H,
H0
such that u = uS , id, uT  is a subupdate of w and H is
consistent. Previous work on this problem is based on building concurrent solutions by
combining (in some way) vS and vT , where vS (respectively, vT ) is the propagation of uT
(respectively, of uS ). For this reason, in [24] these approaches are called propagationbased. However, as we pointed out in the introduction, in that paper it is shown that
propagation-based approaches have important limitations.
A main problem in concurrent synchronization is that the given updates uS and uT
may be in conﬂict. For instance, uS may delete a node n in GS and uT may add an edge
whose source-node is in correspondence to n in GS . When a concurrent update is in
conﬂict it will be impossible to solve the synchronization problem, so we will have to
backtrack (or to ignore) some of the deletions or additions in u to eliminate that conﬂict.
In these situations, the concurrent synchronization problem needs to be reformulated. If
u is in conﬂict, we would look for an update w such that a subupdate u of u (i.e., some
part of u not in conﬂict) is also a subupdate of w. This is equivalent to saying that there
is an update v such that v ◦ u = w, where v backtracks some conﬂicting updates included
in u. We must note that detecting conﬂicts is in general not an easy task, since uS and uT
modify different models, so they do not directly interfere, which means that conﬂicts
are never explicit. We may also note that, according to this deﬁnition, id : G =⇒ G,
i.e., the identity modiﬁcation that changes nothing, would always be a solution to the
concurrent synchronization problem (in this case v would be the inverse of u, so we
would completely backtrack u). Obviously, this is not the kind of solution that we want.
2.3

Dependency Relations

Incrementality of (sequential or concurrent) model synchronization requires two conditions for any given approach: to be able to identify what part of the given model is
affected by an update, so that the rest can remain unchanged and we can concentrate
on the affected part to build a solution; and that we can do this identiﬁcation without
having to fully analyze the given consistent model. Otherwise, the computational cost
of a synchronization algorithm will always depend on the size of the given models.
Our approach to incrementality, which follows the ideas introduced in [25] for sequential synchronization, is based on the idea that the structure of a given consistent
model depends essentially on the derivation that was used to create it. We mean that if
we perform any update on the model, we just have to care about the parts of that derivation that are affected by the update. For instance, if the update consists of the deletion of
some element, then the application of the rule that created that element in the original
derivation and the further application of other rules that depend on that creation, will be
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considered the affected part of the derivation. It must be clear that this does not mean
that, if SG ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gk ⇒ · · · ⇒ G is the derivation used to create G, the deletion
of an element in Gk will affect all the rule applications in the derivation Gk ⇒ · · · ⇒ G,
because some of these rule applications may be independent of that deletion. For instance, in our example, if the deleted element is a class, the creation of other classes,
attributes or subattributes that are not related to that class would be independent of that
deletion. Technically, the reason would be that the application of these rules is sequentially independent ([6]) of the application of the rule that created the class. In what
follows we will denote by dG the derivation6 used to create G.
Since in the synchronization algorithm we need to know which is the derivation used
to create the given consistent model and storing and analyzing that derivation may be
costly, the second idea of our approach is to deﬁne some dependency relations between
the elements of G that allow us to know if the application of some rule depends on the
application of another rule. We assume that these relations are stored together with G.
The ﬁrst relation, called strict dependency, denoted e1 G e2 , holds if e1 is matched by
the left-hand side of the rule that created e2 . For instance, in the triple graph on the
left of Fig. 2, we have c2 G c3 and t2 G c3 , since the application of rule Subclass2Table
that creates c3 has to match its left hand side to c2 and t2 . The second relation, called
interdependency, denoted e1 G e2 , holds if e1 and e2 are created by the same rule. For
instance, in Fig. 2, c2 G t2 , since they are both created by the same application of the
Class2Table rule in dG . Finally, dependency, denoted G , is the reﬂexive and transitive
closure of the union of G and G .
Deﬁnition 1 (Dependency Relations [25]). Given a TGG G and a derivation dG :
∗
SG ⇒ G, we deﬁne the following relations on elements of G:
1. Strict dependency: G is the smallest relation satisfying that
if dG includes the transformation step depicted on the right,
then for every e in L and e in R\L, m(e)G m (e ).
2. Strict interdependency: G is the smallest relation satisfying
that if dG includes the transformation step depicted on the
right, then for every e, e in R\L, m (e) G m (e ).
3. Dependency: G = (G ∪ G )∗ .

L




/R
m

m

Gi−1 




/ Gi

It may be noticed that there is a bijective correspondence between derivations (up to
permutation equivalence) and their associated relations. This means that storing these
relations together with a model is equivalent to storing the derivation used to create it.

3

Synchronizing Solutions for Concurrent Updates

According to what we discussed in the previous section, we consider the general problem of concurrent synchronization when there may be conﬂicts in the given concurrent update. Moreover, we assume that we are only interested in incremental solutions,
6

It may be noted that there may be many derivations that lead to G, here we assume that dG is
the one chosen to generate it.
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which means that our solutions are assumed to preserve a certain triple subgraph of the
given consistent model7 . Finally, to avoid having to mention explicitly the TGG of the
given synchronization problem, we will consider that we are working with a ﬁxed TGG,
G , which has been given a priori.
Deﬁnition 2 (Incremental Synchronizing Solutions). Given a concurrent update u :
G =⇒ H 0 , such that G is a consistent model, and given a submodel G0 ⊆ G, a concurrent incremental solution of u with respect to G0 is an update w : G =⇒ H such that H
is consistent and dH includes the derivation dG0 . Then, SynchSol(G, G0 , u) is the set of
all concurrent incremental solutions of u with respect to G0 .
In general, a concurrent synchronization problem may have several possible solutions especially if it has some conﬂicts, because in this case there may be different options of backtracking to eliminate the conﬂicts. To decide which solutions are “better”,
we may use different criteria but, unfortunately, these criteria may be contradictory. For
this reason, we believe that it should be the user who decides which is the preferred
solution. Nevertheless, there are solutions which may be considered inadequate or not
fully adequate. For instance, backtracking all updates, so that the ﬁnal outcome is the
original consistent model, would technically be a correct solution, but we can not consider that it is adequate. The adequacy criteria that we consider are the following:
– Maximal covering: When u has conﬂicts, we would like that our solution backtracks as few as possible additions and deletions in u, because users decided these
additions and deletions. In this sense, the solution w has a maximal covering if H
contains as many as possible elements that are added by u and as few as possible elements that are deleted by u. In this case, a solution would be optimal if H includes
all the elements added by u and no elements deleted by u.
– Minimal information loss: The addition or deletion of an element in u may force
the deletion of other elements from G. Since these elements may include some
information, their deletion will cause an information loss in the model, which we
would like to minimize. In this sense, the solution w has minimal information loss
if H cannot be extended to a solution that contains more elements from G without
having more additions than H.
– Minimal unrelated additions: The addition or deletion of an element in u may cause
the addition of other elements in w. For instance, if in our example we add a table
the synchronization procedure will need to add its associated class. However, a
solution may include other added elements that are not required by the given update.
We consider that we should minimize this kind of additions.
∗

Deﬁnition 3 (Properties of Synchronizing Solutions). Given a derivation d = SG ⇒
G∈ D (G ) and a concurrent update u:G←K 0 →H 0 , we say that a consistent incremental solution w : G ← K → H ∈ SynchSol(G, G0 , u) has:
1. Maximal covering: if there does not exist any other solution v ∈SynchSol(G, G0 , u),
such that w v , where v is the largest common subupdate of v and u, and w is the
7

We may notice that if that subgraph is the empty graph then we would be looking for all
possible solutions.
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largest common subupdate of w and u, i.e., v (resp. w ) consists of all the additions
and deletions that are both in u and v (resp. w).
2. Minimal information loss: if there is no other update v ∈ SynchSol(G, G0 , u), with
∗




v = G ← K → H , such that H ⇒ H , K ⊂ K  and (H \K  ) = (H\K).
3. Minimal unrelated additions: if for any element x ∈ H added by w, there is an
element y ∈ H ∩ G, such that x H y.
For instance, on the right of Fig. 2 we can see an example of a consistent solution
which has maximal covering, minimal information loss and no unrelated additions. In
contrast, in Fig. 3 neither the solution on the left nor the one in the middle have maximal
covering, even though both of them are consistent. The solution on the right of Fig. 3
has maximal covering, minimal information loss, and no unrelated additions, but it is
not comparable with the one in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Other three consistent solutions for example in Fig. 2.

4

An Incremental Procedure CSynch

In this section we propose a two-step nondeterministic incremental algorithm CSynch
that allow us to ﬁnd all solutions to the concurrent synchronization problem that are
minimal, in the sense that they do not have unrelated additions, and that, moreover,
have maximal covering and minimal information loss. More precisely, depending on
the choices made we will get a different solution.
The algorithm is not based on propagation, but on using rules derived from the given
TGG which allow us to identify which elements are affected by the update, to identify
and solve possible conﬂicts, and to restore consistency. This identiﬁcation is done by
a marking algorithm CMark that simulates the addition and deletion of elements by
applying these derived rules on the model such that some of its elements have being
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decorated with some marks from the set {+, x, !, ?}. If an element e is marked with any
of these marks, it means that e has been added or deleted by a user (+ or x, respectively),
it is required for an addition (!), or it is affected by a deletion (?). Technically, this means
that every element of the model has an attribute called marks ⊆ {+, x, !, ?} that denotes
the set of marks that an element has at a given moment. Initially, before starting the
synchronization process, it is assumed that marks = 0/ for every element of the model.
If it happens that, at certain point, an element is marked with different marks, it may
denote an apparent conﬂict8 , which may need to be solved.
Since we need to know the dependencies between the marked elements, we will
build extensions of the dependency relations of the given model G. This extended relations are denoted  ,  , and  , i.e., G ⊆ , G ⊆  , and G ⊆ . In addition, using
these relations, CMark computes G0 , the submodel of G not affected by the update.
Once the model is marked, an algorithm CRepair detects and solves conﬂicts and
repairs the model. This process removes the marks of some elements and deletes the
rest of them, in such a way that the ﬁnal outcome is a consistent triple graph.
4.1

Marking

Before deﬁning the marking algorithm that we use in the ﬁrst step of our synchronization procedure, let us ﬁrst explain how we deal with additions and deletions.
In our running example, let us suppose that the user has added an edge between
the attribute a1 and the class c2 (perhaps to apply a refactoring to the given system).
We know that in consistent models an edge between an attribute and a class is added
when applying rule r2 : L → R, Attribute2Column. This rule, given a class and a table,
adds to a given model an attribute, a column, edges between the attribute and the class,
and between the column and the table, and a correspondence element that relates the
attribute to the column. So, the idea is that in the synchronization algorithm, we are
going to “simulate” the application of that rule to create the edge between a1 and c2 ,


and to do this, we are going to apply a rule r2 : L → R , derived from r2 , but before
describing this rule, we have to take into account two questions:
1. Some of the elements that are created by r2 may be already in the model. So, instead

of creating them again, we include them in the left-hand side L of the derived rule.
Similarly, some other elements created by r2 may coincide with other elements
added by u, then we will consider that r2 creates also these elements. For instance,
if u would create an attribute a and an edge associating a to a class c, in this case,
the associated marking rule would create simultaneously the attribute and the edge.
But this is not enough to ensure that the ﬁnal outcome is consistent, we need to

be sure that all the elements in L are in the ﬁnal result. Otherwise, these elements
could be deleted as a consequence of some other addition or deletion in the given

update u. For this reason, r2 will mark the elements in L \L with !, expressing that
they are required for the correctness of the result. In addition, the rule will also


mark the elements created by the rule, i.e. in R \L , with the mark +. This includes
the elements added by u, but also some other elements created by the rule. For
8

As we will see, not all apparent conﬂicts are real conﬂicts.
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instance, if we want to add the edge from a1 to c2 to the model, we must also add
the edge from co1 to t2 . Following these ideas, rule r2 is depicted on the left of Fig.
4. Moreover, on the right of that ﬁgure we also show which would be the associated
marking rule, when we add an attribute to a class in a given model.
2. Since in the resulting model, H, we assume that this edge from a1 to c2 is created
using r2 , this means that we assume that in H, the edge was created together with
the attribute a1 , the corresponding column co1 , the edge between a1 and c2 , the edge
between co1 and t2 , and the correspondence element between a1 and co1 . However,
in the original model G these elements were created using a different application of
r2 , and together with them, some other elements were also created (in this case, the
edges between a1 and c1 and between co1 and t1 ), that are still part of the model.
So if we want H to be consistent, we will need to delete these elements from the
model. As a consequence, we will mark them with ?, denoting that in principle,
we have to delete them, and we will say that they have been revoked. Finally, if
some elements are revoked, we may need to delete all the elements in the model
that depend on them. So we will mark all these other elements with ?, expressing
that they may need to be deleted too.
The case of marking the deletions in the update u is simpler. If an element x in G
is deleted by u, we will just mark it with x, denoting that x has to be deleted and, as
before, we will mark all the elements that depend on x with ?.
Finally, if we call G0 the graph consisting of all elements that have not been marked
with +, x, or ? then, as a consequence of the way that the marking algorithm works,
we can be sure that G0 is consistent (as shown in Thm. 1), since all elements in G0
were already in G and they are not dependent of any element that is not in G0 . Hence,
building our solution by adding to G0 some of the marked elements, using rules from
the given TGG, ensures that the ﬁnal result is consistent. Moreover, the algorithm would
be incremental with respect to G0 , since its elements will not be processed by CRepair
(except for deleting some ! marks).
Deﬁnition 4 (Derived Marking Rules). We say that a triple graph G is decorated with
marks if each of its elements has a marking attribute marks ⊆ {+, x, !, ?}. Let us denote
as RemAttr(G) the triple graph resulting from removing from G the attribute marks.


Given the rule r : L → R, we say that r : L → R is a derived marking rule from r for


adding a set of elements X, if L and R are two decorated triple graphs such that:








1. L ⊆ RemAttr(L ) ⊆ R, RemAttr(R ) = R, and X ⊆ R \L .


2. All elements in RemAttr(L )\L are included in R with the mark !.



3. All elements in R \L are included in R with the mark +.
For instance, the rule on the left of Fig. 4 is derived from the rule r2 Attribute2Column
to add a new arrow from an already existing attribute to an already existing class in the
model. Notice that the elements that are really new, i.e., produced by the application
of r2 , are marked with +, while the ones produced by r2 but reused from the model
by the derived rule, are marked with !. The rule on the right is also derived from Attribute2Column but now to add a new attribute to an existing class. As a consequence,
there are not reused elements that should be marked with !.
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Fig. 4. Examples of derived marking rules

Now we can introduce the marking algorithm CMark following the explanations
given above. A and D will be the set of elements that have to be added or deleted,
respectively. Initially, we assume that A and D consist of the elements added and deleted
by u, and that the sets of marks are empty for all the elements in the model. Then:
Algorithm 1 (CMark Algorithm)
Initialize relations  =,  = , and  =.




1. Addition and revocation: For every element x ∈ A, select a marking rule r :L →R
derived from r:L→R that may be used to create x, and let X ⊆ A be a set of elements
that can also be created by r :
– Eliminate from A the elements in {x} ∪ X.


– Apply r : L → R .

– Add ? to the attribute marks of every element which is not in RemAttr(L )\L

but it is strictly interdependent with an element matched to RemAttr(L )\L.
– Add ? to the attribute marks of every element which is dependent on a ?-marked
element.
2. Update the dependency relations adding the new dependencies and interdependencies deﬁned by the application of the original rules used in 1. to relations  ,  ,
and  ; and computing the new transitive closure.
3. Deletion:
– Add x to the attribute marks of every element intended to be deleted.
– Add ? to the attribute marks of every element that is dependent of an x-marked
element.
4. Computing G0 : Delete from , , and  all elements marked with +, ?, or x. Then
G0 would be the model generated by the derivation associated to the dependency
relations.
For instance, in the middle of Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 we can see examples of a marked
model following the above algorithm. In the case of the example in Fig. 5, the concurrent update would consist of adding a subclass relation between classes c1 and c2 , in the
source; and, adding a new sub-column sco3 to the column co2 in the target. Again, in
the model of the middle, some elements are marked with contradictory marks. Notice
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that now, possible conﬂicts arise because of trying to integrate concurrent additions. In
fact, this example serves to illustrate that some additions may imply the deletion of elements created by the original derivation, for instance, it is the case of the table t2 . That
is, some additions may imply revocation of original derivation steps.

Fig. 5. Other example of concurrent updated, marked and possible repair

We must note that this algorithm is nondeterministic since, when we want to add an element x to the model there may be more than one rule that can be used to create x. Then,
choosing different rules will lead to different results of our synchronizing procedure.
4.2

Repairing and Conﬂict-Solving

The ﬁrst idea underlying our repair algorithm, used as a second step of our synchronization procedure, is to extend the model G0 , represented by the dependency relations ,
, and , using rules from the given TGG, to include the elements that the user asked
to add to the model (i.e. added by the given update u) and to reduce the information
loss. In particular, if in the marking process we decided to use a rule r : L → R to create
an element x required by u (i.e., to create x we used a marking rule r associated to r),


we will use another rule also derived from r, r : L → R, where L ⊆ RemAttr(L ) = R
that unmarks all the elements that we marked with + or !, i.e., if we remove all marks

in L we get R. We call these rules derived recreating rules, because they create again
(by reusing them) some elements that were originally in G. We must note that, using
the information in the dependence relations  ,  , and  , we may know which is the
rule r. In particular, L would consist of x and all the elements y such that x  y, and R
would consist of all the elements z such that x  z.
This idea for reusing elements from the original model has already been used in
[12,25]. Notice that these rules eliminate the marks from the recreated elements, and as
a consequence, the recreated elements will be now part of the solution.
The second idea for our repair algorithm is that we can also use derived recreation
rules for reducing the information loss, including in the solution elements that were
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removed from the given model because they depended on elements that could have
been deleted.
Finally, the third idea in which our algorithm is based is that, if we try to create


an added element x using the derived rule r : L → R, if an element of L is matched
to an element y of the model having the mark x, this means that we have discovered a
conﬂict, because we have a conﬂict between the deletion of y and the addition of x. As a
consequence, we have two options, either we do not apply that rule, which is equivalent
to backtrack the addition of x, or we do apply the rule, which would be equivalent to
backtrack the deletion of the element including the mark x.


Deﬁnition 5 (Derived Recreating Rules). Given a rule r :L→R, we say that r :L →R

is a derived recreating rule9 from r if L ⊆ RemAttr(L ) = R, such that


1. The elements in L from L must be matched to elements without marks.

2. The elements in L not in L can be matched to elements with any mark.
For instance, in Fig. 6 we can see some examples of some derived recreating rules.

Fig. 6. Examples of derived recreating rules

9



To be precise, recreating rules are like standard DPO rules, i.e. of the form L ← R → R, which
means that the rule does not add anything, since it just deletes the marks from the given elements. We may note that an unmarking rule is always applicable, since the gluing conditions
always hold. For details, we may look at [17,15].
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Algorithm 2 (CRepair)
1. Recreating and conﬂict solving: While there is a recreation rule that can be applied:
– If there is an element marked + by a marking rule associated to a rule r :L→R

and when trying to apply the associated recreating rule r : L → R, no element

in L is matched to an element including the x mark, then apply r and modify
accordingly the dependency relations of the solution, adding to  and  the
dependency and interdependency relations between the elements matched by
elements in L and R; and computing the new transitive closure for .

– In the same situation as in the previous case, but where there is an element in L

that is matched to an element marked x, choose between applying r modifying
accordingly the dependency relations of the solution, or replacing the mark +

by the mark x for all elements matched by L that include the mark +.



– Otherwise, apply a recreating rule r : L → R such that no element in L is
matched to an element marked x and modify accordingly the dependency relations of the solution.
2. Removing: Delete every marked element.
That is, in step 1. of CRepair, we ﬁrst try to recreate every + or ! element and to
reduce information loss as much as possible. However, when we detect a conﬂict when
trying to recreate an element marked +, it is nondeterministically chosen between applying the addition or the deletion. And in step 2 all elements still marked are removed
from the model, because they needed to be deleted or because it was not possible to
recreate them.
Algorithm 3 (CSynch)
1. Apply CMark.
2. Apply CRepair
The resulting update is w : G =⇒ H, where H is the result obtained by CSynch.
4.3

Properties of CSynch

In this subsection we prove the properties that our algorithm satisﬁes. Firstly, we will
prove that all solutions obtained by CSynch are consistent, incremental and they have
no unrelated additions. We will also prove that CSynch can compute all incremental solutions that, in addition, have maximal covering and minimal information loss, provided
that the right choices are made.


Theorem 1. Given a consistent model G and an update u : G =⇒ H if the update w :
G =⇒ H is a solution obtained by CSynch, then:
1.
2.
3.
4.

H is consistent.
w is incremental with respect to the triple graph G0 computed by CMark.
w has no unrelated additions
w has minimal information loss.
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Proof. The last three properties are just a consequence of how CSynch is deﬁned. Let
us prove that H is consistent, but before we will prove that G0 is consistent.
Let SG ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gk ⇒ · · · ⇒ G be the derivation used to create G and let
SG ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gi be its longest subderivation such that Gi ⊆ G0 , let us show that
Gi = G0 , which implies the consistency of G0 .
Suppose that there is an element x ∈ G0 , which means that x is not marked with +, ?,
or x and it does not depend on any marked element, such that x ∈
/ Gi . Let k be the earliest
derivation step Gk ⇒ Gk+1 , with i < k, where an element x ∈ (G0 \Gi ) was generated
i.e., x ∈ (Gk+1 \Gk ). By deﬁnition of , we know that x  y for every y ∈ Gk+1 \Gk ,
and according to the deﬁnition of CMark, if x has not any of those marks, then y has
not either. This means that Gk+1 \Gk ⊆ G0 . Now, if r : L → R is the rule applied in the
derivation step Gk ⇒ Gk+1 then there are two possibilities:
1. If the elements matched by L in Gk are already in Gi , it would mean that this
derivation step is sequentially independent from all derivation steps Gi ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gk
r
and we would have Gi ⇒ Gi+1 , with Gi+1 ⊆ G0 , contradicting the hypothesis that
SG ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gi was the longest subderivation such that Gi ⊆ G0 .
2. If the elements matched by L in Gk are not in Gi , it would mean that x depends on
elements added in the derivation Gi ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gk . Moreover, we know that all the
elements y generated in that derivation such that y  x are unmarked with +, ?, or x
and therefore they are included in G0 , because otherwise x would not be in G0 . But
this contradicts the hypothesis that x was an element in G0 \Gi added in the earliest
possible derivation step.
To prove that H is consistent, it is enough to notice that, because of how recreation

rules are deﬁned, if Gi is a consistent unmarked subgraph of a marked graph Gi , and


 r



r : L → R is a recreating rule associated to the rule r : L → R, then if Gi ⇒ Gi+1 , we


r
have that Gi ⇒ Gi+1 such that Gi+1 is a consistent subgraph of Gi+1 . In particular, if G0
is the result obtained by applying the marking algorithm to G and G0 is its unmarked
consistent subgraph, then applying the ﬁrst step of CRepair leads to a sequence of
 ∗

recreation transformations G0 ⇒ Gk . This means that given the associated sequence of

∗
transformations G0 ⇒ Gk , we have that Gk is a consistent subgraph of Gk . Finally the
second step of CRepair leads to H = Gk , which is the ﬁnal result of CSynch.
Before showing the rest of the properties of CSynch, we must ﬁrst deﬁne which
is the subgraph G0 such any solution of CSynch is incremental with respect to it. In
general, depending on the choices of CSynch, the consistent model G0 computed by
CMark may be different, because the choice of rules used to add to G the elements
added by u deﬁnes different markings. So, if we want that all solutions of CSynch are
incremental over the same graph, we can take the intersection of all these G0 .
Deﬁnition 6 (Set of Computed Solutions). Given a consistent model G ∈ L (G ) and a
concurrent update u : G ← K → H 0 , we denote by CSynch(G, u) the set of all possible
solutions computed by the algorithm CSynch when G and u are given.
If for every w:G←K →H, we denote by Gw the subgraph of G computed by CMark,
then we deﬁne M(G, u) as: M(G, u) = ∩w∈CSynch(G,u) Gw .
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Obviously, if w is incremental over Gw , then w is also incremental with respect to
any submodel of Gw .
Proposition 1. If w ∈ CSynch(G, u) then w is incremental over M(G, u).
Finally, we can show that our algorithm is complete, i.e., that any consistent update
that is incremental over M(G, u), and satisﬁes the required properties, can be found by
CSynch.


Theorem 2. Given a consistent model G and an update u : G =⇒ H , if w : G ← K →
H is consistent, it has no unrelated additions, it has maximal covering and minimal
information loss, and it is incremental over M(G, u) then w ∈ CSynch(G, u).
Proof. If w:G←K →H is a consistent update, such that it has no unrelated additions, it
has maximal covering and minimal information loss, and it is incremental over M(G, u)
this means that there is a derivation d = SG ⇒ H 1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ H k ⇒ · · · ⇒ H such that
M(G, u) ⊆ Hk for some k. Then, if we make the right choices in CSynch we will compute
the solution w. In particular, if CMark uses the same rule applications that are used in d
to generate the additions in u, on the one hand, it will compute a model Gw that will be
preserved by CRepair and that includes CSynch(G, u). On the other hand, CMark will
mark the model in such a way that if CRepair chooses the same rule applications (and
in the same order) as in d, it will compute H.

5

Related Work

The concurrent synchronization problem can be considered as a special case of the
general problem of model (or graph) repair. In particular, in our case, a triple graph can
be easily represented by a single graph, so the consistency problem for triple graphs can
be seen as a special case of the consistency problem for graphs. The literature on model
repair is quite large (see [23] for an excellent survey on this topic), so it does not make
much sense to review all the existing approaches.
Concentrating on the problem of concurrent model synchronization, to our knowledge, the only works addressing the general problem10 of concurrent synchronization
are [38,14,11,24,34,35]. All these approaches are propagation-based, which means that
synchronization is performed, ﬁrst, propagating the updates in one model to the other
model, then checking if there is any conﬂict between the propagated updates and the
ones previously applied to that model and, if there are, solving the conﬂicts in some
given way, and ﬁnally, propagating back the updates in the second model to the ﬁrst
one. That is, sequentializing concurrent synchronization. In all cases it is shown that
the result obtained is correct, but no other properties are shown. In particular, in all
these approaches, except in [38] the trivial solution obtained by backtracking all the updates would be considered a valid solution. On the other hand, the approach presented
10

There is some work considering this problem in a more restrictive setting. For instance, in
[26] models are restricted to tree-like structures and the target model is an abstract view of the
source; and in [36] updates must be deﬁned in terms of a given set of operations.
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in [38] may be unable to ﬁnd some existing solutions, as shown in [24]. Actually, that
paper shows that propagation-based approaches have important limitations.
Our approach to incrementality is based on the ideas presented in [25], for the sequential synchronization case. Other approaches based on TGGs that propose incremental solutions to sequential model synchronization are [10,16,12,22] (and some variations
on them) but all of them are, in our opinion, not completely satisfactory. In particular,
even if the construction of the solution does not start from scratch but from the given
consistent model G, the approaches in [16,12,22] have to analyze the whole model G
(for instance, to know what parts of G must be modiﬁed) so their cost depends on the
size of the given model. This is not the case of [10], but their approach only works for
the case when source and target models are bijective, which excludes the case where
source models are views of target models (or vice versa). In addition, in [10,16,22] there
may be information loss, which we avoid using the approach developed in [12] and also
used in [25].

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented some properties that ensure the adequacy of solutions for a concurrent synchronization problem, together with an incremental nondeterministic algorithm that is able to return all possible sound solutions that, in addition, satisfy these properties.
Most existing algorithms for model synchronization return just one solution. We
believe that this is not adequate, especially in the case of concurrent synchronization. In
that context, one concrete solution corresponds to a speciﬁc way of solving the existing
conﬂicts, which may not be the way that the user would have preferred. For this reason,
we decided that completeness of the algorithm was an important issue. It is clear that,
in practice, delivering to a user a relatively large set of solutions is not very convenient.
However, we think that this is something to take into account at the implementation
level, for instance, by showing conﬂicts in a stepwise way and, then, showing the different ways of solving each conﬂict.
From a theoretical viewpoint, our algorithm works for any kind of graphs. However,
in practice, if the models have attributes, our algorithm would not be adequate. For
example, let us suppose that we are working with a class of models where a certain
attribute a1 must be equal to the addition of attributes a2 and a3 and let us suppose that
we are trying to synchronize a model G, where a1 has some given value v1 , but a2 and
a3 have no value, i.e., the synchronization algorithm should provide values to a2 and a3 ,
such that their addition equals v1 . In this context, our algorithm would deliver inﬁnite
solutions, assigning to a2 and a3 all possible values v2 and v3 such that v1 = v2 + v3 . In
general, dealing with attributed graphs in the context of sequential or concurrent model
synchronization poses problems that are described in [1,21].
As future work, on the one hand, we plan to address the case of attributed models
and, on the other hand, to extend our results to the multimodel case, i.e. when synchronizing more than two models. This case has speciﬁc complications, see, for instance
[32,4]. It has already been approached in [34,35], but just as a straightforward generalization of [14], which means that it shares its limitations.
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Abstract. We propose a new Statistical Model Checking (SMC) method
to discover bugs in variability-intensive systems (VIS). The state-space
of such systems is exponential in the number of variants, which makes
the veriﬁcation problem harder than for classical systems. To reduce veriﬁcation time, we sample executions from a featured transition system –
a model that represents jointly the state spaces of all variants. The combination of this compact representation and the inherent eﬃciency of
SMC allows us to ﬁnd bugs much faster (up to 16 times according to our
experiments) than other methods. As any simulation-based approach,
however, the risk of Type-1 error exists. We provide a lower bound and
an upper bound for the number of simulations to perform to achieve the
desired level of conﬁdence. Our empirical study involving 59 properties
over three case studies reveals that our method manages to discover all
variants violating 41 of the properties. This indicates that SMC can act
as a low-cost-high-reward method for verifying VIS.

1

Introduction

We consider the problem of bug detection in Variability Intensive Systems (VIS).
This category of systems encompasses any system that can be derived into multiple variants (diﬀering, e.g., in provided functionalities), including software product lines [12] and conﬁgurable systems [32]. Compared to traditional (“single”)
systems, the complexity of bug detection in VIS is increased: bugs can appear
only in some variants, which requires analysing the peculiarities of each variant.
Among the number of techniques developed for bug detection, one ﬁnds testing and model checking. Testing [6] executes particular test inputs on the system and checks whether it triggers a bug. Albeit testing remains widely used
in industry, the rise of concurrency and inherent system complexity has made
system-level test case generation a hard problem. Also, testing is often limited
to bounded reachability properties and cannot assess liveness properties.
Model checking [2] is a formal veriﬁcation technique which checks that all
behaviours of the system satisfy speciﬁed requirements. These behaviours are
typically modelled as an automaton, whose each node represents a state of the
c The Author(s) 2020
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system (e.g. a valuation of the variables of a program and a location in this program’s execution ﬂow) and where each transition between two states expresses
that the program can move from one state to the other by executing a single action (e.g. executing the next program statement). Requirements are often
expressed in temporal logics, e.g. the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [31].
Such logics capture both safety and liveness properties of system behaviours.
As an example, consider the LTL formula (command sleep ⇒ ♦system sleep).
command sleep and system sleep are logic atoms and represent, respectively, a
state where the sleep command is input and another state where the system
enters sleep mode. The symbols  and ♦ means always and eventually, respectively. Thus, the whole formula expresses that “it is always the case that when
the sleep command is input, the system eventually enters sleep mode”.
Contrary to testing, model checking is exhaustive: if a bug exists then the
checking algorithm outputs a counterexample, i.e. an execution trace of the system that violates the veriﬁed property. Exhaustiveness makes model checking
an appealing solution to obtain strong guarantees that the system works as intended. It can also nicely complement testing (whose main advantage remains
to be applied directly on the running system), e.g. by reasoning over liveness
properties or by serving as oracle in test generation processes [1]. Those beneﬁts, however, come at the cost of scalability issues, the most prominent being
the state explosion problem. This term refers to the phenomenon where the state
space to visit is so huge that an exhaustive search is intractable. As an illustration
of this, let us remark that the theoretical complexity of the LTL model-checking
problem is PSPACE-complete [37].
Model checking complexity is further exacerbated when it comes to VIS. Indeed, in this case, the model-checking problem requires verifying whether all
the variants satisfy the requirements [11]. This means that, if the VIS comprises
n variation points (n features in a software product line or n Boolean options
in a conﬁgurable system), the number of diﬀerent variants to represent and to
check can reach 2n . This exponential factor adds to the inherent complexity of
model checking. Thus, checking each variant (or models thereof) separately –
an approach known as enumerative or product-based [34] – is often intractable.
To alleviate this, variability-aware models and companion algorithms were proposed to represent and check eﬃciently the behaviour of all variants at once. For
instance, Featured Transition Systems (FTS) [11] are transition systems where
transitions are labelled with (a symbolic encoding of) the set of variants able to
exercise this transition. The structure of FTS, if well constructed, allows one to
capture in a compact manner commonalities between states and transitions of
several variants. Exploiting that information, family-based algorithms can check
only once the executions that several variants can execute and explore the state
space of an individual variant only when it diﬀers from all the others. In spite
of positive improvements over the enumerative approach, state-space explosion
remains a major challenge.
In this work, we propose an alternative technique for state-space exploration
and bug detection in VIS. We use Statistical Model Checking (SMC) [26] as a
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trade-oﬀ between testing and model checking to verify properties (expressed in
full LTL) on FTS. The core idea of SMC is to conduct some simulations (i.e.
sample executions) of the system (or its model) and verify if these executions
satisfy the property to check. The results are then used together with statistical
tests to decide whether the system satisﬁes the property with some degree of
conﬁdence. Of course, in contrast with an exhaustive approach, a simulationbased solution does not guarantee a result with 100% conﬁdence. Still, it is
possible to bound the probability of making an error. Simulation-based methods
are known to be far less memory- and time-consuming than exhaustive ones, and
are sometimes the only viable option. Over the past years, SMC has been used
to, e.g. assess the absence of errors in various areas from aeronautic to systems
biology; measure cost average and energy consumption for complex applications
such as nanosatellites; detect rare bugs in concurrent systems [10, 21, 25].
Given an LTL formula and an FTS, our family-based SMC method samples
executions from all variants at the same time. Doing so, it avoids sampling twice
(or more) executions that exist in multiple variants. Merging the individual state
spaces biases the results, though, as it changes the probability distribution of the
executions. This makes the problem diﬀerent from previous methods intended
for single systems (e.g. [20]) and obliges us to revisit the fundamentals of SMC in
the light of VIS. In particular, we want to characterize the number of execution
samples required to bound the probability of Type-1 error by a desired degree
of conﬁdence. We provide a lower bound and an upper bound for this number
by reducing its computation to particular instances of the coupon problem [4].
We implemented our method within ProVeLines [17], a model checker for VIS.
We provide empirical evidence, based on 3 case studies totalling 59 properties
to check, that family-based SMC is a viable approach to verify VIS. Our study
shows that our method manages to ﬁnd all buggy variants in 41 properties and
does so up to 16 times faster than state-of-the-art model-checking algorithms
for VIS [11]. Moreover, our approach can achieve a median bug detection rate 3
times higher than classical SMC applied to each variant individually. The hardest
cases arise when the state space of some variant is substantially smaller than the
other. This leads to a reduced probability to ﬁnd a bug in those variants.

2

Background on Model Checking

In model checking, the behaviour of the system is often represented as a transition system (S, Δ, AP, L) where S is a set of states, Δ ⊆ S × S is the transition
relation, AP is a set of atomic propositions3 and L : S → 2AP labels any state
with the atomic propositions that the system satisﬁes when in such a state.
2.1

Linear Temporal Logic

LTL is a temporal logic that allows specifying desired properties over all future
executions of some given system. Given a set AP of atomic propositions, an LTL
3

Atomic propositions can be seen as basic observable properties of the system state.
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formula φ is formed according to the following grammar: φ ::=  | a | φ1 ∧ φ2 |
¬φ1 | φ1 | φ1 Uφ2 where φ1 and φ2 are LTL formulae, a ∈ AP ,  is the next
operator and U is the until operator. We also deﬁne ♦φ (“eventually” φ) and
φ (“always” φ) as a shortcut for Uφ and ¬♦¬φ, respectively.
Vardi and Wolper have presented an automata-based approach for checking
that a system – modelled as a transition system ts – satisﬁes an LTL formula
φ [37]. Their approach consists of, ﬁrst, transforming φ into a Büchi automaton
B¬φ whose language is exactly the set of executions that violate φ, that is, those
that visit inﬁnitely often a so-called accepting state. Such execution σ takes the
form of a lasso, i.e. σ = q0 . . . qn with qj = qn for some j and where qi is accepting
for some i : j ≤ i ≤ n. We name accepting any such lasso whose cycle contains
an accepting state.
The second step is to compute the synchronous product of ts and B¬φ , which
results in another Büchi automaton Bts⊗¬φ . Any accepting lasso in Bts⊗¬φ represents an execution of the system that violates φ. Thus, Vardi and Wolper’s
algorithm comes down to checking the absence of such accepting lasso in the
whole state space of Bts⊗¬φ . The size of this state space is O(|ts| × |2|φ| |) and
the complexity of this algorithm is PSPACE-complete.
2.2

Statistical Model Checking

Originally, SMC was used to compute the probability to satisfy a bounded LTL
property for stochastic system [39]. The idea was to monitor the properties on
bounded executions represented by Bernoulli variables and then use Monte Carlo
to estimate the resulting property. SMC also applies to non-stochastic systems
by assuming an implicit uniform probability distribution on each state successor.
Grosu and Smolka [20] lean on this and propose an SMC method to address
the full LTL model-checking problem. Their sampling algorithm walks randomly
through the state space of Bts⊗¬φ until it ﬁnds a lasso. They repeat the process
M times and conclude that the system satisﬁes the property if and only if none
of the M lassos is accepting. They also show that, given a conﬁdence ratio δ and
assuming that the probability p for an execution of the system exceeds an error
δ
bounds the probability of a Type-1 error (rejecting
margin , setting M = 1−
the hypothesis that the system violates the property while it actually violates it)
by δ. Thus, M can serve as a minimal number of samples to perform. Our work
extends theirs in order to support VIS instead of single systems. Other work on
applying SMC to the full LTL logic can be found in [18, 38].
2.3

Model Checking for VIS

Applying classical model checking to VIS requires iterating over all variants,
construct their corresponding automata Bts⊗¬φ and search for accepting lasso
in each of these. This enumerative method (also named product-based [34]) fails
to exploit the fact that variants have behaviour in common.
As an alternative, researchers came up with models able to capture the behaviour of multiple variants and distinguish between the unique and common
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Fig. 1: An example of FBA with two variants.

behaviour of those variants [3, 8, 11]. Among such models, we focus on featured
transition systems [11] as those can link an execution to the variants able to
execute it more directly than the alternative formalisms. In a nutshell, FTS extend the standard transition system by labelling each transition with a symbolic
encoding of the set of variants able to exercise this transition. Then, the set of
variants that can produce an execution π is the intersection of all sets of variants
associated with the transitions in π.
To check which variants violate a given LTL formula φ, one can adapt the
procedure of Vardi and Wolper and build the synchronous product of the featured
transition system with B¬φ [11]. This product is similar to the Büchi automaton
obtained in the single system case, except that its transitions are also labelled
with a set of variants.4 Then, the buggy variants are those that are able to
execute the accepting lassos of this automaton. This generalized automaton is
the fundamental formalism we work on in this paper.
Deﬁnition 1 Let V be a set of variants. A Featured Büchi Automaton (FBA)
over V is a tuple (Q, Δ, Q0 , A,, Θ, γ) where Q is a set of states, Δ ⊆ Q × Q
is the transition relation, Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial states, A ⊆ Q is the set of
accepting states, Θ is the whole set of variants, and γ : Δ → 2Θ associates each
transition with the set of variants that can execute it.
Figure 1 shows an FBA with two variants and eight states. State 5 as the
only accepting state. Both variants can execute the transition from State 3 to
State 4, whereas only variant v2 can move from State 3 to State 6.
The Büchi automaton corresponding to one particular variant v is derived by
removing the transitions not executable by v. That is, we remove all transitions
(q, q  ) ∈ Δ such that v ∈ γ(q, q  ). The resulting automaton is named the projection of the FBA onto v. For example, one obtains the projection of the FBA in
4

Those labels are equal to those found in the corresponding transitions of the featured
transition system.
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Figure 1 onto v2 by removing the transition from State 3 to State 7 and those
between State 7 to State 8.
2.4

Other Related Work

Recent work has applied SMC in the context of VIS. In [36], the authors proposed an algebraic language to describe (quantitative) behavioural variability in
a dynamic manner. While their work shares some similarities with ours, there
are fundamental diﬀerences. First, we seek for guaranteeing the absence of bugs
in all variants of the family (applying family-based concepts), while they focus
on dynamic feature interactions (on a product-based basis). The second diﬀerence is that they consider quantitative bounded properties, while we support the
entire LTL veriﬁcation problem by extending the multi-lasso concept of [20, 28].
Another related, yet diﬀerent area is the sampling of VIS variants (e.g. [27,
30]). Such work considers the problem of sampling uniformly variants in order to
study their characteristics (e.g. performance [22] and other quality requirements
[15]) and infers those of the other variants. Recently, Thüm et al. [35] survey
diﬀerent strategies for the performance analysis of VIS, including the sampling
of variants and family-based test generation, which is based on the same idea of
executing test cases common to multiple variants. Contrary to us, such works
do not consider temporal/behavioural properties and most of them perform the
sampling based on a static representation of the variant space (i.e. a feature
model [23]). An interesting direction for future work is to combine our familybased SMC with sampling techniques to check only representative variants of
the family.

3

Family-Based Statistical Model Checking

The purpose of SMC is to reduce the veriﬁcation eﬀort (when visiting the state
space of the system model) by sampling a given number of executions (i.e. lassos).
This gain in eﬃciency, however, comes at the risk of Type-1 errors. Indeed, while
the discovery of a counterexample leads with certainty to the conclusion that the
variants able to execute it violate the property φ, the fact that the sampling did
not ﬁnd a counterexample for some variant v does not entail a 100% guarantee
that v satisﬁes φ. The more lassos we sample, the more conﬁdent we can get that
the variants without counterexamples satisfy φ. Thus, designing a family-based
SMC method involves answering three questions: (1) how to sample executions;
(2) how to choose a suitable number of executions; (3) what is the associated
probability of Type-1 error.
3.1

Random Sampling in Featured Büchi Automata

One can sample a lasso in an FBA by randomly walking through its state space,
starting from a randomly-chosen initial state and ending as soon as a cycle is
found. A particular restriction is that this lasso should be executable by at least
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Input: f ba = (Q, Δ, Q0 , A, Θ, γ)
Output: (σ, Θσ , accept) where σ is a lasso of f ba and Θσ is the set of the
variants able to execute σ and accept is true iﬀ σ is accepting.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

q0 ← pick from Q0 with probability |Q10 | ;
q ← q0 ; σ ← q0 ; Θσ ← Θ; depth ← 0; a ← 0;
while hash(q) =⊥ do
depth ← depth + 1;
hash(q) ← depth;
if q ∈ A then
a ← depth;
end
Succσ ← {q  ∈ Q|(q, q  ) ∈ Δ ∧ (γ(q, q  ) ∩ Θσ ) = ∅};
1
q  ← pick from Succσ with probability |Succ
;
σ|
σ ← σq  ;
Θσ ← Θσ ∩ γ(q, q  );
q ← q ;
end
return (σ, Θσ , hash(q) ≤ a)

Algorithm 1: Random Lasso Sampling

one variant; otherwise, we would sample a behaviour that does not actually exist.
The set of variants able to execute a given lasso are those that can execute all
its transitions, i.e. the intersection of all γ(q, q  ) met along the transitions of this
lasso. More generally, we deﬁne the lasso sample space of an FBA as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 Let f ba = (Q, Δ, Q0 , A, Θ, γ) be a featured Büchi automaton.
The lasso sample space L of f ba is the set ofexecutions σ = q0 . . . qn such that
q0 ∈ Q0 , (qi , qi+1 ) ∈ Δ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, ( 0≤i≤n−1 γ(qi , qi+1 )) = ∅, qj = qn
for some 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 and a = b ⇒ qa = qb for all 0 ≤ a, b ≤ n − 1. Moreover,
σ is said to be an accepting lasso if ∃qa ∈ A for some j ≤ a ≤ n.
Algorithm 1 formalizes the sampling of lassos in a deadlock-free FBA.5 After
randomly picking an initial state (Line 1), we walk through the state space by
randomly choosing, at each iteration, a successor state among those available
(Line 7–18). Throughout the search, we maintain the set of variants Θσ that
can execute σ so far (Line 16). Then, we use this set as a ﬁlter when selecting
successor states, so as to make sure that σ remains executable by at least one
variant. At Line 13, Succσ is the set of successors q  of q (last state of σ) that can
be reached. We stop the search as soon as we reach a state that was previously
visited (Line 7). If this state was visited before the last accepting state, it means
that the sampled lasso is accepting (Line 19).
5

We assume that no variant may remain stuck in a state without outgoing transition
that this variant can execute. Should this happen, we assume that the variant selfloops in the state wherein it is stuck, yielding an immediate lasso.
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A motivated criticism [28] of the use of random walk to sample lasso is that
shorter lassos receive a higher probability to be sampled. To counterbalance
this, we implemented a heuristic named multi-lasso [20]. It consists of ignoring
backward transitions that do not lead to an accepting lasso if there are still
forward transitions to explore. This is achieved by modifying Line 13 such that
backward transitions leading to a non-accepting lasso are not considered in the
successor set.
Assuming a uniform selection of outgoing transitions from each state, one
can compute the probability that a random walk samples any given lasso from
the sample space.
Deﬁnition 3 The probability P (σ) of a lasso σ = q0 . . . qn is inductively deﬁned
as follows: P [q0 ] = |Q0 |−1 and P [q0 . . . qj ] = P [q0 . . . qj−1 ] × |Succq0 ...qj−1 |−1 .
In the absence of deadlock, (L, P(L), P ) deﬁnes a probability space. Probability spaces on inﬁnite executions are by no means a trivial construction (see
e.g. [9]). Nevertheless, the proof of this proposition is similar to its counterpart
in Büchi automata [20] and is therefore omitted. It derives from the observation
that the lasso sample space is composed of non-subsuming ﬁnite preﬁxes of all
inﬁnite paths of the automaton.
Let us consider an example. In the FBA from Figure 1, there are two nonaccepting lassos (l1 = (1, 2, 1) and l2 = (1, 3, 7, 8, 7)) and two accepting lassos
(l3 = (1, 3, 4, 5, 3) and l4 = (1, 3, 6, 5, 3)). Both variants can execute lassos l3 ,
while only v1 can execute l2 and only v2 can execute l1 and l4 . The probability
of sampling l1 is 12 , whereas P [l2 ] = P [l3 ] = P [l4 ] = 16 . Thus, the probability of
sampling a counterexample executable by v2 is 13 , whereas it is only 16 for v1 .
Next, we characterize the relationship between this probability space and any
individual variant v. Let Lv be the set of lassosexecutable by v. Since Lv ⊆ L,
the probability pv to sample such a lasso is
σv ∈Lv P (σ). Note that pv can
be diﬀerent from the probability p̂v of sampling an accepting lasso from the
automaton modelling the behaviour of v only (i.e. the projection of the FBA
onto v). This is because, in the FBA, the probability of selecting an outgoing
transition from a given state is assigned uniformly regardless of the number of
variants able to execute that transition. This balance-breaking eﬀect increases
more as the variants have diﬀerent numbers of unique executions.
Let σ = q0 . . . qn be a lasso in Lv . Then Pv (σ) is inductively deﬁned as follows:
Pv [q0 ] = P [q0 ] and Pv [q0 . . . qj ] = Pv [q0 . . . qj−1 ] × |{(qj−1 , q) ∈ Δv : q ∈ Q}|−1
where Δv = {(q, q  ) ∈ Δ : v ∈ γ(q, q  )}. In our example, Pv1 [l3 ] = 12 , as opposed
to P [l3 ] = 16 . This implies that it is more likely to sample an accepting lasso
executable by v1 from its projection in one trial than it is from the whole FBA
in two trials. This illustrates the case where merging the state spaces of the
variants can have a negative impact on the capability to ﬁnd bugs speciﬁc to
one variant.
Thus, sampling lassos from the FBA allows ﬁnding one counterexample executable by multiple products but it introduces a bias. Overall, it tends to decrease
the probability of sampling lassos from variants that have a smaller state space.
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This can impact the results and parameter choices of SMC, like the number of
samples required to get conﬁdent results and the associated Type-1 error.
3.2

Hypothesis Testing

Remember that addressing the model checking problem for VIS requires to ﬁnd
a counterexample for every buggy variant v. Thus, one must sample a number
M of lassos such that one gets an accepting lasso for each such buggy variant
with a conﬁdence
ratio δ. Let f ba be a featured Büchi automaton, v be a variant

ω
and pv =
σ ∈ Lω
v P (σ) where Lv is the set of accepting lasso executable by v.
Let Zv denote a Bernoulli random variable such that Zv = 1 with probability
pv and Zv = 0 with probability qv = 1 − pv . Now, let Xv denote the geometric
random variable with parameter pv that encodes the number of independent
samples required until Zv = 1. For a set of variants V = {v1 . . . v|V | }, we have
that Xv1 . . . Xv|V | are not independent since one may sample a lasso executable
by more than one variant.
We deﬁne X = maxi=1..|V | Xvi . We aim to ﬁnd a number of sample M such
that P [X ≤ M ] ≥ 1 − δ for a conﬁdence ratio δ. This is analogous to the
coupon collector’s problem [4], which asks how many boxes are needed to collect
one instance of every coupon placed randomly in the boxes. It diﬀers from the
standard formulation in that the probability of occurrence of coupons are neither
independent nor uniform, and a single box can contain 0 to |V | coupons. Even
for simpler instances of the coupon problem, computing P [X ≤ M ] analytically
is known to be hard [33]. Thus, existing solutions rather characterise a lower
bound and an upper bound. We follow this approach as well.
3.3

Lower Bound (Minimum Number of Samples)

To compute a lower bound for the number of samples to draw, we transform the
family-based SMC problem to a simpler form (in terms of veriﬁcation eﬀort).
We divide our developments into two parts. First, we show that assigning equal
probabilities pvi to every variant vi (obtained by averaging the original probability values) reduces the number M of required samples. As a second step, we show
that assuming that all variants share all their executions also reduces M . Doing
so, we reduce the family-based SMC problem to its single-system counterpart,
which allows us to obtain the desired lower bound.

Averaged probabilities. Let pavg = |V1 | v=1..|V | pv and Xeven be the counterpart of X where all probabilities pvi have been replaced by pavg .
Lemma 4 For any number N , it holds that P [Xeven ≤ N ] ≥ P [X ≤ N ].
Intuitively, the value of X depends mainly on the variants whose accepting lassos
are rarer. By averaging the probability of sampling accepting lassos, we raise the
likelihood to get those rarer lassos and, thus, the number of samples required
to get an accepting lasso for all variants. Shioda [33] proves a similar result
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for the coupon collector problem. He does so by showing that the vector peven
majorizes p = {pv1 . . . pv1 } and that the ccdf 6 of X is a Schur-concave function
of the sampling probabilities. Even though our case is more general than the nonuniform coupon collector’s problem, the result of Lemma 4 still holds. Indeed, we
observe that the theoretical proof of [33] (a) does not assume the independence
of the random variables Zvi ; (b) still applies to the dependent case; and (c)
supports the case where the sum of the probability values pvi is less than one.
Maximized commonalities. Next, let Xall be the particular case of Xeven
where all accepting lassos are executable by all variants and are sampled with
probability pavg . Thus, the number of samples to ﬁnd an accepting lasso for
every variant is reduced to the number of samples required to ﬁnd any accepting
lasso.
Lemma 5 It holds that P [Xall ≤ N ] ≥ P [Xeven ≤ N ].
Moreover, let us note that Xall is a geometric random variable with parameter
pavg . This reduces our problem to sampling an accepting lasso in a classical Büchi
automaton and allows us to reuse the results of Grosu and Smolka [20].
Lemma 6 For a conﬁdence ratio δ and an error margin , it holds that
pavg ≥  ⇒ P [Xall ≤ M ] ≥ P [Xall ≤ N ] = 1 − δ
where M =

ln(δ)
ln(1−)

and N =

ln(δ)
ln(1−pavg ) .

This leads us to the central result of this section.
Theorem 7 Assuming that pavg ≥ avg for a given error margin avg , a lower
bound for the number of samples required to ﬁnd an accepting lasso for each
ln(δ)
with a Type-1 error bounded by δ.
buggy variant is M = ln(1−
avg )
3.4

Upper Bound (Maximum Number of Samples)

We follow a similar two-step process to characterise an upper bound for M . In the
ﬁrst step, we replace the probabilities pvi of every variant by their minimum.
In the second step, we alter the model so that the variants have no common
behaviour. Then we show that, given a desired degree of conﬁdence, the obtained
model requires a higher number of samples than the original one.
Minimum probability. Let pmin = minv=1..|V | pv and Xmin be the counterpart of X where all probabilities pvi have been replaced by pmin . The ccdf
of X being a decreasing function of the sampling probabilities, we have that
P [Xmin ≤ N ] ≤ P [X ≤ N ].
6

ccdf stands for complementary cumulative distribution function
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No common counterexamples. Let {(Xindep )vi } be a set of independent geometric random variables with parameters pmin and let Xindep = max(Xindep )vi .
Xindep actually encodes the number of samples required to get a counterexample
for all buggy variants when those have no common counterexamples. We have
that P [Xindep ≤ N ] ≤ P [Xmin ≤ N ], since the number of samples to perform
cannot be reduced by sampling a counterexample executable by multiple variants. Now, let us note that Xindep is an instance of the uniform coupon problem
with |V | coupons to collect. A lower bound for P [Xindep ≤ M ] is known to
be 1 − |V | × (1 − pmin )M [33]. Assuming pmin greater than some error margin
min , we have P [Xindep ≤ M ] ≥ 1 − |V | × (1 − min )M . Setting a conﬁdence
ratio δ, we want to ﬁnd a M such that P [Xindep ≤ M ] ≥ 1 − δ. By solving
|)
1 − |V |(1 − min )M = 1 − δ, we obtain M = ln(δ)−ln(|V
ln(1−min ) , which we can use as
the upper bound for the number of samples to perform.
Theorem 8 Assuming that pmin ≥ min for a given error margin min , an
upper bound for the number of samples required to ﬁnd an accepting lasso for
|)
each buggy variant is M = ln(δ)−ln(|V
ln(1−min ) with a Type-1 error is bounded by δ.

4

Empirical Study

4.1

Objectives and Methodology

One can regard SMC as a means of speeding up veriﬁcation while risking missing counterexamples. Our ﬁrst question studies this trade-oﬀ and analyses the
empirical Type-1 error rate. More precisely, we compute the detection rate of
our family-based SMC method, expressed as the number of buggy variants that
it detects over the total number of buggy variants.
RQ1 What is the empirical buggy variant detection rate of family-based SMC?
We compute the detection rate for diﬀerent numbers M of samples lying between
the lower and upper bounds as characterised in Section 3. To get the ground
truth (i.e. the true set of all buggy variants), we execute the exhaustive LTL
model checking algorithms for FTS designed by Classen et al. [11]. For the lower
bound, we assume that the average probability to sample an accepting lasso for
any variant is higher than avg = 0.01. Setting a conﬁdence ratio δ = 0.05 yields
ln(0.05)
ln(0.99) = 298. We round up and set M = 300 as our lower bound. For the higher
bound, we assume that the minimum probability to sample a counterexample in
a buggy variant is higher than min = 3.10−4 and also set δ = 0.05. For a model
with 256 variants7 , this yields M = ln(0.05)−ln(256)
= 18478. For convenience,
ln(0.9997)
6
we round it up to 19, 200 = 300 · 2 . In the end, we successively set M to
300, 600, . . . , 19200 and observe the detection rates.
Next, we investigate a complementary scenario where the engineer has a
limited budget of samples to check. We study the smallest budget required by
7

256 is the maximum number of variants in our case studies
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SMC to detect all buggy variants (in the cases where it can indeed detect all of
them) and what is the incurred computation resources compared to an exhaustive search of the state space. Thus, our second question is:
RQ2 How much eﬃcient is SMC with a minimal sample budget compared to an
exhaustive search?
Finally, we compare family-based SMC with the alternative of sampling in
each variant’s state space separately. We name this alternative method enumerative SMC. Hence, our last research question is:
RQ3 How does family-based SMC compares with enumerative SMC?
As before, we compare the two techniques w.r.t. detection rate. We set M to
the same values as in RQ1. In enumerative SMC, this means that each variant
M
receives a budget of samples of |V
| where M is the number of samples used in
family-based SMC and V is the set of variants.
4.2

Experimental Setup

Implementation. We implemented our SMC algorithms (family-based and enumerativebased) in a prototype tool. The tool takes as input an FTS, an LTL formula and
a sample budget. Then it performs SMC until all samples are checked or until
all variants are found to violate the formula. To compare with the exhaustive
search we use ProVeLines [17], a state-of-the-art model checker for VIS.
Dataset. We consider three systems that were used in past research to evaluate
VIS model checking algorithms [11,14,16]. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics
of our case studies and their related properties. The ﬁrst system is a minepump
system [11, 24] with 128 variants. The underlying FTS comprises 250,561 states,
while the state space of all variants taken individually reaches 889,124 states.
The second model is an elevator model inspired by Plath and Ryan [29]. It is
composed of eight conﬁguration options, which can be combined into 256 diﬀerent variants, and its FTS has 58,945,690 states to explore. The third and last is
a case study inspired by the CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) [13], a realworld conﬁgurable spacecraft communication protocol [5]. The FTS modelling
the protocol consists of 1,732,536 states to explore and 56 variants (individually
totalling 2,890,399 states). We discarded the properties that are satisﬁed by all
variants. Those are: Minepump #17, #33, #40; Elevator #13, CFDP #5. Indeed, these properties are not relevant for RQ1 and RQ3 since SMC is trivially
correct in such cases. As for RQ2, any small sample budget would return correct
results while being more eﬃcient than the exhaustive search. This leaves us with
59 properties.
Infrastructure and repetitions. We run our experiments on a MacBook Pro 2018
with a 2.9 GHz Core-i7 processor and macOS 10.14.5. To account for random
variations in the sampling, we execute 100 runs of each experiment and compute
the average detection rates for each property.
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Table 1: Models and LTL formulae used in our experiments.
Minepump (250,561 FTS states, 128 valid variants)
#1 ¬(♦(stateReady ∧ highW ater ∧ userStart))
#2 ¬(♦stateReady)
#3 ¬(♦stateRunning)
#4 ¬(♦stateStopped)
#5 ¬(♦stateM ethanestop)
#6 ¬(♦stateLowstop)
#7 ¬(♦readCommand)
#8 ¬(♦readAlarm)
#9 ¬(♦readLevel)
#10 ¬((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel))
#11 ¬(♦pumpOn)
#12 ¬(♦¬pumpOn)
#13 ¬((♦pumpOn) ∧ (♦¬pumpOn))
#14 ¬(♦methane)
#15 ¬(♦¬methane)
#16 ¬((♦methane) ∧ (♦¬methane))
#17 (¬pumpOn ∨ stateRunning)
#18 (methane ⇒ (♦stateM ethanestop))
#19 (methane ⇒ ¬(♦stateM ethanestop))
#20 (pumpOn ∨ ¬methane)
#21 ((pumpOn ∧ methane) ⇒ ♦¬pumpOn)
#22 ((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel)) ⇒ ((pumpOn ∧ methane) ⇒ ♦¬pumpOn)
#23 ¬♦(pumpOn ∧ methane)
#24 ((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel)) ⇒ ¬♦(pumpOn ∧ methane)
#25 ((¬pumpOn ∧ methane ∧ ♦¬methane) ⇒ ((¬pumpOn)U ¬methane))
#26 ((highW ater ∧ ¬methane) ⇒ ♦pumpOn)
#27 ¬(♦(highW ater ∧ ¬methane))
#28 ((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel)) ⇒ (((highW ater ∧ ¬methane) ⇒ ♦pumpOn))
#29 ((highW ater ∧ ¬methane) ⇒ ¬♦pumpOn)
#30 ¬♦(¬pumpOn ∧ highW ater)
#31 ((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel)) ⇒ (¬♦(¬pumpOn ∧ highW ater))
#32 ¬♦(¬pumpOn ∧ ¬methane ∧ highW ater)
#33 ((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel)) ⇒ (¬♦(¬pumpOn ∧ ¬methane ∧ highW ater))
#34 ((pumpOn ∧ highW ater ∧ ♦lowW ater) ⇒ (pumpOnU lowW ater))
#35 ¬♦(pumpOn ∧ highW ater ∧ ♦lowW ater)
#36 (lowW ater ⇒ (♦¬pumpOn))
#37 ((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel)) ⇒ ((lowW ater ⇒ (♦¬pumpOn)))
#38 ¬♦(pumpOn ∧ lowW ater)
#39 ((♦readCommand) ∧ (♦readAlarm) ∧ (♦readLevel)) ⇒ (¬♦(pumpOn ∧ lowW ater))
#40 ((¬pumpOn ∧ lowW ater ∧ ♦highW ater) ⇒ ((¬pumpOn)U highW ater))
#41 ¬♦(¬pumpOn ∧ lowW ater ∧ ♦highW ater)
Elevator (58,945,690 FTS states, 256 valid variants)
#1 ¬♦progress
#2 ¬♦f 0 ∨ ¬♦f 1 ∨ ¬♦f 2 ∨ ¬♦f 3
#3 ¬♦p0at0 ∨ ¬♦p0at1 ∨ ¬♦p0at2 ∨ ¬♦p0at3
#4 (f b2 ⇒ (♦f 2))
#5 ♦progress ⇒ ((f b2 ⇒ (♦f 2)))
#6 ♦progress ⇒ ((f b2 ⇒ (♦(f 2 ∧ dopen))))
#7 ♦progress ⇒ (¬♦f 2)
#8 ♦(progress ∨ waiting) ⇒ (¬♦f 2)
#9 ♦(progress ∨ waiting) ⇒ (¬♦f 0)
#10 ¬♦((cb0 ∨ cb1 ∨ cb2 ∨ cb3) ∧ ¬(p0in ∨ p1in) ∧ dclosed)
#11 ♦progress ⇒ (¬♦dclosed)
#12 ♦progress ⇒ (¬♦(p0to3 ∧ dclosed))
#13 ♦progress ⇒ (¬♦dopen)
#14 ♦(progress ∨ waiting) ⇒ (¬♦dopen)
#15 ((♦(progress ∨ waiting)) ∧ (♦(f b0 ∨ f b1 ∨ f b2 ∨ f b3))) ⇒ (¬♦dopen)
#16 ¬♦(p0in ∧ p1in ∧ dclosed)
#17 ¬♦(p0in ∧ dclosed)
#18 ♦progress ⇒ (¬♦(p0in ∧ dclosed))
CFDP (1,801,581 FTS states, 56 valid variants)
#1 ♦f ileReceived
#2 (♦eof Received) ⇒ ♦f ileReceived
#3 ((♦eof Received) ∧ (♦nakReceived)) ⇒ ♦f ileReceived
#4 ((♦eof Received) ∧ (♦nakReceived)) ⇒ ♦f ileReceived
#5 (f inSend ⇒ f ileReceived)
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(b) Elevator (family-based SMC)

(c) CFDP (family-based SMC)

Fig. 2: Detection rate of the buggy variants achieved by our SMC method, in the
three case studies and using diﬀerent sample sizes. In each ﬁgure, the x-axis is
the number of samples.

5
5.1

Results
RQ1: Detection Rate

Figure 2 shows as boxplots, for each case study and over all checked properties,
the percentage of buggy variants for which family-based SMC found a counterexample. We provide those boxplots for diﬀerent number M of samples.
In the case of Minepump and Elevator, the median detection percentage is
100% starting from M = 1200 and M = 600, respectively. Further increasing the
number of samples raises the 0.25 percentile. In Minepump and for M = 1200,
there are 18/41 properties for which SMC could not detect all buggy variants.
Increasing M improves signiﬁcantly the percentage of buggy variants detected by
SM C for all these properties, although there remain undetected variants in 15
of them even with M = 19, 200. This illustrates that our assumption regarding
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pmin was inappropriate for those properties: counterexamples are rarer than
we imagined. The elevator study yields even better results: at M = 600, SMC
detects all buggy variants for 10/18 properties; this number becomes 14/18 at
M = 2, 400 and 17/18 at M = 9, 600. As for the remaining property, SMC with
M = 19, 200 detects 50% of the variants on average and we observe that this
percentage consistently increases as we increase M .
The results for CFDP are mixed: while the median percentage goes beyond
80% as soon as M = 1, 200, it tends to saturate when increasing the number of
samples. The 0.25 percentile still increases but also seems to reach an asymptotic behaviour in the trials with the highest M . A detailed look at the results
reveals that for M ≥ 1, 200, SMC cannot identify all buggy variants for only two
properties: #3 (9 buggy variants) and #4 (4 buggy variants). At M = 19, 200,
SMC detects 5.43 and 3.14 buggy variants for those two properties, respectively.
Further doubling M raises these numbers to 6.36 and 3.26. This indicates that
the non-detected variants have few counterexamples, which are rare due to the
tinier state space of those variants. The computation resources required by SMC
to ﬁnd such rare counterexamples with high conﬁdence are higher than modelchecking the undetected variants thoroughly. An alternative would be to direct
SMC towards rare executions, leaning on techniques such as [10, 21].
SMC can detect all buggy variants for 41 properties out of 59. For the remaining properties, however, SMC was unable to ﬁnd the rare counterexamples of some buggy variants. This calls for new dedicated heuristics to
sample those rare executions.

5.2

RQ2: Eﬃciency

Next, we check how much execution time SMC can spare compared to the exhaustive search. Results are shown in Table 2. Overall, we see that SMC holds
the potential to greatly accelerate the discovery of all buggy variants, achieving
a total speedup of 526%, 1891% and 356% for Minepump, Elevator and CFDP,
respectively. For more than half of the properties, the smallest number of samples we tried (i.e. 300) was suﬃcient for a thorough detection. Those properties
are actually satisﬁed by all variants. The fact that SMC requires such a small
number of samples means that the same bug lies in all the variants (as opposed to
each variant violating the property in its own way). On the contrary, Minepump
property #31 is also violated by all variants but requires a much higher sample
number, which illustrates the presence of variant-speciﬁc bugs.
Interestingly, the beneﬁts of SMC are higher in the Elevator case (the largest
of the three models), achieving speedups of up to 16,575%. A likely explanation is that the execution paths of the Elevator model share many similarities,
which means that a single bug can lead to multiple failed executions. By sampling randomly, SMC avoids exploring thoroughly a part of the state space that
contains no bug and, instead, increases the likelihood to move to interesting
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Table 2: Least numbers of samples (in our experiments) that allowed detecting all
buggy variants and corresponding execution time. Full refers to an exhaustive
search of the search space. Only properties that are violated by at least one
variant and for which SMC found all buggy variants are shown.
SMC
Full
Property # Samples # States Time # States Time Speedup
Minepump #1
600
25332 0.18
92469
1.33
739%
Minepump #2
300
12553 0.10
24908
1.06
1060%
Minepump #4
300
2383 0.03
103933
3.10 10333%
Minepump #5
1200
48714 0.32
76040
1.03
322%
Minepump #7
300
2469 0.03
18482
0.21
700%
Minepump #8
300
2757 0.03
4646
0.05
167%
Minepump #9
300
2758 0.03
8263
0.08
267%
Minepump #10
600
15191 0.11
55936
0.58
527%
Minepump #12
300
2356 0.03
811
0.02
67%
Minepump #14
300
2915 0.04
989
0.02
50%
Minepump #15
300
2389 0.03
2673
0.05
167%
Minepump #16
300
4102 0.04
1917
0.03
75%
Minepump #18
300
2604 0.03
125
0.01
33%
Minepump #19
600
25027 0.18
143540
2.69
1494%
Minepump #20
300
3864 0.03
40
0.01
33%
Minepump #25
2400
67620 0.50
346935
6.12
1224%
Minepump #26
300
2708 0.03
4382
0.05
167%
Minepump #27
300
2450 0.03
3702
0.04
133%
Minepump #28
2400
58382 0.43
99780
1.28
298%
Minepump #30
300
300 0.03
3648
0.05
167%
Minepump #31
9600
165802 1.29
61185
1.03
80%
Minepump #32
300
2684 0.03
4110
0.05
167%
Minepump #41
300
5732 0.05
3886
0.04
80%
Total
461092 3.60 1062400 18.93
526%
Elevator #1
300
4371 0.03
105883
0.52
1733%
Elevator #2
600
226813 1.14
437252
2.48
218%
Elevator #3
4800 1736781 7.67 14822853 103.22
1346%
Elevator #4
300
4403 0.04
1194568
6.63 16575%
Elevator #5
300
7719 0.05
1305428
7.76 15520%
Elevator #6
300
7061 0.05
1202204
6.89 13780%
Elevator #7
600
25021 0.12
732684
4.33
3608%
Elevator #8
600
26120 0.13
204934
1.19
915%
Elevator #9
300
3142 0.03
39086
0.28
933%
Elevator #11
300
3278 0.03
91
0.02
67%
Elevator #12
9600 1502419 6.53
1954924 11.12
170%
Elevator #14
2400
141753 0.61
7889584 52.88
8669%
Elevator #15
2400
142405 0.69
7889753 57.64
8354%
Elevator #16
2400
955206 4.02 28551923 182.25
4534%
Elevator #17
1200
100755 0.38
516230
3.53
929%
Elevator #18
4800
510145 1.94
486694
3.00
155%
Total
5397392 23.46 67334091 443.74 1891%
CFDP #1
300
50206 0.20
87937
1.71
855%
CFDP #2
1200
117897 0.52
102842
0.85
163%
Total
168103 0.72 190779.00 2.56
356%
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(a) Minepump (enumerative SMC)

(b) Elevator (enumerative SMC)

(c) CFDP (enumerative SMC)

Fig. 3: Detection rate of the buggy variants achieved by classical SMC applied
variant by variant, in the three case studies and using diﬀerent sample sizes. In
each ﬁgure, the x-axis is the number of samples.

(likely-buggy) parts. A striking example is property #16 (satisﬁed by half of the
variants), where SMC reduces the veriﬁcation time from 3 minutes to 4 seconds.
Where SMC can detect all buggy variants, it can do so with more efﬁciency compared to exhaustive search, for 33/41 properties, achieving
speedups of multiple orders of magnitude.

5.3

RQ3: Family-based SMC versus Enumerative SMC

Figure 3 shows the detection rate achieved the enumerative SMC for the three
case studies and diﬀerent numbers of samples, while the results of the familybased SMC were shown in Figure 2. In the Minepump and Elevator cases, enumerative SMC achieves a lower detection rate than family-based SMC. In both
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cases, a Student t-test with α = 0.05 rejects, with statistical signiﬁcance, the
hypothesis that the two SMC methods yield no diﬀerence in error rate. One can
observe, for instance, that, with 600 samples, enumerative SMC achieves a median detection rate of 31.13%, while family-based SMC achieved 99.86%. This
tends to validate our hypothesis that family-based SMC is more eﬀective as the
variants share more executions. Indeed, on average, one state of the Minepump
is shared by 3.55 variants.
In the case of CFDP, however, enumerative SMC performs systematically
better (up to 13.95% more). Still, the diﬀerence in median detection rate tends
to disappear as more executions are sampled. Nevertheless, CFDP illustrates the
main drawback of family-based SMC: it can overlook counterexamples in variants with fewer behaviours. In such cases, enumerative SMC might complement
family-based SMC by sampling from the state space of speciﬁc variants.
Family-based SMC can detect signiﬁcantly more buggy variants than enumerative SMC, especially when few lassos are sampled. Yet, enumerative
SMC remains useful for variants that have a tiny state space compared
to the others and can, thus, complement the family-based method.

6

Conclusion

We proposed a new simulation-based approach for ﬁnding bugs in VIS. It applies
statistical model checking to FTS, an extension of transition systems designed to
model concisely multiple VIS variants. Given an LTL formula, our method results
in either collecting counterexamples for multiple variants at once or proving the
absence of bugs. The algorithm always converges, up to some conﬁdence error
which we quantify on the FTS structure by relying on results for the coupon
collector problem. After implementing the approach within a state-of-the-art
tool, we study empirically its beneﬁts and drawbacks. It turns out that a small
number of samples is often suﬃcient to detect all variants, outperforming an
exhaustive search by an order of magnitude. On the downside, we were unable to
ﬁnd counterexamples for some faulty variants and properties. This calls for future
research, exploiting techniques to guide the simulation towards rare bugs/events
[7,10,21] or towards uncovered variants relying, e.g., on distance-based sampling
[22] or light-weight scheduling sampling [19]. Nevertheless, the positive outcome
of our study is to show that SMC can act as a low-cost-high-reward alternative
to exhaustive veriﬁcation, which can provide thorough results in a majority of
cases.
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Abstract. Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) are a declarative and rulebased approach to bidirectional model transformation. The key feature
of TGGs is the automatic derivation of various operations such as unidirectional transformation, model synchronisation, and consistency checking. Application conditions can be used to increase the expressiveness of
TGGs by guaranteeing schema compliance, i.e., that domain constraints
are respected by the TGG. In recent years, a series of new TGG-based
operations has been introduced leveraging Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) solvers to ﬂexible consistency maintenance even in cases where no
strict solution exists. Schema compliance is not guaranteed, however, as
application conditions from the original TGG cannot be directly transferred to these ILP-based operations. In this paper, we extend ILP-based
TGG operations so as to guarantee schema compliance. We implement
and evaluate the practical feasibility of our approach.
Keywords: Application conditions, Triple graph grammars, Integer linear programming

1

Introduction

In the context of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), software systems are represented as a collection of diﬀerent models. Often several semantically related
models are involved and therefore have to be kept consistent to each other. The
process of maintaining consistency among multiple models is called consistency
management and involves various operations including (unidirectional) transformation, synchronisation, and consistency checking. Practical applications of
consistency checking occur in the industry automation domain, where multiple
domain-speciﬁc languages (DSLs) are used to describe complex systems [4].
Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) are a declarative rule-based approach to
specifying a bidirectional consistency relation between two modelling languages.
The main advantage of TGGs is the possibility to derive multiple consistency
management operations from the same formal speciﬁcation. In their roadmap for
∗
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future research on TGGs [2], Anjorin et al. name the expressiveness of the TGG
language in use as one research dimension. One way of increasing the expressiveness [25] of TGGs is to ensure the satisfaction of certain constraints, such as
multiplicities with lower and upper bounds, which are typically posed by each
domain and should be respected by consistency maintainers. Using terminology
from Ehrig et. al [9], so called graph constraints consist of a premise (if), and a
set of conclusions (then). They are powerful enough to forbid certain situations
(negative constraints), demand certain conditions (positive constraints), and enforce implications. One possible approach to handling constraints in the context
of TGGs is the use of application conditions (ACs) to restrict the applicability
of rules. The subset of ACs supported for operationalised TGGs is, however, still
quite restricted. All approaches we are aware of only handle a subset of Negative
Application Conditions (NACs) and mostly focus on model transformation and
synchronisation rather than consistency checking.
Recent work [17, 18, 20, 24] has introduced TGG operations based on Integer
Linear Programming (ILP). Such operations are advantageous because they implement a ﬂexible and generic strategy for multiple consistency management
operations, while still providing acceptable scalability for growing model sizes.
Flexibility here means that the consistency management operations are able to
handle cases where no strict solution exists by providing “optimal” partial results. Graph constraints, however, have not yet been integrated in this hybrid
ILP-TGG framework and only basic TGG language features [25] are currently
supported. We extend this line of work by the notion of schema compliance for
TGGs, i.e., that all derived operations respect a set of constraints, as introduced
by Anjorin et al. [3]. Instead of trying to integrate ACs into TGG rules, we
propose to handle domain constraints directly in the ILP-based operations, thus
achieving schema compliance in this manner. By directly encoding graph constraints as ILP constraints, we are able to handle a larger class of constraints
than in previous work on schema compliance [3]. We apply our approach to consistency checking with given correspondence links: a basic operation that must
be both ﬂexible and eﬃcient as it is often used as a “cheap” check in order to
avoid unnecessary work and ensure hippocraticness [6]. An extension to other
operations such as unidirectional transformation is straightforward and sketched
at the end of this paper. Our approach can be regarded as a step towards tolerant consistency management, as the largest consistent sub-triple is computed in
case of inconsistent input models. In this case, checking all domain constraints
in advance is not helpful as the user is only informed about the violation of
constraints and is not provided with a partial but optimal result.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces a running
example, which is used to explain the main ideas on an intuitive level in Sect. 3.
Our contribution is compared with related work in Sect. 4. Basic deﬁnitions are
provided in Sect. 5, and used to express the formal concepts in Sect. 6. A reference
implementation together with an experimental evaluation is described in Sect. 7,
before discussing extensions towards other operations in Sect. 8. Finally, Sect. 9
concludes the paper and provides some directions for future work.
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Running Example

To illustrate our approach, a consistency relation between simpliﬁed data models of the social networks Facebook and Instagram is used
as a running example. The respective metamodels are depicted in Fig. 1. A FacebookNetwork consists of multiple FacebookUsers,
who can share Friendships with each other.
Similarly, an InstagramNetwork is made up
of arbitrarily many InstagramUsers. In conFig. 1. Triple of Metamodels
trast to the Facebook metamodel, the social
interaction is not expressed via Friendship nodes but by a follows relation
between InstagramUsers. To complete the triple, a correspondence metamodel
connects the network and user classes of the two metamodels via correspondence
types, depicted as hexagons. In the following diagrams, the preﬁxes Facebook
and Instagram are abbreviated with F and I, respectively. A triple graph typed
according to Fig. 1 is consistent if (1) the correspondence links form a bijection between all networks and users of the two networks, and (2) the following
additional graph constraints are satisﬁed:
– We forbid two or more Friendship nodes connecting the same two FacebookUsers as depicted in Fig. 2. This is denoted as a negative constraint.
– There should be a Friendship between two FacebookUsers if the corresponding InstagramUsers follow each other. This means if the premise that
two InstagramUsers follow each other holds, the conclusion that there is
a corresponding Friendship on Facebook should also hold. The combination of premise and (possibly multiple) conclusions is denoted as positive
constraint (as depicted in Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. NoDoubleFriendship

3

Fig. 3. EnforceFriendship

Main Ideas

In this section, we demonstrate our approach by formalising the consistency
relation from the running example as a TGG and deriving a consistency checker.
The novelty of our approach is that we are able to guarantee schema compliance,
i.e., that all additional graph constraints (two from the running example) are
respected by the consistency checker.
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The consistency relation can be deﬁned by four TGG rules depicted in
Fig. 4, 5, 6, and 7. Nodes and edges required as context (i.e., they have to
be matched to apply the rule) are depicted in black, while elements created
by the rule are depicted in green and are annotated with a ++-markup. Accordingly, the rule NetworkToNetwork creates a FacebookNetwork and a corresponding InstagramNetwork, whereas UserToUser creates corresponding users,
requiring corresponding networks as context. The other two rules add relationships between two users in the two social networks. RequestFriendship creates a follows edge in the Instagram model, while the Facebook model remains unchanged. A follows edge in the opposite direction is added between
two InstagramUsers and a Friendship node is created for the corresponding
FacebookUsers when the rule AcceptFriendship is applied. A triple graph is
consistent if it can be generated using the four rules of the TGG and if it fulﬁls
the two graph constraints.

Fig. 4. Rule NetworkToNetwork

Fig. 5. Rule UserToUser

Fig. 6. Rule RequestFriendship

Fig. 7. Rule AcceptFriendship

To determine if a given triple is contained in the language of a TGG and
fulﬁls all additional graph constraints, we try to ﬁnd a set of rule applications
that marks the input triple entirely while fulﬁlling all generated ILP constraints.
If this is impossible, we conclude that the given triple is inconsistent and provide a consistent sub-triple with maximum number of elements as result. Five
constraint types and the construction of the objective function are brieﬂy introduced using the example instance depicted in Fig. 8 which can be generated by
the TGG but violates the constraint NoDoubleFriendship. The elements are annotated with variables which correspond to those rules that potentially mark the
respective element, i.e. NetworkToNetwork (d1 ), UserToUser (d2 , d3 ), RequestFriendship (d4 , d5 ) and AcceptFriendship (d6 , d7 ). A variable is set to 1 if
the associated rule application is chosen to be applied to create the solution
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graph. Furthermore, Fig. 8 also depicts all matches for NoDoubleFriendship
(p8 ), the premise of EnforceFriendship (p9 )1 and the conclusion for EnforceFriendship (c10 , c11 ). To allow for uniform handling, negative constraints are
represented as graph constraints with a premise but no conclusions.
Context for rules: The applicability of rules that require elements as context
depends on previous rule applications that have created these elements. In the
example instance, the application of UserToUser (d2 , d3 ) implies that the rule
NetworkToNetwork (d1 ) was applied already, because the INetwork is required
as context. ILP implication constraints of the form di =⇒ (dj1 ∨· · ·∨djm )∧· · ·∧
(dk1 ∨· · ·∨dkn ) are thus created for all rules applications di with required context
elements j, . . . , k, and rule applications (dj1 , . . . , djm , . . . , dk1 , . . . dkn ) that can
mark these elements.
Exclusions for rules: As elements should only be marked once, multiple rule
applications that mark the same element exclude each other. The follows
edges between two InstagramUsers can be marked both by applications of
RequestFriendship (d4 , d5 ) and AcceptFriendship (d6 , d7 ). For each element
that can be marked by multiple rule applications di , . . . , dj , an ILP exclusion
constraint di ⊕ · · · ⊕ dj is created.
Context for premises: Similar to ILP implication constraints for rules, matches
for the premises of graph constraints also depend on context provided by other
rule applications (whereas no elements are marked by those matches, so there
are no context dependencies among them). However, as soon as the context is
provided completely, the premise is fulﬁlled. The implication constraint is thus
in the opposite direction: Choosing a subset of rule applications di , . . . , dj that
is suﬃcient to create the context for a premise match pk implies that pk has to
be chosen.
Context for conclusions: For a conclusion of a graph constraint to hold, all
required elements have to be marked, which is reﬂected in a constraint similar to
the context constraint for rules. In the concrete example, there are two matches
(c10 , c11 ) for the conclusion of EnforceFriendship (diﬀering in F1 and F2 as
Friendship nodes).
Implications for graph constraints: The semantics of premise and conclusion(s) is reﬂected in the implications for graph constraints, which deﬁne that
the presence of a premise match implies the existence of a corresponding conclusion match. p8 as a negative constraint is represented as a graph constraint
with a premise but no conclusions, whereas p9 implies c10 or c11 to be satisﬁed.
Objective function: In order to ﬁnd a consistent solution for the given input,
it is necessary to ﬁnd a set of rule applications that marks the input models
entirely. The objective function maximizes the number of marked elements, i.e.
each variable associated with a rule application is weighted with the number of
elements it marks, and the weighted sum is maximised. Variables associated with
constraints need not be taken into account because they do not create elements.
1

To simplify the solution, we omit symmetric matches that lead to more ILP constraints but neither change the result nor provide additional insight.
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Context for rules:
–
–
–
–
–
–

d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7

=⇒
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒

d1
d1
d1 ∧ d2 ∧ d3
d1 ∧ d2 ∧ d3
d 1 ∧ d2 ∧ d3 ∧ d5
d 1 ∧ d2 ∧ d3 ∧ d4

Exclusions for rules:
– d4 ⊕ d6
– d5 ⊕ d7

Context for premises:
– d2 ∧ d3 ∧ d6 ∧ d7 =⇒ p8
– d2 ∧ d3 ∧ (d4 ∨ d6 ) ∧ (d5 ∨ d7 ) =⇒ p9
Context for conclusions:
– c10 =⇒ d2 ∧ d3 ∧ (d4 ∨ d6 ) ∧ (d5 ∨ d7 ) ∧ d6
– c11 =⇒ d2 ∧ d3 ∧ (d4 ∨ d6 ) ∧ (d5 ∨ d7 ) ∧ d7
Implications for graph constraints:
– p8 =⇒ false
– p9 =⇒ c10 ∨ c11

Objective Function: max. 3d1 + 5d2 + 5d3 + d4 + d5 + 4d6 + 4d7

Fig. 8. Example instance with annotations for rule applications and constraint matches

All context elements in the example instance can be marked setting d1 , d2 ,
d3 , d6 and d7 to 1 and d4 and d5 to 0, leading to an objective function value
of 21 equal to the total number of elements. This marking would however violate the constraint NoDoubleFriendship, as U1 and U2 are connected by two
Friendship nodes. This violation is reﬂected in the ILP constraints as well: The
ﬁrst context constraint for premises enforces setting p8 to 1, which immediately
contradicts the ﬁrst implication for graph constraints. As no other subset of rule
applications is able to mark the input triple entirely, the consistency check fails.
The optimal solution, representing the maximal consistent sub-triple, is achieved
either by exchanging d4 and d6 or d5 and d7 in the set of chosen rule applications,
decreasing the objective function value to 18 and leaving one Friendship node
and the two connecting friends edges unmarked. Note that for this example,
the objective function and hard constraints contradict each other, emphasising
the fact that constraints must be taken into account when computing optimal
partial solutions.
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Related Work

Our contribution builds upon and extends the existing work on combining TGGs
and ILP [17, 18, 20, 24]. This previous work covers the basic idea of modelling
consistency checking without correspondence links as a search problem [17, 20],
a proof for correctness and completeness [18], and a generalisation to include
other operations such as unidirectional transformation and consistency checking
with correspondence links [24]. Only basic TGG rules without graph constraints
or ACs are handled, meaning that schema compliance cannot be guaranteed.
To the best of our knowledge, all existing TGG-based approaches ensure
schema compliance by enriching a provided TGG with suitable ACs. Ehrig et al.
introduce NACs to TGG and prove correctness and completeness for unidirectional model transformation [10]. Golas et al. [13] extend these results to more
general ACs for TGGs but only cover the direct application of TGG rules, i.e.,
model triple generation. In both cases, the runtime eﬃciency and thus practical
feasibility of the derived operations is beyond scope. With a focus on guaranteeing polynomial runtime, Klar et al. [16] present a translation algorithm with
polynomial runtime for correct and complete TGG-based unidirectional model
transformation. Klar et al. restrict the class of supported NACs to NACs that
are only used to guarantee schema compliance, arguing that (i) such NACs can
be supported eﬃciently, (ii) are still very useful in practice to guarantee schema
compliance, and (iii) can also be eﬃciently supported by model synchronisation algorithms (as later demonstrated [19]). Anjorin et al. [3] show that this
restricted class of “schema compliance” NACs can be automatically generated
from negative constraints and is thus equivalent to providing negative constraints
together with a TGG. All these approaches, however, can only handle negative
constraints that are contained in a single domain, as the derivation of forward
and backward transformations can only handle “domain separable” NACs.
Similar to our hybrid TGG/ILP-approch, Callow and Kalawski [5] combine
model transformation and Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) optimization techniques but focus on model compliance for forward transformations and
not on deriving multiple consistency management operations. Xiong et al. [26]
solve consistency management tasks using the Haskell-based language Beanbag.
The approach considers implicit constraints and correspondences and is tailored
to the application to Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) structures, though.
There are also purely constraint-based approaches [11, 14, 21] that encode
both model structure and consistency relation into constraints and can easily
handle schema compliance. This comes at a price, however, as the underlying
constraint solvers do not scale with model-size and cannot compete with other
approaches [1]. Our hybrid TGG/ILP approach is a compromise that leverages
the ﬂexibility of constraint solvers but still scales reasonably well [24] as the
variables of the ILP problem are matches and not model elements.
There are also various constraint-based approaches that use bio-inspired
meta-heuristics and could also handle schema compliance. The tool MOMoT [12]
realises model transformation based on evolutionary algorithms as a search strategy for rule orchestration. Similarly, the multi-objective optimisation technique
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Design Space Exploration (DSE) is used by Denil et al. [7] in combination with
the T-core transformation framework [23]. In their tool MOTOE [15], Kessentini et al. extract transformation blocks from examples and use Particle Swarm
Optimisation (PSO) as a search technique. In general, approaches that use metaheuristics can potentially scale better than exact search-based approaches, but
have to sacriﬁce hard guarantees of correctness, completeness, and optimality of
partial solutions.

5

Preliminary Deﬁnitions

Our basic deﬁnitions are adapted from Ehrig et al. [9], supplemented by the
deﬁnition of schema compliance [3]. TGGs are a declarative rule-based approach
which describes a language of triples of graphs. For that, we use the categorical
deﬁnition of graphs, treating graphs as objects and graph morphisms as arrows,
injectively mapping elements of one graph to those of another.
Deﬁnition 1 (Graph (Morphism)).
A graph G = (V, E, src, trg) consists of a set V of nodes (vertices), a set E of
edges, and two functions src, trg : E → V that assign each edge a source and
target node, respectively. The set elem(G) = V ∪ E denotes the union of vertices
and edges. Given graphs G = (V, E, src, trg), G = (V  , E  , src , trg  ), a graph
morphism f : G → G consists of two functions fV : V → V  and fE : E → E 
such that src ; fV = fE ; src and trg ; fV = fE ; trg  . The ; operator denotes
the composition of functions: f ; g(x) := g(f (x)).
Based on Def. 1 triple graphs and triple morphisms can also be deﬁned categorically. A triple graph consists of a correspondence graph with a unique morphism to a source graph and a target graph each. An example for such a triple
graph is depicted in Fig. 8. Source and target graph are interchangeable, such
that the choice for source and target between the Facebook model and the
Instagram model is just a question of design.
Deﬁnition 2 (Triple Graph (Morphism)).
γS
γT
A triple graph G = GS ← GC → GT consists of graphs GS , GC , GT and graph
morphisms γS : GC → GS and γT : GC → GT . elem(G) denotes the union
elem(GS ) ∪ elem(GC ) ∪ elem(GT ). A triple morphism f : G → G with
γ

γ

S
T
G = GS ←
GC →
GT , is a triple f = (fS , fC , fT ) of graph morphisms where

fX : GX → GX , X ∈ {S, C, T }, γS ; fS = fC ; γS and γT ; fT = fC ; γT .

In this setting, we introduce typing by demanding a type (triple) morphism
to a chosen type (triple) graph. In Fig. 5, network nodes and user nodes can be
distinguished by typing information, for instance. The language of a type (triple)
graph T G is the set of (triple) graphs typed over T G.
Deﬁnition 3 (Typed Triple Graph (Morphism)).
A typed triple graph (G, type) is a triple graph G together with a triple morphism type : G → T G to a distinguished type triple graph T G. A typed triple
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morphism f : Ĝ → Ĝ is a triple morphism f : G → G with type = f ; type ,
where Ĝ = (G, type), Ĝ = (G , type ). L(T G) := {G | ∃ type : type(G) = T G}
denotes the set of all triple graphs of type T G.
In the following, all (triple) graphs and (triple) morphisms are assumed to
be typed unless explicitly stated otherwise. A (triple) graph morphism can be
viewed as a monotonic (triple) rule, such as depicted in Fig. 4, 5, 6 or 7 of the
running example. By applying a (triple) rule on a concrete host graph, nodes
and edges can be added to produce a new triple. (Triple) rules are applied by
constructing a pushout, which can be interpreted as a generalised union of (triple)
graphs R and G over a common sub-(triple)graph L:
Deﬁnition 4 (Triple Rule (Application)).
A triple rule r : L → R is a monomorphic (injective) triple
r@m

morphism. A direct derivation G =⇒ G via a triple rule r, is
constructed as depicted to the right by building a pushout over
r and a triple monomorphism m : L → G called a match. A
r @m
r @m
r @m
∗
derivation D : G =⇒ Gn = G 1=⇒ 1 G1 2=⇒ 2 · · · n=⇒ n
Gn is a sequence of direct derivations. We denote by D =
{d1 , . . . , dn } the underlying set of direct derivations included in D.
Starting oﬀ with the empty triple graph, all triples that can be produced by
ﬁnitely many rule applications form the language of a TGG.
Deﬁnition 5 (Triple Graph Grammar (Language)).
A triple graph grammar TGG = (G, R) consists of a triple graph G, and a
ﬁnite set R of triple rules. The triple graph language of T GG is deﬁned as
∗
L(T GG) = {G∅ } ∪ {G | ∃ D : G∅ =⇒ G}, where G∅ is the empty triple graph.
While the formal deﬁnition of rule-based triple graph generation is completed
at this point, we want to pose further restrictions on triples by introducing
domain constraints. Therefore, we introduce graph conditions for triple graphs
and graph constraints as a context-independent form of graph conditions. A
graph constraint is either satisﬁed trivially, if there does not exist a match for
the premise P , or if there exists at least one match for a conclusion Ci .
Deﬁnition 6 (Graph Constraint).
A graph constraint is a pair gc = (p∅ : G∅ → P, {ci : P → Ci | i ∈ I}), for
some index set I. P is referred to as the premise and {Ci | i ∈ I} as the
conclusions of the graph constraint gc. A triple graph G satisﬁes gc, denoted
by G |= gc, iﬀ ∀ mp : P → G, ∃ i ∈ I ∃ mci : Ci → G, [mp = ci ; mci ], where
mp , (mci )i∈I are monomorphisms.
A type graph T G along with a set of graph constraints is denoted as schema
for graphs. In the running example, the schema consist of the metamodel (Fig. 1)
and the graph constraints depicted in Fig. 2 and 3. A (triple) graph complies to
a schema if it is typed over T G and fulﬁls all graph constraints.
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Deﬁnition 7 (Schema Compliance).
A schema is a pair (T G, GC) of a type triple graph T G and a set GC ⊆ L(T G)
of graph constraints. Let L(T G, GC) := {G ∈ L(T G) | ∀gc ∈ GC, G |= gc}
denote the set of all schema-compliant triple graphs.
Finally, a triple graph is denoted as consistent with respect to a schema and
a TGG if it is schema-compliant and contained in the language of the TGG.
Deﬁnition 8 (Consistency).
Given a triple graph grammar T GG and a schema (T G, GC), a triple graph G
is said to be consistent iﬀ G ∈ L(T GG) ∩ L(T G, GC).

6

Correctness and Completeness

We now formalise our approach to guarantee correctness and completeness, i.e.,
the consistency check succeeds if and only if the input model is consistent. As our
approach extends seminal work by Leblebici et al. [20], [18] and Weidmann et
al. [24] towards graph constraints, large parts of the formalisation originate from
these sources in an adapted version. The novelty of this section is the integration
of graph constraints into this formal framework (Def. 10, 12, 15, 18), as well as
showing that formal properties still hold in a setting with graph constraints
(Def. 21 ﬀ.), assuming that the TGG at hand is progressive (Def. 23), i.e. each
rule application marks at least one element.
In the original deﬁnition of TGGs (Def. 5), triples are generated by creating
elements in source, correspondence and target graph simultaneously. For consistency checking, a TGG can be operationalised to check if a given triple is
contained in the language of a TGG. In this case, elements are marked by rule
applications instead of being created. To determine if a concrete triple graph is a
member of the language of a TGG, one searches for a derivation sequence starting with the empty triple graph (cf. Def. 5) and producing the triple graph. The
consistency checking operation derived from a TGG does not modify the input
triple but instead marks this graph by successive rule applications in the course
of a derivation sequence. An operational rule, derived from a corresponding triple
rule, requires its context elements to be marked already.
Deﬁnition 9 (Operational Rule and Marking Elements).
Given a triple rule r : L → R, the operational rule cr : CL → CR for r is
constructed as depicted to the right. It
holds CL = CR = R, and cr : CL →
CR = idCR . An element e ∈ elem(R)
is a marking element of cr iﬀ e ∈
elem(L) with rS (e ) = e or rC (e ) = e
or rT (e ) = e.
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For operational rules, elements can be partitioned into those which are created by the original TGG rule (marked elements) and those which must be provided as context (required elements). Graph constraints do not mark elements
and therefore, only a set for the elements required by premise and conclusion,
respectively, are deﬁned.
Deﬁnition 10 (Marked and Required Elements).
cr@cm

For a direct derivation d : G =⇒ G via an operational rule cr : CL → CR, the
following sets are deﬁned:
– mrk(d) = {e ∈ elem(G) | ∃ e ∈ elem(CL), cm(e ) = e where e is a marking
element of cr}
– req(d) = {e ∈ elem(G) | ∃ e ∈ elem(CL), cm(e ) = e where e is not a
marking element of cr}
For a graph constraint gc = (p∅ : G∅ → P, {ci : P → Ci | i ∈ I}), we deﬁne:
– req(p∅ ) = {e ∈ elem(G) | e ∈ elem(P ), mp (e ) = e}
– req(ci ) = {e ∈ elem(G) | e ∈ elem(Ci ), mci (e ) = e}, i ∈ I
All candidate rule applications are associated with a binary variable which
indicates by its value (0 or 1) whether the candidate is considered within the ﬁnal
solution. To determine the variable assignment, all candidates are collected and
handed over to an ILP solver to determine the optimal subset of rule applications
(cf. Sect. 2) respecting all linear constraints.
Deﬁnition 11 (Constraints for Derivations).
∗
Given a triple graph G, let D : G =⇒ G be a derivation via operational rules with
the underlying set D of direct derivations. For each direct derivation d1 , . . . , dn ∈
D, respective binary variables δ1 , . . . , δn with δ1 , . . . , δn ∈ {0, 1} are deﬁned. A
linear constraint LC for D is a conjunction of linear inequalities which involve
δ1 , . . . , δn . A set D ⊂ D fulﬁls LC, denoted as D  LC, iﬀ LC is satisﬁed for
/ D , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
variable assignments δi = 1 if di ∈ D and δi = 0 if di ∈
Graph constraints are also associated to binary variables to ensure that only
schema-compliant triples pass the consistency check, while premises and each of
the corresponding conclusions are split into separate constraints. In contrast to
the binary variables for rule applications, the value assignment cannot be chosen
by the ILP solver. Instead, any variable assignment which does not violate the
linear constraints is ﬁne, as they ensure schema-compliance by the interrelations
of rule applications and graph constraints.
Deﬁnition 12 (Constraints for Graph Constraints).
Let GC = {(p∅ : G∅ → P, {ci : P → Ci | i ∈ I})} be a set of graph constraints. For each graph constraint gc ∈ GC, respective binary variables π1 . . . πn
for the premises and γ1,1 . . . γ1,m1 . . . γn,1 . . . γn,mn for the conclusions are deﬁned. A linear constraint LC for GC is a conjunction of linear inequalities which
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involve π1 . . . πn and γ1,1 . . . γ1,m1 . . . γn,1 . . . γn,mn . A triple graph G fulﬁls LC,
denoted as G |= LC, iﬀ LC is satisﬁed for any variable assignment {π1 . . . πn } →
{0, 1}, {γ1,1 . . . γ1,m1 . . . γn,1 . . . γn,mn } → {0, 1}.
As the operational rules reﬂect the behaviour of the original rules of the
underlying TGG, multiple markings for the same elements must be prohibited
as this would mean that an element is created multiple times. For each node
and edge, a linear constraint is created that ensures that this element is marked
at most once in order to guarantee schema compliance and containment in the
language of the TGG later on.
Deﬁnition 13 (Sum of Alternative Markings for an Element).
∗
Given a triple graph G, let D : G =⇒ G be a derivation via operational rules
with the underlying set D of direct derivations. For each element e ∈ elem(G),
let E(e) = {d ∈ D | e ∈ mrk(d)}. The integer mrkSum(e) denotes the sum of the
associated variable assignments for each d ∈ E:

mrkSum(e) =
δi
di ∈E(e)

Deﬁnition 14 (Constraint 1: Mark Elements at Most Once).
∗
Given a triple graph G, let D : G =⇒ G be a derivation via operational rules:

markedAtMostOnce(G) =
[ mrkSum(e) ≤ 1]
e∈elem(G)

The reason for the sum of marked elements not being strictly equal to 1 is the
desired treatment of inconsistent inputs: The system should still be feasible in
case of inconsistent inputs and a maximal consistent sub-triple should be the
result of the optimisation step.
The following constraint ensures that the required context elements for operational rule applications as well as premises and conclusions are provided in the
ﬁnal solution, such that the original TGG rule is guaranteed to be applicable in
this situation and the marked part of the triple graph is schema-compliant.
Deﬁnition 15 (Constraint 2: Guarantee Context).
∗
Given a triple graph G and a schema (T G, GC), let D : G =⇒ G be a derivation via operational rules with the underlying set D of direct derivations. For
each direct derivation d ∈ D and each graph constraint gc ∈ GC, the following
constraints are deﬁned:


con(d) =

[δ ≤ mrkSum(e)]

e∈req(d)

con(p∅ ) =
con(ci ) =



e∈req(p∅ )



e∈req(ci )

context(D) =

[ mrkSum(e) ≤ π]

[γi ≤ mrkSum(e)], i ∈ I



d∈D

con(d) ∧


gc∈GC

[con(p∅ ) ∧


i∈I

con(ci )]
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There are constellations in which rule application candidates mutually provide context for each other in a dependency cycle, such that parts of the graph
could be potentially marked by these rules, but none of them can ever be applied
ﬁrst because the necessary context is not yet there. Therefore, we introduce a
relation  among rule applications to arrange them in a proper order.
Deﬁnition 16 (Dependency Cycles).
∗
Let D : G =⇒ G be a derivation via operational rules with the underlying set
D of direct derivations. A relation ⊆ D × D between di , dj ∈ D is deﬁned as
follows:
di  dj iﬀ req(di ) ∩ mrk(dj ) = ∅
A set cy ⊆ D with cy = {d1 , . . . , dn } of direct derivations is a dependency
cycle iﬀ d1  · · ·  dn  d1 .
The following constraint breaks dependency cycles by forbidding to choose
all of its member rule applications for the ﬁnal solution.
Deﬁnition 17 (Constraint 3: Forbid Dependency Cycles).
∗
Given a triple graph G, let D : G =⇒ G be a derivation via operational rules with
the underlying set D of direct derivations, and let CY be the set of all dependency
cycles cy ∈ D. A linear constraint acyclic(D) is deﬁned as follows:


acyclic(D) =

n


δi < n

cy∈CY,cy={d1 ,...,dn } i=1

While the previous constraint types guarantee containment in the language
of the TGG at hand as well as context constraints for premises and conclusions,
Constraint 4 expresses the semantics of graph constraints to achieve schemacompliance. Thereby, the linear constraint is very similar to the deﬁnition for
satisfaction of graph constraints (Def. 6). It is possible to formulate this constraint independent of the concrete rule application because only graph constraints are supported instead of arbitrary graph conditions.
Deﬁnition 18 (Constraint 4: Satisfy Graph Constraints).
Let (T G, C = {(p∅ : G∅ → P, {ci : P → Ci | i ∈ I})}) be a schema. A linear
constraint sat(G) expressing that G fulﬁls all graph constraints of C is deﬁned
as follows:
sat(G) =


C∈C

[¬π ∨



γi ]

i∈I

Finally, the objective function can be deﬁned to maximize the number of
markings over the entire input triple, while ensuring that no correctness constraints are violated and the result is schema-compliant according to Def. 7.
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Deﬁnition 19 (Optimisation Problem).
∗
Given a triple graph G and a schema (T G, C), let D : G =⇒ G be a derivation
via operational rules. The ILP to be optimised is constructed as follows: max.

|mrk(d)| s.t. markedAtMostOnce(G) ∧ context(D) ∧ acyclic(D) ∧ sat(G)
d∈D

The remainder of this section provides a proof sketch showing that the consistency check always terminates, and succeeds iﬀ the input triple graph is consistent with respect to Def. 8. It is an extension of the proof for correctness
and completeness in a setting without graph constraints [18, 24], such that the
focus of this version is set on schema compliance. In the following, let a TGG
T GG = (G∅ , R), a schema (T G, GC), a triple graph G, and a derivation via op∗
erational rules D : G =⇒ G with underlying set of direct derivations D be given
for all deﬁnitions, lemmas and theorems.
First, we deﬁne a proper subset of operational rule applications as a set which
is associated to a feasible solution for the ILP (Def. 14, 15, 17 and 18).
Deﬁnition 20 (Proper Subset of Rule Applications).
A subset D ⊆ D is a proper subset of D iﬀ D  markedAtMostOnce(G) ∧
context(D) ∧ acyclic(D) ∧ sat(G).
Next, it is shown that there exists a sequence of the rule applications of a
proper subset, such that the marked elements of the graph form a consistent
triple. Furthermore, the marked part of the graph is schema-compliant.
Lemma 1 (Consistent Portions of a Triple Graph).
∃ proper subset D ⊆ D ⇐⇒ ∃ G ∈ L(T GG) ∩ L(T G, GC) such that:

elem(G ) =
mrk(d )
d ∈D 

Proof (Sketch). When all direct derivations d ∈ D are sequenced over the 
relation (Def. 16), a proper subset according to Def. 20 is formed, resulting in a
triple graph G ∈ L(T GG) consisting of the elements marked by D . At the same
time, G will be schema-compliant iﬀ D  sat(G ) as this predicate ensures that
all given graph constraints are satisﬁed.
We demand the property of maximality to avoid trivial solutions such as the
empty triple graph:
Deﬁnition 21 (Maximal Proper Subset of Rule Applications).
A proper subset D of D is maximal if there does not exist any other proper
subset D of D with a greater objective function value (cf. Def. 19).
The application of a sequenced maximal proper subset of rule applications
on the empty triple graph is denoted as maximally marked triple graph.
Deﬁnition 22 (Maximally Marked Triple Graph).
Let D be a maximal, proper subset of D. The triple graph G identiﬁed with
D according to Lemma 1 is denoted as a maximally marked triple graph with
respect to D.
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Theorem 1 guarantees that a triple graph that can be completely marked by
rule applications of a maximal proper subset is indeed consistent.
Theorem 1 (Correctness).
For a maximally marked triple graph G with respect to D, it holds:

mrk(d) = elem(G) =⇒ G is consistent
d∈D

Proof (Sketch). G ∈ L(T GG) immediately follows from Lemma 1: As D is a
maximal proper subset, G ∈ L(T GG) holds, and the rule applications of D can
be sequenced, such that they can mark G entirely according to the premise of
this theorem. G ∈ L(T G, GC) holds as well because the choice of any d ∈ D
leading to a violation of any gc ∈ GC would make sat(G ) false. Therefore, G is
consistent according to Def. 8.
To guarantee completeness, it remains to show that the process of constructing the ILP terminates, which requires the set of possible rule applications to
be ﬁnite. As all possible derivation sequences are collected, the ILP solver terminates with an optimum solution iﬀ one exist. We therefore demand the underlying TGGs to be progressive, i.e., each operational rule is required to mark
at least one element. In fact, operational rules that do not mark elements correspond to TGG rules that do not have any eﬀect on the host graph they are
applied on because they cannot add any elements, and are therefore irrelevant
for practical use.
Deﬁnition 23 (Progressive TGGs).
T GG is progressive if each of its operational rules has at least one marking
element.
Demanding the TGG at hand to be progressive, completeness can be concluded by showing that the consistency check cannot cycle.
Theorem 2 (Completeness).
Let T GG be progressive. A maximally marked triple graph G with respect to D
exist such that:

mrk(d) = elem(G)
G is consistent =⇒
d∈D

Proof (Sketch). As Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of a derivation D, and
ILP solving always produces a maximally marked triple graph G , we only need
to show the implication (equivalence follows from Thm. 1). To derive a contradiction, we now assume that G is consistent, but that G either contains
unmarked elements or violates any constraint gc ∈ GC. From G being consistent, it follows from the decomposition and composition theorem for TGGs and
∗
operational rules [8, 18] that there exists a derivation sequence D : G =⇒ G

with operational rules. This means that at least one rule application of D is not
contained in D or G violates any gc ∈ GC. The latter is impossible, as it would
contradict to the assumption that G is consistent. The former implies that the
objective function value could be increased by using D for marking G, which
contradicts the optimality of the result found by ILP solving.
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Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

We investigate the impact of graph constraints on runtime performance, considering scalability of consistency checking for growing model sizes with and
without taking graph constraints into account, by two research questions:
(RQ1) By which factor does the number of variables and ILP constraints increase
when introducing graph constraints to the ILP? How does this inﬂuence the
runtime of pattern matching, ILP construction, and ILP solving?
(RQ2) How does the runtime performance relate to model size (number of nodes
and edges) for consistency checking with and without graph constraints?

Setup: We implemented our approach within the tool eMoﬂon2 using Neo4J3
as an underlying graph pattern matcher and database for querying and storing the models. As a test example, we took the FacebooktoInstagram TGG
as described in Sect. 2. To obtain synthetic models, we used the derived TGGbased model generator to produce random models with 1078 to 226,988 elements
(roughly the same number of nodes and edges). We then executed the derived
TGG-based consistency checker, once taking the negative graph constraint from
Sect. 2 into account, and once without any graph constraints. For each conﬁguration, the number of variables and constraints of the ILP, as well as the time
needed for pattern matching, ILP construction, and ILP solving were measured
for 10 repeated runs. As ﬁnal values, the medians of the 10 test runs were taken
to minimize the bias introduced by outliers. All performance tests were executed
on a standard notebook with an Intel Core i7 (1.80 GHz), 16GB RAM, and Windows 10 64-bit as operating system. An installation of Eclipse IDE for Java and
DSL Developers, version 2019-09 with Java Development Kit (JDK) version 13
was used. The JVM running the tests was allocated a maximum of 4GB memory,
and 8GB were allocated to the graph database Neo4J.
Results:4 Figure 9 shows the time needed for pattern matching, ILP construction, and ILP solving for diﬀerent model sizes. One can observe that for
both conﬁgurations (with and without graph constraints), the runtime of all
components depends linearly on the number of model elements. Taking graph
constraints into account for the consistency check makes the ILP construction
roughly 20% - 40% slower. This is to be expected as the ILP problem is simply
larger. For similar reasons, a diﬀerence can also be observed for the ILP solving
step, whose runtime is negligible without constraints, but increases by a factor
of 10 when including graph constraints. While this increase is substantial, ILP
solving does not have a large overall impact on the runtime performance even for
200k elements. Interestingly, pattern matching gets faster when the additional
negative graph constraint is included. This is surprising as additional pattern
matching is required to determine matches of the negative constraint. The underlying graph database is heuristic-based, however, and also uses caching strategies to decide what data to keep in memory. Apparently the pattern matching
strategy applied for the collection of patterns including the negative constraint
seems to scale better for model sizes greater than 130k.
2

github.com/eMoflon/emoflon-neo

3

neo4j.com

4

bit.ly/2BFAutd
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Fig. 10. #Variables and #Constraints

The number of binary variables and constraints grows linearly with model size
for both settings, involving slightly more variables than constraints (cf. Fig. 10).
With the negative graph constraint, this number increases by about 25%-50%.
Summary: Revisiting our research questions, one can state that the number
of binary variables and constraints increases by a constant factor when introducing (negative) graph constraints, resulting in a constant increase of the overall
runtime for consistency checking. While the ILP solving step increases substantially and could become problematic for large models, our measurements indicate
that the ILP solving step is probably not the bottle neck for our example (RQ1).
In both settings (with and without the negative graph constraint), the runtime
for consistency checking increases linearly with growing model size (RQ2).
Threats to validity: The evaluation was performed with only one TGG
consisting of only four rules, only the consistency checker (of all operations) was
run on randomly generated synthetic instances, and we measured the additional
price of taking only the negative graph constraint from Sect. 2 into account.
While our initial results are positive and indicate that the additional price of
guaranteeing schema compliance as we propose does not render the ILP-based
TGG operations infeasible due to an explosion in runtime, extensive benchmarking with multiple TGGs, multiple graph constraints, larger model sizes,
and multiple consistency management operations is required to transfer these
results to practical, real-world applications.

8

Extension to Other Operations

The presented concepts are tailored to consistency checking with correspondences, i.e. source, target and correspondence model are given as inputs and are
marked by operational rule applications, whereas all three models are simultaneously created by the original rule applications. There are also other operations
which use a mixture of creating and marking elements to complement given input models to a complete triple. Figure 11 depicts the example instance of Fig. 8
annotated with the operations which require the respective model(s) as input.
The previously presented CO (check only) operation gets all three models as
input, whereas CC (correspondence creation) checks for consistency by building
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up the correspondence model for given source and target models. FWD OPT
and BWD OPT are operations for unidirectional transformation, i.e. either the
source or the target model is given and a consistent transformation to the respective other domain is computed. A formal speciﬁcation of the operations was
introduced by Weidmann et al. [24].
All these operations are based on
a common formalism that expresses
dependencies between rule applications
as ILP constraints, while in contrast
to the deﬁnitions of this paper, dependencies between created elements
are also taken into account. As constraints for marked and created parts
of the triple are formed almost the
same way, it is possible to transfer
Fig. 11. Input models per operation
the results for consistency checking
respecting graph constraints to the other operations as well. However, the formal
proof which guarantees the operations’ correctness and completeness [18,24] has
to be extended to take graph constraints into account.

9

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an extension of a seminal approach to combining TGGs and ILP
by supporting graph constraints. For consistency checking with given correspondence links, we have shown correctness and completeness of the approach. The
results can be generalised towards other operations such as unidirectional transformations as well. Additionally, the approach was implemented in a TGG tool,
and an experimental evaluation indicated that the scalability of the approach is
suﬃcient for practical use. For future work, we plan to extend the approach to
cope with general AC as well, increasing the expressive power of the supported
class of TGGs. As a proof of concept, we only implemented negative constraints
until now, which should be extended towards general graph constraints. Using
an incremental pattern matcher with extensible matches, it should be possible
to collect matches for the premise and corresponding conclusions at once, which
would keep the implementation eﬃcient. Further performance tests with other
(industrial) examples will also be necessary to underpin the validity of the evaluation results with respect to runtime performance, as both the metamodels and
the rule set are very restricted, whereas the considered model sizes are realistic.
Generating consistent models ﬁrst and then mutate them slightly would further
lead to a smaller and therefore more reasonable number of inconsistencies.
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Abstract. Model management is a central activity in Software Engineering. The most challenging aspect of model management is to keep models
consistent with each other while they evolve. As a consequence, there
has been increasing activity in this area, which has produced a number
of approaches to address this synchronization challenge. The majority of
these approaches, however, is limited to a binary setting; i.e. the synchronization of exactly two models with each other. A recent Dagstuhl seminar
on multidirectional transformations made it clear that there is a need for
further investigations in the domain of general multiple model synchronization simply because not every multiary consistency relation can be
factored into binary ones. However, with the help of an auxiliary artifact,
which provides a global view over all models, multiary synchronization
can be achieved by existing binary model synchronization means. In this
paper, we propose a novel comprehensive system construction to produce
such an artifact using the same underlying base modelling language as the
one used to deﬁne the models. Our approach is based on the deﬁnition
of partial commonalities among a set of aligned models. Comprehensive
systems can be shown to generalize the underlying categories of graph
diagrams and triple graph grammars and can eﬃciently be implemented
in existing tools.
Keywords: Model Synchronization · Multimodelling · Multidirectional
Transformations (MX) · Inter-Model Consistency · Model Merging ·
Graph Diagrams · Triple Graph Grammars · Category Theory

1

Introduction

Conceptual models, i.e. abstract speciﬁcations of the system under development,
are recognized to be of major importance in software engineering [52]. Representing the whole system in a single global model is generally unfeasible, hence,
diﬀerent teams design and maintain several models which focus on diﬀerent
aspects of the system. This collection of inter-related models is often referred to
as a multimodel. A rigorous use of these models within the engineering process
eventually requires consistency management of multimodels. This is because
the collection of models must obey global consistency rules and as models are
inevitably subject to change, global consistency becomes an issue [16].
c The Author(s) 2020

H. Wehrheim and J. Cabot (Eds.): FASE 2020, LNCS 12076, pp. 335–356, 2020.
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Model Synchronization represents a means to maintain global consistency of
inter-related models by combining consistency veriﬁcation with (semi-)automatic
consistency restoration. The cross-disciplinary research ﬁeld Bidirectional Transformations (BX) [8] investigates such means within diﬀerent communities and
it provides a number of theoretical and practical results (see [2] for a recent
survey). However, the majority of these approaches is limited to a binary setting,
i.e. keeping pairs of models consistent. Stevens [44] recognized this limitation
in her outreach to the modelling community that lead to an increased momentum in this area as evident from a recent Dagstuhl seminar on Multidirectional
Transformations (MX) [7].
One way to address multiary synchronization is to consider it as a network of well-understood binary synchronization problems. However, not every multiary consistency
rule can be factored into binary ones [9]; e.g. the class
diagrams A1 , A2 and A3 in ﬁg. 1 are pairwise consistent
but not altogether—since class inheritance is acyclic. Thus,
multiary model synchronization is needed to keep global
consistency. Another approach to global consistency management is the model merge approach [6]: It constructs
the union of all models wherein the related elements are
identiﬁed, see lower half of ﬁg. 1 (inter-relations given by
sameness of class’ names). Thus, global consistency can
be veriﬁed within a single artifact, the merge. However,
the major drawback of this approach, apart from requiring
additional computational overhead, is that it forgets the Fig. 1. Inconsistent
origin of elements; e.g. that class C was contained in A1 and class diagrams
A2 but not in A3 . This is a problem if global consistency
rules depend on this containment information.
The most important information in multiary model synchronization are the
inter-relations between models and their elements. We call the latter commonalities and cannot generally assume that they are always given by equality of
names as it was the case in ﬁg. 1. Thus, multimodels must be extended with such
commonality information, which allows element traceability and global consistency veriﬁcation. Aligning models via an additional commonality structure has
some tradition, e.g. it is the foundation of Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [40],
a formal and mature BX approach with a focus on Model Driven Engineering
(MDE). In the TGG approach, models are considered to have a graph based
structure, i.e. there is a common underlying base modelling language and we will
also stick to this idea of a common base language.
In this paper, we propose a novel construction called comprehensive system
which serves as a foundation for various ways of multiary model management.
It is based on a simple, non-intrusive and easy-to-handle linguistic extension of
the base modelling language with commonality speciﬁcations, which allows to
work with an arbitrary number n ≥ 2 of heterogeneously typed (local) models as
one single (global) model. Moreover, we will show that we are still able to apply
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mature methods for model veriﬁcation and restoration in the same way as for
single local models. Furthermore, we show that this approach is more expressive
than, and overcomes the obstacles of, the model merge approach, and that it
generalizes TGGs and graph diagrams [48] – a recent generalization of TGGs.
Before deﬁning comprehensive systems and their properties (sect. 5 and 6),
we clarify terminology (sect. 2), introduce of a running example (sect. 3), and
provide an overview of the state of the art (sect. 4). An extended version of the
proofs in sect. 6 is given in the technical report [47].

2

Preliminaries: Multimodelling

Every fast moving research ﬁeld is prone to produce separate terms for the same
concepts. Thus, we begin with a short deﬁnition of the most important terms in
multi-model consistency management. We will stick to the imperative of MDE
[42] and consider all Software Engineering (SE) artifacts as models:
Model A model is an abstract speciﬁcation of the system (or parts of it) under
development. Models are atomic elements in the multimodel consistency
management process. To be amenable for electronic processing, we assume
them to be formal, i.e. following the format of a speciﬁc modelling language.
We denote models by capital letters A, A , A1 , A2 etc.
Metamodel and Conformance Every modelling language is speciﬁed by an
artifact called metamodel. We denote metamodels by capital letters M, M  , M 1 ,
M 2 etc. Models must conform to their respective metamodel, i.e. the model
must be well-structured w.r.t. the metamodel and fulﬁll all constraints imposed on the metamodel, thus further narrowing admissible model structure.
The model is then called an instance of the metamodel. Conformance is
also called local or intra-model consistency. We denote a single constraint by
lowercase φ and a set of constraints by uppercase Φ. A metamodel with a set
of constraints Φ imposed on it will be written MΦ .
Correspondence is a relation among a set of models. It is a consequence of
commonalities (common concepts) shared by these models. A collection of
models together with a correspondence among them is called a multimodel. In
the similar way as for local models, global consistency rules can be imposed
on a multimodel. It is considered (globally) consistent, if all local constraints
and global consistency rules are fulﬁlled. Consistency of a multimodel is also
referred to as inter-model consistency.
Model Space A model space is a set of models together with changes among
them. In an MDE setting it can be considered to be given by a metamodel M :
The set of all instances of M together with M -respecting instance changes,
which describe how an instance A is the result of edits on A. We write
Mod(MΦ ) to denote the respective model space.
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Use Case

We depict a collaborative modelling example within healthcare. More concretely,
the task is to develop ICT support for a patient referral process. A referral is
“the act of sending a patient to another physician for ongoing management of a
speciﬁc problem with the expectation that the patient will continue seeing the
original physician for co-ordination of total care” [41]. It is an important and
recurring process in the healthcare domain. Hence, ICT-support is desirable [51].
At the same time, development remains tricky since it requires multiple actors
(software vendors, government oﬃcials, hospitals and physicians) to agree on
common data structures, processes and interfaces. For our example, let us assume
that the design of the system follows a model-based approach and there are three
diﬀerent models, each covering a diﬀerent aspect of the system: There is a process
model A1 denoted in Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [30], a data
model A2 denoted as a Uniﬁed Modelling Language (UML) class diagram [32],
and a decision model A3 denoted in Decision Model and Notation (DMN) [33].
These three models are depicted in ﬁg. 2 (ignore the cyan lines for the moment).
The central ingredient is the process model A1 . It represents a simpliﬁed version
of the process developed in [51]. The process is triggered by a patient’s appeal
beginning with an introductory consultation. Afterwards the main part of the
process begins: Information about the patient and its medical history is extracted
while in parallel a consultant is selected via a business-rule activity. The
patient information is then sent to the consultant. The consultant can either
approve the referral or reject it. In the latter case, another consultant has to be
found. If a consultant accepts the referral, the process is ﬁnished.

Fig. 2. Example models A1 , A2 and A3 and their commonalities
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The other models in ﬁg. 2 contain the respective data types (A2 ) and specify
the domain-speciﬁc behaviour of the “Select Consultant” activity (A3 ). The
latter is depicted as a table that assigns, for a given combination of values in
input side columns, a combination of values in output side columns, i.e. based on
diagnosis and urgency, an appropriate consultant is selected (which is identiﬁed
by a practicionerId and specialization).
All models could be edited completely independent of each other would there
not be a correspondence between them. It arises from the existence of abstractly
“the same” information simultaneously contained in multiple models. Consider
e.g. the column called diagnosis in A3 , which is reﬂected by a process variable
in A1 (visualized by a ﬁle symbol) and an attribute named description in A2 .
We call these relations commonalities and depict them via cyan lines in ﬁg. 2.
But the arising multimodel (models A1 , A2 , A3 plus their commonalities) underlies consistency rules [11] (see sect. 2) which deﬁne consistency of a multimodel.
For our example, assume the following consistency rules:
CR1 For every business-rule activity in A1 , there must exist a corresponding
decision table in A3 and vice versa.
CR2 Every column type in A3 must refer to an existing data type in A2 with
the same name.
CR3 Every column in A3 must have a corresponding public attribute (denoted
by +) in A2 and should be reﬂected by a process variable in A1 .
CR4 Every process variable in A1 must either be reﬂected by a class or an
attribute in A2 .
To actually maintain consistency of A1 , A2 and A3 , w.r.t. CR1-CR4, we begin
by a review of the state of the art how commonalities are identiﬁed, consistency
is veriﬁed and if needed restored.

4

State of the Art

A seminal exposition of the process of multimodel consistency management is
already given in [43]. It comprises four phases: (i) Detection of overlaps (we call
them commonalities, see sect. 3, (ii) Detection of inconsistencies, (iii) Diagnosis of
inconsistencies, and (iv) Handling of inconsistencies. The ﬁrst step is also called
model alignment. Many approaches do not consider an explicit diagnosis stage
and combine (iii) and (iv) into a phase called consistency restoration a.k.a. model
repair [28]. Hence, existing work can be grouped into these three categories:
Alignment The goal of model alignment is to identify relations between
models, i.e. ﬁnding their commonalities. This procedure, a.k.a. model matching,
has been studied in several domains: databases [35], ontologies [15], MDE [23],
graph transformation [14] and software product lines [53]. Automatic model
matching, in general, is NP-hard [36]. However, there may be domain-speciﬁc
heuristics [53] which exploit underlying global identiﬁcation mechanisms, e.g.
social security numbers for persons or the ICD-10 ontology [54] for diseases.
Surveys on this topic can be found in [15] (focus on ontologies), [35] (focus on
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databases) and [23] (focus on MDE). Further, it is important to note that model
element matching requires that elements are transferable between models. This
is e.g. directly given within the UML or multi-viewpoint modelling as there is
a single underlying metamodel [3]. If this is not given a priori, matching on the
level of metamodels [38,10] has to preceed the matching of model elements.
Veriﬁcation The goal of consistency veriﬁcation is to ﬁnd all consistency
violations. A recent survey on this topic is found in [22]. The focus of the
authors is on UML but the results are universal. They present four categories
to classify veriﬁcation approaches: system model (SMV), universal logic (ULV),
heterogeneous transformation (HTV) and dynamic metamodelling (DMV). In
the SMV approach every model is translated into a comprehensive artifact where
the veriﬁcation is executed. ULV is a variant of the former where the translation
is executed on the level of an underlying logic. HTV deﬁne translations between
each pair of models and DMV considers extensions of each metamodel with
elements from other metamodels or models to express global consistency.
Restoration A comprehensive survey about model repair approaches is
found in [28], whereas [2] is a recent survey about BX based approaches. Insights
from these surveys show that there are basically three categories of consistency
restoration approaches: programming based (PBR) approaches where consistency
and its restoration is explicitly deﬁned simultaneously, solver based (SBR) approaches where consistency is abstractly posed as logic formula and restoration
is implemented using a solver or search-based algorithm, and ﬁnally, grammar
based (GBR) approaches such as TGGs [19], which place themselves somewhere
in between. The big majority of these approaches, however, considers binary
synchronization only. There are only few notable exceptions, e.g. the solver based
Echo [29] and the graph diagram framework [48,49].
Architecture Analyzing the underlying system architecture of these approaches, there are, in principal, two designs: We call them the network design
and the span design. Consider the multimodel as a graph where nodes represent models and edges represent correspondences (for alignment), consistency
relations (for veriﬁcation) or repair functions (for restoration). In the network
design there are edges between each pair of models. In the span design the graph
has a hub-and-spoke layout, i.e. there is an additional hub-node that has an
edge towards every model. Approaches in the categories SMV, ULV and SBR
are associated with a span design since they perform a translation into a an
intermediate model, while approaches in the categories HTV, DMV and PBR are
associated with the network design because they directly act on a pair of models.
GBR approaches have used either of them.
Comparing the architecture, the network design puts the complexity on the
edges whereas the span design puts complexity on the nodes (more speciﬁcally on
a single node: the hub). The drawback of the network design is that the number
of edges grows quadratically with the number of participating models and if
consistency relations cannot be factored into binary relations, hyperedges are
required, which further increase the complexity. Another issue with this design is
the coordination of concurrent changes. The drawback of the span design is the
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additional overhead of the hub-node model, however, the hub-node provides a
means to coordinate concurrent changes.

5

Comprehensive Systems

In this section, we introduce comprehensive systems (sect. 5.1 to 5.3), which follow
a SMV-approach and mitigate the drawbacks of the span design. We will show in
sect. 5.4 that comprehensive systems are a foundation for the PBR restoration
approach and we conjecture that the same is true for SBR, because they do not
fundamentally diﬀer from the structure of local models, such that they can be
fed into existing means for model veriﬁcation and restoration. Moreover, sect. 5.5
shortly reports why our approach eliminates the model merge obstacles (see the
discussion in the introduction and ﬁg. 1).
Before introducing comprehensive systems concretely, we want to illustrate
where they occur in typical conceptual workﬂows for multimodel consistency
management. Fig. 3 depicts such a workﬂow which is more or less informally used
in many approaches of multimodel management, e.g. [16]. It comprises the phases
mentioned in sect. 4: alignment, veriﬁcation and restoration. The result of the
ﬁrst stage are the comprehensive metamodel and global consistency rules imposed
upon it, and metamodel element commonalities, which are stored persistently to
avoid expensive re-computation and possible information loss, cf. motivation in
[25]. These commonalities are then used to compute the comprehensive system
under consideration, e.g. a model merge. It can be used in the subsequent phases
shown in ﬁg. 3.
In contrast to this additional computation, our deﬁnition of comprehensive
system is based on a non-intrusive extension of existing models by commonalities
without extensive computations. Furthermore, it enables natural internalizations of
inter-relations between diﬀerent local models into a single artifact. Our intention
is to demonstrate this internalization informally in this section and formalize
it in sect. 6, where we will also state that the resulting structure generalizes
triple graphs [40] and graph diagrams [48]; hence it is ready to be used in GBR
approaches, too.

Fig. 3. General Multimodel Consistency Management Process
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Fig. 4. Metamodel Example and Base Language

5.1

Typed Local Models

We begin on the level of metamodels: Fig. 4a depicts a simpliﬁed metamodel M 1
of BPMN for our example. We do not endorse any speciﬁc MDE-framework and
denote metamodels in a UML class diagram-like style. Metamodels M 2 and M 3
for UML class diagram and DMN models can be deﬁned in the same way as
metamodel M 1 (excerpts of them are shown in ﬁg. 5). E-graphs [12] (see ﬁg. 4b)
give a formal interpretation to the class diagram syntax, which may serve as an
appropriate base modelling language B for our purposes, i.e. a shared linguistic
(meta-)metamodel [26]. It consists of Graph Nodes GN and Data Nodes DN
(complex and primitive types in the UML terminology), as well as Graph Edges
GE (associations) and Node Attribute Edges N AE (attributes) together with
appropriate owner and target functions. For the sake of simplicity we omitted
edge attribute edges, which are usually included in E-graphs. Every model A
must conform to a metamodel M . Since models and metamodels can be depicted
as E-Graphs, the conformance relation is a typing homomorphisms t : A → M
between the E-Graphs A and M . If, e.g. a is a ﬂow node in A1 , see ﬁg. 2, then
t(a) = FlowNode ∈ M 1 . Hence, model space Mod(M ) is the category of E-graphs
typed over M . E-graphs are only one possible base language and we will work
with arbitrary base languages in sect. 6. Nevertheless will we use the term “graph”
to subsume all artifacts under consideration (models and metamodels). Thus, we
will use the terms (graph- and data-) “ nodes” and (graph- and node attribute-)
“edges” for the contents of these graphs, see [12] for the original terminology.
If a set Φ of constraints (e.g. a set of formulas given in a speciﬁc logic) is
imposed on M , then the space is reduced to the full subcategory Mod(MΦ ) of all
consistent models typed over M w.r.t. Φ. Besides UML-internal constraints (e.g.
the 1..1-multiplicity on src and tgt in ﬁg. 4a) given in the modelling technique,
there are often attached constraints φ ∈ Φ. An example for an attached constraint
is φ :=control_flow, see the note at FlowNode in ﬁg. 4a. This constraint deﬁnes
that every Start Event must not have any incoming SequenceFlow [30, p. 237],
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whereas an End Event must not have any outgoing SequenceFlow [30, p. 245].
Listing 1.1 shows an Object Constraint Language (OCL) [31] formulation of this
constraint.
Listing 1.1. Constraint φ:=control_flow formulated in OCL
context FlowNode inv :
self . oclIsTypeOf ( Event ) and self . eventType = EventType :: START ) implies
self . incoming - > count () = 0
and ( self . oclIsTypeOf ( Event ) and self . eventType = EventType :: END ) implies
self . outgoing - > count () = 0

OCL is just an example of a possible means for deﬁning attached constraints.
As we do not endorse a speciﬁc metamodelling framework and thus also not
endorse a speciﬁc technique for the deﬁnition of attached constraints, we treat
all constraints uniformly and assume that all internal and external constraints
can be modelled as diagrammatic constraints [37]. A diagrammatic constraint
φ imposed on a metamodel M possesses an “arity graph” Sφ and is imposed on
M by a scope dφ : Sφ → M (a homomorphism). The semantics is provided by a
predicate checkφ : Mod(Sφ ) → Bool, which veriﬁes whether a given structure
typed over the arity fulﬁlls this constraint. The scope highlights a fragment (the
image of d) of metamodel M , e.g. the blue coloured fragment in ﬁg. 4a is the
scope of the constraint φ from listing 1.1. For a typed graph t : A → M , the
veriﬁcation procedure verif y(t) = checkφ (query(t)) comprises two steps: First,
query forgets all elements of A not typed over the scope, then it retypes the
remaining elements w.r.t. d such that they are typed over Sφ . That is, query
implements the pullback of d and t. Finally, checkφ is invoked on the pullback
result.
5.2

Extending the Base Language

As seen in sect. 3, consistency rules play a major role in multimodelling. However,
we cannot directly formalize them via the diagrammatic constraints described
above since their deﬁnition involves elements spanning multiple models. Note
that inter-relations between models arise from models sharing abstractly the
“same” real-world concepts (see the intuitive cyan lines in ﬁg. 2). We name these
structural relations commonalities and they are also well-known in practice
as traceability links [16,39,1]. There are diﬀerent interpretations of what such
a link can mean, e.g. identity, subset, extension? etc. [16]. In our framework
commonality semantics are kept abstract, i.e. considering them as any kind of
structural relation allowing us to deﬁne diagrammatic constraints in multimodels.
For example, in order to formalize CR2, we need to declare a commonality
between the terms DataType (in M 2 ) and ColumnType in M 3 . In addition to
these binary commonalities in which only two terms are matched, there are
also ternary commonalities, e.g. String occurs in all three metamodels and it is
necessary to relate BPMN-term ProcessVariable with UML-term Attribute
and DMN-term Column together with their respective name- and type-features to
express CR3. These declarations may be formulated in an intuitive domain-speciﬁc
language (DSL) shown in listing 1.2.
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Listing 1.2. Type Commonalities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

commonalities ( BPMN , UML , DMN ) {
relate ( BPMN . String , UML . String , DMN . String ) as String ;
relate ( BPMN . Activity , DMN . Table ) as Decision ;
relate ( BPMN . ProcessVariable , UML . Attribute , DMN . Column )
as Var with {
relate ( BPMN . name , UML . name , DMN . name ) as name ;
relate ( DMN . type , UML . type ) as type ; };
relate ( UML . DataType , DMN . ColumnType ) as Type
with { relate { UML . name , DMN . name } as name ; };
relate ( BPMN . ProcessVariable , UML . Class ) as Entity ; }

The speciﬁcation in listing 1.2 extends the modelling artifacts M 1 , M 2 and M 3
and we call its syntax a linguistic extension. Each relate-statement translates
to an object, which is identiﬁed by an alias (keyword as) and which reiﬁes the
“tupling” of terms it relates. E.g. the object Var in lines 4-7 speciﬁes a commonality
of the triple ProcessVariable (M 1 ), Attribute (M 2 ), and Column (M 3 ). Var
is an object in its own right and we call it a (commonality) representative.
However, not only the nodes (of the graphs) should be related: In listing
1.2 we see that the keyword with deﬁnes the two features, i.e. edges, type and
name of the respective graphs to be related as well. Common edges require
that their respective source and target nodes are also related, e.g. the typecommonality entails commonality of Attribute and Column, which is already
given by the surrounding relate-statement, as well as commonality of DataType
and ColumnType (see lines 8-9). Hence, commonality speciﬁcations must preserve
edge-node-incidences.
Consequently, it is reasonable to use the same language B for commonality
representatives. In such a way, a commonality speciﬁcation is itself an E-graph:
The semantic interpretation of listing 1.2 is depicted in cyan in ﬁg. 5. The proper
linguistic extension further comprises mappings, which assign to each commonality
representative w the elements it relates. E.g. Decision is mapped to Activity
and to Table in the respective metamodels. Since the assignment syntax in the
above DSL also contains the target metamodel of the related elements (e.g. BPMN
in relate(BPMN.Activity...)), these mappings decompose into 3 projection
mappings pj : M 0 → M j (j ∈ {1, 2, 3}), depicted by dotted arrows in ﬁg. 5, e.g.
p1 (Decision) = Activity ∈ M 1 , as well as p2 (Type) = DataType ∈ M 2 , the
target metamodel now encoded in p’s index. Since the corresponding tuples can
be of arbitrary arity, these mappings may be partial:
p1 (w ) =⊥, p2 (w ) = DataType, p3 (w ) = ColumnType
if w = Type. Finally, the above required edge-node-incidence means that deﬁnedness of pj (e) entails deﬁnedness of pj (v), where v is the source of e, and
pj (v) = source of pj (e)
for all edges e in M 0 (and likewise for targets).

(1)
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Fig. 5. Commonality representative metamodel M 0

5.3

Metamodel and Model Commonalities

The previous section showed that a linguistic extension of the base language
with projection functions between commonality representatives and the elements
they relate yields an alignment of metamodels M 1 , . . . , M n . The result is a
comprehensive metamodel, in which commonalities are accurately speciﬁed with
the help of (a graph of) commonality representatives. Formally, we obtain a new
graph M 0 and partial projections
pM

i
M0 
M i.

(2)

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since all artifacts under consideration (models and metamodels) conform to the base B, see sect. 5.1, commonalities among models
A1 ∈ Mod(M 1 ), . . . , An ∈ Mod(M n ) can be encoded in the same way, i.e. there
is a graph A0 of commonality representatives together with partial projections
pA

i
A0 
Ai .

(3)

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Again they can be speciﬁed in the same language as in
listing 1.2, and can be stored physically, given that the modelling technique oﬀers
means to identify elements, e.g. primary keys in a database, position in an XML
document, Uniform Resource Identiﬁcators (URIs) [5], etc.
The alignment of models A1 , A2 , and A3 together with their commonalities
is shown in ﬁg. 2. Each cyan line represents a commonality representative and
each line ends at the value under the respective projection. Some of the lines
are binary, some ternary. In general, we would expect any arity, especially when
the number n of model spaces increases. The complete contents of ﬁg. 2 is called
a comprehensive system: the cyan connections its commonalities and models
A1 , . . . , An its components.
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Models Ai are typed over their metamodels, i.e. there are typing morphisms
ti : Ai → M i which can be combined to one big typing of all components. This
typing extends to A0 as well because elements aj and ak (j =
 k) of model
components Aj and Ak are relatable only if their types tj (aj ) and tk (ak ) are
related via a representative w ∈ M 0 . Hence, a natural typing t0 of a commonality
representative v of aj and ak is t0 (v) := w, such that
M
A
pM
j (t0 (v)) = pj (w) = tj (aj ) = tj (pj (v)),

(4)

which shows that the typing extension t0 integrates smoothly (respecting commonalities) into a typing of all parts of the comprehensive model, such that we
end up with a single typed comprehensive system: t : A → M .
5.4

Reusing Methods of Local Model Management

Consider the OCL example and its generalization in terms of diagrammatic
constraints in sect. 5.1. Theorem 1 in sect. 6 will show that comprehensive systems
constitute a category basically with the same properties as the base language B.
Especially, pullbacks can be computed in a similar way, see Corollary 1 in sect. 6.
Thus, we can deﬁne the consistency rules CR1-CR4 from sect. 3 as diagrammatic
constraints (φi )i∈{1,...,4} , now imposed on the comprehensive metamodel, which
treat the commonality witnesses and projections as regular nodes and edges.
Local constraints can be encoded as global constraints as well [24], such that
we obtain comprehensive system MΦ with a set Φ of constraints spanning
local model elements but also elements of the linguistic extension. Any typed
system t : A → M can then be checked against a constraint φ imposed via
scope d : Sφ → M by pullback of d and t in the category of comprehensive
systems, see Theorem 1 in sect. 6. Hence, query implementation by pullbacks
carries over from local models to comprehensive systems and we can reuse the
theory of diagrammatic constraints to verify global consistency, which e.g. can
be implemented by a straightforward translation of a respective model fragment
and constraint to Alloy [20]. This can be used to formally verify that Fig. 2 is
consistent w.r.t. CR1-CR4.
5.5

Advantages over Model Merge

A merged model is an artifact which is computed additionally from local models
Ai . Basically, it is the union of all elements of the Ai ’s modulo their commonalities,
see ﬁg. 1. E.g. in the merge of models A1 , A2 , A3 in ﬁg. 2 there remains a single
node, say Diag/descr of type Var (a type in M 0 , see ﬁg. 5), which represents
sameness of Diagnosis ∈ A1 , description ∈ A2 and diagnosis ∈ A3 .
We could implement global consistency rules on the merge by including
the merge computation in the check-function as described in the algorithm in
[24]. However, this leads to problems if the veriﬁcation of a global constraint
depends on the knowledge of containment in local models. This can be seen with
consistency rule CR3 which relies om the containment of elements (in this case
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containment in A2 and A3 ). After merging Diagnosis and description into the
single node Diag/descr, distinguishing its original local model would no longer
be possible. In contrast, we do not loose this diﬀerentiation in comprehensive
systems and can successfully check the validity of this constraint.

6

Categorical Formalization

This section is devoted to the formalization of comprehensive systems from sect. 5.
In order to relate comprehensive systems to the TGG framework we need to
employ category theory (CT) because TGGs are usually formulated in terms of
CT. We recall the central terminology in the following section and refer to the
introductory textbooks [4,34,50] for further references about CT.
6.1

Theoretical Background and Notation

A category C is a collection of mathematical objects and of morphisms, which
are means to compare objects. For a category C, the set of objects is denoted
|C| and for each pair A, B ∈ |C| the (hom-)set of morphisms from A to B is
denoted by ArrC (A, B). For each object A ∈ |C| there exists a special identity
morphism idA : A → A. Moreover there is a neutral and associative composition
operation ◦ : ArrC (A, B) × ArrC (B, C) → ArrC (A, C) for all A, B, C ∈ |C|. The
most prominent example is the base language of mathematics: Set, the category
of sets and total mappings. A category C is said to be small, if |C| is itself a set.
Equivalence of two categories C and D, written C ∼
= D, means that the network
of objects and morphisms in C is identical to the one in D up to isomorphisms
(e.g. bijections in Set) between objects.
A functor provides the means to compare two categories C and D: It is
denoted F : C → D and maps objects of C to objects of D and morphisms
of each set ArrC (A, B) to ArrD (F(A), F(B)). Moreover, it preserves identities
and composition. F is called an embedding, if it is injective on objects of C
and injective on ArrC (A, B) for all A, B ∈ |C|. For ﬁxed categories C and D
and functors F, F : C → D, a natural transformation n : F  F is a family
(nA : F(A) → F (A))A∈|C| of D-morphisms compatible with images of F and F ,
i.e. for all C-arrows f : A → B: nB ◦ F(f ) = F (f ) ◦ nA . In such a way we get
a new category, the functor category DC with objects all functors from C to D
and arrows the natural transformations. Functors F : C → Set where C is small
play a special role: F assigns to each S ∈ |C| a (carrier ) set F(S) and for every
op ∈ ArrC (S, S  ) a mapping F(op) : F(S) → F(S  ), i.e. C is a signature (think
metamodel) that is interpreted by F (think instantiated). Hence, this is also called
functorial or indexed semantics and SetC corresponds to the class of algebras
for a signature C (instance worlds for a metamodel). E.g. objects of G := SetB
are E-Graphs, if B is the category depicted in ﬁg. 4b (identities are omitted) and
E-Graph-homomorphisms are exactly the natural transformations. For set-based
structures, we use the notation A → B to indicate included structures (A in B)
such as subsets or subgraphs.
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Universal constructions in categories have proven to be of importance in
many software theoretical methods. Intuitively universal constructions can be
described as a generalization of meets and joins in a preorder. Some well known
examples for universal constructions in Set are cartesian products or disjoint
unions (coproduct). It is important to note that Set possesses all these universal
constructions and thus every category SetC does as well, where the computation
of universal constructions is carried out “pointwise”.
6.2

Comprehensive System

We begin the formalization of comprehensive systems by ﬁxing a suﬃciently
large natural number n and considering a synchronization scenario with model
spaces (Mod(MΦj j ))j∈{1,...,n} . E.g. UML class diagrams, BPMN process models
and DMN tables.
Deﬁnition 1 (Base Modelling Language). The base modelling language is
a small category B.
In order to distinguish between the diﬀerent system components, we will work
with copies Bj of B. We let |Bj | = {sj | s ∈ |B|} and similarly opj : sj → sj be
an arrow in ArrBj , if op : s → s is an arrow of ArrB .1
Deﬁnition 2 (Comprehensive Systems, Components, Commonalities).
A comprehensive system C consists of
– Functors Cj : Bj → Set for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, called Components
– A functor C0 : B0 → Set determining the Commonality representatives, and
pj,s
– A collection of partial functions (C0 (s)  Cj (s))s∈|B|,1≤j≤n , called projections, establishing the commonalities of C,
such that for all op : s → s ∈ B and 1 ≤ j ≤ n the following statement holds:
If pj,s (x) is deﬁned, then pj,s (C0 (op0 )(x)) is deﬁned
and pj,s (C0 (op0 )(x)) = Cj (opj )(pj,s (x)).

(5)
(6)

Note that (5) and (6) generalize the edge-node-incidences, see sect. 5.2, which
we already semi-formalized in (1). In the sequel, the index of functors Ci will
be omitted, since it can be derived from the domain of deﬁnition. Hence, a
comprehensive system is a single functor C with domain the n + 1 copies of B
and (n + 1)b carrier sets, if b is the cardinality of |B|: In view of the introductory
remarks on functors in sect. 6.1, C0 , . . . , Cn can be seen as n + 1 instance worlds
for metamodel B, e.g. E-Graphs, each with b = 4 carrier sets.
The fundamental linguistic extension are the partial functions. They act
according to our example in sect. 5.2: In the tuple (p1 (w), . . . , pn (w)) the pj
determine sameness of its components based on representative w.
1

The abbreviation “op” for arrows of the base shall indicate that B-arrows are certain
operations constituting the structure of the base language, such as source and target
operations of edges in graphs.
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The next deﬁnition deals with diﬀerent comprehensive systems. In this case,
it is necessary to tell the respective partial mappings apart, such that we write
pC
j,s , if we depict the mappings in the particular system C.
Deﬁnition 3 (Homomorphisms between Comprehensive Systems). Let
C, C  be comprehensive systems as deﬁned in Def.2. A homomorphism between
comprehensive systems is a family
(fi,s : C(si ) → C  (si ))s∈|B|,0≤i≤n
of mappings compatible with arrows, i.e. ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, ∀op : s → s ∈ ArrB :
f ◦ C(opi ) = C  (opi ) ◦ f , and compatible with partial mappings: For all j ∈
{1, . . . , n}, s ∈ |B| and x ∈ C(s0 ):




C
C
C
If pC
j,s (x) is deﬁned, then pj,s (f (x)) is deﬁned and pj,s (f (x)) = f (pj,s (x)) (7)

where we write f instead of fj,s , if the indexing becomes clear from the context.
A typical example is a typing morphism t : A → M for two comprehensive
systems A and M . Then equation (7) reﬂects property (4), i.e. compatibility of
commonalities and typing. This can be seen in ﬁg. 2: The complete contents of it
is a comprehensive system A typed over the comprehensive metamodel M partly
depicted in ﬁg. 5. A0 consists of all cyan (binary or ternary) lines and pj,s assigns
to a line its line end in model Aj , where s is the respective element type (node
or edge).
Proposition 1. Comprehensive Systems together with homomorphisms between
them constitute a category CS.
Proof. An identity is a family of identities, composition is composition of mappings fj,s . This yields neutrality and associativity. Moreover, composed homomorphisms are still compatible with arrows. Whereas this follows in the usual
way for op : s → s , transitivity of the deﬁnedness implication in (7) also yields
compatibility with partial functions.
6.3

Multimodel Equivalence

An alternative but closely related approach to our construction is to consider
commonalities, i.e. commonality representatives A0 together with projections
(pA
j )1≤j≤n , not represented internally by means of the modelling technique but
externally as n spans of morphisms [24,46]. Let for this G := SetB , see the remarks
on functor categories in sect. 6.1. The resulting artifacts of the category in [46] is a
subcategory M of the functor category GI , where I is deﬁned as in ﬁg. 6 (identity
arrows of I are again omitted). It is a subcategory, because it only consists of
those functors M : I → G, for which the images M(−j) of the top arrows in ﬁg. 6
are monic (i.e. are monomorphisms).
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The proof of the following theorem relies mainly on
cartesian closedness of the category of small categories,
i.e. GI ∼
= SetB×I (internalization) and the fact that spans
with one monic leg represent partial mappings, the middle
object of the span being the domain of deﬁnition of the
partial map. A detailed proof of the theorem is given in
[47].
Theorem 1 (Equivalence of Categories). CS ∼
= M.

−1

−1
1


1

?0_

−n

···

−n

···


n

n

Fig. 6. Category I

Corollary 1. CS possesses all pullbacks and they are computed separately for
the commonality representatives and for each component.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that functor categories possess all
pullbacks, their pointwise construction guaranteeing that spans with one monic
leg are preserved, because pullbacks preserve monomorphisms.
Auxiliary commonality structures have been used for model synchronization
in the TGG framework [40]: Consistency relations between two model spaces
are deﬁned declaratively by a grammar. The grammar rules are deﬁned over
triple graphs, i.e. pairs of graphs connected by special correspondence-graphs,
which resemble structural commonalities. From the grammar rules, procedures for
consistency veriﬁcation [27], model transformation [13] and (concurrent) model
synchronization [19,18] can automatically be derived. The solution space, however,
is limited to binary scenarios. Trollmann and Albayrak [48,49] generalized the
TGG framework to cope with multiple models within a graph diagram (GD)
framework. If we assume that the involved models are also objects of the graphlike category G (see above), then graph diagrams are the objects of a functor
category GX , but with a diﬀerent schema category X: It has objects |X| = R N
and all non-identity morphisms connect a source from R (relations) to a target
from N (models). There is at most one arrow in ArrX (r, m) for ﬁxed r ∈ R and
m ∈ N . In such a way graph diagrams, i.e. functors D : X → G can specify
relations of diﬀerent arities.
They are, however, static: If r ∈ R has k outgoing morphisms with targets
m1 , ..., mk ∈ N , D(r) is a k-ary correspondence relation with representatives
which relate exactly one element in each of the k models D(mj ). Consequently,
the schema category has to change each time a new relation is added!
s
Graph diagrams (GD) subsume TGGs, which have schema XT GG := 1 ←
t
0 → 2, i.e. R = {0} and N = {1, 2}. Computations of triple graphs (and graph
diagrams) during rule application as well as decomposing GD rules for forward
and backward transformations are based on pushout constructions in GX . In
the rest of the section we show that our framework is more general than graph
diagrams in that there is an embedding functor T : GX → CS, the translation
functor, which preserves pushouts and hence is able to replay all GD computations
in our framework, yet being able to cope with new relations without changing
the schema category.
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We use the following notations: For a morphism f : A → B in a category C we
write A = dom(f ) and B = codom(f ) for its domain and codomain and we use
the
 shorthand notation ArrC (_, B) := {f ∈ ArrC | codom(f ) = B}. We write
i∈I Di to depict the coproduct of a collection (Di )i∈I of G-objects. Note that a


fi
collection (Di → D)i∈I of morphisms yields the morphism i∈I fi : i∈I Di → D
by the universal property of coproducts, i.e. the morphism, which acts as fi on
each Di .
By Theorem 1, it suﬃces to deﬁne a functor from GX to M. The composition
of this functor with the equivalence will yield the desired result. This functor
will also be called T. Let a schema category X for graph diagrams be given with
|X| = R  N and let n be the cardinality of N . Without loss of generality, we
assume N = {1, . . . , n}. Let D be a graph diagram, then we deﬁne a multimodel
M := T(D) intuitively as follows (recall the multimodel schema in ﬁg. 6): The
model components of N are the same as those of D, the commonality speciﬁcation
M (0) is the disjoint union of all relations in D, the middle objects M (−j) are
the union of those relations, the model D(j) participates in:
M (j) := D(j)
(Models are untouched)

M (0) := 
D(r)
(Coproduct
of all relations)
r∈R
M (−j) := f ∈ArrX (_,j) D(dom(f )) (Participating Relations of D(j))
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Furthermore,

(Projections)
M (j) = f ∈ArrX (_,j) D(f )


M (−j) : f ∈ArrX (_,j) D(dom(f )) → r∈R D(r) (Domains)
Hence projections M (j) are the unions of the domains of those relating morphisms
that have target D(j) and inclusions arise from the fact that coproducts in the
above deﬁnition of M (−j) (taken over some relations) are always subgraphs of
the complete coproduct M (0) (which is taken over all relations).
The deﬁnition of T on arrows is straightforward
ν
*4 M 1
and we give it only informally: If n : D  D is an
M0
arrow between graph diagrams, then (1) T(n)i is a
μ
μ
morphism which acts in the same way as ni on D(i), if



ν
i > 0, (2) it amalgamates the actions of n on relations, M 2
*4 M 3
if i = 0, which (3) naturally restricts to the respective
actions, if i < 0. It is then easy to see, that ν := T(n)
Fig. 7. Pushout in M
is again a natural transformation.
Theorem 2. Functor T : GX → CS is an embedding and preserves pushouts.
For a detailed proof of this theorem consult [47]. To sketch the idea, note
that we cannot rely on pointwise pushout construction alone: Given a span (ν, μ)
in M as in ﬁg. 7, pointwise pushout construction may fail to belong to M! E.g.
if ν and μ are arbitrarily given, then M 3 in ﬁg. 7 may not be admissible for M
because the mapping M 3 (−j) may fail to be monic, an eﬀect already studied in
[25, Example 6]
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Instead the proof uses the fact that naturality squares in ν are pullbacks, if ν
is in the image of T. Then hereditariness [17] of pushouts in G yields admissibility
of M 3 and nevertheless allows for pointwise pushout construction. We obtain as
a consequence:
Corollary 2. Every sequence of rule applications in GX has a unique representation of corresponding rule applications in CS and hence can be replayed in the
general framework of comprehensive systems.

7

Conclusion, Related Work and Future Plans

Our work can be summarized by the slogan “from many models to one model”:
Multimodelling is addressed by a construction that yields a single artifact, where
existing means for consistency veriﬁcation and restoration can be reused. Over
many years such global artifacts were computed via merging [38,6,36,10], which
poses several diﬃculties especially if the veriﬁcation of a global constraint depends on the knowledge of which local model the elements came from. Hence,
we proposed comprehensive systems that mitigate issues with the former and
represent a generalization of graph diagrams and triple graphs—alternatives to
our approach. Comprehensive systems stress the utility of partial mappings in
commonality speciﬁcations, which have been promoted in [46] and were also
picked up in [25].
Related work on multimodel consistency management was surveyed in sect. 4.
Thus, at this point we mainly want to place our contribution in this landscape.
Our approach can be considered as a structural one and is in tradition with other
approaches based on traceability links. Recent other representatives in this line
are [16], which uses binary links to relate diﬀerent artifacts in a practical scenario,
and [21], which develops a language, similar to ours, for expressing commonalities
for global consistency restoration. All these works share the requirement for a
common meta-metalanguage: In our case, given by graph-like structures (presheaf
topoi). A rather diﬀerent approach is the framework proposed by Stevens [45]:
It considers consistency restoration to be performed locally by a builder. The
concrete implementation of the builder is up to the user and thus there is
no requirement for a common meta-metalanguage. The global coordination of
multiple builder is handled by the framework, controlled by an orientation model.
Comparing Stevens approach to structural approaches, the former is more abstract
and thus allows more directions for tooling implementation, whereas structural
approaches allow formal analysis of the nature of consistency rules. It will be
worthwile to investigate the relationship between both approaches in the future.
This paper provides the framework for performing multi model consistency
management by reusing existing restoration techniques. We plan to address the
momentary lack of practical evidence by investigating model repair [28] as the
next step. Being conceptually close to TGGs, grammar-based approaches seem
a natural ﬁt but we plan to experiment with solver-based approaches as well,
further taking into account: Human interaction and learning.
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Abstract. Refactoring is often needed to ensure that software systems
meet their performance requirements in deployments with diﬀerent operational proﬁles, or when these operational proﬁles are not fully known or
change over time. This is a complex activity in which software engineers
have to choose from numerous combinations of refactoring actions. Our
paper introduces a novel approach that uses performance antipatterns
and stochastic modelling to support this activity. The new approach
computes the performance antipatterns present across the operational
proﬁle space of a software system under development, enabling engineers
to identify operational proﬁles likely to be problematic for the analysed
design, and supporting the selection of refactoring actions when performance requirements are violated for an operational proﬁle region of
interest. We demonstrate the application of our approach for a software
system comprising a combination of internal (i.e., in-house) components
and external third-party services.

1

Introduction

Performance antipatterns [8,31] and stochastic modelling (e.g., using queueing
networks, stochastic Petri nets, and Markov models [7,16,33]) have long been
used in conjunction, to analyse performance of software systems and to drive system refactoring when requirements are violated. End-to-end approaches supporting this analysis and reﬁnement processes have been developed (e.g., [4,9,20]),
often using established tools for the simulation or formal veriﬁcation of stochastic
models of the software system under development (SUD).
While these approaches can signiﬁcantly speed up the development of systems that meet their performance requirements, they are only applicable when
the SUD operational proﬁle is known and does not change over time. Both of
these are strong assumptions. In practice, software systems are often used in
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applications aﬀected by uncertainty, due both to incomplete knowledge of and
to changes in workloads, availability of shared resources, etc.
In this paper, we introduce a novel performance analysis and refactoring
approach that addresses this signiﬁcant limitation of current solutions. The new
approach considers the uncertainty in the SUD operational proﬁle by identifying
the performance antipatterns present in predeﬁned operational proﬁle regions.
These regions capture aleatoric and epistemic operational proﬁle uncertainties
due to unavoidable changes in the environment (e.g., workload variations) and to
insuﬃciently measured environment properties (e.g., CPU speed), respectively.
A few existing solutions [2,11,19] employ sensitivity analysis to assess the
robustness of software to variations in its operational proﬁle. However, these solutions are not interested in major operational proﬁle changes like our approach,
and therefore focus on establishing the eﬀect of small operational proﬁle variations on the performance of the SUD. In contrast, our new approach provides a
global perspective on the performance antipatterns associated with a wide range
of operational proﬁles. This perspective enables software engineers to identify
operational proﬁle regions in which their SUD is likely to require refactoring,
and supports the selection of suitable refactoring actions for such regions. The
main contributions of this paper are:
1. We introduce the concept of a performance antipattern proﬁle (i.e., a “map”
showing the antipatterns present in diﬀerent regions from the operational
proﬁle space of a SUD), and a method for synthesising such proﬁles for
systems comprising a mix of internal and external software components.
2. We present a tool-supported approach that uses our performance antipattern
proﬁle synthesis method, and we deﬁne best practices for refactoring the
architecture of a SUD using performance antipattern proﬁles.
3. We demonstrate the application of our approach for a software system comprising a combination of internal (i.e., in-house) components and external
(i.e., third-party) services.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a
software system that we use to illustrate the application of our approach throughout the paper. Section 3 presents the new approach for the performance analysis
and refactoring of software systems, and Section 4 describes its application to
the service-based system from our motivating example. Section 5 compares our
solution with existing approaches. Finally, Section 6 summarises the beneﬁts and
limitations of our approach, and suggests directions for future work.

2

Running Example

To illustrate the application of our approach, we consider a heterogeneous software system comprising both internal components and external services. We
assume that the internal components are deployed on the private servers of the
organisation that owns the system. As such, the architecture and resources of
these components can be modiﬁed if needed. In contrast, the external services
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are accessed remotely from third-party providers and cannot be modiﬁed. These
services can only be replaced with (or can be used alongside) other services that
are functionally equivalent but may induce diﬀerent performance.
2.1

System description

The system we use as a running example is adapted from [14], and comes
expert mode
normal mode
from the foreign currency trading domain. The workﬂow implemented by
Market
this “FOREX” system is shown in
Watch
Figure 1, and involves handling requests sent by currency traders. Two
Technical
Fundamental
Analysis
Analysis
types of requests are possible: requests
perform
that must be handled in a so-called objectives objectives
transaction
not met
satisﬁed
“expert” mode, and requests handled
error
end
in a “normal” mode. The request type
Alarm
Order
determines whether the system starts
with a “fundamental analysis” operation or a “market watch” operation.
Notiﬁcation
Both of these operations use external services. “Technical analysis” is
an operation provided by an internal component. This operation follows the market watch, and deter- Fig. 1. Workﬂow of the foreign currency
mines whether the trader’s objectives trading system (FOREX)
(speciﬁed in the request) are satisﬁed
or not. If there is a conﬂict between these objectives and the results of the technical analysis, then the market watch is re-executed. Furthermore, the technical
analysis may return an error, i.e., an internal “alarm” operation is triggered
to inform the user about the erroneous result. The optimal results of either
technical or fundamental analysis (satisﬁed objectives/trade acceptance) lead to
the execution of an external “order” operation that completes the trade, and
is followed by an internal “notiﬁcation” operation that conﬁrms the successful
completion of the workﬂow.
2.2

External services

For the operations executed using external services, multiple services can be used
as equivalent alternatives or in some combination deemed suitable. Given n > 1
functionally equivalent services, three options for combining them are possible:
– Sequential (SEQ): ﬁrst invoke service 1; if the invocation succeeds, use its
response; if it fails, then invoke service 2, etc., until service n is invoked, if
needed.
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– Parallel (PAR): invoke all n services at once, and use the ﬁrst result that
comes back.
– Probabilistic (PROB): invoke one of the n available services, selected based
on a discrete probability distribution.
Therefore, we need to choose a “good” option (i.e., one that enables the system
to satisfy its performance requirements) starting from information about the
performance characteristics shown by each of these services, which we assume
known from either the service-level agreement (SLA) published by the providers
of these services, from our observations, or from both. Additionally, we assume
that all these services already satisfy the functional requirements.
2.3

Internal components

The internal operations are executed by software components belonging to the
organisation that “owns” the system, and running on their private hardware
nodes/servers. We assume that technical analysis (TA) has a much more significant impact on the performance of the system compared to the other two inhouse components (alarm and notiﬁcation), which require only modest resources.
Consequently, it is necessary to identify possible antipattern-driven refactoring
actions for the TA component, to ensure that the system operates with an optimal performance. If and when needed, the refactoring actions we consider are:
(i) duplicate the TA software component and load balance the incoming requests
among the two TA instances; or (ii) replace the TA instance with a faster one.
These actions will increase the cost, but may be needed to satisfy the performance requirements of the system.
2.4

Operational proﬁle parameters

Several parameters of the system are outside the control of its developers. These
parameters represent the operational proﬁle of the system. For our FOREX system, they include the probability that a user request needs expert-mode handling, and the probability of a transactions being performed after the execution
of the fundamental analysis operation (cf. Figure 1). The choice of these parameter ranges reﬂects, for instance, the engineers’ expectation about a particular
deployment of the system, numerical values will be provided in Section 4.

3
3.1

Approach
Overview

As shown in Figure 2, our approach to performance analysis and system refactoring comprises ﬁve steps. Starting for an initial system design proposed by
a software engineer, step 1 involves modelling the performance characteristics
of the system across its entire operational proﬁle space (i.e., for all possible
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Fig. 2. Performance analysis and refactoring using antipattern proﬁles

values of the operational proﬁle parameters). As such, the performance models produced by the modelling step are parametric models—models containing
(uninstantiated) parameters like the probabilities of receiving diﬀerent types of
user requests. Our approach is not prescriptive about the type of performance
models that can be used in its modelling step. However, these models must
be able to capture the uncertainty associated with the operational proﬁle of
the system. Therefore, in this paper we will use parametric discrete-time and
continuous-time Markov chains (parametric DTMCs and CTMCs).
Step 2 of the approach instantiates the parametric performance models for
combinations of parameter values covering the entire operational proﬁle space.
A suitable discretization of the continuous parameters is used for this purpose.
The performance models are then analysed in step 3 to compute the performance indices corresponding to all considered combinations of operational proﬁle
parameter values. Existing analysis tools suitable for the adopted type of performance models need to be used in this step—in the case of our DTMC and CTMC
models, a probabilistic model checker such as PRISM [24] or Storm [18](1 ).
Step 4 of the approach is using the performance indices and a portfolio of antipattern detection rules to identify the performance antipatterns that occur for
diﬀerent combinations of parameter values. This step produces a series of maps
that show the distribution of such antipatterns across the operational proﬁle
space, thus to highlight problematic (from a performance viewpoint) areas.
Finally, step 5 assesses whether refactoring actions are required, because
performance antipatterns occur in regions of the operational proﬁle space where
the deployed system is expected to operate. When refactoring is required, suitable refactoring actions (selected from a repository of such actions) are used to
update the system design. Updated system designs are then further evaluated
through re-executing the ﬁve steps of the approach, until a design with suitable
performance antipattern proﬁles is obtained.
1

An estimation of the eﬀort required to create and solve performance models is out
of this paper scope, as it may depend on the application domain complexity and the
analysts’ expertise.
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Table 1. Detection rule parameters.
Variable
InvReq
AvgInvReq
InvTime
AvgInvTime
ServRate
Util
AvgUtil
UtilThresh
RespTime
AvgRespTime
PathProb
AvgPathProb
PathProbThresh

3.2

Scope

Description

EXT/INT
Number of invocations per request
EXT/INT
Average number of invocations per request
EXT/INT
Number of invocations per time unit
EXT/INT Average number of invocations per time unit
INT
Service rate
INT
Utilization
INT
Average utilization
INT
Fixed utilization threshold
EXT
Response time
EXT
Average response time
EXT/INT
Probability of path execution
EXT/INT
Average probability of path execution
EXT/INT Fixed threshold for probability of path execution

Detection rules

The concept of Performance Antipattern has been introduced several years ago
[31] to deﬁne bad design practices that can induce performance problems in software systems. This concept has been later formalized in First-Order Logics [17]
and then employed, in the context of Software Performance Engineering processes, for the purpose of automating the detection and solution of performance
problems [29].
Inspired from the formalization provided in [17], we have here bounded the
detection rules of three performance antipatterns to the modeling and analysis context of this paper. This binding is indeed required for any context, due
to speciﬁcities and possible limitations of the notations adopted. In our case,
Markov models of service-based software systems, on one side, oﬀer the advantage of easy deduction of stochastic indices and, on the other side, suﬀer of lack
of separation between software and hardware parameters. The latter are in fact
implicitly taken into account in execution rates of operations.
Hereafter we report the formalization of the performance antipattern detection rules that we have used in this paper, while their parameters are deﬁned in
Table 1, where we also specify whether each parameter is available for external
services (‘EXT’), for internal components (‘INT’), or for both (‘EXT/INT’).
- BLOB
General description
It occurs when a component performs most of the work of an application, thus resulting in excessive components’ interactions that can
degrade performance.
Internal components
(InvReq > AvgInvReq) ∧ (U til > U tilT hresh) ∧ (U til > AvgU til)
External components
InvReq > AvgInvReq
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- CONCURRENT PROCESSING SYSTEMS (CPS)
General description
It occurs either when too many resources are dedicated to a component (MAX) or when a component does not make use of available
resources (MIN).
Internal components
MAX - (U til > U tilT hresh) ∧ (U til > AvgU til)
MIN - (U til < U tilT hresh) ∧ (U til < AvgU til)
External components
MAX - P AR pattern ∧ (RespT ime > AvgRespT ime)
MIN - P AR pattern ∧ (RespT ime < AvgRespT ime)
- PIPE AND FILTER (P&F)
General description
It occurs when the slowest ﬁlter in a “pipe and ﬁlter” architecture
causes the system to have unacceptable throughput.
Internal and External components
(InvT ime > AvgInvT ime) ∧ (P athP rob > P athP robT hresh) ∧
∧ (P athP rob > AvgP athP rob)
We remark that, in our context, the rules for detecting a speciﬁc antipattern
on internal components may diﬀer from the ones deﬁned for external services.
This is because the parameters available for external services are obviously more
limited than those of the internally developed components. For example, the
whole response time (i.e., service plus waiting time) of an external service is
usually negotiated in a service-level agreement, but it is diﬃcult to isolate the
net service time contribution to it, due to lack of control on the execution platform and the amount of resources dedicated to the service by the provider. Both
indices can instead be estimated for internal components. As a consequence,
wherever the service time (or any derived index like utilization) appears in a
detection rule, the corresponding predicate has to be skipped/modiﬁed for external services. For this reason, in our case BLOB and CPS antipatterns present
diﬀerent rules when applied to internal components or external services because,
as reported in Table 1, utilization cannot be estimated for the latter ones. In
the BLOB case, the predicates including utilization for internal components are
simply skipped in the external service formulation, because no other predicate
would make sense there. Instead, in the CPS case, the predicates on utilization have been replaced with similar ones on response time for external services,
because the CPS deﬁnition is compliant with this modiﬁcation.
We highlight that all predicates include parameters that evidently change
across diﬀerent areas of the system operational proﬁle (e.g., InvReq, U til),
hence we expect that the occurrences of the corresponding antipatterns vary
consequently. The only exceptions are the CPS rules for external services, because their parameters and thresholds do not depend on the operational proﬁle.
Such rules refer to the response time that, for these components, is based on service level agreement, and thus it cannot vary with the operational proﬁle. This
will evidently reﬂect on our experimental results, where CPS on external services
will appear either everywhere or nowhere in the operational proﬁle space.
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Synthesis of antipattern proﬁles

op. profile param2

The more software applications are being used worldwide from diﬀerent types
of users, the more diﬃcult is to estimate a representative average behavior of
users that induces a speciﬁc operational proﬁle. In fact, not only users can have
diﬀerent operational proﬁles depending on their locations [15], but even in the
same area the users behavior can (sometime radically) change over time [23].
Nevertheless, applications should show acceptable performance across diﬀerent operational proﬁles. A motivation for our work is that diﬀerent operational
proﬁles can induce various performance problems, for example because a higher
execution frequency of a path can overload components involved in that path.
Hence, the idea is that, in order to identify the most appropriate refactoring
actions to apply for overcoming performance problems, these problems must be
identiﬁed across diﬀerent operational proﬁles.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of Performance Antipattern Pro1
ﬁle, which is a representation of per.8
formance antipattern occurrences while
.6
varying operational proﬁle parameters.
As discussed above, diﬀerent antipat.4
tern occurrences are expected to ap.2
pear in diﬀerent areas of an operational
proﬁle, as shown in Figure 3, where
0
.2
.4
.6
.8
1
two operational proﬁle parameters vary
op. profile param1
(from 0 to 1) on the axes, and diﬀerent coloured shapes in the graph inFig. 3. Example of antipattern proﬁle
dicate the occurrences of diﬀerent antipatterns. Only with this information in hand, the performance experts can
suggest appropriate refactoring actions when the system falls within a certain
operational proﬁle area, or even (in a proactive way) when the system is expected
to enter a speciﬁc operational proﬁle area.
3.4

Refactoring

The notational aspects outlined in the previous section for antipattern detection
obviously reﬂect in the portfolio of refactoring actions aimed at removing performance antipatterns. In general, a refactoring action modiﬁes some available
architectural knob (e.g., the number of messages exchanged between two components, the list of operations provided by a component) to remove a source of
the antipattern causes. The type and number of knobs depend on the adopted
notation, so the portfolio of refactoring actions does the same.
Our notation distinguished between internal components and external services. The two types of system elements are characterized by a few common
parameters and by parameters speciﬁc to each type (see Table 1). Therefore,
our portfolio of refactoring actions is partitioned in two sets, as detailed below.
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Actions for internal components
– Change service rate - The modiﬁcation of a component service rate can
be induced by several actions on the system, which could act on the hardware
platform or on the software architecture, such as: (i) redeploy the component
to a platform node with diﬀerent hardware characteristics, (ii) replace some
devices of the platform node where the component is currently allocated,
(iii) redesign the software component so that its resource requests change,
(iv) split a component into two (or more) components and re-deploy them.
– Change number of threads - This action is always possible where the control on the number of threads is on the designer’s hands, and indeed for
internal components this is guaranteed.
Actions for external services
– Change pattern - We have considered three combination patterns for external services, that are: SEQ, PAR, and PROB (see Section 2.2). They are
used to combine (a subset of) the available instances of a certain external
service. This action requires to modify the combination pattern, by keeping
unchanged the set of combined services.
– Change the pattern parameters - Some patterns are regulated by parameters, in particular: PROB has a probability of each instance invocation, and
SEQ has a failure probability for each instance. A change in the PROB probabilities is always feasible, because they are under full control of the designer.
Instead, a change in the failure probabilities within a SEQ pattern implies
that the designers are enabled for deeper modiﬁcations in the involved instances that can induce diﬀerent reliability, and this is not often the case.
– Change combination of service instances - This action requires to replace some (or all) of service instances that are combined to provide a certain
operation, by keeping unchanged the combination pattern.
Of course, the above actions can be combined together to study their joint
eﬀects on the performance improvement.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the research questions that we intend to address (see Section 4.1). Thereafter, we describe the experimental scenarios (see
Section 4.2) and discuss the obtained results (see Section 4.3). We ﬁnally report the threats to validity in Section 4.4. The implemented tool, the models and the experimental results are available at: https://github.com/Fase20/
automated-antipattern-detection.
4.1

Research questions

The detection and solution of performance antipatterns largely depends on the
operational proﬁle, which is determined by the end-users behaviour, thus it can
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only be known after the system deployment. Naturally, some antipatterns are
more aﬀected than others by the operational proﬁle that can have a considerable
inﬂuence on the software system and, consequently, on its performance characteristics. Through our experimentation, we aim at answering the following two
research questions:
– RQ1 : Does our approach provide insights on the performance antipattern
proﬁle of a speciﬁc design?
– RQ2 : Does our approach support performance-driven refactoring decisions
on the basis of the performance antipattern proﬁle?
In order to answer these questions, we apply our approach to the running
example introduced in Section 2.
4.2

Experimental scenarios

Table 2 reports the system parameters of
Table 2. System parameters.
the default conﬁguration we have used for
Parameter
Values
our experiments. It is structured in three
diﬀerent groups. First, system settings, i.e.,
ExtReqs-rate
10s−1
ExtReqs-rate (rate of external requests inQueueSize
10
coming to the system), and QueueSize (maxTA-rate
3s−1
imum number of queueing requests). These
Alarm-rate
40s−1
values are both set to 10. Second, the rate
Notif-rate
55s−1
of internal components and external services,
MW-rate
19.92s−1
e.g., T A-rate = 3 is the execution rate of the
FA-rate
24.99s−1
Technical Analysis (TA) internal component.
Order-rate
19.09s−1
For external services, this rate corresponds to
TA-threads
1
the inverse of the response time (as explained
in Section 3.2), and it was obtained through
the analysis of discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) models of the service combinations (i.e., SEQ, PAR or PROB) used for the external operations of the
system. The model checker Storm was used to perform this analysis. Third, TA
(as internal component) has a number of threads that is initially set to 1, but
we provide a refactoring action that can change such number to modify the
parallelism degree for such component.
The operational proﬁle space of our running example (see Figure 1) is fully deﬁned by the following branching point probabilities: (i) pExpertMode (pEM ), i.e.,
the probability of executing the workﬂow in expert mode; (ii) pPerformTransaction (pP T ), i.e., the probability of successfully performing a transaction; (iii)
pObjectivesSatisfied (pOS ) and pObjectivesNotMet (pON ), i.e., the probabilities of satisfying or not the objectives, respectively. As a consequence, 1 −
(pOS + pON ) is the resulting probability of an error occurring.
The experimental scenarios that we analyze in the next section include the
variations of pEM and pP T within their full range [0, 1] with a 0.1 step. Given
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the space constraints, we decided to bind (pOS , pON ) to three scenarios, namely:
{(0.21, 0.78), (0.48, 0.01), (0.98, 0.01)}, which in the following we call scenarioA ,
scenarioB , and scenarioC , respectively.
We have considered the following design changes for refactoring purposes:
(R1 ) - the service rate of the TA internal component can be modiﬁed from 3
to 6 jobs per second (i.e., it becomes faster when performing computations)
when TA is detected as an instance of a BLOB performance antipattern; (R2 )
- a further thread of the TA component can be added to split the incoming
load and manage users’ requests, again as a solution of a BLOB performance
antipattern on TA; (R3 ) - change pattern (from SEQ to PAR) and service rate
(from 50.21 to 500) of the MW external service, when MW has been detected as
part of a Pipe and Filter antipattern; (R4 ) - change service rate (from 40.02 to
400) of the FA external service while keeping the same pattern (i.e., PAR), and
this is suggested as a solution of a Pipe and Filter antipattern that involves FA.
The results presented in the next section were obtained using the tool we
developed to implement the analysis and refactoring process from Figure 2.
This tool generates antipattern proﬁles using the antipattern detection rules
from Section 3.2 and performance indices computed through the probabilistic
model checking of a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model of the entire
FOREX system from Figure 1. The model checker Storm is automatically invoked by the tool for this purpose. The tool and the parametric CTMC models
we used are available in our project’s GitHub repository.
4.3

Experimental Results

In order to answer RQ1 , we have investigated the occurrence of performance
antipatterns across diﬀerent operational proﬁles, so to obtain performance antipattern proﬁles. Figures 4, 5, and 6 report the BLOB, CPS, and P&F detected
antipatterns, respectively, across the operational proﬁle space. Each ﬁgure shows
the three considered scenarios for pOS and pON and, for each scenario, pEM varies
from 0 to 1 (with a step size of 0.1) on the x-axis , while pP T varies in the same
range on the y-axis. Antipatterns occurring in each operational proﬁle point are
denoted by speciﬁc symbols.
We have here considered full ranges of the operational proﬁle parameters,
even though, in each instant of its runtime, the system will fall in a single point
of the proﬁle. Therefore, suitable refactoring actions depend on the area where
the running system proﬁle falls in the considered time. In particular, if it runs in
an area where antipatterns do not occur, then no refactoring action is suggested.
In Figure 4(a) we can notice that in scenarioA (i.e., pOS = 0.21 and pON =
0.78) four diﬀerent components are detected as BLOB antipatterns, speciﬁcally:
(i) BLOB(FA) occurs for low values of pEM only (i.e., up to 0.2); as opposite,
(ii) BLOB(TA) occurs for larger values of pEM ; (iii) BLOB(MW) shows a very
similar behaviour with respect to BLOB(TA) except in two corner cases where
it occurs alone; (iv) BLOB(Order) occurs for low values of pEM and high values
of pP T only.
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Fig. 4. BLOB antipattern instances while varying operational proﬁles.
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Fig. 5. CPS antipattern instances while varying operational proﬁles.

Figure 4(b) interestingly shows that in scenarioB (i.e., pOS = 0.48, and
pON = 0.01), BLOB(TA) and BLOB(MW) occur in a smaller portion of the
operational proﬁle space, i.e., the right-most side (starting when pEM = 0.7).
Also the other antipatterns are subject to the probability changes, in fact both
BLOB(FA) and BLOB(Order) occur in a larger portion of the space, i.e., the
left-most side (up to pEM =0.5). This is because scenarioB moves a consistent
part of the workload far from the MW-TA loop, with respect to scenarioA .
Figure 4(c) illustrates the case of scenarioC (i.e., pOS = 0.98, and pON =
0.01), where further diﬀerences appear. In particular, BLOB(TA) antipattern
does not occur anymore since the higher value of pOS induces less computation
in TA. BLOB(MW) is conﬁned to three cases of large pEM values and low pP T
values. This is because the major load is going here to FA and Order that in
fact more widely are detected as BLOB antipatterns.
Figure 5 depicts the CPS antipattern proﬁle that, as compared to the BLOB
one, does not considerably vary across diﬀerent scenarios. For readability reasons,
CPS(FA)min is not reported in this ﬁgure, although it occurs across the whole
operational space for all the three scenarios. We recall that this is due to the CPS
detection rule that takes into account the response time for external services,
which does not change with users’ behaviour since it is a ﬁxed value outcoming
from service-level agreements. CPS(TA)min is not aﬀected at all by the scenario
variations, as it always occurs in the same operational proﬁle area. Instead,
the CPS(TA)max instances progressively decrease when increasing pOS . A pOS
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Fig. 7. BLOB antipattern instances across diﬀerent refactorings - scenarioA .

growth, in fact, relieves the MW-TA loop, thus inducing less unbalancing in its
components.
Figure 6 shows the P&F antipattern proﬁle, where the antipattern instances
obviously refer to execution paths instead of single components/services. Hence,
diﬀerent symbols represents diﬀerent paths where one of the components/services
is the slowest ﬁlter. For example, MW/MWTAOrNo means that MW is the slowest ﬁlter of the MW-TA-Order-Notiﬁcation path. Interesting variations of this
antipattern proﬁle appear across scenarios, again driven by variations in the
operational proﬁle parameter values.
Summary for RQ1 : Our approach provides insights on the performance antipattern proﬁle of a speciﬁc design. In fact, we are able to identify considerable
variations in the detected antipattern instances while varying the operational
proﬁle parameters.
In order to answer RQ2 , we have investigated the occurrence of performance
antipatterns after applying refactoring actions that we have deﬁned in Section
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Fig. 8. BLOB antipattern instances across diﬀerent refactorings - scenarioB .

4.2, across the operational proﬁle space. The most interesting cases are discussed
hereafter, and speciﬁcally: (i) Figures 7 and 8 report the BLOB refactoring eﬀects
on scenarioA and scenarioB , respectively; (ii) Figure 9 illustrates refactorings
for the CPS antipattern in scenarioA ; (iii) Figure 10 shows the P&F refactoring
eﬀect on scenarioC .
In Figure 7, we can notice the following eﬀects of refactorings actions. Upon
(R1 ) application, as expected, less BLOB(TA) instances appear because this
refactoring consists of doubling the TA computation speed, while all other instances remains unvaried. (R2 ) introduces a further TA thread and, in this case,
this induces less BLOB (TA) because more quickly requests are processed by
these two threads, and realistically FA becomes the overloaded one thus inducing more BLOB(FA) instances to appear. (R3 ) modiﬁes the rate of MW and
makes it much slower, thus inducing the side eﬀect of providing much less load
to TA; in fact all the BLOB(TA) instances disappear, and all the other instances
remain unvaried. (R4 ) decreases the rate of FA and, similarly to above, it has the
eﬀect of providing less load to TA, in fact the number of BLOB(TA) instances
decreases.
Figure 8 illustrates the eﬀect of BLOB refactorings on scenarioB . (R1 )
refactoring consists of making the TA component two times faster, hence the
BLOB(TA) instance completely disappears from the operational space, while all
the other antipatterns are not aﬀected. (R2 ), introduces a further TA thread, but
in this case it occurs in a quite less stressed context with respect to scenarioA .
This aspect, together with the fact that two threads allow to drop less requests, given that the queue length remains unvaried, in practice does not relieve
TA itself. This is the reason for BLOB(TA) to not disappear. The decrease of
BLOB(Order) instances is very likely due to the fact that, if performance indices change for some components/services, then their calculated average value
change as well, hence inequalities in detection rules can change their results due
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Fig. 9. CPS antipattern instances across diﬀerent refactorings - scenarioA .

to changes in the right-hand-side targets. (R3 ), similarly to Figure 7, modiﬁes
the MW rate and makes it much slower, thus having the eﬀect of providing much
less load to TA, in fact all BLOB(TA) instances disappear. Also (R4 ) behaves
similarly to Figure 7.
Figure 9 depicts scenarioA (i.e., the pOS = 0.21 and pON = 0.78 case) when
considering CPS antipattern instances. We recall that the detection rule for CPS
on external services operates on response time values that do not change with the
operational proﬁle. This leads that CPS(FA)min occurs in the whole operational
space (not only for the initial system, but also after R1 , R2 , and R3 refactorings).
Instead, for R4 refactoring, we found CPS(FA)max always occurring, and this is
due to nature of this refactoring that modiﬁes the FA rate. For R3 refactoring,
besides CPS(FA)min, we also found CPS(MW)max always occurring, and this
is again due to the fact that R3 modiﬁes the MW rate.
In addition to this, we can make the following speciﬁc considerations. (R1 ),
makes the TA component two times faster, hence less CPS(TA)max instances
appear, as expected. (R2 ) introduces a further TA thread but it is not beneﬁcial
for the system, in fact the number of CPS(TA)max instances increase in the operational proﬁle space. This eﬀect is again very likely due to the fact that, with two
threads, less requests are dropped than in the one thread case. Hence the work
on TA in practice increases. This apparent anomaly would be mitigated whether,
in the analysis, the number of dropped requests would be considered. (R3 ), decreases the MW rate, so it has the eﬀect of providing less load to TA; in fact
CPS(TA)max instances disappear, and (as mentioned above) a CPS(MW)max
instance appears in the whole operational proﬁle space. (R4 ) decreases the FA
rate, thus having the eﬀect of increasing the number of CPS(TA)min instances
and decreasing the CPS(TA)max ones.
Figure 10 illustrates scenarioC (i.e., the pOS = 0.98 and pON = 0.01 case)
when considering P&F antipattern instances. Quite small variations can be ob-
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Fig. 10. P&F antipattern instances across diﬀerent refactorings - scenarioC .

served here, as compared to other antipatterns and scenarios, always limitedly
to single points of the operational proﬁle space. Some speciﬁc comments follow.
(R1 ) induces less P&F instances where TA is the slowest ﬁlter and, on the same
path, introduces more instances where Order is the slowest ﬁlter. This is an expected behavior due to the refactoring action that makes TA faster. (R2 ) has no
eﬀect at all. (R3 ) modiﬁes the rate of MW component and makes it much slower,
thus inducing less load to TA. The eﬀect on the P&F antipattern is minimal and
coherent, because one more P&F(MW) instance and one less P&F(TA) instance
occur in the same path. (R4 ) only introduces one more P&F(MW) on the same
path as above, and this could be a side eﬀect of changing the average values of
performance indices.
Summary for RQ2 : The approach supports performance-driven refactoring decisions based on antipattern proﬁles, in that refactorings determine diﬀerent
eﬀects on diﬀerent regions of the operational proﬁle space.

4.4

Threats to validity

Internal validity. In order to spot internal errors in our implementation for automatically detecting multiple performance antipatterns, we have thoroughly
tested it. We veriﬁed that the detected performance antipatterns follow the given
rules deﬁned in their speciﬁcation, along with the expected performance indicators. Note that the detection and solution of performance antipatterns relies on
our previous experience in this domain [17], but in the future we are interested
to involve external users that will be enabled to add their own rules for detection
and refactoring.
External validity. We are aware that one case study is not enough to thoroughly validate the eﬀectiveness of our approach. Nevertheless, several experi-
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ments have been performed beside the proposed experimental scenarios, in order
to inspect the large number of variabilities in the operational proﬁle space that
may aﬀect performance characteristics in unexpected ways. As future work, we
would like to better investigate the eﬀectiveness of our approach by applying it
to further case studies (including industrial applications).

5

Related Work

In literature, the operational proﬁle has been recognized as a very relevant
factor in many domains, such as software reliability [27] and testing [30]. In
the context of performance analysis of software systems, there are many techniques developed to act at: (i) design-time, i.e., providing model-based predictions [6,12,32]; (ii) run-time, i.e., actual measurements derived from system monitoring [10,13,35]. The refactoring, instead, is a more recent research direction,
and many issues arise when modifying diﬀerent system abstractions [3,26,5].
This paper contributes in demonstrating that both performance analysis and
refactoring are aﬀected by operational proﬁles, and in the following we review
the related work aimed at pursuing this research direction.
In [22], a method for uncertainty analysis of the operational proﬁle is presented, and the perturbation theory is used to evaluate how the execution rates
of software components are aﬀected by changes in the operational proﬁle. Our
approach also considers execution rates, but it is intended to support designers
in the task of identifying performance-critical scenarios (i.e., when antipatterns
occur and their evolution when refactoring actions are applied). In [34], performance antipatterns are used to isolate the problems’ root causes, and facilitating
their solutions; the TPC-W benchmark showed a relevant increase in the maximum throughput, thus to assess the usefulness of performance antipatterns.
However, the choice of representative usage proﬁles is recognized by the authors
as a limitation of the approach, since no directives are given for this scope. Our
approach, instead, is intentionally focused on exploiting the performance antipatterns while considering the operational proﬁle space as a ﬁrst-class citizen
of the conducted analysis.
The static technique proposed in [25] detects and ﬁxes performance bugs
(i.e., break out of the loop when a given condition becomes true). It is applied to
real-world Java and C/C++ applications, and it resulted very promising since a
large number of new performance bugs are discovered. Like [34], this approach
neglects the operational proﬁle that instead may trigger the presence of further
performance problems. As opposite, our goal is to shed the light on the importance of the operational proﬁle space, and our experimentation demonstrates
that performance problems and solutions indeed vary across such a space.
In [21], performance anomalies in testing data are detected through a new
metric, namely the transaction proﬁle (TP), that is inferred from the testing
data along with the queueing network model of the testing system. The key intuition is that TP is independent from the workload, it is sensitive to variations
caused by software updates only. Our approach also investigates what are the
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refactorings that are more responsible of performance issues, along with the characteristics of the operational proﬁle. In fact, refactorings produce regions of the
operational proﬁle space that are diﬀerently aﬀected, and these diﬀerences can
be used by the designers in the task of understanding the suitability of a speciﬁc
design. The work more related to our approach is [28] where sequences of code
refactorings (for Java-like programs) are driven by the avoidance of antipatterns
(i.e., the BLOB only) and aimed at improving the system security. These refactorings consider the attack surface (i.e., how users/attackers access to software
functionalities) as an additional optimization objective. Our approach shares the
intuition that antipattern-based refactorings are beneﬁcial for software quality
(i.e., performance in our case) and that the operational proﬁle needs to be part
of the evaluation, but unlike [28] we target software design abstractions, and we
provide a global view of the antipatterns encountered by software systems across
their entire operational proﬁle space. A systematic literature review on software
architecture optimization methods is provided in [1], but users’ operational proﬁles are neglected. This further motivates our work as promoter of a research
line that should foster more attention on the role of users and their eﬀects on
the available software resources.
Summarizing, to the best of our knowledge, there is no approach that focuses
on how the operational proﬁle aﬀects the performance analysis and refactoring
of software systems, and the idea of adopting performance antipatterns for this
scope seems to be promising according to our experimentation.

6

Conclusion

We presented a novel approach that considers the operational proﬁle space of a
system under development as a ﬁrst class citizen in performance-driven analysis
and refactoring of software systems. Performance antipatterns proﬁles have been
used to support designers in the nontrivial task of identifying problematic (from
a performance perspective) areas of the operational proﬁle space, and refactoring
actions are applied to improve the system performance in such areas. Experimental results conﬁrm the usefulness of the approach, and show how it can be
used to evaluate the suitability of a speciﬁc design in diﬀerent regions of the
operational proﬁle space.
In addition to the areas of future work mentioned in Section 4.4, we plan to
extend our approach with the ability to handle reliability and costs constraints,
and thus to support trade-oﬀ analysis among multiple quality attributes. Finally,
the applicability of the approach could be extended by a portfolio of generic
refactoring actions (which need to be feasible with our modelling and analysis
techniques), and methods that automate the selection of suitable actions from
this portfolio.
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Abstract. Legal compliance is an important part of certifying the correct behaviour of a business process. To be compliant, organizations
might hard-wire regulations into processes, limiting the discretion that
workers have when choosing what activities should be executed in a case.
Worse, hard-wired compliant processes are diﬃcult to change when laws
change, and this occurs very often. This paper proposes a model-driven
approach to process compliance and combines a) reference models from
laws, and b) business process models. Both reference and process models
are expressed in a declarative process language, The Dynamic Condition
Response (DCR) graphs. They are subject to testing and veriﬁcation,
allowing law practitioners to check consistency against the intent of the
law. Compliance checking is a combination of alignments between events
in laws and events in a process model. In this way, a reference model
can be used to check diﬀerent process variants. Moreover, changes in
the reference model due to law changes do not necessarily invalidate
existing processes, allowing their reuse and adaptation. We exemplify
the framework via the alignment of laws and business rules and a real
contract change management process, Finally, we show how compliance
checking for declarative processes is decidable, and provide a polynomial
time approximation that contrasts NP complexity algorithms used in
compliance checking for imperative business processes. All-together, this
paper presents technical and methodological steps that are being used
by legal practitioners in municipal governments in their eﬀorts towards
digitalization of work practices in the public sector.
Keywords: Formal Models of Law, Dynamic Condition Response (DCR)
graphs, Compliance Checking, Process Calculi, Reﬁnement

1

Introduction

Ensuring that business processes comply with applicable laws and regulations
has been a central concern with the arrival of regulatory technologies (RegTech),
c The Author(s) 2020
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and bring together diﬀerent disciplines ranging from legal theory to computer
science. We understand compliance as the “act/process to ensure that business
operations, processes, and practices are in accordance with prescriptive (often
legal) documents" [15]. Checking compliance requires ways to compare artefacts
coming from very diﬀerent domains: the legal domain and the process domain.
On the one hand, business processes have as a main criteria the fulﬁlment of a
business goal. On the other hand, processes operate within a regulated context,
that sets certain limitations on how to achieve the goals, and deﬁnes responsibilities for actors involved. In the public sector, being non-compliant is not an
option, as regulations determine the rights and obligations of their citizens. In
the private sector, the risk of being non-compliant equates to possible hefty ﬁnes
for the organization4 .
Linking laws and processes have several challenges: First, how can we formally
interpret ambiguous regulations written in natural language? Second, how to pair
that formal interpretation of the law against a business process? Third, how to
reuse legal speciﬁcations in diﬀerent process domains?, and fourth, what will
happen with compliance when the laws change? Compliance checking refers to
the veriﬁcation procedure that compares regulations and processes: In its most
simple form, compliance checking can be expressed as the following problem:
given a formal speciﬁcation of a law L and a business process P , we say that
the process is compliant if 1. Every action that P does is in accordance to the
permissions allowed by L, and 2. Every execution of P meets the set of obligations
established by L, and 3. Executions of P don’t do anything prohibited by L. In
any other case we will say that the process is not compliant.
In this paper we focus on the compliance checking problem from a modelling/programming language perspective. First, we explore how declarative process languages can describe the set of requirements expressed in legal documents.
The challenge is both at the level of language expressiveness (can the language
express the intended semantics of a legal text?), as well as understandability
(can a non-expert understand the speciﬁcation?). Second, we look at the process
dimension: can we have a general framework that considers diﬀerent process
artefacts? Third, we look at the alignment between the legal and the process
dimension: Can we provide an eﬃcient algorithm to compute whether a process
is compliant with the legislation?
In [20], a taxonomy of the requirements needed to formally express laws was
presented. Overall, a formal language that expresses legal requirements should
be able to describe what can be done (permissions), what must be done (obligations), and what should not happen (violations). Moreover, these so-called
deontic constraints are eﬀectful (e.g.: an obligation might grant certain permissions, e.g. “you must pay for delivery, but when you do so, you may decide
whether to pay now or upon delivery" and vice-versa, a permission may impose
certain obligations, e.g. “you may park here if you pay later"). The content of
the laws might also inﬂuence the choice of the language. Laws might describe
4

https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/21/18191591/google-gdpr-ﬁne-50-millioneuros-data-consent-cnil
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constraints related to the control ﬂow, temporal information, data, or resource
constraints [39]. Finally, the language of choice should be able to describe defeasible conditions [18], that is, when parts of the law become irrelevant, and are
superseded by other parts.
Compliance checking requires a formal representation of business goals and
processes. Such a representation traditionally takes the shape of traces (c.f.:
event-logs) at run-time, and of imperative process models at design-time. In the
imperative paradigm, languages such as BPMN [35] and UML Activity Diagrams [34] describe processes as activities and composition operators that prescribe how the ﬂow in the activities executed in the process. Rules and laws
are not ﬁrst-class citizens in imperative models, and they need to be encoded as
annotations in the process language [13], or paired with additional languages,
such as BPMN-Q [4]. In contrast, declarative process models focus in the description of circumstantial information of processes (e.g.: the why of the process). Languages such as Declare [37] and Dynamic Condition Response (DCR)
Graphs [10, 22] are some exponents of these types of languages. They describe
a process as a set of constraints between activities which can be translated to
speciﬁc business rules or goals. Their semantics is usually characterised by either
mapping the declarative model to a ﬂow-based model (e.g. transition systems),
or by introducing an operational semantics that reasons over the state of the
diﬀerent constraints and/or activities of the model.
The objective of this paper is two-fold. First, it explores whether existing
declarative process languages are expressive enough to formalise regulations;
second, it introduces compliance checking via declarative processes. The DCR
graphs process notation has been developed for the formalisation and digitalisation of collaborative, adaptive case management processes. The visual notation is
both supported by a range of formal techniques, and serves as the formal base for
the industrial (www.dcrgraphs.net) modelling and simulation tool. In contrast
to Declare, the DCR graphs technology has been succesfully employed in major
industrial case management systems, and at the moment it supports 70% of the
Danish Central Government institutions5 . DCR graphs have been extended to
include both data [43], time [5, 24], sub-processes [10], and choreographies [25].
In the present paper we consider the core notation with time, which is expressive enough to represent both regular and omega-regular languages [10] as well
as so-called true concurrency [9]. In this work we only focus on laws describing control-ﬂow and temporal constraints, leaving data, resource constraints or
inter-law dependencies for future work.
Our approach for process compliance can be summarised as follows: both the
legal domain and the business/organisational domain are deﬁned as independent
DCR graphs, and compliance checking is reduced to process reﬁnement. These
two independent models allow for a separation of concerns on what is legal and
what is business/organisational requirements and goals, and it eases compliance
checking when either laws or organisational processes change. It is worth to point
out that at its core, the choice of a process language can be replaced to any
5
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existing process language (including imperative ones), as compliance checking is
mainly deﬁned over traces. Changes in regulations might aﬀect existing running
processes: the typical example is governmental case work, where processes need
to be revised every time a new regulation is signed. In addition, organisational
changes or process optimisation eﬀorts might modify a business process in a
way that stops being compliant with existing laws. Finally, the separation of the
legal and business domains supports diﬀerent stages of the compliance life cycle:
designing new processes that are compliant with the laws (e.g.: Complianceby-Design (CbD) [14]), as well as the veriﬁcation of existing or mined process
models [33] becomes possible.
Contributions This paper presents the ﬁrst compliance framework for declarative process models that 1) can represent safety and omega-regular liveness
properties, 2) is supported by industrial design and simulation tools, and 3)
is currently in use in the digitalization strategies of municipal governments,
and 4) allows for a separation of concerns between what is legal and what is
process-speciﬁc. Thanks to having the same formal language for laws and business processes, we can use eﬃcient veriﬁcation techniques based on process reﬁnement, This comes in contrast to approaches based in annotated imperative
business processes, where the complexity of compliance checking belongs to the
non-polynomial complexity class [45].
Document Structure Section 2 introduces the compliance framework. Section 3 presents DCR graphs, and illustrates its use on a case study. Section 4
explains the construction of reference models. Section 5 describes our compliance
checking technique. Results from validation with organizations are documented
in Section 6. Related work is compared in 7. We conclude in Section 8.

2

Regulatory Compliance Framework

The overall components of our compliance framework are described in Fig. 1.
It shows the interactions between two diﬀerent type of roles: The compliance
oﬃcer, with a background in law, identiﬁes the applicable regulations, and for
each law she generates a reference model. Laws might be abstract, e.g.: “Any information relating to an identiﬁed or identiﬁable natural person (‘data subject’)”
(Art. 4 in GDPR [7]). Consequently, the oﬃcer might need to combine the law
with implementation acts (e.g. the Danish Data Protection Act [8]). In this way,
the speciﬁcation must narrow down ambiguities such as: “What corresponds to
any information”?, “in which ways will the process identify a person"? or “who
constitutes a natural person”? While the disambiguation process is mostly a manual processes that depends on the expertise of the compliance oﬃcer, computer
support might provide help in the elicitation phase. Dual-coding tools support
lawyers in the generation of formal speciﬁcations [29], and NLP techniques can
be used to speedup the identiﬁcation of process-related information [30]. The
output will be a collection of reference models, each of them describing a law.
Each model describe roles, rights, obligations, and the relations between them.
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Fig. 1. Compliance Framework

Compliance checking assumes the existence of a process. This can be elicited
from stakeholders via standard techniques [12] or, if the process already exists,
via process mining [33]. Process models contain the activities performed, roles,
and resource information (time & data) used. Alternatively, one can consider
disregarding process discovery and perform compliance checking directly over
event logs, as in classical process conformance approaches [1].
Both models and process models are subject to veriﬁcation and validation
phases. Scenario replays, reachability and deadlock-livelock checkers provide
guarantees that both structural properties of the models are preserved.
The last dimension revolves compliance, and it constitutes the core of this
paper. Since reference models are speciﬁc to a given regulation, they need to
be instantiated in terms of the business process. This requires the alignment
between events identiﬁed in the reference model, and activities in the business
process. Compliance checking is then reduced to trace reﬁnement: all traces in
the process model are a subset of the traces in the reference model.
The separation between reference and compliance models allows for modular veriﬁcation. When laws and processes change, their models can be changed
separately, only needing to revise the alignment between events and activities.
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0-time

tω ∈ N ∪ {ω}

ω-time

Fig. 2. DCR Processes Syntax.

3

DCR Graphs

In this section, we recall the syntax and semantics of Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) processes. We use the core term-based deﬁnition with time, without bound events and subprocesses, following the original presentation in [5].
We assume a ﬁxed universe of events E ranged over by e, f with a special
symbol tick ∈ E. A DCR process [M ] T comprises a marking M , a term T . Its
syntax is given in Figure 2.
A term represents a process model consisting of events (which may be activities, tasks, or the identiﬁcation of the state of aﬀairs) and their relations.
In a DCR graph, events are the nodes and relations are the arcs. A marking
represents the current state of a process by specifying for every event the event
state (whether the event previously happened, is currently included, and/or is
pending). A process is then represented by the process model (a term) and its
current state (a marking). Relations can take the following shape:
t

– Condition e→
− •f : It deﬁnes a prohibition, or a precondition for f . Before f
can occur, e must have happened at least t time units ago, or e must have
been excluded. In the case that t = 0, we simply write e→•f .
t
− f : It deﬁnes an obligation for e. If e has happened, then f
– Response e•→
must occur within t time units, or be excluded. In the case t = ω, this will
be treated as eventually in LTL, that is, not bounded by any time constraint.
For such a case we can simply write e•−
→f .
– Dynamic Inclusion e→+f : It deﬁnes relevance of an event. After executing
event e, event f is included among the possible actions to take. Notice that
the inclusion of f does not deem its necessity (captured by a response).
– Dynamic Exclusion e→%f : It deﬁnes irrelevance of an event. The result of
executing e is that event f becomes excluded. Moreover, all conditions f →•g
and milestones f →g are ignored (unless f is included again).
– Milestone e→f : A reaction chain. Initially f is included among the possible
actions, but if e becomes pending, then f cannot occur until e has occurred.
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Finally, term 0 denotes the null process. Note that it is possible to specify a
relation twice, e.g., e→%f  e→%f ; this duplication has no additional eﬀect.
All relations refer to a marking M , a ﬁnite map from events to triples of
variables (h, i, p), referred to as the event state and indicating whether or not
the event previously (h)appened, is currently (i)ncluded, and/or is (p)ending.
A pending event represents an unfulﬁlled obligation, and the values it can take
denote whether the event is not pending (p = f), it has a ﬁnite deadline (p ∈
N∪{0}), or it should be eventually executed (p = ω). We write markings as ﬁnite
lists of pairs of events and event states, e.g. e1 : Φ1 , . . . , ek : Φk but treat them
as maps, writing dom(M ) and M (e), and understand M, e : Φ to be undeﬁned
when e ∈ dom(M ). The free events fe(T ) of a term T is simply the set of events
appearing in it.
With respect to the original presentation [5], our syntax extends the process
deﬁnition with labels. Labelling λ deﬁnes a total function from events to labels.
However, we often omit the labelling function, as it rarely changes, writing [M ] T
instead of [M ] λT . We assume that event labels are unique, e.g.: if e, f ∈ fe(T )
then λ(e) = λ(f ) or e = f , therefore, λ has an inverse, which we will denote by
λ−1 . A substitution σ = {e1 , . . . , en /f1 , . . . , fn } maps each event ei and replaces
it with fi , being 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ei pairwise distinct. The application of σ to a
process term T is denoted by T σ, and it applies similarly for markings and for
processes, being ([M ] T )σ = [M σ] T σ. We require of a process P = [M ] λ T
that fe(T ) ⊆ dom(M ) = dom(λ), and so deﬁne fe(P ) = dom(M ). The alphabet
alph(P ) is the set of labels of its free events.
Example 3.1. We use a contract change management process from the construction industry as our running example. The process model in Fig. 3 has been extracted from structured interviews with domain specialists, and then validated
in a workshop. We will focus on the most salient aspects of the process, and
direct to [2] for the complete speciﬁcation. The process includes three signiﬁcant
roles: a subcontractor, a project manager and a trade package manager (TPM)
–external to the organization–, collaborating via a document management system. The process starts when the subcontractor notices that additional work
is required compared to an original construction contract. To be paid for the
extra work, it is their responsibility to justify using supportive documentation
(A1). Hence, the subcontractor submits a change management request on the
platform (A2). Further, the TPM must notify the subcontractor that his request
has been initiated (A5), as well as checking the request speciﬁcations against the
initial contract requirements and the technical documentation (A4). Once the
request is checked, the TPM can decide whether to accept the change request
(A7), to reject the request (A8) or to ask for additional documents that support the subcontractors’ claim (A6). If the TPM decides to reject the claim, she
must attach reasoning for the decision and communicate it to the subcontractor. Next, the subcontractor can evaluate the rejection (A16). If there is need
for further documentation to support the claim, the TPM must send a request
for additional information (A1). If the TPM agrees with the change, she must
forward documentation describing what changes from the initial contract to the
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Fig. 3. Contract Change Management Process Pspec

project manager. The project manager must evaluate the request (A10). He is
responsible for taking the ﬁnal decision, whether to accept (A11) or reject (A12)
the request. In case of rejection, the project manager must notify the subcontractor about the decision and substantiate with reasoning (A14). Besides, if the
answer is an acceptance, the project manager is responsible for sending an updated contract form (A13). Once the new contract is received, the subcontractor
must attach it to the old contract (A15). As part of the DMS capabilities, the
subcontractor is allowed to cancel the change request (A3) at any point after
submission, with the eﬀects of deleting the application (A17).
The diagram in Fig. 3 provides a visual representation of process Pspec described above6 . Events are denoted via boxes, and arrows describe the relations
introduced in the previous section. Each event has a label presenting its description, as well as the role of the agent(s) that can execute the event. An included
event is represented with a solid border, with a dashed line if it is excluded.
Included events can be executed at any time (unless they become excluded),
and, unless preceded by a response relation, they can also be left unexecuted.
Relations can point to events or to events “collections” (boxes marked with “n”).
As formalised in [23], such collections are referred to as “nestings” and are just
a visual shorthand, understanding arrows to (from) nestings to represent arrows
to (from) every event inside the nesting.
6

The process is available for simulation and execution at https://www.dcrgraphs.net/
tool/main/Graph?id=43ea382d-de1b-4278-8eﬀ-591426244d90
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Fig. 4. Enabling & eﬀects. We write “_” for “don’t care”, i.e., either true t or false f

We point to some of the behavioural aspects in the model. The condition
relation between A1 and A2 forbids the subcontractor to perform a submission
without documentation. The exclusion relation to itself in A1 says that such
activity can be done once per case, and it will cease to be available until it
is included again (via the execution of A6). The response between “Decide on
change request" and “Take action” says that once the activities A11 or A12 have
been performed, it is obligatory to execute the included activities in the take
action part. Only one decision can be taken per round, as the execution of A11
and A12 exclude each other. The chain of milestones and responses between A10
and A15 ensures that the attached copy only corresponds to the most updated
decision: every time a project manager executes A10, the activities inside “decide on change request" become pending. This will inhibit any action until the
decision has been revised. Finally, the timed response between A4 and A5 says
that notiﬁcation must be done within 30 time units of the execution of A4.
3.1

Semantics

We ﬁrst deﬁne when an event is enabled and what eﬀects it has if executed. The
judgement [M ] T e : (Exc, Inc, P en), deﬁned in Figure 4, should be read: “in
the marking M , the term T allows the event e to happen, with the eﬀects of
excluding events Exc, including events Inc, and making events P en pending.”
The ﬁrst rule says that if e is a condition for f , then f can happen only if (1)
it is itself included, and (2) if e is included, then e happened at least k steps ago.
The second rule says that if e is a milestone for f , then f can happen only if (1) it
is itself included, and (2) if e is included, then e must not be pending. The third
rule says that if f is a response to e and e is included, then e can happen with the
eﬀect of making f pending with a deadline of k. The fourth (respectively ﬁfth)
rule says that if f is included (respectively excluded) by e and e is included,
then e can happen with the eﬀect of including (respectively excluding) f . The
sixth rule says that for an unconstrained process 0, an event e can happen if
it is included. The seventh rule says that a relation allows any included event
e to happen without eﬀects when e is not the relation’s right-hand–side event.
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Fig. 5. Transition semantics.

Finally, the last rule says that enabledness for parallel composition depends on
its constituents (we omit symmetric rules for sake of clarity).
Given enabling and eﬀects of events, we deﬁne the action of respectively an
event e and an eﬀect δ = (Ex, In, Pe) on a marking M pointwise by the action
on individual event states f : (h, i, r) as follows. Assume e is enabled in the
process [M ] T with eﬀect δ = (Ex, In, Pe). The state of e tracks that the event
has happened now, setting its executed ﬂag to 0. Similarly, we say that it is
not longer pending. The eﬀect of executing e in a marking M , written e M , is
inductively deﬁned as follows:
⎧
if M = 
⎨
e M = e N , f : (0, i, f) if M = N, f : (_, i, _) ∧ e = f
⎩
e N , f : (h, i, r) if M = N, f : (h, i, r) ∧ e = f.

The application of eﬀect δ = (Ex, In, Pe) over a marking M , denoted δ M , is
inductively deﬁned as follows:
⎧
⎨

δ M = δ N , f : h, (i ∧ f ∈ Ex) ∨ f ∈ In, r
⎩



if M = 
if M = N, f : (h, i, r)

included?



Where r = min{d | (f, d) ∈ Pe} if (f, d) ∈ Pe and r = r otherwise. That is, the
event only stays included (second component) if f ∈ Ex (it is not excluded) or
f ∈ In (it is included). The pending ﬂag takes the minimal deadline for which
f : d ∈ Pe, otherwise, it keeps the ﬂag unchanged. Note that an event can be
both excluded and included by the eﬀect, conceptually the exclusion happens
ﬁrst, followed by the inclusion.
The transition semantics requires us to account for the time that has passed
between events. The deadline function is inductively deﬁned over markings:
deadline M =

ω
if M = 
min{p , deadline M  } if M = M  , e : (h, i, p)

With p taking the value of p if i = t, otherwise p = ω. Basically, only deadlines
of included events are considered. The deadline function sets a lower limit for
events to happen. Moreover, we need to update the marking by incrementing
the time after an event has ﬁred. The tick function is inductively deﬁned over
markings with such purpose:
tick M =


if M = 
tick M  , e : (h + 1, i, max{0, p − 1}) if M = M  , e : (h, i, p)

Extending the + and − operators such that f + 1 = f and f − 1 = f, and
ω − 1 = ω.
Figure 5 introduces the transition semantics of processes. In rule [Event],
the marking M ﬁres an enabled event e, generating as a result a marking M  .
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Note that transitions are non-deterministic: more than one event can be enabled
in M . In rule [Time], the marking M is updated in one unit, generating M  .
e
→ M  expresses that process [M ] λ T ﬁres an
Intuitively, a transition T M −
e ∗
event e and modiﬁes its marking to M  . As customary, we denote with −→
e
the transitive closure of −
→. Moreover, we deﬁne the state space of [M ] T as
e ∗
→ M  }. Event transitions give rise to a labelled
P([M ] T ) = {[M  ] T | T M −
transition system lts([M ] λ T ) = P(M ), [M ] T, E  , −→, Σ, λ , where [M ] T ∈
P([M ] T ) is the initial state, E  = E ∪{tick} is the set of labels, −→⊆ P([M ] T )×
E  × P([M ] T ), Σ is an alphabet, and a labelling function λ ⊆ E × Σ deﬁned by
λ(e) = λ(e) for e ∈ E, and λ (tick) = tick.
We equip with the LTS with notions of accepting runs, incorporating similar
notions deﬁned for DCR Graphs [6, 32] to their timed setting:
Deﬁnition 1 (Runs, Accepting Runs). A run of [M ] T is a ﬁnite or inﬁnite
sequence of transitions [M ] T = [M0 ] T0 →
− e0 · · · . A run is accepting iﬀ for
every state [Mi ] Ti , when Mi (e) = (_, t, t) then there exists j ≥ i s.t. either
e
→ [Mj+1 ] Tj+1 .
Mj (e) = (_, f, _) or [Mj ] Tj −
In other words, an accepting run consider transitions that either execute
pending events, or excludes them. Note that since an event e may happen more
than once, even processes with only ﬁnitely many events may have inﬁnite runs.
Having deﬁned the LTS and runs we can deﬁne the language deﬁned by a DCR
process to be its set of accepting runs.
Deﬁnition 2 (Traces). A trace of a process [M ] λ T is a possibly inﬁnite
ei
string s = (si )i∈I s.t. [M ] T has an accepting run [Mi ] Ti −→
[Mi+1 ] Ti+1
with si = λ(ei ). Finally, the process [M ] T has the language lang([M ] λT ) =
{s | s is a trace of [M ] λT }.

4

Compliance Rules

Not all law paragraphs are created equal. Diﬀerent articles describe deﬁnitions,
commencement periods, amendments, and other provisions. We focus on selfcontained procedural articles, those paragraphs that do not depend on the state
of aﬀairs of events described in other paragraphs. One example is GDPR Art.
21 §1:
(Right to Object) §1. The data subject shall have the right to object, on grounds relating to his or her particular situation, at any time to processing of personal data
concerning him or her [. . . ]. The controller shall no longer process the personal data
unless the controller demonstrates compelling legitimate grounds for the processing
which override the interests, rights and freedoms of the data subject or for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.
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Legal Text

Policy

Compliance Rule

GDPR Art. 21 §1.

If the subcontractor
submits a change request, he may cancel
it
afterwards.
After cancellation, the
project manager must
eventually delete the
request.

RC1 = [e1 : (f, t, f), e2 : (f, t, f), e3 : (f, t, f)] λ1 T1
T1 = e1 →•e2  e2 →•e3  e2 •→e3
λ1 (e1 ) = “A2: submit a change request”
λ1 (e2 ) = “A3: cancel change request”
λ1 (e3 ) = “A17: delete the request”

After the subcontractor submits a change
request, eventually the
TPM will notify the
subcontractor
about
the processing of request, including the
personal data used.

RC2 = [e4 : (f, t, f), e5 : (f, t, f)] λ2 T2
T2 = e4 •→e5  e4 →•e5
λ2 (e4 ) = “A2: Submit change
request
λ2 (e5 ) = “A5: Notiﬁes processing
to subcontractor”

95/46/EC. Sect IV,
Art. 11. §1. [. . . ] The
controller [. . . ] must at
the time of undertaking
the recording of personal data [. . . ] provide
the data subject with
at least the following
information [. . . ].
Organization
KPI.
A
change
request
should take a maximum amount of time,
otherwise it becomes
invalid.

The change request is
valid for 60 working
days and afterwards it
is closed.

RC3 = [e6 : (f, t, f), e7 : (f, f, f), e8 : (f, t, f)] λ3 T3
60

60

T3 = e6 →+e7  e6 •−
−
→e7  e6 −
−
→•e8  e8 →%e7
λ3 (e6 ) = “A2: Submit change request”
λ3 (e7 ) = “Finish Processing request”
λ3 (e8 ) = “Cancel Processing”

Fig. 7. Elicitation of Compliance Rules

We observe dependencies between
two events, (B1 ) processing of personal data, and (B2 ) the right to object. We also observe the consequences
of applying B2 . For the sake of clarity
we assume “no longer process personal
data” as the event (B3 ) “stop processing”. The process for Art. 21 §1 is:

Event in Legislation Activity/event
Process Model
B1 : Process personal
data
B2 : Right to object
B3 : Stop processing

in

A2: Submit change request
A3: Cancel request
A17: Delete request

Fig. 6. Instantiation of Art 21. GDPR for
process in Fig. 3

RF1 = [B1 : (f, t, f), B2 : (f, t, f), B3 : (f, t, f)] B1 →•B2  B2 •→B3
The reference model requires a mapping from abstract rights such as “right
to object” into activities/events in the business process. Further knowledge from
implementation guidelines is used to determine the proper mapping for concepts
such as “data subject”, “controller” or “personal data”. Fig. 6 presents a mapping
between events Art. 21 §1 and and events in Pspec in Fig. 3.
The result of combining the dependencies from laws and business process
information gives rise to compliance policies that are speciﬁc to the domain. A
natural language policy such as “in case (the subcontractor) submits a change
request, (the subcontractor) may cancel the change request. If (the subcontractor)
cancels the request, (the project manager) must eventually delete the request".
These policies are formalized in terms of DCR processes. Fig. 7 present some
exemplary policies. We will refer as compliance rules to the resulting DCR processes in this stage.
We capture event dependencies by relying on test-driven development [42,
46], which serves as means of validation when introducing constraints in the
model. Interestingly, test-driven development aligns with current practices when
introducing changes in a law. Scenarios correspond to legal precedents [27]. In
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common law, a legal precedent corresponds to a previous case that establishes
a principle or rule. This principle is then used by judicial bodies when deciding
later cases with similar issues or facts. Compliance rules can be tested against
scenarios representing legal precedents, where valid rules should at least be able
to reach the same decisions from earlier precedents.
The last step in the elicitation of compliance rules is the alignment between
the compliance rules and the process model.
Deﬁnition 3 (Term Alignment & Target events). Let L, L ⊆ L.
A term alignment is the total function g : L → L . If P, Q are DCR processes
with labels L, L respectively, we say that g is a term alignment from P to Q if
g is a term alignment from L to L . Moreover, we deﬁne the target events of g
for e in P as tg(g, e, P ) = λ−1 (g(λ(e))).
Although term alignment is an arbitrary function deﬁned by the compliance
oﬃcer, we require for simplicity of the exposition that there is exactly a single
target event for each event.
Note that more than one g can be deﬁned if the rules in the law applies to
more than one set of events in the process. Also, g will typically be non-surjective
since the business process might contain activities that do not map to any legal
requirement.
Deﬁnition 4 (Instances of a Compliance Rule). Let G = {g1 , . . . , gn } be
a set of term alignments from P to Q. An instance of P under g in Q, written
P↓gQ for g ∈ G, is P σ with labelling λ (e) = g(λ(e)), such that σ = {f1 , . . . , fn /
e1 , . . . , en } where fi = tg(g, ei , P ). We denote by Inst(P, G, Q) = {P ↓g Q | g ∈
G} the set of all instances of P under G in Q.
Example 4.2. The term alignments g1 , g2 are built from the obvious maps from
events in RC1 and RC2 to events with same labels in Pspec in Fig. 3. Two term
alignments are required for RC3:
Term
Label Reference Model
Alignment
g3
g4

A2: submit a change request
Finish Processing request
Cancel Processing
A2: submit a change request
Finish Processing request
Cancel Processing

Event
Pspec

Label Process Model

f1
f2
f3
f1
f4
f3

A2: submit a change request
A15: Amend initial contract
A3: Delete request
A2: submit a change request
A16: Receive reason for change rejection
A15: Delete request

The set of term alignments for each compliance rule is respectively G1 =
{g1 }, G2 = {g2 }, and G3 = {g3 , g4 }. As can be seen from Def. 4, the set of
instances substitute the events for the corresponding ones in Pspec , so
Inst(RC3, G3 , Pspec ) =
60

60

[f1 : (f, t, f), f2 : (f, f, f), f3 : (f, t, f)] λ3 f1 →+f2  f1 •−→f2  f1 −→•f3  f3 →%f2 ,
60
60
[f1 : (f, t, f), f4 : (f, f, f), f3 : (f, t, f)] λ3 f1 →+f4  f1 •−→f4  f1 −→•f3  f3 →%f4

Moreover, labels have also changed, being λ3 (f2 ) = “A15: Amend initial contract
with approved change", and λ3 (f4 ) = “A16: Receive reason for change rejection”.
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Compliance Checking by Reﬁnement

In previous sections we showed how to use DCR processes for the speciﬁcation of
declarative workﬂows (c.f. Section 3), and the generation of compliance rules (c.f.:
Section 4). In this section, we will consider compliance as a particular instance
of DCR process reﬁnement [10], between each of the instances generated by a
compliance rule, and the process speciﬁcation.
Abstractly, we take reﬁnement to be just inclusion of languages (trace sets).
Given a sequence s, write si for the i-th element of s, and s|Σ for the largest
sub-sequence s of s such that si ∈ Σ for 0 < i ≤ |s|; e.g, if s = AABC then
s|A,C = AAC. We lift projection to sets of sequences point-wise.
Deﬁnition 5 (Reﬁnement [11]). Let P, Q be processes. We say that Q is a
reﬁnement of P iﬀ lang(Q)|alph(P ) ⊆ lang(P ). We will write R  P whenever R
is a reﬁnement of P .
In practice, we will use a notion of reﬁnement by composition, as introduced
in [11] to deﬁne a "reﬁnes" relation between a process and an instance of a
compliance rule. To deﬁne composition, we need to merge parallel markings and
eﬀects. Merge on markings is partial, since it is only deﬁned on markings that
agree on their overlap:
(M1 , e : m) ⊕ (M2 , e : m) = (M1 ⊕ M2 ), e : m
(M1 , e : m) ⊕ M2 = (M1 ⊕ M2 ), e : m

when e ∈ dom(M2 )

M1 ⊕ (M2 , e : m) = (M1 ⊕ M2 ), e : m

when e ∈ dom(M1 ).

The merge of eﬀects δ is deﬁned as the pointwise union of each of the sets of
excluded/included/pending events: (Exc1 , Inc1 , P en1 ) ⊕ (Exc2 , Inc2 , P en2 ) =
(Exc1 ∪ Exc2 , Inc1 ∪ Inc2 , P en1 ∪ P en2 ).
Deﬁnition 6 (Merge & Marking Compatibility). The merge of processes
[M ] λ1 T and [N ] λ2 U is deﬁned if the merge of markings M ⊕ N is deﬁned
and the labelling functions agree as well, in which case [M ] λ1 T ⊕ [N ] λ2 U =
[M ⊕ N ] (λ1 ∪ λ2 ) (T  U ). If the merge of two processes is deﬁned, we say that
they are marking compatible.
We can now deﬁne the reﬁnes relation between an instance P of a compliance
rule and a marking compatible process Q (i.e.: the process model) as follows.
Deﬁnition 7 (Reﬁnes). Let P, Q be marking compatible processes. We say that
Q reﬁnes P iﬀ P ⊕ Q  P .
Note that even though P ⊕Q = Q⊕P , it may still be the case that P ⊕Q  P
but not of P ⊕ Q  Q.
Deﬁnition 8 (Compliance). Let P, R be DCR processes, and G be a set of
term alignments from R to P . We say that P is strongly (resp. weakly) compliant
with R under G, written P ≤ sG R (resp. P ≤ w
G R) if ∀Ri ∈ Inst(R, G, P ), P
reﬁnes Ri (resp. if ∃Ri ∈ Inst(R, G, P ), P reﬁnes Ri ).
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That is, take rule R, a process P and a term alignment mapping labels in
R to P . (Strong) compliance requires us to 1) generate all instances of R in P
and 2) check whether the merge of each instance with the P is compatible (i.e.
reﬁnes) the instance. Notice that while instances and the process will have their
merge deﬁned, P might have diﬀerent constraints that might aﬀect reﬁnement.
We close this section stating results regarding the decidability and tractability
of compliance checking for DCR processes.
Theorem 1 (Compliance checking is decidable). Let P, R be DCR processes, and let G be a set of term alignments from R to P . Then checking P ≤ w
GR
and P ≤ sG R is decidable.
Proof. We know from [11] that reﬁnement of DCR processes is known to be
decidable; this fact relies on the state space of a DCR process being ﬁnite. Time
does not change this; see [24] for details. It is therefore suﬃcient to prove that for
any R and G, the set Inst(R, G, P ) is ﬁnite. By Deﬁnition 3, this set is bounded
by the size of G and the number of possible substitutions σ. But G is ﬁnite by
deﬁnition, and σ is clearly uniquely determined given a g ∈ G.


While generally checking reﬁnement for DCR processes is NP-hard already
in the absence of time, [11] showed that the reﬁnes relation can be approximated
by a static property, the non-invasiveness on the graphs recalled below.
Deﬁnition 9 (Non-invasiveness [11]). Let P = [MP ] λP TP and R be marking compatible processes. We say that P is non-invasive for R iﬀ
1. For every context C[−], such that TP = C[e →% f ] or TP = C[e →+ f ],
f ∈ fe(R); and
2. For every label l ∈ alph(P )∩alph(R), if e ∈ fe(P ) is labelled l, then e ∈ fe(R).
.
That is, a process P is non-invasive for a process R if it does not introduce
inclusion or exclusion relations on the events of R. We note that this property
can straightforwardly be determined in polynomial time.
Lemma 1. Non-invasiveness is decidable in polynomial time.
Proof. Follows from Deﬁnition 9: an algorithm only needs to check for each
inclusion and exclusion relation in P if the target event exists in R.
In [11] it was also shown that non-invasiveness guarantees the reﬁne relation.
This can be extended to timed processes.
Theorem 2. If P is non-invasive for R then P reﬁnes R.
Proof (sketch). We need to extend the proof in [11] to timed processes observing
the following: 1) in the case of conﬂicting deadlines the most strict deadlines
always take precedence, 2) therefore after composition of a R and P which
share a timed relation with a diﬀerent deadline, the most strict deadline will
be followed, and 3) the composed process will not allow for traces which were
forbidden under the strictest deadline.
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We can apply this result to compliance, and show that a process is compliant
with a compliance rule, if it is non-invasive for all term alignments.
Lemma 2. Let P, R be DCR processes, and G be a set of term alignments
from R to P , P is strongly (resp. weakly) compliant with R under G if ∀Ri ∈
Inst(R, G, P ), P is non-invasive for Ri .
Proof. Follows directly from Deﬁnition 8 and Theorem 2.
Correspondingly, this means that compliance checking is a polynomial time
task if P is non-invasive for R for all term alignments.
Theorem 3. If P is non-invasive ∀Ri ∈ Inst(R, G, P ), then checking P ≤ w
GR
and P ≤ sG R is polynomial in R, G, P .
Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2.
We conclude that through careful construction of the process model, in particular by avoiding the unnecessary introduction of exclusion and inclusion relations
on events which may be governed by compliance rules, we can signiﬁcantly reduce
the time complexity of checking the compliance of the process. This comes in
contrast to approaches based in annotated imperative business processes, which
to a great extent belong to the non-polynomial complexity class [45].
 G3 RC3
Corollary 1. Pspec ≤ G1 RC1, Pspec ≤ G2 RC2, and Pspec ≤

6

Adoption considerations

We describe two uses of the compliance framework: one at the municipality of
Syddjurs (DK), and another at the municipality of Genoa (IT). The municipalities selected processes in diﬀerent domains: the provision of beneﬁts oﬀered to
young persons with special needs (DK), and the release of construction permits
(IT). They were regulated by diﬀerent laws, for which reference models of selected articles were created by compliance specialists. The reference models of
articles in the Danish Consolidation for Social Services [44] and the Construction Law of the Liguria region [40] vary on size and complexity, ranging from a
minimum of 4 events and 12 relations, up to 86 events and 125 relations in a
single article. The intended use of the framework varied: while Syddjurs aims at
driving a new implementation of their processes, Genoa wanted to verify their
current implementations with respect to the law. The work was carried out by
case workers within the municipality (DK), and a consultancy house (IT). We
collected feedback from users generating reference models of law about their use,
beneﬁts and challenges. Both organisations commented that the pairing of laws
and models provide them traceability, and allowed lawyers to be part in the cocreation of process implementations using their domain knowledge. Moreover,
law-process pairings helped them to understand the legislation, making evident
bottlenecks in a process (an activity that for which many other events depend
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on), and showed them previously unknown paths for achieving goal, while still
be in accordance to the law. This aligns with previous studies on comprehension
of hybrid artefacts combining texts and declarative models [3]. On their use,
both organisations agreed that some laws are too general, and they required
implementation guidelines to complete their models. A challenge concerned the
writing style of the guidelines: if guidelines have been written in an imperative style, there is a risk of over-constraining the model. When asked about the
understandability of the models, they reported that after an initial training, generated models were understandable for compliance specialist, and they could be
used as communication artefacts. However, they also reported challenges on the
understandability of large models, and suggested the inclusion of abstractions to
increase model comprehension. With respect to compliance, the main challenge
concerned term alignment, as it currently needs to be hard-coded (no tool support). In some cases, an event in the law had a 1-to-many correspondence with
the process. Another suggestion was to extend feedback support to reasons for
non-compliance, rather than yes/no outputs.

7

Related Work

We can divide related approaches into four categories:
Model Checking techniques: Most model checking techniques for compliance
[19] represent the process as a ﬁnite state machine and the laws in a temporal
logic. We diﬀer from such approaches in that we use a declarative process language both for deﬁning the process and laws. The reasons are threefold: First, it
is known that some of these languages present technical diﬃculties when modelling permissions, obligations and defeasible (i.e.: exceptional) conditions [16].
These concepts are straightforward in DCR graphs: permissions are encoded as
enabled events, obligations are the composition of events using a response relation, and defeasible conditions are represented by mutual exclusion relations
between events. The second advantage is the possibility of combining process
narratives and visual notations: our work puts forward the recommendations
from [36] that states that higher cognitive loads can be achieved when combining process descriptions with graphical notations. This is particularly important
in our case, as compliance specialists in local governments do not have prior
training in using veriﬁcation techniques using temporal logics. Finally, veriﬁcation is eﬃcient: it relies on reﬁnement of transition systems with responses [6,28],
and although the complexity process reﬁnement belongs to the category of NPhard problems [11], we have shown that we can use syntactic restrictions to check
compliance in polynomial time.
Compliance Reﬁnement : Seaﬂows [31] proposes an alignment of compliance
requirements into business processes. Laws are modelled in terms of constraints
over event traces that can be veriﬁed at design-time and monitored at run-time.
However, no speciﬁc constraint speciﬁcation language is provided. The work
in [41] presents a reﬁnement-based approach where abstract business processes
representing laws are incrementally reﬁned until executable processes can be
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generated. The nature of such abstract business processes is imperative, given
in BPMN diagrams, which imposes rigidity on how to achieve certain rights.
Compliance-by-design (CbD): FCL/PCL & Regorous [13, 14, 17, 18, 21] treats
compliance as a property of the process to execute while not violating the laws
in a regulation. Compliance checking requires to 1. identify the deontic eﬀects
of the set of modelled regulations, 2. determine the tasks and the obligations
in force for each task, and 3. check whether the obligations have been fulﬁlled
or postponed after the execution of a task. While we subscribe to CbD as a
methodology, our approach diﬀers in the fact that there is no need to map a
declarative language (such as PCL and FCL) into an imperative speciﬁcation.
Visual Languages for Compliance: The work in [26] introduces eCRG, a visual modelling notation for compliance rules including control ﬂow, interaction,
time, data, and resource perspectives. eCRG rules are then paired with event
logs to determine whether completed or running process instances are compliant.
While our approach is mostly tailored to design stages, [26] focuses on after-thefact compliance. Finally, the BPMN-Q language [4] provides a visual notation
to CTL, and the language describes compliance rules including control and data
ﬂow aspects, that are later model-checked against BPMN models. Declare [38]
is LTL based and in principle, the compliance checking approach presented here
could also be used. However, its LTL-semantics has been shown to present technical diﬃculties when modelling obligations and defeasible conditions [16].

8

Concluding Remarks

We presented a veriﬁcation framework for the design of process models that
are compliant with regulations. This work exploits the similarities of declarative
process languages with logical languages to be able to express models of law.
In this manner, both process models and models of law are described in the
same declarative notation, and it becomes straightforward to verify whether
compliance is achievable. We show that compliance can be checked eﬃciently in
polynomial time, given careful construction of the models.
While the focus of this paper is centred on CbD approaches, it accommodates after-the-fact compliance. In future work we will explore other variants of
compliance, such as process conformance based on event logs. Our results rely
on the choice of DCR as language for reference and process models, and in this
paper we have restricted ourselves to a version of DCR graphs without subprocesses and locality. The decidability results in Thm. 1 will not hold with the
inclusion of these operators. We have not needed to consider such constructs in
the construction of compliance rules so far, but it would be interesting to revisit
them in future work, as well as multi-dimensional compliance policies [39].
Acknowledgments: Thanks to Nicklas Healy from Syddjurs Kommune,
and Paolo Gangemi from MAPS Group for their evaluations on the compliance framework. This work has been ﬁnancially supported by the Innovation
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Abstract. A blockchain is a distributed hierarchical data structure.
Widely-used applications of blockchain include digital currencies such
as Bitcoin and Ethereum. This paper proposes an algorithmic approach
to analyze the eﬃciency of a blockchain as a function of the number of
blocks and the average synchronization delay. The proposed algorithms
consider a random network model that characterizes the growth of a tree
of blocks by adhering to a standard protocol. The model is parametric on two probability distribution functions governing block production
and communication delay. Both distributions determine the synchronization eﬃciency of the distributed copies of the blockchain among the socalled workers and, therefore, are key for capturing the overall stochastic
growth. Moreover, the algorithms consider scenarios with a ﬁxed or an
unbounded number of workers in the network. The main result illustrates
how the algorithms can be used to evaluate diﬀerent types of blockchain
designs, e.g., systems in which the average time of block production can
match the average time of message broadcasting required for synchronization. In particular, this algorithmic approach provides insight into
eﬃciency criteria for identifying conditions under which increasing block
production has a negative impact on the stability of a blockchain. The
model and algorithms are agnostic of the blockchain’s ﬁnal use, and they
serve as a formal framework for specifying and analyzing a variety of
non-functional properties of current and future blockchains.

1

Introduction

A blockchain is a distributed hierarchical data structure that cannot be modiﬁed
(retroactively) without alteration of all subsequent blocks and the consensus of a
majority. It was invented to serve as the public transaction ledger of Bitcoin [22].
Instead relying on a trusted third party, this digital currency is based on the
concept of ‘proof-of-work’, which allows users to execute payments by signing
transactions using hashes through a distributed time-stamping service. Resistance to modiﬁcations, decentralized consensus, and robustness for supporting
cryptocurrency transactions, unleashes the potential of blockchain technology
for uses in various industries, including ﬁnancial services [12,26,3], distributed
data models [5], markets [25], government systems [15,23], healthcare [13,1,18],
IoT [16], and video games [21].
c The Author(s) 2020
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Technically, a blockchain is a distributed append-only data structure comprising a linear collection of blocks, shared among so-called workers, also referred often as miners. These miners generally represent computational nodes
responsible for working on extending the blockchain with new blocks. Since the
blockchain is decentralized, each worker possesses a local copy of the blockchain,
meaning that two workers can build blocks at the same time on unsynchronized
local copies of the blockchain. In the typical peer-to-peer network implementation of blockchain systems, workers adhere to a consensus protocol for inter-node
communication and validation of new blocks. Speciﬁcally, workers build on top
of the largest blockchain. If they encounter two blockchains of equal length,
then workers select the chain whose last produced block was ﬁrst observed. This
protocol generally guarantees an eﬀective synchronization mechanism, provided
that the task of producing new blocks is hard to achieve in comparison to the
time it takes for inter-node communication. The eﬀort of producing a block relative to that of communicating among nodes is known in the literature as ‘proof
of work’. If several workers extend diﬀerent versions of the blockchain, the consensus mechanism enables the network to eventually select only one of them,
while the others are discarded (including the data they carry) when local copies
are synchronized. The synchronization process persistently carries on upon the
creation of new blocks.
The scenario of discarding blocks massively, which can be seen as an eﬃciency
issue in a blockchain implementation, is rarely present in “slow” block-producing
blockchains. The reason is that the time it takes to produce a new block is
long enough for workers to synchronize their local copies of the blockchain. Slow
blockchain systems avert workers from wasting resources and time in producing
blocks that are likely to be discarded in an upcoming synchronization. In Bitcoin,
for example, it takes on average 10 minutes for a block to be produced and only
12.6 seconds to communicate an update [8]. The theoretical fork-rate of Bitcoin
in 2013 was approximately 1.78% [8]. However, as the blockchain technology
ﬁnds new uses, it is being argued that block production needs to be faster [6,7].
Broadly speaking, understanding how speed-ups in block production can negatively impact blockchains, in terms of the number of blocks discarded due to
race conditions among the workers, is important for designing new fast and yet
eﬃcient blockchains.
This paper introduces a framework to formally study blockchains as a particular class of random networks with emphasis in two key aspects: the speed of block
production and the network synchronization delays. As such, it is parametric on
the number of workers under consideration (possibly inﬁnite), the probability
distribution function that speciﬁes the time for producing new blocks, and the
probability distribution function that speciﬁes the communication delay between
any pair of randomly selected workers. The model is equipped with probabilistic
algorithms to simulate and formally analyze blockchains concurrently producing blocks over a network with varying communication delays. These algorithms
focus on the analysis of the continuous process of block production in fast and
highly distributed systems, in which inter-node communication delays are cru-
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cial. The framework enables the study of scenarios with fast block production,
in which blocks tend to be discarded at a high rate. In particular, it captures the
trade-oﬀ between speed and eﬃciency. Experiments are presented to understand
how this trade-oﬀ can be analyzed for diﬀerent scenarios. As fast blockchain
systems tend to spread to novel applications, the algorithmic approach provides
mathematical tools for specifying, simulating, and analyzing blockchain systems.
It is important to highlight that the proposed model and algorithms are agnostic of the concrete implementation and ﬁnal use of the blockchain system.
For instance, the ‘rewards’ for mining blocks such as the ones present in the
Bitcoin network are not part of the model and are not considered in the analysis algorithms. On the one hand, this sort of features can be seen as particular
mechanisms of a blockchain implementation that are not explicitly required for
the system to evolve as a blockchain. Thus, including them as part of the framework can narrow its intended aim as a general speciﬁcation, design, and analysis
tool. On the other hand, such features may be abstracted away into the proposed
model by tuning the probability distribution functions that are parameters of
the model, or by considering a more reﬁned base of choices among the many
probability distribution functions at hand for a speciﬁc analysis. Therefore, the
proposed model and algorithms are general enough to encompass a wide variety
of blockchain systems and their analysis.
The contribution of this work is threefold. First, a random network model
is introduced (in the spirit of, e.g., Barabasi-Albert [4] and Erdös-Renyi [9]) for
specifying blockchains in terms of the speed of block production and communication delays for synchronization among workers. Second, exact and approximation
algorithms for the analysis of blockchain eﬃciency are made available. Third,
based on the proposed model and algorithms, empirical observations about the
tensions between production speed and synchronization delay are provided.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes basic notions of proof-of-work blockchains. Sections 3 and 4 introduce
the proposed network model and algorithms. Section 5 presents experimental results on the analysis of fast blockchains. Section 6 relates these results to existing
research, and draws some concluding remarks and future research directions.

2

An Overview of Proof-of-work Blockchains

This section overviews the concept of proof-of-work distributed blockchain systems and introduces basic deﬁnitions, which are illustrated with the help of an
example.
A blockchain is a distributed hierarchical data structure of blocks that cannot
be modiﬁed (retroactively) without alteration of all subsequent blocks and the
consensus of the network majority. The nodes in the network, called workers,
use their computational power to generate blocks with the goal of extending the
blockchain. The adjective ‘proof-of-work’ comes from the fact that producing a
single block for the blockchain tends to be a computationally hard task for the
workers, e.g., a partial hash inversion.
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Deﬁnition 1. A block is a digital document containing: (i) a digital signature
of the worker who produced it; (ii) an easy to verify proof-of-work witness in the
form of a nonce; and (iii) a hash pointer to the previous block in the sequence
(except for the ﬁrst block, called the origin, that has no previous block and is
unique).
Technical deﬁnitions of blockchain as a data structure have been proposed
by diﬀerent authors (see, e.g., [27]). Most of them coincide on it being an immutable, transparent, and decentralized data structure shared by all workers
in the network. For the purpose of this paper, it is important to distinguish
between the local copy, independently owned by each worker, and the abstract
global blockchain, shared by all workers. The latter holds the complete history
of the blockchain.
Deﬁnition 2. The local blockchain of a worker w is a non-empty sequence of
blocks stored in the local memory of w. The global blockchain (or, blockchain)
is the minimal rooted tree containing all workers’ local blockchains as branches.
Under the assumption that the origin is unique (Deﬁnition 1), the (global)
blockchain is well-deﬁned for any number of workers present in the network.
If there is at least one worker, then the blockchain is non-empty. Deﬁnition 2
allows for local blockchains to be either synchronized or unsynchronized. The
latter is common in systems with long communication delays or in the presence
of anomalous situations (e.g., if a malicious group of workers is holding a fork
intentionally). As a consequence, the global blockchain cannot simply be deﬁned
as a unique sequence of blocks, but rather as a distributed data structure against
which workers are assumed to be partly synchronized to.
Figure 1 presents an example of a blockchain with ﬁve workers, where blocks
are represented by natural numbers. On the left, the local blockchains are depicted as linked lists; on the right, the corresponding global blockchain is depicted
as a rooted tree. Some of the blocks in the rooted tree representation in Figure 1
are labeled with the identiﬁer of a worker, which indicates the position of each
worker in the global blockchain. For modeling, the rooted tree representation of
a blockchain is preferred. On the one hand, it can reduce the amount of memory
needed for storage and, on the other hand, it visually simpliﬁes the inspection
of the data structure. Furthermore, storing a global blockchain with m workers
containing n unique blocks as a collection of lists requires in the worst-case scenario O(mn) memory (i.e., with perfect synchronization). In contrast, the rooted
tree representation of the same blockchain with m workers and n unique blocks
requires O(n) memory for the rooted tree (e.g., using parent pointers) and an
O(m) map for assigning each worker its position in the tree, totaling O(n + m)
memory.
A blockchain tends to achieve synchronization among the workers due to the
following reasons. First, workers follow a standard protocol in which they are
constantly trying to produce new blocks and broadcasting their achievements to
the entire network. In the case of cryptocurrencies, for instance, this behavior
is motivated by paying a reward. Second, workers can easily verify (i.e., with
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Fig. 1: A blockchain network of ﬁve workers with their local blockchains (left) and
the corresponding global blockchain (right); blocks are represented by natural
numbers. Workers w0 , w2 , and w3 are not yet synchronized with the longest
sequence of blocks.

a fast algorithm) the authenticity of any block. If a malicious worker (i.e., an
attacker ) changes the information of one block, that worker is forced to repeat
the extensive proof-of-work process for that block and all its subsequent blocks
in the blockchain. Otherwise, its malicious modiﬁcation cannot become part of
the global blockchain. Since repeating the proof-of-work process requires that
the attacker spends a prohibitively high amount of resources (e.g., electricity,
time, and/or machine rental), such a situation is unlikely to occur. Third, the
standard protocol forces any malicious worker to confront the computational
power of the whole network, assumed to have mostly honest nodes.
Algorithm 1 presents a deﬁnition of the above-mentioned standard protocol,
which is followed by each worker in the network. When a worker produces a new
block, it is appended to the block it is standing on, moves to it, and notiﬁes the
network about its current position and new distance to the root. Upon reception
of a notiﬁcation, a worker compares its current distance to the root with the
incoming position. Such a worker switches to the incoming position whenever
it represents a greater distance. To illustrate the use of the standard protocol
with a simple example, consider the blockchains depicted in ﬁgures 1 and 2. In
the former, either w1 or w4 produced block 6, but the other workers are not yet
aware of its existence. In the latter, most of the workers are synchronized with
the longest branch, which is typical of a slow blockchain system, and results in
a tree with few and short branches.
0 o 1 oc

2o
3

4o

5 w7 o

6w0 ,...,w6

Fig. 2: Example of a typical slow system with few and short branches.

Some ﬁnal remarks on inter-node communication and implementations for
enforcing the standard protocol are due. Note that message communication in the
standard protocol is required to include enough information about the position of
a worker to be located in the tree. The detail degree of this information depends,
generally, on the design of the particular blockchain system. On the one hand,
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Algorithm 1: Standard protocol for each worker wi in a blockchain.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Bi ← [origin]
do forever
do in parallel, stop on ﬁrst to occur
Task 1: b ← produce a subsequent block for Bi
Task 2: B  ← notiﬁcation from another worker
end
if Task 1 has been completed then
append b to Bi
notify workers in the network about Bi
else if B  is longer than Bi then
Bi ← B 
endif

sending the complete sequence from root to end as part of such a message is an
accurate, but also expensive approach, in terms of bandwidth, computation, and
time. On the other hand, sending only the last block as part of the message is
modest on resources, but can represent a communication conundrum whenever
the worker being notiﬁed about a new block x is not yet aware of the parent
block of x. In contrast to slow systems, this situation may frequently occur in fast
systems. The workaround is to use subsequent messages to query the previous
blocks of x, as needed, thus extending the average duration of inter-working
communication.

3

A Random Network Model for Blockchains

The network model generates a rooted tree representing a global blockchain
from a collection of linked lists representing local blockchains (see Deﬁnition 2).
It consists of three mechanisms, namely, growth, attachment, and broadcast. By
growth it is meant that the number of blocks in the network increases by one
at each time step. Attachment refers to the fact that new blocks connect to an
existing block, while broadcast refers to the fact that the newly connected block
is announced to the entire network. The model is parametric in a natural number
m specifying the number of workers, and two probability distributions α and β
governing the growth, attachment, and broadcast mechanisms. Internally, the
growth mechanism creates a new block to be assigned at random among the m
workers by taking a sample from α (the time it takes to produce such a block)
and broadcasts a synchronization message, whose reception time is sampled from
β (the time it takes the other workers to update their local blockchains with the
new block).
A network at a given discrete step n is represented as a rooted tree
Tn = (Vn , En ), with nodes Vn ⊆ N and edges En ⊆ Vn × Vn , and a map
wn : {0, 1, . . . , m − 1} → Vn . A node u ∈ Vn represents a block u in the network
and an edge (u, v) ∈ En represents a directed edge from block u to its parent
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block v. The assignment wn (w) denotes the position (i.e., the last block in the
local blockchain) of worker w in Tn .
Deﬁnition 3. (Growth model) Let α and β be positive and non-negative probability distributions. The algorithm used in the network model starts with V0 =
{b0 }, E0 = {} and w0 (w) = b0 for all workers w, being b0 = 0 the root block
(origin). At each step n > 0, Tn evolves as follows:
Growth. A new block bn (or, simply, n) is created with production time αn sampled from α. That is, Vn = Vn−1 ∪ {n}.
Attachment. Uniformly at random, a worker w ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1} is chosen
for the new block to extend its local blockchain. A new edge appears so that
En = En−1 ∪ {(wn−1 (w), n)}, and wn−1 is updated to form wn with the new
assignment w → n, that is, wn (w) = n and wn (z) = wn−1 (z) for any z = w.
Broadcast. Worker w broadcasts the extension of its local blockchain with the
new block n to any other worker z with time βn,z sampled from β.
The rooted tree generated by the model in Deﬁnition 3 begins with block 0
(the root) and adds new blocks n = 1, 2, . . . to some of the workers. At
each step n > 0, a worker w is selected at random and its local blockchain,
0 ← · · · ← wn−1 (w), is extended to 0 ← · · · ← wn−1 (w) ← n = wn (w). This results in a concurrent random global behavior, inherent to distributed blockchain
systems, not only because the workers are chosen randomly due to the proofof-work scheme, but also because the communication delays bring some workers
out of sync. It is important to note that the steps n = 0, 1, 2, . . . are logical time
steps, not to be confused with the sort of time units sampled from the variables
α and β. More precisely, although the model does not mention explicitly the time
advancement, it assumes implicitly that workers are synchronized at the corresponding point in the logical future. For instance, if w sends a synchronization
message of a newly created block n to another worker z, at the end of logical
step n and taking βn,z time, the message will be received by z during the logical
 n
n +1
step n ≥ n that satisﬁes i=n+1 αi ≤ βn,z < i=n+1 αi .
Another two reasonable assumptions are implicitly made in the model,
namely: (i) the computational power of all workers is similar; and (ii) any broadcasting message includes enough information about the new and previous blocks,
so that no re-transmission is required to ﬁll block gaps (or, equivalently, that
these re-transmission times are included in the delay sampled from β). Assumption (i) justiﬁes why the worker producing the new block is chosen uniformly at
random. Thus, instead of simulating the proof-of-work of the workers to know
who will produce the next block and at what time, it is enough to select a worker
uniformly and take a sample time from α. Assumption (ii) helps in keeping the
model description simple. Without Assumption (ii), it would be mandatory to
explicitly deﬁne how to proceed when a worker is severely out of date and requires several messages to get synchronized.
In practice, the distribution α that governs the time it takes for the network,
as a single entity, to produce a block is exponential with mean ᾱ. Since proofof-work is based on ﬁnding a nonce that makes a hashing function fall into a
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speciﬁc set of targets, the process of producing a block is statistically equivalent
to waiting for a success in a sequence of Bernoulli trials. Such waiting times
would correspond –at ﬁrst– to a discrete geometric distribution. However, because the time between trials is very small compared to the average time between
successes (usually fractions of microseconds against several seconds or minutes),
the discrete geometric distribution can be approximated by a continuous exponential distribution function. Finally, note that the choice of the distribution
function β that governs the communication delay, and whose mean is denoted
by β̄, heavily depends on the system under consideration and its communication
details (e.g., its hardware and protocol).

4

Algorithmic Analysis of Blockchain Eﬃciency

This section presents an algorithmic approach to the analysis of blockchain eﬃciency. The algorithms are used to estimate the proportion of valid blocks that
are produced during a ﬁxed number of growth steps, based on the network model
introduced in Section 3, for blockchains with ﬁxed and unbounded number of
workers. In general, although presented in this section for the speciﬁc purpose of
measuring blockchain eﬃciency, these algorithms can be easily adapted to compute other metrics of interest, such as the speed of growth of the longest branch,
the relation between conﬁrmations of a block and the probability of being valid
in the long term, or the average length of forks.
Deﬁnition 4. Let Tn = (Vn , En ) be a blockchain that satisﬁes Deﬁnition 3. The
proportion of valid blocks pn in Tn is deﬁned as the random variable:
pn =

max{dist(0, u) | u ∈ Vn }
.
|Vn |

The proportion of valid blocks p produced for a blockchain (in the limit) is deﬁned
as the random variable:
p = lim pn .
n→∞

Their expected values are denoted with p̄n and p̄, respectively.
Note that p̄n and p̄ are random variables particularly useful to determine
some important properties of blockchains. For instance, the probability that a
newly produced block becomes valid in the long run is p̄. The average rate at
which the longest branch grows is approximated by p̄/ᾱ. Moreover, the rate at
which invalid blocks are produced is approximately (1 − p̄)/ᾱ and the expected
time for a block to receive a conﬁrmation is ᾱ/p̄. Although pn and p are random
for any single simulation, their expected values p̄n and p̄ can be approximated
by averaging several Monte Carlo simulations.
The three algorithms presented in the following subsections are sequential
and single threaded1 , designed to compute the value of pn under the standard
1

This would be mitigated by the fact that parallelization may be available for the
Monte-Carlo simulations.
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protocol (Algorithm 1). They can be used for computing p̄n and, thus, for approximating p̄ for large values of n. The ﬁrst and second algorithms compute the
exact value of pn for a bounded number of workers. While the ﬁrst algorithm
simulates the three mechanisms present in the network model (i.e., growth, attachment, and broadcast –see Deﬁnition 3), the second one takes a more timeeﬃcient approach for computing pn . The third algorithm is a fast approximation
algorithm for pn , useful in the context of an unbounded number of workers. It is
of special interest for studying the eﬃciency of large and fast blockchain systems
because its time complexity does not depend on the number of workers in the
network.
4.1

Network Simulation with a Priority Queue

Algorithm 2 simulates the model with m workers running concurrently under the
standard protocol for up to n logical steps. It uses a list B of m block sequences
that reﬂect the local copy of each worker. The sequences are initially limited to
the origin block 0 and can be randomly extended during the simulation. Each
iteration of the main loop consists of four stages: (i) the wait for a new block to
be produced, (ii) the reception of messages within a given waiting period, (iii) the
addition of a block to the blockchain of a randomly selected worker, and (iv) the
broadcasting of the new position of the selected worker in the shared blockchain
to the other workers. The priority queue pq is used to queue messages for future
delivery, thus simulating the communication delays. Messages have the form
(t , i, B  ), where t represents the arrival time of the message, i is the recipient
worker, and B  the content that informs that a (non-speciﬁed) worker has the
sequence of blocks B  . The statements α() and β() draw samples from α and β,
respectively.
The overall complexity of Algorithm 2 depends, as usual, on speciﬁc assumptions on its concrete implementation. First, let the time complexity to query
α() and β() be O(1), which is a reasonable assumption in most computer programming languages. Second, note that the following time complexity estimates
may be higher depending on their speciﬁc implementations (e.g., if a histogram
is used instead of a continuous function for sampling these variables). In particular, consider two implementation variants. For both variants, the average
length of the priority queue with arbitrarily large n is expected to be O(m),
more precisely, mβ̄/ᾱ. Consider a scenario in which the statement Bi ← B  is
implemented by creating a copy in O(n) time and the append statement is O(1)
time. The overall time complexity of the algorithm is O(mn2 ). Now consider a
scenario in which Bi ← B  merely copies the list reference in O(1) time and the
append statement creates a copy in O(n) time. For the case where n
m, under
the assumption that the priority queue has log-time insertion and removal, the
time complexity is brought down to O(n2 ). In either case, the spatial complexity
is O(mn).
A key advantage of Algorithm 2 is that with a slight modiﬁcation it can
return the blockchain s instead of the proportion pn , which enables a richer
analysis in the form of additional metrics diﬀerent than p. For example, assume
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Algorithm 2: Simulation of m workers using a priority queue.

16

t←0
B ← [ [0], [0], ..., [0] ] (m block sequences, 0 is the origin)
pq ← empty priority queue
for k ← 1, ..., n − 1 do
t ← t + α()
for (t , i, B  ) ∈ pq with t < t do (receive notiﬁcations)
pop (t , i, B  ) from pq
if B  is longer than Bi then Bi ← B  endif
end
j ← random_worker() (block producer)
append a new block (k) to Bj
for i ∈ {0, ..., m − 1} \ {j} do (publish notiﬁcations)
push (t + β(), i, Bj ) to pq
end
end
s ← arg max |s| (longest sequence)

17

return |s|/n

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

s∈B

that I denotes the random variable that describes the quantity of invalid blocks
that are created between consecutive blocks. The expected value E[I] can be
estimated from p̄ as E[I] ≈ (1 − p̄)/ᾱ. Building a complete blockchain can be
used to estimate not only E[I], but also a complete histogram of I and various
properties it may possess.

4.2

A Faster Simulation Algorithm

Algorithm 3: Simulation of m workers using a matrix d
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

t0 , h0 , z0 ← 0, 1, 0
d0 ← 0, 0, ..., 0 ( m elements)
for k ← 1, ..., n − 1 do
j ← random_worker()
tk ← tk−1 + α()
hk ← 1 + max {hi | i < k ∧ ti + di,j < tk }
zk ← max(zk−1 , hk )
dk ← β(), ..., β(), 0, β(), ..., β()



j’th position
end
return zn−1

(Algorithm 4)
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Algorithm 3 is a faster alternative to Algorithm 2. It uses a diﬀerent encoding
for the collection of local blockchains. In particular, Algorithm 3 stores the length
of the blockchains instead of the sequences themselves. Thereby, it suppresses
the need for a priority queue. Algorithm 4 oﬀers an optimized routine that can
be called from Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 4: Fast computation of hk given ti , zi , hi and di for all i < k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

x, i ← 1, k − 1
while i ≥ 0 and x < zi do
if ti ≤ tk − di,j and hi > x then
x = hi
endif
i←i−1
end
return 1 + x (compute hk := 1 + max {hi | i < k ∧ ti + di,j < tk } ∪ {1})

Let tk represent the (absolute) time at which block k is created, hk the length
of the local blockchain after being extended with block k, and zk the cumulative
maximum given by
zk := max {hi | i ≤ k} .
The spatial complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(mn) due to the computation of
matrix d and its time complexity is O(nm + n2 ) when Algorithm 4 is not used.
Note that there are n iterations, each requiring O(n) and O(m) time for computing hk and dk , respectively. However, if Algorithm 4 is used for computing
hk , the average overall complexity is reduced. In the worst-case scenario, the
complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(k). However, the experimental evaluations suggest an average below O(β̄/ᾱ) (constant with respect
 to k). Thus, the average

runtime complexity of Algorithm 3 is bounded by O nm + min{n2 , n + nβ̄/ᾱ} ,
and this corresponds to O(nm), unless the blockchain system is extremely fast
(β̄
ᾱ).
4.3

An Approximation Algorithm for Unbounded Number of
Workers

Algorithms 2 and 3 compute the value of pn for a ﬁxed number m of workers.
Both algorithms can be used to compute pn for diﬀerent values of m. However,
the time complexity of these two algorithms heavily depends on the value of m,
which presents a practical limitation when faced with the task of analyzing large
blockchain systems. This section introduces an algorithm for approximating pn
for an unbounded number of workers. It also presents formal observations that
support the proposed approximation.
Recall that pn can be used as a measure of eﬃciency in terms of the proportion of valid blocks that have been produced up to step n in the blockchain
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Tn = (Vn , En ). Formally:
pn =

max{dist(0, u) | u ∈ Vn }
.
|Vn |

This deﬁnition assumes a ﬁxed number of workers. That is, pn can be written as
pm,n to represent the proportion of valid blocks in Tn with m workers. For the
analysis of large blockchains, the challenge is to ﬁnd an eﬃcient way to estimate
pm,n for large values of m and n. In other words, to ﬁnd an eﬃcient algorithm
for approximating the random variables p∗n and p∗ deﬁned as:
p∗n = lim pm,n
m→∞

and

p∗ = lim p∗n =
n→∞

lim pm,n .

m,n→∞

The proposed approach modiﬁes Algorithm 3 by suppressing the matrix d. The
idea is to replace the need for computing di,j by an approximation based on
the random variable β and the length of the blockchain hk in each iteration
of the main loop. Note that the ﬁrst row can be assumed to be 0 wherever it
appears because d0,j = 0 for all j. For the remaining rows, an approximation is
introduced by observing that if an element Xm is chosen at random from the
matrix d of size (n − 1) × m (i.e., matrix d without the ﬁrst row), then the
cumulative distribution function of Xm is given by

0
, r<0
P (Xm ≤ r) = 1
m−1
m + m P (β() ≤ r) , r ≥ 0,
where β() is a sample from β. This is because the elements Xm of d are either
samples from β, whose domain is R≥0 , or 0 with a probability of 1/m since there
is one zero per row. Therefore, given that the following functional limit converges
uniformly (see Theorem 1 below),
  f

 f
m
lim r → P (Xm ≤ r) = r → P (β() ≤ r) ,
m→∞

each di,j can be approximated by directly sampling the distribution β. As a
result, Algorithm 4 can be used for computing hk by replacing di,j with β().
Theorem 1. Let fk (r) := P (Xk ≤ r) and g(r) := P (β() ≤ r). The functional
∞
sequence {fk }k=1 converges uniformly to g.
1
Proof. Let  > 0. Deﬁne n := 2
and let k be any integer k > n. Then

k−1
1
+
− 1 P (β() ≤ r) : r ≥ 0
sup |fk − g| = sup
k
k
1
1
≤ + sup {P (β() ≤ r) : r ≥ 0}
k k
1
1
= +
k k
2
< ≤ .
n
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Using Theorem 1, the need for the bookkeeping matrix d and the selection of
a random worker j are discarded from Algorithm 3, resulting in Algorithm 5. The
proposed algorithm computes p∗n , an approximation of limm→∞ pm,n in which
the matrix entries di,j are replaced by samples from β, each time they are needed,
thus ignoring the arguably negligible hysteresis eﬀects.

Algorithm 5: Approximation for limm→∞ pm,n simulation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

t0 , h0 , z0 ← 0, 0, 0
for k ← 1, ..., n − 1 do
tk ← tk−1 + α()
hk ← 1 + max {hi | i < k ∧ ti + β() < tk } ∪ {1}
(Algorithm 4*)
zk ← max(zk−1 , hk )
end
return zn−1
Algorithm 4* stands for Algorithm 4 with β() instead of di,j (approximation)

The time complexity of Algorithm 5 implemented by using Algorithm 4 with
β() instead of di,j is O(n2 ) and its space complexity is O(n). If the pruning
algorithm is used, the time complexity drops below O(n + nβ̄/ᾱ)) according to
experimentation. This complexity can be considered O(n) as long as β̄  ᾱ.

5

Empirical Evaluation of Blockchain Eﬃciency

This section presents an experimental evaluation of blockchain eﬃciency in
terms of the proportion of valid blocks produced by the workers for the global
blockchain. The model in Section 3 is used as the mathematical framework,
while the algorithms in Section 4 are used for experimental evaluation on that
framework. The main claim is that, under certain conditions, the eﬃciency of a
blockchain can be expressed as a ratio between ᾱ and β̄. Experimental evaluations provide evidence on why Algorithm 5 –the approximation algorithm for
computing the proportion of valid blocks in a blockchain system with an unbounded number of workers– is an accurate tool for computing the measure of
eﬃciency p∗ .
Note that the speed of a blockchain can be characterized by the relationship
between the expected values of α and β.
Deﬁnition 5. Let α and β be the distributions according to Deﬁnition 3. A
blockchain is classiﬁed as:
– slow if ᾱ
β̄,
– chaotic if ᾱ  β̄, and
– fast if ᾱ ≈ β̄.
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Deﬁnition 5 captures the intuition about the behavior of a global blockchain
in terms of how alike are the times required for producing a block and for local
block synchronization. Note that the Bitcoin implementation is classiﬁed as a
slow blockchain system because the time between the creation of two consecutive
blocks is much larger than the time it takes for local blockchains to synchronize.
In chaotic blockchains, a dwarﬁng synchronization time means that basically no
(or relatively little) synchronization is possible, resulting in a blockchain in which
rarely any block would be part of “the” valid chain of blocks. A fast blockchain,
however, is one in which both the times for producing a block and broadcasting
a message are similar. The two-fold goal of this section is ﬁrst, to analyze the
behavior of p̄∗ for the three classes of blockchains, and second, to understand
how the trade-oﬀ between production speed and communication time aﬀects the
eﬃciency of the data structure by means of a formula.
In favor of readability, the experiments presented next identify algorithms 3
and 5 as Am and A∞ , respectively. Furthermore, the claims and experiments
assume that the distribution α is exponential, which holds true for proof-of-work
systems.
Claim 1 Unless the system is chaotic, the hysteresis eﬀect of the matrix entries
di,j in Am is negligible. Moreover, limm→∞ Am (n) = A∞ (n).
Note that Theorem 1 implies that if the hysteresis eﬀect of the random variables di,j is negligible, then Algorithm 5 is a good enough approximation of
Algorithm 3. However, it does not prove that this assertion holds in general. Experimental evaluation suggests that this is indeed the case, as stated in Claim 1.

(a) Evolution of Am to A∞ as m grows.
Simulation runs contain at least 100 samples per point.

(b) High similarity between the p.d.f. of
A100 and A∞ . Simulation runs contain at
least 1000 samples in total.

Fig. 3: Algorithmic simulation of n = 1000 blocks with ᾱ = 1, β̄ = 0.1, and β
exponential. The number of samples and the size of the blockchain n are chosen
such that the execution time on a standard cpu lies below a few seconds.
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Figure 3 summarizes the average output of Am and the region that contains
half of these outputs, for several values of m. All outputs seem to approach that
of A∞ , not only for the expected value (Figure 3.(a)), but also in terms of the
generated p.d.f. (Figure 3.(b)). Similar results were obtained with several distribution functions for β. In particular, the exponential, chi-squared, and gamma
probability distribution functions were used (with k ∈ {1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 10}), all
with diﬀerent mean values. The resulting plots are similar to the ones depicted
in Figure 3.
As the quotient β̄/ᾱ grows beyond 1, the convergence of Am becomes much
slower and the approximation error is noticeable. An example is depicted in Figure 4, where a blockchain system produces on average 10 blocks during the transmission of a synchronization message (i.e., the system is classiﬁed as chaotic).
Even after considering 1000 workers, the shape of the p.d.f. is shifted considerably. The error can be due to: (i) the hysteresis eﬀect that is ignored by A∞ ; or
(ii) the slow rate of convergence. In any case, the output of this class of systems
is very low, making them unstable and useless in practice.

Fig. 4: For chaotic systems, the convergence is slow and the approximation error
is large: with 1000 workers there is still an average output shift of around 0.005.

An intuitive conclusion about blockchain eﬃciency and speed of block production is that slower systems tend to be more eﬃcient than faster ones. That
is, faster blockchain systems have a tendency to overproduce blocks that will not
be valid.
Claim 2 If the system is either slow or fast, then
p̄∗ =

ᾱ
.
ᾱ + β̄

Figure 5 presents an experimental evaluation of the proportion of valid blocks
in a blockchain in terms of the ratio β̄/ᾱ. For the left and right plots, the
horizontal axis represents how fast blocks are produced in comparison with how
slow synchronization is achieved. If the system is slow, then eﬃciency is high
because most newly produced blocks tend to be valid. If the system is fast,
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however, then eﬃciency is balanced because the newly produced blocks are likely
to either become valid or invalid with equal likelihood. Finally, note that for fast
and chaotic blockchains, say for 10−1 ≤ β̄/ᾱ, there is still a region in which
eﬃciency is arguably high. As a matter of fact, even if synchronization of local
blockchains takes on average a tenth of the time it takes to produce a block, in
general, the proportion of blocks that become valid is almost 90%. In practice,
this observation can bridge the gap between the current use of blockchains as
slow systems and the need for faster blockchains.

Fig. 5: Eﬀect of speed on the proportion of valid blocks.

6

Related Work and Concluding Remarks

A comprehensive account of the vast literature on complex networks is beyond
the scope of this work. The aim here is more modest, namely, the focus is on related work proposing and using formal and semi-formal algorithmic approaches
to evaluate properties of blockchain systems. There are a number of recent studies that focus on the analysis of blockchain properties with respect to metaparameters. Some of them are based on network and node simulators. Other
studies conceptualize diﬀerent metrics and models that aim to reduce the analysis to the essential parts of the system.
In [10], A. Gervais et al. introduce a quantitative framework to analyze the
security and performance implications of various consensus and network parameters of proof-of-work blockchains. They devise optimal adversarial strategies
for several attack scenarios while taking into account network propagation. Ultimately, their approach can be used to compare the tradeoﬀs between blockchain
performance and its security provisions. Y. Aoki et al. [2] propose SimBlock, a
blockchain network simulator in which blocks, nodes, and the network itself can
be instantiated by using a comprehensive collection of parameters, including the
propagation delay between nodes. Towards a similar goal, J. Kreku et al. [19]
show how to use the Absolut simulation tool [28] for prototyping blockchains
in diﬀerent environments and ﬁnding optimal performance, given some parameters, in constrained platforms such as Raspberry Pi and Nvidia Jetson Tk1.
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R. Zhang and B. Preneel [29] introduce a multi-metric evaluation framework to
quantitatively analyze proof-of-work protocols. Their systemic security analysis
in seven of the most representative and inﬂuential alternative blockchain designs
concludes that none of them outperforms the so-called Nakamoto Consensus in
terms of either the chain quality or attack resistance. All these eﬀorts have in
common that simulation-based analysis is used to understand non-functional requirements of blockchain designs such as performance and security, up to a high
degree of conﬁdence. However, in most of the cases the concluding results are
tied to a speciﬁc implementation of the blockchain architecture. The model and
algorithms presented in this work can be used to analyze each of these scenarios
in a more abstract fashion by using appropriate parameters for simulating the
blockchain growth and synchronization.
An alternative approach for studying blockchains is through formal semantics. G. Rosu [24] takes a novel approach to the analysis of blockchain systems
by focusing on the formal design, implementation, and veriﬁcation of blockchain
languages and virtual machines. His approach uses continuation-based formal semantics to later analyze reachability properties of the blockchain evolution with
diﬀerent degrees of abstraction. In this direction of research, E. Hildenbrandt et
al. [14] present KEVM, an executable formal speciﬁcation of Ethereum’s virtual
machine that can be used for rapid prototyping, as well as a formal interpreter of
Ethereum’s programming languages. C. Kaligotla and C. Macal [17] present an
agent-based model of a blockchain systems in which the behavior and decisions
made by agents are detailed. They are able to implement a generalized simulation and a measure of blockchain eﬃciency from an agent choice and energy
cost perspective. Finally, J. Göbel et al. [11] use Markov models to establish
that some attack strategies, such as selﬁsh-mine, causes the rate of production
of orphan blocks to increase. The research presented in this manuscript uses random networks to model the behavior of blockchain systems. As future work, the
proposed model and algorithms can be speciﬁed in a rewrite-based framework
such as rewriting logic [20], so that the rule-based approach in [24,14] and the
agent-based approach in [17] can both be extended to the automatic analysis of
(probabilistic) temporal properties of blockchains. Moreover, as it is usual in a
random network approach, topological properties of blockchain systems can be
studied with the help of the model proposed in this manuscript.
In general, this paper diﬀers from the above studies in the following aspects.
The proposed analysis is not based on an explicit low-level simulation of a network or protocol; it does not explore the behavior of blockchain systems under
the presence attackers. Instead, this work simulates the behavior of blockchain
eﬃciency from a meta-level perspective and investigates the strength of the system with respect to shortcomings inherent in its design. Therefore, the proposed
analysis diﬀers from [10,2,19,29] and is rather closely related to studies which
consider the core properties of blockchain systems prior to attacks [17,29]. The
bounds for the meta-parameters are more conservative and less secure, compared
to scenarios in which the presence of attackers is taken into account. Finally, with
respect to studying blockchains through formal semantics, the proposed analysis
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is able to consider an artiﬁcial but convenient scenario of having an inﬁnite number of concurrent workers. Formal semantics, as well as other related simulation
tools, cannot currently handle such scenarios.
This paper presented a network model for blockchains and showed how the
proposed simulation algorithms can be used to analyze the eﬃciency (in terms of
production of valid blocks) of blockchain systems. The model is parametric on:
(i) the number of workers (or nodes); and (ii) two probability distributions governing the time it takes to produce a new block and the time it takes the workers
to synchronize their local copies of the blockchain. The simulation algorithms
are probabilistic in nature and can be used to compute the expected value of
several metrics of interest, both for a ﬁxed and unbounded number of workers,
via Monte Carlo simulations. It is proven, under reasonable assumptions, that
the fast approximation algorithm for an unbounded number of workers yields accurate estimates in relation to the other two exact (but much slower) algorithms.
Claims –supported by extensive experimentation– have been proposed, including
a formula to measure the proportion of valid blocks produced in a blockchain in
terms of the two probability distributions of the model. The model, algorithms,
and experiments provide insights and useful mathematical tools for specifying,
simulating, and analyzing the design of fast blockchain systems in the years to
come.
Future work on the analytic analysis of the experimental observations contributed in this work should be pursued. This includes proving the two claims
in Section 5. First, that hysteresis eﬀects are negligible unless the system is extremely fast. Second, that the expected proportion of valid blocks in a blockchain
system is given by ᾱ/(ᾱ + β̄), being ᾱ and β̄ the mean of the probability distributions governing block production and communication times, respectively.
Furthermore, the generalization of the claims to non-proof-of-work schemes, i.e.
to diﬀerent probability distribution functions for specifying the time it takes to
produce a new block may also be considered. Finally, the study of diﬀerent forms
of attack on blockchain systems can be pursued with the help of the proposed
model.
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Abstract Functional speciﬁcations describe what program components can do:
the sufﬁcient conditions to invoke components’ operations. They allow us to
reason about the use of components in a closed world setting, where components interact with known client code, and where the client code must establish the
appropriate pre-conditions before calling into a component.
Sufﬁcient conditions are not enough to reason about the use of components in an
open world setting, where components interact with external code, possibly of
unknown provenance, and where components may evolve over time. In this open
world setting, we must also consider the necessary conditions, i.e. what are the
conditions without which an effect will not happen.
In this paper we propose the Chainmail speciﬁcation language for writing holistic speciﬁcations that focus on necessary conditions (as well as sufﬁcient conditions). We give a formal semantics for Chainmail, and discuss several examples.
The core of Chainmail has been mechanised in the Coq proof assistant.

1

Introduction

Software guards our secrets, our money, our intellectual property, our reputation [47].
We entrust personal and corporate information to software which works in an open
world, where it interacts with third party software of unknown provenance, possibly
buggy and potentially malicious.
This means we need our software to be robust: to behave correctly even if used by
erroneous or malicious third parties. We expect that our bank will only make payments
from our account if instructed by us, or by somebody we have authorised, that space on
a web page given to an advertiser will not be used to obtain access to our bank details
[43], or that a concert hall will not book the same seat more than once.
While language mechanisms such as constants, invariants, object capabilities [40],
and ownership [14] make it possible to write robust programs, they cannot ensure that
programs are robust. Ensuring robustness is difﬁcult because it means different things
for different systems: perhaps that critical operations should only be invoked with the
requisite authority; perhaps that sensitive personal information should not be leaked;
or perhaps that a resource belonging to one user should not be consumed by another.
To ensure robustness, we need ways to specify what robustness means for a particular
c The Author(s) 2020
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class Safe{
field treasure
field secret
method take(scr){
if (secret==scr) then
{
t=treasure
treasure = null
return t } }
}
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class Safe{
field treasure
field secret
method take(scr){
...as version 1 ...
}
method set(scr){
secret=scr }
}

Figure 1. Two Versions of the class Safe

program, and ways to demonstrate that the particular program adheres to its speciﬁc
robustness requirements.
Consider the code snippets from Fig. 1. Objects of class Safe hold a treasure
and a secret, and only the holder of the secret can remove the treasure from the safe.
We show the code in two versions; both have the same method take, and the second
version has an additional method set. We assume a dynamically typed language (so
that our results are applicable to both statically and dynamically typed settings)4 ; that
ﬁelds are private in the sense of Java (i.e. only methods of that class may read or write
these ﬁelds); and that addresses are unforgeable (so there is no way to guess a secret).
A classical Hoare triple describing the behaviour of take would be:
(ClassicSpec) 
method take(scr)
PRE:
this:Safe
POST: scr=this.secretpre −→ this.treasure=null
∧
scr=this.secretpre −→ ∀s:Safe. s.treasure=s.treasurepre

(ClassicSpec) expresses that knowledge of the secret is sufﬁcient to remove the
treasure, and that take cannot remove the treasure unless the secret is provided. But
it cannot preclude that Safe – or some other class, for that matter – contains more
methods which might make it possible to remove the treasure without knowledge of the
secret. This is the problem with the second version of Safe: it satisﬁes (ClassicSpec),
but is not robust, as it is possible to overwrite the secret of the Safe and then use
it to remove the treasure. To express robustness requirements, we introduce holistic
speciﬁcations, and require that:
(HolisticSpec) 
∀s.[ s : Safe ∧ s.treasure = null ∧ will s.treasure = null 
−→ ∃o.[ external o  ∧  o access s.secret  ] ]
(HolisticSpec) mandates that for any safe s whose treasure is not null, if some
time in the future its treasure were to become null, then at least one external object
(i.e. an object whose class is not Safe) in the current conﬁguration has direct access
4

We do not depend on the additional safety static typing provides, so we assume only a dynamically typed language.
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to s’s secret. This external object need not have caused the change in s.treasure
but it would have (transitively) passed access to the secret which ultimately did cause
that change. Both classes in Fig. 1 satisfy (ClassicSpec), but the second version does
not satisfy (HolisticSpec).
In this paper we propose Chainmail, a speciﬁcation language to express holistic
speciﬁcations. The design of Chainmail was guided by the study of a sequence of
examples from the object-capability literature and the smart contracts world: the membrane [17], the DOM [20,59], the Mint/Purse [40], the Escrow [18], the DAO [12,15]
and ERC20 [61]. As we worked through the examples, we found a small set of language
constructs that let us write holistic speciﬁcations across a range of different contexts.
Chainmail extends traditional program speciﬁcation languages [31,37] with features
which talk about:
Permission: Which objects may have access to which other objects; this is central
since access to an object grants access to the functions it provides.
Control: Which objects called functions on other objects; this is useful in identifying
the causes of certain effects - eg funds can only be reduced if the owner called a
payment function.
Time: What holds some time in the past, the future, and what changes with time,
Space: Which parts of the heap are considered when establishing some property, or
when performing program execution; a concept related to, but different from, memory
footprints and separation logics,
Viewpoint: Which objects and which conﬁgurations are internal to our component,
and which are external to it; a concept related to the open world setting.
While many individual features of Chainmail can be found in other work, their
power and novelty for specifying open systems lies in their careful combination. The
contributions of this paper are:
– the design of the holistic speciﬁcation language Chainmail,
– the semantics of Chainmail,
– a Coq mechanisation of the core of Chainmail.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives an example from
the literature which we will use to elucidate key points of Chainmail. 3 presents the
Chainmail speciﬁcation language. Section 4 introduces the formal model underlying
Chainmail, and then section 5 deﬁnes the semantics of Chainmail’s assertions. Section 6 discusses our design, 7 considers related work, and section 8 concludes. We
relegate key points of exemplar problems and various details to appendices which are
available at [1].

2

Motivating Example: The Bank

As a motivating example, we consider a simpliﬁed banking application taken from
the object capabilities literature [41]: Accounts belong to Banks and hold money
(balances); with access to two Accounts of the same Bank one can transfer any
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amount of money from one to the other. This example has the advantage that it requires
several objects and classes.
We will not show the code here (see appendix C), but sufﬁce it to say that class
Account has methods deposit(src, amt) and makeAccount(amt) (i.e. a
method called deposit with two arguments, and a method called makeAccount
with one argument). Similarly, Bank has method newAccount(amt). Moreover,
deposit requires that the receiver and ﬁrst argument (this and src) are Accounts
and belong to the same bank, that the second argument (amt) is a number, and that
src’s balance is at least amt. If this condition holds, then amt gets transferred from
src to the receiver. The function makeNewAccount returns a fresh Account with
the same bank, and transfers amt from the receiver Account to the new Account.
Finally, the function newAccount when run by a Bank creates a new Account with
corresponding amount of money in it.5 It is not difﬁcult to give formal speciﬁcations
of these methods in terms of pre- and post-conditions.
However, what if the bank provided a steal method that emptied out every account in the bank into a thief’s account? The critical problem is that a bank implementation including a steal method could meet the functional speciﬁcations of deposit,
makeAccount, and newAccount, and still allow the clients’ money to be stolen.
One obvious solution would be to adopt a closed-world interpretation of speciﬁcations: we interpret functional speciﬁcations as exact in the sense that only implementations that meet the functional speciﬁcation exactly, with no extra methods or behaviour,
are considered as suitable implementations of the functional speciﬁcation. The problem is that this solution is far too strong: it would for example rule out a bank that
during software maintenance was given a new method count that simply counted the
number of deposits that had taken place, or a method notify to enable the bank to
occasionally send notiﬁcations to its customers.
What we need is some way to permit bank implementations that send notiﬁcations
to customers, but to forbid implementations of steal. The key here is to capture the
(implicit) assumptions underlying the design of the banking application. We provide
additional speciﬁcations that capture those assumptions. The following three informal
requirements prevent methods like steal:
1. An account’s balance can be changed only if a client calls the deposit method
with the account as the receiver or as an argument.
2. An account’s balance can be changed only if a client has access to that particular
account.
3. The Bank/Account component does not leak access to existing accounts or banks.
Compared with the functional speciﬁcation we have seen so far, these requirements
capture necessary rather than sufﬁcient conditions: Calling the deposit method to
gain access to an account is necessary for any change to that account taking place.
The function steal is inconsistent with requirement (1), as it reduces the balance
of an Account without calling the function deposit. However, requirement (1) is
not enough to protect our money. We need (2) to avoid an Account’s balance getting
5

Note that our very limited bank speciﬁcation doesn’t even have the concept of an account
owner.
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modiﬁed without access to the particular Account, and (3) to ensure that such accesses
are not leaked.
We can express these requirements through Chainmail assertions. Rather than specifying the behaviour of particular methods when they are called, we write assertions
that range across the entire behaviour of the Bank/Account module:
(1)  ∀a.[ a : Account ∧ changes a.balance  −→
∃o.[  o calls a.deposit( _, _)  ∨  o calls _.deposit( a, _)  ] ]
(2)  ∀a.∀S : Set. [ a : Account ∧  will changes a.balance   in S 
−→ ∃o. [ o ∈ S ∧ external o  ∧  o access a  ] ]
(3)  ∀a.∀S : Set. [ a : Account ∧
 will ∃o.[ external o  ∧  o access a ]  in S 
−→ ∃o . [ o ∈ S ∧ external o  ∧  o access a  ] ]
In the above and throughout the paper, we use an underscore (_) to indicate an existentially bound variable whose value is of no interest.
Assertion (1) says that if an account’s balance changes (changes a.balance ),
then there must be some client object o that called the deposit method with a as a
receiver or as an argument ( o calls _.deposit( _) ).
Assertion (2) similarly constrains any possible change to an account’s balance. If at
some future point the balance changes (will changes ...  ), and if this future change
is observed with the state restricted to the objects from S (i.e.  ... in S ), then at least
one of these objects (o ∈ S) is external to the Bank/Account system (external o )
and has direct access to that account object ( o access a ). Notice that while the change
in the balance happens some time in the future, the external object o has access to
a in the current state. Notice also that the object which makes the call to deposit
described in (1), and the object which has access to a in the current state described in
(2), need not be the same: it may well be that the latter passes a reference to a to the
former (indirectly), which then makes the call to deposit.
It remains to think about how access to an Account may be obtained. This is the
remit of assertion (3), which says that if at some time in the future of the state restricted
to S, some object o which is external has access to some account a, and if a exists in
the current state, then in the current state some object from S has access to a. Where
o and o may, but need not, be the same object. And where o has to exist and have
access to a in the current state, but o need not exist in the current state – it may be
allocated later. Assertion (3) thus gives essential protection when dealing with foreign,
untrusted code. When an Account is given out to untrusted third parties, assertion (3)
guarantees that this Account cannot be used to obtain access to further Accounts.
A holistic speciﬁcation for the bank account, then, would be a sufﬁcient functional
speciﬁcation plus the necessary speciﬁcations (1)-(3) from above. This holistic speciﬁcation permits an implementation of the bank that also provides count and notify
methods, even though the speciﬁcation does not mention either method. Critically,
though, the holistic Chainmail speciﬁcation does not permit an implementation that
includes a steal method.
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3 Chainmail Overview
In this Section we give a brief and informal overview of some of the most salient features of Chainmail– a full exposition appears in Section 5.
Example Conﬁgurations We will illustrate these features using the Bank/Account
example from the previous section. We use the runtime conﬁgurations σ1 and σ2 shown
in the left and right diagrams in Figure 2. In both diagrams the rounded boxes depict objects: green for those from the Bank/Account component, and grey for the
“external”, “client” objects. The transparent green rectangle shows which objects are
contained by the Bank/Account component. The object at 1 is a Bank, those at 2,
3 and 4 are Accounts, and those at 91, 92, 93 and 94 are “client” objects which
belong to classes different from those from the Bank/Account module.
Each conﬁguration represents one alternative implementation of the Bank object.
Conﬁguration σ1 may arise from execution using a module MBA1 , where Account
objects have a ﬁeld myBank pointing to their Bank, and an integer ﬁeld balance –
the code can be found in appendix C Fig. 3. Conﬁguration σ2 may arise from execution
using a module MBA2 , where Accounts have a myBank ﬁeld, Bank objects have a
ledger implemented though a sequence of Nodes, each of which has a ﬁeld pointing to an Account, a ﬁeld balance, and a ﬁeld next – the code can be found in
appendix C Figs. 6 and 4.
σ2

σ1
91 : …

1:Bank

91 : …

1:Bank
92 : …

10:Nd

11:Nd

12:Nd

2:Acc

3:Acc

4:Acc

93: …
2:Acc

3:Acc

92 : …
93: …

4:Acc
94 : …

94 : …

Figure 2. Two runtime conﬁgurations for the Bank/Account example.

For the rest, assume variable identiﬁers b1 , and a2 –a4 , and u91 –u94 denoting objects
1, 2–4, and 91–94 respectively for both σ1 and σ2 . That is, for i=1 or i=2, σi (b1 )=1,
σi (a2 )=2, σi (a3 )=3, σi (a4 )=4, σi (u91 )=91, σi (u92 )=92, σi (u93 )=93, and σi (u94 )=94.
Classical Assertions talk about the contents of the local variables (i.e. the topmost stack
frame), and the ﬁelds of the various objects (i.e. the heap). For example, the assertion
a2 .myBank=a3 .myBank, says that a2 and a3 have the same bank. In fact, this assertion is satisﬁed in both σ1 and σ2 , written formally as
..., σ1 |= a2 .myBank = a3 .myBank
..., σ2 |= a2 .myBank = a3 .myBank.
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The term x:ClassId says that x is an object of class ClassId. For example
..., σ1 |= a2 .myBank : Bank.
We support ghost ﬁelds [11,31], e.g. a1 .balance is a physical ﬁeld in σ1 and a
ghost ﬁeld in σ2 since in MBA2 an Account does not store its balance (as can be
seen in appendix C Fig. 6). We also support the usual logical connectives, and so, we
can express assertions such as
∀a.[ a : Account −→ a.myBank : Bank ∧ a.balance ≥ 0 ] .
Permission: Access Our ﬁrst holistic assertion,  x access y , asserts that object x has
a direct reference to another object y: either one of x’s ﬁelds contains a reference to y,
or the receiver of the currently executing method is x, and y is one of the arguments or
a local variable. For example:
..., σ1 |=  a2 access b1 
If σ1 were executing the method body corresponding to the call a2 .deposit(a3 ,360),
then we would have
..., σ1 |=  a2 access a3 ,
That is, during execution of deposit, the object at a2 has access to the object at a3 ,
and could, if the method body chose to, call a method on a3 , or store a reference to a3
in its own ﬁelds. Access is not symmetric, nor transitive:
..., σ1 |=  a3 access a2 ,
..., σ2 |=  a2 access∗ a3 ,
..., σ2 |=  a2 access a3 .
Control: Calls The assertion  x calls m.y( zs)  holds in conﬁgurations where a method
on object x makes a method call y.m(zs) — that is it calls method m with object y as
the receiver, and with arguments zs. For example,
..., σ3 |=  x calls a2 .deposit( a3 , 360) .
means that the receiver in σ3 is x, and that a2 .deposit(a3 , 360) is the next statement to be executed.
Space: In The space assertion  A in S  establishes validity of A in a conﬁguration
restricted to the objects from the set S. For example, if object 94 is included in S1 but
not in S2 , then we have
..., σ1 |=  (∃o.  o access a4 ) in S1 
..., σ1 |=  (∃o.  o access a4 ) in S2 .
The set S in the assertion  A in S  is therefore not the footprint of A; it is more like
the fuel [2] given to establish that assertion. Note that ..., σ |=  A in S  does not
imply ..., σ |= A nor does it imply ..., σ |=  A in S ∪ S . The other direction of the
implication does not hold either.
Time: Next, Will, Prev, Was We support several operators from temporal logic: (next A ,
will A , prev A , and was A ) to talk about the future or the past in one or more steps.
The assertion will A  expresses that A will hold in one or more steps. For example, taking σ4 to be similar to σ2 , the next statement to be executed to be a2 .deposit(a3 , 360),
and MBA2  ..., σ4 |= a2 .balance = 60, and that MBA2  ..., σ4 |= a4 .balance ≥
360, then
MBA2  ..., σ4 |= will a2 .balance = 420 .
The internal module, MBA2 is needed for looking up the method body of deposit.
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Viewpoint: – External The assertion external x  expresses that the object at x does
not belong to the module under consideration. For example,
MAB2  ..., σ2 |= external a2 ,
MAB2  ..., σ2 |= external u92 ,
MAB2  ..., σ2 |= external b1 .ledger 
The internal module, MBA2 , is needed to judge which objects are internal or external.
Change and Authority: We have used changes ...  in our Chainmail assertions in
section 2, as in changes a.balance . Assertions that talk about change, or give conditions for change to happen are fundamental for security; the ability to cause change is
called authority in [40]. We can encode change using the other features of Chainmail,
namely, for any expression e:
changes e  ≡ ∃v.[ e = v ∧ next ¬(e = v)  ].
and similarly for assertions.
Putting these together We now look at some composite assertions which use several
features from above. For example, the assertion below says that if the statement to be
executed is a2 .deposit(a3 , 60), then the balance of a2 will eventually change:
MBA2 ..., σ2 |=  .. calls a2 .deposit( a3 , 60)  −→ will changes a2 .balance  .
Now look deeper into space assertions,  A in S , which allow us to characterise
the set of objects which have authority over certain effects (here A). In particular, the
assertion  will A  in S  requires two things: i) that A will hold in the future, and ii)
that all the objects which cause the effect which will make A valid are included in S.
Knowing who has, and who has not, authority over properties or data is a fundamental
concern of robustness [40]. Notice that the authority is a set, rather than a single object:
quite often it takes several objects in concert to achieve an effect.
Consider assertions (2) and (3) from the previous section. They both have the form
“will  A in S   −→ P (S)”, where P is some property over a set. These assertions
say that if ever in the future A becomes valid, and if the objects involved in making A
valid are included in S, then S must satisfy P . Such assertions can be used to restrict
whether A will become valid. If we have some execution which only involves objects
which do not satisfy P , then we know that the execution will not ever make A valid.
In summary, in addition to classical logical connectors and classical assertions over the
contents of the heap and the stack, our holistic assertions draw from some concepts from
object capabilities ( _ access _  for permission;  _ calls _._( _)  and changes _  for
authority) as well as temporal logic (will A , was A  and friends), and the relation of
our spatial connective ( A in S ) with ownership and effect systems [60,14,13].
The next two sections discuss the semantics of Chainmail. Section 4 contains an
overview of the formal model and section 5 focuses on the most important part of
Chainmail: assertions.

4

Overview of the Formal foundations

We now give an overview of the formal model for Chainmail. In section 4.1 we introduce the shape of the judgments used to give semantics to Chainmail, while in section
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4.2 we describe the most salient aspects of an underlying programming language used
in Chainmail.
4.1 Chainmail judgments
Having outlined the ingredients of our holistic speciﬁcation language, the next question
to ask is: When does a module M satisfy a holistic assertion A? More formally: when
does M |= A hold?
Our answer has to reﬂect the fact that we are dealing with an open world, where
M, our module, may be linked with arbitrary untrusted code. To model the open world,
we consider pairs of modules, M  M , where M is the module whose code is supposed to
satisfy the assertion, and M is another module which exercises the functionality of M.
We call our module M the internal module, and M the external module, which represents
potential attackers or adversaries.
We can now answer the question: M |= A holds if for all further, potentially adversarial, modules M and in all runtime conﬁgurations σ which may be observed as
arising from the execution of the code of M combined with that of M , the assertion A is
satisﬁed. More formally, we deﬁne:
M |= A
if
∀M .∀σ ∈ Arising(M  M ).[ M  M , σ |= A ].

Module M represents all possible clients of M. As it is arbitrarily chosen, it reﬂects the
open world nature of our speciﬁcations.
The judgement M  M , σ |= A means that assertion A is satisﬁed by M  M and σ. As
in traditional speciﬁcation languages [31,37], satisfaction is judged in the context of a
runtime conﬁguration σ; but in addition, it is judged in the context of the internal and
external modules. These are used to ﬁnd abstract functions deﬁning ghost ﬁelds as well
as method bodies needed when judging validity of temporal assertions such as will _ .
We distinguish between internal and external modules. This has two uses: First,
Chainmail includes the “external o ” assertion to require that an object belongs to the
external module, as in the Bank Account’s assertion (2) and (3) in section 2. Second, we
adopt a version of visible states semantics [45,25,38], treating all executions within a
module as atomic. We only record runtime conﬁgurations which are external to module
M, i.e. those where the executing object (i.e. the current receiver) comes from module
M . Execution has the form
M  M , σ ; σ 
where we ignore all intermediate steps with receivers internal to M. In the next section
we shall outline the underlying programming language, and deﬁne the judgment M 
M , σ ; σ  and the set Arising(M  M ).
4.2

An underlying programming language, Loo

The meaning of Chainmail assertions is parametric with an underlying object-oriented
programming language, with modules as repositories of code, classes with ﬁelds, methods and ghostﬁelds, objects described by classes, a way to link modules into larger ones,
and a concept of program execution6 .
6

We believe that Chainmail can be applied to any language with these features.
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We have developed Loo , a minimal such object-oriented language, which we outline in this section. We describe the novel aspects of Loo , and summarise the more
conventional parts, relegating full, and mostly unsurprising, deﬁnitions to Appendix A.
Modules are central to Loo , as they are to Chainmail. As modules are repositories
of code, we adopt the common formalisation of modules as maps from class identiﬁers
to class deﬁnitions, c.f. Appendix, Def. 1. We use the terms module and component in
an analogous manner to class and object respectively. Loo is untyped for several reasons. Many popular programming languages are untyped. The external module might be
untyped, and so it is more general to consider everything as untyped. Finally, a solution that works for an untyped language will also apply to a typed language, while the
converse is not true.
Class deﬁnitions consist of ﬁeld, method and ghost ﬁeld declarations, c.f. Appendix,
Def. 2. Method bodies are sequences of statements, which can be ﬁeld reads or ﬁeld
assignments, object creation, method calls, and return statements. Fields are private in
the sense of C++: they can only be read or written by methods of the current class. This
is enforced by the operational semantics, c.f. Fig. 1. We discuss ghost ﬁelds in the next
section.
Runtime conﬁgurations, σ, contain all the usual information about execution snapshots: the heap, and a stack of frames. Each frame consists of a continuation, contn,
describing the remaining code to be executed by the frame, and a map from variables
to values. Values are either addresses or sets of addresses; sets are needed to deal with
assertions which quantify over sets of objects, such as assertions (1) and (2) from section 2. We deﬁne one-module execution through a judgment of the form M, σ ; σ  in
the Appendix, Fig. 1.
We deﬁne a module linking operator ◦ so that M◦M is the union of the two modules,
provided that their domains are disjoint, c.f. Appendix, Def. 8. As we said in section 4.1,
we distinguish between the internal and external module. We consider execution from
the view of the external module, and treat execution of methods from the internal module as atomic. For this, we deﬁne two-module execution based on one-module execution
as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. Given runtime conﬁgurations σ, σ  , and a module-pair M  M we deﬁne
execution where M is the internal, and M is the external module as below:
– M  M , σ ; σ  if there exist n ≥ 2 and runtime conﬁgurations σ1 , ... σn ,
such that
• σ=σ1 , and σn = σ  .

• M◦M , σi ; σi+1
, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1
• Class(this)σ ∈ dom(M), and Class(this)σ ∈ dom(M),
• Class(this)σi ∈ dom(M), for 2 ≤ i ≤ n−2
In the deﬁnition above, Class(x)σ looks up the class of the object stored at x, c.f.
Appendix, Def. 5. For example, for σ4 as in Section 3 whose next statement to be executed is a2 .deposit(a3 , 360), we would have a sequence of conﬁgurations σ41 ,
... σ4n , σ5 so that the one-module execution gives MBA2 , σ4 ; σ41 ; σ42 ... ;
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Figure 3. Two Module Execution (Def. 1). a) M1 ◦M2 b) M1  M2 c) M2  M1

σ4n ; σ5 . This would correspond to an atomic evaluation in the two-module execution: MBA2  M , σ4 ; σ5 (see Fig.3; where blue stands for σ(this) ∈ M1 ,and
orange for σ(this) ∈ M2 ).
Two-module execution is related to visible states semantics [45] as they both ﬁlter
conﬁgurations, with the difference that in visible states semantics execution is unﬁltered
and conﬁgurations are only ﬁltered when it comes to the consideration of class invariants while two-module execution ﬁlters execution. The lemma below says that linking
is associative and commutative, and preserves both one-module and two-module execution.
Lemma 1 (Properties of linking). For any modules M, M , M , and M and runtime
conﬁgurations σ, and σ  we have:
– (M◦M )◦M = M◦(M ◦M )
and
M◦M = M ◦M.


– M, σ ; σ , and M◦M is deﬁned,
implies M◦M , σ ; σ  .



– M  M ,σ ; σ
implies (M◦M )  (M ◦M ), σ ; σ  .
We can now answer the question as to which runtime conﬁgurations are pertinent
when judging a module’s adherence to an assertion. Initial conﬁgurations are those
whose heap have only one object, of class Object, and whose stack have one frame,
with arbitrary continuation. Arising conﬁgurations are those that can be reached by
two-module execution, starting from any initial conﬁguration.
Deﬁnition 2 (Initial and Arising Conﬁgurations). are deﬁned as follows:
– Initial(ψ, χ), if ψ consists of a single frame φ with dom(φ) = {this},
and there exists some address α, such that thisφ =α, and dom(χ)=α, and
χ(α) = (Object, ∅).
– Arising(M  M ) = { σ | ∃σ0 . [ Initialσ0  ∧ M  M , σ0 ;∗ σ ] }

5

Assertions

Chainmail assertions (details in appendix B.3) consist of (pure) expressions e, comparisons between expressions, classical assertions about the contents of heap and stack,
the usual logical connectives, as well as our holistic concepts. In this section we focus on the novel, holistic, features of Chainmail (permission, control, time, space, and
viewpoint), as well as our wish to support some form of recursion while keeping the
logic of assertions classical.
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Satisfaction of Assertions - Access, Control, Space, Viewpoint

Permission expresses that an object has the potential to call methods on another object,
and to do so directly, without help from any intermediary object. This is the case when
the two objects are aliases, or the ﬁrst object has a ﬁeld pointing to the second object, or
the ﬁrst object is the receiver of the currently executing method and the second object
is one of the arguments or a local variable. Interpretations of variables and paths, ...σ ,
are deﬁned in the usual way (appendix Def. 5).
Deﬁnition 3 (Permission). For any modules M, M , variables x and y, we deﬁne
– M  M , σ |=  x access y  if xσ and yσ are deﬁned, and
• xσ =yσ , or
• x.fσ =yσ , for some ﬁeld f, or
• xσ =thisσ and yσ =zσ , for some variable z and z appears in
σ.contn.
In the last disjunct, where z is a parameter or local variable, we ask that z appears in the
code being executed (σ.contn). This requirement ensures that variables which were
introduced into the variable map in order to give meaning to existentially quantiﬁed
assertions, are not considered.
Control expresses which object is the process of making a function call on another
object and with what arguments. The relevant information is stored in the continuation
(cont) on the top frame.
Deﬁnition 4 (Control). For any modules M, M , variables x , y, z1 , ...zn , we deﬁne:
– M  M , σ |=  x calls y.m( z1 , ...zn )  if
xσ , yσ , z1 σ , ... zn σ are
deﬁned, and
• thisσ =xσ , and
• σ.contn=u.m(v1 , ..vn ); _, for some u,v1 ,... vn , and
• yσ =uσ , and zi σ =vi σ , for all i.
Thus,  x calls y.m( z1 , ...zn )  expresses the call y.m(z1 , ...zn ) will be executed next,
and that the caller is x.
Viewpoint is about whether an object is viewed as belonging to the internal mode; this
is determined by the class of the object.
Deﬁnition 5 (Viewpoint). For any modules M, M , and variablex, we deﬁne
– M  M , σ |= external x 
– M  M , σ |= internal x 

if
if

xσ is deﬁned and Class(xσ )σ ∈
/ dom(M)
xσ is deﬁned and Class(xσ )σ ∈ dom(M)

Space is about asserting that some property A holds in a conﬁguration whose objects
are restricted to those from a given set S. This way we can express that the objects from
the set S have authority over the assertion A. In order to deﬁne validity of  A in S  in a
conﬁguration σ, we ﬁrst deﬁne a restriction operation, σ↓ S which restricts the objects
from σ to only those from S.
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Deﬁnition 6 (Restriction of Runtime Conﬁgurations). The restriction operator ↓
applied to a runtime conﬁguration σ and a variable S is deﬁned as follows:
– σ↓ S  (ψ, χ ), if σ=(ψ, χ), dom(χ ) = Sσ , and ∀α ∈ dom(χ ).χ(α) = χ (α).
For example, if we take σ2 from
Fig. 2 in Section 2, and restrict it
with some set S4 such that S4 σ2 =
{91, 1, 2, 3, 4, 11}, then the restriction
σ2↓ S4 will look as on the right.

91 : …

1:Bank

11:Nd

2:Acc

3:Acc

4:Acc

Note in the diagram above the dangling pointers at objects 1, 11, and 91 - reminiscent of the separation of heaps into disjoint subheaps, as provided by the ∗ operator
in separation logic [53]. The difference is that in separation logic, the separation is
provided through the assertions, where A ∗ A holds in any heap which can be split into
disjoint χ and χ where χ satisﬁes A and χ satisﬁes A . That is, in A∗A the split of the
heap is determined by the assertions A and A and there is an implicit requirement of
disjointness, while in σ↓ S the split is determined by S, and no disjointness is required.
We now deﬁne the semantics of  A in S .
Deﬁnition 7 (Space). For any modules M, M , assertions A and variable S, we deﬁne:
– M  M , σ |=  A in S 

if

M  M , σ↓ S |= A.

The set S in the assertion  A in S  is related to framing from implicit dynamic
frames [57]: in an implicit dynamic frames assertion acc x.f ∗ A, the frame x.f
prescribes which locations may be used to determine validity of A. The difference is
that frames are sets of locations (pairs of address and ﬁeld), while our S-es are sets of
addresses. More importantly, implicit dynamic frames assertions whose frames are not
large enough are badly formed, while in our work, such assertions are allowed and may
hold or not, e.g. MBA2  M , σ |= ¬  (∃n.a2 .balance = n) in S4 .
5.2

Satisfaction of Assertions - Time

To deal with time, we are faced with four challenges: a) validity of assertions in the
future or the past needs to be judged in the future conﬁguration, but using the bindings
from the current one, b) the current conﬁguration needs to store the code being executed,
so as to be able to calculate future conﬁgurations, c) when considering the future, we
do not want to observe conﬁgurations which go beyond the frame currently at the top of
the stack, d) there is no "undo" operator to deterministically enumerate all the previous
conﬁgurations.
Consider challenge a) in some more detail: the assertion will x.f = 3  is satisﬁed
in the current conﬁguration σ1 , if in some future conﬁguration σ2 , the ﬁeld f of the
object that is pointed at by x in the current conﬁguration (σ1 ) has the value 3, that is, if
xσ1 .f σ2 = 3, even if in that future conﬁguration x denotes a different object (i.e. if
xσ1 = xσ2 ). To address this, we deﬁne an auxiliary concept: the operator, where
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σ1  σ2 adapts the second conﬁguration to the top frame’s view of the former: it returns
a new conﬁguration whose stack comes from σ2 but is augmented with the view from
the top frame from σ1 and where the continuation has been consistently renamed. This
allows us to interpret expressions in σ2 but with the variables bound according to σ1 ;
e.g. we can obtain that value of x in conﬁguration σ2 even if x was out of scope in σ2 .
Deﬁnition 8 (Adaptation). For runtime conﬁgurations σ1 , σ2 .:
– σ1 σ2  (φ3 · ψ2 , χ2 ) if
• φ3 = ( contn2 [zs2 /zs ], β2 [zs → β2 (zs2 )][zs1 → β1 (zs1 )] ), where
• σ1 = (φ1 · _, _), σ2 = (φ2 · ψ2 , χ2 ), φ1 =(_, β1 ), φ2 =(contn2 , β2 ), and
• zs1 =dom(β1 ), zs2 =dom(β2 ), and
• zs is a set of variables with the same cardinality as zs2 , and all variables in
zs are fresh in β1 and in β2 .
That is, in the new frame φ2 from above, we keep the same continuation as from
σ2 but rename all variables with fresh names zs , and combine the variable map β1
from σ1 with the variable map β2 from σ2 while avoiding names clashes through the
renaming [zs → β2 (zs2 )]. The consistent renaming of the continuation allows the
correct modelling of execution, as needed for the semantics of nested time assertions,
as e.g. in will x.f = 3 ∧ will x.f = 5  .
Having addressed challenge a) we turn our attention to the remaining challenges:
We address challenge b) by storing the remaining code to be executed in cntn in each
frame. We address challenge c) by only taking the top of the frame when considering
future executions. Finally, we address challenge d) by considering only conﬁgurations
which arise from initial conﬁgurations, and which lead to the current conﬁguration.
Deﬁnition 9 (Time Assertions). For any modules M, M , and assertion A we deﬁne
– M  M , σ |= next A 

∃σ  . [ M  M , φ ; σ  ∧ M  M , σσ  |= A ],
and where φ is so that σ=(φ · _, _).
– M  M , σ |= will A  if ∃σ  . [ M  M , φ ;∗ σ  ∧ M  M , σσ  |= A ],
and where φ is so that σ=(φ · _, _).
– M  M , σ |= prev A  if ∀σ1 , σ2 .[ Initialσ1  ∧ M  M , σ1 ;∗ σ2
∧ MM , σ2 ; σ −→ MM , σσ2 |= A ]

– M  M , σ |= was A  if ∀σ1 .[ Initialσ1  ∧ M  M , σ1 ;∗ σ −→
( ∃σ2 .M  M , σ1 ;∗ σ2 ∧ M  M , σ2 ;∗ σ ∧ M  M , σσ2 |= A )]
if

In general, will  A in S   is different from  will A  in S . In the former assertion,
S must contain the objects involved in reaching the future conﬁguration as well as
the objects needed to then establish validity of A in that future conﬁguration. In the
latter assertion, S need only contain the objects needed to establish A in that future
conﬁguration. For example, revisit Fig. 2, and take S1 to consist of objects 1, 2, 4, 93,
and 94, and S2 to consist of objects 1, 2, 4. Assume that σ5 is like σ1 , that the next
call in σ5 is a method on u94 , whose body obtains the address of a4 (by making a call
on 93 to which it has access), and the address of a2 (to which it has access), and then
makes the call a2 .deposit(a4 , 360). Assume also that a4 ’s balance is 380. Then
MBA1  ..., σ5 |=  will changes a2 .balance   in S1 
MBA1  ..., σ5 |=  will changes a2 .balance   in S2 
MBA1  ..., σ5 |= will  changes a2 .balance  in S2  
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5.3

Properties of Assertions

We deﬁne equivalence of assertions in the usual way: assertions A and A are equivalent
if they are satisﬁed in the context of the same conﬁgurations and module pairs – i.e.
A ≡ A if ∀σ. ∀M, M . [ M  M , σ |= A if and only if M  M , σ |= A ].
We can then prove that the usual equivalences hold, e.g. A ∨ A ≡ A ∨ A, and
¬(∃x.A) ≡ ∀x.(¬A). Our assertions are classical, e.g. A ∧ ¬A ≡ false, and
M  M , σ |= A and M  M , σ |= A → A implies M  M , σ |= A . This desirable property
comes at the loss of some expected equivalences, e.g. , in general, e = false and ¬e
are not equivalent. More in Appendix B.
5.4

Modules satisfying assertions

Finally, we deﬁne satisfaction of assertions by modules: a module M satisﬁes an assertion A if for all other potential modules M , in all conﬁgurations arising from executions
of M  M , the assertion A holds.
Deﬁnition 10. For any module M, and assertion A, we deﬁne:
– M |= A

6

if

∀M . ∀σ ∈ Arising(M  M ). M  M , σ |= A

Examplar Driven Design

Examplars The design of Chainmail was guided by the study of a sequence of exemplars taken from the object-capability literature and the smart contracts world:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bank [49] - Bank and Account as in Section 2 with two different implementations.
ERC20 [61] - Ethereum-based token contract.
DAO [12,15] - Ethereum contract for Decentralised Autonomous Organisation.
DOM [20,59] - Restricting access to browser Domain Object Model

We present these exemplars as appendices [1]. Our design was also driven by work on
other examples such as the membrane [17], the Mint/Purse [40], and Escrow [18,24].
Model We have constructed a Coq model7 [23] of the core of the Chainmail speciﬁcation language, along with the underlying Loo language. Our formalism is organised as
follows:
1. The Loo Language: a class based, object oriented language with mutable references.
2. Chainmail: The full assertion syntax and semantics deﬁned in Deﬁnitions 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
3. Loo Properties: Secondary properties of the loo language that aid in reasoning about
its semantics.
4. Chainmail Properties: The core properties deﬁned on the semantics of Chainmail.
7

A current model can be found at: https://github.com/sophiaIC/HolisticSpeciﬁcations
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In the associated appendix (see Appendix G) we list and present the properties of
Chainmail we have formalised in Coq. We have proven that Chainmail obeys much of
the properties of classical logic. While we formalise most of the underlying semantics,
we make several assumptions in our Coq formalism: (i) the law of the excluded middle,
a property that is well known to be unprovable in constructive logics, and (ii) the equality of variable maps and heaps down to renaming. Coq formalisms often require fairly
verbose deﬁnitions and proofs of properties involving variable substitution and renaming, and assuming equality down to renaming saves much effort.
More details of the formal foundations of Chainmail, and the model, are also in
appendices [1].

7

Related Work

Behavioural Speciﬁcation Languages Hatcliff et al. [26] provide an excellent survey
of contemporary speciﬁcation approaches. With a lineage back to Hoare logic [28],
Meyer’s Design by Contract [38] was the ﬁrst popular attempt to bring veriﬁcation
techniques to object-oriented programs as a “whole cloth” language design in Eiffel.
Several more recent speciﬁcation languages are now making their way into practical
and educational use, including JML [31], Spec [4], Dafny [32] and Whiley [51]. Our
approach builds upon these fundamentals, particularly Leino & Shulte’s formulation
of two-state invariants [33], and Summers and Drossopoulou’s Considerate Reasoning [58]. In general, these approaches assume a closed system, where modules can be
trusted to coöperate. In this paper we aim to work in an open system where modules’
invariants must be protected irrespective of the behaviour of the rest of the system.
Defensive Consistency In an open world, we cannot rely on the kindness of strangers:
rather we have to ensure our code is correct regardless of whether it interacts with
friends or foes. Attackers “only have to be lucky once” while secure systems “have
to be lucky always” [5]. Miller [39,40] deﬁnes the necessary approach as defensive
consistency: “An object is defensively consistent when it can defend its own invariants
and provide correct service to its well behaved clients, despite arbitrary or malicious
misbehaviour by its other clients.” Defensively consistent modules are particularly hard
to design, to write, to understand, and to verify: but they make it much easier to make
guarantees about systems composed of multiple components [46].
Object Capabilities and Sandboxes. Capabilities as a means to support the development of concurrent and distributed system were developed in the 60’s by Dennis and
Van Horn [19], and were adapted to the programming languages setting in the 70’s [44].
Object capabilities were ﬁrst introduced [40] in the early 2000s, and many recent studies manage to verify safety or correctness of object capability programs. Google’s Caja
[42] applies sandboxes, proxies, and wrappers to limit components’ access to ambient
authority. Sandboxing has been validated formally: Maffeis et al. [35] develop a model
of JavaScript, demonstrate that it obeys two principles of object capability systems and
show how untrusted applications can be prevented from interfering with the rest of the
system. Recent programming languages [27,10,54] including Newspeak [9], Dart [8],
Grace [7,30] and Wyvern [36] have adopted the object capability model.
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Veriﬁcation of Object Capability Programs Murray made the ﬁrst attempt to formalise
defensive consistency and correctness [46]. Murray’s model was rooted in counterfactual causation [34]: an object is defensively consistent when the addition of untrustworthy clients cannot cause well-behaved clients to be given incorrect service. Murray
formalised defensive consistency very abstractly, over models of (concurrent) objectcapability systems in the process algebra CSP [29], without a speciﬁcation language
for describing effects, such as what it means for an object to provide incorrect service.
Both Miller and Murray’s deﬁnitions are intensional, describing what it means for an
object to be defensively consistent.
Drossopoulou and Noble [21,48] have analysed Miller’s Mint and Purse example
[40] and discussed the six capability policies as proposed in [40]. In [22], they sketched
a speciﬁcation language, used it to specify the six policies from [40], showed that several possible interpretations were possible, and uncovered the need for another four further policies. They also sketched how a trust-sensitive example (the escrow exchange)
could be veriﬁed in an open world [24]. Their work does not support the concepts of
control, time, or space, as in Chainmail, but it offers a primitive expressing trust.
Devriese et al. [20] have deployed powerful theoretical techniques to address similar problems: They show how step-indexing, Kripke worlds, and representing objects
as state machines with public and private transitions can be used to reason about object
capabilities. Devriese have demonstrated solutions to a range of exemplar problems, including the DOM wrapper (replicated in our section F) and a mashup application. Their
distinction between public and private transitions is similar to the distinction between
internal and external objects.
More recently, Swasey et al. [59] designed OCPL, a logic for object capability patterns, that supports speciﬁcations and proofs for object-oriented systems in an open
world. They draw on veriﬁcation techniques for security and information ﬂow: separating internal implementations (“high values” which must not be exposed to attacking
code) from interface objects (“low values” which may be exposed). OCPL supports defensive consistency (they use the term “robust safety” from the security community [6])
via a proof system that ensures low values can never leak high values to external attackers. This means that low values can be exposed to external code, and the behaviour
of the system is described by considering attacks only on low values. They use that logic to prove a number of object-capability patterns, including sealer/unsealer pairs, the
caretaker, and a general membrane.
Schaefer et al. [55] have recently added support for information-ﬂow security using reﬁnement to ensure correctness (in this case conﬁdentiality) by construction. By
enforcing encapsulation, all these approaches share similarity with techniques such as
ownership types [14,50], which also protect internal implementation objects from accesses that cross encapsulation boundaries. Banerjee and Naumann demonstrated that
by ensuring conﬁnement, ownership systems can enforce representation independence
(a property close to “robust safety”) some time ago [3].
Chainmail differs from Swasey, Schaefer’s, and Devriese’s work in a number of
ways: They are primarily concerned with mechanisms that ensure encapsulation (aka
conﬁnement) while we abstract away from any mechanism via the external  predicate. They use powerful mathematical techniques which the users need to understand in
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order to write their speciﬁcations, while Chainmail users only need to understand ﬁrst
order logic and the holistic operators presented in this paper. Finally, none of these systems offer the kinds of holistic assertions addressing control ﬂow, change, or temporal
operations that are at the core of Chainmail’s approach.
Scilla [56] is a minimalistic typed functional language for writing smart contracts
that compiles to the Ethereum bytecode. Scilla’s semantic model is restricted, assuming
actor based communication and restricting recursion, thus facilitating static analysis of
Scilla contracts and ensuring termination. Scilla is able to demonstrate that a number of
popular Ethereum contracts avoid type errors, out-of-gas resource failures, and preservation of virtual currency. Scilla’s semantics are deﬁned formally, but have not yet been
represented in a mechanised model.
Finally, the recent VerX tool is able to verify a range of speciﬁcations for solidity
contracts automatically [52]. Similar to Chainmail, VerX has a speciﬁcation language
based on temporal logic. VerX offers three temporal operators (always, once, prev) but
only within a past modality, while Chainmail has two temporal operators, both existential, but with both past and future modalities. VerX speciﬁcations can also include predicates that model the current invocation on a contract (similar to Chainmail’s “calls”),
can access variables, and compute sums (only) over collections. Chainmail is strictly
more expressive as a speciﬁcation language, including quantiﬁcation over objects and
sets (so can compute arbitrary reductions on collections) and of course speciﬁcations
for permission (“access”), space (“in”) and viewpoint (“external”) which have no analogues in VerX. Unlike Chainmail, VerX includes a practical tool that has been used
to verify a hundred properties across case studies of twelve Solidity contracts.

8

Conclusions

In this paper we have motivated the need for holistic speciﬁcations, presented the speciﬁcation language Chainmail for writing such speciﬁcations, and outlined the formal
foundations of the language. To focus on the key attributes of a holistic speciﬁcation
language, we have kept Chainmail simple, only requiring an understanding of ﬁrst
order logic. We believe that the holistic features (permission, control, time, space and
viewpoint) are intuitive concepts when reasoning informally, and were pleased to have
been able to provide their formal semantics in what we argue is a simple manner.

9
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Abstract. The automated generation of graph models has become an
enabler in several testing scenarios, including the testing of modeling
environments used in the design of critical systems, or the synthesis of
test contexts for autonomous vehicles. Those approaches rely on the automated construction of consistent graph models, where each model satisﬁes complex structural properties of the target domain captured in
ﬁrst-order logic predicates. In this paper, we propose a transformation
technique to map such graph generation tasks to a problem consisting of
ﬁrst-order logic formulae, which can be solved by state-of-the-art TPTPcompliant theorem provers, producing valid graph models as outputs.
We conducted performance measurements over all 73 theorem provers
available in the TPTP library, and compared our approach with other
solver-based approaches like Alloy and VIATRA Solver.
Keywords: Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling Languages · Model Generation ·
Theorem Provers

1

Introduction

Motivation. Synthetic graph models have been in use for many challenges of
software engineering including the testing of object-oriented programs [18, 20],
quality assurance of domain-speciﬁc languages [28], validation of model transformations [7] or performance benchmarks of model repositories [5]. In particular,
various lines of research in model-driven engineering rely upon such graph models. Network science also heavily depends on the availability of graph models
with designated distribution of nodes and edges.
Active research in automated graph model generation [10,25,30,31] has been
focusing on deriving graphs with desirable properties like consistency, diversity,
scalability or realistic nature [37]. A particularly challenging task of domainspeciﬁc model generators is to ensure consistency, i.e. to guarantee that synthetic
models are not only compliant with the metamodel of the domain, but they
also satisfy additional well-formedness constraints captured in popular high-level
languages like OCL or graph patterns.
c The Author(s) 2020
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Problem statement. Consistent graph generators frequently rely on backend solvers by mapping model generation problems into logic formulae with different levels of expressiveness. For example, SAT-solvers are used by Kodkod [34]
that map high-level languages to propositional logic, CSP-solvers are exploited
in EMF2CSP [10], while SMT-solvers were applied in [12, 15, 28]. Consistent
model generators may rely on custom search-based techniques [31], symbolic
techniques [25] or custom decision procedures [9, 30] to improve scalability.
Automated theorem proving techniques have been developed within the automated reasoning community for decades with a wide range of supporting tools
such as HOL [11] and Vampire [19]. In particular, ﬁrst-order theorem provers
have an extensive tool competition where each participating tool takes logic
problems using a uniﬁed representation of ﬁrst-order logic (FOL) formulae. This
suggests that, despite not being designed for model generation, theorem provers
may provide interesting results within the domain considering the success of
other general-purpose approaches.
Interestingly, while theorem provers have been used in model-driven engineering to prove the consistency speciﬁcations (e.g. HOL-OCL [6], Maude, KeY),
their performance has not been investigated in depth for model generation purposes. Since FOL theorem provers already have to face undecidability issues, they
are typically optimized to quickly ﬁnd inconsistencies in formal speciﬁcations,
while generating a model as a proof of consistency may be less of a priority. As
such, existing mappings to FOL formulae may not be reusable in their entirety
when theorem provers are used for consistent model generation.
Objectives. In this paper, we aim to systematically investigate and evaluate the use of ﬁrst-order logic theorem provers for model generation purposes.
In particular, we present a mapping of domain speciﬁcations consisting of a
metamodel, well-formedness constraints and an optional initial seed model to
FOL formulae. Using the standard Thousands of Problems for Theorem Provers
(TPTP) format for representing FOL formulae, we used 73 diﬀerent theorem
provers and solvers in a total of 87 diﬀerent conﬁgurations to generate instance
models of various size in the context of an industrial domain-speciﬁc modeling
tool (Yakindu Statecharts) for a scalability evaluation of those solvers. Finally,
model results can be transformed to instance models of the domain that can be
opened in their native editor - although implementing this step turned out to be
solver-speciﬁc.
Added value. While various back-end solvers have been used in related
mappings, the integration and inclusion of an entire family of ﬁrst-order logic
theorem provers is a novel practical result. Furthermore, our paper provides the
ﬁrst evaluation of a wide range of theorem provers for model generation purposes.
As an important technical side eﬀect, thanks to a novel use of constants as
object identiﬁers incorporated in the mapping to FOL formulae, we managed to
signiﬁcantly improve the scalability of the Z3 SMT-solver for model generation
purposes compared to existing approaches [28, 32], which relied upon the native
support of decision procedures in SMT-solvers.
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Fig. 1: Metamodel extract of Yakindu Statecharts

2

Preliminaries

The core concepts of domain-speciﬁc languages (DSL) and tools are illustrated in
the context of Yakindu Statecharts [39], which is an industrial DSL for developing
reactive, event-driven systems, and supports validation and code generation.
2.1

Models and metamodels

In this paper we use EMF as a metamodeling technique which is widely used in
the modeling community. Formally [28], an (EMF) metamodel deﬁnes a vocabulary Σ = {C1 , . . . , Cn , R1 , . . . , Rm , c1 , . . . , co }, where a unary predicate symbol Ci
is deﬁned for each EClass and EDataType (like EInteger or EEnums), a binary
predicate symbol Rj is derived for each EReference and EAttribute, and constant
symbols ck for EEnum literals.
Example 1. A simpliﬁed metamodel for Yakindu Statecharts is illustrated in
Figure 1. A Statechart consists of Regions, which contain states (Vertex) and
Transitions. The abstract state Vertex is further reﬁned into RegularStates
(like State or FinalState) and PseudoStates (like Entry, Exit or Choice).
Entry states have a Type attribute of type EntryType.
Additionally, a metamodel also imposes several structural constraints:
1. Type Hierarchy (TH) expresses the correct combination of classes (e.g. if an
object is an Entry then it must be a Vertex, but it cannot be a Region);
2. Type Compliance (TC) requires that for any relation R(o, t), its source and
target objects o and t must have compliant types (e.g. the target of a reference target must be an instance of Vertex);
3. Abstract (ABS): If a class is deﬁned as abstract, it is not allowed to have
direct instances (like CompositeElement);
4. Multiplicity (MUL) of structural features can be limited with upper and
lower bound in the form of “lower..upper” (e.g. 1..1 for reference target);
5. Inverse (INV) states that two parallel references of opposite direction always
occur in pairs (e.g. outgoingTransitions and source).
6. Containment (CON): Instance models in EMF are expected to be arranged
into a containment hierarchy, which is a directed tree along relations marked
in the metamodel as containment (e.g., vertices or outgoingTransitions).
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Fig. 2: Sample Yakindu Statechart instance models
An instance model can be represented as a logic structure M = OM , IM , where
OM is the ﬁnite set of objects, and IM provides interpretation for all predicate
symbols in Σ as follows:
– The interpretation of a unary predicate symbol Ci is deﬁned in accordance
with the types of the EMF model: IM (Ci ) : OM → {1, 0}. An object o ∈ OM
is an instance of (more precisely, conforms to) a class Ci in a model M if
IM (Ci )(o) = 1. It is possible for an object to conform to multiple types, e.g.
in case of inheritance or abstract classes.
– The interpretation of a binary predicate symbol Rj is deﬁned in accordance
with the links in the EMF model: IM (Rj ) : OM × OM → {1, 0}. There is a
reference Rj between o1 , o2 ∈ OM in model M if IM (Rj )(o1 , o2 ) = 1.
– The interpretation assigns each constant symbol ck : IM : ck → OM .
Example 2. Figure 2a illustrates an instance model M with objects OM =
{sc1, r1, s1, t1, e1}. Classes of the object are added as labels (e.g. label sc1:
Statechart denotes IM (Statechart)(sc1) = 1), attribute values are illustrated
as attribute=value labels (e.g. Type = Normal as IM (Type)(e1, Normal) = 1),
and reference predicates as labelled edges (e.g. regions edge from sc1 to r1 as
IM (regions)(sc1, r1) = 1).
2.2

Model predicates and Well-formedness constraints

In many industrial modeling tools, domain-speciﬁc WF constraints are deﬁned by
error predicates captured either as OCL constraints [24] or as graph patterns [35].
A major practical subclass of such constraints can be formalized using ﬁrst-order
logic predicates [28].
A graph predicate ϕ is deﬁned inductively over a vocabulary Σ of a
metamodel and an inﬁnite set of (object) variables {v1 , v2 , . . .} and the constant symbols as seen in Figure 3a. A graph predicate ϕ with free variables
param = {v1 , . . . , vn } can be evaluated over a model M with variable binding
M
Z : param → OM (denoted with [[ϕ(v1 , . . . , vn )]]Z ) using the rules of Figure 3b.
Therefore, if a domain deﬁnes error patterns ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn , a model is considered consistent (valid), if it does not satisfy any error predicates ϕi (v1 , . . . , vm )
(1 ≤ i ≤ n), i.e. ∀v1 , . . . , vm : ¬ϕi (v1 , . . . , vm ). Since a formalization of these
structural restrictions as WF constraints is provided in [28], the predicate language of Figure 3b can uniformly be used for both kinds of structural constraints.
Example 3. Figure 4 illustrates three graph patterns deﬁned in both graphical and textual syntax. Pattern transition(t,src,trg) deﬁnes a relation
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Logic Syntax
TPTP Syntax
ϕ :=
c
c
|
C(v)
C(v)
|
R(v1 , v2 )
R(v1,v2)
|
v1 = v 2
v1=v2
|
dist(v1 , ..., vn )
v1!=v2 &. . . &vn-1!=vn
| ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∼ p | p1&p2 | p1|p2
|
∃v : ϕ | ∀v : ϕ
?[v]:p | ![v]:p
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constant
type predicate
reference predicate
equivalence
n-ary inequality (distinctness)
logic connectives
quantiﬁed expression

(a) Syntax of graph predicates
[[c]]M
Z
[[C(v)]]M
Z
[[R(v1 , v2 )]]M
Z
[[v1 = v2 ]]M
Z
[[¬ϕ]]M
Z

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

IM (c)
[[ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ]]M
Z
IM (C)(Z(v))
[[ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ]]M
Z
IM (R)(Z(v1 ), Z(v2 ))
[[∃v : ϕ]]M
Z
Z(v1 ) = Z(v2 )
[[∀v : ϕ]]M
M
Z
1 − [[ϕ]]Z

:=
:=
:=
:=

M
min([[ϕ1 ]]M
Z , [[ϕ2 ]]Z )
M
max ([[ϕ1 ]]Z , [[ϕ2 ]]M
Z )
max o∈OM {[[ϕ1 ]]M
Z,v→o }
min o∈OM {[[ϕ1 ]]M
Z,v→o }

(b) Semantic rules for graph predicates

Fig. 3: Syntax and semantics for graph predicates
pattern transition (t , src , trg ) {
Transition . source (t , src );
Transition . target (t , trg ); }

transition(t, src, trg) = source(t, src) ∧ target(t, trg)
@Constraint
pattern incomingToEntry (t , e : Entry ) {
find transition (t ,_ , e ); }

ite(t, e) = ∃s : transition(t, s, e) ∧ Entry(e)
@Constraint
pattern noOutgoing ( e : Entry ) {
neg find transition (_ ,e , _ ); }

no(e) = ∀t, trg : ¬transition(t, e, trg) ∧ Entry(e)

Fig. 4: Example graph patterns deﬁned with graphical and VIATRA syntax
between two Vertices which are connected via a Transition using source
and target references. Reusing this pattern, two WF constraints are deﬁned
concerning Entry states: if any of them has a match, then the model is malformed. First, incomingToEntry(t, e) selects invalid Transitions that are
leading to an Entry (by reusing the previously deﬁned transition pattern).
Next, noOutgoingTransitionFromEntry(e) matches to Entry states that does
not have any outgoing Transition (by negatively using transition pattern).
2.3

First-Order Logic Theorem Provers

Our approach to model generation involves using a back-end FOL theorem prover
to generate ﬁnite models according to input constraints. The theorem prover is
treated as a black-box component in our model generation workﬂow, thus it takes
input formulae and generates an output formula. Logic formulae are given using
the TPTP Syntax [33] as it is a standard within the theorem prover community.
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Fig. 5: Overview of our model generation approach
The TPTP syntax deﬁnes multiple forms of logic formulae, such as Full Firstorder Form (FOF) and Typed Higher-order Form (THF). Our mapping derives
FOF formulae deﬁned by a subsyntax that can handle standard FOL statements.
This is suﬃcient for modeling most aspects of EMF and WF constraints. Omitted
aspects include containment cycle avoidance and numeric attributes
Regarding the output of TPTP-compliant theorem provers, there does not
seem to be a standard. Provers may output FOF formulae, other TPTP formulae, or TPTP non-compliant formulae. This is not surprising, as many TPTPcompliant solvers also handle various other syntaxes. As a result, in order to interpret the output of TPTP-compliant provers, one must create a custom parser
for each prover, which is laborious. However, despite syntactic diﬀerences, prover
outputs are structurally similar: in most cases, the output contains a list of graph
nodes, where each node is associated to corresponding types and graph edges.

3

Overview of the Approach

Our approach (summarized in Figure 5) aims to generate graph models that
are consistent with respect to WF constraints of a domain-speciﬁc modeling
environment using theorem provers as back-end solvers. For this purpose, we
map the high-level speciﬁcations of the input DSL into equivalent FOL formulae
written in TPTP-compliant syntax [33]. We implement our approach as part of
the VIATRA Model Generation Framework [1].
The speciﬁcation of the DSL (or modeling environment) consists of a metamodel speciﬁed in EMF augmented with well-formedness constraints captured
by model queries (using the VIATRA framework [36]). Additionally, our generator can take an optional initial instance model that acts as a seed for model
generation. Our model generation framework can also take various search parameters such as type scope (requested size) and containment cycle avoidance
speciﬁcations as input to guide model generation towards desired characteristics.
The input modeling environment and the search parameters are mapped to
FOL formulae using the novel ME2TPTP model-to-text transformation detailed
in section 4. The FOL-formula is then fed into a TPTP-compliant theorem prover
(TPTP Solver ). The solver may output a valid model if all input constraints
are satisﬁable. In this case, the output is transformed into a domain-compliant
instance model through a TPTP2ME backwards mapping. Otherwise, if input
constraints are inconsistent, the solver can either identify its inconsistency, or
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provides an undeﬁned output (if it cannot decide by its decision procedures or
due to lack of computational resources).
Our approach is designed to generate a ﬁnite model rather than a ﬁnite
counterexample of the input speciﬁcations. Such a task is facilitated by including
size requirements for the desired model a priori. However, if size requirements
are not provided, the theorem prover could easily check for inconsistencies in the
input formulae due to the small-model theorem [14].
In addition to generating graph models from scratch, our approach is also
capable of completing initial seed models. An initial model may be inconsistent
(i.e. it may violate some metamodel or WF constraints), thus it is the task of
the TPTP solver to extend the input model into a consistent instance model.
Another use case is to validate the consistency of DSLs and modeling environments [16, 28]. Our approach is capable of detecting when constraints derived
from a modeling environment are contradictory with each other. In this case,
our approach can prove the unsatisﬁability of the input constraints.

4

From Domain-Speciﬁc Languages to First-Order Logic

We discuss how the various components of a modeling language are mapped into
a set ϕ = ϕMM ∧ ϕIM ∧ ϕWF of TPTP-compliant FOL formulae. The formula
ϕMM is derived from the metamodel types (in section 4.1) and relations (in
section 4.2) , as deﬁned in section 2.1 , along with additional constraints and
search parameters. ϕIM describes the mapping for initial instance models (in
section 4.3). Finally, ϕWF describes how additional WF constraints deﬁned as
VIATRA queries are mapped into FOL formulae (in section 4.4). All components
of our mapping with the exception of lower multiplicities and WF constraints
output Essentially Propositional Logic formulae. Proof systems for such formulae
[23] do exist, but cannot be fully exploited on the output of our mapping.
4.1

Mapping Types in the Metamodel

The various types in the input EMF metamodel are mapped to FOL formulae
as described below.
Objects: A key idea in our mapping is that we use FOL constants (instead of
other data types such as TPTP distinct objects) to represent the generated graph
nodes. Constants are preferred due to their compatibility with our presented
encoding (distinct objects cannot be used as arguments for FOL predicates).
These constants are separated into two categories: ﬁrst, nodes deﬁned prior
to theorem proving are denoted with a set of constant symbols Obj O =
{old 1 , . . . , old n }. This set includes known objects such as enum literals and elements of the initial partial model. Additionally, the logic solver will add new
objects to the generated model, some of which are denoted with constant symbols Obj N = {new 1 , . . . , new m }. We also introduce a unary predicate object(o)
that selects all nodes of the graph model (including attribute values, enum literals and objects). The object(o) predicate holds for all constants o in Obj O and
for some in Obj N .
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Fig. 6: Mapping type hierarchy
Type Hierarchy (TH): To handle complex generalization relations (e.g
multiple inheritance) in the type hierarchy, we introduce formulae to control the
potential combinations of the type predicates. For this purpose, we map each
EClass of the input metamodel to a FOL predicate Ci (o). A sample mapping is
shown in Figure 6 for an extract of the domain metamodel.
To express the mutual exclusiveness
 of (non-abstract) classes in the type
hierarchy, we construct a formula d0 = Ci ∈sna ti (Ci ) in disjunctive normal form
(DNF) for the set sna of all non-abstract classes in the metamodel. For each
non-abstract type Ci , a conjunction ti (Ci ) is created for all class predicates such
that a predicate Cj is positive if and only ifit is a member ofset s(Ci ) containing
Ci and its superclasses, formally ti (Ci ) = Cj ∈s(Ci ) Cj (o) ∧ Cj ∈s(C
¬Cj (o). We
/
i)
must ensure that any constant satisfying the object(o) predicate also satisﬁes the
type hierarchy described in d0 . Thus, we generate the following FOL formula:
ϕMM
TH1 = ∀o : object(o) ⇒ d0 . This is a ﬁltered-types approach to type hierarchy
transformations used in the context of Object-Relation Mapping [17].
We also generate a formula to handle the negative case for the object predicate. We specify that any constants o that is not compliant with the object(o)
predicate must not be an instance of any class in the metamodel. Formally,
the negation of object(o) implies a conjunction
 tno of the negations of all class
predicates Ci in the metamodel (MM): tno = Ci ∈M M ¬Ci . The generated FOL
formula is as follows: ϕMM
TH2 = ∀o : ¬object(o) ⇒ tno .
Enumerations and Literals (EN) Mapping for enumerations is carried
out similarly to that of types. A unary predicate is created for each enum class
Ei (o) in the input metamodel, and a distinct unary predicate li (o) is created for
each literal
of the enum class. The mapping of an enum class creates a disjunction

d1 = li ti (li ). For each literal li , a conjunction ti is created, where only the
predicate corresponding
to li is positive and all others are negative, formally

ti (li ) = li (o) ∧ lj =li ¬lj (o). To ensure that generated enum instances are part
of the output model and that each literal is unique, a FOL constraint is generated
for each enum class stating that objects satisfy the corresponding predicate Ei
if and only if they also satisfy the object(o) predicate and the disjunction d1 :
ϕMM
EN1

= ∀o : Ei (o) ⇔ object(o) ∧


li

⎛
⎝li (o) ∧


lj =li

⎞
¬lj (o)⎠
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∀o : EntryType(o) ⇔ (object(o)∧
((Normal(o) ∧ ¬History(o)) ∨ (¬Normal(o) ∧ History(o))))
EN2-N:
∀o : (o = eo1 ⇔ Normal(o))
EN2-H:
∀o : (o = eo2 ⇔ History(o))
EN1:

Fig. 7: Mapping enumerations
Each enum literal is also transformed into an individual FOL constraint that
instantiates a constant eoi to deﬁne an enum object for each li that is associated
with Ei . The generated FOL constraint ensures that the output model contains a
M
constant eoi corresponding to each enum literal: ϕM
EN2 = ∀o : (o = eoi ⇔ li (o)).
Example 4. To better understand this mapping, we consider the EntryType
enum in Figure 1. We omit the DeepHistory literal for the sake of conciseness.
This enum is mapped into the 3 FOL statements shown in Figure 7.
Model Scope: Our mapping also allows for users to specify a scope (size) for
the generated model as a search parameter. A scope may contain an upper bound
u and a lower bound l for the number of generated objects in the output model.
For an upper bound speciﬁcation u, we deﬁne Obj N = {new 1 , . . . , new u−|Obj O | },
where Obj O is the set of nodes deﬁned prior to theorem proving. If u − |Obj O | is
negative then the problem is surely inconsistent. We then generate a FOL expression which speciﬁes that any constant o satisfying object(o) must be contained
in either Obj O or Obj N , to ensure that the theorem prover does not generate
any further constants (that satisfy object(o)) as part of the output ﬁnite model.
⎛
⎝
ϕMM
MUB = ∀o : object(o) ⇒



(o = oldi ) ∨

oldi ∈Obj O

⎞



(o = newi )⎠

newi ∈Obj N

For a lower bound speciﬁcation l, we deﬁne m = l − |Obj O | and we create
N
containing m constants that are also in Obj N . In the case
a set Obj N
lb ⊆ Obj
N
where Obj is not deﬁned (an upper bound value has not been speciﬁed), we
deﬁne Obj N
lb = {new 1 , . . . , new l−|Obj O | }. We then generate a FOL formula to
specify that any object o that is either in Obj O or in Obj N
lb must also satisfy
object(o) to ensure that these constants are part of the output ﬁnite model:
⎛



⎝
ϕMM
MLB = ∀o :
oldi

∈Obj O

(o = oldi ) ∨



⎞
(o = newi )⎠ ⇒ object(o)

newi ∈Obj N
lb

Example 5. To generate a model that contains from 4 to 6 objects, 2 of which are
already deﬁned (e.g. enum literals), the following FOL statements are derived:
∀o : object(o) ⇒ ((o = old1 ) ∨ (o = old2 ) ∨ (o = new1 )∨
(o = new3 ) ∨ (o = new4 ) ∨ (o = new2 ))
MLB: ∀o : ((o = old1 ) ∨ (o = old2 ) ∨ (o = new1 ) ∨ (o = new2 )) ⇒ object(o)

MUB:
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Fig. 8: Mapping relations
Type Scope: A scope may be speciﬁed for each particular type C. In the
N
case of an upper bound ut , we deﬁne a set Obj N
ut such that ut = |Obj ut |. If a
N
N
model upper bound has been deﬁned, then Obj ut ⊆ Obj holds, and we specify
that any constant o satisfying object(o) and Ci (o) must be contained in Obj N
ut :
ϕMM
TUB = ∀o : (object(o) ∧ Ci (o)) ⇒



(o = newi )

newi ∈Obj N
ut

N
N
In case of a lower bound lt , we select a set Obj N
lt ⊆ Obj ut (if Obj ut is deﬁned)
N
such that lt = |Obj lt |. We then generate a FOL expression which speciﬁes that
all constants in Obj N
lt must also satisfy object(o) and Ci (o):

ϕMM
TLB = ∀o :



(o = newi ) ⇒ (object(o) ∧ Ci (o))

newi ∈Obj N
lt

Uniqueness: For every model object mapped to a FOL constant ci , we
must generate formulae to ensure that it is distinct from other objects. These
formulae are only generated in the case where a scope is deﬁned. Assuming that
an ordering is deﬁned for all n constants ci , we
ngenerate n − 1 FOL constraints
with increasing value of j < n: ϕMM
Un (j, n) =
ci :i=j+1 cj = ci .
4.2

Mapping Relations Between Metamodel Types

Once type-related constraints are mapped into FOL formulae, relations between
these types are mapped as binary predicates.
Type Compliance (TC) Relations between classes and class attributes are
mapped into FOL in the same way (see section 2). Each relation and attribute
is mapped to a FOL predicate Ri (o1 , o2 ). When mapping relations, we must
ensure that the endpoint objects are type-compliant with the metamodel: for
each Ri (o1 , o2 ) that points from a class C1 to a type C2 , we generate a formula
ϕMM
TC = ∀o1 , o2 : Ri (o1 , o2 ) ⇒ (C1 (o1 ) ∧ C2 (o2 )).

Note that for the purpose of this speciﬁc mapping, inverse relations are considered as two separate unidirectional relations. Figure 8 contains an example of
such a case, with the corresponding TC mapping.
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Multiplicities (MUL) As the multiplicity of a unidirectional relation has a
lower and an upper bound, at most two FOL formulae will be generated. Lower
multiplicities of 0 and upper multiplicities of ∗ do not generate any formulae.
Lower Multiplicity : Consider the relation Ri (a, b) from Ci (a) to Cj (b) which
has a lower multiplicity m = 0. We generate the constraint that for all objects a
of type Ci (a), there must exist at least m unique constants b0 . . . bm connected
to Ci (a) through a Ri (a, bi ) relation. The generated FOL constraint is:
⎛
ϕMM
MUL

⎛

⎛

= ∀a : ⎝Ci (a) ⇒ ⎝∃b0 . . . bm : ⎝

m


⎞

⎞⎞

Ri (a, bi )⎠ ∧ distinct(b0 . . . bm )⎠⎠

bi :i=0

Upper Multiplicity : Given the relation Ri (a, b) introduced previously, let us
consider an upper multiplicity of n = ∗. We generate the constraint that if there
are n + 1 objects b0 . . . bn+1 connected to an object a through Ri (a, bi ) relations,
then there are at least 2 identical bi constants among b0 . . . bn+1 . This means
that b0 . . . bn+1 are not pairwise distinct, formally ¬distinct(b0 . . . bn+1 ).
⎛

⎝
ϕMM
MUU = ∀a, b0 . . . bn+1 :

n+1


⎞

Ri (a, bi )⎠ ⇒ ¬distinct(b0 . . . bn+1 )

bi :i=0

Multiplicity formulae derived from a relation in Figure 1 are shown in Figure 8.
Note the asymmetric nature of the two formulae: lower multiplicities are more
diﬃcult to satisfy for the prover as that might introduce an inﬁnite model.
Inverse Relations (INV) As mentioned earlier, we consider inverse relations as two separate (unidirectional) relations. The bidirectional nature of
such relations implies that both of their corresponding unidirectional relations
cannot exist without each other. Thus, we must ensure that for two objects
a and b are connected by inverse relations Ri (a, b) and Rj (b, a) simultaneously:
ϕMM
INV = ∀a, b : Ri (a, b) ⇔ Rj (b, a). An example can be seen in Figure 8.
Containment Hierarchy (CON) Containment hierarchy is enforced by
the following constraints (see Figure 8 for examples):
– Union of containment edges: We ﬁrst deﬁne a disjunction contains(o1 , o2 ) of
The generated FOL
all containment relations Rc−i (o1 , o2 ) in the metamodel.

=
∀o
,
o
:
contains(o
,
o
)
⇔
R
formula is ϕMM
1 2
1 2
CO1
Rc−i c−i (o1 , o2 ).
– Existence of a unique root constant: We deﬁne a unique constant root as an
M
object that is not contained: ϕM
CO2 = ∀r, o : (r = root ⇔ ¬contains(o, r)).
– Container Object: We must ensure that every non-root object in the generated model is contained by another object. Thus, any constant o that satisﬁes
object(o) is either the root constant root or is contained by another constant.
Formally, ϕMM
CO3 = ∀o : object(o) ⇒ (o = root ∨ ∃p : contains(p, o)).
– Single Container: We must also ensure that any constant o is contained by at
most one other constant. Thus, if o is contained by two constants p1 and p2 ,
then p1 and p2 are identical. Formally, ϕMM
CO4 = ∀o, p1 , p2 : (contains(p1 , o) ∧
contains(p2 , o)) ⇒ (p1 = p2 ).
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Fig. 9: Mapping instance models
Avoidance of Cyclic Containment (CYC) Unfortunately, FOL is not
expressive enough to capture formulae required to avoid cyclic containment relations (an example is shown in Figure 2b) in the output models. Therefore, we
generate approximated constraints to avoid cycles up to length n given as an
input parameter. For that purpose, we derive separate formulae for each length x
MM
(with 0 < x ≤ n) using the
contains(o1 , o2 ) predicate

 deﬁned in ϕCO1 . Formally,
x−1
MM
ϕCYC (x) = ¬∃o1 . . . ox :
i=0 contains(oi , oi+1 ) ∧ contains(ox , o0 ).
4.3

Instance model mapping

When mapping an instance model P = OP , IP  as a partial snapshot, we
transform its objects OP = {o1 , . . . , on } to a set of constants Const P =
{old 1 , . . . , old n } while maintaining a trace map t : OP → Const P . Additionally, all classes C which have an instance in the instance model are split into
two categories: CO and CN that diﬀerentiate the old (i.e. old 1 , . . . , old n ) and new
objects (generated by the solver). Finally, if a class predicate Ci is true in the
partial model IP (Ci )(o) = 1, then it must be true in the generated model too,
which is enforced by formula CO
i (t(o)). Similarly, if a reference predicate Rj is
true in the partial model IM (Rj )(o1 , o2 ) = 1, then it also must be true in the
generated model, which is enforced by formula Rj (t(o1 ), t(o2 )).
A sample generated FOL formulae for an instance model is shown in Figure 9.
4.4

Mapping additional constraints

The modeling environment of our approach may contain additional FOL patterns
and WF constraints deﬁned in the Viatra Query Language (VQL). The header
of each VQL pattern taking n parameters as input is mapped to a predicate
phi (v1 . . . vn ). The pattern body is mapped into a FOL statement ϕpci (v1 . . . vn )
according to its FOL content such that if a set of n variables satisfy the associated
pattern header predicate, it must also satisfy the speciﬁcations described in
ϕpci (v1 . . . vn ): ϕWF
WF1 = ∀v1 . . . vn : phi (v1 . . . vn ) ⇒ ϕpci (v1 . . . vn ).
For patterns that are speciﬁed as WF constraint, an additional FOL formula is generated to ensure that such patterns does not matching in the generated model. Structurally, the corresponding FOL formula checks that no
objects v1 . . . vn satisﬁes the condition of the pattern: ϕWF
WF2 = ∀v1 . . . vn :
¬phi (v1 . . . vn ). Figure 10 shows the mapping for patterns speciﬁed in Figure 4.
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Fig. 10: Mapping VQL patterns and WF constraints

5

Evaluation

We conduct several measurements to address the following research questions:
RQ1: Which TPTP-compliant theorem provers are most scalable wrt. model
size and runtime of model generation?
RQ2: How do theorem provers scale compared to other logic solvers for a model
generation scenario?
Target domain: To address these questions, we perform model generation scenarios and analyze the results in the context of the Yakindu Statecharts industrial
modeling environment introduced in section 2.1. We use the metamodel shown
in Figure 1, which contains 13 classes, including an enum class, and 6 references. Moreover, the Yakindu metamodel covers all mapping rules introduced
in section 4. We also formalize 17 WF constraints as graph predicates to further restrict the model generation scope. Finally, we provide an initial instance
model as a seed for model generation which contains only a single root node,
thus the underlying solvers have full responsibility in model generation. Examples of input and output ﬁles as well as our measurement results are on GitHub 4 .
Altogether, Yakindu Statecharts provide a suﬃciently complex case to assess the
proposed mapping and the underlying theorem provers, and it has been used as
a case study in existing papers of model generation [27, 30].
5.1

Research Question 1 (RQ1)

Measurement setup: We compare the scalability of all TPTP-compliant theorem provers available on the System on TPTP 5 website, which is the oﬃcial
TPTP web interface for solving FOL problems for theorem proving competitions. System on TPTP lists 73 solvers and 87 diﬀerent solver conﬁgurations
that can be called directly on their servers6 through HTTP requests.
Our experimentation consists of three phases. For all three phases, we generate constraints to avoid containment cycles of up to 5 objects, which is a
parameter used in existing research such as [28].
Phase I: As a preliminary step, we attempt to generate a small model containing 9-10 nodes within a time limit of 1 minute with each listed TPTP-prover.
4
5
6

https://github.com/ArenBabikian/publication-pages/wiki/
Automated-Generation-of-Consistent-Graph-Models-with-Theorem-Provers
http://tptp.cs.miami.edu/cgi-bin/SystemOnTPTP
Intel Xeon CPU E5-4610 2.40GHz, 128GB RAM, Linux 3.10.0
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Note that from the 9-10 output nodes, 3 nodes are enforced by the enum mapping, 1 node is deﬁned in the initial model and 5-6 nodes must be generated
by the theorem prover. We perform this experimentation three times and we
manually analyze the output. If a theorem prover is unable to read the input
TPTP problem or is incapable of generating a ﬁnite model according to the
speciﬁcations, it is disqualiﬁed for the subsequent two steps of our workﬂow.
Phase II: This phase involves small-size model generation to further eliminate weak TPTP solvers. For each qualiﬁed solver, we generate ﬁnite models
with increasing size (starting from 5 objects as a lower bound, with a step size of
5 objects). We set a timeout of 1 minute for each generation run. We execute each
generation run 10 times and take the median of the execution times of successful
runs (i.e. that provide a ﬁnite model as result within the given timeout).
We also measure the ratio of failed runs for each model size. We end the
sequence of model generations for a given solver if all 10 runs at a same size
speciﬁcation fail to output a ﬁnite model. Considering that we are running the
measurements on a server, we cannot inﬂuence warm-up eﬀects and memory
handling. After this second phase, we keep the (four) best performing solvers.
Phase III: We complete our experimentation by performing large-scale
model generation. For this phase, we perform the same data collection as for
Phase II. However, we begin model generation at a size of 30 objects and use
step size of 10 objects. Furthermore, we use a timeout of 5 minutes and we
perform each generation run 20 times.
Scalability in model size: We compare model size derived by TPTP solvers.
Phase I: Among the 87 prover conﬁgurations provided on the TPTP server,
only 8 conﬁgurations were able to generate models with 9-10 objects, namely
CVC4 (SAT-1.7), DarwinFM (1.4.5), E-Darwin (1.5), Geo-III (2018C), iProver (SAT3.0), Paradox (4.0), Vampire (SAT-4.4) and Z3 (4.4.1). The MACE2 (2.2) prover also
claimed generating a ﬁnite model for the given inputs. However, after manual
analysis of the output, no generated ﬁnite model was found. As a result, we
decided to drop MACE2 from the following measurement phases.
Phase II: Figure 11a presents the complete measurements for scalability
analysis of the 4 least scalable remaining solver conﬁgurations. Phase II results
for the 4 more scalable solver conﬁgurations are included in Figure 11b, along
with their results for Phase III. Figure 11a contains the median runtime (as
provided by the server) of successful model generations wrt the size of the generated model while the runtime required for the mapping itself is excluded (as
it is negligible). Measurements for Phase II are performed for models of up to
25 objects, while measurements for larger models correspond to Phase III.
Figure 11c presents the ratio of failed model generation runs wrt. model
size. When all runs fail in generating models, the failure ratio becomes 1 and
no further model generation runs are performed. Notice that solvers CVC4, DarwinFM, E-Darwin and Geo-III are unable to generate models of 30 objects within
the 1-minute timeout period, thus they are excluded from further experiments.
Phase III: Figure 11b shows that iProver and Z3 dominate in terms of scalability. There exists a steady increase in runtime with respect to generated model
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Fig. 11: Results of Phase II and Phase III measurements (incl. failure rates)
size, however, we notice certain inconsistencies when failure rates increase as
the generated models become larger. Both solvers can generate models of 140
objects: iProver can do so at a faster rate, however, Z3 does so more consistently
with respect to failures. Moreover, it is interesting to see that existing model generation approaches that used Z3 as an underlying solver [28, 32] report inferior
results with respect to the size of generated (fully connected) models.
The Paradox solver provides very fast model generation for models of up to
110 objects. Although failure rates are high for large models, by inspecting the
measurement data, we notice that Paradox explicitly reports (within timeout)
that it is unknown if a model can be generated for the given input.
Scalability of the Vampire solver lacks in comparison to the other solvers. We
observe an interesting pattern in failure rates for Vampire: the solver fails often
when generating not only large models, but also very small models. In fact,
analysis of measurement data shows that in these cases, Vampire states that the
input constraints are satisﬁable, but it does not generate a ﬁnite model. This
behavior is similar to that of Paradox, since failures are not caused by timeouts.
Runtime of solvers: Runtime diﬀerences between solvers are negligible for
generated models of size 20 and under. For models larger than 20 nodes, Paradox
was the fastest solver as highlighted in Figure 11b. For models with 120 objects
or more, iProver is slightly faster than Z3. However, increased failure rates for
iProver make the measured median values less reliable than those of Z3.
RQ1: Only 9% (8/87) of theorem prover conﬁgurations presented in the System on TPTP website are able to generate small models. Only 4 conﬁgurations
can generate larger models containing 30 nodes. iProver and Z3 are the most
scalable provers and are able to generate models of 140 nodes, while Paradox is
signiﬁcantly faster than other solvers for models of up to 110 nodes.
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Fig. 12: Results of RQ2 measurements, including failure rates.
5.2

Research Question 2 (RQ2)

Measurement setup: We compare the model generation scalability of the Vampire (4.4) theorem prover to that of two other approaches that use Alloy (4.2) [13]
and VIATRA Solver [27, 30] as back-end solvers, respectively. We select Vampire
for our experimentation as it is the most scalable theorem prover that we are
able to run locally using generated TPTP ﬁles as input. We use the most recent
stable releases of the solvers to generate graphs of increasing size (starting from
models with exactly 20 objects, and an increment of exactly 20 objects).
We generate constraints to avoid containment cycles of up to 5 objects and
we set a timeout of 5 minutes. We execute 20 runs per generated graph size and
take the median of the execution times of successful runs (i.e. that provide a
ﬁnite model as result within the given timeout). To account for warm-up eﬀects
and memory handling of the Java 8 VM, we add an extra 5 runs before the
actual measurements and call the garbage collector explicitly between runs. We
perform measurements on an average personal computer7 with local installation
of solvers. We end the sequence of model generations if none of the 20 runs at a
same size speciﬁcation provide a generated ﬁnite model.
Scalability in model size: Figure 12a presents the scalability measurements
for the Vampire, Alloy and VIATRA solvers. Figure 12b presents the corresponding
failure rates. VIATRA was able to generate models of up to 1380 objects, but data
points are shown in Figure 12a and Figure 12b for models only up to 180 nodes.
We notice that our mapping using the Vampire solver slightly outperforms Alloy,
but both approaches are signiﬁcantly outperformed by the VIATRA-solver, which
is coherent with previous research results [30]. The variation in Vampire performance (cf. Figure 11b and Figure 12a) is attributed to the diﬀerent measurement
environments and Vampire versions used to assess each research question.
RQ2: Using Vampire as a back-end solver, our approach scales for 20% larger
models with less failures compared to an Alloy-based approach, but it is outperformed by the VIATRA-based approach.
7

Intel Core i7-8550U CPU@1.80GHz, 16 GB RAM, Windows 10, Java 1.8, 8 GB Heap
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Threats to validity

Internal Validity: The measurements for RQ1 are performed on a server
that acts as a black box with regards to our experimentation. We mitigate this
threat by using the same server for the entirety of RQ1 experimentation. Nevertheless, we take the server runtime output as is for our experimentation. We
cannot perform further analysis regarding potential warm-up time and garbage
collection, which is mitigated for the experimentation of RQ2. Furthermore, we
make comparison between our approach and others that use the same back-end
solvers (namely, Z3) for model generation. However, we must be aware of the
diﬀerent measurement setups used for each implementation.
External Validity: Our approach is limited to a single domain selected
based on its past use in related lines of existing research [27, 29, 30, 37]. The
domain of Yakindu Statecharts is suﬃciently complex to cover all features of
our mapping, thus we expect similar scalability results in other domains.
Construct Validity: For RQ1, we specify a scope ranging from 9 to 10
objects for Phase I, while we only provide a lower-bound scope speciﬁcation for
the other phases. As for RQ2, we ask for an exact number of generated objects.
These scope speciﬁcations may be disadvantageous for certain solvers (e.g. Alloy,
if no upper bound is speciﬁed). We mitigate this threat by staying consistent in
scope speciﬁcations throughout a research question or phase.

6

Related work

We provide an overview of various graph generation approaches that derive consistent graphs.
Model generators using back-end logic solvers: These approaches translate graphs and WF constraints into logic formulae and use a logic solver to generate graphs that satisfy them. EMF2CSP/UML2CSP [8, 10] translates model
generation to a constraint programming problem, and solves it by use of an
underlying CSP solver. ASMIG [38] uses the Z3 SMT solver [22] to generate
typed and attributed graphs with inheritance. An advanced model generation
approach is presented in the Formula framework [15] also using the Z3 SMT
solver. AutoGraph [26] generates consistent attributed multidimensional graphs
by separating the generation of the graph structure and the attributes. Graph
generation is driven by a tableau approach, while attribute handling uses the
Z3 SMT-solver. [28] proposes a mapping of EMF models enriched with derived
features for the formal validation of DSLs. Model generation for this purpose is
performed by using Z3 and Alloy as backend solvers.
Logic-solver based generators do ensure consistency and they can also detect
inconsistencies in a speciﬁcation. However, their scalability is comparable to
our approach. In fact, we managed to improve scalability of model generation
compared to results reported in [28] using Z3 as a back-end solver.
Custom consistent model generators: Cartesian genetic programming
(CGP) [21] encodes graphs with linear or grid-based genotypes and produces new
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ones by evolving the initial graph, originally used to produce electronic circuits.
Recent work [3, 4] introduces evolving graphs by graph programming, CGP’s
generalization to arbitrary graphs. However, consistency of models is addressed
only on a best-eﬀort basis, i.e. there is no formal guarantee of consistency.
SDG [31] proposes an approach that uses a search-based custom OCL solver
to generate synthetic data for statistical testing. Generated models are multidimensional and consistent. The study claims scalability by generating a large
set of small models. Research in [32] proposes a hybrid approach that uses both
a meta-heuristic search-based OCL solver [2] for structural constraints and an
SMT solver for attribute constraints, based on the snapshot generator of the
USE framework [9]. Generated typed models are (locally) consistent and large,
but not fully connected (a large family of small models are generated). The VIATRA graph solver [30] is able to generate large and consistent (fully connected)
models by lifting SAT solving algorithms to the level of graphs, and exploiting
partial modeling techniques.
Custom approaches are more scalable than our approach, but the inconsistency of a DSL speciﬁcation cannot be detected, thus, there is no graceful
degradation in the case when no consistent models can be derived.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we provided a mapping of DSL speciﬁcations consisting of an EMF
metamodel and well-formedness constraints into ﬁrst-order logic formulae to be
fed into TPTP-compliant theorem provers. As such, we successfully integrated
more than 70 diﬀerent theorem provers for model generation purposes. However,
our scalability evaluation of these theorem provers carried out in the scope of
an industrial DSL tool revealed that most of those provers cannot be eﬀectively
used for model generation purposes – not even for very small models. While
these solvers can potentially be eﬃcient in detecting inconsistencies of FOL
speciﬁcations, our experiments revealed that a diﬀerent solver proﬁle would be
beneﬁcial for model generation purposes despite the similarity in the underlying
logic formalization. On the positive side, our mapping improved scalability when
using Z3 as a back-end theorem prover for model generation purposes.
As we obtained negative scalability results for the vast majority of theorem
provers, we believe that our case study can serve as an interesting benchmark
case for future TPTP competitions as part of future work. Moreover, we plan
to better exploit that theorem provers when no models can exist due to inconsistencies regardless of model size by combining calls to TPTP solvers with
custom graph model generation techniques. In this case, TPTP solvers may be
able to highlight a minimal set of unsatisﬁable elements, which can be checked
subsequently during the exploration to prevent inconsistent dead ends.
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Abstract. To model real-world software systems, modelling paradigms
should support a form of compositionality. In interface theory and modelbased testing with inputs and outputs, conjunctive operators have been
introduced: the behaviour allowed by composed speciﬁcation s1 ∧ s2 is
the behaviour allowed by both partial models s1 and s2 . The models
at hand are non-deterministic interface automata, but the interaction
between non-determinism and conjunction is not yet well understood.
On the other hand, in the theory of alternating automata, conjunction
and non-determinism are core aspects. Alternating automata have not
been considered in the context of inputs and outputs, making them less
suitable for modelling software interfaces. In this paper, we combine the
two modelling paradigms to deﬁne alternating interface automata (AIA).
We equip these automata with an observational, trace-based semantics,
and deﬁne testers, to establish correctness of black-box interfaces with
respect to an AIA speciﬁcation.

1

Introduction

The challenge of software veriﬁcation is to ensure that software systems are correct, using techniques such as model checking and model-based testing. To use
these techniques, we assume that we have an abstract speciﬁcation of a system,
which serves as a description of what the system should do. A popular approach
is to model a speciﬁcation as an automaton. However, the huge number of states
in typical real-world software systems quickly makes modelling with explicit automata infeasible. A form of compositionality is therefore usually required for
scalability, so that a speciﬁcation can be decomposed into smaller and understandable parts. Parallel composition is based on a structural decomposition of
the modelled system into components, and it thus relies on the assumption that
components themselves are small and simple enough to be modelled. This assumption is not required for logical composition, in which partial speciﬁcation
models of the same component or system are combined in the manner of logical conjunction. Formally, for a composition to be conjunctive, the behaviour
allowed by s1 ∧ s2 is the behaviour allowed by both partial speciﬁcations s1 and
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s2 . Such a composition is important for scalability of modelling, as it allows
writing independent partial speciﬁcations, sometimes called view modelling [3].
On a fundamental level, speciﬁcations can be seen as logical statements about
software, and the existence of conjunction on such statements is only natural.
Conjunctive operators have been deﬁned in many language-theoretic modelling
frameworks, such as for regular expressions [12] and process algebras [5].
1.1

Conjunction for Inputs and Outputs

A conjunctive operator ∧ has also been introduced in many automata frameworks for formal veriﬁcation and testing, such as interface theory [8], ioco theory [3] and the theory of substitutivity reﬁnement [7]. Within these theories,
systems are modelled as labelled transition systems [15] or interface automata [1]
(IA), and actions are divided into inputs and outputs.
An informal example of some (partial) speciﬁcation models, as could be expressed in these theories, is shown by the automata in Figure 1, in which inputs
are labelled with question marks, and outputs with exclamation marks. The
speciﬁcations represent a vending machine with two input buttons (?a and ?b),
which provides coﬀee (!c) and tea (!t) as outputs, optionally with milk (!c+m
and !t+m). The ﬁrst model, p, speciﬁes that after pressing button ?a, the machine dispenses coﬀee. The second model, q, speciﬁes that after pressing button
?b, the machine has a choice between dispensing tea, or tea with milk. The third
model, r, is similar, but uses non-determinism to specify that button ?b results
in coﬀee with milk or tea with milk.
The fourth model, p ∧ q ∧ r, states that all former three partial models should
hold. Here, we use the deﬁnition of ∧ from [3], but the deﬁnition from [7] is
similar. An input is speciﬁed in the combined model if it is speciﬁed in any
partial model, making both buttons ?a and ?b speciﬁed. Additionally, an output
is allowed in the combined model if it is allowed by all partial models, meaning
that after button ?b, only tea with milk is allowed.
p

q
?a

!c

?b

?b

!t

p∧q∧r

r

!t+m

!c+m

?b

?a

!t+m

!c

?b

!t+m

Fig. 1. Three independent speciﬁcations for a vending machine, and their conjunction.

1.2

Conjunctions of states

This form of conjunctive composition acts as an operator on entire models.
However, a partial speciﬁcation could also describe the expected behaviour of
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a particular state of the system, other than the initial state. For example, suppose that the input ?on turns the vending machine on, after which the machine
should behave as speciﬁed by p, q and r from Figure 1. This, by itself, is also a
speciﬁcation, illustrated by s in Figure 2. However, the formal meaning of this
model is unclear: transitions connect states, whereas p ∧ q ∧ r is not a state but
an entire automaton. A less trivial case is partial speciﬁcation t, also in Figure 2:
after obtaining any drink by input ?take, we should move to a state where we
can obtain a drink as described by speciﬁcations p, q, r and t. Thus, we combine
conjunctions with a form of recursion. This cannot easily be formalized using ∧
as an operator on automata, like in [3,7,8]. Deﬁning conjunction as a composition
on individual states would provide a formal basis for these informal examples.
s

t
?on

p∧q∧r

?a

?b

!t+m

!c+m
!t

!c

?take
p∧q∧r∧t
Fig. 2. Two speciﬁcations with transitions to a conjunction.

Conjunctions of states are a main ingredient of alternating automata [6], in
which conjunctions and non-determinism alternate. Here, non-determism acts as
logical disjunction, dually to conjunction. Because of this duality, both conjunction and disjunction are treated analogously: both are encoded in the transition
relation of the automaton. This contrasts the approach of deﬁning conjunction
directly on IAs, where non-determinism is encoded in the transition relation of
the IA, whereas conjunction is added as an operator on IAs, leaving the duality
between the two unexploited. In fact, the conjunction-operator in [3] even requires that any non-determinism in its operands is removed ﬁrst, by performing
an exponential determinization step. For example, model r in Figure 1 is nondeterministic, and must be determinized to the form of model q before p ∧ q ∧ r
is computed. This indicates that it is hard to combine conjunction and nondeterminism in an elegant way, without understanding their interaction.
Despite their inherent support for conjunction, alternating automata are not
entirely suitable for modeling the behaviour of software systems, since they lack
the distinction between inputs and outputs. In this respect, alternating automata
are similar to deterministic ﬁnite automata (DFAs). Distinguishing inputs and
outputs in an IA allows modelling of software systems in a less abstract way than
with the homogeneous alphabet of actions of DFAs and alternating automata.
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Contributions

We combine concepts from the worlds of interface theory and alternating automata, leading to Alternating Interface Automata (AIAs), and show how these
can be used in the setting of a trace semantics for observable inputs and outputs.
We provide a solid formal basis of AIAs, by
– combining alternation with inputs and outputs (Section 3.1),
– deﬁning a trace semantics for AIAs (Section 3.2), by lifting the input-failure
reﬁnement semantics for non-deterministic interface automata [11] to AIAs,
– providing insight into the semantics of an AIA, by deﬁning a determinization operator (Section 3.3) and a transformation between IAs and AIAs
(Section 3.4), and
– deﬁning testers (Section 4), which represent practical testing scenarios for
establishing input-failure reﬁnement between a black-box implementation IA
and a speciﬁcation AIA, analogously to ioco test case generation [15].
The deﬁnition of input-failure reﬁnement [11] is based upon the observation
that, for a non-deterministically reached set of states Q, the observable outputs
of that set are the union of the outputs of the individual states in Q, whereas the
speciﬁed inputs for Q are the intersection of the inputs speciﬁed in individual
states in Q. For conjunction, we invert this: outputs allowed by a conjunction
of states are captured by the intersection, whereas speciﬁed inputs are captured
by the union. In this way, our AIAs seamlessly combine the duality between
conjunction and non-determinism with the duality between inputs and outputs.
Proofs can be found in the extended technical report [10].

2

Preliminaries

We ﬁrst recall the deﬁnition of interface automata [1] and input-failure reﬁnement [11]. The original deﬁnition of IAs [1] allows at most one initial state, but
we generalize this to sets of states. Moreover, [1] supports internal actions, which
we do not need. Transitions are commonly encoded by a relation, whereas we
use a function.
Deﬁnition 1. An Interface Automaton (IA) is a 5-tuple (Q, I, O, T, Q0 ), where
– Q is a set of states,
– I and O are disjoint sets of input and output actions, respectively,
– T : Q × (I ∪ O}) → P(Q) is an image-ﬁnite transition function (meaning
that T (q, ) is ﬁnite for all q and ), and
– Q0 ⊆ Q is a ﬁnite set of initial states.
The domain of IAs is denoted IA. For s ∈ IA, we refer to its respective elements by Qs , Is , Os , Ts , Q0s . For s1 , s2 , . . . , sA , sB , . . . a family of IAs,
we write Qj , Ij , Oj , Tj and Q0j to refer to the respective elements, for j =
1, 2, . . . , A, B, . . . .
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In examples, we represent IAs graphically as in Figure 1. For the remainder
of this paper, we assume ﬁxed input and output alphabets I and O for IAs, with
L = I ∪ O. For (sets of) sequences of actions, ∗ denotes the Kleene star, and 
denotes the empty sequence. We deﬁne auxiliary notation in the style of [15].
Deﬁnition 2. Let s ∈ IA, Q ⊆ Qs , q, q  ∈ Qs ,  ∈ L and σ ∈ L∗ . We deﬁne


σ

− s q ⇔ q = q
q→
σ

σ

q −→s q  ⇔ ∃r ∈ Qs : q −
→s r ∧ q  ∈ Ts (r, )
σ

σ

→s ⇔ ∃r ∈ Qs : q −
→s r
q−

σ

q−
→s ⇔ ¬(q −
→s )
σ

σ

→s }
tracess (q) = {σ ∈ L∗ | q −

traces(s) =
tracess (q)

Q afters σ = {r ∈ Qs | ∃r ∈ Q : r −
→s r}
s after σ = Q0s afters σ

q∈Q0s
x

a

→s } ins (Q) = {a ∈ I | ∀q ∈ Q : q −
→s }
outs (Q) = {x ∈ O | ∃q ∈ Q : q −
q is a sink-state of s ⇐⇒ ∀ ∈ L : Ts (q, ) ⊆ {q}
s is input-enabled ⇐⇒ ∀q ∈ Qs : ins (q) = I
s is deterministic ⇐⇒ ∀σ ∈ L∗ , |s after σ| ≤ 1
We omit the subscript for interface automaton s when clear from the context.
We use IAs to represent black-box systems, which can produce outputs, and
consume or refuse inputs from the environment. This entails a notion of observable behaviour, which we deﬁne in terms of input-failure traces [11].
Deﬁnition 3. For any input action a, we denote the input-failure of a as a.
Likewise, for any set of inputs A, we deﬁne A = {a | a ∈ A}. The domain of
input-failure traces is deﬁned as FT I,O = L∗ ∪ L∗ · I. For s ∈ IA, we deﬁne
Ftraces(s) = traces(s) ∪ {σa | σ ∈ L∗ , a ∈ I, a ∈ in(s after σ)}
Thus, a trace σa indicates that σ leads to a state where a is not accepted,
e.g. a greyed-out button which cannot be clicked.
Any such set of input-failure traces is preﬁx-closed. Input-failure traces are
the basis of input-failure reﬁnement, which we will now explain brieﬂy. This
reﬁnement relation was introduced in [11] to bridge the gap between alternating
reﬁnements [1,2] and ioco theory [15]. Similarly to normal trace inclusion, the
idea is that an implementation may only show a trace if a speciﬁcation also
shows this trace. Moreover, the most permissive treatment of an input is to fail
it, so if a speciﬁcation allows an input failure, then it also must allow acceptance
of that input, as expressed by the input-failure closure.
Deﬁnition 4. Set S ⊆ FT I,O of input-failure traces is input-failure closed if,
for all σ ∈ L∗ , a ∈ I and ρ ∈ FT I,O , σa ∈ S =⇒ σaρ ∈ S. The inputfailure closure of S is the smallest input-failure closed superset of S, that is,
fcl(S) = S ∪ {σaρ | σa ∈ S, ρ ∈ FT I,O }.
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Input-failure reﬁnement and input-failure equivalence on IAs are respectively
deﬁned as
s1 ≤if s2 ⇐⇒ Ftraces(s1 ) ⊆ fcl(Ftraces(s2 )), and
s1 ≡if s2 ⇐⇒ s1 ≤if s2 ∧ s2 ≤if s1 .
The input-failure closure of the Ftraces serves as a canonical representation
of the behaviour of an IA. That is, two models are input-failure equivalent if
and only if the closure of their input-failure traces is the same, as stated in
Proposition 5.
Proposition 5. [11] Let s1 , s2 ∈ IA. Then
s1 ≤if s2 ⇐⇒ fcl(Ftraces(s1 )) ⊆ fcl(Ftraces(s2 ))
s1 ≡if s2 ⇐⇒ fcl(Ftraces(s1 )) = fcl(Ftraces(s2 ))
Proposition 5 implies that relation ≤if is reﬂexive (s ≤if s) and transitive
(s1 ≤if s2 ∧ s2 ≤if s3 =⇒ s1 ≤if s3 ). Formally, it is thus a preorder, making it
suitable for stepwise reﬁnement.

3

Alternating Interface Automata

Real software systems are always in a single state, but the precise state of a system cannot always be derived from an observed trace. Due to non-determinism,
a trace may lead to multiple states. In IAs, this is modelled as a set of states,
such as the set of initial states, the set T (q, ) for state q and action , and the
set s after σ for IA s and trace σ. The domain of such non-deterministic views
on an IA with states Q is thus the powerset of states, P(Q). In set of states Q,
traces from any individual state in Q may be observed.
3.1

Alternation

Alternation generalizes this view on automata: a system may not only be nondeterministically in multiple states, but also conjunctively. When conjunctively
in multiple states, only traces which are in all these states may be observed.
Alternation is formalized by exchanging the domain P(Q) for the domain D(Q).
Formally, D(Q) is the free distributive lattice, which exist for any set Q [14].
Deﬁnition 6. For any set Q, D(Q) denotes the free distributive lattice generated by Q. That is, D(Q) is the domain of equivalence classes of terms, inductively deﬁned by the the grammar
e

=

 | ⊥ | q | e1 ∨ e2 | e1 ∧ e2

with q ∈ Q,

where equivalence of terms is completely deﬁned by the following axioms:
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e1 ∨ e2 = e2 ∨ e1
e1 ∨ (e2 ∨ e3 ) = (e1 ∨ e2 ) ∨ e3

e1 ∧ e2 = e2 ∧ e1

[Commutativity]

e1 ∧ (e2 ∧ e3 ) = (e1 ∧ e2 ) ∧ e3 [Associativity]

e1 ∨ (e1 ∧ e2 ) = e1

e1 ∧ (e1 ∨ e2 ) = e1

e∨e=e

e∧e=e

e1 ∨ (e2 ∧ e3 ) = (e1 ∨ e2 ) ∧ (e1 ∨ e3 )

[Absorption]
[Idempotence]

e1 ∧ (e2 ∨ e3 ) = (e1 ∧ e2 ) ∨ (e1 ∧ e3 )
[Distributivity]

e∨=
e∧⊥=⊥
[Identity]
In short, (D(Q), ∨, ∧, ⊥, ) forms a distributive lattice. Expression q is
named the embedding of q in D(Q), and operators ∨ and ∧ are named disjunction and conjunction, respectively. For the remainder of this paper, we make no
distinction between expressions and their equivalence classes.


For ﬁnite n, we introduce the shorthand n-ary operators and , as follows:


{e1 , e2 , . . . en } = e1 ∨ e2 ∨ . . . en
∅=⊥


∅=
{e1 , e2 , . . . en } = e1 ∧ e2 ∧ . . . en
We distinguish the embedding q ∈ D(Q) from q itself. We require this
distinction only in Deﬁnition 18, where we will point this out. Otherwise, we do
not need this distinction, so we write q instead of q.
Intuitively, disjunction q1 ∨q2 replaces the non-deterministic set {q1 , q2 }. This
is formalized by extending IAs with alternation.
Deﬁnition 7. An alternating interface automaton (AIA) is deﬁned as a 5-tuple
(Q, I, O, T, e0 ) where
– Q is a set of states, and elements of D(Q) are referred to as conﬁgurations,
– I and O are disjoint sets of input and output actions, respectively,
– T : Q × (I ∪ O) → D(Q) is a transition function, with T (q, a) = ⊥ for all
a ∈ I, and
– e0 ∈ D(Q) is the initial conﬁguration.
The domain of AIAs is denoted by AIA. Notations for IAs are reused for
AIAs, if this causes no ambiguity. For  ∈ L, we deﬁne T : Q → D(Q) by
T (q) = T (q, ).
Conﬁgurations  and ⊥ are analogous to the empty set of states in an IA
s: if Ts (q, ) = ∅, this means that state q does not have a transition for . In
terms of input-failure reﬁnement, not having a transition for an input means
that the input is underspeciﬁed, whereas not having a transition for an output
means that the output is forbidden. This distinction is made explicit in AIA by
using  to represent underspeciﬁcation and ⊥ to represent forbidden behaviour.
We will formalize this in Section 3.2. Deﬁnition 7 also allows output transitions
to , meaning that the behaviour is unspeciﬁed after that output. Automata
models which do not allow distinct conﬁgurations  and ⊥ commonly represent
such underspeciﬁed behaviour with an explicit chaotic state [3,4] instead.
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We graphically represent AIAs in a similar way as IAs, with some additional
rules. A transition T (q 0 , ) = q 1  is represented by a single arrow from q 0 to q 1 .




We represent T (q 0 , ) = q 1 ∨ q 2 by two arrows q 0 →
− q 1 and q 0 →
− q 2 , analogous
0
1
2
to non-determinism in IAs. Conjunction T (q , ) = q ∧ q is shown by adding an
arc between the arrows. Nested expressions are represented by successive splits,
as shown in Example 8. A state q without outgoing arrow for an output  ∈ O
represents T (q, ) = ⊥, and a state without input transitions for input  indicates
T (q, ) = . For  ∈ O, a transitions T (q, ) =  is shown with an arrow to ,
denoting underspeciﬁcation, but note that  is a conﬁguration, not a state.
0
1
2
Example 8. Figure 3 shows AIA sA , with QA = {qA
, qA
, qA
}, I = {?a, ?b},
0
0
O = {!x, !y}, eA = qA and T given by the following table:
action
?a
?b
!x
!y
state
0
0
1
2
0
0
qA
qA
∧ (qA
∨ qA
)

qA
qA
1
qA



⊥
2
0
2
qA

qA
⊥
qA
Moreover, AIA sB combines the partial speciﬁcations from Section 1.

1
qA

!y !x
sA

sB

0
qA

!x



?a
2
qA

?b

!y

0
qB

?on
3
qB

1
qB

?a



?b

?b

2
qB

!c

5
qB

6
qB

4
qB

!t


!t+m


!c+m


8
qB

?b

?a

7
qB

!t+m


?b
9
qB

!t+m
!t

!c+m
!c

10
qB

?take
Fig. 3. Example AIAs sA and sB .

Before deﬁning trace semantics for AIAs, we extend the transition function
from single actions to sequences of actions, by deﬁning an after-function on AIAs.
This function transforms conﬁgurations by substituting every state according to
the transition function, similarly to the approach for alternating automata in [6].
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Deﬁnition 9. Let f : Q → D(Q) and e ∈ D(Q). Then substitution e[f ] is equal
to e with all atomic propositions replaced by f (e). Formally, [f ] : D(Q) → D(Q)
is a postﬁx operator deﬁned by
(e1 ∨ e2 )[f ] = e1 [f ] ∨ e2 [f ] (e1 ∧ e2 )[f ] = e1 [f ] ∧ e2 [f ]
[f ] =  ⊥[f ] = ⊥ q[f ] = f (q)
Deﬁnition 10. Let s ∈ AIA. We deﬁne after: D(Qs ) × L∗ → D(Qs ) as
e afters  = e

e afters ( · σ) = e[T ] afters σ

Like before, we omit the subscript if clear from the context. We also deﬁne
(s after σ) = e0s afters σ.
Example 11. Consider sB in Figure 3. We evaluate sB after ?on ?b !t, as follows:
0
0
0
after ?on ?b !t = qB
[T?on ] after ?b !t = T (qB
, ?on) after ?b !t
qB
1
3
5
8
1
3
5
8
= (qB
∧ qB
∧ qB
∧ qB
) after ?b !t = (qB
∧ qB
∧ qB
∧ qB
)[T?b ] after !t
4
6
7
9
4
6
7
9
= ( ∧ qB
∧ (qB
∨ qB
) ∧ qB
) after !t = (qB
∧ (qB
∨ qB
) ∧ qB
)[T!t ]
10
= ( ∧ (⊥ ∨ ⊥) ∧ qB
)=⊥

Intuitively, this means that giving a tea without milk after ?on ?b is forbidden.
10
:
In contrast, tea with milk is allowed, and leads to conﬁguration qB
0
4
6
7
9
10
10
after ?on ?b !t+m = (qB
∧ (qB
∨ qB
) ∧ qB
)[T!t+m ] =  ∧ (⊥ ∨ ) ∧ qB
= qB
qB

3.2

Input-Failure Semantics for AIAs

IAs are equipped with input-failure semantics, based on the traces and underspeciﬁed inputs of the IA. We lift this to AIAs via the after-function, using that
⊥ indicates forbidden behaviour, and  indicates underspeciﬁed behaviour.
Deﬁnition 12. Let s, s ∈ AIA, and e ∈ D(Qs ). Then we deﬁne
Ftracess (e) = {σ ∈ L∗ | (e afters σ) = ⊥} ∪ {σa ∈ L∗ · I | (e afters σa) = }
Ftraces(s) = Ftracess (e0s )
s ≤if s ⇐⇒ Ftraces(s) ⊆ Ftraces(s )
s ≡if s ⇐⇒ Ftraces(s) = Ftraces(s )
Compare Deﬁnition 4 and Deﬁnition 12 for input-failure reﬁnement for IAs
and for AIAs. For AIAs, reﬁnement is deﬁned directly over their Ftraces, whereas
for IA, the input-failure closure of the Ftraces is used for the right-hand model
(and optionally for the left-hand model, according to Proposition 5). In this
regard, AIAs are a more direct and natural representation of input-failure traces,
since the input-failure closure is not needed.
Proposition 13. For s ∈ AIA, Ftraces(s) is input-failure closed.
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Another motivation to represent input-failure traces with AIAs is the connection between the distributive lattice D(Q) and the lattice of sets of input-failure
traces: ∧ and ∨ are connected to intersection and union of input-failure traces, respectively, and  and ⊥ represent the largest and smallest possible input-failure
trace sets.
Proposition 14. Let s ∈ AIA, and e, e ∈ D(Qs ). Then
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ftraces(e ∧ e ) = Ftraces(e) ∩ Ftraces(e )
Ftraces(e ∨ e ) = Ftraces(e) ∪ Ftraces(e )
Ftraces(⊥) = ∅
Ftraces() = FT I,O
Ftraces(e) = {} ∪ {a∈ Is | e after a = }
∪ ( ∈Ls  · Ftraces(e after ))

if e = ⊥

Propositions 14.3 and 14.5 show why Deﬁnition 7 does not allow transitions
to T (q, a) = ⊥ for an input a: in that case, Ftraces(q) would contain trace , but
it would not contain extension a nor a of , meaning that after trace  it is not
allowed to accept nor to refuse a.
We can lift conﬁgurations  and ⊥, as well as ∧ and ∨, to the level of AIAs.
This provides the building blocks to compose speciﬁcations. Speciﬁcations s
and s⊥ can be used to specify that any or no behaviour is considered correct,
respectively. The operators ∧ and ∨ on speciﬁcations fulﬁll the same role as
existing operators in substitutivity reﬁnement [7], and have similar properties,
described in Proposition 14.
Deﬁnition 15. Let s1 , s2 ∈ AIA. Without loss of generality1 , assume that Q1
and Q2 are disjoint. We deﬁne
s = (∅, I, O, ∅, )

s1 ∧ s2 = (Q1 ∪ Q2 , I, O, T1 ∪ T2 , e01 ∧ e02 )

s⊥ = (∅, I, O, ∅, ⊥)

s1 ∨ s2 = (Q1 ∪ Q2 , I, O, T1 ∪ T2 , e01 ∨ e02 )

Proposition 16. Let i, i , s, s ∈ AIA. Then
i ≤if s and i ≤if s
i ≤if s or i ≤if s
i ≤if s and i ≤if s
i ≤if s or i ≤if s

⇐⇒ i ≤if (s ∧ s )
=⇒ i ≤if (s ∨ s )
⇐⇒ (i ∨ i ) ≤if s

=⇒ (i ∧ i ) ≤if s
i ≤if s
i ≤if s⊥

if e0i = ⊥

The converse of statement (2) does not hold. As a counter-example, choose
Ftraces(i) = {, x, y}, Ftraces(s1 ) = {, x} and Ftraces(s2 ) = {, y}. In that
case, i ≤if s1 ∨ s2 holds, but i ≤if s1 and i ≤if s2 . The converse of statement (4)
can be disproven similarly.
1

If Q1 and Q2 are not disjoint, the disjoint union Q1  Q2 can be used instead of
Q1 ∪Q2 . The transition functions of s1 ∧s2 and s1 ∨s2 should be adjusted accordingly.
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AIA Determinization

In case of nestings of ∧ and ∨, the after-set s after σ may not be clear immediately, so a transition function producing conﬁgurations without ∧ and ∨
is easier to interpret. For this reason, we lift the notions of determinism and
determinization from IAs [11] to the alternating setting.
Deﬁnition 17. Let s ∈ AIA and e ∈ D(Qs ). Then e is deterministic if e = 
or e = ⊥ or e = q for some q ∈ Qs . Furthermore, s is deterministic if for all
σ ∈ L∗ , conﬁguration s after σ is deterministic.
Compare the notions of determinism for IAs and AIAs. For every trace σ, a
deterministic IA s is in a singleton state (s after σ) = {q}, unless (s after σ) = ∅
(that is, σ is not a trace of s). For AIAs, this singleton set {q} is replaced by
the embedding q, and ∅ is replaced by  or ⊥, depending on whether this set
was reached by an undespeciﬁed action or a forbidden action.
We now deﬁne determinization, where we require the distinction between q
and q to avoid ambiguity.
Deﬁnition 18. Let s ∈ AIA. We deﬁne
⎧
⎪
⎨
det(e) = ⊥
⎪
⎩
e

det : D(Qs ) → D(D(Qs ) \ {, ⊥}) as
if e = 
if e = ⊥
otherwise

The determinization of s, or det(s) ∈ AIA, is deﬁned as
det(s) = (D(Qs ) \ {, ⊥}, I, O, Tdet(s) , det(e0s )), with
Tdet(s) (e, ) = det(e afters )
for  ∈ L
Proposition 19. For s ∈ AIA, det(s) is deterministic.
Example 20. Figure 4 shows (the reachable part of) the determinizations of sA
0
2
and sB from Figure 3. In det(sA ), state qA
∧ qA
has no outgoing !x-transition.
0
2
2
This expresses Tdet(sA ) (qA ∧qA , !x) = ⊥, which is because qA
has no x-transition,
0
0
2
so TA (qA , !x) = ⊥. In contrast, state qA ∧ qA has an outgoing ?a-transition,
0
0
0
2
Tdet(sA ) (qA
has an ?a-transition, TA (qA
, ?a) = .
∧ qA
, ?a) = , because qA
Example 20 shows that an input is speciﬁed by a conjunction of states in
the determinization if any of the individual state specify this input, whereas an
output is allowed by a conjunction of states only if all of the individual state allow
this output. In the setting of IA, [11] already established that this works in a
reversed way for non-determinism, following their deﬁnition of determinization:
all individual states of a disjunction should specify an input to specify it in
the determinization, and any individual state should allow an output to allow
it in the determinization. Their so-called input-universal determinization is an
instance of the determinization from Deﬁnition 18, using only disjunctions.
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det(sA )
!x
?b

det(sB )

!x
!y

0
qA

1
3
5
8
qB
∧ qB
∧ qB
∧ qB

?a
?a

!y

?a

0
qB

?on

?a

0
1
2
qA
∧ (qA
∨ qA
)
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2
qB

0
2
qA
∧ qA

∧

?b

9
qB

?take
!c

!y

4
qB

10
qB

6
7
9
∧ (qB
∨ qB
) ∧ qB

!t+m

Fig. 4. Examples of determinization.

This duality arises from Deﬁnition 10 of after, since the determinization
directly represents the after-function: the determinizations in Example 20 correspond to the after-sets such as those derived in Example 11. This correspondence
is formalized in Proposition 21.
Proposition 21. Let s ∈ AIA and σ ∈ L∗ . Then
(det(s) after σ) = det(s after σ).
Proposition 22. Let s ∈ AIA. Then Ftraces(s) = Ftraces(det(s)).
Corollary 23. Let s ∈ AIA. Then s ≡if det(s).
A known result [6] is that alternating automata are exponentially more succinct than non-deterministic automata, and double exponentially more succinct
than deterministic automata. Although alternating automata are not a special
case of AIAs (as AIAs lack the accepting and non-accepting states of alternating
automata), we expect AIAs to be exponentially more succinct than IAs, as well.
3.4

Connections between IAs and AIAs

IAs and AIAs are used to represent sets of input-failure traces, and are in that
sense interchangeable. First, we show that any IA can be translated to an AIA.
Deﬁnition 24.
 For s ∈ IA, the AIA induced by s is deﬁned as AIA(s) =
(Qs , Is , Os , T, Q0s ) ∈ AIA, where for all q ∈ Qs and  ∈ L:
T (q, ) =




Ts (q, )


if  ∈ I and q →
−
otherwise

Proposition 25. Let s ∈ IA. Then Ftraces(AIA(s)) = fcl(Ftraces(s)).
Corollary 26. Let s1 , s2 ∈ IA. Then s1 ≤if s2 ⇐⇒ AIA(s1 ) ≤if AIA(s2 )
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Deﬁnition 29 formalizes how disjunction in an AIA corresponds to nondeterminism in IA. Speciﬁcally, if no transitions are present for someoutput
in an IA, then the transition function of the corresponding AIA gives ∅ = ⊥
for this output, analogous to the explicit case  for inputs. Note that the graphical representation of an IA and that of its induced AIA are the same.
The translation from AIAs to IAs is more involved. For disjunctions of states
(q after ) = q1 ∨ q2 , the translation of Deﬁnition 24 can simply be inverted, but
this is not possible for conjunctions. As such, we represent any conﬁguration by
its unique disjunctive normal form.
Deﬁnition 27.
 Let
 e ∈ D(Q). Then DNF(e) is the smallest set in P(P(Q))
such that e = { Q | Q ∈ DNF(e)}.
The set DNF(e) can be constructed by using the axioms from Deﬁnition 6.
Example 28. To ﬁnd DNF(q 1 ∨ (q 2 ∧ (q 1 ∨ q 3 ))), we ﬁrst rewrite the expression
by using distributivity, associativity, commutativity and absorbtion, as follows:
q 1 ∨ (q 2 ∧ (q 1 ∨ q 3 )) = q 1 ∨ (q 2 ∧ q 1 ) ∨ (q 2 ∧ q 3 ) = q 1 ∨ (q 2 ∧ q 3 )
q 3 }}.
So we ﬁnd DNF(q 1 ∨(q 2 ∧ (q 1 ∨ q 3 ))) = {{q 1 }, {q 2 ,
 Two other examples
are DNF(⊥) = DNF( ∅) = ∅ and DNF() = DNF( { ∅}) = {∅}.
Deﬁnition 29. Let s ∈ AIA. Then the induced IA of s is deﬁned as
IA(s) =(P(Qs ), I, O, T, DNF(e0s )) ∈ IA, with for Q ⊆ Qs and  ∈ L:

DNF(( Q)[Ts ]) \ {∅} if  ∈ I
T (Q, ) =

DNF(( Q)[Ts ])
if  ∈ O
A state of IA(s) acts as the conjunction of the corresponding states in s. In
particular, a singleton state {q} in IA(s) acts as the contained state q in s, and
state ∅ in IA(s) acts as a chaotic state, having FtracesIA(s) (∅) = FT I,O .
Proposition 30. Let s ∈ AIA. Then Ftraces(s) = fcl(Ftraces(IA(s))).
Corollary 31. Let s1 , s2 ∈ AIA. Then s1 ≤if s2 ⇐⇒ IA(s1 ) ≤if IA(s2 )

4

Testing Input-Failure Reﬁnement

So far, we have introduced reﬁnement as a way of specifying correctness of one
model with respect to another. Often, a speciﬁcation is indeed a model, but we
use it to ensure correctness of a real-world software implementation. To this end,
we assume that this implementation behaves like a IA. We cannot see the actual
states and transitions of this IA, but we can provide inputs to it and observe its
outputs. We assume that this IA must have an initial state, i.e. it is non-empty.
Deﬁnition 32. [1] An IA i is empty if Q0i = ∅.
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In this section, we introduce a basis for model-based testing with AIAs, analogously to ioco test case generation [15]. Given a speciﬁcation AIA, we derive
a testing experiment on non-empty implementation IAs, in order to observe
whether input-failure reﬁnement holds with respect to the speciﬁcation. This
requires an extension of input-failure reﬁnement to these domains.
Deﬁnition 33. Let i ∈ IA and s ∈ AIA. Then
i ≤if s ⇐⇒ Ftraces(i) ⊆ Ftraces(s).
4.1

Testers for AIA Speciﬁcations

From a given speciﬁcation AIA, we derive a tester. We model this tester as an
IA as well, which can communicate with an implementation IA through a form
of parallel composition. The tester eventually concludes a verdict, indicating
whether the observed behaviour is allowed. To communicate, the inputs of the
implementation must be outputs for the tester, and vice versa (note that I and O
denote the inputs and outputs for the implementation, respectively). The tester
should not block or ignore outputs from the implementation, meaning that the
tester should be input-enabled. If the tester intends to supply an input to the
implementation, it should also be prepared for a refusal of that input. A verdict
is given by means of special states pass or fail. Lastly, to give consistent verdicts,
a tester should be deterministic. This leads to the following deﬁnition of testers.
Deﬁnition 34. A tester for (an IA or AIA with) inputs I and outputs O is a
deterministic, input-enabled IA t = (Qt , O, I ∪ I, T, qt0 ) with pass, fail ∈ Qt ,
such that pass and fail are sink-states with out(pass) = out(fail) = ∅, and
a ∈ out(q) ⇐⇒ a ∈ out(q) for all q ∈ Qt and a ∈ I.
Testing is performed by a special form of parallel composition of a tester and
an implementation. If the tester chooses to perform an input while the implementation also chooses to produce an output, this results in a race condition. In
such a case, both the input or the output can occur during test execution. We
assume a synchronous setting, in which the implementation and speciﬁcation
agree on the order in which observed actions are performed (in contrast to e.g. a
queue-based setting [13], in which all possible orders are accounted for). These
assumptions are in line with the assumptions in e.g. ioco-theory [15], and lead
to the following deﬁnition of test execution.
Deﬁnition 35. Let i ∈ IA be non-empty, and let t be a tester for i. We write
qt | qi for (qt , qi ) ∈ Qt × Qi . Then test execution of i against t, denoted t | i, is
deﬁned as (Qt × Qi , ∅, I ∪ I ∪ O, T, qt0 | qi0 ) ∈ IA, with




for  ∈ L

a

a

for a ∈ I

− qt , qi →
− qi }
T (qt | qi , ) = {qt | qi | qt →
→ qt , qi −
→}
T (qt | qi , a) = {qt | qi | qt −
σ

→ fail | qi for some σ and qi , and i passes t
We say that i fails t if qt0 | qi0 −
otherwise.
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We reuse the notions of soundness and exhaustiveness from [15], to express
whether a tester properly tests for a given speciﬁcation.
Deﬁnition 36. Let s ∈ AIA and let t be a tester for s. Then t is sound for s
if for all i ∈ IA with inputs I and outputs O, i fails t implies i ≤if s. Moreover,
t is exhaustive for s if for all i ∈ IA, i passes t implies i ≤if s.
A simple attempt to translate speciﬁcation AIA s to a sound and exhaustive
tester would be similar to the determinization of s, but replacing every occurence
of ⊥ and  by fail and pass, respectively.
⎧
⎪
if e = ⊥
⎨fail
ft (e) = pass if e = 
⎪
⎩
e
otherwise
Taking special care of input failures, the function ft then induces a tester
(D(Qs ) ∪ {pass, fail}, O, I ∪ I, T, ft (e0s )), with
T (e, ) = {ft (e afters )}
T (v, ) =

{v}
∅

if  ∈ O
if  ∈ I

T (e, a) =

{pass} if (e afters a) = 
{fail}
otherwise

for e ∈ D(Qs ),  ∈ L
for v ∈ {pass, fail}
for e ∈ D(Qs ), a ∈ I

This tester is sound and complete for s: each possible input-failure trace is in
Ftraces(s) if and only if it does not lead to fail, by construction. Here, we
make use of the fact that Ftraces(⊥) = ∅, meaning that ⊥ cannot be implemented correctly by a non-empty IA and can thus be replaced by fail. Likewise,
Ftraces() = FT I,O means that  is always implemented correctly, and can be
replaced by pass.
However, this tester is quite ineﬃcient. If a tester reaches pass after both σa
and σa, then this input a does not need to be tested after σ. Speciﬁcally, this is
the case if and only if trace σa leads to speciﬁcation conﬁguration . We thus
improve the tester for a given speciﬁcations as follows.
Deﬁnition 37. Let s ∈ AIA. Then tester(s) ∈ IA is deﬁned as
tester(s) = (D(Qs ) ∪ {pass, fail}, O, I ∪ I, T, ft (e0s )), with ft as before, and
T (e, ) =

{ft (e afters )}
∅

T (e, a) =

∅
{fail}

T (v, ) =

{v}
∅

if  ∈ O, or  ∈ I and (e afters ) = 
for  ∈ L
if  ∈ I and (e afters ) = 

if (e afters a) = 
otherwise

if  ∈ O
if  ∈ I

for e ∈ D(Qs ), a ∈ I
for v ∈ {pass, fail},  ∈ L
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Example 38. The tester for sB in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 5.
tester(sB )

0
qB

!on
1
3
5
8
qB
∧ qB
∧ qB
∧ qB

2
qB

∧

!A

!B

9
qB

!take (q 4 ∧ (q 6 ∨ q 7 ) ∧ q 9
B
B
B
B
?c

?t
?t+m
?c+m

10
qB

?t+m
?O
!take

?t
?c
?c+m

?O
!A

?O
!on

!B

fail
?O
Fig. 5. The tester for the vending machine. The label ?O denotes a transition for every
label in O. Remark that inputs for sB are outputs for tester(sB ), and vice versa.

Theorem 39 shows that soundness and exhaustiveness of a tester corresponds
to reﬁnement of the corresponding AIA.
Theorem 39. Let s1 , s2 ∈ AIA. Then
1 tester(s1 ) is sound and exhaustive for IA(s1 )
2

tester(s1 ) is sound for s2 ⇐⇒ s2 ≤if s1

3 tester(s1 ) is exhaustive for s2 ⇐⇒ s1 ≤if s2
4.2

Test Cases for AIA Speciﬁcations

In [15], an algorithm was introduced to generate test cases. These are testers
as in Deﬁnition 34 with additional restrictions, so that they can be used as
unambiguous instructions to test a system. In particular, states of a test case
should have at most one outgoing input transition. This ensures that no choice
between diﬀerent inputs has to be resolved during test execution. Additionaly,
all paths of a test case lead to pass or fail in a ﬁnite number of steps, to ensure
that test execution terminates with a verdict.
Deﬁnition 40. A tester t for I and O is a test case if
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– for all qt ∈ Qt , | out(qt )| ≤ 1, and
– there are no inﬁnite sequences qt0 , qt1 , . . . for qt0 , qt1 , . . . ∈ Qt \ {pass, fail}
0

1

such that qt0 −→ qt1 −→ . . .
The test case generation algorithm of [15] is non-deterministic, since it must
choose at most one inputs in every state, and it must choose when to stop testing.
We avoid deﬁning a separate test case generation algorithm, and instead use
Theorem 39 to obtain sound test cases. If speciﬁcation s1 is weakened to s2 , such
that tester(s2 ) is a test case, then soundness of tester(s2 ) for s1 is guaranteed
by the theorem. Such a weakened singular speciﬁcation s2 describes a ﬁnite,
tree-shaped part of the original speciﬁcation s1 .
Deﬁnition 41. Let s1 , s2 ∈ AIA. Then s2 is a singular speciﬁcation for s1 if
Q2 is a ﬁnite subset of L∗ , with e02 ∈ {, , ⊥}, e01 =  =⇒ e02 =  and
e02 = ⊥ =⇒ e01 = ⊥, and having that for every σ ∈ Q2 , the following holds:
1.
2.
3.
4.

T2 (σ, ) = ⊥ =⇒ (s1 after σ) = ⊥ for  ∈ L,
(s1 after σ) =  =⇒ T2 (σ, ) =  for  ∈ L
T2 (σ, ) is either ⊥ or  or σ for  ∈ L, and
there is at most one a ∈ I with T (σ, a) = .

It can be created from s1 similarly to test case generation in [15]. In every
state σ of the tree s1 , we either decide to pick one input speciﬁed in s1 and also
specify that in s2 ; or we do not specify any input, but only outputs; or we leave
any successive behaviour unspeciﬁed ().
Test cases based on singular speciﬁcations are inherently sound, and for any
incorrect implementation, it is possible to ﬁnd a singular speciﬁcation which
induces a test case to detects this incorrectness.
Theorem 42. If s2 is a singular speciﬁcation for s1 , then tester(s2 ) is a sound
test case for s1 .
Theorem 43. Let i ∈ IA and s1 ∈ AIA. If i ≤if s1 , then there is a singular
speciﬁcation s2 for s1 such that i fails tester(s2 ).
Example 44. Speciﬁcation sB in Figure 3 can be weakened to singular speciﬁcation sC shown in Figure 6. Indeed, sB ≤if sC holds, which can be established
by comparing sC with det(sB ) in Figure 4. Therefore tester(sC ) is a sound test
case for sB .

5

Conclusion and Future Work

Alternating interface automata serve as a natural and direct representation for
sets of input-failure traces, and therefore also for reﬁnement of systems with
inputs, outputs, non-determinism and conjunction. We have used the observational nature of input-failure traces to deﬁne testers, describing an experiment
to observationally establish reﬁnement of a black-box system.
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tester(sC )

sC
?on

!on
?O

!on
!a ?O

?a
!c
?take
?b

!t+m


!a

?t ?t+m
?c+m

?c
!take ?O
!take
!b
?t+m
pass

fail

?O

!b ?O
?t ?c
?c+m

?O

Fig. 6. A weakened version sC of the vending machine, and the test case tester(sC ).
Question and exclamation marks are interchanged in tester(sC ) to indicate that the
input and output alphabets have been interchanged with respect to sC .

The disjunction and conjunction of alternation brings interface automata
speciﬁcations closer to the realm of logic and lattice theory. On the theoretical
side, a possible direction is to extend conﬁgurations from distributive lattices to
a full logic. On the practical side, classical testing techniques acting on logical
expressions, such as combinatorial testing, could be translated to our black-box
conﬁgurations of states.
Possible criticism on our running example of a vending machine sB in Figure 3
may be that its representation as an AIA is not concise, since the determinization
det(sB ) is much smaller and more understandable than sB itself. This is because
the individual speciﬁcations oﬀer a choice between outputs, such as tea with
or without milk, whereas the intersection of all choices is singleton. A more
natural encoding for this example is to express the types of drink with data data
parameters, and the restrictions on them by logical constraints. This requires
an automaton model in style of symbolic transition systems [9], which could be
enriched with the concepts of alternation of AIAs.
Interface automata typically contain internal transitions, and the interaction
between internal behaviour and alternation is not immediately clear. A possible
approach to extend AIAs with internal behaviour is to lift the -closure of [1],
the set of states reachable via internal transitions, to the level of conﬁgurations.
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Abstract. Interaction languages such as MSC are often associated with
formal semantics by means of translations into distinct behavioral formalisms such as automatas or Petri nets. In contrast to translational
approaches we propose an operational approach. Its principle is to identify which elementary communication actions can be immediately executed, and then to compute, for every such action, a new interaction
representing the possible continuations to its execution. We also deﬁne
an algorithm for checking the validity of execution traces (i.e. whether or
not they belong to an interaction’s semantics). Algorithms for semantic
computation and trace validity are analyzed by means of experiments.
Keywords: Interaction Language · Scenario · Sequence Diagram · Semantics · Causal Order · Trace Analysis

1

Introduction

Interaction Languages (IL) are powerful mechanisms to
express behavioral requirements in the form of scenarios
called interactions. ILs include several recognized standards such as MSC and LSC [6], HMSC [25], MSD
[13], UML-Sequence Diagrams [21] (UML-SD), etc. These
graphical languages represent parts involved in a communication scheme as vertical lines, called lifelines. Each one
highlights a succession of instants where actions (emissions
or receptions of messages) may occur. These instants are
conventionally ordered from top to bottom as illustrated
(in the style of UML-SD) in Fig.1-a, where the emission
of m1 occurs before that of m2 . However, this sequencing
does not order actions occurring on diﬀerent lifelines; in
Fig.1-b, even though the reception of m occurs graphically
below the emission of m, no order is enforced. As such, this
speciﬁcity is called ’weak sequencing’. In order to enforce
a causality relation between such uncorrelated actions, we

(a) Default sequencing
i = seq(a!m1, a!m2)

(b) Uncorrelated instants
i = seq(a!m, b?m)

(c) Message passing
i = strict(a!m, b?m)

Fig. 1: UML-SD style
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use a diﬀerent ’strict sequencing’ operator. In Fig.1-c, it is used to express a
message m passing between lifelines a and b. Here, m cannot be received before
being emitted; the origin of the arrow denoting an instant preceding the one
depicted by its target. Additional operators (e.g. UML-SD combined fragments)
enable the expression of various concepts to order actions such as parallelisation,
repetition, alternatives (illustrated in Fig.2), etc. They structure interactions and
specify relative scheduling for subscenarii.
When ILs are ﬁtted with formal semantics, requirements can be processed
seq
using formal techniques, such as modelchecking [1] or model-based testing [19].
a!m3
alt
As pointed out earlier, the key semana!m1 b?m2
tic concept here is the causality relation between actions that the interaction’s structure induce. Valid traces are
those respecting the subsequent partial
whole interaction i = i|
order [27,19]. The authors of [17] deﬁne
subinteraction i|1 in blue
a simple IL as a set of terms built above
Fig. 2: Syntax and Positions
basic actions and provide it with a denotational semantics which associates each
interaction term with a set of traces. This kind of formal framework can serve
as a reference for stating theorems about interactions (e.g. the ’satisfaction condition’ proven in [17]).
In this paper, we consider an IL which includes several distinct loop operators
and provide it with a denotational semantics, directly comparable to that given
by [17]. The semantics of an interaction with loops is deﬁned by considering any
ﬁnite number of loop unfolding combinations. Then, we introduce a second semantics, which can be qualiﬁed as operational, as we aim at presenting it in the
style advocated in [24]. Here, accepted traces of an interaction i are deﬁned by
identifying its initial actions act, and for each of those the subsequent interaction
i that will express the remainder of the trace. This operational semantics can
act
therefore be thought of as a set of rules of the form i −−→ i . Doing so is however challenging as we need to keep track of possible conﬂicts between actions
occurring on the same lifeline. While the operational semantics is particularly
suitable to be adapted into concrete trace analysis algorithms, the denotational
semantics serves as a mathematical foundation, revealing interesting algebraic
properties. Both semantics have been implemented for semantic computation
and conducted experiments indicate identical results. A trace analysis tool has
also been adapted from the operational semantics and experimented on for correctness and performances.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec.2 introduces the IL and the denotational semantics. Sec.3 and Sec.5 resp. introduce the operational semantics and
the subsequent trace analysis algorithm while Sec.4 reports experimental results
about the consistency of both semantics w.r.t. one another. Finally, Sec.6 and
Sec.7 resp. discuss related works and provide concluding remarks.
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Interaction language and denotational semantics

2.1

Base syntax

This section provides a textual denotation of our basic IL (i.e. without loops).
Interactions are deﬁned up to a given signature (L, M ) where L and M resp.
are sets of lifelines and messages. Their base building blocks are a set of communication actions (actions) over L and M : Act(L, M ) = {lΔm|l ∈ L, Δ ∈
{!, ?}, m ∈ M } where l!m (resp. l?m) designates the emission (resp. reception)
of the message m from (resp. on) the lifeline l. For any action act in Act(L, M )
of the form lΔm, Θ(act) denotes the lifeline l. Actions can be composed using
diﬀerent binary operators that introduce an order of execution between them
(weak or strict sequentiality, parallelism, mutual exclusivity).
Deﬁnition 1 (Basic Interactions). The set B(L, M ) of basic interactions
over L and M is inductively deﬁned as follows:
– ∅ ∈ B(L, M ) and Act(L, M ) ⊂ B(L, M ),
– ∀(i1 , i2 ) ∈ B(L, M )2 and ∀f ∈ {strict, seq, alt, par}, f (i1 , i2 ) ∈ B(L, M ).
The empty interaction ∅ and actions of Act(L, M ) are elementary interactions. The strict and seq operators are sequential operators: in strict(i1 , i2 ),
all the actions in i1 must take place before any action in i2 while in seq(i1 , i2 )
sequentiality is only enforced between actions that share the same lifeline. In
Fig.1-b, b?m may precede3 a!m (because a = b) while in Fig.1-c b?m cannot
precedes a!m. Hence we use strict to encode the emission and reception of the
same message object e.g. strict(a!m, b?m) on Fig.1-c4 . In alt(i1 , i2 ), the behaviors speciﬁed by i1 and i2 are both acceptable albeit mutually exclusive5 . In
Fig.2 if a!m1 happens then b?m2 cannot happen and vice-versa. In par(i1 , i2 ),
the executions of i1 and i2 are interleaved. For instance, in par(a!m1 , a!m2 ),
actions a!m1 and a!m2 can happen in any order.
Interactions being deﬁned as usual terms, we use positions expressed in
Dewey decimal notation to refer to subinteractions [7]. A position p of i is a
sequence of positive integers denoting a path leading from the root node of i to
the subterm of i at position p. Interactions are deﬁned with operations whose
arity is at most 2. Hence, positions are words of {1, 2}∗ i.e. words built over the
empty word , the words 1 and 2 and the concatenation law ".". In the following,
we will use simpliﬁed notations without dots, e.g. "11" for the position "1.1".
In Def.2, the functions ST and pos resp. associate to any interaction the set
of all its subinteractions and the set of its positions. Moreover, we use the usual
notation i|p [7] to designate unambiguously the subinteraction of i at position p
for p ∈ pos(i) (cf. example in Fig.2).
3
4
5

Note that we omit depicting seq on diagrams as is classically done in UML-SD.
drawn by convention as a plain arrow between a and b
note that we handle the UML-SD opt operator as opt(i) = alt(i, ∅) = alt(∅, i)
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Deﬁnition 2 (Positions and subinteractions of a basic interaction). We
deﬁne ST : B(L, M ) → P(B(L, M )), pos : B(L, M ) → P({1, 2}∗ ) and6 _|_ :
B(L, M ) × {1, 2}∗ → B(L, M ) such that ∀i ∈ B(L, M ):
– if i = ∅ or i ∈ Act(L, M ) then ST (i) = {i}, pos(i) = {} and i| = i
– if i = f (i1 , i2 ) with f ∈ {strict, seq, par, alt} then:
• ST (i) = {i} ∪ ST (i1 ) ∪ ST (i2 )
• pos(i) = {} ∪ 1.pos(i1 ) ∪ 2.pos(i2 )
• i| = i and for p = 1.p (resp. 2.p ) in pos(i), i|p = i1|p (resp. i2|p ).
2.2

Denotational semantics for basic interactions

As explained in Sec.2.1, operators occurring in an interaction induce relations
of precedence between the actions of the interaction. In the example of Fig.2,
if the left branch of the alt is chosen (i.e. a!m1 at position 11) then the action
a!m3 at position 2 must occur after it. However if the other branch were chosen
(i.e. b?m2 at position 12), there would be no precedence order between actions
b?m2 and a!m3 as their common ancestor is a seq operator which only orders
actions sharing the same lifeline. As a result, several orderings can be deﬁned,
depending, among others, on the choice of alt branches. These possible orderings
can be encoded as a set ord(i) (deﬁned in Def.4) which contains elements of
the form (e, o) where e is the set of positions of the involved actions and o
reﬂects the precedence relations between those. In the example of Fig.2, we have
ord(i) = {({11, 2}, {(11, 2)}), ({12, 2}, ∅)}. Indeed, as explained earlier, if the
11 branch is chosen then the only two actions to be considered are a!m1 and
a!m3 on resp. positions 11 and 2 (therefore e = {11, 2}) and they are ordered
because of both the seq operator and their common lifeline, so that the associated
precedence relation is modelled by o = {(11, 2)} meaning that a!m1 at position
11 should occur before a!m3 at position 2. The only other possible ordering
occurs when branch 12 is chosen and likewise we would have e = {12, 2} with
o = ∅ because the seq does not constrain the order of actions b?m2 and a!m3
with diﬀerent lifelines.
Deﬁnition 3 (Ordering type). Given i in B(L, M ). The set O(i) of candidate
orderings of i contains all couples (e, o) such that (1) e ⊆ pos(i),
(2) for any p

in e, i|p ∈ Act(L, M ) and (3) o ⊆ e × e. O is then the set i∈B(L,M ) O(i).
In Def.4, for a given interaction i, ord(i) precisely deﬁnes which orderings are to be considered among the candidate orderings O(i). For an ordering (e, o) in O and p ∈ {1, 2}, we use the notation p.e = {p.p |p ∈ e}, p.o =
{(p.p1 , p.p2 )|(p1 , p2 ) ∈ o} and p.(e, o) = (p.e, p.o). The notation is canonically
extended to any set O of orderings, by p.O = {p.(e, o)|(e, o) ∈ O}.
For the interaction ∅, there is no associated action and therefore we have a
single (e, o) = (∅, ∅). For a ∈ Act(L, M ), there is a single action a (at position
) and as a result, ord(a) contains a single (e, o) = ({}, ∅). For i = alt(i1 , i2 ),
6

_|_ is a partial function so that i|p is only deﬁned for positions occurring in pos(i).
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either i1 or i2 is executed. Thus any ordering in ord(i) is simply an ordering
from ord(i1 ) or from ord(i2 ) but correctly preﬁxed. Concretely, for any orderings
(e1 , o1 ) ∈ ord(i1 ) and (e2 , o2 ) ∈ ord(i2 ), ord(i) contains both 1.(e1 , o1 ) and
2.(e2 , o2 ). For i = par(i1 , i2 ), both i1 and i2 have to be executed but no order is
enforced between actions of either child branch. Thus, for any ordering (e1 , o1 ) ∈
ord(i1 ) and (e2 , o2 ) ∈ ord(i2 ), ord(i) contains (1.e1 ∪ 2.e2 , 1.o1 ∪ 2.o2 ). For i =
strict(i1 , i2 ) both i1 and i2 have to be executed and all actions from i1 must occur
before actions from i2 . Thus for any orderings (e1 , o1 ) ∈ ord(i1 ) and (e2 , o2 ) ∈
ord(i2 ), ord(i) contains an ordering (e, o) that concerns all actions from both
children i.e. e = 1.e1 ∪ 2.e2 and such that o keeps track of all initial precedence
relations while incorporating those induced by the strict operator i.e. o = 1.o1 ∪
2.o2 ∪ {(p1 , p2 )|p1 ∈ 1.e1 , p2 ∈ 2.e2 }. For i = seq(i1 , i2 ) the same reasoning can
be applied, with the exception that additional precedence relations only concern
actions that share the same lifelines. Using the same notations, e = 1.e1 ∪ 2.e2
and o = 1.o1 ∪ 2.o2 ∪ {(p1 , p2 )|p1 ∈ 1.e1 , p2 ∈ 2.e2 , Θ(i|p1 ) = Θ(i|p2 )}.
Deﬁnition 4 (Orderings of a basic interaction). We deﬁne the function
ord : B(L, M ) → P(O) as follows:
ord(∅) = ∅

and

∀ act ∈ Act(L, M ), ord(act) = {({}, ∅)}

For any i1 and i2 in B(L, M ):
ord(alt(i1 , i2 )) = 1.ord(i1 ) ∪ 2.ord(i2 )


ord(par(i1 , i2 )) =

{(1.e1 ∪ 2.e2 , 1.o1 ∪ 2.o2 )}

(e1 ,o1 )∈ord(i1 )
(e2 ,o2 )∈ord(i2 )

ord(strict(i1 , i2 )) =



 e = (1.e1 ∪ 2.e2 ) , o = 1.o1 ∪ 2.o2 ∪ o
(e, o) 
o = {(p1 , p2 ) | p1 ∈ 1.e1 , p2 ∈ 2.e2 }




(e1 ,o1 )∈ord(i1 )
(e2 ,o2 )∈ord(i2 )

⎫

 e = (1.e1 ∪ 2.e2 ) , o = 1.o1 ∪ 2.o2 ∪ o ⎬




 p ∈ 1.e1 , p2 ∈ 2.e2
ord(seq(i1 , i2 )) =
(e, o) 
o = (p1 , p2 ) 1
⎭
⎩

Θ(i|p1 ) = Θ(i|p2 )
(e1 ,o1 )∈ord(i1 )


⎧
⎨

(e2 ,o2 )∈ord(i2 )

A given ordering (e, o) with e = {e1 , ..., en } characterizes a set of behaviors
that expresses every action whose position belongs to e exactly once. Such a
behavior is thus given under the form of an execution trace i|eα(1) ...i|eα(n) where α
is a permutation of [1, n]. Obviously, not all of those permutations are acceptable
as they must not contradict the partial order speciﬁed by o. If we note pj = eα(j)
for j in [1, n], we have ∀j, k ∈ [1, n]2 j > k ⇒ (pj , pk ) ∈ o.
The semantics σ(i) of an interaction i then comes naturally as the union
of all sets sem(i, e, o) of execution traces of i compatible with (e, o) ∈ ord(i).
When considering the example from Fig.2, we have sem(i, {11, 2}, {(11, 2)}) =
{a!m1 .a!m3 } and sem(i, {12, 2}, ∅) = {b?m2 .a!m3 , a!m3 .b?m2 }.
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Deﬁnition 5 (Denotational semantics for basic interactions). For i ∈
B(L, M ) and (e, o) ∈ ord(i) with n ∈ N being the cardinal of e, we note:


sem(i, e, o) = i|p1 ...i|pn ∀(pj , pk ) ∈ e2 , j > k ⇒ pj = pk ∧ (pj , pk ) ∈ o
σ : B(L, M ) → P(Act(L, M )∗ ) is s. t. ∀i ∈ B(L, M ), σ(i) =

2.3



sem(i, e, o)

(e,o)∈ord(i)

Extension of the language with loops

A loop is a repetition operator. Its content can be instantiated any ﬁnite number
of times i.e multiple copies of it are inserted into the interaction. For UML-SD,
the norm [23] states that "the loop construct represents a recursive application
of the seq operator where the loop operand is sequenced after the result of earlier
iterations". The UML-SD loop is hence associated with the seq operator. When
instantiated, the loop content is ordered using seq this means for example that
loop(a!m) becomes seq(a!m, loop(a!m)) then seq(a!m, seq(a!m, loop(a!m))) and
so on. In line with this explanation, let’s consider the 4 types of loops that
can be characterized according to the operator ordering the instantiated content
(seq, strict, par or alt). We can discard alt as instantiating loop(i) would lead
to alt(i, loop(i)) meaning that the content can be read at most once and is
therefore equivalent to opt(i) (i.e. alt(i, ∅)). We will here consider 3 operators
denoted loopseq (the classical loop), loopstrict and looppar .

(a-i) ia

(a-ii) ia after a!m

(b-i) ib

(b-ii) ib after a!m1

Fig. 3: Examples showcasing the pertinence of loopstrict and looppar

In Fig.3-a-i, ia|11 = a!m is the only immediately executable action and its execution leads to the interaction ia = strict(b?m, ia ) drawn on Fig.3-a-ii. Because
of the strict operator, ia|211 = a!m is not immediately executable (preceded by
ia|1 = b?m). As a result ta = a!m.a!m.b?m.b?m is not an accepted trace for
ia . However, if there was a seq operator instead of the strict, ia|211 would be
immediately executable and ta an accepted trace.
Similarly, in Fig.3-b-i, ib|11 = a!m1 is the only immediately executable action
and its execution leads to ib = par(a!m2 , ib ) drawn on Fig.3-b-ii. Because of
the par operator, ib|211 = a!m1 is immediately executable. As a result tb =
a!m1 .a!m1 .a!m2 .a!m2 is an accepted trace for ib . However, if there was a seq
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instead of the par, ib|211 would not be immediately executable and tb not an
accepted trace.
Consequently, considering looppar and loopstrict in addition to the classic
loopseq improves expressiveness. In rough terms, looppar always allows new instantiations as each instance is executed in parallel w.r.t each others and the
loop itself. loopstrict on the contrary does not allow new instantiations as long as
the previous instance has not been entirely executed. The behavior of loopseq is
somewhat in the middle, instantiations being allowed depending on the current
structure of actions preceding and within the loop.
In the following, we’ll extend our IL to loops and adapt previous deﬁnitions
(from B(L, M ) to I(L, M )). As in Def.6, any time we do so, we will only deﬁne
the missing cases concerning loop terms.
Deﬁnition 6 (Interactions). The set I(L, M ) of interactions over L and M
is inductively deﬁned as follows:
– ∅ ∈ I(L, M ) and Act(L, M ) ⊂ I(L, M ),
– ∀(i1 , i2 ) ∈ I(L, M )2 and ∀f ∈ {strict, seq, alt, par}, f (i1 , i2 ) ∈ I(L, M ),
– ∀i ∈ I(L, M ) and ∀f ∈ {strict, seq, par}, loopf (i) ∈ I(L, M ).
The functions ST : I(L, M ) → P(I(L, M )), pos : I(L, M ) → P({1, 2}∗ )
and _|_ : I(L, M ) × {1, 2}∗ → I(L, M ) are deﬁned by extending to loop terms
the corresponding functions of Def.2:
For all i in I(L, M ) of the form loopf (i ) with f ∈ {strict, seq, par}:
– ST (i) = {i} ∪ ST (i )
– pos(i) = {} ∪ 1.pos(i ),
– i| = i and for p = 1.p in pos(i), i|p = i|p .
In order to deﬁne the semantics of interactions, we
use the notion of term replacement [7]: the notation t[s]p
(a) i = loopseq (i|1 )
denotes the term t where its subterm at position p is replaced by the term s. For instance with i = seq(a!m, b?m), with i|1 = strict(a!m, b?m)
we have i[c?m]2 = seq(a!m, c?m). This notation is convenient to represent terms obtained by loop unfolding.
For example let us consider an interaction i ∈ I(L, M )
with a loopseq at a position p ∈ pos(i), that is, such that
i|p = loopseq (i|p.1 ). The interaction is then obtained from i
by unfolding once the loop at position p is i[seq(i|p.1 , i|p )]p .
(b) i = seq(i|1 , i)
In Def.7, the set Υ (i, n) of all n-unfoldings of an interaction i (i.e. the set of all interactions resulting from n inFig. 4: Unfolding
stantiations of any loop from i) is deﬁned recursively. On
Fig.4 loop unfolding is illustrated with Υ (i, 0) = {i} and Υ (i, 1) = {i }.
Deﬁnition 7 (n-unfoldings). We deﬁne Υ : I(L, M ) × N → P(I(L, M )) such
that ∀i ∈ I(L, M ) Υ (i, 0) = {i} and ∀n ∈ N+ :

Υ (i[f (i|p.1 , i|p )]p , n − 1)
Υ (i, n) =
p∈pos(i) s.t. i|p =loopf (i|p.1 )
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We deﬁne a function F : I(L, M ) → B(L, M ) that ﬂattens interactions with
loops i.e. that replaces all loop subterms with the empty interaction ∅. For
instance, in Fig.4 we have F (i) = ∅ and F (i ) = seq(i|1 , ∅). As F (I(L, M )) ⊂
B(L, M ), we can deﬁne an unfolding-based semantics7 for i ∈ I(L, M ) by simply
considering the union of semantics obtained from ﬂattened unfoldings of i.
Deﬁnition 8 (Denotational semantics for interactions).
We deﬁne σu : I(L, M ) → P(Act(L, M )∗ ) such that for all i in I(L, M ):


σ(F (i ))
σu (i) =
n∈N i ∈Υ (i,n)

3

Operational Semantics

We aim to deﬁne algorithms that can determine whether or not a trace t is accepted by an interaction i. This amounts to ascertaining whether or not t ∈ σu (i).
Naturally, being able to do so without having to compute σu (i) is preferable. In
the following we’ll refer to this problem as ’trace analysis’.
As per Sec.2.3, asserting t ∈ σu (i) equates
to
ﬁnding
a combination of loop unfoldings i ∈
∞

k=0 Υ (i, k) such that t ∈ σ(F (i )). Even if feasible, this would be time and space consuming8 .
As for non 
acceptation, it equates to proving
∞
that ∀i ∈ k=0 Υ (i, k) we have t ∈ σ(F (i )).
In this case, a termination in ﬁnite time would
not even be guaranteed and would require deﬁning some stopping criterion on the unfolding.
Consequently, we investigate another approach, in which traces are analyzed action by
action. Here, instead of systematically unfolding
loops, we do so on demand (when executing an
act that is found within a loop). This approach
is based on a diﬀerent semantics (σo ) whose description is the purpose of Sec.3.
σo is presented in the style of operational semantics, i.e. consisting in: (1) identifying from
the structure of i which act can be immediately
executed (coined ’frontier actions’) and (2) deFig. 5: Operational Semantics
riving for each such act a new interaction i specifying all the possible continuations of act within the set of execution traces
act
speciﬁed by i (noted as i −−→ i ).
Intuitively, an action is in the frontier iﬀ no structural operators (parent
nodes) coerce it to be preceded by another action (sibling leaf). Accepted traces
7
8

coined σu , u standing for ’unfolding-based’
and would not be adaptable if one considers an extension to monitoring as new
combinations i may be needed every time a new action is observed
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are then built recursively through the successive consumption of actions. Let’s
actk
consider a trace t = act1 .(...).actn with ∀k ∈ [1, n] ik−1 −−−→
ik and such that
t
− in ).
i0 = i (by extension we may note i →
• If the last interaction in can express the empty trace  (i.e.  ∈ σu (in )) - which
can be statically analysed - then t is accepted by i i.e. t ∈ σo (i).
act
−→ in+1 , meaning
• In any case, for all frontier actions actn+1 of in , we have in −−−n+1
that t can be extended by actn+1 and is a preﬁx of given trace(s) accepted by i.
To illustrate this, let’s consider the example from Fig.5. The initial interaction
is i = seq(alt(a!m1 , b?m2 ), a!m3 ). There are 3 frontier actions that may play the
role of act: i|11 = a!m1 , i|12 = b?m2 and i|2 = a!m3 . The interactions remaining
after the execution of i|11 and i|12 (resp. referred to as i1 and i2 ), which happen
to be the same, are depicted below on the left, while the one remaining after the
execution of i|2 (noted i3 ) is depicted on the right. The cases leading to i1 and i2
are self-evident. As for the one leading to i3 , the execution of a!m3 is contingent
to the choice of the branch 12 of the alt hence the elimination of branch 11 in
the remaining interaction. Indeed, if branch 11 were to be chosen, the execution
of a!m3 would not be possible as a!m1 should have been executed before. This
illustrates that a!m3 is a frontier action up to the choice of the right branch of the
alt operator. Let us remark that b?m2 may indeed happen after a!m3 as those
two actions occur on diﬀerent lifelines and the top seq operator structuring them
does not constrain their order of execution. Finally, we conclude by deﬁning the
operational semantics as σo (i) = a!m1 .σo (i1 ) ∪ b?m2 .σo (i2 ) ∪ a!m3 .σo (i3 ).
3.1

Frontier actions

In this section we explain how to identify frontier actions. Our notion of frontier
diﬀers slightly from that of [4], where it refers to the set of positions p such
that ∀j ∈ {1, 2}∗ , p.j ∈ pos(i) (i.e. positions of leaf nodes). Indeed, our frontiers
contain only leaves that are immediately executable actions.
Any ordering as deﬁned in Def.4 provides a partial order relation for the set
of (positions of) actions of a basic interaction. A frontier action act on position
p is then simply a minimal element given such a relation (e, o), i.e. s.t. ∀p ∈ e
we have (p , p) ∈ o i.e. act does not have to be preceded by any other action. The
frontier of an interaction i is then deﬁned as the union of such p, considering all
the orderings from ord(i). As Def.4 did not include loop operators, we extend it
in the following deﬁnition, in which the empty ordering (∅, ∅) corresponds to the
case where the loop has not unfolded. According to this, the frontier of i from
Fig.5 is then f ront(i) = {11, 12, 2}.
Deﬁnition 9 (Ordering). We deﬁne ord : I(L, M ) → P(O) as an extension
to I(L, M ) of its counterpart from Def.4. For all f in {strict, seq, par}:
∀i ∈ I(L, M ), ord(loopf (i)) = 1.ord(i) ∪ {(∅, ∅)}
Deﬁnition 10 (Frontier). f ront : I(L, M ) → P({1, 2}∗ ) is the function s.t.:

{p ∈ e | ∀p ∈ e, (p , p) ∈ o}
∀i ∈ I(L, M ), f ront(i) =
(e,o)∈ord(i)
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Pruning
act

The design of the rules i −−→ i hinted at earlier is made operational thanks to
2 mechanisms: pruning and execution. Given an action act ∈ f ront(i), branches
preventing its execution are detected and eliminated with pruning. However, this
is not done on the whole interaction i but rather on speciﬁc neighboring (w.r.t.
act) subinteractions. Execution orchestrates the calls to pruning, eliminates act
and constructs the remaining interaction i .
seq
seq

loopseq

loopseq

strict
a!m1

b?m1
a!m2

a!m4

alt
b?m3

(c) eﬀect of pruning

(b)
red - action to execute
green - neighbors to prune
blue - pruning
(a) i

(d) after executing i|22 = a!m4

Fig. 6: Example showcasing pruning

We ﬁrst deﬁne the pruning mechanism which consists in removing from an
interaction all the actions which occur on a given lifeline. For instance, on Fig.6b, let us consider the interactions i1 = i|1 = loopseq (strict(a!m1 , b?m1 )) and
i2 = i|21 = loopseq (alt(a!m2 , b?m3 )) highlighted in green. We want to remove
actions occurring on the lifeline a (so as to allow the execution of i|22 = a!m4 ).
We ﬁnd that i1|11 = a!m1 (resp. i2|11 = a!m2 ) needs to be removed from i1 (resp.
i2 ). If we do not want to get an interaction which is inconsistent or outwardly
contradicts the original semantics, we can only prune subinteractions at positions
where branching choices are made i.e. in alt and loop nodes. Indeed, by deﬁnition,
eliminating a subinteraction at one such node would lead to a semantics that is
included in the original.
In i2 , eliminating i2|11 is easily done given that its parent node is an alt
and that its brother node does not need to be eliminated. Indeed, it suﬃces to
operate the replacement i2 [i2|12 ]1 i.e. replacing the alt node with its right child
b?m3 .
In i1 , eliminating i1|11 is more delicate: its parent node is a strict and as
such, behaviors from its left and right children must both happen (there is no
branching choice). Thus, if we want to eliminate i1|11 we must also eliminate
the whole i1|1 . The problem is hence forwarded upwards in the syntax. The
parent i1| is a loop operator, which characterizes a branching choice. We can
eliminate the problematic branch by choosing not to instantiate the loop i.e. via
the replacement i1 [∅] .
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The pruning mechanism is given in Def.11 as the recursive prune function,
which takes as arguments an interaction i and a lifeline l. prune eliminates from
i branching choices hosting actions that occur on l.
In a ﬁrst descending phase, prune goes down the syntax of i through recursive
calls (from root to leaves). When reaching a leaf, prune returns an interaction
i and a boolean b. b =
signiﬁes that the current branch needs to be eliminated (pruned) while i is the interaction that will be used to reconstruct i in
the ascending phase (only used if b = ⊥). Leaves are either actions or empty
interactions. For an action act, if Θ(act) = l, the current branch must be pruned
so prune(act, l) = (∅, ): the value of the returned interaction i has no importance here because a parent will be pruned anyway. If Θ(act) =
 l we have
prune(act, l) = (act, ⊥) because there is nothing to prune here. Similarly, we
have prune(∅, l) = (∅, ⊥).
In the second, ascending phase, the pruned interaction is reconstructed according to the values of i and b returned from child branches. If at any point
b = , this value is forwarded upwards until an expendable branching choice is
reached.
prune(i, l) is recursively called on the child nodes of i. Depending on the
operator in i, the return values of prune(i|1 , l) = (i1 , b1 ) (and also prune(i|2 , l) =
(i2 , b2 ) for binary operators) will be used diﬀerently to determine i and b.
For the operators f ∈ {strict, seq, par}, if any one child must be pruned
(b1 ∨ b2 ) then the whole branch must also be pruned and otherwise a reconstructed f (i1 , i2 ) is returned. For the exclusive alternative alt, if no branch needs
pruning, alt(i1 , i2 ) is returned; if any single branch needs pruning, prune returns
the one that does not need to be pruned and if both branches need pruning, then
the whole interaction is pruned. For the repetition operators, if the loop content needs pruning then the choice of ’never taking the loop’ is made meaning
that ∅ is returned with b = ⊥, signifying a successful pruning. If there is no
needed pruning, it simply returns the loop with an already pruned loop content
loopf (i1 ).
Deﬁnition 11 (Pruning). prune : I(L, M )×L → I(L, M )×bool is the function
such that for all i ∈ I(L, M ) and l ∈ L:
– prune(∅, l) = (∅, ⊥)
– for act ∈ Act(L, M ): if Θ(i|p ) = l then prune(act, l) = (∅, ) (else (act, ⊥))
– if i = f (i1 , i2 ) with f ∈ {strict, seq, par}, given prune(i1 , l) = (i1 , b1 ) and
prune(i2 , l) = (i2 , b2 ):
if b1 ∨ b2 then prune(i, l) = (∅, ) (else (f (i1 , i2 ), ⊥))
– if i = alt(i1 , i2 ), given prune(i1 , l) = (i1 , b1 ) and prune(i2 , l) = (i2 , b2 ):
• if b1 ∧ b2 then prune(i, l) = (∅, )
• if b1 ∧ ¬b2 then prune(i, l) = (i2 , ⊥)
• if ¬b1 ∧ b2 then prune(i, l) = (i1 , ⊥)
• if ¬b1 ∧ ¬b2 then prune(i, l) = (alt(i1 , i2 ), ⊥)
– if i = loopf (i1 ) with f ∈ {strict, seq, par}, given prune(i1 , l) = (i1 , b1 ):
if b1 then prune(i, l) = (∅, ⊥) (else (loopf (i1 ), ⊥))
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Execute function and operational semantics

Let us consider the example i from Fig.6. We wish to execute the frontier action
i|22 = a!m4 (highlighted in red). To allow this execution we need at ﬁrst to
remove the actions occurring on the same lifeline (i.e. on a) from the neighbors
highlighted in green. To do so, we use the prune function from Def.11. More
generally, the nature of our syntax is such that, for the execution of a frontier
action at position p, we only need to prune subinteractions at positions p0 .1 s.t.
∃p ∈ {1, 2}∗ s.t. p = p0 .2.p and s.t. i|p0 = seq(i|p0 .1 , i|p0 .2 ). Those are exactly
the left cousins of i|p that are scheduled sequentially (i.e. with seq) w.r.t. i|p .
We now deﬁne the execution function χ (Def.12), which takes as arguments
an interaction i and a frontier position p and returns the remaining interaction
i . As explained earlier, χ orchestrates the use of prune. In the example from
Fig.6 this ﬁrst cleaning feature would result in the transformation of i from the
diagram on Fig.6-a to the one on Fig.6-c. The only thing left to do is then to
remove the executed action s.t. the result is the interaction from Fig.6-d.
χ is deﬁned inductively on both the structure of the interaction i and the
position p = d1 ...dn ∈ {1, 2}n . The execution of χ(i, p) traverses recursively the
syntactic structure of i guided by the path deﬁned by the position p, that is,
from χ(i| , d1 ...dn ) (root node), ..., up to χ(i|p , ) (target action leaf to execute).
Here, χ(i|p , ) = ∅ constitutes the stopping criterion and i is then constructed
when the algorithm goes back up through the syntactic structure of i. Assigning
∅ to χ(i|p , ) ensures that the action i|p is removed in the construction of i .
When a par node is encountered during the upward traversal, i.e. for j ∈
[1, n], i|d1 ...dj = par(i|d1 ...dj .1 , i|d1 ...dj .2 ) then χ(i|d1 ...dj , dj+1 ...dn ) is simply:
par(χ(i|d1 ...dj .1 , dj+2 ...dn ), i|d1 ...dj .2 ) if dj+1 = 1 or,
par(i|d1 ...dj .1 , χ(i|d1 ...dj .2 , dj+2 ...dn )) if dj+1 = 2.
Indeed, as par speciﬁes parallel executions, there is no need for pruning.
When an alt node is reached, using the same notations, we would have:
χ(i|d1 ...dj , dj+1 ...dn ) = χ(i|d1 ...dj+1 , dj+2 ...dn ).
Indeed, we can ’skip’ the alt node itself and replace it directly with the interaction
resulting from the execution of the chosen branch.
When a loop is reached, i.e. i|d1 ...dj = loopf (i|d1 ...dj .1 ) (with a mandatory
dj+1 = 1), we have :
χ(i|d1 ...dj , dj+1 ...dn ) = f (χ(i|d1 ...dj+1 , dj+2 ...dn ), i|d1 ...dj ).
Indeed, the execution is done on a copy of the loop content that precedes (with
f operator) the loop i|d1 ...dj itself, that is, on an unfolding of the loop.
For the sequential operators, pruning needs to be considered only if the executing action is situated on the right branch of the seq or strict node (if the
action is on the left branch, we have the same transformation as in the par
case). Given i|d1 ...dj = seq(i|d1 ...dj .1 , i|d1 ...dj .2 ) and dj+1 = 2, when constructing χ(i|d1 ...dj , dj+1 ...dn ) we must prune in i|d1 ...dj .1 all the actions that could
interfere with i|p i.e. those taking place on Θ(i|p ). As such, given (i1 , b1 ) =
prune(i|d1 ...dj .1 , Θ(i|p )), we’ll replace the left branch of the seq with i1 and reconstruct:
χ(i|d1 ...dj , dj+1 ...dn ) = seq(i1 , χ(i|d1 ...dj+1 , dj+2 ...dn )).
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Given that the strict operator won’t allow any action from the left branch to
occur after an action on the right has occurred, we can simply prune the whole
left branch i.e. given i|d1 ...dj = strict(i|d1 ...dj .1 , i|d1 ...dj .2 ) and dj+1 = 2:
χ(i|d1 ...dj , dj+1 ...dn ) = χ(i|d1 ...dj+1 , dj+2 ...dn ).
Deﬁnition 12 (Execution). The function χ : I(L, M ) × {1, 2}∗ → I(L, M ) is
deﬁned for couples (i, p) with i ∈ I(L, M ) and p ∈ f ront(i) as follows:
– if p =  then χ(i, p) = ∅
– if p = 1.p1 then
• if i = f (i1 , i2 ) with f ∈ {strict, seq, par} then χ(i, p) = f (χ(i1 , p1 ), i2 )
• if i = alt(i1 , i2 ) then χ(i, p) = χ(i1 , p1 )
• if i = loopf (i1 ) with f ∈ {strict, seq, par} then χ(i, p) = f (χ(i1 , p1 ), i)
– if p = 2.p2 then
• if i = seq(i1 , i2 ) then χ(i, p) = seq(i1 , χ(i2 , p2 ))
where prune(i1 , Θ(i|p )) = (i1 , b)
• if i = strict(i1 , i2 ) then χ(i, p) = χ(i2 , p2 )
• if i = par(i1 , i2 ) then χ(i, p) = par(i1 , χ(i2 , p2 ))
• if i = alt(i1 , i2 ) then χ(i, p) = χ(i2 , p2 )
In Def.13 below, we now deﬁne the operational semantics. Note that interactions that can express the empty trace  are identiﬁed with the predicate exp .
i
This semantics expresses rules of the form i −−→ χ(i, p) where p ∈ f ront(i).
|p

Deﬁnition 13 (Operational semantics for interactions).
We deﬁne σo : I(L, M ) → P(Act(L, M )∗ ) as:

σo (i) = empty(i) ∪
i|p .σo (χ(i, p))
p∈f ront(i)

with empty(i) = {} (resp.∅) if exp (i) =
where exp : I(L, M ) → bool is deﬁned as:
–
–
–
–
–

4

(resp. ⊥)

exp (∅) =
exp (lΔm) = ⊥
exp (f (i1 , i2 )) = exp (i1 ) ∧ exp (i2 ) for f ∈ {strict, seq, par}
exp (alt(i1 , i2 )) = exp (i1 ) ∨ exp (i2 )
exp (loopf (i1 )) = for f ∈ {strict, seq, par}

Back-to-back comparison of both semantics

Dataset. The recursive deﬁnition of interactions as syntactic terms allows to
characterize them by their depth. Interactions of depth 1 include the empty
interaction ∅ and all actions from Act(L, M ). Depending on the cardinals nl =
Card(L) and nm = Card(M ), those interactions can all be enumerated and
computed. Given a signature, interactions of depth 2 can be deduced from those
of depth 1 and exhaustively computed via the application of the binary and unary
operators (e.g. seq(∅, a!m)). Likewise, interactions of depth 3 can be computed
from those of depths 1 and 2 and so on. To illustrate this, Fig.7 presents for each
couple (nl , nm ) the numbers of interactions of depths 1, 2 and 3 in each cell. For
instance, we have 3 interactions of depth 1 for nl = nm = 1.
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Experiments. We implemented both semantics a
nmaa nl
1
2
3
a
a
(σu from Def.8 and σo from Def.13) and com3
5
7
45
115
217
1
pared the set of traces σu (i) and σo (i) they gen9315 57845 201159
erate (with a stopping criterion on the maximum
5
9
13
number of loop unfolding - 4 in our experiments)
115
351
715
2
57845 519129 2121405
on a signiﬁcant set of interactions of depth 3 with
7
13
19
nl = nm = 3. For all of the 234175 selected inter217
715
1501
3
actions i from our dataset, the tests systematically
201159 2121405 9244659
concluded on the equality σu (i) = σo (i). Although
not a proof, our successful back-to-back compariFig. 7: Numbers of
son comforts our conﬁdence in both semantics, all interactions per nl , nm and d
the more so because of the exhaustivity of the subject data set up to maximum
numbers of lifelines, messages types, interaction depth (up to 3), number of loop
unfolding (up to 4), allowing covering all 2 by 2 combinations of operators.

5

Trace analysis

The deﬁnition of the execution function χ (Def.12)
that comes with the operational nature of the σo semantics (Def.13) allows us to solve the ’trace analysis’ problem hinted at earlier. Indeed, analysing a
trace t = act1 ...actn w.r.t. an interaction i0 equates
to verifying whether or not there exists transformations
act1
actn
i0 −−−→
χ(i0 , p1 ) = i1 , ..., in−1 −−−→
χ(in−1 , pn ) = in s.t. in
accepts the empty trace.
We deﬁne an ω function (Def.14) which takes as
arguments an interaction i and a trace t and checks
whether or not t is a trace of i. Additional traceability information is provided using four distinct verdicts:
• Covered is returned when t is a trace of i i.e. t ∈ σo (i);
• T ooShort is returned when t ∈ σo (i) is a strict preﬁx
of a trace of i i.e. ∃t ∈ Act(L, M )∗ s.t. t.t ∈ σo (i);
• T ooLong is returned when neither Covered nor
T ooShort can be, and given t = act1 ...actn ∃k < n
s.t. act1 ...actk ∈ σo (i) i.e. t extends a trace of i;
• Out is returned when none of the others can be.
We deﬁne the enumerated type V erdict and provide
it with a total order Out ≺ T ooLong ≺ T ooShort ≺
Covered.
• If t is empty then: either i accepts the empty trace in Fig. 8: Application of ω
its semantics and in this case ω(i, t) returns Covered, or it returns T ooShort.
• If t is of the form act.t (i.e. not empty and starts with act) then, for all matching actions i|p in the frontier of i, recursive calls are performed on ω(χ(i, p), t )
and ω(i, t) returns the strongest (max≺ function) verdict among those and either
T ooLong if i expresses the empty trace  or Out if not.
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Deﬁnition 14 (Trace Analysis). We deﬁne ω : I(L, M ) × Act(L, M )∗ →
V erdict such that ∀i, t ∈ I(L, M ) × Act(L, M )∗ :
– ω(i, ) = Covered (resp. T ooShort) if exp (i) = (resp. ⊥)
– if t is of the form act.t then:




 p ∈ f ront(i)
ω(i, t) = max≺ out (i) ∪ ω(χ(i, p), t )
i|p = act
with out (i) = {T ooLong} (resp. {Out}) if exp (i) =

(resp. ⊥)

trc act
3231 18000

prf add
4618 50600
Total 156276
short
cov cov short long out short or
long
3231 352 1705 864 15079 4618 50600
COV
3583 3231 352 0
0
0
0
0
SHORT 9927 0
0 1705 0
0
4618 358
LONG 61549 0
0 0
864 0
0
50242
OUT
81217 0
0 0
0
15079 0
0

rep
79827
short
or
long
10948
0
505
10443
0

out
or
short
68879
0
2741
0
66138

Fig.8 is a graphical representation of the ω process when applied to the
interaction from Fig.6-a and the trace a!m4 .b?m3 .
Fig.9 presents a synthesis of experiments conducted
to assess the correctness of ω and of our implementation
of it. We randomly sampled 1000 interactions from the
set of 234175 interactions mentioned in Sec.4. Each of
them were tested with the 18 single action traces from
Act(L, M ) and we sampled 15 traces from their semantics (computed with 3 loop unfolds). Each of those traces
were tested as well as a random selection of their preﬁxes
and of interesting mutants. Addition (resp. replacement)
mutants consists in adding an action to a trace (resp.
preﬁx). By construction we could classify all those traces
according to the verdicts they are expected to obtain.
Fig.9 details those results, showing a systematic concordance between the expected and obtained verdicts.
Those results reinforce our conﬁdence on ω, the more so
that they were done on a panel of traces and interactions
which covers all 2 by 2 combinations of operators.
To provide an evaluation of performances (plotting
time vs. length), we needed a large model and long correct traces. Indeed, the time required by the analysis is
Fig. 9: Correctness of ω not always correlated to trace length e.g. an arbitrarily long trace starting with an action act of position
experiments
p ∈ f ront(i) is analyzed immediately, whatever length
it may be. There is however a correlation for correct traces and their preﬁxes.
We deﬁned a partial high-level model of the MQTT [22] telecommunication protocol (see Fig.10-a). This model states that a communication session between a
client and a broker starts (resp. ends) with a sequential connection (resp. disconnection) phase. In between, at any time, any number of instances of one of
the 5 proposed subinteractions can be run concurrently. Hence, we used a multithreaded Python script to generate 100 traces, each of those corresponding to
the concurrent activation and execution at random time intervals of 20 instances
of the looppar from Fig.10-a. All those traces (resp. preﬁxes) have the verdict
Covered (resp. T ooShort); we evaluated computation times and plotted some
of them on Fig.10-b.
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The linear regression shows
curves with a great variability
(some traces need 4 seconds while
others only 0.06). In this precise
model, it is explained by the presence of par (via looppar ) operators and by the fact that messages
are not uniquely identiﬁed. For
instance analyzing t = a!m.b?m
on i = par(a!m, strict(a!m, b?m))
would give rise to 2 branches:
i = strict(a!m, b?m) (resp.
i = par(a!m, b?m)) with t =
b?m which ends with Out (resp.
Covered) because m is not
uniquely identiﬁed. This number
of branches can quickly explode
(a) mqtt model
(b) time vs. trace length
when par operators are stacked
which happens when the trace deFig. 10: Performances
scribes an execution where many
loop content instances overlap. An applicable solution is to treat message
data arguments, given that communication protocols provide unique ids e.g.
m(id1) = m(id2). In Fig.10-b, on the plot below, we magniﬁed on traces 9, 34
& 61 which have a very short analysis time. We can surmise here that minimal
(perhaps no) loop overlap occurred as the derivatives are almost constants (especially for trace 61). In conclusion, performance highly depends on the model
and input trace, but treating data which speciﬁes unique ids for messages would
generalize the best case scenario. In this case, the algorithm could be applied to
monitoring within the limits of an input frequency that is inferior to the time
required to analyze a trace of length 1.

6

Related work

For classical IL such as UML-SD or HMSC, many authors have proposed their
own takes on formal semantics (see the survey [21] for UML-SD).
Denotational Semantics. Most existing semantics based on term interpretations are given in a denotational style [27,14,3,17] and do not follow-up with
algorithmic tools. In [27], the authors propose a denotational semantics similar
to ours (Def.5) as far as the strict, alt and par operators are concerned. [14]
proposes a semantics that is a detailed version of the one from [27]. In [17] there
is a distinction (snd(s, r, m)|snd(s, m)|rcv(s, r, m)|rcv(r, m)) between basic actions whether or not the intended receiver or original sender is the environment.
Apart from that, and the absence of loops, the denotational semantics proposed
by [17] is similar to ours. In [3], an institutional approach, likened to that of [17]
is proposed. However it includes loops and deals with modalities associated to
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the neg and assert operators [23] by separating the semantics in sets of accepted
and refused traces. This issue of modality is also raised in [21] and [13] but it is
out of the scope of this paper.
Translations based approaches. Most other approaches rely on translations
that map concepts of the given IL into a target formal framework, most often
based on automata [11,2,28,19] or Petri nets [8,5,10]. Albeit those translations
allow reusing advantageously the target framework’s tools, relying on them to
capture semantics leads to reasoning on foreign concepts. In [11], UML-SDs
are translated into timed automata, which are then veriﬁed with the UPPAAL
tool [18]. The translation mechanisms only concern models with synchronous
communications. An observer automaton has to be designed so as to intercept
communications between automata, make them observable, and enter an error
state if other events are observed. In [2], each lifeline is translated into a timed
input output symbolic transition system (TIOSTS) and message passing relies
on some synchronous product. In order to cope with asynchronism, FIFO based
communication schema have been introduced to ensure the consistency of executions on diﬀerent lifelines. Also, dedicated variables have to be introduced to
keep track of branching choices speciﬁed by alt or loop operators. In [28], a symbolic automaton is built from UML-SD speciﬁcations in the goal of analyzing
traces by means of valid, invalid or inconclusive verdicts. [19] focuses on how
to test Message Sequence Charts when the system is only partially observed.
A translation into a network of asynchronous concurrent automata allows to
deﬁne semantics through a product automaton as in [2]. In [8], UML-SD speciﬁcations are translated into multivalued nets (M-nets). The translation is compositional, entry and exit places of the M-nets corresponding to subinteractions
being connected diﬀerently according to the parent combined fragment. However
this process is complicated by the tracking of actions that are completely unordered w.r.t. one another. [8] also treats data in the form of variables, message
parameters and guards. In [5], the authors propose an approach to automatically
translate UML-SDs designed with the Papyrus tool [12] to Coloured Petri Nets
(CPNs) in a format compatible with CPNTools [16]. CPNs come with an execution semantics that is particularly adapted for the description and analysis of
distributed and concurrent systems. In [5], the translation revolves around a list
of 11 rules with diﬀerent priorities and which are applied to translate diﬀerent
concepts (lifelines, message occurrences, combined fragments, etc.) while iterating sequentially through the UML-SD’s elements. In [10] a set of UML-SDs are
translated into Extended Petri Nets. Input execution traces can then be checked
against the EPNs.
Operational approach. The literature contains few attempts at deﬁning operational semantics for ILs. In [26], the authors build formal expressions over a
process algebra signature. Starting from axioms such as  ↓ (the empty process
a
 terminates) and a −
→  (a being an atomic action), an expression describing
a
a
a
→ x ) ∧ (y −
 →) ⇒ (x ∓ y −
→ x ). Such an
a MSC is build using rules such as (x −
expression is then associated with a transition graph. The contribution in [26]
does not however deal with loop operator and it is quite diﬀerent from ours as
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the proposed transformations operate on process-algebraic expressions and not
on syntactic terms. In contrast, the semantics proposed in [20] relies on syntactic term transformations. Still, it also requires a communication medium as
it is deﬁned as the output of a combination of two transitions systems: an execution system which keeps track of communications, and a projection system
which selects the next action to execute and provide the resulting interaction.
As explained in [9], communication models keep track of emitted messages and
messages pending receptions. They can for instance take the form of a set of
dedicated buﬀers (e.g. FIFO). Our approach has the advantage of making such
communication models implicit.
Discussions. Despite interaction languages specifying no synchronisation mechanisms between lifelines, several approaches that aim to implement tools, impose
synchronisation points when entering and exiting combined operators and at decision points (alt, opt, loop) [28,2,8,21] (although more recent works such as
[10,20] do not). Although translation-based approaches have the beneﬁt of allowing the use of the many existing analysis tools (UPPAAL [18], DIVERSITY
[15], CPNTools [16] etc.) we postulate that direct operational approaches such
as ours facilitate features such as animation and debugging, becoming for the
most part free-of-charge by-products of the analysis process.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed an operational semantics for ILs, aimed at trace validity analysis. This semantic is built upon a formal syntax for interaction terms and
validated back-to-back w.r.t. a reference denotational semantics. Our semantics
is built on partial order relations induced on messages by the syntax. Those relations allow the identiﬁcation of immediately executable actions. Pruning techniques then ensure a consistent semantics based on successive transformations of
act
the form i −−→ i . On this principle, we have deﬁned and implemented algorithms
to compute semantics and to analyze the validity of traces. Experiments were
successfully conducted in order to evaluate the correctness of each.
We intend to enrich our formalism: (1) by expanding trace analysis to a
distributed context, where a set of traces (multi-trace) may be analyzed concurrently on a subset of observed lifelines; (2) by investigating whether or not our
algorithmic treatments are fast enough to deal with traces on-the-ﬂy so as to
adapt them to monitoring. (3) by extending our IL to include modality operators such as assert or negate. (4) by allowing the use of message arguments,
variables, clocks and constraints within models.
Additionally, it would be interesting to perform a comparison with translationbased approaches. This may consist in a comparison of formal semantics and/or
in benchmarking implementations according to a certain performance metric.
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Abstract. This report describes the 2020 Competition on Software
Testing (Test-Comp), the 2nd edition of a series of comparative evaluations
of fully automatic software test-case generators for C programs. The
competition provides a snapshot of the current state of the art in the area,
and has a strong focus on replicability of its results. The competition
was based on 3 230 test tasks for C programs. Each test task consisted
of a program and a test speciﬁcation (error coverage, branch coverage).
Test-Comp 2020 had 10 participating test-generation systems.
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1

Introduction

Software testing is as old as software development itself, because the most straightforward way to ﬁnd out if the software works is to execute it. In the last few
decades the tremendous breakthrough of fuzzers 1 , theorem provers [40], and
satisﬁability-modulo-theory (SMT) solvers [21] have led to the development of
eﬃcient tools for automatic test-case generation. For example, symbolic execution
and the idea to use it for test-case generation [33] exists for more than 40 years,
yet, eﬃcient implementations (e.g., Klee [16]) had to wait for the availability of
mature constraint solvers. Also, with the advent of automatic software model
checking, the opportunity to extract test cases from counterexamples arose (see
Blast [9] and JPF [41]). In the following years, many techniques from the areas
of model checking and program analysis were adapted for the purpose of test-case
generation and several strong hybrid combinations have been developed [24].
There are several powerful software test generators available [24], but they
were diﬃcult to compare. For example, a recent study [11] ﬁrst had to develop a
framework that supports to run test-generation tools on the same program source
code and to deliver test cases in a common format for validation. Furthermore,
there was no widely distributed benchmark suite available and neither input programs nor output test suites followed a standard format. In software veriﬁcation,
the competition SV-COMP [3] helped to overcome the problem: the competition
community developed standards for deﬁning nondeterministic functions and a
1

http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/aﬂ/

c The Author(s) 2020

H. Wehrheim and J. Cabot (Eds.): FASE 2020, LNCS 12076, pp. 505–519, 2020.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-45234-6_ 25
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language to write speciﬁcations (so far for C and Java programs) and established
a standard exchange format for the output (witnesses). A competition event with
high visibility can foster the transfer of theoretical and conceptual advancements
in the area of software testing into practical tools.
The annual Competition on Software Testing (Test-Comp) [4, 5] 2 is the
showcase of the state of the art in the area, in particular, of the eﬀectiveness
and eﬃciency that is currently achieved by tool implementations of the most
recent ideas, concepts, and algorithms for fully automatic test-case generation.
Test-Comp uses the benchmarking framework BenchExec [12], which is already
successfully used in other competitions, most prominently, all competitions that
run on the StarExec infrastructure [39]. Similar to SV-COMP, the test generators
in Test-Comp are applied to programs in a fully automatic way. The results are
collected via BenchExec’s XML results format, and transformed into tables and
plots in several formats.3 All results are available in artifacts at Zenodo (Table 3).
Competition Goals. In summary, the goals of Test-Comp are the following:
• Establish standards for software test generation. This means, most prominently, to develop a standard for marking input values in programs, deﬁne
an exchange format for test suites, and agree on a speciﬁcation language for
test-coverage criteria, and deﬁne how to validate the resulting test suites.
• Establish a set of benchmarks for software testing in the community. This
means to create and maintain a set of programs together with coverage
criteria, and to make those publicly available for researchers to be used in
performance comparisons when evaluating a new technique.
• Provide an overview of available tools for test-case generation and a snapshot
of the state-of-the-art in software testing to the community. This means to
compare, independently from particular paper projects and speciﬁc techniques,
diﬀerent test-generation tools in terms of eﬀectiveness and performance.
• Increase the visibility and credits that tool developers receive. This means
to provide a forum for presentation of tools and discussion of the latest
technologies, and to give the students the opportunity to publish about the
development work that they have done.
• Educate PhD students and other participants on how to set up performance
experiments, packaging tools in a way that supports replication, and how to
perform robust and accurate research experiments.
• Provide resources to development teams that do not have suﬃcient computing
resources and give them the opportunity to obtain results from experiments
on large benchmark sets.
Related Competitions. In other areas, there are several established competitions. For example, there are three competitions in the area of software veriﬁcation:
(i) a competition on automatic veriﬁers under controlled resources (SV-COMP [3]),
(ii) a competition on veriﬁers with arbitrary environments (RERS [27]), and
(iii) a competition on interactive veriﬁcation (VerifyThis [28]). An overview of
2 https://test-comp.sosy-lab.org
3 https://test-comp.sosy-lab.org/2020/results/
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16 competitions in the area of formal methods was presented at the TOOLympics
events at the conference TACAS in 2019 [1]. In software testing, there are several
competition-like events, for example, the DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge [38] 4 ,
the IEEE International Contest on Software Testing 5 , the Software Testing
World Cup 6 , and the Israel Software Testing World Cup 7 . Those contests are
organized as on-site events, where teams of people interact with certain testing
platforms in order to achieve a certain coverage of the software under test. There
are two competitions for automatic and oﬀ-site testing: Rode0day 8 is a competition that is meant as a continuously running evaluation on bug-ﬁnding in
binaries (currently Grep and SQLite). The unit-testing tool competition [32] 9 is
part of the SBST workshop and compares tools for unit-test generation on Java
programs. There was no comparative evaluation of automatic test-generation
tools for whole C programs in source-code, in a controlled environment, and
Test-Comp was founded to close this gap [4]. The results of the ﬁrst edition
of Test-Comp were presented as part of the TOOLympics 2019 event [1] and
in the Test-Comp 2019 competition report [5].

2

Deﬁnitions, Formats, and Rules

Organizational aspects such as the classiﬁcation (automatic, oﬀ-site, reproducible,
jury, traning) and the competition schedule is given in the initial competition deﬁnition [4]. In the following we repeat some important deﬁnitions that
are necessary to understand the results.
Test Task. A test task is a pair of an input program (program under test) and
a test speciﬁcation. A test run is a non-interactive execution of a test generator
on a single test task, in order to generate a test suite according to the test
speciﬁcation. A test suite is a sequence of test cases, given as a directory of
ﬁles according to the format for exchangeable test-suites. 10
Execution of a Test Generator. Figure 1 illustrates the process of executing
one test generator on the benchmark suite. One test run for a test generator gets as
input (i) a program from the benchmark suite and (ii) a test speciﬁcation (ﬁnd bug,
or coverage criterion), and returns as output a test suite (i.e., a set of test cases).
The test generator is contributed by a competition participant. The test runs are
executed centrally by the competition organizer. The test validator takes as input
the test suite from the test generator and validates it by executing the program
on all test cases: for bug ﬁnding it checks if the bug is exposed and for coverage
it reports the coverage. We use the tool TestCov [14] 11 as test-suite validator.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

https://www.darpa.mil/program/cyber-grand-challenge/
http://paris.utdallas.edu/qrs18/contest.html
http://www.softwaretestingworldcup.com/
https://www.inﬂectra.com/Company/Article/480.aspx
https://rode0day.mit.edu/
https://sbst19.github.io/tools/
https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/software/test-format/
https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/software/test-suite-validator
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Fig. 1: Flow of the Test-Comp execution for one test generator

Table 1: Coverage speciﬁcations used in Test-Comp 2020 (same as in 2019)
Formula

Interpretation

COVER EDGES(@CALL(__VERIFIER_error)) The test suite contains at least one test
that executes function __VERIFIER_error.
COVER EDGES(@DECISIONEDGE)
The test suite contains tests such that
all branches of the program are executed.

Test Speciﬁcation. The speciﬁcation for testing a program is given to the
test generator as input ﬁle (either properties/coverage-error-call.prp or
properties/coverage-branches.prp for Test-Comp 2020).
The deﬁnition init(main()) is used to deﬁne the initial states of
the program under test by a call of function main (with no parameters). The deﬁnition FQL(f) speciﬁes that coverage deﬁnition f should
be achieved. The FQL (FShell query language [26]) coverage deﬁnition
COVER EDGES(@DECISIONEDGE) means that all branches should be covered,
COVER EDGES(@BASICBLOCKENTRY) means that all statements should be covered, and COVER EDGES(@CALL(__VERIFIER_error)) means that calls to function __VERIFIER_error should be covered. A complete speciﬁcation looks like:
COVER( init(main()), FQL(COVER EDGES(@DECISIONEDGE)) ).
Table 1 lists the two FQL formulas that are used in test speciﬁcations of
Test-Comp 2020; there was no change from 2019. The ﬁrst describes a formula
that is typically used for bug ﬁnding: the test generator should ﬁnd a test case
that executes a certain error function. The second describes a formula that is
used to obtain a standard test suite for quality assurance: the test generator
should ﬁnd a test suite for branch coverage.
License and Qualiﬁcation. The license of each participating test generator
must allow its free use for replication of the competition experiments. Details on
qualiﬁcation criteria can be found in the competition report of Test-Comp 2019 [5].
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Categories and Scoring Schema

Benchmark Programs. The input programs were taken from the largest and
most diverse open-source repository of software veriﬁcation tasks 12 , which is
also used by SV-COMP [3]. As in 2019, we selected all programs for which the
following properties were satisﬁed (see issue on GitHub 13 and report [5]):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

compiles with gcc, if a harness for the special methods 14 is provided,
should contain at least one call to a nondeterministic function,
does not rely on nondeterministic pointers,
does not have expected result ‘false’ for property ‘termination’, and
has expected result ‘false’ for property ‘unreach-call’ (only for category Error
Coverage).

This selection yielded a total of 3 230 test tasks, namely 699 test tasks for category
Error Coverage and 2 531 test tasks for category Code Coverage. The test tasks
are partitioned into categories, which are listed in Tables 6 and 7 and described in
detail on the competition web site.15 Figure 2 illustrates the category composition.
Category Error-Coverage. The ﬁrst category is to show the abilities to discover bugs. The programs in the benchmark set contain programs that contain a
bug. Every run will be started by a batch script, which produces for every tool
and every test task (a C program together with the test speciﬁcation) one of
the following scores: 1 point, if the validator succeeds in executing the program
under test on a generated test case that explores the bug (i.e., the speciﬁed
function was called), and 0 points, otherwise.
Category Branch-Coverage. The second category is to cover as many branches
of the program as possible. The coverage criterion was chosen because many
test-generation tools support this standard criterion by default. Other coverage
criteria can be reduced to branch coverage by transformation [25]. Every run will
be started by a batch script, which produces for every tool and every test task
(a C program together with the test speciﬁcation) the coverage of branches of
the program (as reported by TestCov [14]; a value between 0 and 1) that are
executed for the generated test cases. The score is the returned coverage.
Ranking. The ranking was decided based on the sum of points (normalized for
meta categories). In case of a tie, the ranking was decided based on the run time,
which is the total CPU time over all test tasks. Opt-out from categories was
possible and scores for categories were normalized based on the number of tasks
per category (see competition report of SV-COMP 2013 [2], page 597).
12
13
14
15

https://github.com/sosy-lab/sv-benchmarks
https://github.com/sosy-lab/sv-benchmarks/pull/774
https://test-comp.sosy-lab.org/2020/rules.php
https://test-comp.sosy-lab.org/2020/benchmarks.php
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Fig. 2: Category structure for Test-Comp 2020
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(d) Tester Archives

(e) Test-Generation Run

(f) Test Suite

Fig. 3: Test-Comp components and the execution ﬂow

Table 2: Publicly available components for replicating Test-Comp 2020
Component
Test-Generation Tasks
Benchmark Deﬁnitions
Tool-Info Modules
Tester Archives
Benchmarking
Test-Suite Format

4

Fig. 3 Repository
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

github.com/sosy-lab/sv-benchmarks
gitlab.com/sosy-lab/test-comp/bench-defs
github.com/sosy-lab/benchexec
gitlab.com/sosy-lab/test-comp/archives-2020
github.com/sosy-lab/benchexec
gitlab.com/sosy-lab/software/test-format

Version
testcomp20
testcomp20
2.5.1
testcomp20
2.5.1
testcomp20

Reproducibility

In order to support independent replication of the Test-Comp experiments,
we made all major components that are used for the competition available in
public version repositories. An overview of the components that contribute to
the reproducible setup of Test-Comp is provided in Fig. 3, and the details are
given in Table 2. We refer to the report of Test-Comp 2019 [5] for a thorough
description of all components of the Test-Comp organization and how we ensure
that all parts are publicly available for maximal replicability.
In order to guarantee long-term availability and immutability of the testgeneration tasks, the produced competition results, and the produced test suites,
we also packaged the material and published it at Zenodo. The DOIs and
references are listed in Table 3. The archive for the competition results includes
the raw results in BenchExec’s XML exchange format, the log output of the test
generators and validator, and a mapping from ﬁles names to SHA-256 hashes.
The hashes of the ﬁles are useful for validating the exact contents of a ﬁle, and
accessing the ﬁles inside the archive that contains the test suites.
To provide transparent access to the exact versions of the test generators that
were used in the competition, all tester archives are stored in a public Git repository. GitLab was used to host the repository for the tester archives due to its generous repository size limit of 10 GB. The ﬁnal size of the Git repository is 1.47 GB.
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Table 3: Artifacts published for Test-Comp 2020
Content

DOI

Reference

Test-Generation Tasks
Competition Results
Test Suites (Witnesses)

10.5281/zenodo.3678250
10.5281/zenodo.3678264
10.5281/zenodo.3678275

[7]
[6]
[8]

Table 4: Competition candidates with tool references and representing jury members
Participant
CoVeriTest
Esbmc
HybridTiger
Klee
Legion
LibKluzzer
PRTest
Symbiotic
TracerX
VeriFuzz

5

Ref.
[10, 31]
[22, 23]
[15, 37]
[17]
[36]
[34]
[35]
[18, 19]
[29, 30]
[20]

Jury member

Aﬃliation

Marie-Christine Jakobs TU Darmstadt, Germany
Lucas Cordeiro
U. of Manchester, UK
Sebastian Ruland
TU Darmstadt, Germany
Martin Nowack
Imperial College London, UK
Gidon Ernst
LMU Munich, Germany
Hoang M. Le
U. of Bremen, Germany
Thomas Lemberger
LMU Munich, Germany
Marek Chalupa
Masaryk U., Czechia
Joxan Jaﬀar
Nat. U. of Singapore, Singapore
Raveendra Kumar M.
Tata Consultancy Services, India

Results and Discussion

For the second time, the competition experiments represent the state of the
art in fully automatic test-generation for whole C programs. The report helps
in understanding the improvements compared to last year, in terms of eﬀectiveness (test coverage, as accumulated in the score) and eﬃciency (resource
consumption in terms of CPU time). All results mentioned in this article were
inspected and approved by the participants.
Participating Test Generators. Table 4 provides an overview of the participating test-generation systems and references to publications, as well as the team representatives of the jury of Test-Comp 2020. (The competition jury consists of the
chair and one member of each participating team.) Table 5 lists the features and
technologies that are used in the test-generation tools. An online table with information about all participating systems is provided on the competition web site. 16
Computing Resources. The computing environment and the resource limits
were mainly the same as for Test-Comp 2019 [5]: Each test run was limited to
8 processing units (cores), 15 GB of memory, and 15 min of CPU time. The testsuite validation was limited to 2 processing units, 7 GB of memory, and 5 h of CPU
time (was 3 h for Test-Comp 2019). The machines for running the experiments are
part of a compute cluster that consists of 168 machines; each test-generation run
was executed on an otherwise completely unloaded, dedicated machine, in order
16 https://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2020/systems.php
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CoVeriTest
Esbmc



HybridTiger

















LibKluzzer
PRTest



Symbiotic
TracerX
VeriFuzz








Targeted Input Generation



Klee
Legion

Symbolic Execution

Random Execution

Predicate Abstraction

Guidance by Coverage Measures

Floating-Point Arithmetics

Explicit-Value Analysis

Evolutionary Algorithms

CEGAR

Participant

Bounded Model Checking

Table 5: Technologies and features that the competition candidates oﬀer





















to achieve precise measurements. Each machine had one Intel Xeon E3-1230 v5
CPU, with 8 processing units each, a frequency of 3.4 GHz, 33 GB of RAM,
and a GNU/Linux operating system (x86_64-linux, Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux
kernel 4.15). We used BenchExec [12] to measure and control computing resources
(CPU time, memory, CPU energy) and VerifierCloud 17 to distribute, install,
run, and clean-up test-case generation runs, and to collect the results. The values
for time and energy are accumulated over all cores of the CPU. To measure the
CPU energy, we use CPU Energy Meter [13] (integrated in BenchExec [12]).
Further technical parameters of the competition machines are available in the
repository that also contains the benchmark deﬁnitions. 18
One complete test-generation execution of the competition consisted of
29 899 single test-generation runs. The total CPU time was 178 days and the
consumed energy 49.9 kWh for one complete competition run for test-generation
(without validation). Test-suite validation consisted of 29 899 single test-suite
17 https://vcloud.sosy-lab.org
18 https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/test-comp/bench-defs/tree/testcomp20
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1412

Overall
3230 tasks

Cover-Branches
2531 tasks

Participant

Cover-Error
699 tasks

Table 6: Quantitative overview over all results; empty cells mark opt-outs

CoVeriTest

405

Esbmc

506

HybridTiger

394

1351

1772

Klee

502

1342

2017

Legion
LibKluzzer

1836

302

1257

1501

630

1597

2474

66

545

500

Symbiotic

435

849

1548

TracerX

373

1244

1654

VeriFuzz

636

1577

2476

PRTest

validation runs. The total consumed CPU time was 632 days. Each tool was
executed several times, in order to make sure no installation issues occur during the execution. Including preruns, the infrastructure managed a total of
401 156 test-generation runs (consuming 1.8 years of CPU time) and 527 805
test-suite validation runs (consuming 6.5 years of CPU time). We did not
measure the CPU energy during preruns.
Quantitative Results. Table 6 presents the quantitative overview of all tools
and all categories. The head row mentions the category and the number of test
tasks in that category. The tools are listed in alphabetical order; every table
row lists the scores of one test generator. We indicate the top three candidates
by formatting their scores in bold face and in larger font size. An empty table
cell means that the tester opted-out from the respective main category (perhaps
participating in subcategories only, restricting the evaluation to a speciﬁc topic).
More information (including interactive tables, quantile plots for every category,
and also the raw data in XML format) is available on the competition web site 19
and in the results artifact (see Table 3). Table 7 reports the top three testers for
each category. The consumed run time (column ‘CPU Time’) is given in hours
and the consumed energy (column ‘Energy’) is given in kWh.
Score-Based Quantile Functions for Quality Assessment. We use scorebased quantile functions [12] because these visualizations make it easier to
understand the results of the comparative evaluation. The web site 19 and the
19 https://test-comp.sosy-lab.org/2020/results
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Table 7: Overview of the top-three test generators for each category (measurement
values for CPU time and energy rounded to two signiﬁcant digits)

Rank

Veriﬁer

Cover-Error
VeriFuzz
1
LibKluzzer
2
Esbmc
3

Score

636
630
506

CPU
Time
(in h)

Energy
(in kWh)

17
130
9.5

.22
1.3
.11

Cover-Branches
LibKluzzer
1
VeriFuzz
2
CoVeriTest
3

1597
1577
1412

540
590
430

5.6
7.5
4.4

Overall
1
2
3

2476
2474
2017

610
670
460

7.7
6.9
5.2

VeriFuzz
LibKluzzer
Klee

Fig. 4: Quantile functions for category Overall. Each quantile function illustrates
the quantile (x-coordinate) of the scores obtained by test-generation runs below a
certain number of test tasks (y-coordinate). More details were given previously [5].
A logarithmic scale is used for the time range from 1 s to 1000 s, and a linear
scale is used for the time range between 0 s and 1 s.
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Table 8: Alternative rankings; quality is given in score points (sp), CPU time in
hours (h), energy in kilo-watt-hours (kWh), the rank measure in joule per score
point (J/sp); measurement values are rounded to 2 signiﬁcant digits
Rank

Veriﬁer

Green Testers
1
Symbiotic
2
Legion
3
TracerX
worst

Quality
(sp)

CPU
Time
(h)

CPU
Energy
(kWh)

Rank
Measure
(J/sp)

1 548
1 501
1 654

41
160
310

0.50
1.8
3.8

1.2
4.4
8.3
53

results artifact (Table 3) include such a plot for each category; as example, we
show the plot for category Overall (all test tasks) in Fig. 4. A total of 9 testers
(all except Esbmc) participated in category Overall, for which the quantile plot
shows the overall performance over all categories (scores for meta categories
are normalized [2]). A more detailed discussion of score-based quantile plots for
testing is provided in the previous competition report [5].
Alternative Ranking: Green Test Generation — Low Energy Consumption. Since a large part of the cost of test-generation is caused by the
energy consumption, it might be important to also consider the energy eﬃciency
in rankings, as complement to the oﬃcial Test-Comp ranking. The energy is measured using CPU Energy Meter [13], which we use as part of BenchExec [12].
Table 8 is similar to Table 7, but contains the alternative ranking category
Green Testers. Column ‘Quality’ gives the score in score points, column ‘CPU
Time’ the CPU usage in hours, column ‘CPU Energy’ the CPU usage in kWh,
column ‘Rank Measure’ uses the energy consumption per score point as rank
CPU energy
, with the unit J/sp.
measure: totaltotal
score

6

Conclusion

Test-Comp 2020, the 2nd edition of the Competition on Software Testing, attracted
10 participating teams. The competition oﬀers an overview of the state of the art in
automatic software testing for C programs. The competition does not only execute
the test generators and collect results, but also validates the achieved coverage
of the test suites, based on the latest version of the test-suite validator TestCov.
The number of test tasks was increased to 3 230 (from 2 356 in Test-Comp 2019).
As before, the jury and the organizer made sure that the competition follows the
high quality standards of the FASE conference, in particular with respect to the
important principles of fairness, community support, and transparency.
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Abstract. In theory, software model checkers are well-suited for automated test-case generation. The idea is to perform (non-)reachability
queries for the test goals and extract test cases from resulting counterexamples. However, in case of realistic programs, even simple coverage
criteria (e.g., branch coverage) force model checkers to deal with several hundreds or even thousands of test goals. Processing each of these
test goals in isolation with model checking techniques does not scale.
Therefore, our tool HybridTiger builds on recent ideas on multi-property
veriﬁcation. However, since every additional property (i.e., test goal) reduces the model checker’s abstraction possibilities, we split the set of
all test goals into diﬀerent partitions. In Test-Comp 2019, we applied
a random partitioning strategy and used predicate analysis as model
checking technique. In Test-Comp 2020, we improved our technique in
two ways. First, we exploit domination information among control-ﬂow
locations in our partitioning strategy to group test goals being located
on (preferably) similar paths. Second, we account to inherent weaknesses
of the predicate analysis by applying a hybrid software model-checking
approach that switches between explicit model checking and predicatebased model checking on-the-ﬂy. Our tool HybridTiger is integrated into
the software analysis framework CPAchecker.
Keywords: CPAchecker · Test-Goal Set Partitioning · Hybrid ModelChecking Cooperation

1

Software Architecture

The HybridTiger algorithm is implemented within the software veriﬁcation
framework CPAchecker [4]. CPAchecker utilizes the Eclipse CDT C-parser3 .
3

https://www.eclipse.org/cdt/
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Fig. 1. C Program to calculate the Fibonacci number of n and corresponding CFA

CPAchecker allows developers to easily integrate new algorithms like HybridTiger, which may use other algorithms implemented in CPAchecker, such as
counterexample-guided abstraction reﬁnement (CEGAR) [5]. Additionally, new
reachability analyses can be integrated as Configurable Program Analyses
(CPAs) [2]. Each CPA consist of an abstract domain with the operators post,
merge, and stop. Multiple CPAs can also be combined into one CPA.
HybridTiger uses the CoVeriTest [3] algorithm to sequentially combine
test-case generation runs utilizing diﬀerent veriﬁcation techniques. Each test-case
generation run applies the CPA/Tiger-MGP4 (Tiger Multi-Goal-Partitioning)
algorithm, which utilizes the CEGAR algorithm.

2

Test-Generation Approach

HybridTiger ﬁrst extracts test goals from input programs and repeatedly executes reachability analyses provided by CPAchecker until every reachable test
goal is covered by at least one test case. To this end, test goals are encoded into
(non-)reachability properties. If a test goal has been reached, CPAchecker thus
returns a counterexample and HybridTiger extracts a test case (i.e., a vector of
input values), writes the test case to disk and marks the test goal as covered.
Hybrid Test-Case Generation. HybridTiger receives as inputs a C program and
a property speciﬁcation (i.e., a set of test goals). Next, HybridTiger transforms
the C program into a control-ﬂow automaton (CFA) [1]. Figure 1 shows an
example C program and the corresponding CFA. After CFA generation, the
CoVeriTest algorithm as conﬁgured in HybridTiger (see Fig. 2) is executed.
In every new iteration, each analysis of our conﬁguration ﬁrst (re-)partitions
the set of uncovered test goals (e.g., partitions P1, P2, P3 and P4 for CPA/Tiger-MGP-Value and P1 and P2 for CPA/Tiger-MGP-Predicate in Fig. 2). In
each iteration, CPA/Tiger-MGP-Value is performed ﬁrst using explicit model
checking and is stopped after 120s. After that, CPA/Tiger-MGP-Predicate is
4

https://www.es.tu-darmstadt.de/es/team/sebastian-ruland/testcomp19/
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Fig. 2. Overview of HybridTiger

executed using predicate model checking for 780s, where the overall iteration
stops after reaching the global time limit.
Partitioning. HybridTiger utilizes domination information of test-goal locations
according to the respective CFA paths. This meta-information is retrieved from
the generated CFA: each CFA node (i.e., basic block of program locations) in
Fig. 1 is annotated with a post-order ID such that a node will only be reached
after all nodes on the same path with a larger ID have been reached at least
once. Hence, we use the IDs of predecessor nodes related to the CFA edges of
test goals as sorting criterion for the overall set of test goals before splitting
this set into partitions of predeﬁned sizes. In this way, test goals sharing similar
paths are more likely to be assigned to the same partition thus facilitating reuse
potentials of reachability-information during reachability analysis.

3

Strengths and Weaknesses

HybridTiger has three main strengths. First, the directed generation of test cases
aiming at covering particular test goals signiﬁcantly reduces the overall number
of test cases. Additionally, most test cases produced by HybridTiger eﬀectively
increase the overall coverage (i.e., HybridTiger produces mostly correct and nonredundant test cases). Second, HybridTiger uses control-ﬂow information to partition test goals which potentially enhances eﬃciency of test-case generation due
to information reuse among similar test goals. Lastly, HybridTiger uses combinations of diﬀerent analysis strategies (i.e., value analysis and predicate analysis) to
cope with structural diversity of input programs. One weakness of HybridTiger
is that the partitioning approach does not improve performance of a goal-by-goal
approach if being applied to programs with a small number of test goals (e.g.,
reaching one single error location as demanded in the Cover-Error category).

HybridTiger
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Results. In Test-Comp 2020, HybridTiger has participated in all categories and
managed to reach the 4th rank in Code Coverage and the 6th rank in Finding
Bugs, where HybridTiger performed better on tasks with many test goals.

4

Setup and Conﬁguration

The version of HybridTiger submitted to Test-Comp 2020 is built from the
tigerIntegration25 branch revision 32283 of the CPAchecker repository and is
archived at https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/test-comp/archives-2020. HybridTiger
can be applied to a single ﬁle using the command
s c r i p t s / cpa . sh −benchmark −heap 10000M −t i g e r t e s t c o m p 2 0
−s p e c s p e c . prp f i l e

1

where spec is the property ﬁle (e.g., coverage-error-call or coverage-branches)
and ﬁle is the input C program. Statistics of the analyses are printed to console
and meta data on generated test cases as well as the test suite are written to
ﬁles in the output folder. In order to run HybridTiger for the Test-Comp 2020
benchmarks a Linux system with Java 8, BenchExec6 and the SV-benchmarks7
is required. Finally, run BenchExec with:
– the benchmark deﬁnition cpa-tiger.xml (archived at https://gitlab.com/sosylab/test-comp/bench-defs/tree/master/benchmark-defs), and
– the tool-info module cpachecker.py (archived at https://github.com/sosylab/benchexec/tree/master/benchexec/tools).

5

Project and Contributors

CPAchecker is maintained by the Software Systems Lab at LMU Munich
as open-source project, contributed by an international group of researchers
from LMU Munich, University of Passau, Technical University of Darmstadt and
the Institute for System Programming of the Russian Academy of Sciences.The
branch tigerIntegration2 from which HybridTiger is built is mainly developed
at the Technical University of Darmstadt. Additional information is available
at https://cpachecker.sosy-lab.org/.
Acknowledgement. This work was funded by the Hessian LOEWE initiative
within the Software-Factory 4.0 project.
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Abstract. ESBMC is an SMT-based bounded model checker for realworld C programs. Such programs often represent real numbers using
the ﬂoating-points, most commonly, the IEEE ﬂoating-point standard
(IEEE 754-2008). Thus, ESBMC now includes a new ﬂoating-point arithmetic encoding layer in our SMT backend, that encodes ﬂoating-point
operations into bit-vector operations. In particular, ESBMC can use oﬀthe-shelf SMT solvers that oﬀer support for bit-vectors only to encode
ﬂoating-point arithmetic.
Keywords: Automated Test Generation · Bounded Model Checking ·
Software Testing · Satisﬁability Modulo Theories.

1

Test Generation Approach

ESBMC [3,7] is an SMT-based bounded model checker for the veriﬁcation of
safety properties and assertions in both sequential and multi-threaded C programs. ESBMC primarily aims to help software developers by ﬁnding subtle
bugs in their code (e.g., array bounds violation, null-pointer dereference, arithmetic overﬂow, and deadlock). It also implements k -induction [5,10] and can
be used to prove the absence of property violations, i.e., program correctness.
In Test-Comp’20 [1], ESBMC produces test cases using the falsiﬁcation mode,
which is an iterative bounded model checking (BMC) approach that repeatedly
unwinds the program until it either ﬁnds a property violation or exhausts time
or memory limits. Intuitively, ESBMC aims to ﬁnd a counterexample with up
to k loop unwindings. The algorithm relies on the symbolic execution engine to
increasingly unwind the loop after each iteration. ESBMC uses the falsiﬁcation
mode because it is known that there exist property violations in all programs
in the Test-Comp, so there exists no need to prove correctness. From the counterexample produced by ESBMC, we deﬁne the test speciﬁcation required by
the competition using an external Python script.


Jury member
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ESBMC runs with an improved SMT backend for test-case generation, which
includes a ﬂoating-point encoding layer that converts all ﬂoating-point operations into bit-vector operations (a process called bit-blasting) when encoding the
program into an SMT formula. Previous ESBMC versions [8] were only able to
encode and verify programs using a ﬁxed-point representation for ﬂoating-points.
This particular encoding is a valid approximation since ﬁxed-points are used in
a large number of applications in the embedded world; however, it restricted
ESBMC from verifying the broad set of programs that relied on processors that
implement ﬂoating-point arithmetic.
There exist various strategies to solve SMT formulae with ﬂoating-point
arithmetic. It is tempting to use a real arithmetic strategy to tackle these formulae; however, the ﬂoating-point arithmetic is an approximation of the real
one and introduces a new set of values (e.g., NaNs). ESBMC follows the same
approach as CBMC [2] and 2LS [15], which also bit-blast all operations, including ﬂoating-point operations, before checking satisﬁability using SAT solvers.
The bit-blasting algorithm in ESBMC is based on the bit-blasting performed
by Z3, which is an improved version of the algorithms described by Muller et
al. [12]. A ﬂoating-point is encoded into SMT using a single bit-vector and follows the IEEE–754 [11] standard for the size of the exponent and signiﬁcand.
For instance, a half-precision ﬂoating-point (16 bits) has 1 bit for the sign, 5
bits for the exponent and 11 bits for the signiﬁcand (1 hidden bit) [11]. Thus,
the ﬂoating-point encoding layer in ESBMC performs the operations in the bitvectors representing the ﬂoating-points, e.g., the formula to check if a bit-vector
is a NaN checks if the exponent is all 1’s and if the signiﬁcand is not zero.
The resulting SMT formulae are the translation of the ﬂoating-point arithmetic
digital circuits to SMT [12].
The improved SMT backend is an extension of our previous work on ﬂoatingpoint arithmetic encoding [9]. Previously, we extended ESBMC to encode ﬂoatingpoint arithmetic into SMT, however, we were restricted to SMT solvers that
supported the FP theory natively (i.e., Z3, MathSAT and CVC4) [9]. Now, the
ﬂoating-point encoding layer extends the FP theory support to all solvers supported by ESBMC, including Boolector [13] and Yices [4], which do not natively
support that FP theory. In Test-Comp’20, ESBMC uses Boolector 3.0.1 and
produces 470 conﬁrmed test speciﬁcations. In particular, ESBMC achieved the
the highest score in the ReachSafety-Floats, a category focused on programs
with ﬂoating-point arithmetics, correctly verifying 30 out of the 32 test cases
and outperforming all other tools in this category. The results in this category
demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of the ﬂoating-point bit-blasting: Boolector does
not support the FP theory natively and yet was able to reason about almost all
the test cases in the competition that involved ﬂoating-point arithmetic.

2

Strengths and Weaknesses

The falsiﬁcation mode allows ESBMC to keep unwinding the program until a
property violation is found, or until it exhausts time or memory limits. Its BMC
approach, however, stops after it has found a property violation and prevents
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the generation of tests speciﬁcations for multiple property violations or coverage
testing. This approach, however, is an advantage in the Cover-Error category
as ﬁnding one error is the primary goal.
Encoding programs using the SMT FP theory has several advantages over the
ﬁxed-point approach. ESBMC can now accurately model C programs that use
the IEEE ﬂoating-point arithmetic [11]. In particular, ESBMC ships with models
for most of the current C11 standard functions. Furthermore, the ﬂoating-point
encoding layer in ESBMC extends the support for the SMT FP theory to solvers
that do not support it natively. ESBMC can verify programs with ﬂoating-point
arithmetic using all currently supported solvers – including Boolector and Yices,
which do not support the SMT FP theory.
In Test-Comp’20 results, 470 tests were conﬁrmed while 13 tests were unconﬁrmed, where 11 were due to bugs in the script that generates the test speciﬁcation (e.g., non-deterministic unions or duplication of non-deterministic values) 5 ,
1 was due to a bug in ESBMC that caused the tool to fail6 , and 1 was due to undeﬁned behavior in the test case7 . We chose Boolector for the competition because
it outperforms all other SMT solvers supported by ESBMC. In the ReachSafetyFloats category, Boolector even outperforms all other SMT solvers that natively
support FP theory. We believe that Boolector employs more abstract and less expensive techniques (e.g., algebraic reduction rules and contextual simpliﬁcation)
before bit-blasting SMT formulae into SAT.
The drawback of the ﬂoating-point encoding is that they are very complex;
it is not uncommon to see the SMT solvers struggling to support every corner
case [6,14]. The maintenance of our ﬂoating-point encoding layer is hard, and we
do not yet have proof that it is entirely correct, even though empirical evidence [9]
points in that direction and suggests that the approach is eﬃcient in ﬁnding bugs
as shown by Test-Comp’20 results. The complex bit-vector formulae also prevent
high-level reasoning about the problem by the SMT solver, however, this is not a
signiﬁcant issue for ESBMC as all high-level simpliﬁcations are performed before
encoding the program into SMT formulae.

3

Tool Setup and Conﬁguration

In order to run our esbmc-wrapper.py script8 , one must set the architecture
(i.e., 32 or 64-bit), the competition strategy (i.e., k -induction, falsiﬁcation, or
incremental BMC), the property ﬁle path, and the benchmark path, as:
esbmc-wrapper.py [-a {32, 64}] [-p PROPERTY_FILE]
[-s {kinduction,falsi,incr,fixed}]
[BENCHMARK_PATH]
5
6
7
8

https://github.com/esbmc/esbmc/issues/142
https://github.com/esbmc/esbmc/issues/143
https://github.com/sosy-lab/sv-benchmarks/pull/1073
https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/test-comp/archives-2020/blob/master/2020/
esbmc-falsi.zip
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where -a sets the architecture, -p sets the property ﬁle path, and -s sets the
strategy (e.g., kinduction, falsi, incr, or fixed). In Test-Comp’20, ESBMC
uses falsi for falsiﬁcation.
Internally, by choosing the falsiﬁcation strategy, the following options are
set when executing ESBMC: --no-div-by-zero-check, disables the division
by zero check (required by Test-Comp); --force-malloc-success, sets that
all dynamic allocations succeed (a Test-Comp requirement); --floatbv, enables ﬂoating-point SMT encoding; --falsification, enables the falsiﬁcation
mode; --unlimited-k-steps, removes the upper limit of iteration steps in
the falsiﬁcation algorithm; --witness-output, sets the witness output path;
--no-bounds-check and --no-pointer-check disable bounds check and pointer
safety checks, resp., since we are only interested in ﬁnding reachability bugs;
--k-step 5, sets the falsiﬁcation increment to 5; --no-allign-check, disables
pointer alignment checks; and --no-slice, disables slicing of unnecessary instructions. The Benchexec tool info module is named esbmc.py and the benchmark deﬁnition ﬁle is esbmc-falsi.xml.

4

Software Project

The ESBMC source code is written in C++ and it is available for downloading at
GitHub9 , which include self-contained binaries for ESBMC v6.1 64-bit. ESBMC
is publicly available under the terms of the Apache License 2.0. Instructions for
building ESBMC from the source code are given in the ﬁle BUILDING (including
the description of all dependencies). ESBMC is an international-joint project
with the SIDIA Instituto de Ciência e Tecnologia, Federal University of Amazonas, University of Southampton, University of Manchester, and the University
of Stellenbosch.
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Abstract. Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) is an important method
for testing of programs. An important system on DSE is KLEE [1] which
inputs a C/C++ program annotated with symbolic variables, compiles
it into LLVM, and then emulates the execution paths of LLVM using
a speciﬁed backtracking strategy. The major challenge in symbolic execution is path explosion. The method of abstraction learning [7] has
been used to address this. The key step here is the computation of an
interpolant to represent the learned abstraction.
TracerX, our tool, is built on top of KLEE and it implements and utilizes abstraction learning. The core feature in abstraction learning is subsumption of paths whose traversals are deemed to no longer be necessary
due to similarity with already-traversed paths. Despite the overhead of
computing interpolants, the pruning of the symbolic execution tree that
interpolants provide often brings signiﬁcant overall beneﬁts. In particular, TracerX can fully explore many programs that would be impossible
for any non-pruning system like KLEE to do so.
Keywords: Dynamic Symbolic Execution, Interpolation, Testing, Code
Coverage

1

Overview and Software Architecture

Symbolic execution has emerged as an important method to reason about programs, in both veriﬁcation and testing. By reasoning about inputs as symbolic
entities, its fundamental advantage over traditional black-box testing, which uses
concrete inputs, is simply that it has better coverage of program paths. In particular, dynamic symbolic execution (DSE), where the execution space is explored path-by-path, has been shown eﬀective in systems such as DART [4] and
KLEE [1]. A key advantage of DSE is that by examining a single path, the analysis can be both precise, and eﬃcient. However, the key disadvantage of DSE is
that the number of program paths is in general exponential in the program size,
and most available implementations of DSE do not employ a general technique
to prune away some paths.
In TracerX, our primary objective is to address the path explosion problem in
DSE. More speciﬁcally, we wish to perform path-by-path exploration of DSE to
c The Author(s) 2020
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enjoy its beneﬁts, but we include a pruning mechanism so that a generated path
can be eliminated if it is guaranteed not to violate the stated safety conditions.
Toward this goal, we employ the method of abstraction learning [7], which is
more popularly known as lazy annotations [8,9].
The software architecture of TracerX
is presented in Fig.
1. The core feature
of TracerX is the use
of interpolation, which
serves to generalize the
context of a node in
Fig. 1. TracerX Framework
the symbolic execution
tree (SET) with an approximation of the weakest precondition of the node. This
method was implemented in the TRACER system [6], which was the ﬁrst system
to demonstrate DSE with pruning. TRACER was primarily used to evaluate new
algorithms in veriﬁcation, analysis and testing, e.g., [2,3,5]. While TRACER was
able to perform bounded veriﬁcation and testing on many examples, it could not
accommodate industrial programs which often dynamically manipulate the heap
memory. TracerX combines the state-of-the-art DSE technology used in KLEE
with the pruning technology in TRACER to address this issue.
Now we explain interpolation in more detail.
x = 0;
While exploring the SET, an interpolant of a state
if ( b1 ) x += 12;
if ( b2 ) x += 15;
is an abstraction of it which ensures the safety of the
assert (x != 28);
subtree rooted at that state. In other words, if we
continue the execution with the interpolant instead Fig. 2. A Sample Program
of the state we will not reach any error. Thus, upon
encountering another state of the same program point, if the context of the
state implies the interpolant formula, then continuing the execution from the
new state will not lead to any error. Consequently, we can prune the subtree
rooted at the new state.
Example 1. Consider the program
in Fig. 2 and its SET explored by
SE with interpolation in Fig. 3.
The variables b1, b2 are symbolic
and all combinations of the boolean
conditions are satisﬁable. The ﬁnal
statement assert(x = 28) is the target. The path condition for every
path is shown in the set in black
color.
We traverse the SET in a leftright depth-ﬁrst manner. In the end
of the ﬁrst path x = 27 which does Fig. 3. SET with Interpolation of Program
not violate the assertion. Consider- in Fig. 2
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ing the target and the update on variable x between 5a  and 7a , we generate
an interpolant which store the weakest precondition at 5a : x = 13 (Shown in
purple color). Similarly, an interpolant is also computed at 6a : x = 28.
Now, combining these two interpolants, we generate an interpolant for the
node 4a . Note that the weakest precondition here is b2 −→ (x = 13) ∧ !b2 −→
(x = 28). We approximate this formula with the conjunction (x = 13) ∧ (x =
28). Next, moving to 2a , the interpolant at 4a  is received and considering
the update on variable x between 2a  and 4a , an interpolant is generated at
2a : x = 1 ∧ x = 16. Now moving to 4b , we check if the path condition
at 4b  (x = 0∧!b1 ∧ skip) implies the interpolant that was generated at 4a 
(x = 13 ∧ x = 28). Since the implication holds, node 4b  is subsumed with
node 4a  (indicated by orange arrow) and the subtree below 4b  is pruned. The
SET traversal continues by computing the interpolant at 3a  which is computed
from x = 13 ∧ x = 28 subsuming 4b  and the updates between 3a  and 4b 
(which is skip). The interpolants at 2a  and 3a  are then combined to generate
an interpolant at 1a : x = 1 ∧ x = 16 ∧ x = 13 ∧ x = 28. Note that KLEE
would explore the 4 paths in the SET while TracerX explores only two paths to
the end.



2

Discussion on Strengths and Weaknesses

In Test-Comp 2020, TracerX stood at 6th rank in overall. Inspecting the results,
TracerX was one of the teams having the highest score in: cover-branches.BitVectors and cover-error.ControlFlow. Moreover, TracerX was one of the top 3 scorers in: cover-branches.DeviceDriversLinux64, cover-branches.ControlFlow, and
cover-error.BitVectors.
TracerX also accomplished more tasks by a meaningful margin compared to
KLEE in: cover-branches.BusyBox and cover-branches.MainHeap. On the other
hand, TracerX performed poorly in 3 sub-categories: cover-error.ReachSafetyECA, ReachSafety-Sequentialized (both branches) and cover-error.Floats1 .
We should emphasize that TracerX in general requires symbolic execution
trees to be bounded. Otherwise, interpolants cannot be computed. Moreover,
TracerX is a heavy-weight approach and the overhead pays oﬀ as the problems
gets harder. As a result it is expected for other light-weight approaches to have
better results compared to TracerX in short timeout and memory limits.
Moreover, it appears that the conﬁguration we used to explore unbounded
programs (max-depth=1000) and also in the benchexec tool-info (wrongly running TracerX with the default memory (2GB) instead of 15GB RAM) might
have had a profound eﬀect in reaching timeout on the test programs.
1

TracerX does not support symbolic expressions over ﬂoating point arithmetic.
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Tool Setup and Conﬁguration

The TracerX version used in TEST-COMP 2020 is available at https://gitlab.
com/sosy-lab/test-comp/archives-2020/blob/testcomp20/2020/tracerx.zip2 . The
conﬁguration/setting and running of TracerX is similar to KLEE. TracerX has
some extra command line arguments. Firstly, the argument “solver-backend=z3”
should be provided to run TracerX with interpolation. Without this option TracerX will run similar to KLEE. TracerX can do exploration in both the Random
and DFS modes. However, the DFS exploration mode (using “-search=dfs”) is
preferred since it naturally increases the chance of generating interpolants. Furthermore, the option “-subsumed-test” should be used to generate a test-case
from the subsumed nodes. This option is required for the coverage competition. The following is a sample full command line after compiling and running
tracerx.py:
“../tracerx-svcomp/bin/../tracerx build/Release+Asserts/bin/klee -maxmemory=14305 -output-dir=../tracerx-svcomp/bin/../test-suite -search=dfs
-solver-backend=z3 -write-xml-tests -tc-orig=s3 clnt 3.BV.c.cil-2a.c -tchash=acd2272114f13977ea7bdc712c7567ec2e43dc8e07ef033eb67487bab7f66d59 -dump-states-on-halt=false -exit-on-error-type=Assert -max-depth=1000
-max-time=900 /tmp/tmpvwkb459r/s3 clnt 3.BV.c.cil-2a.c.bc”

The two command line options, “-max-memory” and “-max-time” are used
to set the maximum memory and time budget. The options “-write-xml-tests”,
“-tc-orig”, and “-tc-hash” are to record the test input information. Once the
halt instruction is invoked, “-dump-states-on-halt” creates a test case from all
active states3 . The option “-exit-on-error-type=Assert” terminates the search as
soon as a bug is found (used only for coverage categories). The command line
option “-max-depth=1000” is used to bound the maximum number of branches
explored in unbounded paths.

4

Software Project and Contributors

The information about TracerX with self-contained binary is publicly available at
https://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/∼tracerx/. Also, the source code can be accessed
at https://github.com/tracer-x/klee repository. Authors of this paper and other
colleagues have contributed and developed TracerX at National University of
Singapore, Singapore. The authors of this paper acknowledge the direct and
indirect support of their students, former researchers, and colleagues.

2

3

The benchexec tool-info ﬁle is https://github.com/sosy-lab/benchexec/blob/master/
benchexec/tools/tracerx.py and the benchmark description ﬁle is https://gitlab.
com/sosy-lab/test-comp/bench-defs/blob/master/benchmark-defs/tracerx.xml.
This was disabled to save execution time. However, it would have been better to
enable this option for maximum coverage.
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Abstract. LibKluzzer is a novel implementation of hybrid fuzzing, which
combines the strengths of coverage-guided fuzzing and dynamic symbolic
execution (a.k.a. whitebox fuzzing). While coverage-guided fuzzing can
discover new execution paths at nearly native speed, whitebox fuzzing
is capable of getting through complex branch conditions. In contrast
to existing hybrid fuzzers, that operate directly on binaries, LibKluzzer
leverages the LLVM compiler framework to work at the source code
level. It employs LibFuzzer as the coverage-guided fuzzing component
and KLUZZER, an extension of KLEE, as the whitebox fuzzing component.
Keywords: Hybrid Fuzzing · Coverage-guided Fuzzing · Symbolic Execution · LLVM.

1

Test Generation Approach

LibKluzzer is based on hybrid fuzzing which tries to combine the strengths of
coverage-guided fuzzing and whitebox fuzzing. Most existing advanced hybrid
fuzzers, e.g. [6,7,8], employ coverage-guided fuzzing as the main search algorithm
and only apply whitebox fuzzing selectively on the most promising inputs. While
such advanced approach is also being under development and evaluation for
LibKluzzer, for simplicity and given the short time frame available for adapting
to Test-Comp, the participating version of LibKluzzer combines coverage-guided
fuzzing and whitebox fuzzing in a very simple way. Without any intrinsic integration, multiple instances of coverage-guided fuzzing and whitebox fuzzing are
scripted to run in parallel in their own OS process. They operate on a common
corpus to enable sharing the individual progresses. Each instance keeps an inmemory set of inputs it has generated, together with the code coverage achieved
so far. Whenever an instance discovers an input that covers new code, it writes
this input as a ﬁle to the common corpus. The corpus is scanned periodically
by the instances to check for newly added ﬁles. Despite of (or thanks to) its
simplity, LibKluzzer managed to perform very well in Test-Comp 2020.
c The Author(s) 2020
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Software Architecture

Two major components of LibKluzzer are LibFuzzer [1] for coverage-guided
fuzzing and KLUZZER [5] for whitebox fuzzing. As mentioned earlier, KLUZZER
is an extension of KLEE [2]. While it uses most of the KLEE infrastructure including the underlying SMT solver STP [3], KLUZZER provides several signicant
enhancements that make it more suitable for hybrid fuzzing (see [5] for more details). For Test-Comp, both LibFuzzer and KLUZZER have been extended to
support its speciﬁc requirements. The extension involves writing test cases in
XML format, glue logic to convert the random byte array needed for the fuzzers
into a sequence of calls to nondet functions, and implementing a fuzzing target
as described later.
Workﬂow First, the C program under test undergoes a set of source-to-source
program transformations to enable in-process coverage-guided fuzzing. The transformed program is then compiled using Clang to create an LLVM bitcode ﬁle
and an executable. The compilation involves, among others, code coverage instrumentation and linking with LibFuzzer. Finally, the LLVM bitcode ﬁle is fed
to KLUZZER to perform whitebox fuzzing, while the executable is started in
two instances to perform coverage-guided fuzzing. These three fuzzing instances
run concurrently until terminated by the Test-Comp BenchExec runner due to
time limit exceeded. They share generated inputs via a common corpus of ﬁles
as mentioned earlier and write XML test cases to the test suite on-the-ﬂy.
Transformations for in-process fuzzing While the main components of
LibKluzzer are implemented in C++, the program transformations, that are
required to enable in-process coverage-guided fuzzing, consist of a set of Bash
and Python scripts. This form of fuzzing is much faster than traditional outof-process fuzzing, which forks a new process for each execution of the main
function, but requires the global state of the fuzzing target to remain largely unchanged or to be resetted between executions. The transformations esssentially
perform the following steps for each benchmark:
1. rename the existing main function to FuzzMe;
2. identify and duplicate global variables;
3. insert additional functions: FuzzerSaveCtx to capture the initial global state
into the duplicated variables and FuzzerRestoreCtx to restore this state before each new execution of the FuzzMe function;
4. redirect calls to exit and abort to custom functions to prevent unwanted
early exit from the fuzzing loop.
The current script-based implementation of these transformations is very
fragile and might not work out-of-the-box for non-Test-Comp benchmarks. The
next version of LibKluzzer will replace these with proper Clang-based source-tosource transformations.

LLVM-based Hybrid Fuzzing with LibKluzzer (Competition Contribution)
int nondet_int() {
int Value = 0;
if (Used + 4 <= Size) {
memcpy(&Value, Data + Used, 4);
Used += 4;
}
return Value;
}
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int LLVMFuzzerTestOneInput(
uint8_t *Data, size_t Size) {
FuzzerRestoreCtx();
MakeGlobalCopy(Data, Size);
Used = 0;
FuzzMe();
}

Fig. 1. Implementation of nondet functions and fuzzing target for Test-Comp

Test-Comp fuzzing target and nondet functions Both KLUZZER and
LibFuzzer require the deﬁnition of a fuzzing target, i.e. an implementation of
the declared LLVMFuzzerTestOneInput function. The main function provided
by the fuzzers will repeatedly call LLVMFuzzerTestOneInput with fuzz inputs
in a loop to perform fuzzing. Each fuzz input consists of an array of random
bytes and its size. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual implementation of LLVMFuzzerTestOneInput on the right hand side. First, the initial global execution state is
restored. Then, the given fuzz input is copied into a global array and the number
of bytes already consumed for fuzzing is set to zero; Finally, FuzzMe is invoked.
During its execution, each time a nondet function is called to provide input, a
corresponding number of bytes from the global byte array will be consumed to
create the requested value, as exemplarily shown on the left hand side of Fig. 1
for int. With this conversion from random bytes, no changes are needed in the
core algorithms of KLUZZER and LibFuzzer for Test-Comp.

3

Strengths and Weaknesses

The main strength of LibKluzzer lies in achieving high code coverage as demonstrated by winning the branch coverage category of Test-Comp. Multiple factors
contribute to this success including the extremely high throughput of in-process
coverage-guided fuzzing implemented by LibFuzzer and the use of generational
search in KLUZZER, a coverage-maximizing search heuristic for dynamic symbolic execution/whitebox fuzzing ﬁrst proposed by SAGE [4]. The individual
contribution of each single component is to be analyzed more thoroughly in a
further detailed study.
The main conceptual weakness of LibKluzzer is that the same coveragemaximizing search strategy is used for reaching error calls. It is a big surprise
that LibKluzzer has still achieved the second place in the corresponding category.
We expect that adapting the search heuristics of both LibFuzzer and KLUZZER
to be directed by the distance to the location of error calls should improve the
performance signiﬁcantly.
Especially, the big ECA benchmarks have proven to be problematic for both
LibFuzzer and KLUZZER and hence also for LibKluzzer. The sequence of nondet
values required to reach the error calls is very speciﬁc and nearly impossible to
ﬁnd with coverage-guided fuzzing, while KLUZZER suﬀers from path explosion.
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In addition to error-directed search, path/state merging might be required to
eﬃciently deal with these benchmarks.
A further weakness is that LibKluzzer makes little eﬀort on minimizing the
test suite with respect to both the size of the test suite and the size of each
test case. Too many redundant test cases might cause the validator to timeout.
Furthermore, some produced test cases are too big hitting a corner case in the
validator and forcing it to exceed the given memory limit. In these cases, the
validator crashes prematurely, leaving the remaining test cases uncounted.

4

Tool Setup and Conﬁguration

Installation The LibKluzzer archive submitted to Test-Comp 2020 (version 0.6)
can be downloaded from https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/test-comp/archives-2020/
blob/testcomp20/2020/libkluzzer.zip. After unpacking, the main executable script
LibKluzzer can be found in the bin folder.
Conﬁguration The main script has been conﬁgured to reﬂect the resource
restrictions of Test-Comp 2020. LibKluzzer treats every benchmark as 64-bit
and always tries to maximize code coverage, and thus is agnostic to the property
and architecture speciﬁcation. The only meaningful parameter is the path to the
source code ﬁle of the benchmark.
Participation LibKluzzer participates in both available categories of TestComp 2020: Finding Bugs and Code Coverage.

5

Software Project and Contributors

LibKluzzer and KLUZZER are being developed by the author at University of
Bremen, Germany. This research and development are supported by the Central
Research Development Fund, University of Bremen, Germany within the project
SYMVIR. The source code of LibKluzzer will be made available at https://
github.com/hoangmle/LibKluzzerTestComp2020Submission. Much of the credits should go to the respective development teams of LibFuzzer and KLEE, which
lay the foundation for LibKluzzer.
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CoVeriTest with Dynamic Partitioning
of the Iteration Time Limit
(Competition Contribution)
Marie-Christine Jakobs
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Abstract. Our CoVeriTest submission, which is implemented in the
analysis framework CPAchecker, uses veriﬁcation techniques for automatic
test-case generation. To this end, it checks the reachability of every test
goal and generates one test case per reachable goal. Instead of checking
the reachability of every test goal individually, which is too expensive,
CoVeriTest considers all test goals at once and removes already covered
goals from future reachability queries. To deal with the diverse set of
Test-Comp tasks, CoVeriTest uses a hybrid approach that interleaves
value and predicate analysis. In contrast to Test-Comp’19, the time limit
per iteration is no longer ﬁxed for an analysis. Instead, we ﬁx the iteration
time limit and split it dynamically among the analyses, rewarding analyses
that previously covered more test goals per time unit.
Keywords: Test-case generation · Cooperative veriﬁcation · CPAchecker

1

Test-Generation Approach

Test-case generation approaches have diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses. To deal
with the diverse Test-Comp benchmark, we therefore use an hybrid approach.
More concrete, our Test-Comp’20 submission CoVeriTest combines diﬀerent
veriﬁcation approaches using the idea of cooperative, veriﬁer-based testing [6].
Figure 1 shows the workﬂow of our CoVeriTest submission. Like in TestComp’19, CoVeriTest iteratively combines a value analysis [5], which only
tracks the explicit values of those variables stored in its precision, and a predicate
analysis, which applies adjustable block encoding [4] and abstracts at loop heads
only. Both analyses use counterexample-guided abstraction reﬁnement [8] to
adjust their precision (the set of tracked variables or the set of predicates) and
check which open test goals can be reached. Whenever one analysis reaches a test
goal, i.e., it ﬁnds a real counterexample, a test case adhering to the Test-Comp
exchange format1 is constructed from that counterexample [1] and the test goal
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is removed from the set of open test goals. Depending on the Test-Comp’20
property, the set of test goals is initialized to the set of all __VERIFIER_error()
calls or the set of all branches.
Like in Test-Comp’19,
both analyses resume
Test specification
init
their exploration from the
speciﬁcation ϕ
speciﬁcation ϕ
open
previous round and do
Test goals
cov
covered
oal
ere
not exchange any further
dg
dg
ere
oal
v
o
c
information. The novelty
for Test-Comp’20 is the
Value
test case
test case Predicate
Test suite
dynamic adjustment of
analysis [5] pr
analysis [4]
ogre
pP
ss p
ress
the analyses’ time limits.
V
prog
Time limit adaption
To better adjust to the
limitV
limitP
program, we redistribute
(20 s, 80 s)
Program
the iteration time limit
among the analyses after
Fig. 1: CoVeriTest workﬂow for Test-Comp’20
each iteration round.
Initially, we grant the
value analysis 20 s and the predicate analysis 80 s. Thereafter, we use the
normalized progresses pV and pP reported by the analyses to compute the new
time limits. The normalized progress is the number of test goals covered by the
analysis in the round divided by the total number of test goals. If no analysis
made progress (pV ≤ 0 and pP ≤ 0), we will reuse the time limits from the
current round. Otherwise, we adjust the limits according to Eq. 1 (i ∈ {V, P }).
Each analysis gets at least 10 s to avoid to turn it oﬀ. The remaining 80 s of the
iteration limit are redistributed according to the relative contribution of each
analysis. The relative contribution of an analysis is its progress per time limit
related to the sum of the progresses per time limit.
= 10 s +
limitnew
i

pi
limiti

pV
pP ∗ 80 s
+
limitV
limitP

(1)

The main diﬀerences to HybridTiger [11], which also applies cooperative, veriﬁerbased testing, are that HybridTiger uses multi-goal partitioning [10] and that
HybridTiger uses ﬁxed time limits 120 s and 720 s for value and predicate analysis.

2

Tool Architecture

CoVeriTest is implemented within the Java-based software-analysis framework
CPAchecker [3], which uses the Eclipse CDT parser2 and integrates diﬀerent

SMT solvers via the JavaSMT [9] interface. For Test-Comp’20, we rely on
CPAchecker’s default SMT solver MathSAT5 [7].
2

https://www.eclipse.org/cdt/
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CPAchecker’s core is the conﬁgurable program analysis framework [2], which
deﬁnes the basis for the veriﬁcation approaches. The framework consists of two
parts: conﬁgurable program analyses (CPAs) and the CPA algorithm. CPAs like
the value and predicate analysis used by CoVeriTest describe program analyses.
Therefore, they deﬁne the abstract domain and the analysis operators. The CPA
algorithm performs the reachability analysis for a given CPA and program.
To integrate further veriﬁcation techniques, the CPA framework is enhanced
with algorithms like counterexample-guided abstraction reﬁnement [8], the circular
algorithm, which performs a continuous iteration over a set of analyses, or the
test-case generation algorithm. To produce test cases, the test-case generation
algorithm wraps and runs another analysis, generates test cases from counterexamples [1] returned by the wrapped analysis, updates the analysis speciﬁcation
(i.e., removes covered goals), and thereafter continues the wrapped analysis.

3

Strengths and Weaknesses

CoVeriTest won the third place in the category Cover-Branches and in contrast

to Test-Comp’19, became better than KLEE in this category.
The major change of CoVeriTest from Test-Comp’19 to Test-Comp’20
is the dynamic adjustment of the iteration time limits. Thus, many strength
and weaknesses are still the same as in Test-Comp’19. CoVeriTest’s iterative
combination of predicate and value analysis helped to adapt to the diverse set
of Test-Comp tasks and its direct search of the test goals lead to few test cases.
Also, CoVeriTest has still problems with tasks that contain large arrays because
these are not supported by the underlying analyses. Furthermore, CoVeriTest
has problems with the new subcategory BusyBox-Memsafety and fails to parse
the programs in the new subcategory SQLite-MemSafety.
Now, let us discuss the eﬀect of the adjustment of the time limits. For the
time limit adjustment, we use the progress of the analyses measured in number
of covered goals. Since there only exists one (reachable) test goal per task in
the Cover-Error category, either both analyses make no progress in an iteration
(pV ≤ 0 and pP ≤ 0) or one analysis covered the goal and CoVeriTest stops.
Thus, the time limit adjustment has no eﬀect on the Cover-Error category.
Next, let us consider the Cover-Branches category. Our own comparison of
the CoVeriTest submissions for Test-Comp’19 and Test-Comp’20 revealed that
the time limit adjustment mainly aﬀects tasks of the ECA subcategory. In total,
the coverage value for 320 tasks decreased and the coverage value for 591 tasks
increased. Moreover, the increase is typically signiﬁcantly larger than the decrease
(on average 6.3 percent points increase compared to 1.5 percent points decrease).
Furthermore, most of the tasks with a diﬀerence in the coverage value belong to
the ECA subcategory. Therefore, the time limit adjustment pays oﬀ. Nevertheless,
CoVeriTest could still perform better on the ECA subcategory. We believe that
one problem in the ECA subcategory are redundant test goals, which lead to the
same or similar test case generated multiple times and, thus, a waste of time.
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Setup and Conﬁguration

CoVeriTest is distributed as part of CPAchecker3 , which requires a Java 8

runtime environment. Our Test-Comp’20 submission, with which we participated
in all categories, uses CPAchecker in revision 32236. After the environmental
setup, one can run CoVeriTest on program program.i with the following
command. The ﬁle property.prp is a placeholder for the test speciﬁcation, either
coverage-error-call.prp or coverage-branches.prp.
scripts/cpa.sh -testcomp20 -benchmark -heap 10000m
-spec property.prp program.i

The command above assumes that program.i runs in a 32-bit environment.
When requiring a 64-bit environment, one needs to add the parameter -64 to the
above command. Moreover, if the machine has not enough RAM to handle the
speciﬁed Java heap memory, one can decrease the value passed with -heap.
The test suite generated during the execution of CoVeriTest is written to
the directory test-suite, which is a subdirectory within the output directory
of CPAchecker. As deﬁned by the Test-Comp rules, the test suite contains a
metadata ﬁle and test-case ﬁles adhering to the required XML format.

5

Project and Contributors

CoVeriTest is a component of the open-source project CPAchecker 3 , which is

hosted by Dirk Beyer’s group at LMU Munich under Apache 2.0. Currently, also
members of the Institute for System Programming of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Masaryk University, and Technical University of Darmstadt contribute
to CPAchecker. We would like to thank all contributors.
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Abstract. Legion is a grey-box coverage-based concolic tool that aims
to balance the complementary nature of fuzzing and symbolic execution
to achieve the best of both worlds. It proposes a variation of Monte Carlo
tree search (MCTS) that formulates program exploration as sequential
decision-making under uncertainty guided by the best-ﬁrst search strategy. It relies on approximate path-preserving fuzzing, a novel instance of
constrained random testing, which quickly generates many diverse inputs
that likely target program parts of interest. In Test-Comp 2020 [1], the
prototype performed within 90% of the best score in 9 of 22 categories.
Keywords: Symbolic Execution, Fuzzing, Monte Carlo Search

1

Test-Generation Approach

Coverage testing aims to traverse all execution paths of the program under test
to verify its correctness. Two traditional techniques for this task, symbolic execution [6] and fuzzing [7] are complementary in nature [5].
Consider exploring the program Ackermann02 in Fig. 1 from the Test-Comp
benchmarks as an example. Symbolic execution can compute inputs to penetrate
the choke point (line 10) to reach the “rare branch” (lines 14/15), but then
becomes unnecessarily expensive in solving the exponentially growing constraints
from repeatedly unfolding the recursive function ackermann. By comparison, even
though very few random fuzzer-generated inputs pass the choke point, the high
speed of fuzzing means the “rare branch” will be quickly reached.
The following research question arises when exploring the program space in
a conditional branch: Will it be more eﬃcient to focus on the space under the
constraint, or to ﬂood both branches with unconstrained inputs, to target the
internals of log(m,n) in line 11 at the same time?
Legion3 introduces MCTS-guided program exploration as a principled answer to this question, tailored to each program under test. For a program like
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Fig. 1: Ackermann02.c
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void main() {
int m = input(), n = input();
// choke point
if (m < 0 || m > 3) || (n < 0 || n > 23) {
log(n,m);
// common branch
return;
} else {
int r = ackermann(m,n); // rare branch
assert(m < 2 || r >= 4);
}
}

Program entry state

tra
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int ackermann(int m, int n) {
if (m==0) return n+1;
if (n==0) return ackermann(m-1,1);
return ackermann(m-1,ackermann(m,n-1));
}
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Unknown paths
Observed paths

Score: estimate the likelihood of ﬁnding new paths

Fig. 2: MCTS-guided fuzzing in Legion

Fig. 2, Legion estimates the expectation of ﬁnding new paths by the UCT score
(upper conﬁdence bound for trees), a successful approach for games [3], aiming
to balance exploration of program space (where success is still uncertain) against
exploitation of partial results (that appear promising already). Code behind rare
branches is targeted by approximate path-preserving fuzzing to eﬃciently generate diverse inputs for a speciﬁc sub-part of the program.
Legion’s MCTS iteratively explores a tree-structured search space, whose
nodes represent partial execution paths. On each iteration, Legion selects a
target node by recursively descending from the root along the highest scoring
child, stopping when a parent’s score exceeds its childrens’. A node’s score is
based on the ratio of the number of distinct vs. all paths observed passing through
it, but nodes selected less often in the past are more likely to be chosen. Then,
approximate path-preserving fuzzing is applied to explore the target node. The
resulting execution traces are recorded and integrated into the tree.
Approximate path-preserving fuzzing (APPF) quickly generates inputs that
likely follow the target program path, and therefore is crucial for Legion’s efﬁciency. Legion’s APPF implementation extends the QuickSampler [4] technique, which is a recent mutation-based algorithm that expands a small set of
constraint solutions to a larger suite of likely solutions. Legion extends QuickSampler from propositional logic to bitvector path constraints.

2

Tool Description & Conﬁguration

We implemented Legion as a prototype in Python 3 on top of the symbolic
execution engine angr [8]. We have extended its solver backend, claripy, by
the approximate path-preserving fuzzing algorithm, relying on the optimizer
component of Z3 [2]. Binaries are instrumented to record execution traces.
Installation. Download and unpack the competition archive (commit b2fc8430):
https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/test-comp/archives-2020/blob/master/2020/legion.zip

Legion requires Python 3 with python-setuptools installed, and gcc-multilib
for the compilation of C sources. Necessary libraries compiled for Ubuntu 18.04
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are included in the subfolder lib (modiﬁed versions of angr, claripy and their
dependencies). The archive contains the main executable, Legion.py, and a
wrapper script, legion-sv that includes lib into PYTHONPATH. The version tag
is 0.1-testcomp2020, options can be shown with python3 ./Legion.py --help.
Conﬁguration. In the competition, we ran ./legion-sv with these parameters:
--save-tests
save test cases as xml ﬁles in Test-Comp format
--persistent
keep running when no more symbolic solutions are found
(mitigates issue with dynamic memory allocations)
--time-penalty 0
do not penalise a node for expensive constraint-solving
(experimental feature, not yet evaluated)
--random-seed 0
ﬁx the random seed for deterministic result
--symex-timeout 10 limit symbolic execution and constraint solving to 10s
--conex-timeout 10 limit concrete binary execution to 10s
In the category cover-branches, we additionally use this ﬂag:
--coverage-only
don’t stop when ﬁnding an error
Finally, -32 and -64 indicate whether to use 32 or 64 bits (this aﬀects binary
compilation and the sizes for nondeterministic values of types int, . . . ).
Participation. Legion participates in all categories of Test-Comp 2020.
Software Project and Contributors. Legion is principally developed by
Dongge Liu, with technical and conceptual contributions by all authors of this
paper. Legion will be made available at https://github.com/Alan32Liu/Legion.

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Discussion

Legion is competitive in many categories of Test-Comp 2020, achieving within 90%
of the best score in 2 of 9 error categories and 7 of 13 coverage categories.
Legion’s instrumentation and explovoid main( ) {
ration
algorithm can accurately model
int N=100000, a1[N], a2[N], a3[N], i;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
the program. Consider the benchmark
a1[i] = input(); a2[i] = input();
standard_copy2_ground-1.c in Fig. 3.
for(i=0; i<N; i++) a3[i] = a1[i];
for(i=0; i<N; i++) a3[i] = a2[i];
With a single symbolic execution through
for(i=0; i<N; i++) assert(a1[i] == a3[i]);
the entire program over a trace found
}
via initial random inputs, Legion underFig. 3: standard_copy2_ground-1.c stands that all guards of the for loops can
only evaluate in one way, and so omits them from the selection phase. It does
discover that the assertion inside the last loop contributes interesting decisions,
however, and will come up with two diﬀerent ways to evaluate the comparison
a1[i] == a3[i], one of which triggers the error. With such an accurate model in
combination with its principled MCTS search strategy, Legion is particularly
good at covering corner cases in deep loops: All other tools failed to score full
marks in standard_copy*_ground-*.c benchmarks, but Legion succeeded in 9
out of 18. We can furthermore solve benchmarks where pure constraint solving
fails, e.g., when the solver times out on hard constraints of complex paths we
label the respective branches for pure random exploration.
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While instrumentation provides accurate information on the program, its
currently naive implementation signiﬁcantly slows down the concrete execution
of programs with long execution traces. We mitigate this weakness by setting a
time limit on the concrete executions. As a consequence, inputs that correspond
to long concrete execution are not saved. In the future, we plan to explore Intel’s
PIN tool, which oﬄoads binary tracing into the CPU with negligible overhead.
Legion inherits some limitations from angr as a symbolic execution backend. Some benchmarks, such as array-tiling/mbpr5.c, dynamically allocate
memory with a symbolic size that depends on the input. angr eagerly concretises this value, producing unsatisﬁable path constraints for a feasible execution path. Legion detects this inconsistency as soon as it encounters the
feasible path and omits the erroneous node from selection. This helps e.g. on
bubblesort-alloca-1.c where Legion achieved full coverage (in contrast to most
other participants) despite the dynamic allocations.
Legion performed poorly on benchmark sets bitvector and ssh-simplified.
These programs have long sequences of equality constraint that are hard to
satisfy with fuzzing. This happens to be an extreme example of the parentchild trade-oﬀ that Legion intends to balance where fuzzing the parent gives
nearly no reward. This could potentially be mitigated by decreasing Legion’s
exploration ratio in the UCT score, but we have not attempted such ﬁne-tuning.
Another problem is allocations when loop counters or array sizes are randomly chosen very large in 64 bit mode, leading to excessively long concrete
execution traces that cause timeouts or memory exhaustion. We plan to periodically prune the in-memory representation of the tree in the future.
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